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PREFACE. 

IN the present work I have employed the term Mechanism 
as applying to combinations of machinery solely when con
sidered as governing the relations of motion. Machinery 
as a modifier of force, has in the science of Mechanics 
occupied the attention of nearly evcry mathematician of 
eminence who has arisen in the world ; but, by sorne 
strange chance, very few have attempted to give a scien
tific form to the attractive and valuable resulta of mechan
ism; for it cannot be said that the few and simple machines 
which form the examples in books of mechanics, are to 
be regarded as even forming a foundation for the prin
cipies upon which is to be based a science that will 
enable us either to reduce the movements and actions of 
a complex engine to system, or to give answers to the 
questions that naturally arise upon considering such 
engines ;-for example, are the means by which the 
resulta are obtained the best that might have been 
employed? or what are the various methods that might 
have been substituted for them? Y et there appears no 
reason why the construction of a machine for a given 
purpose should not, like any usual problem, be so reduced 
to the dominion of the mathematiciun, as to enable him. to 
obtain, by direct and certain methods, all the forma and 
arrangements that are applicable to t.he desired purpo~e, 
from which he may select at pleasure. At present, 
questions of tbis kind can only be solved by that species 
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of intuition which long familiarity with a subject usually 
confers upon experienced persons, but which they are 
totally unable to communicate to others. 

When the mind of a mechanician is occupied with the 
contrivance of a machine, he must wait until, in the 
midst of his meditations, sorne happy combination presenta 
itself to his mind which may answer his purpose. Y et 
upon analysing the mental operations by which the 
nascent contrivance is gradually made to assume form 
and consistency, it will generally be observed, that t.he 
motions of the machine are the principal subject of 
contemplation, rather than the forces applied to it, or the 
work it has to do. For every machine will be found to 
consist of a train of pieces connected together in various 
ways, so that if one be made to move they all receive a 
motion, the relation of which to that of the :first is 
governed by the nature of the connection. The work 
which the machine has to do will require that the pieces 
appropriated to this work shall move with respect to each 
other in sorne given manner, and the forces applied to the 
machine to set it in motion must also move the piece 
which receives them in sorne other manner. Thus the 
question of contriving a machine by which a given kind 
of power may be made to perform given work, is reduced 
to a problem of mere motion-to a question of connecting 
the pieces which receive the power and those which do 
the work; so that when the first m ove according to the 
law required by the economy of the power, the last shall 
necessarily receive the motion which will enable them to 
do the work. There are, of course, many essential 
considerations of force and arrangement which must be 
cntered into before the machine can be completed, but 
they admit of being abstracted in the first instance ; and 
it is only by so doing that we can hope to create a science 
of mechanism. Yet this view seems to have presented 
itself but lately, with due clearness, to the minds of 
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writers on this subject; o.nd it mo.y be interesting to troce 
the history of its rise and progress. 

Apart from the writings on the. science of Mechanics, 
the history of which is well known, a number of books 
have been produced from time to time, having for their 
subject Machinery. At :first, however, the lending prin
cipie of classi:fication in these is derived from the purpose 
for which each machine is designed, and accordingly these 
books are either confined to machines destined for one 
particular kind of work, as in the early treatises of Val
turius (1472) and Agrícola (1550) on warlikeand mining 
machinery respectively; or el se they are collections of 
machines classed and described · with reference to the 
objects for which they are constructed; divided, for ex
ample, into machines for raising water, for grinding flour, 
sawing timber, and so on. The earliest of these collections 
are the treatises of Besson (1569), Ramelli (1580), Strada 
(1618), Zonca (1621), Branca (1629), Bockler (1662); 
and the list might be continued without interruption to 
the present day.• The voluminous 'Theatrum Machi
narum ' ( 1724) of Leupold, although it falls under the 
same description, yet in its first volume contains the first 
attempt to consider the parts of machinery separated from 
their work, and referred to the modifications of motion. 
And although these parts are made to follow the usual 
mechanical powers, and are mixed up with considerations 
of force, yet we find chapters on the crank, on cams, on 
machines for converting a circular motion into a rectilinear,or 
a back and forwards motion, and for converting a back and 
foru;ards motion into a continued circular motion, and so 
on. This must, in fact., be considered as the :first attempt 
to produce a systematic trcatise on Mechanism. But the 
first clear statement of the true principies upon wbich the 
science ofKinematics must be based, was made by Euler, 

• Tbis list might be preceded by Vitruvius, Book x., the works o( Hero and 
other Greek mechanists, &c. Vide Veúrum Mathematicorum Opera. Par. 1693. 
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in 1775 ('Nov. Comm. Petrop.' xx.), in a memoir,• of 
which I present a translation of the ()pening paragraph ; in 
which it appears that ' The investigation of the motion of a 
rigid body may be conveniently separated into two parts, 
the one geometrical, the other mechanical. In the first 
part, the transference of the body from a given position to 
any other position must be investigated without respect to 
the causes of the motion, and must be represented by 
analytical formulm, which will define the position ()f each 
point of the body after the transference with respect to its 
initial place. This investigation will therefore be referable 
solely to geometry, or rather to stereotomy. 

' It is clear that by the separation of this part of the 
question from the other, which belongs properly to Me
chanics, the determination of the motion from dynamical 
principies will be m.ade much easier than if the two parts 
were undertaken conjointly.' 

The next step appears to have been made in 1794, by 
Monge, who, in planning the organisation of the École 
Polytechnique, proposed to devote two months of the first 
year of study to the elements of machines. 'By these 
elements are to be understood the means by which the 
directions of motion are changed ; those by which pro
gressive motion in a right line, rotative motion, and 
reciprocating motion, are made each to produce the others. 
The most complicated machines being merely the result 
of a combination of sorne of these elements, it is necessary 
that a complete enumeration of them should be drawn 
up.t This enumera.tion formed the subject of part of his 
lectures, and was the basis of the two similar systems of 
Hachette, and of Lanz and Bétancourt. The latter was 
finally adopted for the École Polytechnique, and printed 

• Reprinted in his Tlleoria motu corporum, in tbe nrst chapter of the 
.Additammtum, headed 'Formulm generales pro translatione quacunque cor
porum rigidorum,' p. 449, ed. 1790. 

t Vide Et!&ai IIU' la Compositifm de6 Maclu'nu, par MM. Lana and Bétancoart, 
J>ar. 1808. p. l. 
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in 1808, under the title of 'An Essay on the Composition 
of Machines.' It was subsequently translated into 
Englisb. Postponing for tbe moment the discussion of 
the system, we may observe that Monge, in the above 
programme, distinctly proposes to study machines by 
treating them merely as contrivances for changing one 
kind of motion into another, apart from any considerations 
of force. We shall see presently, however, that this 
plan did not extend beyond the mere enumeration and 
deacription of the elements, without containing a pro
vision for tbe calculation of the laws of the motion, or 
cbanges of motion produced. Ampere, however, appears 
to have contemplated the formation of a system that 
would also include these latter objects; for in his ' Essay 
on tbe Philosophy of the Sciences,' published in 1834, we 
find it distinctly asserted, 'that there exist certain con
siderations which if sufficiently developed would consti
tute a complete science, but which have been hitherto 
neglected, or have formed only the subject of memoirs or 
special essays. This science [ which he tenns Kinematics] 
ought to include all that can be said with respect to m.otion 
in ita different kinds, independently of the forces by which 
it is produced. It should treat in tbe first place of spaces 
passed over, and of times employed in di.fferent motions, 
and of the determination of velocities according to the 
different relations which may exist between those spaces 
and times. 

'It ought tben to develope the different instrumenta by 
the help of which one motion may be converted into 
anotber, so t.hat, calling these instrumenta by the usual 
name of machines, this science will define a machine to be, . 
not as usual, an instrument by means of which we may 
change the direction and intensity of a given force ; but, an 
instrument by means of which we may change the direction 
and velocity of a given motion. The definition is thus 
freed from the consideration of the forces which act on 
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the machine; a considero.tion which merely distracts the 
attention of those who endea.vour to unravel the mc
chanism. 

' To understand, for example, the wheel-work by means 
of which the minute-hand of a watch makes twelve turns 
while the hour-hand makes but one, why need we trouble 
ourselves with the force that sets the watch in motion ? 
The e:ffect of the wheel-work, so far as it governs the 
relative velocity of the hands, is the same, by whatever 
cause the motion may be produced, as, for example, when 
the minute-hand is tumed by the finger. 

' After these general considerations relating to motion 
and velocity, this new science might pass on to the deter
mination of the ratios that exist. between the velocities of 
the di:fferent points of a machine, or generally of any 
system of material points, in all the movements of which 

· the machine or system is susceptible ; in a word, to the 
determination, independently of the forces o.pplied to the 
material points, of what are called virtual velocities ; a 
determination which is infinitely more comprehensible 
when thus separated from considerations of Force.' • 

It is much to be regretted that this distinguished writer 
did not attempt to follow up this clear and able view of 
the subject, by actually developing the science in question. 

A similar separation of the principies of motion and 
force formed tbe basis of the Lectures on Mechanism, 
which I delivered for the first time to the University of 
Cambridge, in 1837; and the same views were sub
sequently sanctioned by the high authority of Professor 
·whewell, who, in his 'Philosophy ofthe lnductive Sciences,' 
has assigned a chapter to the Doctrine of Motion, t in 
which, under the title of Pure Mechanism, he has defined 
this science nearly in the above words of Ampere, whom 
he quotes. 

• Vide Ampere, E~~Sai mr la PMlo.~opli~ des &ienccs, 1835, p. 50. 
f Whewell, PM/osvphy of the lnductive Sciences, 1840, p. 144. 
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To make the plan of the following pages more intelli
gible, it will be necessary in the first place to take a short 
review of the system of MM. Lanz nnd Bétancourt, which, 
as we have seen, is founded upon the views of Monge. 
Their system is thus detailed at the opening of their 
work: 

' The motions of the pa.rts of machines are either ( 1) 
rectilinear, ( 2) circular, or ( 3) curvilinear ; and each of 
these may be continuous in direction or altemate, that is 
back and forward. These six motions admit of being com
bined two and two in twenty-one different ways, each 
motion being supposed to be also combined with itself. 
The object of every simple machine being to counter
change or communicate these motions, the following 
system will include them all. 

r t ·¡· {continuoust 1 
rec 1 mear alternatet 2 

Continuous Rectilinear,• changed into ..... . lcircular ... ·{continuoust 8 
alternatet 4 

'li { continuoust 5 
curvl near alternatet 6 

1 rectilinear alternatet 7 
Co . e· 1 • . . ula { continuoust 8 ntmuOWI ucu ar, mto .......... .. ........ 1Clrc r ... alternatet 9 

•1. {continuoust 10 
curvl mear alternatet 11 ¡rectilinear alternatet 12 

Continuous Curvilincar, • into...... ... .. .... . circular ... alternatet 1 a 
.1. {continuoust 14 

curvt mear alternatet 15 
. . • . rrectilinear alternatet 16 

Alternate Rectllinear mto ..... ..... .. .... .. ; circular... alternatet 17 
( curvilinear alternatet 18 

Alternate Circular, • into............ .. . .. .. .. {circular alternatet 19 
curvilinear alternatet 20 

Alternate Curvilinear,• into...... . .. .. .. . .. .. curvilinear alternatet 21 .' 

Of many of these combinations, however, no direct 
solution is given. Thus for (2) we are told to convert 
rectilinear motion into circular by one of the combinations 

• With velocity either uniforn1 or varying according to a given law. 
t With a velocity of the same nature as that which produces it, preserving a 

eo11.1tant proportion to it or varying according to a given law. In the same or 
in diJTerent plalles. 
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in (3), and then to convert this into alternate rectilinear 
by one of those in (7). In this way also classes 5, 6, 11, 
12, 13, 15, 16, 18, and 21, are disposed of; so that there 
remain only twelve, under which our authors proceed to 
arrange the elementary combinations into which, according 
to them, mechanism may be resolved. 

This celebrated system, which was pretty generally 
received, must, however, be considered as a merely popular 
arrangement, notwithstanding the apparently scientific 
simplicity of the scheme. In the first place, it is not con
:fined to pure combinations of mechanism, but is embar
rassed by the intrusion of several dynamical and even 
hydraulic contrivances. Thus, a water-wheel and a wind
mill-sail are considered to be a means of converting con
tinuous rectilinear motion into continuous circular; and a 
ferry-boat attached to one end of a long rope, of which the 
other is :fixed to the bank, is admitted into Class 4, as a 
means of converting continuous rectilinear motion int.o 
alterna te circular. Fly-wheels, pendulums with their escape
menta, parallel motions, are all placed in one class or other 
of this scheme. No attempt is made to subject the motions 
to calculation, orto reduce these laws to general formulre, 
for which indeed the system is totally unfitted. 

The plan of the great work of Borgnis, published 
in 1818, is much more comprehensive and complete, really 
embracing the whole subject of machinery, instead of 
being confined by its plan to elementary combinations for 
the modi:fication of motion. Borgnis, in the volume on 
the Cornposition of Machines, divides mechanical organs 
into six orders, each of which have subordinate classes. 
His ordcrs are; • ( 1) Receivers of power; (2) Communi
cators; (3) Modifiers; ( 4) Frame-work, fixed and mov
able ; ( 5) Regulators ; ( 6) W orking parts. 

For the mere purposes of descriptive mechanism this 

* In the ori¡.rinal, (1) Récepteurs, (2) Communicateurs, (3) ModificateUI'8, 
1.4) Support81 (ó) Hégulateure, (6) Opérateurs. 
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system is much better a.dapted than that of MM. Lanz 
and Bétancourt, but still does not provide for the in. 
vestigation of the laws of the modifications of motion, 
w hich is an especial object of the proposed science of 
Kinematics. Many essays, however, have been from time 
to time written concerning various detached portions of 
this science. The teeth of wheels is the most remarkable 
of these, from having occupied the attention of so many of 
the best mathematicians. But in fact, the description of 
all the mechanical curves, as epicycloids and conchoids, 
may be held to belong to this science, which would thus be 
made to include a great m~ss of mat.ter that has hitherto 
been classed with geometry. The calculation of trains of 
wheel-work is also a branch of it, to which the first contri
bution was made by Huyghens, who employed continucd 
fractions for the purpose of obtaining approximate num
bers for the trains of his Planetarium. • 

The following pages must not, however, be considered as 
an attempt to carry out the able and comprehensive views 
of Ampere ; being confined to macbinery alone, and not 
passing from it to the more abstract generalities of motion, 
which he seems to have contemplated. 

My object has been to forma system that would em
brace all the elementary combinations of mechanism, and 
at the same time a.dmit of a mathematical investigation of 
the laws by which tbeir modifications of motion are go
verned. 1 have confined myself to the Elements of Pure 
Mechanism, that is, to those contri vanees by which motion 
is communicated purely by the connection of parts, with
out requiring the essential intermixture of dynamical 
effects. 

1 have taken a different course from the one hitherto 
followed, in respect that, instead of considering a machine 
to be an instrument by means of which we may change the 

• Vid. a1so Young's Natur"l Phiknophy, voL ii. p. 55, Arta 365, 366, the 
1111boltance of whlch will be found in thls work, Azts. 32 and 336. 
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direction and velocity of a given motion, 1 have treated it 
as an instrument by means of which we may produce any 
relations of motion between two pieces. 

For Monge and his followers began by dividing motion 
into rectilinear and rotative, continuous and reciprocating, 
and so based t.heir system upon t.he actual motion of the 
parts ; and Ampere defines his machine in the words 
quoted above as modifying a given moh"on. But a little 
consideration will show that any given element of ma
chinery can only govern the relations· of velocity and di
rection of the pieces it serves to connect ; and that this 
connection and the law of its action are for the most part 
independent of the actual velocities. By establishing a 
system upon the relations of motion instead of upon the 
actual motions, it will be found that many of the redun
dancies and difficulties that have hitherto obscured the 
subject are got rid of. 

Thus, to follow up the exa.mple given by Ampere of the 
hands of a watch, it is clear that the connection governs the 
relation of their angular velocities, which at every instant 
is in the proportion of twelve to one ; and also provides 
that they shall both revolve the saine way, whether that 
be to the right or to the left. lf, then, the one be made 
to revolve through a small angle back and forwards, the 
other will also revolve back and forwards through an 
angle of one twelfth of that described by the first. N ow 
in the usual system this identical contrivance, which in its 
ordinary employment belongs to the class of conversion 
from continuous circular into continuous circular, is thus 
also thrown into the class of alternate circular changed 
into alternate circular. In the system which 1 propose, 
this contrivance at once finds its place as a combination 
in which the velocity ratio and directional relation are 
constan t. 

1 ·have also dismissed, or given a subordinate place to, 
the distinction between circular and rectilinear . motion, 
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and have introduced a new distinction between those 
motions which are capable of being from the nature of 
the contrivance continued indefinitely in either direction, 
and those of which the extent is limited by the nature of 
the contrivance. 

The first ground of my classification, and the one by 
means of which the calculation of the law of communi
cation of the velocities and directions iB effected, is the 
mode in wMclt the motion is transmitted ; a part of the 
subject which appears wholly neglected by the writers 
already referred to. These modes 1 have divided into 
Rolling and Sliding Contact, Link-work, Wrapping Con
nection, and Reduplication. The relative motions pro
duced by each of these methods will be found to be governed 
by a different geometrical principie, and every possible 
mode of communication may be placed under one or other 
of these divisions. Many combinations, however, derive 
their principie of action from a mixture of two or more of 
these methods of communication. In this case their place 
in the system iB always determined by that method which 
has the greatest influence ; besides which, each combination 
is reduced to its equivalent simple form, and its position 
determined by that alone ; for the object of the system is 
to reduce the motions to calculation ; and for this pur
pose the equivalent simple form of every combination 
must be employed. 

For example, the action of combinations in which rows 
of teeth are u~ed dependa partly upon rolling contact and 
partly upon sliding contact; for the action of the indi
vidual teeth is of the latter kind, but the total action of 
them is equivalent to the rolling contact of their pitch
Iines, and the pitch-lines only need be considered in 
calcnlating the motion. Accordingly, all combinations in 
which rows of teeth are employed will be found under the 
head of Rolling Contact. Again, when cam-plates or 
curves are used . a friction roller is often employed for 
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these platee to act against. At first sight this would 
appea.r to convert the action of the combination into 
rolling contact. But besides that this contrivance merely 
transfers the sliding action to the axis of the roller, and 
that our de:finition of rolling contact supposes the two 
axes of motion of the rolling curves to be fixed in position, 
the calcula.tion of the motion of all such combina.tions is 
effected by suppoAing the roller reduced to a point, and 
the curve thus obtained upon the principies of pure 
sliding contact, is afterwards adapted to the roller by 
tra.cing a second curve. within it at a normal distance equal 
to the radius of the roller. All combinations of this kind 
are therefore placed under Sliding Conta.ct, notwith
standing the employment of friction rollers. 

The second ground of my classification is the effect of 
the combination upon the velocity ratio of the pieces, 
and upon the relation of their directions of motion, or 
directional relation; from which considerations 1 have 
divided all the elementary combinations into three classes. 

Either of these considerations, the velocity ratio, and 
directional relation, or the modes of communication, 
might have been made the prima.ry ground of the classi:fi
cation. In the :first edition 1 was induced to select the 
former, because it enabled meto separate from the others 
all that most important clase of combinations in which the 
velocity ratio and directional relation remain constant 
and which are also the foundation of most of those 
contained in the subsequent classes. 

But my experience as " lecturer soon taught me that 
the exhibition of modele for illustrating the va.rious forms 
a.ssumed by the practica! modes of communication must 
be conducted by cla.ssing them with primary reference to 
the modes of communication, and that consequently a 
second edition of this work must be also subjected to 
this change. 

1 have accordingly taken the four divisions of (A) 
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Rolling Contact, (B) Sliding Contact, (C) 'Vrapping Con
tact, and (D) Link-work, for the primary groups of 
examples; each division being separated into clnsses 
defined by constancy or variation of the directional 
relation or velocity ratios. With the exception of this 
change, the arrangement of the work is very little altered; 
new combinations have been inserted here and there, and 
drawings of many models contrived by me for the eluci
dation of motions described in lectures have been intro
duced into the text. 

1 have a.lso added an essay on Frictional Combina
tions, which forms the fourth part of the work. This is 
a very at,tractive subject, and 1 have contrived IUld 
introduced many models to exemplify its laws and its 
practica.l applications. 

The work is terminated by a chapter on Universal 
Joints, the history and various forms and uses of which 
1 have endeavoured to exemplify practically and theoreti
cally, concluding with my own observations of the exist
ence of such joints in the articulations of the crustaceous 
anima.ls and insects. This discovery ultimate1y suggested 
tome the systems of link-work which termínate Chapter 
XII. and which 1 have termed prismatic and solid
angular.• 

The Synoptical Table, which immediately follows this 
Preface, will show the general arrangement of the ele
mentary combinations under the new system. 

In the second part of the work is assembled a number 
of contrivances which appeared to me to be connected 
by a general principie which had not hitherto been 
defined; these I ventured to term Aggregate Motions. 
One portion only of these contrivances had usually been 
treated as a separate class, under the name of Differential 
liotions. 

• Vide p. 24ó. 
a 
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The third part, on Adjustments, contains several 
problems relating to the calculation and arrangement of 
mechanism in which it is necessary to have the power of 
altering the velocity ratios, changing the directional rela
tions, or breaking off the communication of motion at 
pleasure. 

I have, in the course of the work, endeavoured in every 
case to acknowledge the sources from whence I have 
derived any portian of its contents, by references at the 
foot of the page. But so little of its peculiar subject had 
been treated mathematically when I wrote m y first edition, 
that I must hold myself answerable for the greatest 
portian of it. The teeth of wheels was then the only 
branch of mechanism in which the original papers had 
been already wrought into a system, and published in a 
collected form. This was first done by Camus, and was 
snbsequently effected by Buchanan in bis Essays, and by 
Hachette, Ferguson, and Sir D. Brewster, and others 
('oide note to p. 87 below). 

I have incorporated into Chapter V. extracts from the 
valuable paper of Professor Airy, as well as the entirc 
contents of my own paper from the 'Transactions of the 
Society of Civil Engineet·s,' and have added several 
original investigations relating to the proportions of the 
teet.h, and their least numbers. 

In the present edition, Art. 124, I ha ve restored to Camus 
the discovery of the method of describing teeth of wheels 
by employing the same describing circle or curve to trace 
their forms within and without the respective pitch-lines. • 

I t will be found that 1 ha ve calculated all the results 
that are required in practice, and have arranged them in 
tables for reference. 

On the whole~ it will be seen that the present volume is 

• I may also be pardoned for referring to the description tmd theory of m y 
Odontograph, for facilitating the setting out of the teeth of wheels; which hM 
heen exwnsively employed since its invention in 1838. Vide below, p. 130. 
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limited to that portion of the important subject of machi
nery which deals with the communication of motion. 
The object of it was, as has been already stated, to 
systematise this portion of the subject, and to free it 
from the considerations of force, with which it had been 
usually mixed up. 

In thc preface of the first edition I stated that to 
complete the plan of a treatise on mechanism, it would be 
necessary to apply these considerations of force to the 
combinations thus obtained, as well as to describe and 
investigate those parts of machinery in the action of 
which forces are essential, adding a hint that I should 
probably undertake this task at sorne future time. 

But in the year of its publication ( 1841) Professor 'Vhe
well alsú publishcd bis '}Iechanics of Engineering;' into 
which he introduced many of the results of the Frcnch 
writers, Navier, Poncelet, Morin, &c., who had with so muela 
success applied themselves to this purpose; and he also 
flattered me by the adoption of my own views upon the 
classification of the modes in which motion is communica
ted from one piece to another of a machine, adding to 
them the investigation of the effects of force and resist
ance; which might be considered as carrying out a portion 
of the plan a hove alluded to, as necessary to complete this 
arrangement of the science of Machinery. 

In concluding the prefacc of the first edition, I expressed 
my hopes that, in addition to its principal object of giving 
a scientific and systematic form to its subject, the results 
of the volume which I then ventured to present to the 
world might be found a useful addition to mathematical 
studies in general, by affording simple illustrations of the 
application and interpretation of formulw, and by sug· 
gesting new subjects for problems, and for farther in
vestigation. 

After the appearance of the first cdition at the end of 
1841, it took its place as a text-book to my Lectures :md 

s:? 
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others, but it was not quoted or mentioned in any new 
mechanical work until Monsieur Tom Richard published 
in 1848 in Paris, his 'Aide-mémoire des lngénieurs,' into 
which he introduced the whole of my articles on link
work ( BieUes ), duly acknowledging the author. 

Tbis was the first of a series of works on mechanism, of 
which 1 presenta list below, wbich comprises every sub
sequent work on that subject, in which my classifications, 
nomenclature and figures ha ve been more or less adopted; 
and, with two or tbree exceptions, the source from whence 
borrowed properly mentioned. 

l. M. Tom Richard, .A.íde-Mimoire des lngéuieurs 1848 
2. M. Laboulaye, Traíté de Cinematique 1849 
3. Tate, Elements of Mechanism, 12mo 1851 
4. Baker, Element& of Mechanism, 12mo 1852 
5. Rankine, .A.pplied Mechanics . 1858 
6. M. Girault, Transformation du Morwement 1858 
7. Goodeve, Elements of lrfechanism, 12mo 1860 
8. Laboulaye, Traité de Cinematique 1861 
9. M. J. N. Haton de la Goupilliere 1864 

10. Bélanger, Traité de Cinematiq~ 1864 
11. Fairbairn, Treatíse on lrfills and Mill-Work. 1864 
12. Bour, Cuurs de lrfécanique et 11lachines 1865 
13. Rankine, Manual of Machinery aud .Jfl1l-worl: 1869 

1 venture to acknowledge in this numerous progeny, 
proofs that my hopes of advancing my favourite science 
have not been fruitless. 

C&JlJIRID&E: Nov.l870. 
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NOTE to page 309. 

TH.E following mode of communicating an aggregate Tclocity t{) a worm-whe~>l, 
ought to bave been insertad at paga 309, 88 a mixture of sliding and rolling 
contact. 

In fig. 272, let the axis of motion of the worm-wheel B be supposed fixed in 
position. Tben, if the endleRs RCrew or long worm A a revolve, it will commu
nicate a rotation to the wheel B in the usual manner, at the rata of one tooth 
oC tbe latter for each turn of the former. Again, if 1111 endlong trnvelling 
motion without rotation be communicnted to Aa, it will now act 88 a rack 
upon the teeth of B. If, tl1erefore, the two motions of rotation and travelling 
be communicated to the endlcse screw, which can be done in varioue ways from 
two sources, the wheel B will receive the a,ogregate motion, and its angular 
vt-locity be 11ltected 11ccordingly. For example, let the screw revolve uniformly, 
and at the Sllme time travel brtck and forwards througb n sn1111l spnce endlong, 
the whed will then rcvoive with a hobbling motion, mnking a short trip in 
one direction aud a long trip in thtl other direction coutiuually. 





PRINCIPLES 

OF 

MEOHANISM.· 

INTRODUCTION. 

1. EvERY MACHINE is constructed for the purpose of performing 
certain mechanical operations, each of which supposes the exist
ence of two other things beside the machine in question, namely, 
a moviug power, and an object subjected to the operation, whlch 
may be termed the work to be done. 

Machines, in fact, are interposed between the power and the 
work, for the purpose of adapting the one to the other. 

2. As an example of a machine whose construction is familiar 
to all, the grinding machine so commonly seen in our streets may 
be cited, in which the grindstone is made to revolve by the appli
cation of the foot to a treadle. 

Here the movin,q power is derived from muscular action. The 
operation is carried on by pressing the edgc of the cutting instru
ment, which is the subject of it, against thc surfacc of the grind
stonc, which is caused to travel rapidly under it. 

The arrangement aqd forro of this surface, and its connection 
with the foot in such a manner that the pressure of the latter shall 
communicate the required motion to the former, is the office and 
object of the machine. 

Two portions of the machinc are given, t.he onc by the naturc 
of tbe power, and the other by that of the work. The first is a 
treadle placed at a proper levcl to receive the pressure of the foot, 
by the action of which it may be made to perform, without un
natural exertion, about eighty or ninety vertical oscillations in a 

B 
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minute. The second part of the machine is the cylindrical grind
stone, which is mounted on a horizontal axis at the upper part of 
the frame, and at a convenient height to allow the tool to be 
pressed upon its revolving surface. The surface should pass 
under the edge of the tool at the rate of about 500 feet in a 
minute, and therefore supposing the diameter of the grindstone to 
be eight inches, it must. revolve at the rate of 250 tums in a 
minute. The remainder of the mechanism serves to connect the 
tr~adle and grindstone, and may consist of any contrivance that 
will compel the latter to revolvc when the former is made to 
oscillate, and in the proportion of 250 revolutions to 80 oscilla
tions, or about three to one. 

3. It appears, then, that this machine consista of a series of 
connected pieces, beginning with tbe treadle, whose constrnction, 
position, and motion are determined by the nature of the moving 
power, and ending with the grindstone, which in like manner is 
peculiar and adapted to the work. But this is, in fact, the 
description of every machín e. There is always one or more series 
of connected pieces, at one end of each of which is a part especially 
adapt.ed to receive the action of the power, such as a water-wheel, 
a windmill-sail or a horse-lever, the sliding piston of a steam
cylinder, a handle, or a treadle. At the other end of each series 
will be a eet of parts determined in forro, position, and motion by 
the nature of the work they ha,·e to do, and which may be called 
the working pieces. Between them are placed trains of mechanism 
<'onnecting t.hem, so that. when the first parts move according to 
the law assigned them by the action of thc power, the second 
must necessarily move according to the law required by the nature 
ofthe work. 

4. These three classes of mechanical organs are so far inde
pendent of ench other, that any given set of working parts may 
be supplied with power frorn any source : thus a grindstone may 
be turned either by the foot or by the hand of an assistant, by 
water or by a horse. Again, a given water-wheel or other re
ceiver of power may be employed to give motion to any required 
set of working parts for whatever purpose. Also between a given 
receiver ofpower and set ofworking parts the interposed mechanism 
may be varied in many ways. Moreover the principies upon 
which the construction and arrangement of these three classes are 
founded are different. Tbe t·eceivers o.f pmur derive their form 
from a combination of mechanical principies with the physical 
laws which govern the respective sources of power. The wor'Ai11g 
part1 from a combination of mechanical principie!!, with conside-
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rations derived from the processes or objects in view. But the 
principies of the interpo&ttd mechanism admit of being developed 
without reference to the powers employed or transmitted, or to 
the resistances or work to be done, or, in fact, to the object.s for 
which machinery is constructed. By defining mechanism in the 
abetract to be a combination of parts for the purpose of connecting 
two or more pieces, so that when one moves according to a given 
la"'_, f:!!e o~ers must move according to certain other given l!ilws._ 
this branCh of the subject may be reduced to geometrical prin
cipies alone: whereas by considering mechanism as usual, as a 
modifier of force, the subject becomes embarrassed by a condition 
foreign to the connection of parta by which the modification is 
produced; and which condition and its consequences admit more 
conveniently of subsequent consideration and separate investiga
tion. 

5. The hour-hand of a clock, for example, is connected with 
the minute-hand by a meehanism which compela the former to 
perform one revolution while the latter completes twelve; or 
generally, the angular velocity of the first is always one-twelfth 
oC that of tbe second. The connection is independent of tbe force 
wbich puts the minute-hand in motion, and also of tbe actu:1l 
velocity of the minute-hand. lf this be turned by hand quickly 
or slowly, uniformly or variably, back or forwards, tbe bour-band 
will still follow these motions at an angular rate of one-twelfth 
of the original. The constant relation of the angular velocities 
dependa in this as in other similar cases only upon the proportion 
between the diameters or number of teeth of tbe wheel-work tbat 
connects the two hands-a purely geometrical relation, the com
prehension of which is rather obscured than assisted by the 
introdnetion of statical principies, of whicb the connection is 
independent, but which find their proper place, when it becomes 
necessary to investigate the proportion between the forces and 
resistances in any given case, and the strains thrown upon the 
ditferent parts of the mecba.nism by tbeir application, and thus to 
find the requisite strength of eacb part. 

6. Tbe term mecltartism, then, must be understood to be in 
tbis work confined to those mechanical combinations which govern 
tbe relations of motion only, and which therefore admit of being 
entirely separated from the considera.tion of force. This, of' 
coune, excludes not only those mecbanical organs which have 
been airead y alluded to, 88 receivers of power and working partl!, 
but alBo those w hicb are employed to govern the motions of 
machinery; such u the escapements of clocks, and contri,·ances 
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by w hich machinery is made self-aoting and self-regulating; all 
of which are derived from combinations of pure mechanism with 
statical or dynamical principies, but from which they do not 
admit of separation. The exposition of such contrivances will 
naturally and easily follow from the principies of the present 
work, but are excluded from it by ita plan, wbich is, to reduce 
the various combinations of Pure Mechanism to system, and to 
investigate them upon geometrical principies alone. 

7. N either iR it m y purpose to en ter into minute details of tbe 
actual construction of macbinery, of the different forros which 
each combination may assume, or of the infinitely varied methods 
of framing and putting them together; for, in the first place, tbe 
choice of tbese forms in every particular case is mainly deter
mined by the strains to which the maohinery is to be exposed; 
and, in the next place, this branch of the subject is sufficiently 
important and extensive to admit of separation from the others, 
under the name of Constructive Mechanism. Although sorne 
details of tbis kind are unavoidable in the present work, 1 have 
carefully avoided them when possible, and for this purpose have 
excluded from tbe drawings all unnecessary and extraneous 
framing or connections that tend to individualise the combinations, 
and thus to oppose the very object which 1 ha.ve proposed to 
myself, namely, to introduce such a degree of generalisation and 
system, as would give to Pure Mechanism a claim for admission 
into the ranks of tbe Sciences. 

8. 1 must here recapitulate the ordinary de6nitions and mea
sures of motion and velocity, for the purpose of introducing 
certain modifications whicb tbey require to adapt tbem to our 
present purposes. 

A body is absolutely at rest wben it remains in the same 
position in space, a.nd at rest relatively to anotber body wben it 
continues in the same relative position to that body, as it is 
usually said to be at rest when it remains in the same relative 
position to the eartb. Tbus, too, a body wbich remains in the 
same place in a boat or a carriage, is at rest witb respect to that 
boat or carriage, althougb these may be in motion; and so a 
wbeel or other portian of a maobine may be carried into different 
positions relatively to the fixed frame, and yet remain at rest 
with respect to the arm or carriage upon whicb it is mounted. 

A body is in motion when it occupies successively different 
positions in space with respect to sorne othcr body ; motion being 
relative as well as rest. Two bodies moving with respect to a 
third will be at rest with rcspect to each otber, if they retain in 
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their motions the same relative positions; or a body absolutely 
at rest may be said to move with respect to another moving body, 
if the latter be assumed as the standard to which tbe motion is to 
be referred. 

9. Motion is essentially continuous; that is to say, a point 
cannot pass from one position to another without going tbrough 
a series of intermediate positions. Thus the motion of a point 
describes in space a line necessarily continuous, which line is 
termed its pat!t. The motion of a solid body is defined by the 
paths of certain selected points in it, as will appear below. 

Tbe path being assigned, there are only two directions in which 
it can move in that path. * Direction of motion being relative, 
may be defined by naming sorne ñxed point which the body is 
approaching or retiring from : as, for example, the points of the 
compass, the zenith or nadir, ot· by personal or other relations, 
such as right and left, larboard and starboard, windward and 
leeward, upwards and downwards, &c. ; otherwise its direction of 
motion may be defined by comparing it with that of the sun or 
of the hands of a watch. The latter is an exceedingly con
venient standard for rotative motion. By supposing the path of 
the sun projected upon the plane of motion, it may be employed 
as a standard for rotative direction in every case except that of 
motion in a plane perpendicular to its orbit; but the hour circle 
of a watch-face can be imagined as described on either surface of 
a given plane, whatever be its position. 

The path and direction of a given point being assigned, it may 
move in this path and direction quickly or slowly, with a greater 
or less velocity; and this vclocity is estimated by comparing the 
space passed over with the time occupied in describing it. 

10. When a point describes equal portions of its path in equal 
successive times, the motion is said to be uniform, and the 
velocity measured by the space ( that is, the length of path) 
described in the unit of time. The units usually employed are 
feet and seconds. Thus a body is said to move at the rate of 
3 feet per second. 

Since the same space is described in every unit of time, the 
entire space described is proportional to the time employed in 

* In diagrams, tho direction of motion in a given path is usually indicatod by the 
arder of the lcttt'rs ofreference, i.e., from the first towards the second, which art1 applied 
to th&t path. When a body or point is said to move in tite direction BA, the meaning 
is, that the point travelling in the line BA moves from B towards A. Similarly, a 
fo~ act.ing in tbe direction BA means a force which tends to mo\'"c the point of its 
application from B to A, whether by puahing or pulling, repulsivn or ~attraction, pro
pulaion or traction. 
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describing it, and the measure of velocity is obtained by dividing 
the number of feet passed over by that of the seconds cmployed. 

If V be the velocity, S t.he space in feet, T the time in 

seconds, V= ~~· The direction is indicated a.na.lytically by the 

sign of the velocity for a given path; if the ' 'elocity in one 
direction be assumed positive, that in the opposite direction will 
be negative. 

Rotation is defined by the lexicographers to be the a.ct of 
whirling round like a wheel, and by mathematicians as the cir
cumvolution of a line, surface or solid round an immovable line, 
called the axis of rotation. 

Revolution is • the course of anything which returns to the point 
at which it be~an to move' (Johnson), but is often employed in 
common language and by mathematicians in the same general 
sense as rotation. In astronomy revolution is limited to express 
the period of a heavenly body, that is its course from any point 
of its orbit till it return to the same again. 

In mechanism the term rolation ought to be employed only for 
the act of turning about an axis, and revolution, or turn, for the 
course of a rotating body from one position with respect to sorne 
other given object to its return to the same relative position. 
These terms are thus limited in the present work. 

Period should be confined to the sense of' time in which any
thing is performed so as to begin again in the same manner ' 
(Johnson). 

11. The motion of a rotating body may be measured by the 
linear velocity of a point whose radial distance is equal to the 
unit of !!pace. This is termed the angular velocity of the body, 
which is said to rotate uniformly when its angular velocity is 
uniform. 

In uniform angular velocity the angles described by a given 
radius are manifestly proportional to the times; and since the 
linear velocit.y of every point is the are described in the unit of 
time, which are is proportional to the radius, so the linear 
velocity of every point is proportional to its radius. If A be the 
angular velocity, R the radius of the point in feet, the linear 
velocity V= RA. 

The motion of a uniformly rotating body may also be con
veniently measured by the number of revolutions performed in a 
ghen time. In uniform rotation the angles described are pro
portional to the times, and any giYen point describes its own 
circle with uniform linear velocity. Let T be the time of per-
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forming k revolutions, where k may be a whole number or a 
fraction. Then, since 2w is the circumference whose radiu~:~ is 
unity ; 2d will be the 11pace described in k revolutions by the 
point whose radius is unity, but A is the space described by the 
same poiut in the unit of time ; 

2·rrk TA .·.A: 2rrk :: l: T; .·. T= - (1); k= - (2); 
A :hr 

hence the number of tums in a given time varíes as the angular 
Yelocity. 

Let R be the radius of a wheel and V its perimetral velocity ; 

TV 
.·. V= RA. And k= ú,R (3); 

whence the number of tums in a given time varíes directly as 
the perimetral velocity, and inversely as the radius or diameter 
of the whecl. • 

Let the time in which a wheel performs one complete revolu-

ti'ln be tenned its Period ( = P); . ·. P = 2; { putting k = 1 m 

(1)}; and the period varies inversely as the angular velocity; 

Also from (2) k =J; whence the period varíes inversely as 

the number of turns in a given time. "'hen the rotations of 
two wheels are to be cumpared, the number of tums they re
spectively make in a given time may be termed their synchronal 
rutations. 

12. 'Vhen the velocity is not uniform, these expressions can 
no longer be applied, bec:mse the velocity is different at different 
times. In this case, then, the velocity at every instant is 
measured by the space that would be describen in the succeeding 
unit of time, were tbe velocity with which that unit is commenced 
continued uniformly throughout it. 

lf the velocity of a body increase, it is said to be accelerated, 
and if the velocity diminish, to be reta.rded. 

• In practice linear velocity is commonly referrod to second.s and ft>et, but anguliLl' 
'l'elocity to minutes and re'l'olutions or turns; thus s millwright will define the velocity 
of a giyen wheel by eitber saying that it performs twenty reYolutions in a minute, or 
that ita cirCtUDfcrence monl! at the rata of three feet per second. In the expression 
( 3) if k IUld T be expressed in minutes, ~nd V is to be expreased in seconds, we mw;t 
put 60 V for V; 

60 Tr" JO TV 
k= - - - nry ncarly. 

2rR R 
Railroad nlocíties are so high tbu.t they are Htllted in miles par mint1te. 
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13. Varied motion admits of convenient graphical representa
tion, by which its characteristic points and general laws are 
rendered mucb more easy of comprehension than they are by the 
use of formulre alone. 

Thus to represent the motion of a point of which the velocities 
at certain given intervals of time are known, take an indefinite 
straight line AX, and from A set off abscissre Ab, Ac, Ad ..•••• 
proporcional to the given intervals of time as measured from the 

Fig. l. 

K 

beginning of the motion. U pon A, b, e, d...... erect ordinates 
Ae, bf, cg, dh, respectively proportional to the velocity of the 
point at the beginning of the mution and after each interval of 
time. By joining the extremities of these ordinates, a polygon 
efgh. •• •• • is obtained, which, if the intervals of time be taken 
with their differences sufficiently small, will become a curve as 
hPGKL, of which the abscissa AN at any given point P, will 
represent the time elapsed from the beginning, and the ordinate 
NP the corresponding velocity of the point. 

If the motion of the point cease, its velocity becomes zero, and 
the curve meets the axis, as at G and L. If the point change 
its direction in its path, this is indicated by the change of sigo in 
the velocity; for either direction being assumed positive, the 
other will be negative; and so in this curvilinear representation, 
the ordinates representing the velocity for one direction being 
set offupwards from the line, as from e to G, those of the opposite 
direction will be set off downwards as from G to L. 

14. By another method a curve is constructed of which the 
abscissre shall represent the time as before, but the ordinates the 
space described by the point. Thus, if the last figure be sup
posed to be constructed on this second hypothesis, Ae will 
represent the distance of the point n.t thc beginning of the motion 
from that point of its path whence the spn.ce is to be measured ; 
bf its distance from the same point at the end of the time Ah; 
cg its distance after the time Ac ; and so on. But the motion in 
one direction being accounted positivc, that in the opposite direc-
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tion will he negative. If then the point change its direction in 
the interval cd, the ordinates will decrease. 

And, as in the fonner case, if the ordinates are taken in 
sufficient number, a continuous curve is obtained, as pPGKL, 
which will tend upwards when the ¡)oint moves in one direction, 
and downwards when in the other direction. 

Now since the space described in any interval of time is repre
sentad by the difference of the two ordinates corresponding to the 
beginniog and end of that interval, so the velocity is proportional 
to that difference divided by the difference of the abscissre. Thus 

in the interval be ( = fm ), gm is the space described, and ~= the 

velocity, wbicb is proportional to the tangent of gfm, or ultimately 
to the tangent of the angle which the curve makes with the axis 
.A.r. 

15. This method is better adaptad for representiog the motion 
of the parta of mechanism than the other, beca use the tendency 
of the sinuous line corresponda with the direction of the body, 
ch~aing from upwards to down'lfards, and vice versd, as the 
direction ehanges ; w hile ita more or less rapid inclioation indi
cates tbe change of velocity. Thus the line is a complete picture 
of the motion, as the line formed by the notes in music is a 
picture of the undulations of the melody ; whereas by the first 
method where the ordinutes represent the velocities, the directions 
are indicated by the situation of the curve above 
or below the axis, which is a distinction of a dif
ferent kind from the thing it representa, and re
quires an effort of thought for ita comprebension. 

Sometimes the axis Az of the time is drawn 
vertically, and the ordinates consequently are 
horizontaL 

16. Tbe two ruethods are comparad in the 
following figure, which represents the motion of 
the lower extremity of a pendulum, the con- K 
tinuous line upou the first hypothesis, and the 
dotted line upon the second. 

The axis of the abscissre Ak is vertical, AM 
is the interval of time correspondiog to one 
oscillation from left to right, and MN to the 
returniog oscillatioo from right to left. 

Fig. 2. 
...4 

In the continuous line the horizontal ordinates represent the 
velocities, which beginning from zero at the left extremity of the 
vibration at A, reach their maximum va.lues in the middle of each 
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oscillation at ·n and K, and vanish at the extremities of tbe 
oscillations at M and N. The right side of the axis is appropriated 
to the direction of motion from left to right, and the left side to 
the opposite direction. 

In the dotted line the ordinates represent the distances from 
the middle or lowest point, which are greatest at the beginnings 
and E'nds of the oscillations at a, m, n. But the curve in this case 
moves from right to left, and vice versa, as the pendulum moves.• 

17. In the varied motion of mechanical organs it general! y 
-happens that the changes of velocity recur perpetually in the 
f'.ame order, in which case the movement is said to be Periodic. 
The period is the interval of time which includes in itself one 
complete succession of changes, and the motion is made up of a 
continual series of similar periods. But the cha.nges of velocity 
in the different periods may be similar in the law of their succes
sion only, and may differ either in the actual values, or in the 
interval of time required for each period. In most cases, how
ever, the periods are precisely alike in the law and value of the 
successive velocities, as well as in the interval of time assigned to 
each. Such motion is termed a Uuiform Periodic J.Iotiou ; of 
which examples are the motion of pendulums, or of the saws in a 
saw-mill, supposing the prime mover to revolve uniformly. 

The complete set of changes in velocity included in one period 
may be termed the Cycle of V elocities. This · phrase is, indeed, 
generally applicable to anything that is subject to recurring 
variations, whereas Period is applicable to time alone. The suc
cessive phenomena of motion in each period are sometimes termed 
its Phases, so that the periodic motion ú thus a recurring series 
of phases. The choice of the phase in this series, which shall be 
reckoned as the beginning and end of the period, is arbitrary. 
Thus we may reckon the beginning of the periods of a pendulum, 
either from oile of' the extremities of its oscillation, or from the 
middle and lowest point. 

* If a peneil be attaehed t.o t.he lower part oí the pendul11m 80 M t.o t.oueh a Terticr.l 

aurf•ce of paper beb.ind it, and this surfaee travel by mesne of cloekwork with a uni
form motion upwards, the peneil will trace th1s -rery curve. This auppo8ee that the 
circular are described by the pencil in each oaeill&tion belong1 to 80 amall an angle 
that it may be taken as a horizontal rigbt line. 

U pon thi11 principie appara.tus ia constructed for the registnltion of the mot.ion o( 

machinery, in whieh sueb motion cUl"''es are traced either by pencils or by tbe photo
grapbic image of somo) moving point of thto JD&('hine upon J?llper applied to t.he su~ 
oí a revolviag eylinder. The machines t.o which auch appuatna is applied are thoae 
employed for meaauring atmospheric phenomena, as barometers, hygrometers, wind· 
gaugee, &e., or for tbe appreciatioa of magnetic -rariations, tbe recording of tho -raria· 
tiona of pll!llure in the cylindera of stt>&m engint-s, and the like. 
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CHAPTER I. 

ON TRAINS OF ltlECIIANJSJ..I IN GENERAL. 

18. :MECHANISlll may be defined to be a combination of parts 80 
connectiog two or more piece8, that thc motion of one compels 
the motion of the other8, according to a law of connection depend
ing on the nature of the combination. The motion of elementary 
combinations are single or aggregate. 

Aggregate motiúns are produced by combining in a peculiar 
manner two or more single combinations, as will her~:after appear 
in Part JI. .All that follows in this Part relates to the single 
combinations alone. 

HJ. The motion of every point of a given piece in a machine 
being defined, as in the lntroduction, by path, direction, and 
veiocity, it will be found that its path is assigned to it by the 
connection of the piece with the frame-work of the machine; but 
its direction and velocity are determinad by its c~nnection with 
t10me other moving piece in the traio. 'fhus the points of a 
wheel describe circle8, becau8e its axis is supported by boles in 
the frame ; but they describe them 8wiftly or 8lowly, backwards 
or forwards, by virtue of" ita connection with the next wheel in the 
train, which líes between it and the receiver of power. 

This connection affects the ratio of the velocities, and the 
relative direction of motion of the two pieces in question, but its 
action is independent of the actual velocities or directions of 
either piece,* as in the familiar example already quoted of the 
two hands of a clock, where the connection by wheel-work is 80 
contri ved, that while one hand revolves uniformly in an hour~ the 

• We aball bd a few eontriTancea in wbich this is not strictly true with respeet to 
the clirection, but they are not of a nature to vi~iate the gent>rality of tbe principie. 
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other shall revolve uniformly in twelve. But this connection has 
this more general property, that it will also compel the latter to 
revolve with an angular velocity of one-twelfth of the former, 
whatever be the actual velocity communicated to either ; as, for 
example, when we set the clock by moving the minute-hand 
rapidly to a new place on the dial, and similarly with respect to 
direction, the two hands will always revolve the same way, 
whether that be backwards or forwards. · 

Since Mechanism is a connection between two or more bodies, 
governing their proportional velocities and rclative directions, and 
not affected by their actual velocities or directions ; it follows tbat 
a systematic arrangement of the principies of mechanism must be 
hased upon the proportions and relations between the velocities 
and directions of the pieces, and not u pon thcir actual and sepa
rate motions. 

20. Proportional velocities may be divided into those in whicll 
the ratio is constant, and those in which it varíes. 

Let V and v be the velocities of two bodies, then ~ is the 
V 

velocity ratio ; and if the velocities are uniform, Jet S, 8 be the 

d "b d . th . T V S spaces escn e m e same time ; • ·• - = - a constant 
V 8 

ratio; consequently between uniform velocities the velocity ratio 
is constant, which indeed is sufficiently obvious. 

If, however, the velocities be not uniform, and yet the velocity 
ratio constant, let the bodies in any successive intervals of time 
T, T,, T, .•. move with velocities V, V,, V,, ... and v, v,, v,, 
respcctively, of any different magnitudes, but so that the two 
,-elocities at the same instant always preserve the same ratio; 

• ·. V = '!:", = V,,, &c. . . . = c. 
V V 1 V 11 

Hence if 8, S,, S11 ••• and 8, 81 , 811 be the spaces described with 
these velocities by the two bodies in the intervals T, T,, T" 
respectively, we have 

_ S _ S, _ 811 _ S + 8, + S, + ... e------······------------. 
8 8, s, 8 + 8, + 8, + ... 

Andas this is true whatever be the magnitude of the intervals 
of time, it is also true when they are taken so small that the 
changes of velocity become continuous, and therefore when the 
velocity ratio is co1tstant it i8 obtained b!J comparing tite enti" 
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&pace• descrz'bed in the same interval of time, wltatever changes tite 
actual velocities of the bodies may have undergone during tltat time. 

And in the same mauner it may be shown that in revolving 
boñies the angular velocity ratio, if constant, is equal to the ratio 
of the synchronal revolutions, notwithstanding the velocities of 
rot.ation may vary, and also to the inverse ratio of the periods if 
the angular velocities be uniform. 

When the velocity ratio varíes, the relations of motion betwcen 
two pieces may often be more simply defined by means of the law 
of their corresponding positions than by the ratio of their velocities. 

21. With respect to actual direction we have seen that it has 
only two values, but the relation of direction between two bodics 
moving in given paths may be conveniently divided into two 
classes. In the first, 'vhile one continues to move in the same 
direction, the other shall also persevere in its own direction; but 
if one change the other shall change. To this class belongs the 
clock-hands; and in this instance both hands move the samc way 
round the circle. But this is not necessary; it may be that when 
one piece revolves to the right the other may revolve to the left, 
and vice versa, as in a pair of flatting rollers ; or again in the old' 
simple mangle, so long as the handle is turned in one direction, 
the bed of the mangle will travel forwards, but when the motion 
of the handle is reversed, the bed of the mangle also returns. In 
all these cases the directional relation is constant. In another 
class the connection is of this nature, that while one body perse
veres in the same direction, the other shall change its direction ; 
as, for example, in a saw-mill. The saw-frame moves up and 
down, changing its direction periodically, but the piece from 
which it derives this motion revolves continually in the same 
direction. In C!l.Ses of this kind the directional relation changes. 

22. W e ha ve thus two kinds of dircctional relation, and two of 
the·velocity ratio, by means of which all the simple combinations 
of mechanism, for the modification of motion, may be conveniently 
grouped under the following heads or divisions. 

DIVIBION l. Directional relation and Velocity ratio cun
stant. 

DIVISION 2. Directional relation constant- Velocitg ratio 
varying. 

DIVISION 3. Directional relation changing periodically
Velocity ratio either constant or varying. • 

• The third division might bave been separated into two by arranging the constant 
and mrying velocities under dilferent heads, but it will be found that the CQDtrinmces 
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DlVISION 4. Intermittent Motiom.- The contintwrtl Jltu

tion of nne piece comm~tnicate• u motion to 
the otker with iuterval& ,,¡ perfect re1L 

23. In those classes of combinations in which either the 
velocity ratio or the directional relations change, it will general! y 
happen, from the very nature oí mechanism, that the changes 
will recur iu cyeles. But, since tbese changes are independeut 
oí the actual velocities of the bodies, the cyclee caunot be periodic 
in time, but will recur with reference to the path-movement of one 
of the bodies, the same velocity ratio n.ud directioual relatiou 
generally corresponding to the arrh·al of thie body at the same 
point of its path, and 80 on in auccession for the different phaaes. 
The true argument, • as it is called, of the cbange being in fact 
~e patlt of one of the bodies, and not the time ofita motion. 

24. A TRAIN OF MECHANISM ÍS compoeed of a series of mov
able pier.es, each of which is 80 connected with the frame-work 
of the machine, that when in motion every point of it is con
~traincd to move in a certain path, in which, however, if con
sidered separately from the other pie-ces, it is at liberty to move 
in the two opposite <lirections, and with any velocity. Thus 
wheels, pullies, shafts, and rotating pieces generally, are 80 con
nected with the frame of the machine, that. any given point is 
compelled when in motion to de11cribe a circle round the axis, 
and in a plane perpendicular to it. Sliding pieces are compelled 
by fixed guides to describe straight lines, other pieces to mO\·e so 
that their points describe more complicated paths, and so on. 

25. These pieces are connected in succe!lsive order in ~·arious 
ways, so that when the first piece in the series is moved from any 
externa} cause, it compels the second to move, which again gives 
motiou to the third, and so on. 

26. The act of gi ving motion to a piece is termed driring it, 
aud that of receiving motion from a piece is termed jollnwin9 it. 
The piece or part of a ¡1iece which is appropriated to transmitting 
motion to the uext is the driver, and the part which receives 
motion is the follower. 

27. The law of motion of one piece in a train may differ in 
auy way from thc law of motion of the next piece in the series, 
and the change is effected by the mode of connection. The 
different cases under which these modes of transforming motion 

for efrceting the11e two conditions are ro mucb alike that thia would only have intzo
duced needle1111 oompli~ation. 

* Vide Whewell's PltilO«<p/t!/ tif tlle Inducti1-c Bcicn«<', v, l. ii. r• 6U. 
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by transmission are arraoged, are termed in this work the ' me
ekani•tic connection8.' 

One piece may drive another either by immediate contact or 
by an intermediate or connecting piece. The different modes of 
doing it will be best explained by taking an example of each in 
ita most elementary and general shape. 

28. eommunication of Motion by eontact. Let A e, BD be 
two euccessive pieces of a train of mechaoit!m, moving on centers 
A and B respectively, and let BD be the driver, 
and A e the follower, the curved edge of the first 
touchiog that of the second. If the driver be 
moved into a new poeition near the first, as 
shown by dotted linee, its edge will press that 

Fig 3. 

of the follower, and move it also into a new <' . 
poeition. Let m be the poiot of contact in tbe .-·.r::-:::· .. 
first position, and lct n and p be the respective ·;..,, 
points of the edges that will come into contact at "'\ ··· D 

r in the second position. N ow, during the ! 
motion every point between p and m in the f 
following curve A e, has been successively in A : 

eontact 'vith sorne otber point between n and m 
in tbe driver BD; and if from the oature of the 
curves, nm is not equal to pm, slidiog must have takcn pince 
betweeo the edges through a space equal to the difference. But 
if Rm be equal to pm, no sliding will ha ve happened. In the 
fim case the communication of motion ia said to be by •liding 
crmtact, and in the second by rolling contact. • 

Thia mode of action supposes either that tbe curves are both 
oonvex ; or should the curvature líe in the same direction, that 
the convex edge has a greater curvature than that of the r.oncrn-e 
edge at the point of contnct. If this be not the case, succeasiYe 
oontacts may take place at discontinuous points. 

• The distinction of contach was flrst discnssed by Olau·ROmer, nnd more enctly 
by Lftbnits (1710), Müet.Uawa 11eroliMn6ÚJ t. 1. In bis words, 'The motion of A 

body wbicb is eu~rposed upon A horizontal flxed eurl'ace is eitber ratkru (ecraping), 
oolm~• (rolling), or" mi:~ture of the two. &rapit~g 1Mtitm ía when every point of 
tbe mOYing body which is in contact with the filled at starting is brougbt in suceeP
Iiion into contad with dift'erent pointa of the lattl'l". Rolling nwtion i~ when e~~eh 
point of contact of the upper body with the Iower is continually changed, eo that the 
line joining any given pair of upper pointe of coutact 8hRll be equal in length to the 
line joining tbeir respecti'l'e lower pointe. Mized motion is when each point of con
taet al the Dppf'l" body with the lower is continually clutuged, but 80 that tbe line 
joilliag the nppt"J' pointa is not rqual to tbe lino joining the !'Pspectin lower points.' 
Thie trci.ad tiWiitm ia tbat to which tho term •liding conttU:t is now by common coneent 
applied, for it occapiee 80 conspicnous n part in tbe t.hcory of the motions prodn<!t'd hy 
thr coutact or cUJTed «<ges ae to require a more definite name than miztd Cfmtact. 
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29. Commuuication of !.fotion by Intermediate Pieces. Let 
AP, BQ be a driver and follower, moving on centers atA and B 

respectively, and let a rod or link,e 
PQ, be jointed at its extremities to 
the driver and follower at P and Q. 
Then, if the driver be moved into a 
new position Ap, it will by means 
of the link place the follower in a 
position Bq. If the driver push the 
follower before it, the link must be 
rigid, but if the driver drag the fol
lower after it, the link may be flexible, 
the principie of link-work only re
quiring that the connection between 

Fig. 4. 

A 

Q 

the link and its pieces shall be at constant points, and the 
distance on the link between the two points of attachment 
invariable. 

In the next place, let ACE be a driver, BDF a follower whose 
centers of motion are A and B, and whose edges CE, DF, are 

Fig. 6. curved and connected by a flexible 
band, which is attached at e and 
D to the curves, and wraps round 
them, but lies between thl'm in a 
state of tension in the direction of 
the common tangent of the curves. 
lf thc driver be moved, it will 
through this connection drag tbe 
follower after it, and the connector 

will wrap and unwrap itself from the edgcs respective! y, so as 
always to lie in the direction of the common tangent. 

Such a wrapping connector may also be considered as a rigid 
right line-a narrow bar, which is always a common tangent of 
the curved edges of the driver and follower, and which is com
pelled to roll upon those edges during the motion of the system.t 
The practica} connections between the curve and this rolling bar 
will be shown below. Link-work includes all kinds of jointed 
work, cranks with connecting rods, bell-hanging, and the like, 
while wrapping connections are employed for endless bands and 

* 1 o.dopted thc term from tl1e hnnging rods of Watt's parallel motion. In bis 
patent, 1784, be describes thcse 11s • bars of wood or iron having joints at each end, 
and calls them link& in the subsequcnt details. T"idc Muirh<'ad's ltfrclumical lntoen· 
tiou of J. Watt, pp. 95, 96, &c., vol. iii. 

t Vide cbap. iv. on • Wrapping Connectors.' 
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belts, fusees in clock and watch-work, and a v!ll'iety of devices 
for complex motions. 

Every elementary combination of mechanism may be placed in 
one or other of the four divisions of mechanistic connections above 
defined, namely, 

al b { Rolling-edges • 2 
Actu contact y Sl'd' d 3 1 mg-e ges • • 

I edi · b { Link • • · . 1 nterm ate connection y a W . to 4 rappmg connec r 

W e may now proceed to investiga te the velocity ratio of these 
combinations, in doing which it is convenient to take them in the 
order indicated by the numerals placed opposite to them in the 
last Article. · 

30. To find the velocity ratio in Link-work. Let AP, B Q be 
two arms moving on fixed centers A and B respectively, and 

Fig. 6. 

let them be connected by a link PQ, jointed to thcir extremities 
at P and Q. Let AR, B S be perpendiculars from the centers 
upon the direction of the link produced, if necessary, and let 
AP, BQ, PQ be moved into the ncw positions Ap, Bq, pq, very 
near to the first. Draw pm and Qn perpendicular to PQ, then 
in the right-angled triangles Ppm, APR, Pp is perpendicular to 
AP, and Pm to AR; therefore the angle at P in the small 
triangle is equal to the angle atA in the large triangle, and the 
triangles are similar. In like manner the small triangle qn Q is 
similar to BSQ; whence 

o 
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Pp : Pm :: PA : AR, 
qn : Qq :: B S : B Q, 

aleo AT: BT :: AR: BS ...... (l), 

by similar triangles .AR T, B T S. Compounding these propor
tions and arranging the terms, remarking that qn = Pm ultimately 
since the length ofthe link PQ=pq, we finally obtaiu 

_3: ~~ :: BT: AT ............ (2), 

that is to say, the angular velocities of the arTTU AP, B Q are 16 
each other inversely as the segmenta iato which the link divides the 
line AB, whichjoins the centers of motiox, and which is teclmically 
termed the line of centers.• 

* The following demoDStration of this problem, which I gave in my paper on the 
Teeth of Wheela, in 1838, is in eome respecte preferable to the above. It ie founded 
u pon Euler's principie of the instantueous axis of rotation. 

The rod PQ, ftg. 6, during its motion may be considered as always turning round 
some center or other in spMe, althougb the relative position of that eentf'r to it i& 
continually shitwlg. Produce the armA AP, BQ in the l't'-<¡uisite directions to meet in 
K, then will- this point K be the momentary eentf'r. For as the extremity P moves 
round the eenter Á., the direetion of its motion at starting from P must be perpendi· 
~!~llar to O, therefore the momentary center willlie eomewhere in O produeed. Iu 
like manner the initial motion of tbe other extremity Q must be perpendicular to BQ. 
and the momentary center must aleo lie eomewhere in the direction of BQ; therefore 
it must be in the intersection K of the two lines .A.P and BQ produced. But IIÍDt'\1 
the rod PQ turne on the momentary center K, the direct motion of P and Q are t.o 
each other at any given instant as their radial distances from K, that is, as PK to QK, 
which is true, wbether we consider tbem as the extremities of tbe rod PQ or of the 
radi.i .A.P,BQ; &leo tbe angular motions of the lattf'r will be found by diTiding these 
direct motions by tbeir respective radii; tberefore we ha ve, 

Angular motion of P round Á. : angular motion of Q round B :: ; : ~-
Draw KL, .A.R, BS, perpendicular to PQ. Then we ha ve 

PK: .A.P:: KL : .A.R by aimilar triangles KPL; OR 
BQ: QK: : BR: KL . • • • • . BQS; KLQ 
.A.T: BT :: .A.R: BS • • • . . • .A.TR; TBS, 

and compouding theee three proportions we obtain 

~: ~~ : :BT:.A.T; 
that 18 to say, t!N tmgtdM fAotioft qf t!N 4f'1118 an~ to eacA otAer at tmy fiiOfiUIItt i'll~ 
tU t!N ~ illto tome.\ tM dir«:tiott of t.\' lfttk difiUIM tlN litu joifling 1M cettúre of 
motiott, or 'UM of cmter"6.' Jf now it happena that when the link PQ moyes into itt 
new position pq, very near to the flrst, this aecond position intersects the fl.rst ia a 
point L above ( or below) the lihe of centers, as in the figure; then the ratio of the 
se¡ment. .A.T, BTwill be alterad into that of .A.t, Bt, consequently the :ratio of the 
angular motion will be an increuing or dec:eaai-6¡ ratio, as tbe cose may bf!. Bat if 
the point L coincide wit.h the line of centers, thia ratio will for the moment remaiD 
CO!IIItant. 
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Coa. l. ~: :~ :: BS: .AR, by compounding (1) and 

(2); therefore the angular veloC'ities of the arms .AP, BQ are 
in'DtTsely as tht perpendiculars Jrom their centers of motion upon 
tht linA. 

Fig. 7. 

K 

Theee perpendieulars are neeessarily pa.rallel. But they may 
be placed by the motion of the system with their extremities in 
the BalDe aspect with respect to their center points A and B as in 
figs. 7, 8 ( B S, .AR), or in opposite a.spects, as in fig. 6 and in 
fig. 8 at .Ar, Bs. 

l'ig. 8. 

p 

When in the same aspect the motion of .A,P is communicated 
to BQ by the link on the same side of their respective centers 
AD, coDSequently their arms revolve in the same direction; 

oJ 
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also the similar triangles T AR, T B S lie ou the same side of tbe 
line of centers and the point T beyond the line AB. 

On the contrary, when the perpendiculars are placed with 
their extremities in opposite aspects with respect to AB, as in 
fig. 6, the motion of AP is communicated to B Q on the oppotrlte 
side of their centers, consequently the arms revolve in opposite 
directions. The similar triangles tAr, tBS, fig. 8, or TAR, 
TBS, fig. 6, lie on opposite sides of the line of centers, and 
the points t, and T between A and B. ·w e obtain therefoi'E' 
the following theorems and results. 

Con. 2. In any position of a given piece of link-work tbe 
relative directions of motion of the arms is shown by the place of 
the intersection, T, of the link-line with the line of centers, 
whether beyond or within the points A B. 

Con. 3. The relative angular motions of the arms are at 
every instant the same as ifthe system consisted of arms AR, BS, 
connected by a link RS, to which they are perpendicular, and 
are inversely as those lines. 

Con. 4. In fig. 8, let the arm AP move into a. position 
AP1, so asto place the link PQ in coincidcnce with the centcr 
A. The arm AP now coincides with the link. Also the per
pendicular AR vanishes, and the point T coincides with A. 

Hence at this instant motion given to AP communicates none 
to B Q, for the motion of AP1 is to that of B Q as B S to AR 
and AR = O. The system in this case is said to be at a dead 
point. 

Let AP continue its rotation frorn P to p. The link will br 
carried over the center A to p Q accompanied by the perpen
dicular Ar. Bs will be the perpendicular from B, and the inter
section T will now lie at t hetween A and B . Tbe rotation 
communicated to BQ is therefore reverscd. It is thus shown 
that when an arm approaches and passcs a dead point, the motion 
communicated to the link and opposite arm decreases, vanishes. 
and then increases in a reverso direction. 

Con. 5. J>roducc AP and B Q to meet in K, and drop KL 
perpendicular to P Q, 

then pm : Pm :: PL : KL, 
and qn: Qn :: KL: QL; 

whence, compounding, pm : Qn :: PL: QL, which shows that 
L is thc intersection of the two positions of tbe link. 

Con. 6. If the path of the pieces be rectilinear, or any other 
curve than a circle, let Pp, Qq be the clements of the paths; 
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then since Pm = qn, Pp • cos pP.m = Qq • cos Qqn; 

. Pp _ cos Qqn-. 
• • Qq-COs-pfu' 

21 

where the angles are those made by the link with the respective 
directions of motion : and hence 

Tlu linear fJelocilies are to each other Úwersely a& the cosines of 
tht angles which the link makes with the respective paths. 

31. To jind the Velocity Ratio in Contact Motions. Let A, B 
'be the centers of motion of two pieces connected by the contact 
of curved edges, and let M be the point of contact in a given 
position. Fig. 9. 

Let P, Q be the respective centers of 
curvature of the edges, corresponding to 
the point of contact M; join PQ; there
fore this line will pass through the point 
of contact M. N ow in considering the 
oommunication of motion through a 
small angle, the circles of curvature 
may be substituted for the curved edges. 
Bnt the line PQ being thus equal to 
the sum of the radii of two circles, will 

¡:··· 

be constant during that small motion, and hence the motion be 
the same if a pair of roda AP, B Q, connected by a link PQ, be 
snbstituted. Let T be the intersection of PQ with the line of 
eentera AB, then by the last proposition, the angular motions of 
the arms AP, B Q are to each other as tbe segments B T, .A T, 
and PQ is the common normal to the two curves; whence irt the 
rommunicatimt of motion by contact, the angular motion& of tlce 
pitces are inversely as the segmenta into which the common normal 
di"itús the line of centers. 

32. To jind the quantity of sliding in Contact Motions. Let A 
and B be the two centers, M the point of contact, MD the com
mon normal; then, 

Suppose the curves to move into tbe new positions, shown by 
the dotted linea, and very near the first, and let m be the new 
point of contact, and p and n the new positions of the points 
whicb were in contact at M. 

:Xow since every point of mn must have necessarily touched 
some point or other of mp, during the change from the first to 
the second position, a sliding or shifting of the surfaces must ha ve 
taken place equal to the difference between mp and mn. Join pn, 
whicb will ultimately represent this difference, and become a 
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right line perpendicular to the normal MD. Also Mp, Mn are 
ultimately perpendicular to A.M, BM. 

In the small triangle Mpn, the sides 
Fig. 10. Mp, Mn, pn are respectively perpen-
::B dicular to A.M, BM, MD, and conse

quently make mutually the same 
angles with each other as these latter 
lines; 
th ~ pn _sin pMn _sin BMA 

ere1ore pM- sin pñM- sin DMB' 

in which expression P~,. is the ratio of 
p.iJ.'.L 

the sliding to the elementary quantity 
of motion of the point of contact in 
'One of the pieces, D M B is the angle 
between the normal and the radius of 
contad of the other piece, and sin 
BM.A. = sin (BAM + AB.M) = the 
sine of the sum of the angular dis
tances of the radü of contact from the 
line of centers. 

Similarly, e_~=~~n B~1. 
nM smD1lfA 

33. From these expressions it appears that in the small triangle 
pnM, pn can only vanish with respect to nM or pM when sin 
DMA vanishes; that is, when the radii of contact coincide with 
the line of centers. But w:hen pn vanishes the sliding vanishes, 
and the coutact becomes rolling contact. Hence it appears that 
in rolling contact the curves must be so formed, that the point of 
contact shall always lie on the line of centers. Also the common 
normal will cut the line of centers at the point T (fig. 7), which 
will be now the point of contact, and therefore in rolling conto.ct, 
the angular velocities are iuversely as tite segmenta into which tht 
point of contact divides tite line of centers. 

34. E:ramples. Let the curves be a pair of involutes of circles, 
and let BD be a perpendicular from B upon MD. But this 
perpendicular is constant in the involute ; 

therefore sin DMB= !~ oc J)~ll; 
.·.:~ex: Bj}I x sin BMA, that is to sny as the perpendicular 

upon AMproduced. 
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But if the curves be an epicycloid tuming on the center A, in 
contact with a radialline which turne round B; then DMB is a 
right aDgle, 

and :~a: smBMA. 

To find the velocity ratio i7t wrapping connectors ( correlation of 
•liding and wrapping ). Let AB be the respective centers of 

Fig. 11. 
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motion of a pair of curves, 8 181, s1s8, in contact at M, and let 
S1s1, S,s1 • 81s1 be respective points of contact when 
the curve 8 181 drives a1a8 by sliding or rolling contact. 

Let WP88 be the evolute of 81M88, descrihed on the plane of 
that curve, and wQs1 the evolute of s1Mw, described on the plane 
of that curve. The curve 81M88 may be, therefore, described 
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by the point M of the inextensible string WPM, and similarly 
the curve s1 Qw by the inextensible string w QM, and as theHe 
strings are always normal to thcir respective involutes S1M 8 8 , 

they togcther form a common normal at every point of contact 
of those curves as at M. Consequently, if we suppose an inex
tensible flexible string WPTQw to be attached at W, w respect
ively to the evolutes of the contact curves, and the latter move 
with their edges in contact, this string will wrap upon one 
evolute and unwrap from the other evolute, always remaining a 
common normal to the contact curves, and a common tangent to 
their evolutes, the wrapping curves, and the point M on the 
string will coincide in every position with the point of contact of 
the curves. Hence, if the contact curves be removed, the 
evolutes and the string constitute a pair of curves with a wra.pping 
connector, whose action is equivalent to that of the contact curves, 
and as the wrapping connector is the common normal of the 
latter, the proposition ( Art. 31) shows that in wra.pping connectors 
the angular motion of the pieces are inversely as the segmenta 
into which the connector, or (which is the same thing) the common 
tangent of the wra.pping curves divides the line of centers. • 

If any other point m be taken on the wra.pping connector, it 
will trace, during the motion, another pair of involutes, normally 

* In the former edition of this work the following demonst.ra.tion Wllll given :-
70 jiffd t/ae Velocity Ratio in IDf'Qppi"!J connectiom.-Let .A, B be the centers of 

motion, PQ the wrspping connector touching th!! curves at P and Q, and let the point 
P be moved to p very near to ita first position, then will Q be drawn to q, and the 
connector will touch the cnrves in two new points of contact, which may be r and • 

Fig. 12 . 

. 
·· ................ tr···· 

respectively. Now, in the action of Wl'llpping or unwrspping, the conneetor tOllChea 
the curves in a series of consecutivo points bet.ween q and Sor p and r, and nltimawly 
q coincides with 8 and p with r. The extrt>mities of the connector may therefore be 
considerad at any gi\"en moment as if jointed to the two curves at the points of contact, 
and tuming upon tht>se points in the manner of a link. The relative velocitil.'fi of the 
curves are therefore momentarily the same as if .AP, BQ were a pair of roda connected 
by a link PQ. Hence t/ae artgular tlel<x:itiu of t/ae piece• are to eacll otlaer ¡,,_~ly as 
t/ae .egment8 into wllicll t/ae Ctlffnector diffidu t/ae line of cmten 
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equidistant from the fit'St, on their respective planes. This new 
pair may be substituted for the first, if more convenient. 

It may happen that one or both of the wrápping curves may 
have salient points,• as at P, which is the meeting point of the 
two taogents .PJ and .P6, aod at Q, which is the meeting point 
of the tangents Q5 and Q6. Consequently, the lower sliding 
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curve from 3 to 6 and the upper ooe from 5 to 6 are ares of 
excentric circles, described about P and Q. 

The etfect of this is that the wrappíng connector in the posi
tions between P5, 5 Q and .P6, 6 Q acts in the manner of a link 

• In the points of eertaiD cunes chaugea of CDrvature take place which are tAirmed 
pointa of ifl,/luion, cu..<p~, or .aliene poinú. 

At a point of iftjluüm, 1, flg. lf, the cnnature cbangea ita aspect, aud the direetiou 
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whose centers are P and Q. But between the positions P3, 3m, 
and P5, 5 Q the connector is jointed as a link at P, but wraps on 
the curve 111 IVQ at the other extremity. 

This shows that a link is in effect a wrapping connector, of 
which the wrapping curves are reduced to a point, and that liú
work is a particular case ofwrapping connection (F), in which one 
or both of the wrapping curves are reduced to a point. 

35. If the line of direction of the link in link-worlt., of the 
common normal to the curves in the rolling and sliding contact 
motions, and of the connector in wrapping motion, be severally 
termed the line of action, we can expresa the separate propositions 
which relate to the V elocity Ratio, by saying that tite a"!!ular 
velocities of two rotating pieces provided with either of the fuur 
mechanistic coJtnectioJts, are to each uther im:ersely as the segmo1ts 
into which the line of action divides the line of centers, or inversely 
as the perpendicular& from the centers of motion upon the line of 
action (A). 

1 ha ve confined these investigations, for the present, to motions 
in the same plane. The cases of motions in different planes are 
more simply examined as the individual combinations which 
require them occur. 

36. lt has been shown that the points of the principal piece.<J 
which constitute a train of mechanism are compelled, by their 

of the tangents Il, It on each side of the point coincide in one straight line so that th•· 
curve ah cuts ita tangent at that point. 

Fig. a. 

T·---·-- --~ --7 ............ -t 

.Fig. 15. 
1 y· 

e 

Fig. 16 . 

At a point of nupidatiM, C, fig. 16, the curve aC is abruptly retlected as at C, so 
that the tangPnts of the two branches Ca, Cb at that point or ctUp coalesce in one 
straight line..Ct. 

~·ig. 18. 

S 

T _/'\,.\., 

;.: )& ··.,t 

Ata l<llient point, S, figs. 16, 17, 18, the curve aSb is abruptly reileeted 110 that two 
tangents ST, St meet at that point of the curve at an angle TBt. The salient point 
maybeCOIIC4W,fig.16,001twz,fig.l7,or~wz.fig.18. 
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connection with the frame, to move each in a given path. 
Strictly epeaking, therefore, we ought in the 6rst place to exa
mine the principies u pon which frame-connections may be arranged 
so to guide a piece in any given path-motiolt, and then to show 
how its time and direction-motions may be governed by its mechan
istic connections with its driver. 

But an examination into path-motions in general would lead us 
at the opening of our subject into many details which, however 
curious and useful, belong to a clase of contrivances of limited 
and special employment. 1 have, therefore, postponed this por
tion of the subject of mechanism to the latter part of this treatise, 
and ha ve confined the first part to the motions of pieces that 
either rotate or move in right lines, for this is the case in the vast 
majority of mechanistic combinations. 

It will also appear as we proceed that many of the contri vanees 
by which motion is communicated in a rectilinear path, are the 
same as those by which it is given to a revolving piece, and 
deri \'ed from the latter by that familiar geometrical artífice by 
which a right line is considered as the are of a circle whose radius 
is infinite. In this way much complication of claseee will be 
avoided. Thus, for example, a pinion driving a rack is plainly 
the same contrivance as a pinion driving a tootbed wheel, the 
rack being considered as a portion of a toothed wheel whose radius 
is infinite. 

37. The path-motion of a rotating piece may be considered as 
unlimited in extent in either direction, since the piece may go on 
performing any number of revolutions in the same direction. But 
a piece that travels in a right line ie neeessarily limited in its 
motion either way, to the length of that line. 

Again, the method by which motion is communicated from one 
piece to another, may be of such a nature as to limit the motion 
of these pieces, although, by their connection with the frame they 
may be capable of unlimited motion, considered apart from this 
connection. For example, if the driver and follower be rotating 
cylinders, and therefore capable of unlimited motion in either 
direction, the communication of motion may be effected by a 
string whose ends are 6xed one to each cylinder, and coiled round 
it, so that when the driver rotates it shall communicate motion to 
the follower by coiling the string round itself and uncoiling it 
from the follower; in which case the revolutions of each cylinder 
are limited to the number of coils which its circumference contains 
when the other is empty. 
. It appears, then, that the motion of a pair of connected pieces 
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may be limited either by the figure of one or both of their paths, 
or by the nature of their connection ; and a limited connection 
may be formed between unlimited paths, or vice versti, but if 
either the paths or the connection be limited, the motion of the 
pieces will be limited. 

In classifying the communication of motion, however, the union 
of unlimited connections with limited paths, will require but little 
attention, as the modifications to which they lead are, in general, 
sufficiently obvious ; but the distinction between limited and 
unlimited methods of communication is of more importance. 
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CHAP.TER II. 

ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS. 

Dn·tstos A. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY ROLLING CONTACT. 

CLASS A { DIRECTIONAL RELATION CONSTANT. 
VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT. 

38. IN the rolling contact of curves rotating about fixed 
centers it has been shown (Art. 33) that the point of contact is 
always in the line of centers; and the angular velocities are 
inversely as the segmenta into which the point of contact divides 
that line. Therefore if the velocity ratio is constant, the segmenta 
must be constant, and the curves become circles, revolving round 
their centers, and whose radii are the segmenta, and no other 
curves will answer the purpose. 

Let R be the radius of the driving circle, and r that of the 
following circle ; L and l their synchronal rotations ; then as they 
are (by § 20) in the ratio of the angular velocities: 

L r 
···¡=]l· 

This ratio will be preserved, whatever be the absolute velocity of 
tbe driver, but when this is uniform, wbich is generally the case, 
let P and p be the respective periods of the driver and follower ; 

P l R 
•· .• (by§ 20)- =-=--. Fig. 19. 

p L r 

The motions being supposed hitherto to ;¡ 

be in t.he same plane, the axis of rotation of 
the circles will be parallel. 

39. When the axes are parallel. Let 
Aa, Bh, be two parallcl axes, mounted in ó 
any kind of framework that will allow them 
to revolve frcely, but retain them parallel 
to each other at a constant distance, and 
prevent endlong motion, and let two cy- . 
linders or rollers, E, F, be fixed opposite to each other, one on 
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each axis, and concentric to it; the sum of their radii being 
equal to the distance of the axcs. The cylinders will therefore 
be in contact in all positions, and if one of these axes, and con
sequently its attached cylinder, be made to revolve, its superficial 
motion will be communicated to the surface of the other cylinder 
by the adhesion of the parts which are brought successively into 
contact; and thus the second cylinder will,be driven by the first 
by rolling contact, and their perimetral velocities will be equal. 

Let R be the radios of the driver, and r of the follower; then 
a section of the cylinders, made by aplane passing through them 
at any point at right angles to the axis, will present a pair of 
circles in contact, whose radii are R and r; 

P l R and therefore, as before, -=-=-; 
p L r 

which is indeed manifest, for since the same length of circum
ference of the driver and of the follower passes the line of centers• 
in the same time, let M. circumferences of the driver, equal 
m. circumferences of the follower; 

•·. 2'11'RM=2'11'rm, and M=.!... 
m R 

But the number of circumferences that pass a given point measure 
the number of revolutions of the wheel; 

Fig. 20. 

M" L r b~ ·. m =-1 = R' as e10re. 

40. If the axes of rotation be 
.A not parallel, they may either meet 

in direction or not, and these cases 
must be considered separately. 

Axes meeting. Let .AB, .A C be 
two axes of rotation intersecting 
in A, to which are attached eones 
ABE, AEC, whose apices coincide 
with A, and which have angles at 
their vertices of such a magnitude 
that their surfaces are in contact 
Let AE be the line of contact, and 
Dbe, ecf sections of the eones at 
any point e of the line and re-

* The litu of cmÜ'fl is the right line whieh joins the eentere of motion, aa alzaldy 
ststed, and, in tbe case of rolling circlea, paasea through tbt>ir point of contscl. Tbe 
plane of cenú,., ia the pllme wbich contsina the two axee, whether tbey be pe.rallel or 
interaect. Tb- two phr&HI are of continua! u1e. 
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spectively perpendicular to their axes, which sections are necea· 
sarily circles touching at e, whose radü are be, ce. If angular 
velocities A, a be given to the eones ABE, AEC, the peri
metral velocities of these sections will be A.be and a.ce, and if 
tbese are equal, 

A_ce_CE 
-u-be-BE 

a oonstant ratio. If tben the perimetral velocities of any pair of 
corresponding sections be equal, those of every otber such pair 
will be equal; tberefore the eones will roll together as in tbe 
former case, and tbe ratio of the angular velocities be inversely as 
the radü of the bases of the eones. 

41. In practice, a thin frustUJD only of each cone is employed . 
. Let the position of the axes be given, and a.lso the ratio of the 

angular velocities, it is required to describe the eones, or rather 
the frusta. 

... ... .4 B, A C be the axes intersect-
1. Tbrough any point D in 
w D F parallel to A C, and 

. ~F: AD in the ratio of the 
·(velocity of AB to that of A C. 
,», then will AF be the line of 
9 of the two eones, by means of 
1~ne required frusta may be de
Y at any eonvenient distance 

DF _sinDAF 
"A)j-sin AF D 

inDAF BG 
lnFAC= CG; 

tbe angular velocities are in 
required by last Article. 
Tbe angles at the vertices of 

a may be readily found thus : 

Fig. 21. 

A'·· · .. 

\ ....... \ ..•. 

•, · .. 

G 

be the angle BA C, " the semiangle of the vertex of the 

4.B, ~ the given ratio of the angular velocities; 
1l 

sin" m • 
• ·• -. -. ~~-=-; (m bemg the leBB) 

BID 8-" 11 

sin e 
whence tan " = ; 

.!! +oos 9 
m 
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'"hich may be adapted to logarithms by taking a subsidiary angle 

cp, so that cos cp= ~ cos e; 
n 

Fig. 22. 

~~;;;:d _,. ~-- .: 

' 
- ,#: . // '---._ "- -

: 

h m sin e w encetan ~t= . 

2n cos2 P 
2 

If e be a right angle, which 
is generalJy the case, then 

tan K= m. 
n 

The same principie ap
plies to the arrangement of 
friction rollers for the sup
port of circular tables, as 
AB fig. 22, that are re
quired to turn about a ver
tical axis, such as the 'turn
tables' of railways. Three 
conical rollers at least must 
be employed, the portion of 
the lower surface of the 
table which rests upon them 
must be a circular ring, flat 
or conical, generated by a 

line which meets the vertical axis of rotation of the table in the 
same point d, as that which generates thfl conical friction rollers 
as shown in the diagrams. The latter are mountcd in suitable 
:fixecl supports. 

42. Axes neitlter parallel nor meeting. Tbe hyperboloid of 
revolution is a well-known solid, whose surface is generated by 
tbe revolution of a straight linc about an axis to which it is not 
parallel and which it does uot mee t. • 

* In the fonner t>dition of this work, nfter giring the known mrthod of ronnecting 
pairs of parallel axt-s nnd of axes that me!'t in direction by employing cylind~rs for 
the former and conPs for the lattt-r, I pi'QC('eded to show that the thPn newly int.ro
duced skow be..-il whet-ls for connerting aus whose dircctions wt-re neitht-r parallel 
nor meeting must be similarly referred to hyperboloids of rc..-olution, und gsve a 
simple construction to enable the proportions and relativo positions of the pair of 
conical frustu requirPd, as in bevil ¡::eer, to be obtuined. 

After twenty years had elapsod l\1. J. P. llélanger, an eminent Freneh mathematj
cian, inserted in the Comptes-rlndus dt f Académic des Science.s, t. lii. p. 126, 1861. 
a Hú1emt. aune tMoric de fengrr-nnge h!¡p~rbolo'ide, wbich he afterwards included in 
bis excellent treatise on Cintmatiquc, Puris. 1864. p. 144. In tbis memoir, aft..r 
giring me full credit for first showing that thesc solids gaTo the t.rue solution of the 
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Let A a, Bb he two axes neitber parallel nor meeting, J..lJN their 
shortest distance or common normal. 

E, F two hyperboloids of revolution in contact along tbe line Ce. 
P the intersection of the contact line with the cornmon normal. 

which is also necessarily perpendicular to e~. 
The name of the solid is derived from the fact that, from the 

mode of ita generation, by a right line revolving about an a.x.is to 
which it is neither parallel nor meeting, it can be proved that thc 
section of the solid by a plane passed through this axiS 1s an 
hyperbola, and the axis of rotation its conjugate axis. 

Fig. 23. 

b 

e 

The lines traced on the curved surface at equal distances 
represent successive positions of the rectilinear generator. If the 
two solida be exactly alike in forro and dimensiona it is only 
necessary to place them in a frame so that the upper traced line 
of the lower solid and the lower line of the upper solid shall 
together coincide with the actual line of contingence of the two 
surfaces. Then motion given to the lower solid will by the rolling 
contact be imparted to the upper, and the linea drawn on thc 

probl~. he proceeds to point out that •M. Willie-faute d'une étude sutllsamment 
approfondie de la quf'stion-a inexactement indiqué la détennination de cea deux sur· 
Íatf!, en suppoSRnt, comme d'autres auteurs l'ont admis apres lui, que la génératrico 
de ront.lct doit partager la plW! courte distance des deux ues en deux parties récipro
qaee au Titessll!l angulairPs.' Th.- pPrfect truth of this criticism I Bm bound to 
adnút, as well as tho polite terms in which it is expn'lll!ed by its ablc and ingeniou• 
author, to whom 1 fflE'l greatly indebted. His own solution, which occupies a dozer. 
~ and fh·e figures, is obtRine<l by a complex method unsuited to Engliah rPaders. 
I hue in the followi.ng pagea git"en one which is directly derivad frorn the rolling 
~ion of the pair of hyperboloids, and althongh totally düferent from that of m y 
mtic, hes led me to expreuions which are identical wi.th bis. 

D 
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surfaces will come successively in pairs into contact on the common 
contingent line Ce. But as the axea of rotation are not parallel, 
the relative motion of each pair of lines during the ahort time of 
their mutual action is compounded of a direct approach and recess, 
combined with a sliding motion parallel to their common direction 
as will appear below. 

43. The nature of these hyperboloids and their mutual action 
are be;;t explained by modela, in which the solid is represented by 

two equal disks E, e fixed to the axis 
Aa, and provided with a serieR of equi
distant notches l, m, n, p &c. In the cir
cumference an equal number of boles, 1, 
2, 3 ..•.•• are bored, one opposite to each 

P notch, as ahown in fig. 24, which repre
senta the outside of the disk. 

A atring passed through E and secured 
with a knot inside is carried over the 
notch 1, and thence to the corresponding 

notch in the opposite disk, which places the string in the position 
of tbe generator. This string is laced backwards and forwards, 
always carrying over tbe notch of the disk as m to the outside, 
then through the bol e ( 1) next on the inside from 1 to 2, and on 
tbe outside over n to the oppoaite disk and so on. 'Vhen com
pleted this forms a skeleton frame. If two such skeletons are 
mounted in contact in a proper frame, in the relative positions of 
the figure, and revolved by hand, the respective strings will come 
into auccessive contact, sliding lengthwise in opposite directiom•. 
In practice these solida are required as above stated for the con
struction of tootbed wheela whose axes are neither parallel nor 
meeting and only a comparatively thin frustum or alice of the solid 
is rcquired. The successive lines on the surface are replaced by 
teeth which muat be in tbe same direction as the lines to enable 
them to come into successive contact. Also these wheels gene
rally require to be in pairs, of whicb the teeth are different; but 
the dimensiona and relative proportions of two hyperboloids re
quired to communicate the rotation of one axis to another in any 
ratio can only be effected by formulm and constructions, which 
may be obtained as follows. 

44. In fig. 25 the two hyperboloids are shown in contact. EE 
is the axis of the larger, and FN that of the smaller, the 
farther part of which is concealed by being nccessarily passed 
behind the larger one. Its general outline is, however, shown by 
~tted lines. 
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The circle of least diameter in the cent.er of the length of the 
hyperboloid, assuming its extremities to have equal radü, is 
termed the gorge circle. 

MPNis the common perpendicular of the axes EE, FN, and 
also contains the radii .MP, NP of the gorge circles which 
touch at a point P, in this common perpendicular. 

CC1 is the contact line of the two hyperboloids, and composed 
of two generators of the respective surfaces which coincide along 
their whole length. 

Now the condition required for the contact of two curved 
sorfaces at any two points belonging respectively to these sur
faces, is thát the direction of the two normals shall coincide into 

Fig. 2ó. 

one right line when the two surface points come together. Mani
festly this condition is · fulfilled in the contact point P of the 
gorge circles which are not in the same plane. 

To show that the same condition is complied with at every 
other point of the common generator, it must be observed that, 
through every point of the surface of a hyperboloid, as at C, it is 
possible to draw two lines ce¡ ce, both of which will coincide 
with the surface throughout ita length, and consequently each 
separately would generate the surface by revolving abont the 
axis EME. 

The projections of these generators on the hase cirele C1DC2 are 
obtained by projecting the upper extremity C on the base at D, 
drawing DC1 to meet the lower extremity. This line will touch 
the projection p 1Ep1 of the· gorge cirele at Pt· 

J) 2 
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A line similarly drawn from D to the extremity C, oí the 
companion generator CC, will touch the projected circle at p, . 
• J oin these lower extremities by a line ce,. w e ha ve now 811 

isosceles triangle DCI e, with apex D and base el e,. 
This triangle, of which the two lega are in contact with the 

solid, determines the position of t.he tangent plane at their oon
course at C. 

A plane, DE1 CE, passing through CD and EE1 will bisect 
the angle CIDC,, and also pass through the intersection e ofthe 
two opposite generators. But, as CC1 is common to the two 
curve surfaces, and C a point of contingence, the ~ormal CA 

Fig. 26. 

... 

.., 
1 ' 

1 
1 
1 

must he perpendicular to the planee, ce, at tbe apex, and in the 
same <lirection with the normal CB of the other hyperboloid. 

45. Fig. 26 shows the small central circles, or gorge circk1 
(as they are termed), in action. 

EM. FN are the respective axes, MN their eommon norinal, 
P the point of contingence of the circles. P 1PP1 is the line of 
contact of the two solide, along which their respective generators 
are also representad in coincidence. 

Let the larger gorge circle move through a small angle PMm, 
so as to carry the radius MP into the position Mm. Thia will 
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remove the point P of its generator into the position m, and the 
whole generator of the larger hyperboloid into the position m 1m2 

very near to the first. By the contact of the sorfaces the gene
rator of the smaller hyperboloid will be carried along with the 
first generator, and the motion being small, the two will remnin 
in longitudinal contact. But the point of the second gencmtor 
is carried about the axis NF in the direction Pn, and thu;s the 
whole generator is removed to the position n1n2, where P 1np P2n 2 

are parallel to Pn. Thus the motion of the generators through 
a small distance is performed with a coincidence of direction, 
accompanied by a longitudinal sliding, measured by the ratio of' 

mn, where Pp is the shortest distance between the successive 
Pp 
positions. 

l\Ianifestly the motion of the larger gorge circle through the 
small angle m1llP compels the smaller gorge circle to describe 
the small angle PJ.Vn. Hence as the angular velocities of two 
bodies are measured by the magnitude of the angles they describe 

simoltaneously, let ~be the angular velocities of the greater aml 
W¡ 

lesser hyperboloids, and R, R1 Fig. 27. 
be the radii .MP, NP of the ~ 

respective gorge circles. 
w Pm R 1 .·. ;;.=-R- X p;,· 

46. In fig. 27 the leading 
lines of the left half of fig. 25 
are delineated, with the same 
letters of reference and the 
addition of other linea for the 
purpose of obtaining the ne
cessary formulre. 

Mey is the common nor
mal composed of the two gorge 
radii R and R1• 

~fA the axis of the greater 
hyperboloid, NB that of the B 

lesser, Pab a plane passed 
perpendicularly through the common normal at the point P, and 
therefore parallel to the axes of the hyperboloids, which are pro
jected opon this plane at Pa, Pb. PC is the position of contnct 
of the generators, ACB the common normal of the hyperboloids 
at their upper extremities. 
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Through the extremity C of the united generators, and per
pendicular to them, a plane Aa bB is passed. 

In this combination it is evident that the intersection lines of 
the latter plane with the previously explained elements of the 
figure, describe u pon it two similar right-angled triangles A Ca, 
BCb, in which Aa=MP=R and Bb=NP=R,. 

Let the angle CPa=a.. CPb=a,. 
In the plane a CP draw a line mn parallel to PC, and from 

P lines Pm, Pp, Pn respectively perpendicular to Pa, PC, Pb. 
This triangle, mPn, supposed small, is manifestly the same as the 
triangle mPR in fig. 26, for, in both · mn is parallel to the 
coupled generators PC and mP, nP, pP, are in planes respec
tively perpendicular to the two axes and the generator. 

Consequently ~=Pa=cos a,.·.!!_ =!11~~1 
Pn Pb cos G w, R cos G 

(1) 

Kow ~= PN_Bh=hC=tana, 
R PM-Aa a e tan a 

(2) 

B d w sin a 1 LY 
.·. y (1) an (2) -= -. -=71• 

w1 stn a .._e 

Through C let a plane CeE pass, intersecting normally the 
axis MAinE. Therefore CE (H) is the radius of the greater 
hyperboloid. A second plane, CJF, through e perpendicular to 
the axis NB, contains the radius eF of the lesser hyperboloid 
CE= ..!Ee'+ Cfi=..! R'+P(J!Bin2e~ where PC is the half-length 
from the · gorge circle of the generators ( = G) and simila.rly 

CF= .,¡ R~'+ .PC'sin'Gt· 

1P=Ee1 + Ce'=R2 + G2• 

when H is the greater radius of the hyperboloid. 

H 2-,-
and G the half length of the generator. 

If from any point of the line PC normals be drawn to meet 
the axes MA NB, they will be in one right line and in· the 
constant ratio of MP to PN. If drawn very near together, they 
constitute a rnled surface, bounded by AM, BN, and generated 
by a right line, which travels in contact with those lines and 
with PC, but always at right angles to the latter. 

It is manifest that the same surface would be generated by a 
right line whose extremities rest against AB and MN, and travel 
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on those lines with uniform velocities proportional to their 
length8. 

47. These formulre may be employed either by calculation or 
by descriptive geometry, as shown by fig. 28 and by proceeding 
as follows. 

From a point P 1 draw lines P 1E, P 1F of sufficient length, and 
making an angle=a+a1• 

From any point r on one line, as P 1F, draw rs para.llel to the 
opposite line, and make rs to P 1r as w to w1 in the given velocíty 
ratio. Join P1s producing N downwards. In the triangle P1rs 

h sin s P. r w • h 1 we ave --.--=-'-=-'by construct10n, and t e ang e at s is 
sm P 1 rs w 

equal to the angle PP1iJL Therefore the entire angle MP1N is 
divided in the required ratio. 

Fig. 28 . 

.M V 1\·------------------?t: 
\ ,/~ '~ 
\, /,/ ~· 

• .1 / p A;:::-· ~ ~ i ...................... ~---.. , ,/' 
i /'·-.... ··... ,/ 
j / '·...._ ··., S / 
i / ........... '·., 

í Y--·---- '· ...... ..:.~::.-. -----~ al----·-·-·- -·-·-·--:-=:::.--.:=._ .. ,, -.::;-______ ~ 
/ e...... ! 

. ...._ F 

·,·,.J 
» 

The length of the common normal MNbeing given, may be 
divided into its segments thus. From P, draw M 1P1 perpendicular 
to P 1 C, and equal to that given length. Also ~f1 M parallel to 
P1F, and intersecting P 1E in M. Draw MN perpendicular to 
P1 C, which will be divided in P in the required ratio of 
tan a1 R 1 

Ían a=R· 
Set off on the bisecting line a length P, C equal to the half 

length PC of the common generator ( figs. 25 and 27 ), and ñ·om 
C drop perpendiculars Ce, Cf on the lega of the angle, and set off 
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from e, f on those legs the respective lengths eE=P .. ll and 
:"F=PN. Joining C with E and F we obtain tbe radii of the 
upper disks of the hyperboloids, and also the distanees lilE, 
NF, of the upper and lower disk from the gorge eircles of those 
solids. For fig. 27 shows that these distanees 11-/E, NF are 
rc·speetively equal to Pe, Pf already eonstructed in fig. 28 at 
P 1e, PJ. 

48. If ooe hyperboloid be given, and it Le required to eonstruct 

another to roll with it in the ratio 10 , the same diagram, fig. 28, 
W¡ 

n:ay be eoostructed in the following order. From the gi,•en 
hyperboloid we obtain the angle a, the gorge radius PJI, and the 
half length P 1 e of its generator, by whieh the triangle P 1ee and 
the line MP can be drawn. 

To construct the dimensions of the required hyperboloid draw 

an are from e as a center with radius e¡= Ce to and from P1 w, 
a line..P1 F touehing the are. This gives the angle a1• Producing 
}tfP to meet P 1F at N, we obtain the radius PN of the new go~e 
eircle, and by setting off its length from f to F and joining CF, 
the rttdius of the outer disk of the required hyperboloid. 

49. In practiee, as in the case of eones, a thin frustum only i~ 
required of each hyperboloid, and these frust.a include so small a 
portion of the curve surface, that a frustum of thc tangent con e at 
the mean point of contact may be substituted without sensible 
error, and may be found as follows: Set off on the axis Ee, ME, 
and Me equal to the given distance from the ccnter .M to the 
midpoint of the frustum. 

Make EC perpendicular toME, and equal to the mean radius 
of the frustum. 

On the base line ceT draw (in plan) two semicircles, one with 
radius ep=the radius of the gorge plane or least corresponding 
segment lt1P of the eommon normal. The other with radius 
ec=Ee. 

From e draw es tangent to the gorge circle meeting the outer 
cireumference in s, project s on T, join Te intersecting the axis 
in t. te is the tangent to the point C of the hyperbola, and 
conRequently t is the apex of the tangent cone required. 

This eonstruetion is given by Le Roy, Géométrie descriptive, 
1834, p. 73, No. 148. es is the plan of that generator, eT, 
which touches the hyperbola at C. 

50. The wheels may be placed so that their mid-planes coincide 
with the gorge eircles of their hyperboloidal frusta. These frusta 
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must be made in the form of a thick pulley, with a shallow con
cave groove in its circumference. 

When these pullies are placed together, contact takes place 
along a line, as in the former arrangement, which 
determines the direction of the teeth. 

The mean and extreme radii of the pullies 
may be obtained by the construction already 
given by setting off from N u pon the lines NF, 
fig. 28, the half thickness of one of the pullies, 
and proceeding as before to determine that of 
the other, and also the radii of the extreme día

Fig. 29. 

meter of the pulley. The construction, fig. 31, shows how by 

Fig. 31. 

Fig. 30. 

\\ 
\, ·. ·. 

T e 1' \ 

·····-¡··"\~::::~ .. ~--~~~/-~:::::·:: ·· ·, ~ 
·· .. ¡ .. ~--~· .. ····· .. ·· 
.r···········-·-··------······"' 

proceeding in the same manner as in fig. 30, the radius may be 
obtained by which approximate circular ares are described, 
which are the respective sections of the concave grooves of 
the pullies. Or these radii may be obtained on the assumption 
that they may be considered as the radii of curvature of the 
hyperbola, which by rotation about the axis of the pulley gene
rates its section. This radios is equal to the latus rectum of the 
hypcrbola. 

51. This third case of axes, neither parallel nor meeting, 

• Vide p. 34, above. 
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admits of solution by means of the eones of the second case; 
thus: • 

Lct Aa, Bb be the two axes, take a third line intersecting the 
axes at any convenient points e and D respectively; and let a 

Fig. 32. 
.:a 

short axis be mounted so as to revolve in 
the direction of this third Jine between the 
other two axes. 

N ow a pair of rolling eones, e, f, with a 
common apex at e, will communicate mo
tion from the axis Bb to the intermediate 
axis; and another pair g, lt, with a common 
apex at D, will communicate motion from 
the intermediate axis to A a; and thus the 
rotation of Bb is communicated to .Aa by 

a pure rolling contact. 
Let A, A,, a, be the respective angular velocities of the axes 

Bb, en, A a; and R, R,, r the radü of the bii.Ses of their eones, 
those of the cones,f, g, being the same; 

A R, dA, r h A r 
•·. A.~=R,an a=R,,w encea=R' 

exactly as if the eones e, h, were in immediate contact. 

To apply these Solutions lo Practice. 

52. Theoretically we have now the complete solution of the 
problem in all the three cases ; having shown how to find a pair 
of cylinders in the first case, and of conical frusta in the other 
cases, by which a given angular velocity ratio will be eft'ected. 
If these solida could be formed with mathematical precision, 
then, the axes having been once adjusted in distance so that the 
surfaces should touch in one position, they would touch in every 
other posit.ion; but in practice this is impossible, and various 
artífices are employed to maintain the adhesion opon which the 
communication of motion depends. 

The surface of one or both rollers may be covered with thick 
leather, which by giving elasticity to the surface enables it to 
maintain adhesional contact, notwithstanding any small errors of 
forro. 

One of the axes may be either made to run in slits at its 
extremities instead of round boles, or else it may be mounted in 
a swing frame. Both methods allowing of a little variation of 

* Vide Hachctte TraiU des llftrckint.Y, second edition, 1819, p. 313, N. 81. The 1 

figure is copiod from Poncelet, Mécan;r¡ue ifldU&tritllk, p. 300. 
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distance between the two axes, the contact of the rollers will in 
this way also be maintained, notwithstanding small errors of 
form. 

Ifthe weight of tbe uppermost roller is not sufficient to pro
duce the required adbesion, or if the rollers lie with their axes in 
the same hori?.ontal plane, then weights or springs may be em
ployed to presa the axes together. The practica! details of these 
methods belong rather to the department of Constructive Me
chanism than to the plan of the present work. 

Another method is to provide the circumferences of two wheels 
in rolling contact witb three or four angular grooves in the 
manner shown in fig. 33. 

Tbe bottoms of tbe grooves in the right hand section are of an 
acute angular section, but the projecting edges which separate 
them are finished with fillets, so as to allow the projections to be 
mutually wedged ioto the hollows. This method appears to bave 

Fig. 33. 

been introduced aBd patented by Mr. Robertson, who terma it 
'wedge and grooved frictional geering.' 

In the París Exposition of 1855, M. Minotto exhibited a 
model of wedge and groove rollers, in which only one groove was 
used. This de vice was. termed ' engrenage. a coin.' 

53. But the most certain method of maintaining the action of 
the surfaces is to provide.them with teeth. The plain cylindrical 
or conical surfaces of contact are exchanged for a series of pro
jecting ridges with hollow spaces between. These ridges or teeth 
are distributed at equal distances from each other on the two 
suñaces, and generally in the direction of planes passing through 
the axis, so that when the driving wheel is turned, its teeth enter 
in succession the spaces between those of the follower. Tbey are 
1!0 adjusted that before one tooth has quitted its corresponding 
8p&Ce the next .in succession 'Will have entered the next space, 
and so on continually; coosequently, the surfaces cannot escape 
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from each other, and there can be no slipping, notwithstanding 
slight errors of fonn. 

The action of this contrivance falls partly under the head of 
rolling contact, and partly under that of sliding contact; for the 
teeth considered separately act against each other by sliding 
contact, and the forms of their acting surfaces must be determined, 
as we shall see, upon that principie. 

On the other hand, the total action of a pair of toothed wheels 
upon each other is analogous to that of rolling contact. Equal 
lengths of the two circumferences contain equal numbers of teeth, 
and therefore equal lengths will pass the line of centers in the 
same time, if measured by the unit of the ~tpace occupied by one 
tooth and a hollow between. In fact, the adhesion which enables 
the surface of one plain roller to communicate motion to anotber 
arises from the roughness of the surfaces, the irregular projec
tions of one indenting themselves between those of the other, or 
pressing against similar projections; and the contri vanee of teeth 
is merely a more complete development of this mode of action, 
by giving to these projections a regular fonn and arrangement. 
1 shall pl'Oceed therefore to explain in this section all that relates 
to the general action, arrangement, and construction of t.oothed 
wheels; leaving the exact form of the individual teeth to the 
next section, and observing, that this arrangement corresponda to 
the ordinary practica! view of the subject; for all that belongs 
to the complete action or construction of a pair of toothed wheels 
is always referred to a pair of corresponding rolling circles, which 
are termed the pitch eire/es, or geometrieal eire/es, or to plain 
cylinders, eones, and hyperboloids, which may be called piteh 
solids. 

54. Geering is a general tenn applied to trains of toothed 
wheels. Two toothed wheels are said to be in geer when they 
have their teeth engaged togethcr, and to be out of geer when 
they are separated so as to he put out of action; and general! y 
speaking, a driver and follower, whatever be the nature of their 
connection, are said to be in geer when the connection is com
pletely adjusted for action, and out of geer when the connection 
is interrupted. 

55. Toothed wheels with few teeth are tenned pinions. This 
phrase is merely to be considered as the diminutive of tooth~d 
wlteel; and there is no impropriety or ambiguity in calling a 
pinion a toothed wheel, if more convenient. 

56. The teeth of wheels may be either made in one piece with 
the body or rim of the wheel, or they may be each made of a 
separate piece and framed into the rim of the wheel. 
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The first method is employed in cast-iron wheels of all size$, 
from the largest to the smallest ; also for brass or other metal 
wheels in smaller machinery, which are formed out of plain discs 
by cutting out a series of equidistant notches round the circum
ference, and thus leaving the teeth standing. 

Figure 34 A and C, represente the form of the modern cast
iron wheels, in which, for the sake of uniting lightness and stiff
ness, a thin web or fin runs along the inner edge of the rim and 
on each side of the arms, so that the transverse section of the arm 
1s a cross. 

Fig. 34. Fig. 35. 

• 
F ig. 36. 

This crucifonn section was abandoned soon after the publi
cation of the first edition of the present work and replaced by an 
elliptical section ( fig. 35 ). 

In smaller wheels the arms are omitted, as at B, and the rim 
of teeth united to the central boss by a thin continuous plate. 
These wheels are plate wheels, and when arms are employed, 
"heels are said to be crossed out; but this phrase rather belongs 
to clock-work. W ooden wheels in one pit>ce with their teeth are 
too weak to be trusted beyond the construction of models, or 
wbeel-work which transmita little preasure. The wheels of Dutch 
clocks of the coarser kind are constructed in tbis manner. 

57. Figure 36 exemplifies the construction of mill-work, and 
larger machinery, previous to the introduction of cast-iron wheel11 
hy Messn~. Smeaton and Rennie, at the latter end of the Ir 
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century.* The wheel A is framed of wood, not like carriage
wheels with radial spokes, but with two pair of parallel bars set 
at right angles, so as to leave a square opening in the midst for 
the reception of the shaft, which is also of wood, and square, and 
the opening being purposely left larger than the section of the 
shaft, the wheel is secured upon it by driving wedges in the 
intermediate space. This frame carries the rim of the wheel, 
which is made truly cylindrical on the outer surface, and annular 
in front. Equidistant mortises are pierced through the rim in 
number equal to those of the teeth or cogs, as they are called, 
when made in separate pieces. 

The cogs are made of well-seasoned hard wood, such as moun
tain-beech, hornbeam, or hickory; the grain is laid in the 

Fig. 37. direction of the length, 'vhich, being the radial direc
tion, gives them the greatest transverse strength. A 

a 2. e cog consists of a head a, and a shank b, of which the 
0 head is the acting part or actual tooth which projects 

beyond the rim, and the shank or tenon is made to fit 
its mortise exceedingly tight, and is left long enough 

to project on the inside of the rim. When the cog is driven into 
its mortise up to its shoulders a pin e is inserted in a hole bored 
close under the rim of the wheel, by which it is secured in it.s 
place. 

58. This construction of a toothed wheel has been partly 
imitated in modem mill-work, for it is found that if in a pair of 
wheels the teeth of one be cast-iron, and in the other of wood, 
that the pair work together with much less vibration and conse
quent noise, and that the teeth abrade each other less than if both 
wheels of the pair had iron teeth. Hence in the best engines one 
wheel of every large sized pair has wooden cogs fitted to it 
exactly in the manner just described ; only that instead of em
ploying a wooden-framed wheel to receive them, a cast-iron 
wheel with mortises in its circumference is employed. Such a 
wheel is t~rmed a mortise wheel. 

Wheels of the kind hitherto described, in wlúch the teeth are 
placed radially on the circumference, whether the teeth be in one 
piece with the wheel, or separa te, are termed spur-wheels; and 
when the term pinio1t is applied to a wheel its teeth are usually 
called leaves. 

• Mr. Smeaton was the first who began to use cast-iron in mill-work 11t the Carron 
lronworb, in 1769. It was first employed for the large axes of water-wheele, lUid 
1oon afterwards for large cog-wheels; but the complete introductiou of it is due to 
Mr. Rennie.-Vide Farey on t"M &eam I!Jngine, p. H3. 
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59. The pinions in large wooden machinery were commonly 
formed by inserting the extremities of wooden cylinders into 
equidistant boles, in two parallel discs attached to the axis or 
shaft,• as at B (fig. 36), thus forming a kind of cage, which is 
termed a lantern, trundle, or wallower; the cylindrical teeth being 
named its staves, spindles, or J'ounds. This construction was very 
strong, and the circular section of its teeth or stnves ga.ve it the 
advantage of a very smooth motion wben the lantern was driven, 
as will be shown in its proper place. In Dutch clock-work this 
plan is imitated on a smallscale, and small wire used for the ata ves. 

60. A similar system to this is of great an- Fig. as. 
tiquity, for in early machinery the toothed 
wbeels were often cut out of thin metal platea, 
fig. 38 ; and it would be obviously impossible 
to make a pair of such thin wheels work 
together ; for the smallest deviation of one 
of the wheels from the plane of rotation of the 
pair, would cause the teeth to lose hold of each 
otber sideways. For this reason one of the 
wheels of a pair was always made either in 
the lantem form as just described, or with pins 
inserted at one end only into a disc, as at A, 
or else the teeth of one of the wheels were cut 
out of a hoop, as at e, forming what is termed 
a crown wheel, or contrate wheel. 

In this figure it is evident that the thin 
wheel B would retain hold of the pins of .A, 
or of the teeth of e, notwithstanding a little deviation from the 
plane of rotation, or a little end-play in the axis. 

\ 1 61. .Annular wheels have their teeth cut Fig. 39. 

on the inside edge of an annulus, so that the 
pinion which works with them shalllie within 
the pitch circle. Hence the two azes revolve 
in tl1e same direction. The arma of an annu
lar wheel necessarily líe behind the annulus, 
in order to make room for the pinion, and the 
latter must be fixed at the extremity of its 
axis, otherwise this will stop the wheel by 
passing between the arms. Annular wheels are more difficult to 
execute than common spur-wheels, but it will be shown that the 

• .bU ia the general and seienti6.c word, 8Ñift the milhrright's general term, and 
tpWIJe hia term for amaller ahafta; ~ is the wheehrrigbt's word, and arhor the 
watc:hmaker' 11. 
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action of their teeth is smoother. A pin-wheel like A, fig. 38. 
may be employed as an annular wheel, and is much easier to 
constrnct. 

62. "\Vhen the path of one of the pieces is rectilinear, or, in 
other words, if it be a sliding piece, then the teeth are cut on 

Fig. 40. the edge of a bar attached to this piece, 
~ · so that the teeth may work with those 
~ of the wheel or pinion, which is to drive 

L or follow it, as in this figure, where the 
a 6 bar ab is supposed to be confined by 

proper guides, so as to move only in the direction of its length, 
and the pinion e to geer with it either as a driver or a follower. 

Such a toothed bar is termed a rack. The teeth admit of all 
the different forms and arrangements of which the teeth of wheels 
in general are susceptible; the rack being merely a toothed wheel 
whose radius is infinité. Similarly, an annular wheel may be 
considered as a toothed wheel whose radius is negative. 

63. lf the space through which the bar moves is less than the 
circumference of the wheel, the latter may assume the forro of a 

Fig. 41. sector, as in this figure. 

A 64. All these examples belong to the first 
ff\ \ case of position in the axes, that is, when they 

~(______)~ are parallel; but the second case, in which 
t':·~ their directions meet, presents itself also very 

early in the history of mechanism. 
A water-wheel, for example, has its axis necessarily horizontal, 

and near the surface of the water. The axis of a mill-stone, on 
the other hand, is vertical, and it is convenient to place the latter 
in an upper floor of the building. This is the disposition of tbe 
water-mili of Vitruvius, and is in fact universal. 

But the exact method of deriving the forro of the toothed 
wheels from a pair of rolling eones, was not introduced until the 
middle of the Jast century, when its mathematical principies were 
complete! y laid down by Camus, in 1766. • 

* Camus. Cours de 1'tfathbnatiqut, Pnris, 1766. The part relating to toothed 
wheels has been printoo s!>parately in England, and is well known. The principlP of 
l'Qlling eones was first published in England by Imison. In bis treatise of the •llr· 
chanical Pow.ers, 1787, he uses the t~rm ~'tl geo, and speaks of such wht>els as ..-ell 
known. Sehottus, howe\'er, or rather bis ' Amicus,' in Technica Cu,.iosa, 166t, p. 
621, dt>scribes toothed wheels of \'arious kinds, and amongst. tbem Ccnica cono:otza 
Rota, when the teet h are 8.1TIIllged on the surfnce of a trun.-ated cone, and eoili<'fl 

concal!a when on tho interior superficies, and at p. 644 employs them to communicate 
motion betw¡-en axes or slmfts at any angle used to con'l'ey the motion of & clock t ·) 
dial work in the tower above. 

He also mentions annular wheels under thP namc Cylindrica eottCQN Rota, and 
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Previously to this it was thought sufficient to dispose the teeth 
of the wheels, as in this figure, u pon the face of one of the wheels 
as A, so as to catch those of an ordinary spur-wheel B with teeth 
on the circumference ; or else to place the teeth of both wheels 
on the face, as in those of A and C. Sometimes the teeth of both 
wheels were pla.ced on the circumference, as in the ordinary spur
wheels; with this difference, that the teeth require to be much 

Fig. 42. 

Ionger, to enable them to lay hold of each other in thill relative 
position. For the forms of the individual teeth no certain prin
cipies were followed, and for the arrangements in question the 
only principie appears to have becn to place the teeth so that on 
passing the line or rather plane of e.tmters,• the teeth should 
present themselves in the same relative position as if they be
Ionged to a pair of wheels with parallel axes. 

A similar principie is, indeed, clearly stated by De la Hire, in 
the extract which follows the next paragraph. 

65. When the axes intersected each other at right angles, and 
one of them revolved much quicker than the other, a cylindrical 
lantern was universally given to the latter, and the teeth of the 
former pla.ced on its face, as in fig. 43, at A and B. This 
fonn and arrangement is found in mili!! of all kinds, from the 
earliest known printed figures to the wooden mill-work of the la.st 
century. 

The wheel B is tenned a face wheel; it generally revolved in 
a vertical plane. This figure is copied from one in De la Hire's 
' Mechanics,'t in a chapter where he proposes to show how tbe 

gires the name .A.tmulari8 Rota or Annulus Rotatüi8to arevolving toothed ring 'whieh 
hu no eolid connection with an axis,' and must ronsequently be guided at the circum
fmmoe by rollen or fu:ed studs. 

" Vide note, p. 30. 
t De la Bire's Treatw on Mecluznics, Par. 1696. Prop. Ixvi. This was early 

ll'all.&lated inro English, in part, by Mandey, in his M.clmnical Powers, 1709, p. 30l. 
E 
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direction of motion may be changed by toothed wheels; and after 
giving the cylindrica.l lantem A for the case of a.xes at right 
angles, he proceeds to axes inclined at any other angle, thus :
' If a lantem C be constructed ha.ving staves inclined to the axis 
at any given angle, then will the horizontal motion of the power 
be cha.nged into a motion inclined to it at any angle we please, 

Fig. 43. 

provided only tha.t the staves of this lantem C must be so arranged 
that they come successively into the horizontal position at the 
moment of meeting the teeth of the wheel B, in order that tbey 
may a.pply themselves to the teeth in the same manner as if this 
lantern was like the other B. These ehanges of direeti.on in 
motions may be of great use in machinery .' 

It is interesting to remark, that upon the authority of tbis 
conicallantern the invention of hevil geer has been attributed to 
De la Hire, when it is plain that the principie of rolling eones, 
which is essential to them, has notbing wha.tever to do witb this 
arraugement; which is solely founded u pon the notion of present
ing the teeth to eaeh other at the plane of centers, in the same 
relative position as in spo.r or face-wheels. The apex of the cone 
is tumed in the wrong direction for bevil-wheels, and the cylin
dricallantern is employed for the a.xes at right angles. 

66. B11t the necessity of changing the direction of motion 
through other angles than right angles had arisen long before the 
time of De la Hire ; suggested, as I believe, by the use of the 
Archimedean screw for raising water, which appears to have been 
a great favourite with the early mechanists, and which from its 
nature must be placed in an inclined direction. Fig. 44, for 
example, is part of a complex piece of mill-work extractad from 
one of the early printed collcctions of machinery.• The object of 
the meeha.nism in question is to enable a water-wheel to gi,·e 

• lA Di«r•e •t .4.rt.i,/iciole Madint del Capit11110 Á. Ramelli. Par. 1680, ch. :dviii. 
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motion to a series of three Archimedean screws placed one 
above the other. A face-wheel, carried by the axis of the 
water-wheel, geers with a trundle Fig. u. 
( Art. 56) at the lower extremity of. a 
vertical axis, which extends to the top 
of the building, and of which A is a 
portion. 

Tbree conical wheels, similar to B, 
are placed one opposite to the Iower 
end of each screw' as e, which 
it toros by geering with a square
staved trundle, as shown in the 
~!Fllre. 

These conical wheels are derived from the common spur-wheei, 
by the same principie of placing the teeth so that they sliall, in 
croasing the Iine of centers, lie in the same relative position as if 
the uis of the wheei had. been parallei to that of the trundle; 
whieh principie it was, in this case, oddiy enough, thought neces
sary to extend also to the spokes or arms of the wheel. 

67. The common crown-wheel and pinion, fig. 45, which is used 
in eiock and watch-work, in cases where axes meet at right angles, 
is another exampie of the same principie. The axis A, which 
carries the· pinion, is at right angies Fig. 46. 
to B, which carries the crown
wheel. 

The teeth are cut on the edge of 
a hoop, and the action of the pinion 
upon them is nearly the same as if 
it worked with a rack; the combi
nation being made on the presump
tion, that the curvatura of that 
portion of the hoop whose teeth are 
engaged is so small, that it may he 
negiected ; in w hich case, the hoop 
coincides with a rack which is tangent to it, along its line of 
intersection with the plane of centers, and which travels in a 
direction perpendicular to that plane. 

The crOtDn-wheel is often termed a contrate wheel. 
68. To form a pair of hevil-wheela, a pair of conical frusta 

having been described (by Art. 41) to suit the required angular 
poeitions of the axes and the given velocity ratio, the smooth 
auñace of these eones must be exchanged for a regular series of 
eqnidistant teeth, projecting nearly as much beyond the surface 

K ll 
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as the intermediate hollows líe below it, and directed to the apex 
of the cone, 80 that a line passing tbrough this apex shall, if 

Fig. •6. brought into contact with any 
part of the side of a tooth, 
toucb it along its whole length. 
Tbus tbe contact of one tooth 
with another will al80 take 
place along the line; whereas 
in face geering the contact of 
the teeth is between two con
vex surfaces ata point only. 

69. It may happen that the 
common apex of the two eones 

sballlie 80 that one of them becomes a plane surface, as in fig. 4 7 ; 
in which case the teeth become radial. Also one of the eones 
may even be hollow, as in fig. 48. 

Fig. 48. 
Fig. H. 

For every given position of the axes, bowever, we have a choice 
of two positions for the wheel whicb belongs to that shaft whose 
direction is carried past the other. In tbese last figures this 
wbeel is placed below, but if it had been above, a different and 
smaller pair of eones would bave been obtained for the given 

Fil!'. 4S. velocity ratio, in which these peculiarities of 
fono would have been avoided. 

Fig. 49 shows a mode of disposing bevil-wheels 
wben two sbafts meet in direction. 

Fig. 50 is anotber mode of constructing the 
same combination which admits of a steady sup
port for the shafts at their point of intersecti.on. 

70. lVhen the axes are inclined to each other without meeting 
in direction, an intermediate double bevil-wheel may be employed, 
arranged as in Art. 51, or else frusta are employed, wbich are 
derived from the tangent eones of a pair of hyperboloids. ( Arts. 
42-50.) 

The direction of their tee~h or flutes must be inclined to the 
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base of tbe frustum, to enable tbem to come into contact; and 
the oblique position thus given to teeth has procured for wbeels 
of this kind the name of Skew Bevils. lf the teeth be cut in the 

Fig. 60. Fig. 61. 

direction of tbe generating line of each hyperboloid, they will 
obviously meet, since tbis line is the line of contact of the two 
surfaces. Tbe mode of projecting this line of contact has been 
already shown. 

But this question was disposed of by the older mechanists upon 
the principie of face-wheel geering, the teeth being merely ar
ranged in positions that caused them to pass at the instant of 
contact, in the same relative positions as if tbe axes bad been 
parallel, or meeting in direction. 

71. lt has been already shown that there is no rubbing 
friction when the point of contact of two edges is on tbe line of 
centers. Of this Dr. Hooke was certainly aware, as appears 
from bis remarkable contrivance to get rid of the friction of 
wheel-work. Tbis, to use bis own words, '1 called tbe perfection 
of wheel-work; an invention which 1 made and produced before 
the Royal Society in 1666.' 

' It is, in short, first, to make a piece of wheel-work so that 
both the wheel and pinion, though of never so small a size, shall 
have as great a number of teeth as shall be desired, and yet 
neither weaken the work, nor make the teeth so small as not to 
be practicable by any ordinary workman. N ext, that tbe motion 
shall be so equally communicated from tbe wheel to the pinion, 
that the work being well made, there can be no inequality of 
force or motion communicated. Tbirdly, tbat tbe point of toucb
ing and bearing sball be always in the line tbat joins tbe two 
eenters together. Fourthly, that it sball ha ve no manner of 
rubbing, nor be more dificult to be made tban the common way 
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of wheel-work, save only that workmen ha ve not been accustomed 
to make it.' • 

This fourth condition of no rubbing is, however, as we have 
seen (.A.rt. 33), necessarily included in the third. 

First, then, if there be a certain large number of teeth required 
to be made in a. small wheel, then must the wheel and pinion 
consist of several platea or wheels lying one beside the other, as 
in this figure .A, where eight platee of equal thickness and size, 
are each cut into a. wheel of twenty-five teeth, as shown in front 

Fig. 62. 

elevation at B; the wheels are fitted close together u pon one 
arbor de, and fixed in such order that the teeth of the successive 
platee follow each other with such steps that the la.st tooth of 
each group may within one step answer to the first tooth of the 
next group. Thus, reckoning from a to h, the teeth follow each 
other in equidistant steps of BD;Ch a magnitude that h is dista.nt 
one such step from e, the first tooth of the next group. 

The pinion being constructed upon a similar principie, and of 
the same number of plates, it is clear that the inequalities in the 
touching, bearing, or rubbing of such whecl-work, would be no 
more than what would be between the two next teeth of one of 
the sets, that is, about the same as in a wheel of 200 teeth, and 
yet the teeth are as large as those of a wheel of 25 teeth. 

Secondly, if it be desired that the wheel and pinion should 
have infinite teeth, all the ends of the teeth must, by a diagonal 
slope, be filed off and reduced to a straight or rather a spiral 
edge, as in C, which may indeed be best made by one plate of a 

* Vide Outlerian Lecturu, by R. Hooke, No. 2, entitled .J.nimadver6i01U on tlu firn 
part oj the Machina Cfllutu, 1674, p. 70. 
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eonvenient tbickness, which tbickness must be more or lesa 
according to the bigness of the sloped tooth. And this is to be 
always observed in the cutting thereof, that the end of one slope 
tooth on the one side be full as forward as the beginning of the 
next tooth on the other : that is, that the end h · of one tooth on 
the right side be full as Jow as e, the beginning of the next tooth 
on the left side. 

Thus far I have employed nearly the words of Hooke, who has, 
however, said nothing respecting the form of the teeth, which 
must evidently, in the second system, be so shaped as to begin 
and end contact 'upon the very line of centers ; the mode of 
efecting which will appear in Chapter V.• The contact of the 
teeth will be at every instant at a single point, which point will, 
as the wheel revolves, travel from one side of the wheel to the 
other; afresh contact always beginning on the first side,just before 
the last contact has quitted the other side. And as the point of 
oontact is alwa.ys on the line, or rather pla.ne, of centers, it is 
strictly rolling, a.nd there will be no sliding or friction between 
the teeth. 

Hooke's system has been severa} times re-invented, for example, 
by Mr. White, of Ma.nchester, who patented it before 1808 ; t 
and endeavoured, in vain, to introduce it into the machinery of 
that place. The motion of such wheel-work is remarkably smooth 
and free from vibratory action, but it has the defect of introducing 
an endlong pressure upon the axes, occasioned by the obliquity 
of the surfaces of contact to the planes of rotation. But there 
are many cases in which this property, when understood and 
provided for, would not be injurious. The first form of Hooke's 
geering, in which it appears as separate concentric wheels, as a.t 
..4, has been employed successfully in cases where smooth action 
is necessary ;t a.nd is free from the oblique pressure, but loses the 
advantage of the perfect rolling action. 

ÜN PITCH. 

72. Let N a.nd n be the numbers of teeth of the driver and 
follower respectively, then as the teeth are equally spaced upon 

• 1 have there shown that the eimplest mode of eft'ecting this object is to make the 
llub of the teeth radial, aud the portion of tooth that liee beyond the pitch line a 
CIDIDplet.e eemicircle whoee eenter is npon that line, as in flg. 62 B. 

t Vide Wbite's Cetttury of ln11e11tioft1, 1822; Mtttwir3 of Lit. IJfld Plail. &c. of 
JI~; a1so Bheldn.ke, n-y of Inclifl«l .Plane wlwü, 1811. It has besides 
bes noprodneed u new in Ameriea, and in London, nnder the name of a Helix Lever .. 

t 1 han 1een it in a planing eogine by Mr. Collier, of l'llanchester. 
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the circumference of the two wheels, these numbers are propor· 
tional to the circumferences and radii of their respective wheels; 
hence 

N=!}_=~= L (Vide Art. 39.) 
n r p L 

73. The pitch circle of a toothed wheel is the circle whose 
diameter is equal to that of a cylinder, the rolling action of whieh 
would be equiva.Ient to that of the toothed wheel (Art. 50); 
therefore in the above equation R and r are the radü of the pitch 
circles of the driver and follower respectively; these rolling 
cylinders being the limit to which the toothed wheels approach, 
as their teeth are indefinitely diminished in size 1LDd increased in 
number, the distan ce of the axes remaining the same. 

This circle is variously termed the pitcb circle of the wheel, the , 
primitive circle, or the geometrical ch·cle. 1 prefer tbe term 
pitch, as leas liable to ambiguity, andas, 1 believe, the one most 
1usually employed. In conical wheels the pitch circle will be the 
base of the frustum. 

i 4. Let the circumference of the pitch circle be divided into 
equal parts, in number the same as that of the teeth to be given 
to the wheel ; the length of one of these parts is termed the pitch 
of the teeth, or of the wheel, and evidently contains withiri itself 
the exact distance occupied by one complete tooth and space. 
The word space is employed here in its tecbnical meaning, as 
denoting the hollow or gap that separates eacb tooth from the 
neighbouring one. · 

Let e be tbe pitcb, D the diameter of the pitch circle, both 
expressed in inches and parts ; and let N be the number oí teeth, 
then N e= wD;• from which expression if any two of the quan
tities e, D, N be given, the third may be found. The arithme
tical rules which are immediately deducible from this equation 
are in constant requisition amongst millwrights. 

7 5. In English practice it has been found convenient to employ 
only a given number of standard values for the pitch, instead of 
using an indefinite number. The values most commonly chosen 
arel in., 1-f in., li in., li in., 2 in., 2i in., 3 in. And it very 
rarely happens that any intermediate values are necessary. Below 
inch pitch the values t• f, tJ'i) and f, are perha.ps sufficient. 

These remarks apply to ~t-iron wheels principally, as tbe 
great utility of this system of definite values fo1· the pitch resides 

* Where ,.. ... 3·1416. The millwrip;bts commonly use 2f r~ 1r. 
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in its limiting the number of founders' patterns. Cast-iron teeth 
of less than t in. pitch are seldom employed; and, for machinery 
of a leHS size than this, the wheels would be cut out of discs of 
metal in a cutting engine. N evertheless the same system of 
sizes might be introduced with advantage into wheels of this latter 
kind. 

76. Since the values of C are few and definite, the use of the 
e:xpression NC=7rD may be facilitated by calculating beforehand 

the values of g and V that belong to these cases. 

For N= ~.D, and D =~.N; and the following table fur

nishes the factor corresponding to each of the established values 
of the pitcb, by the use of whicb the number of teeth may be 
readily found for any given diameter, or tJice versd. 

Pitch in ,.. e 
inches e -,.. 

3 1·0472 ·9548 

21 1-2566 ·7958 

2 1·5708 ·6366 

1! 2·0944 ·4774 

1i 2·5132 ·8978 

1§ 2·7924 ·8580 

1 3·1416 ·31~2 

i 4-1888 •2386 

f 5·0265 •1988 

1 
T 6·2f!32 ·1590 

i 8·3776 ·1194 
~ 
4 12·5664 •0796 
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EXAMPLES. 

Given, a wheel of 42 teeth, 2 inch pitch, to find the diameter 
of the pitch circle. Here the factor corresponding to the pitch is 
·6366, which multiplied by 42 gives 26·7 inches for the diameter 
required. 

Given, a wheel of four feet diameter, 2i pitch, to find the 
number of teeth; the factor is 1·257, ":hich multiplied by 48, the 
diameter in inches, gives 60 for the number of teeth. 

Given, a wheel of 30i inches diameter, and 96 teeth, to find 
. n 3o·5 e . e the pttch. Here N=-6-= ·317=-; which value of- corre-

9 w w 
sponds in the table to inch pitch. 

Questions of this kind are continually occurring in the exe
cution of machinery ; and simple as the calculation may appear 
to a mathematician, they require more multiplication and division 
than ia always at the command of a workman. By way of sim
plifying the expression of the relations between the size of the 
teeth, their number, and the diameter of the pitch circle, a difl'e
rent mode of sizing the teeth in small machinery has been adopted 
in Manchester, which may be thus explained. 

77. Suppose the diameter of the pitch circle to be divided into 
as many equal parta as the wheel has teeth; and let one of these 
parta be taken for a modulus instead of the pitch hitherto em
ployed; and accordingly, let the few necessary values be assigned 
to it in simple fractions of the inch. Call this new modulus the 
diametral pitch of a wheel, to distinguish it from the common 
pitch, which may be named the circular pitch, and let M be the 
diametral pitcb ; 

PN_ =M, and, as M ia a simple fraction of the incb, let M=!_· 
.~ m' 
•·• mlJ=N, in which N and m are always wbole numbers. 

The values of m, commonly cmployed, are 20, 16, 14, 12, 10, 
!), 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 ; and all wheels being made to correspond to 
one of the classes indicated by these numbers, the diameter or 
number of teeth of any required wheel is ascertained with much 
less calculation than in the common system of circular pitch. 

This table• shows the value of the circular pitch C, corre
sponding to the selected values of m airead y given. 

* Thie t&ble originated in the well-lmown factory of Shuop, Roberta, and Co. at 
Maneheeter. lt is an exeellent example of the perfoot methods employl'!d in the 
smaller elar.s of mill-work, or eaet-iron moohsnism. In this s¡stem, a wheel iD which 
m= 1 O would he called a ten-pitch wheel, and 110 on. 
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"' 
e, in decim&l.s of e, in inchea to 

in eh nearest .¡, 

S 1•047 1 

4 ·785 f 
5 •628 i 
6 ·524 i 
7 ·449 fT 
8 ·393 i 
9 ·349 

10 ·314 !w 
12 ·262 t 
14 ·224 

16 ·196 /¡r 

20 •157 t 

Since ~ = M, we ha ve M= ~ j tberefore the diametral pitch 

is tbe quantity which has been calculated in the second column 
of tbe table in page 57. In fact, it is easy to see that this 
scbeme differs from tbe first, merely in expressing in small 

wbole numbers the quantity V instead of C. 

In small machinery, of the kind that would be classed as cloek 
or watch-work, and in which the wheels are cut out of plain dises 
by means of a eutting engine, the size of the teeth is often denoted 
by stating the number of them eontained in an inch of the cir 
cumference, which may vary from about four to twenty-five. 
The word piteh is unknown to clockmakers, and their pitch cirele 
is termed the geometrical eircle j but, for the sake of uniformity, 
1 sball apply the term pitch indiffereutly to all kinds of wheel
work. In cut wheels it is necessary to calculate the piteh for the 
purpoee of obtaining the size of the cutter, which, as it operates 
by cutting out the spaces between the teeth, ought of eourse to 
be exactly of the same form and breadth as those spaces. When 
the number of teeth and geometrical diameter of a wheel are· 
given, the pitch of these small teeth may be determined, in 
decimals of the ineb, from tbe general expressions airead y given 
for the teeth of mill-work j and after the forms of the teeth ha ve 
been described according to the methods contained in the next 
chapter, the shape and size of the cutter will be obtained. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ELEMENTARY OOMBIN.ATIONS. 

Dms1oK A. COMl\IUNICATION OF IIOTION BY ROLLING CONTACf. 

C S8 { DIRECTIONAL RELATION CONST.ANT. 
LA B. VELOCITY RATIO VARYING. 

78. TBE elementary combinations by rolling contact, whieh 
are the subject of the preceding chapters, include those which are 
employed in all the largest and most important machines ; for the 
parts of heavy machinery are always made to move with uniform 
velocity, if possible; and consequently with a constant velocity 
ratio and directional relation to each other. ·In the combinationa 
by rolling contact which are to be considered in this chapter, 
the velocity ratio varíes and the directional relation is constant. 

79. It haa been already shown, in Art. 35, that when a pair 
of curves revolving in the same plane about parallel axes in eon
tact are of su eh a form as to roll together, the point of contact 
remains in the line of centers. The two radii of contact coincide 
therefore with this line, and the tangents of the angles made by 
tbe common tangent of the curves at the point of contact with 
their radii respectively are the same. 

80. Ex. l. In the lo9arithmic spiral the tangent makes a 
constant angle with the radius vector. Let two equallogarithmio 
spirals be placed in reverse positions, and made to turn round 
their respective poles as centers .of motion, and let these eenters 
be fixed at any distance that will permit the curves to be in con
tact. Then in every position of contact the common tangent wiU 
make the same angle with the radius vector of one curve that it 
makes on the opposite side with the radius vector of the otber. 
The two radü of contact will therefore be in one line, and coincide 
with the line of centers, and hence, equal lo9arithmic qJiral. are 
rollin9 curves. 

The logarithmic spiral does not retum to itself, and is therefore 
unsuitable aa a foundation for wheels which revolve continuously. 
But it may be employed for the extremities of levers which move 
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eaeh other by actual contact through angles of moderate extent. 
It is readily laid down by points in the manner shown in the 
:fig. 53, which is due to Mr. Nicholson. 

The curve is constructed about 
its center e by taking radii CI, Cn, 
Cn1 ...... at equal angles and with B 

lengths in geometrical proportion. 
By Nicholson's method draw two 
radii A C, B C, and beginning at 
the outer extremity 1 of C.A. draw 
1 2, perpendicular to CB, then from 
2 draw 2, 3, perpendicular to CA, 
and so on continually in the order of 
the figures 3, 4-4, 5-&c. W e 
thus obtain a series of radiallengths 
C1 C2 C3 &c. in geometrical pro
portion for the lines so drawn from a 
series ofright angled triangles with a 

}"ig. 63. 

A 
1 

: ~ 

j \ 

'- 1 \ ~ 
~ 

CI C2 C3 . 
common angle at C, ~·· c2= c"3= C4, and so on. Transfernng, 

tberefore, the successive radial lengths, CI, C2, ca &c ...... by 
circular ares, struck from the common centre C to the radii 
Cx-C2-C3 &c., we obtain a series of points through which 
the curve may be drawn, and is, as above shown, self-rolling. 

Ex. 2. Let aPm, .APM be two similar and equal ellipses of 
which s, h; S, H are the foci, 
and let them be placed in contact 
at any point P situated at equal 
distances aP, .AP from the ex
tremiti~s of their major axes, and 
draw tPT the common tangent 
at P. 

N ow by the property of the 
ellipse the tangent makes equ~l 
angles with the radii sP, Ph ; 
and because aP=.AP, and the 
ellipses are equal, the tangent 
makes the same angle with the 
radii SP, PH; whence tPs 
= TPH, and sPH is a right line. 
Also sP= SP; .·. sP+ PH 
= SP+PH=AM is a constant 

Fig. 54. 

M 

distance, whA.tever be the distance of the point of contact P 
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from the extremity of the axes major. If, therefore, the foci ,, 
H be made centers of motion, and their dista.nce equal to tbe 
major axes of the ellipses, the curves will roll together. 

Tbe logarithmic spiral and ellipse round the focus appear to 
be the only two rolling curves tbat admit of simple independent 
demonstrations of their possessiog tbis property. 

1 81. Supposing fift. 54 to represent any pair of rolling curves, 
' and let r= 1 P be the distance of their point of oontaet P from 
the ceo ter of rotation 1 of the first curve, and 0= a • P the angle 
made by r with a fixed radios sa, and let r,=PH,O,=PHA, be 
the oorresponding quantities in the second curve, and e the dis· 
tance sH of the centers; then sinoe r and r, are in the same 
stra.ight line, 

r+r,=e, ••• dr= -dr,; 

also the lengths of those parts of the curves aP, AP, that ha ve 
been in oontact are equal; 

-:--=---:-::-:::= .· .f .;drt+r'df!l=J .;drt,+r',dfJI,, 

andas dr= -dr,, .·. rd8=r ,dO,=e-r. dO,. 

Aga.in, r;: is the tangent of the angle the first curve. makes with 

r, and rd,dO, is the tangeat of the angle the seoond curve makes 
r, 

with r,, and these angles are the same; 

.·. !.~~ = _r_,d_t, whence rd8=r,d8,, as before. 
dr dr, 

Hence, if one curve be given by an equation between r and 8, 
the other is determinad by the equations 

r,=e-r, and 8,- rrdO. 
-:lc-r 

Ex. Let the first curve be the logarithmic spiral (Art. 80), 
a.nd let ~ be the oonstant angle between the radios vector aad 

the curve, . ·• O=cf> log i is its equation; 

dr =f¡rd8 r{; dr .·.dO=cf> -, 8,= -=cf> -=C-~logr. r c-r c-r 

Now when 8, vanishes, r=c-b; ••• 0= C-~ log e-h; 

.·.-8,=cf>log____!:._L is the equation to the second curve, which 
e-u 

is the same logarithmic spiral in the reverse position. 
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82. Let there be two logarithmic spirals AMP AM1P1 equal, 
and placed inversely and touching at any point .A of the line ce 
which joins their polea. Let AM=AM1 be two small elements 
of the curves, and by the definition of this spiral the angles CMA, 
M1AC1 are equal, .•• the sma.ll triangles ANM, AN¡M¡ are also 
equalandNM=AN¡.·.CM+.M1C1 =CA+ AC1=CC1• Hence 
the points M and M 1 will be brought into coincidence with the 
line of centers at ~ without slidiug. 

Fig. 66. 
p Fig. 56. 

These curves may be employed by taking two equal regular 
polygons ( e.g. the squares in fig. 56), and replacing each rectilinear 
aide by two ares of the logarithmic spiral. The compound figures 
that result from this procesa will roll together, and may serve as 
pitch linea for teeth. The ratio of the angular velocities is from 

-v-2 to - 1-, for the maximum and minimum radü are the diagonal 
.V2 

AD and the side A C respectively of a right angled triangle with 
two equalsides. 

The general equation of .the logarithmic spiral is r=ae""'(1), 
and we have to find the value of the constauts a and m that will 
give an are of the spiral passing through the points .A and B. 

N ow the parameter a is the radius vector which corresponda to 
8=0 and is therefore equal to AB the half11ide ofthe given square. 

T - -When 8=-, r=a .V2 and consequently (1) .V2 =eai' whence 
4 

- T d 4/ i2 Th. 1 will . log . ..;2=m- an m=---:::;:0,44128. IS va ue g¡ve 
4 w 

the angle M 1AC1, made by the tangent of the spiral with its 
radios vector, =23° 491• 

83. The general equation of article 81 is given by Euler, in the 
fift.h volume of the 'Acta Petropolitana,' but it is not easy to obtaiu 

• (Weisbach ap Laboulaye Traití u OitNmatigue, 211d Ed. p. 180, 1861.) 
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many convenient resulte in this manner. The properties of one 
claM of rolling curves have been treated in the most complete 
and able manner, in a paper in the Cambridge' Philosophical 
Tnmsactions,' by the late Rev. H. Holditch, to which I must 
refer those of my readers who are desirous of following out the 
subject. 

This paper, however, led ite author toa method of setting out 
rolling curves, which can be practically employed by persona who 
are uot able to follow the algebraic reasoning which conducted 
him to it. I was indebted to bis kindness for a simpler essay, 
containing the proofs of this method, which I inserted a.t length 
in the former edition of the present work. But 1 ha ve thougbt 
it better now to place it in the Appendix, a.nd merely to explain 
in the text, bis rules for setting out the curves, premising them by 
the following remarks of my own. 

84. W e have seen that a pair of equal ellipses revolving in 
contact about axes, whose distance equals the major axis of the 
ellipse employed, will fumish a pair of rolling curves which, if 
their circumferences are connected by teeth, wrapping banda, or 
other suitable devices, will enable ea.ch revolution of the driving 
ellipse, supposed to rotate uniformly, to communicate to the 
following ellipse a complete revolution which will have one míni
mum velocity and one maximum velocity. For in every position 
of the acting curves ( fig. 54), the angular velocities are in the 
inverse ratio of the ra.dii of contact which are a.lways coin
cident with the line of centers. But at the maximum and mini
muro velocity positions, the major axes of the ellipses coincide 
with the line of centers and the radii of conta.ct are the major and 
minor apsidal distances HA a.nd SA with sa and ha respectively. 

But it may be required tbat there should be two, three, or more 
maximum velocities, altemating of course with as many mínimum 
velocities in each revolution of the two axes, and it will be shown 
below that a pair of equRl rolling curves may be easily derived 
from a pa.ir of ellipses or indeed any pair of rolling curves which 
will satisfy these conditions. 

lf a pair of rolling curves be given which are contained in 
angles e, q,, respectively, other pairs conta.ined in anglés m8, m4J, 
cá.n be constructed by employing the same elementary ra.dü, but 
contra.cting or expanding tbe small angular distances of these 
radii in the ratio of 1 to m. 

For example, we may take the case of a pair of equal ellipses 
rolling about their foci, in the same manner as in 1ig. 54. 

Let A, B fig. 57 be two fixed points or axes, each corresponding 
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to one of the foci of a pair of equal regular ellipses placed in con
tact. In the figure the lower halves only of these elli¡Jses are 
shown, and their circumferences delineated by dotted lines. 

The radii AI, An, Anr ....•• AVI, are disposed at six equal 
angular distances below the axis VI, O, and consequently meet 
the circumference at unequal distances O I, 1 n, u 111, &c. In 
the second ellipse the radü are not at equal angular distances 
about the center, but are so spaced that the points 1. 1, n. u, 
m. In, •••••• VI. VI, in the two circumferences shall come togethe1· 
in the motion. But by the self-rolling property of the ellipsc 
these points will meet on the line of centers AB, and thus the sum 
ofevery pairof contactradii AO+ OB, A 1 + IB, .... Arv+ IVB 

&c., will be the same and they will ha ve a common tangent at O. 

Fig. 67. 

Sow let us construct a curve out of the same group of radü 
in which the angles made by each with the line of centers shall 
be diminished by half, thus let A 1 =A r, bisect the angle 
OAr, and A2=AII bisect the angle OAu and so on, therefore 
lastly the angle OAvr, which is a semicircle, is bisected by the 
lineA ur. 

From A strike circular ares from the extremities of the elliptic 
radii to meet the respective bisecting lines in points 1, 2, a ..•.. 6, 

ll1rough these points draw the curve, as shown, which will occupy 
p 
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the qoarter O .A 6 of a circle, and the other three-quarters most be 
filled by similar curves in alternate reversion, thus completing a 
bilobe o 6 o.e, o. 

These two new curves are shown in action on the upper side of 
the line ofcenters, where .A O, 1, 2, 3, ... 6 andBO, 1, 2, 3, ... 6, 
are in working contact. 

By the property of the ellipse the som of any oorresponding 
radü-e.g . .AI+BI=AB. But the length of the contracted 
radii remain the same,. ·. we ha ve .Al+ lB= AB, and similarly 
for every other pair. As also all the angles of the elliptic radü 
are contracted in the same given proportion, every pair of opposite 
radii will come into contact upon the line of centers simulta
neously, and therefore the contact of the contracted curves will 
be rolling. 

In like manner by dividing the entire circle into three times 
the number of radü of the ellipse we obtain a pair of equal self
rolling curves with three lobes. 

85. The curves produced by this method will roll in pairs; bilobe 
with bilobe, trilobe with trilobe, and so on. But they will not 
roll unless the number of lobes is the same in each pair, for it is ¡' 

plain that to enable the respective radii to come into line in 
pa.ssing the line of centers the circumferences of the two semi- 1 

lobes in contact must be equal, as the diagram shows. 
Mr. Holditch's researches* conducted him to a simple oon

struction which enables a series of multilobe curves to be laid 
down from a given pair of rolling ellipses, from which any two 
being selected, will roll togetber, whatever may be the respective : 
numbers of lobes. Fig. 58 shows the geometrical construction, : 
and fig. 59 a set composed of the unilobe, which is the ellipse : 
already described, a bilobe and a trilobe. 1 

His anal!sis is tedious and obscure, and leads to instructions ' 
wbich are not very plainly given. Referrin~ to the Appendi"t 
for this investigation, I will proceed to state bis method, which in 
itself is simple and practica!. 

86. In fig. 58 let P be the center of the given ellipse w hich is to 
be the foundation of the system of multilobes. Draw an inrlefinite 
line througb P extending both ways, on which set off the foci R, 
S and length AA1 of tbe major axis. From these data tbe 
semiellipse must be constructed, and with one of the foai R and a 
sufficient radius as R (JI describe the dotted semicircle, which 
must be divided into equal angles by radii, as shown. In this 
diagram I ha ve divided the semicircle into six angles only, but 

* Vide Cam. P/Nl. TrafWICtiofu, vol vii. 1838. 
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for the accut·ate laying down of the curves a more numerous sub
division should be employed. 

With center P and radius the semifocal distance describe a 
circle to which draw an indefinite tangent td, parallel to the major 
axis, and from A with center P and radius P A= semimajor axis 
draw an are intersecting the tangent td in a. U pon td with con
stant distance ta set off the points b, e, d ... as required, and join 
these points to P with lines Pa, Ph, Pe, &c., which are the 
secants of a series of right-angled triangles having a. consta.nt 
radius Pt= the semifocal dista.nce of the primitive ellipse. 

From the center Pset off on the line PD distances PA=Pa, 
PB=Ph, PC=Pe, and so on, as required. 

Eig. 68. 

These distances are the semimajor axes of a series of 0011eentric 
ellipees with common foci R and S. Of these ellipses the smallest 
AA' belongs to the curve of one lobe, the next BB' to the bilobal 
curve, CC: to the trilobal, and so on to a curve of any number of 
lobes. Any two curves of this set will roll together whatever be 
tbe respective numbers of lobes. 

The construction is shown in fig. 59. For a unilobe the 
P2 
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ellipee is drawn by assuming a point R' for the axis of rotation, 
and a circle described about R' is divided by twelve equidistant 
radii, the lengths of which are the same as in the one lo be ellipse 
of the diagram fig. 58. 

For a bilobal curve whose center is R'' each semilobe is divided 
as before into six equal angles, and the length of the radii R" B', 
R"I, R''2, &c., taken from the linea in fig. 58, which radiate 
from the focus R to the eUipse B' B, and are to be set ofF in 
order. 

Similar) y the trilobal curYe in fig. 59 is divided into six primary 
angles, each containing a semilobe as (] R'" e, a.nd the lengths 
of the radii which subdivide the semilobes taken from the ellipse 
which belongs to the trilobal curve. 

87. To employ rolling curves iJl practice. In fig. 54 let the 
upper curve be the driver, and let it revolve in the direction 
from T to t. Then since the radius of contact sP increases bv 
this motion, and the corresponding radius PH decreases, tbe 
edge of the driver will press against that of the follower, and so 
commnnicate a motion to it of which the angular velocity ratio 

will be ~f{. But when the point m, has reached M, the radii 

of contact in the driver will begin to diminish, and its edge to 
retire from that of the follower, so that the communication of 
motion will cease, unless maintained by sorne extraneous oon
trivance. For ex!l.mple, we may provide the retreatiug edge 

Fig. 60. with teeth, as in fig. 60, which will engage 
with similar tecth u pon the corresponding edge 
of the follower, and thus maintain the com
munication of motion until thc point a has 
reached A, when the advancing side of the 
driver will come into operation, and the teeth 
be no longer necessary. 

These teeth, however, necessarily destroy 
the advantage of no friction, and another 

practica! difficulty is introduced. If the curves be not vcrr 
accurately executed, it may happen that the first pair of teeth 
and spaces that ought to come together at M, m in each revolu
tion, may not accurately meet, and that either the tooth may get 
into the wrong space, or become jammed against auother tooth, 
by which the machinery may be broken. 

88. To prevent this accident, a curved guide-plate n (fig. 61) 
may be fixed to one of the wheels, and a pin p to the otber. 
The edge of this plate must be made of sucb a form that the 
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pin p rnay be certain of engaging with it, eYen if the wheel,; are 
not exactly in their proper relative position. 'Vhen thc pin has 
fairly entered the fork of the plate, it will press 
either on the right or left side, and so correct 
the position, and guide the first pair of teeth 
into contad. It is easy to see that the edge of 
this plate should be the epicycloid that would 
be described by p, if the lower plate were taken 
as a fixed base, and the upper made to roll upon 
it; but the outer edge of the plate must be 
sloped away from the true forro, to ensure the 
entrance of the pin into tbe fork. 

Fig. 61. 

89. Another method is to carry the teeth all round the two 
plates, which etfectually prevents them from getting entanglcd 
in tbe above manner, but at the 
same timP. entirely destroys the 
rolling action. This method, how
ever, is the one always adopted in 
practice, as, for example, in the 
Cometarium, and in the silk-mills, 
and is an excellent method of ob-
t.aining u. varying velocity ratio. 

Fig. 62. 

Fig. 62 represents a pair of such wheels that were employed by 
)lessrs Bacon and Donkin in a printing machine. 

90. The forms of the teeth to be applied to these rolling curves 
may be obtained by a slight extension of the general solution in 
division B below. For calling the rolling curves pitch curves, it 
ran be shown for them, precisely in the same manner as it will be 
there shown for pitch circles, that if any given circle or cun-e he 
assumed as a describing curve, and if it be made to roll on the 
inside of óne of these pitch curves, and on the outside of the 
corresponding portion of the other pitch curve, that the motion 
communicated by the pressure and sliding contact of one of the 
cuned teeth 110 traced upon the other, will be exactly the same 
as tbat etfected by the rolling contact of the original pitch 
curves. 

91. Tlie Cometarium is a machine wbich has two parallel, 
axes of motion carrying in<lices or clock-hands; one of which 
axes is the center of a circle, nnd the other the focus of an 
t~lipse, which representa the orbit of a comet. The two axes 
must be connected by mechanism, so that whcn the first revolves 
uniformly, the second shall revolve with an angular velocity that 
will make it describe equal arcas of its ellipsc in equal times, ami 
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thus represent the motion of a comet round the sun,• for which 
purpose the machine is constructed. N ow, according to what 
is termed Seth W ard's hypothesis, if one radius vector HP of 
an ellipse ( fig. 54) revolve uniformly round the focus H, the 
other SP will describe equal areas round the focus S. This, 
although a. very coarse a.pproximation, is considered sufficient for 
the mechanical representation of planetary or cometary motions 
in this instrument, and is accordingly obtained by connecting the 
two axes with a pair of rolling ellipses, as in fig. 54. For by 
Art. 80, it appears that HP=hP, and the angle SHP=shP. 
The motion therefore of HP and hP with respect to the axis 
major of their respective ellipses is the same, and the ratio of the 
angular velocities of sP and hP round their foci s and h is tbe 
same as those of SP and HP round S and H. Also, since the 
corresponding radii sP, PH have been shown to coincid~ with 
the fixed line of centers, it follows that the angular velocities of 
SH and sa round the centerli H and s are respectively the eame 
as those of HP and sP, that is, of HP and SP with respect to 
the major axes of the ellipses. 

92. This machine was first int.roduced by Dr. Desaguliers,t 
and may be considered as the first attempt to employ rolling 
curves in machinery. He did not, however, furnish his ellipses 

Fig. 63. 
with teeth, but connected them by means 
of an endless band of cat.gut, which em
braced the circumference of each ellipse, 
lying in a groove in the circumference. 
The addition of teeth was a subsequent 
improvement. 

93. 'Vhen the required periodic varia
tion in the ratio of angular velocity Íl' 

not very great, a pair of equal common 
spur-wheels, with their centers of motion 
a little excentric, may be subst.ituted for 

the equal ellipses revolving round their foci; but in this method 
the action of the tceth will become very irregular, unless the 
excentricity be very small. 

* In any ellipse A.PM (fig. 64), we ha\"e 
Angular velocity of SP round S_ HP _ SP . HP _ CIJI. 
Angular velocity of HP round.H-SP --SP.--SJii 

where CD is the conjugate diameter of the ellipse. lf the ellipse be nearly a circle. 
CD may be 8UppoBtd constant, in which case if the angular velocity of HP he uniform, 

tbat of SP will vary as si-· which is tbe luw of motion of the radiua nctor oC a 

planet. This is tenned Seth Wurd's hypothesis, but is a \'ery coarse approximation. 
t Vide Rees' CgclQ]J<Pdia, art. Cometarium; or Ferguson's 4stNmomg. 
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94. The difficulty of forming a pair of rolling curves is some
time8 evaded in the manner represented by fig. 63. A is a 
cu"ed plate revolving round the center B, and having ita edge 
cut into teeth. C, a pinion with teeth of the same pitch. The 
center of this JlÍDÍon is not fixed, but is carried by an arm or 
frame, which revoh·es on a center D. So that as A revolves, 
the frame rises and falls to enable the pinion to remain in geer 
with the curved plate, notwithstanding the variation of its radius 
of contact. To maintain the teeth ata proper distance for their 
action, the wheel A has a plate attached to it which extends 
beyond it, and is furnished with a groove de, the central line of 
whieh is at a constant normal distance from the pitch line of the 
teeth equal to the pitch radius of tbe pinion. A pin or small 
roller attached to the swinging frame D and concentric with 
the pinion e resta in this groove. So that as the wheel A re
volvee, the groove and pin act together, and maintain the pitch 
linea of the wheel and pinion in contact, and at the same time 
prevent the teeth from getting entangled, or from escaping 
altogether. 

Let R be tbe radios of e, r the radios of contact of A, 4> the 
angle hetween R and r; then it can be easily shown 

t.bat ang~-~~~«:>f ~A= R x cos 4>· 
ang. vel. of e r 

But as the center of motion of e continually oscillates, and it is 
generally necessary to communicate the rotation of .A to a wbeel 
revolving on a fixed center of motion, a wheel E must be fixed 
to the pinion e, and this wheel must geer with a second wheel 
D concentric to the center of the swing-frame. Wben A re
volve8, the rotation of e will be communicated through E to F, 
but will also be compounded with the oscillation of the swing-
frame, in a manner tbat will be explained Fig. 64. 

under the head of Aggregate Motions, in 
the Second Part of tbis work. 

95. If for the curved wheel .A an ordi
nary spur-wheel.A, (fig. 64) moving on an 
ucmtric center uf motion B, be substi
tuted, a simple link A e connecting the 
center of the w heel A with tbat of its pinion 
e, will maintain the proper pitching of the 
teeth, in a more simple manner than the groove and pin. The 
wheel .A most be of course fixed to the extremity of its a:xis, to 
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prevent the link from striking it in the course of its revolutions. • 
This combination being wholly formed of spur-wheels, is one of 
the simplest modes of effecting a varying angular velocity ratio. 

96. On Roemers wheelx. These wheels were proposed by the 
celebrated astronomer Olaus Roemer, t to effect the varying motion 
of planetary machines. Aa, Bb, fig. 65, are two parallel axes, of 
which the lower one is prm·ided with a cone e, fluted into regular 
teeth like those of ordinary bevel-wheels, but occupying the sur

Fig. 6ii. face of a much thicker frustum of the 
cone than usual. Opposite to this cone is 
fixed upon the a.xis Aa a smooth frustum 
D, whose apex d is in the reverse direc
tion, and this latter cone is so formed as 
just to clear the tops of the teeth of C. 
U pon the surface of D are planted a 
series of teeth or pins, so arranged as to 

=~----'3==:¡1J fall in succession hetween the teeth of 
C. By placing these pins at different. 
distances from the apex d, we can ob

tain any velocity ratio we please between the extremes; for 
if R, r be the greatest and least radii of D, and R, r, of C; then 
the angular velocity ratio of e to D will vary hetween the limits 

of!!. and _R!_ ; the first being obtained by placing the pins close 
r, ' 

to the large enrl of D, and the second by fixing them at the 
small end; and when the pins are fixed in any intermediate 
pol'ition, an intermediate velocity ratio will be obtained. 

97. If the axes be not parallel, a varying ratio of angular 
velocity may be obtained by the excentric crown-wheel. 

This was invented by Huyghens, for the purpose of repre

Fig. 66. senting the motion of the planets in his 
Planetarium.t 

AB is an axis, to the extremity of 
which is fixed a crown-wheel F, exactly 
similar to that repreRented in fig. 45, p. 
51, only that its center of motion B is 
excentric to its circumference. This 
wheel is driven by a long cylindrical 
pinion CD, whose axis meets that of AB 

in direction, and is at right angles to it. N ow since the rndins 
of contact of the pinion is constant, while the radius of contact 

* From a marhinc by Mr. Holtzapfp). t MncJ.in~4 .Approul'éu, t. i. 
:j: Ducriptio .A.r~tomati Phmetarii. 
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of the teeth of the hoop varies at difFerent pointa of the mr
eumference by virtue of ita excentricity, it follows that the 
angular velocity ratio of the axes will vary. 

In Huyghen's machine the pinion is the driver, and is supposed 
to revolve uniformly, but if the contri vanee be adopted in otlreJ.. 
machines, the wheel or pinion may be made the driver, according 
to the law of velocity required. Also, by making the circum
ference of the crown-wheel of any other curve than a circle, 
different laws of velocity may be obtained at pleasure. The 
aetion of the teeth however will be irregular, if the excentricity 
of the hoop be too much increased. 

98. Let H, fig. 67, be the center of motion of the crown
wheel, e the center of ita circumference, 

CP=R, HP=r, MHP=O, and HC=E. 

Then, since the axis of the pinion is directed to 
H in the line of the excentric radius HP, the 
perimetral velocity of the pinion will be commu
nicated to this radius in a direction perpendicular 
to it; and if p be the radius of the pinion, we 
ha ve 

angular velocity of pinion _ r 
angÜlar veloCityo(crown-wheel-¡,· 

But R 1 =r2 +.EJ:;::2rEcosO, 

Fig. 67. 
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radius vector HP will revolve with an approximate representation 
of planetary motion, when the driving pinion revolves uniformly.* 

99. Huyghens also proposed another method of obtaining the 
varying velocity ; namely, by varying the pitcb of the teeth. If 
in a pair of ordinary spur-wheels the pitch of one wbeel be con
stant as usual, but in the other it vary so that a given are of the 
circumference shall contain N teeth in one part, and an equal are 
n teeth in another part of the circumference, and so on ; then as 
every tooth of the first wheel causes one tooth of the other wheel 
to croes the line of centers, and the driver is supposed to move 
uniformly, it follows that these equal ares of the follower will 
pass the line in times that will be directly as their numbers of 
teeth N and "• and thus an unequal velocity will be obtained for 
the follower. But it is evident that this coutrivance is but a 
make-shift, since teeth of unequal pitch will never work well toge
ther, althougb, if the variations from the mean pitch be small, 
they may be made to act so as to pass tooth for tooth across the 
line, with a kind of hobbling motion. 

N evertheless, a pair of wheels very similar to these admit of 
having their teeth formed u pon correct geometrical principies; 
but the difficulty of executing them would be so much greater 
than those of the rolling curves ( Art. 90), that I do not think it 
worth while to occupy space by developing their theory, which 
may be easily deduced from the preceding pages. 

100. It may happen that the variation of angular velocity in 
the tollower may consist in a sudden change from motion to rest 
and vice versd ; that is, that tbe follower may be required to 
move by short tripe with intervals of complete rest hetween, or 
with an intermittent motion. 

Fig. 68. 
This may readily be effected with 

a pair of common spur-wheels, by 
cutting away the teeth of the driver. 
as in fig. 68, where the follower B 
is an ordinary spur-wheel, and the 
driver A is a wheel of the same 
pitch whose teeth have been cut 
away between a and h, e and d; 

consequently, when A revolves it will cease to turn B while the 
plain parte of Íb:1 circumference are passing the line of cen~ers, 

* In the article Eqootion Mtcbaninll, iu Rees' Oyc/IJpti'tlia, will be found a 
minute and popular acrount of the various contrivanceH employed to repre!!8nt plaDe
t&ry motion. Those that 1 baTe introduced into the text are applicable to maeh.inery 
in gE'neral, and on this account, as well aa from the celebrity of their aut.hora, deserve 
to be studied. 
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but will tum it in the uRual manner when the teeth come into 
action. By properly proportioning the plain ares to those which 
oontain the teeth, we can obtain any desired ratio of rest and 
morion that can be included within ooe revolution of the driver. 

101. These iotermitted teeth are liable to the same objection 
as those in Art. 87, namely, the chance of the first pair of teeth 
in each row gt!ttiog jammed toge
ther, and a similar remedy may 
be employed- a guide-plate and 
pin. Thus in fig. 69, the wheel A 
will revolve in the direction of the 
arrow without communicatiog any 
motion to B, until the pin p enters 
the fork of the guide-plate m, and 
thus communicates to it a motion 

Fig. 69. 

which brings the teeth of B into geer with those of A ; and A 
will then continua to tum B until the plate m again reaches the 
position of the figure, when B will rest until the pin p returns. 

In this combination B must make a complete revolution (uoless 
there be more guide-plates than ooe ), and if R, r be the respective 
radü of driver and follower, it is easy to see that when A revolves 
nniformly, the time of B's rest is to the time of its motion as R 
-r: r. Also, severa} pios may be fixed toA if required, aod 
the intermitted teeth may be given toA instead of to B, or to 
both. 

102. As there is no contrivance in the above to protect B from 
being displaced during its period of rest, and thereby preveotiog 
the guide-plate from receiving 
the pin, the action will be ren
dered more complete by the 
arrangement of ñg. 70. 

Here the follower has its 
edge mn formed into an are of 
a cirele whose center is the ceo
ter of motion of the driver, and 
the circumference of the driver 
is a plain disk npq of a greater 
diameter than the pitch circle 

Fig. 70. 

oí the toothed portion qn. This plain edge nms past mn without 
tooching it, but eft'ectually prevents the follower from being 
moved out of its position of rest, and therefore eosures the meet
iug of the pin and guide-plate. 

103. Bevil or crown-wheels may be employed if necessary, aod 
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the combinations may be thrown into a great many other different 
forms. The pin and disc of fig. 68 have this advantage, that, 
when properly formed, they allow the intennittent wheel to begin 
and end its motion gradually, wherens in fig. 68 the motions 
begin with a jerk, and the follower is apt to continue its motion 
through a small space, after the teeth of the driver have quitted 
it. 

104. In many machines a lever is required to move another by 
the mere contact of their extremities. As the angular motion 
required is always small, these extremities may be formed into 
rolling curves, by which the friction will be entirely got. rid of, 
and the small variation in the angular velocit.y ratio will gene
rally be of little or no consequence. Ares of the logarith.mic 
spiral or ellipse round the focus will be the most easily described; 
but sincc the motion is small, ares of circles may be substituted 
as an approximation for the rolling curves, and these may be 
described as follows. 

Let A, B, fig. 71, be the centers of motion of the levers, AB 
the line of centers divided in T in the proportion of the radü in 

Fig. 71. 

.K 

their mean position. Draw 
KT perpendicular toA T, and 
through T draw PTQ in
clined to A T at any angle 
less than a right angle. As-

c=:J~==::~~~~===> sume a point :K in KT. Join 
AK intersecting PTQ in P, 
and join KB, producing it to 
meet PTQ in Q. With cen
ter P and radius PT describe 
an are r Ts, and with center 

Q and radius Q T describe an are m Tn. These ares will roll 
together in the mean position of the figure. 

For by Art. 31, it appears that the action of these ares is 
equivalent to that of a pair of rods AP, B Q, connected by a link 
PQ. Now during the motion of this system the link may be 
considered as revolving round a momentary center, which center 
is always changing its position. But as the extremity P of the 
link begins to move in a direction pependicular to AP, this center 
must be somewhere in the line AP produced; nnd in like manner, 
as the extremity Q begins to m ove perpendicularly to B Q, the 
center must be somewhere in B Q produced; it must therefore be 
in K, the intersection of AP and BQ. But since K is the 
momentary cente~ of motion of the link, and KT is perpendicular 
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to .AB, it follows that the point of contact T of the ares rs, m u, 
will begin to move in the line of centers, and therefore the contnct 
will be rolling contoct. 

105. Since the distance of K from T is arbitrary, let it be sup
posed infinite, in which case AK, QK become parallel to each 
other, and perpendicular to the line of centers, as at Ap and Bq, 
and p, q are now the centers of the ares. This is a simpler con
struction. 

In practice the angle PT A must be ma.de much greatet· than 
in the figure, to avoid oblique action. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ELEMENTA.RY CO..:liBINA.TIONS. 

DIVISION A. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY ROLLING CONTACT. 

CLASS C. { DIRECTIONAL RELATION CHANGING. 
VELOCITY RATIO VARYING. 

106. WHEN two spur-wheels act together the axes revolve in 
opposite directions, but when a spur-wheel acta with an annular 
wheel the axes revolve in the same direction. Dy combining a 
spur-wheel with an annular wheel the mangle-whul, fig. 72, is 
obtained ; in which the directional relation is periodically changed, 
by causing the driving pinion to act alternately upon the spur
teeth and the annular teeth. 

The mangle-wheel in its simplest form is a revolving disc of 
metal with a center of motion C. U pon the face of the disc is 

Fig. 72. 
fixed a projecting annulus am, the 
outer and inner edges of which are 
cut into teeth. This annulus is in
terrupted atf, and the teeth are con
tinued round the edges of the inter
rupted portian so asto form a con
tinued series passing from the outer 
to the inner edge and back again. 

A pinion B whose teeth are of the 
same pitch as those of the wheel is 
fixed to the end of an axis, and this 
L'(is is mounted so as to allow of a 

short travelling motion in the direction BC. This may be 
effected by supporting this end of it either in a swing-frame 
moving upon a center as at D, or in a sliding piece, according to 
the nature of the train with which it is connected. A short pivot 
projects from the center of the pinion, and this resta in and is 
guided by a groove BSftbhk which is cut in the surface of the 
disc, and made concentric to the pitch circles of the inner and 
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ooter rings of teeth, and at a nonnal distance from them equal to 
the pitch radius of the pinion. 

Now when the pinion revolves it will, if it be on the outside, 
as in the figure, act upon the spur-teeth and tum the wheel in 
the opposite direction to its own ; but when the interrupted por
tion f of the teeth is thus brought to the pinion, the groove will 
guide the pinion from the outside to the inside, and thus bring its 
teeth into action with the annular teeth. The wheel will now 
receive motion in the same direction as that of the pinion, and 
this will continue until the gap f is again brought to the pinion, 
wben the latter will be carried outwards, and the motion again 
reversed. 

The velocity ratio in either direction will remain coustant, but 
the ratio when the pinion is ioside will differ slightly from the 
ratio when it is outside, for the pitch radios of the annular teeth 
is necessarily somewhat less than that of the spur-teeth. How
ever, the change of direction is not instantaneous, for the fonn of 
the groove ift, which connects the inner and outer grooves, is a 
semicircle, and when the axis of the pinion reaches s the velocity 
of the mangle-wheel begins to diminish gradually till it is brought 
to rest at f, and is again gradnally set in motion from f to t, when 
tbe constant ratio begins ; and this retardation will be increased 
by increasing the difference between the inner and outer pitch 
circles. 

107. The teeth of a mangle-wheel are, Fig. 73. 

however, most commonly fonned by pins 
projecting from the face of the disc, as in 
fig. 73. 

In this manner the inner and outer pitch
circles coincide, and therefore the velocity 
ratio is the same within and without; also 
the space through which the pinion moves 
in shifting from the outside to the inside is 
reduced. , 

108. This space may be still further diminished by arranging 
the teeth as in fig. 74, that is, by placing the spur-wheel withio 
the annular wheel ; but at the same time the difference of the 
two ratios is increased. 

109. lf it be required that the velocity ratio vary, then the 
pitch-lines of the mangle-wheel must no longer be concentric. 
Thus in fig. 75, the l(roove 1tl is directed to the ccnter of the 
mangle-wheel, and therefore the pinion will proceed in this por
tion of its path without giving any motion to the wheel ; and in 
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the other lines of teeth the pitch radius varíes, and therefore th e 
angular velocity ratio will vary. * 

The mangle-wheel under all its forms is a very practica! and 
effective contrivance. It derives its name from tbe first ma<.>hinc 

Fig. H. Fig. 75. 

to which it was applied, but has since been very generally em
ployed in manufacturing mechanism. 

110. In figs. 72, 74, and 75, the curves of the teeth are 
readily obtained by employing the same describing circle for the 
,vhole of them (Art. 90). But when the form fig. 73 is adopted, 
the shape of the teeth requires sorne consideration. 

Every tooth bf such a mangle-wheel may be considered as 
formed of two ordiuary teeth set back to back, the pitch-line 
passing through the middle. The outer half, therefore, appro
priated to the action of the pinion on the outside of the wheel, 
resembles that portion of an ordinary spur-wbeel tooth that lies 
beyond its pitch-line, and the inner half which receives the inside 
action of the pinion resembles the half of an annular wheel tooth 
that líes within the pitch-circle. But the consequence of this 
arrangement is, that in both positions the action of the driving 
pinion must be confined to the approach of its teeth to the line of 
centers, and conseq uently these teeth must lie wl10lly within their 
pitch-line. 

To obtain the forms of the teeth therefore take any convenient 
describing circle, and employ it to describe the teeth of the 
pinion by rolling within its pitch-circle, and to describe the teeth 
of the wheel by rolling within and without its pitch-circle, and 
the pinion will (Art. 90) then work truly with the teeth of the 
wheel in both positions. The tooth at each extremity of the 
series must be a circular one, whose center lies on the pitch-line 
and whose diamcter is equal to half the pitch. 

* A mangle-wheel of this kind is <·mployed in Smith's self-acting mule. 
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111. If the reciprocating piece move in a right line, as it very 
often does, then the mangle-wheel is transformed into a mangle
rack, fig. 76, and its teeth may 
b • Fig. 76. 
e sunply made cylindrical pina, 6 

which thoae of the mangle-wheel .-(------i:--'..4. ~ 
:~~~t ~~i~a o~h:n s~Z;t J:~:~ ·:·:·~-: r ~-:·:·:·:o 
aud A the driving pinion, whose ·····-~- ·-··· ¡,··················-
axis muat · ha ve the power of 
shifting from Ato a through a space equal to its own diameter, 
to allow of the change from one aide of the rack to the otber 
at each extremity of the motion. The teeth of the mangle-rack 
may receive any of the forma which are given to common 
rack-teeth, if the arrangement be derived from either fig. 72 or 
fig. 74. 

112. But the mangle-rack admita of an arrangement by which 
the shifting motion of the driving pinion, which is often incon
Yenient, may be dispensed with. 

Bb, fig. 77, is the piece which receives the reciprocating 
motion, and which may be either guided between rollers, as 
shown, or in any other usual 
way; A the driving pinion, 
whose axis of motion is fixed ; 
the mangle-rack Ce is formed 
upon a separate plate, and in 
this example has the teeth 

Fig. 77. 

upon the inside of the pro- L~~~§::=~~~==~J 
jecting ridge which borders it, 21 ~lf o 

and the guide-groove formed 
within the ring of teeth, similar to fig. 7 4. 

This rack is connected with the piece Bb in such a manner as 
to allow of a short transverse motion with respect to that piece, 
by which the pinion, when it arrives at either end of the course, . 
is enabled by shifting the rack to follow the course of the guide
groove, and thus to reverso the motion by acting upon the 
oppoaite row of teeth. 

The best mode of connecting the rack and its sliding piece is 
that represented in the figure, and is the same which is adopted 
in the well-known e y linder printing-engines of Mr. Cowper. 
Two guide-rods KC, kc are jointed at one end K, k to the re
ciprocating piece Bb, and at the other end C, e to the shift.ing
rack; these rods are moreover connected by a rod Jrlm whieh is 
jointed to each mid-woy between their extremities, so that the 

G 
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angular motion of these guide-rods round their centers K, le will 
he the same ; and as the angular motion is small, and tbe rods 
nearly parallel to the path of the slide, their extremities e, c. 
may be supposed to move perpendicularly to that path, and con
sequently the rack which is jointed to those extremities will also 
move upon Bh in a direction perpendicular to its path, which is 
the thíng required, and admita of no otber motion witb respect 
to Bh. 

The earliest shifting rack of this kind is to be founcl in tbe 
work of De Caus,e in whieh the rack is moved from one side to 
the otber at eaeh end of its trip by a pair of cam-plates, turned by 
the same pinion which drives tbe rack. 

113. In the works of the early mechanists a variety of con
trivanoes for reversing motion are to be found, in which the teeth 
of a driving wheel or pinion are made to quit one set of teeth and 
engage themselves abruptly with anotber set, and so on alter
nately : the two seUI being so disposed upon the reciprocating 
follower as to produce motion respectively in the opposite direc
tions in it. 

For eumple, Aa, fig. 78, is an axis which revolves con
tinually ia .the same direetion, Bh an axis to which is to be com· 

Fig. 78. 
municated a few rotations to right and left alter
nately. 

This axis carries two pinions, B and b, and 
the first axis haa a crown wheel at its ex
tremity, of which the teeth extend only through 
half its eircumferenee, as from m to n. 

In the figure tbe crown-wheel is supposed to 
revolve in the direction from n towards m, and 
its teeth will aeeordingly act upon those of b, 

and cause the shaft Bh to revolve. When tbe last tooth ,. has 
quitted h this rotation will cease, but at that moment the fin;t 
tootb m of the series will begin to act u pon the lower pinion B, 
and turn it in tbe opposite direction. This contrivance is so 
manifestly faulty for two reasons, namely, the shock at each 
change of motion and the danger of the first teeth that come 
together becoming entangled (Art. 87), that I should hardly 
have thought it worth describing, were it not for the numerous 
similar forme that present themselves in the early history of 
macbinery, more especially in tbe work of Ramelli, in which 

* De Caus, Lu RaYtnl• du FO'I'Ct• fiiDIIfltmtt•, 161:>. L. L proba. :ui. aDCl xrii. 
Copied iD Bockler's Theatrum-Macllinarum, 1662, pi. 94. 
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thia principie is exhibited in a great variety of forms, and applied 
not only to wheels but also to racks.• 

114. Fig. 79 is an application of the same principie to a 
double rack,t which deserves attention on account of the pro
vision which is made to diminish the shock, and ensure the first 
engagement of each set of teeth . 

.Aa is the frame to which the reciprocating motion is to be 
giveo, B the driving pinion; this is made in the form of a 
lantem, and the teeth confined to about 

F~g. 79. 
a quarter of its circumference. A 

These teeth act alternately upon racks r----....... '---~L, 

fixed to the opposite sides of the frame, C3J 
and thus the frame receives a back and f 0 • B 
forward motion from the continued ro-
tation of the pinion. In the figure the 
pinion revolving in the direction of the 
arrow is shown at the moment of quitting the lower rack to begin 
its action opon the upper; the tooth of each rack which receives 
tbe first action of the pinion is made longer than the others, and 
straight-sided, and is so arranged that the action of the first stave 
opon it shall be oblique, by which the shock is diminished, while 
at the same time the stave sliding down the long side is safely 
conducted into the first space, and thus the proper action of the 
teeth and staves secured. 

115. If the driver be a wheel .A, fig. 80, and the follower an 
ann BC rotating round a center B, and having a wheel of an 
irregular form D turning round a pin at its 
extremity e; its teeth being kept in constant 
actiou with those of .A by means of a guide
plate fixed to one or both of the lateral faces 
and shaped to its pitch curves. These plates 
mnst rest opon a pair of circular platea simi
larly adapted to the pinion .A and thus keep 
the teeth of the wheels in proper working distance, then the ro
tation of .A will produce a reciprocating motion in the arm Be, 
the law of which will vary according to the figure of the wheel. 

1 Vide Bamelli, i. ii. iii. ÍY. et pauim. De Cau, pr. iii. and i't'. Boekler, 109 .. 110 
lll, eopifd from Bamelli. Beaooi, 7ltatrua1Ntrv~Kmtonft~~, 1669. pl. 3f. 

t From Boekler, 7lM/na Nac.ü~~~~n~m, No. 71. 

Gll 
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CHAPTER V. 

ELEMENTARY COMBINATJONS. 

Dms1ox B. CO.MMUNICATION OF :MOTION BY SLIDING CONTACT. 

CLA88 A. DIRECTIONAL RELATION AND VELOCITY 

RATIO CONBTANT. 

116. THE axes of the pieces in contact, as in Art. 31 above, 
being supposed parallel, it has been shown that in sliding contact 
the angular velocities are at each instant in the inverse ratio of 
the segmente into which the normal of the curves at the point of 
contact divides the line of centers. 

Any convenient curve being assumed for the edge of one rt>
volving piece, if we can o.ssign such a form of another revolving 
piece that the common normal of the two curves shall divide the 
line of centers in a fixed point in all positions of contact, then will 
these curves preserve a constant angular velocity ratio when one 
is made to move the other by sliding contact. 

Before proceeding to general principies, 1 shall give the several , 
ordinary solutions of the problem, as the knowledge of them serves , 
as an instructiva introduction to the requirements of the question. ; 
For convenience the first step in any given case is to assume two1 
pitch circles in contact, capable of revolving about fixed centers, 
and the one driving the other by the rolling contact of their edgesl 
in the given velocity ratio. 

On the planes of these circumferences as bases we proceed 3 
describe opposite curves in contact, which being fixed to the r 
spective circles so as to move each other by the sliding contact 
their edges, will exactly replace the rolling contact action of t 
pitch circles. 

117. Firat aolution, fig. 81.-Let A, B, be the centersj 
rnotion, AB the line of centers divided as usual in T, in 
in verse proportion of the angular vclocitics; describe through 
the respective pitch circles, and let abe be a portion of an epic 
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cloid whose base is the pitch circle a T, and wbose describing circle 
has the same diameter as the pitch circle TB and let b be a pin 
whose diameter is exceedingly small, 
so tbat it may be considered as a 
mathematicalline. Then if tbe curve 

. abe be cut out of a tbin plate, and 
cao.sed to tum round tbe center .A, 
and the pin b carried by a piece 
capable of tuming round the center 
B, the motion communicated from 
the edge to the pin will fulfil the 
required conditions. F or at the be
ginning of the motion let Te be the 
poei.tion of tbe curve ; therefore, thc 
pin b will coincide with T, and if the 
curve move into any otber position 

Fig. 81. 

obc driving the pin to b, the are Ta 
will be equal to Tb; for Tb is an are of the describing circle, and 
therefore, if it were made to roll on Ta, the point b would trace 
an epicycloidal are coinciding with ba, and the point IJ would coin
cide with a. But the ares Ta, Tb are also those described by tbe 
two pitch circles respectively, in moving from T to the second 
position; and since these equal ares are described in the same 
time, the angular velocity ratio of the two pieces is constant, and 
the same as if tbe motion had been produced by the rolling contact 
of the pitch circles. * 

Otherwise, by the known property of the epicycloid, the normal 
to any point b passes through the point of contingence T of its 
describing circle and its base circle. But these latter circles are 
the two pitch circles of the combination ; and since the normal of 
the curve ab at the point of the contact is thus shown to pass 
tbrougb a constant point T of the line of centers, the angular 
1'elocity ratio of the circles will be constant and equal to tbe . 
invene ratio of their radü, by the last Article. .w.-

118. Seco1td solution,jig. 82.-.A, B being, as before, the centers 
of motion, T the point of contiogence of the pitcb circles. Let abe 
be an are of an epicycloid whose describing circle is TIJB, of half 
the diameter of the pitch circle FTd. From the center lJ draw 
a radial line through the describing point b, meeting the circle in 
d; then will tbis line touch the epicycloid in h. Let motion be 
oommnnicated by contact from the curved edge abe, which re-

• For the propert.iee of cycloidal curTes, vide Peacoclt's &amplu, p. 186; Young'a 
Ect. Pii/lnoplty, Tol. ii. p. 666; De la Rire, 8rw lu. ÉpicycWidu, &c. . 
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volves rouod A, to the radialline Bbd which revolves round B; 
md let the beginning of the motion be reckoned from the posi
tion in which a coincides with T, and, therefore, d with a. In 
moving to any other position of contact abe, Bbd; Ta, Td, will 
be the ares simultaneously described by the two pitch circles. 
Now TBh is an aogle at the circumference of the circle T!JB,. 
and TBd an angle at the center of the circle TdF; therefore 
TlJ measures ao aogle double of Td. Also the radios of TlJ is 
naif that of Td; tberefore the are TlJ = Td. Agaio, TIJB is the 
describiog circle of the epicycloid abe, and Ta its base ; . •• Th= 
Ta; wheoce Td= Ta, that is, the ares of the pitch circlea 
described from the beginning of the motion are equal, and co~ 

Fig. 82. 

Fig. 83. 

B 

qnently the angular velocity ratio constant, and the same as would 
be obtained by the rolling contact of the pitch circles. 

Otherwise ; as before, the normal of contact at IJ passes througb 
the constaot point T of tbe line of centers, aod therefore divides 
it into a pair of constaot segmenta; whence by Art. 116, the 
angular velocity ratio is constaot. 

CoR. The point of contact IJ, between the curve ae and the 1 

radial line Bd, is always situated in the circle T!JB, described 
through T, with a diameter equal to the radius of the pitch circle 
of the radiallioe, aod having its center upon the line of centers. . 
This circle ia therefore the locu• oj eo11taet. 1 
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119. Third aolutiou, jig. 83.-A and B being, as before, the 
centers of motion, T the point of contingence of the pitch circles. 
Let a describing circle Tbk be taken of any diameter, and with it 
describe an epicycloid TC by rolling on the outside of the pitch 
circle Tm, andan hypocycloid TF by rolling on the inside of the 
piteh circle Tn. Let these curves be cut out and made to revolve 
in contact, round their respective centers of motion A and B, 
until they come into a new position where ah~ is the epicycloid 
and ehfthe hypocycloid. By the known properties of the curves 
they will have their common point hin the circumference of the 
describing circle Th, when its center O is on the line of centers, 
and they will also bave a common tangent there. As before, the 
circle Thk is the locos of contact. 

Also, if the describing circle Thk were to roll u pon T'- from hs 
present position, it would describe the curve he witb the point h, 
and this point would come to e; therefore the are Th .is equal to 
the are 1'e, and similarly, the are Th is equal to the are Ta; 
. ·.Te= To. But these are the ares respective! y described by the 
two pitch circles in moving from the first position to the second; 
therefore, as before, the angular velocity ratio is constant and 
equal to that wbicb would be obtained by the rolling contact of 
the pitch circles. 

Otherwise; as bcfore, the constancy of the angular velocity 
ratio may be shown from the known property of the curves by 
which the normal from the point h passes through T. 

This third solution includes the two former ones, for it is known 
that if the diameter of the describing circle of an hypocycloicl be 
made equal to tbe radios of the base, tbe hypocycloid becomes a 
straight line coinciding with a diameter of the latter; and thus the 
second solution is obtained. Also, if the describing circle of the 
hypocycloid equal the circle of the base, the hypocycloid is reduced 
to apoint in itscircumferenc(',and thus thefirstsolution is obtained. • 

120. Fourth aolution.-Let A, B be the centers of motion, T 

• The tbird solution, like thl' othPrs, is gi-c-('D by Camus in bis well-known E&ay 
c.- tle net4 of Wll«u, in 1762, and copied by Ferguson in bis .úclurtl, which 
were reprinted by Sir David Brewster in 1806, and introduced into hia Edinburgh 
Cycloptalia, -c-ol xiii. p. 672. 

But the enuneiation of its applieation to the formation of a set of wheP-la • any ttDO 
•f 10iich fDill uoork togetl.er,' was for the ftrst time h1id down by myself in the paper 
O. tM Ttetl tif WMeú in the second volume of the 7ran.taetionl of tM Iutit.tion qf 
CWil ~·· Tbis enunciatiou will be found below, Art. 166. 

It wu eoon aftn elaimed for Sir David BrewHt.er in the Engitl""' alld Maciittiltl 
.d.llútc.t, Glugow, HI!ODd edition, p. 109, but as no refereoce was ma.de to the work 
in whieh that eorollary wu publiahal by thllt diatinguiahed pbilosopher 1 r-rve my 
a.ent to this usertion until l am favoured wit.h a rPference to the work in queation. 
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the point of contingence of the pitch circles. Through T dr:tw 
DTE inclined at any angle to the line of centers, from A and B 
drop perpendiculars AD, BE upon D TE, and with radii AD, BE 
and centers A and B describe the circles to which DE will be a 

t Al h BE BT b .. 1 t. l common angent. so we ave DA= A 1' y s1m1 ar nang es 

TAD, TBE. 
Through the point T describe an involute KTH of the circle 

DH, andan involute FTG of the circle FE. If these involutes 

·· .. 

.·· .. · 

Fi~. 84. be made to turn round the centers 

\ 
A and B respectively, and to remain 
in contact, the perimetral velocitie$ 
of the pitch circles will be equal. 

For, let lcth,ftg be nP.w positions 
of the involutes, the point of contact 
t will be always in the line DE, 

e which is the locus of contact. and 
Hh, Ff are the ares respecti>ely 
described by the base circles of the 
involutes. Rut Hh .= D H- Dh 
=DT-Dt= Et-ET = Ef-EF 
= Ff. And since these ares are 
equal, the perimetral velocities of 
the base circles are equal, and the 
angular velocity ratio constant. 

Bnt AD: BE:: AT: BT bv 
construction; that is, the radii ~f 
the bases are proportional to the 
radii of the pitch circles. V\.,.hencc 

it follows that the perimetral velocities of the pitch circles are also 
equal, and the angular velocity ratio the same as that which would 
be obtained by making their circumferences act upon each other 
by rolling contact. 

Otherwise; because the normal to any point of contact t of the 
involutes coincides with the common tangent of their bases, tbis 
normal is a fixed line, and passes through a fixed point T d the 
line of centers, which also shows, as before, the constancy of the 
angular velocity ratio. 

· 121. If the distance of the centers A, B be alt.ered, but so that 
the involutes may still remain in contact, then it can be shown, in 
exactly the same manner, that the velocity of the circumferenc~ 
of the bases will be equal; and, therefore, that the ratio of the 
angular motion of the two curves will remain unaltered. This is 
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a property which distinguishes the involute from the other curves 
that ha ve been given, and is of sorne practical importance; for 
when these curves are employed for the teeth of wheels, it is not 
only unnecessary to fix the centers of their wheels at a precise 
distance, but a derangement of the centers, from wearing or settle
ment in the frame-work, does not impair the action of the teeth. 
In every otber pair of curves that have been assigned, a variation 
in the distance destroys the equal ratio of the motion, by destroy
ing the principie of their connection. 

122. For every given pair of pitch circles an infinite number 
of pairs of involutes may be assigned, that will answer the con
ditions required; for the inclination of D TEto the line of centers 
i11 arbitrary, and every change of inclination produces a new pair 
of bases and of involutes. 

123. General solutions.-De la Hire in his treatise 'On the Em
ployment of Epicycloidsin Mechanism '(1694), stated (Prop. VI) 
U.e principie that. if tbe surfaces of two wheels be in the same 
plane, we may give any convenient figure to the teeth of one and 
U.e teeth of the otber will be a forro compounded of the epicycloid 
and that of the selected tooth. To construct this latter forro he 
assnmes that tbe pitch circles instead of revolving in rolling con
tact about two fixed centers, are, the one fixed and the circum
ference of the other rolled upon it, carrying with it the tooth, and 
in tbe next place gives a geometrical construction by which tbe 
given tooth can be drawn in a sufficient number of successive 
positions on the plane of the fixed circle, and proceeds to draw a 
curve which will touch all these positions, and be, therefore, in 
the language of modero geometry, the envelope of those positions. 
lf the edge of the required tooth be made 
in the form of this envelope, it will 
manifestly be in contact with the assumed 
tooth at one point or other when the pitch 
circles revol ve. 

This procesa, but not the method, is 
represented in fig. 85, which shows a 
simple piece of apparatus for lectures, 
wbich 1 constructed and published in 
1837.• 

Take a pair of boarda A and B, whose 
edges are formed into ares of tbe given 
pitch eircles. Attach to one of them the 

Fig. 86. 

shape of the proposed tooth e, and to the other a piece of drawing-
• Yíde TranMctiomr of tlw Imtitution of Oivil ]J)ngin«,.,, vol. ii. p. 89. 
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p~per D, the tooth being slightly rai~ed above the surface of the 
board to allow the paper to pass under it Keep tbe circular edges 
of the boards in contact, an<l make them roll together. 

Draw upon D, in a sufficient number of successiv.e positions, 
the outlines of the edge of C. A curve if, which touches all these 
successive linea, will be the corresponding tooth required for B. 
For by the very mode in which it has been obtained, it will, if 
cut out, touch C in every position ; and therefore, the contact of 
these two curves C and ef will exactly replace the rolling action 
of the pitch circles. 

124. The proLlem to be sol ved is, that any curve being assumed 
for the edge of one tooth of a given pitch circle, we have to trace 
the form of a tooth for the other pitch circle, such that the com
mon normal of the two curves in contact, shall in all positions 
divide the line of centers in the fixed point of contingence of the 
two circles (vide Art. 116 above). 

The complete solution was first stated by Fran~ois Josepb 
Camus, in 1733,• in the words of the note below,t of which the 
translation follows. ' If the pinion is to tum the wheel with a 
uniform force, the curve of its leaf, and that of the tooth of the 
wheel must be generated in the manner of epicycloids by one and 
tite sorne describing curve, which must be rolled within the circle 
of the pinion to describe the inner form of the leaf, and on the 
outside of the circle of tbe wheel to describe the outer fono of 
the tooth. Similarly, the outer form of the lcaf, and the inner 
form of the tooth which work together must be described by 
rolling one and the same describing curve outside the circle of 
the pinion, and inside the circle of the wheel.' He adds that the 
curve employed to generate one part may be the same or a 
different one to that employe<l to generate the other. The paper 
includes complete demonstrations and constructions for carrying 
out bis principie. 

125. Dr. Young, in his' Lectures 't in 1807, is the first English 
writer who states this principie, but without allusion of any kind 

• 1 disrovered this P"~r after the publieation of the first edition of the pl'ee('nt 
work. This genl'ral principie is not contsinl'd in the Cour8 tú Matldmatiquu of 
M. Camos (t. ii. 17~9), from whenCI' the well-known English Camu. on Wll«<• vas 
translBW; yet the above psper and the Cour1 appear to have been wrftten by the 
same ~rson. 

t Si l'on nnt que le pignon tourne comme la roül' &TI'C une fo1'('8 tonjours uniforme, 
la eonrbnre de l'aile .A.CH Pt la courbure CZ de lB dent doinnt 6tre engendrées 
comml' les épícyelo'ide•, par une m6me courbe, qui roull't"a au-dedans du pignon sur sa 
cin:onférence HB pour décrire l'aile, et extérieurement sur la cireonférence ZB de la 
roÜI' pour décrire la dent, &c. 

t Lecture sv. p. 176. 
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to its author. It is true that in bis invaluable catalogue nnder 
the head ' Structore aod Proportion of Wheels,' we find ' Camus 
on the Teeth of Wheels (A.P. 1733, p. 117, H. 81),' a refereoce 
which Ied me to the real aothor of this remarkable theorem, and 
to the source from whence Y oung derived it. In the Cambridge 
'Philosophical Transactions' • (1825), there is an excellent papor 
on the forms of the teeth of wheels, by Mr. Airy, the present 
aetronomer royal, which serves to show tbe state of that questio11 
at the time of its compilalion, but was certainly not written with 
the intention of giving the history of the sobject, for tbe only 
name mentioned is that of Euler. Tbe method employed in tbe 
paper is founded upon the theorem whicb 1 have above traced to 
Cam11•, and tbe demonstrations are essentially the same as those 
of that writer and De la Hire, but without reference to the 
original authors. 

1 have therefore thought it best, after having given the above 
historical account, to continue witb extracta from Mr. Airy's 
paper, beginning with a theorem borrowed from De la Hire. t ' It 
i• altcay• po•sible to .find a curve, which, hy revolving upon a given 
cwrve a& a hase, shall, by •ome Jescrihing point, in the manJler of a 
trochoid, generate a second given curve, proviJed t/¿at the normals 
from all points of the second curve meet the .first. This second 
curoe is term~d a "Roulette" * by De la Hire.' -

To prove this, let AB (fig. 86) be the first curve, A C the 
second, from the points CandE, which are very near, draw the 
normals CD, EF; if a describiog point 
P be taken, and PQ, PR, be made re
speetively equal to CD, EF, and QR 
equal to DF, and this procesa be con
tinued, a curve will be formed, which, 
by revolving upon BA, will, by tbe 
desc:ribing point P, generate the curve 

Fig. 86. 

.A.C. For if Q coincide with D, then R will afterwards coincide 
with F; and so on for all succeeding points, since QR=DF. 
Also, DC= QP, &c. And the angles made by these with the 
tangenta are equal, for the cosines of these aogles, drawing DG, 

QS perpeadicular· to EF, PR are;; and ;~, in which the 

numerators are the differences of equallines, and the denominators 
are equal. Hence, P rolling on AB will describe A C. And 

• Vol. ii. p. 276. t A. P. 1706, p. 379. 
f !Wulette may be tnnalated by Roll-tmctd CUJ"W. 
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the fonnation of the curve RQ is always possible, bccause RQ is 
greater than RS, for FD is necessarily greater th!ln JlG. 

De la Hire gives the following example. Suppose it were 
required to find the curve, which, revolving on one straight line 

Fig. 87. AB (fig. 87),.would.generate 
another stra1ght lme AP. 
Since the angles made by 

R p the line PQ with the tan
gent must be constant, it 

. follows that the curve would 
.B Q A be the logarithmic spiral, P 

being its pole. lf the straight lines AB, AP be parallel, the 
curve will be a circle, and its center the describing point. 

126. The mode of employing the method of Camus is clearly 
shown by the following diagram an<l demonstration, extracted 
from Mr. Airy's paper on the teeth of wheels airead y mentioned. 

lf the tooth HD (fig. 88) be generated by the revolution of 
any curve on the outside of the pitch circle HT, and if DK be 

Fig. 88. 
B 

A 

generated by the revolution of the same 
curve in the same direction, in the inside 
of tbe pitch circle KT, then tbe nonnal 
at the point of coBtact of the teeth will 
pass through T. For, let the generating 
curve be brought into the position L 1', 
so as to touch the circle HT at T, D T 
will be the normal of HD at D ; and 
that the teeth may be in contact, the 
same generating curve in the other circle 
must touch KT at T, in which case it 
will coincide with this; D therefore will 
be in the surfaces of both of the teeth, 
and T n the nonnal of both at t.hat point ; 
therefore they will touch at n, and the 

line of action TD will pass througb the fixed point T; • which 
being true in every position, the angular velocity ratio will be 
constant, and equal to that which would be obtained from the 
rolling contact of the pitcb circles. 

* In the involutes, flg. 84, page 88, the sepnration of the cirdes of the ~ would 
sl'em to exclude them from this general proposition. But, howover, in the involute ct 
the normal Et is inclint>d ata constant angle to BT, and therefore to the tangoot oí 
the pitch cirele at T, and the constructions just given show that the inrolute e t may 
be generated by the revolution of a logarithmic spiral u pon the pitch eiz·de e T; the 
describing point being the pole of the sviral, and the angle between its ndius aud tan
gent the same as the angle made by ETwith the tangent of the eircle at T. In the 
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127. We are now able to solve the problem in its mostgeneral 
form. Given, the form of tite teeth of one wheel to ji11d the form 
of tho•e of another that they may work together correctly. De
scribe the pitch circles of the req uired wheels. Find the curve 
which, revolving upon the one, will describe the given tootb. 
Make the same curve revolve within the other, and with the 
aame deecribing point it will generate the tooth required. 

That these forme may be applicable in practice, however, it is 
necessary that the curvature of the convexity of' one tooth should 
be greater than that of the concavity of the other, or else that 
both should be convex. 

ON THE TEETH OF WHEELS. 

128. The formation aD<l arrangement of the teeth of wheels 
forms so important and interesting a branch of our subject, tbat 
I have thought it better to allot a separate Section of this 
Chapter to it. For the convenience of reference, it will be seen 
that 1 ha ve distinguished, by number, the several solutions of the 
problem which requires curves to be found that will produce a 
constant velocity ratio when revolving together in sliding con
taet; and I shall now proceed to show, in order, how these 
solutions are to be applied to the formation of the teeth of 
wheels. 

To appl!J the firlt solution to the Jormation of the teeth of 
fDkeeu. 

129. This solution shows that an epicycloid traced on the 
pitch circle of the driver, by a describing circle equal to the 
pitch circle of tbe follower, will urive a pin in the circumference 
of the follower with the same motion as if the pitch circles rolled 
together. Let the pitch circles (fig. 89) be divided respectively 
into a number of equal parte, ed, dg, gh, &c ... .fa, ab, he, &c .... 
corresponding to the number of teeth proposed to be given to 
them ; let fine pins be fixed into the follower at the points 
e, d, g, h, &c .••. and let a series of epicycloidal ares fk, ka, al, lb, 
&c ..•• be traced with a describing circle equal to the pitch circle 

•ame way, the revolution of this spiral within the second pitch circle kT will generate 
another involute k t, which will work correctly with the first. 

The portions of the two involutes which lie respectively within and without the 
pitch circles, as 1G, TH, being thus includeq in the generalpropoeition, theremaining 
portiona TF, KTcan be in the same msnner included io it. 
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of the follower, and through the points f, a, h, .•• alternat.ely to 
right and lcft, meeting at k, l.... If motion be given to the 
driver in the dirE>ction of the arrow, then the curved face aA, will 
press against the pin d, and move it in the same direction. But 

Fig. 89. 

"-

as the motion continues tbe 
pin d will slide npwards until 
it reaches k, when this tooth 
and pin will quit contact. 
Before this happens the pin t 

will ha ve reached the point f, 
and the face fw of the next 
tooth will have commenced a 
similar action upon the pin e, 
whir.h will in Iike manner be 
succeeded by the next pair; 
and RO on t'.ontinnally. 

130. But the demonstra-
l tion supposes the pina to be 

mathematical pointa having 
no sensible diameter, which is 
practically impossible. Take 
therefore, a snfficieot number 
of poiots t, r, y, ... in the epi
cycloidal face of the tooth hl, 
and with a radios equal to 

that which the pin requires describe a series of small ares, and 
draw a curve mn touching them all. Repeat this operation upon 
every tooth, so as to produce curves sq, qp, rn .•. respectively 
parallel to the original epicycloids. For example, let the curve 
pq be substituted for the epicycloid ak, and at the same time a 
pin of the given radius be substituted for the point d. In every 
relative position of cootact between this new pin and the curve 
pt¡ the epicycloid ak will pass tbrough its center d. For by the 
mode of its descriptioo the circle must touch the curve pq, wheo 
its center is in any point of the epicycloid. Therefore the tooth 
w derived from tbe epicycloid will drive a pin of any required 
diameter, exactly in the same manner as the original curve would 
have driven tbe mathematical point. A space pr must also be 
cut out within the pitch circle of the driver and between the 
bases of the teeth, to allow the pin to pass. But as the sides of 
this space never touch the pin, the forro of it is immaterial, 
provided it be made sulficiently large to ensure that there ahall 
be no accidental contact. 
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131. Tbis solution is applicable to trundles or pin-wheels of 
aH kinds ( Art. 59). In the figure it appears, that while any 
given tooth ka is in contact with, and drives a pin d, the back kf 
of this tooth will be in contact with the succeeding pin e; and 
consequently, if the motion of the driver were reversed, the back 
of the tooth would begin to drive the tooth e without any shake 

. taking place, and the wheels would work as well in one direction 
as the other. This perfection is unattainable in pradice, as the 
smallest error in excess of the figure, or position of the tooth, or 
pin, would cause the teeth to wedge themselves fast bt>tween the 
two contiguous pins. It is necessary to allow a small space for 
play between the teeth and pins, and this play is termed hacklash. 
The same principie and phrase applies to all forros of teeth which 
are capable of being so arranged as to work in both directions. 

132. When the pin is reduced to a mathematical point, the 
contact of any tooth ak begins at the moment its base a has 
reacbed the line of centers ; and during the action of the tooth 
the point of contact gradually elides upwards, remaining always 
in tbe pitch circle of the pin-wheel, and at the same time it re
cedes from the line of centers until the contact is finally termi
nated at the point of the tooth k; the action being wholly con
fined to the recesa from the line of centers. But if, on the other 
hand, tbe pin-wheel were made to drive the teeth, the reverse 
would happen ; the contact would begin nt the top of the teeth, 
and end at their base, and the action would be confined to the 
approach to the line of centers. 

N ow, in practice, the friction which takes place between 
surfaces whose points of contact are approaching the line of 
centers, is found to be of a much more vibratory and injurious 
character than that which happens while the points of contact 
are reeeding from it. It is therefore necessary to avoid the first 
kind of contact as much as possible, nnd for this reason the teeth 
are always given to the drivers, and the pins to the followers, in 
this kind of wheel-work. For the most part, the diameter of the 
pin is made equal to that of the tooth, with an allowance for 
play equal to one tenth of the pitch. The radius of the pin will 
be, therefore, rather less than a quarter of the pitch. Wben the 
stave has a sensible diameter, the first contact will take place, as 
before, when the center of the stave reaches the line of centers, 
and therefore at a distance before that line equal to the radius of 
tbe stave, or rather less than a quarter of the pitch. 

But, plainly, one tooth must not quit contact before tbe suc
ceeding tooth is engaged; therefore, when the pointfhas reached 
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the line of centers, the tooth pt¡ must not have quitted contact 
with the pin d; and the point q, when contact ceases, must 
therefore be at an angular distance from the line of centers, 
equal at least to half the distance fa, or half the pitch ; so that 
in a pin-wheel the action that takes place before coming to the 
line of centers, is less than half that which must take place after 
pRBsing it. 

133. A raclt. may be considered as a wheel, the ra.dius of 
whose pitch line is infinite (Art. 62) ; and on this hypothesis the 
form of its teetb ma.y be derived from those of spur-wheels with 
ñnite ra.dii, by very simple considerations. 

The rack ma.y drive or follow ; in tbe ñrst case the pins will 
be given to the wheel, and in the second case to the rack. 

Now ifthe rack drive, the line Ta, fig. 81, (which is an are of 
the pitch circle of the driver) will become a right line perpen
dicular to the line of centers, and abe will become a cycloid. 

The teeth of the rack, ñg. 90, must be derived from the 
cycloid ka, by the method already explained, of tra.cing a parallel 

Fig. 90. 
curve a.t a distance from it equal 
to the ra.dius of the pin. 

If, however, the rack be 
driven, as in fig. 91, then the 
are Tb, fig. 81, will become a 
right line, and abe will become 
the involute of the pitch circle 

-----------· of the driver Ta. From which 
involute a parallel curve might 

be obtained, as before, for the teeth of the pinion ; but this is 
nnnecessary, inasmuch as this procesa would merely reproduce 
the same involute in a different position. 

Fig. 91. 1 t follows, that to describe 
the teeth of a wheel which 
is to drive a pin rack, invo
lutes of its pitch circle must 
be tra.ced to right and left 
alterna te] y, and ata distance 
from each otherrather greater 
than the diaweter of the 
pins. 

134. In a similar way an annular wlteel may either driv~ or 
follmo. 

If it drive, the pitch circle Ta, fig. 81. will become concave; 
nnd if the radius of the pins be small, the sides of the teeth will 
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be hypoeycloids, as at pt¡, fig. 92, traced by the rolling of the 
piteh circle of the follower within the pitch circle of the driver; 
or, as before, if the radiua 
of the pins be considerable, 
then the sides of the teeth 
will be drawn parallel to 
the hypocycloids at a nor
m~ distance equal to the 
radios of the pina. 
If the annular wheelfol

iniD, it will carry the pina, 

"J..'ig. 92. 

and the teeth of the driver will be traced by rolling the inside of 
the annular pitch circle upon the outside of that ot' the dri,·er, 
making, as before, the true 
edge of the teeth equidistant 
from the epicycloid so ob
tained, ka, fig. 93, by a. dis
tance equal to the radius of 
the pin. 

135. To .find the 1malle1t 
Rumber of teetlt or pin1 that 
can be employed, when the pin1 
haoe no 6en1Íble diameter. 

Fig. 93. 
k 

Let T, d, be two successive pins in a pin-wheel, Tda the 
tooth of the driver, and let the pin d coincide with the point of 
tbe tooth Tda, a.t the moment the next pin T . 
arrives at the line of centers ; then one tooth ceases i'ig. 9'· 

its action at the moment the next tooth begins. (;\ 
Let .AT=R, BT=r, BAd=fJ, .ABd=<f> , B 
Now, from the nature of the curve ad, Ta which 

is equal to the pitch must be equal to Td=rtb; 
and the angle BAd includes in the position of the 
figore half a tooth or half the piteh; . ·. 2R8= r~. 

H the pin d had not quite reached the extremity 
of the tooth, when T arrived at the line of centers, 
T Ad would ha ve been lesa than half the pitch angle ; but the 
action of the wheels would not be interrupted, but rather im
proved ; whereas, on the contrary, were T .Ad greater than half 
the pitch angle, one tooth would quit its pin before the next 
could begin oontact; therefore, we may ha ve T .Ad "qual to, or 
1-- than, half the pitch angle, bnt not greater ; 

or 2RJ { ~ } r<f>. 
H 
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Bd sin BAd 
Now AB=sinAdB; 

. r sin 6 sin 6 
that 1s - = -- - = ---- - - ; 

' R + ,. sin ( 1/> + 8) sin ( 1 + 2 ~) e 
R in which equation, suhstituting different values of the ratio - , 
r 

it will appear whether the value of O is sufficiently small to 
answer the conditions ; for example, let R = r ; 

1 sin o 2 . n • 30 3 . o 4 . a e . ·. 2 = sm -30, or BID u=siD = BID - sm ; 

.·.sin 6=~, and 0=30°; 

by which it appears that Rix teetb and six pins will exactly fulfi\ 
the conditions, and that the pin will exactly reach the extremity , 
of ita tooth when the next pin comes into action. Also any 
number greater than six may be employed, but with less than six : 
the action will be interrupted. 

Hr=2R, cos 8=~, and 8=41°.36; .·. 28=83°.12'; 

which corresponda to four tecth and a fraction; thé smallest: 
whole numbers are :five teeth to drive ten pins. 

136. In thi" manner the following set of results were obtained.! 
A pinion of four píos may be driven by a wheel of any 1 

number of teeth greater than about sixteen, but a pinion of three: 
pins cannot be driven even by a rack, that is, by a wheel of an 
infinita number of teeth. 

Five pins may be driven by any number of teeth greater than 
about ten. 

Six is the least number that admita of being employed in the 
case of the number of teeth and pins being equal. 

Five teeth will drive a pin-wheel of any number from ~aht; 
upwards, and four teeth require at least twelve pins; but three' 
teeth will just drive a pin-rack, and consequently will not work 
with a wheel. 

lt must be recollected, that in this class of wheel-work thtl 
pins are always given to the follower. 

137. In the last Article the pin was supposed to be ama~ 
matical point : but as this is impracticable, let us examine tht: 
question, supposing the pin to have a sensible radios. 

It has been shown ( Art, 129) that the form of tooth for such ~ 
stave is derived from tbe opicycloid ak (fig. 95), that would sen~ 
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when the stave is reduced to a point; by tracing a curve pq at a 
normal distance from it, equal to the radius eq of the stave. . Let 
pq• be sucb a tootb, then, if it be quitting contact at the 
moment tbe next stave and tooth are coming into action, the 
center of this next stave T must Fig. 95. 
coincide with the line of centers ; B 

andas the 1ine Te, wbich joins the 
center of the pin e with tbe tan
gent point T of the pitch circles, 
is the normal to the epicycloid ak, 
it necesMrily passes through the 
point of contingence of the curve 
pq and the stave : this point 9 will 
also be the extremity of the tooth. 

Let T Be ( the pitcb angle of the 
pin-wheel)=cf>, 
and BAq (half the pitch angle of 
tbe toothed whee1)=8; 
let AT=R, BT=r, and eq, the radius ofthe pin,=p; 

••• rcf>=2R8 (1). 

cos (P+8) 
sin eqm 2 • 

• But cm=cq. -.-- =p. sin ("'+8) 
BlD cmq 't' 

Also, !Í!_l _~Am = Bm, 
sin AmB AB 

cos ct +e) 
that is, _!!in!_ =r--(~m)= r-p. sin (4>+8). 

sin (4>+8) R+r R+r 

From this equation O may be eliminated by ( 1.) 
Let ! be the ratio of the diametcr of the pin to the pitch, 

which is the most convenient term in whicb to express the result; 

• z._ 2p • . p-z.Rn 
'. ~-2RO' .. -" u. 

Substituting tbis value of p, and arranging the terms, we finally 
obtain 

• In flg. 96, m should be at the intel'88Ction of Be and .a-. 
H.2. 
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sin {2R+r .;) _ R+r. sin ( rlf>) 
k- 2R r 2R • 

- fcos(~~r·lf>) 
From this equation, by substituting in e&eh particular case the 

value of ;, and of R, the necessary diameter of k will be ob-
r 

tained, which will cause one tooth to quit contact at the instant 
the other begins. Should lt. come out negative, the case is thus 
shown to be impossible ; and if zero, then it corresponda to the 
arrangement in which the pin is a mathematical point. In prac
tica it would not answer to arrange teeth so that one pair should 
quit contact at the instant the next pair begins it, because the 
least wearing or inaccuracy would cause an interruption in the 
action. It is necessary, therefore, to allow more teeth than our 
Tables will show, orto make the stave of less diameter and the 
tooth of greater. 

TABLE l. 

Pinion drives, and Staves are given to tbe Wheel 

Diameter of Sta ve 

Value of ,. Numbf!r of Teeth in the Pinion 
R 

2 8 4 5 6 7 
1 

8 

- - -
1! 8 ·63 + + + + + + .el 
j¡r: 

~ 
4 •28 + + + + + + 

j_ 8 - ·64 + + + + + 
Rack - ·34 ·73 + + + + 

8 - - ·58 + + + + 
6 - - ·51 + + + + 

1 á - - ·46 + + + + 
.el 
j¡r: 4 - - ·87 + + + + 
~ 8 - - •18 •59 + + + c8' 

2 - - - ·37 '63 -76 + 
1 - - - - o ·38 ·57 
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Wheel drivea, and Staves are given to the Pinion 

1 

Diameter of Stave .. 
Value of 

R Number of Stavee in the Pinion 
r 

2 3 4: 5 6 1 7 1 8 
--~ 

1 - - - - o ·38 ·57 

2 - - - •20 •51 ·66 + 

~ 
3 - - - •39 + + + 
4: - - ·01 ·46 + + + 

t 5 - - ·10 ·50 + + + 
Cll 

6 ·16 + + + - - + 
8 - - ·22 + + + + 

10 - - ·26 + + + + 
- Rack - - ·38 + + + + 

~~ 
8 - ·01 ·49 + + + + 

.,...Q 6 - ·lO + + + + + g~ 
< 4: - ·23 + + + + + 

1 ha ve not thought it necessary to give ' the diagram for the 
case of annular wheels, but 1 have inserted the resulte wbich 
apply to them in the table. They may be obtained from the 
formuLe, by conside1'Íng that R a.nd r líe on the same side, instead 
of opposite, and tberefore R a.nd r must ha ve opposite signs ; also 
the angle .AmB will, for the same reason, be taken equal to tbe 
ditFerence, instead of the sum of 8 and lfl. 

138. The preceding Tablea show that diameter of the stave or 
pin in parte of the pitch which allows one pair of teeth and pins 
to quit contact at the instant the next pair begin it. 

The impossible cases are marked -, but when the cbaracter 
+is inserted, the neces~ary diameter of tbe stave is greater than 
half the pitch, and' cons~uently all ~u~h cases may be employed 
in practice. · · 

139. Ezample. A wheel is required to drive a pinion of one 
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fourth of its diameter ;· to ñnd the least number of teeth and pina 
'that can be employed. 

This example belongs to the second table ; and in the line 

appropriated to J! =4 it appears that if four staves be given to 
r 

the pinion, and consequently sixteen teeth to the wheel, tlie 
diameter of the stave is reduced to the hundredth part of the 
pitch ; but that if the numbers 5 and 20 be employed, the pin 
may be made nearly half the pitch. In practice it would not be 
safe, therefore, to employ lesa numbers than 6, 24, or 7, 28. 

Fig. 96. 

To apply the secoud solution to tite formation of the teeth of 
wheels. 

140. The forms of teeth derived from this solution are the 
most generally employcd at present, they having been found the 
beat adapted for metal wheels, whereas those which have been 
derived from the first solution belong rather to the ancient prac
tice of wooden mill-work, although they ma.y still be occasionally 
employed in metal work, as pin-wheels. 

:Fig. 96 represents a pair of wheels whose teeth are deri,·ed 
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from the second solution. A and B are · their centers of motion, 
T the point of contingence of the pitch circles ; and as the forms 
of the teeth in each wheel are obtained from the same principies, 
either wheel will act as driver or follower. The complete side of 
each tooth, as eTa, or hTg, is made up of two parts, one of 
which líes within the pitch circle, and the other without ; the 
portion a T or Tg that lies witbout the pitch circle Í!l technically 
tenned the face of the tooth, and that whicb lies within as Th or 
Te is termed itsjla1tk, which terms 1 shall employ. 

With respect to the portions Te, Tg of the pair of teeth g Th, 
cTa, Te is a radial line to A, and Tg an are of an epicycloid 
whose describing circle is Teja, equal in diamcter to the radius 
T A of tbe lower pitch circle. On the other hand, Th is a radial 
line to B, and Ta an are of an epicycloid whose describing circle 
is TAB, equal in diameter to thc radios TB of the upper pitch 
circle ; that is, the flanks or portions of teeth in both wheels that 
lie within their respective pitch circles are radial linea, and the 
faces, or those that lie without, are ares of epicycloids traced in 
each wheel with a describing circle equal in diameter to the pitch 
radios of the other wheel. By the second solution, therefore, 
each fiank and face will act in contact to produce a constant 
angular velocity ratio, but the action of each pair will be confined 
to its own side of thc line of centers. 

As the two sides of each tooth are precisely alike, and symmet
rical to a line joining the centers of the wheel and point of thc 
tooth, the wheels will turn each other in either direction at 
pleasure. The form of the curved line ede which connects each 
tooth with the next is indifferent, provided it afford sufficient 
room for the point of the opposite tooth ; for it manifestly nevcr 
comes into contact action, since that is entirely confined to the 
portions of the tooth before described. The curved part r.de is 
tenned the clearing. 

141. To examine the action of the teeth, let the lower wheel 
of the figure be the driver, and let it revolve in the directi<ln of 
the arrow ; therefore the right sides of its teeth will press tbe 
left sides of the follower's teeth. N ow, the locos of contact is 
the semicircle fe T during the approach to the line of centers, and 
the semicircle TkB during the recess. The contact, therefore, of 
every pair of teeth begins at the root of the driver's tooth, that 
is, at that point of the flank which is nearest the center, and 
proceeds gradually outwards till it ceases at the point of the 
tooth. But in the follower the coutrary action takes place. The 
contact begins at the point of its teeth. and ends at their root. 
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Thia ia evident, aince the path of' the point of contact is t:he 
8Ínuoua line e Tk. 

Alao, in every pair of teeth the extent of face that comes into 
cootact action ia much greater than the extent of ftank with 
whicb it 1rorks. For, let Tg be a given length ot' the curve of a 
tooth. in the upper wheel, then, to find the required lengtb of 
6ank in the lower wheel, describe with radiua Bg an are of a 
circle gm, intenecting the locua of contact Tif in e; therefore e 
will be the radial diatance of the firat point of contact of the 6ank 
witb g; and A T -A e the length of 6ank througb which the 
action ia continued; wbich is manifestly leas than the face Tg. 

142. To find the nnallut num6er ofteetk tkat can be employed 
whm th;e teeth of t},e driver a~ epic!Jcloid• wlw•e de•cribing eire/e 
i• kalf tke pite k circ/4 of tke follor.cer, and tke teetk of tke folltn«r 
radial liae• haing no &en•ihle tkickne ... 

Radial teeth of tbis kind might be formed by inaerting drin 
platea of metal edgewise into the aurface of a block, in tbe same 
way tbat pina are wbeo employed for teetb; and tbis arrange
ment fallB under the second aolution, as well as the last, although 
the form of the teeth appears difFerent. 

In fig. 97, B is tbe center of the follower, A of the driver, 

Fig. 97. 
Tdo. one of the teetb of tbe latter, and 
Bdm • tbe radial tooth of the follower, 
witb which the face ad haa been in oon
tact during ita motion from T to a. 

The aemicircle TdlJ described apon 
the radios T B is the locua of contact; 
let the apex d of the tooth ad be quitting , 
contact at tbe same moment that tbe 
succeeding tooth begins it ; therefore d 
will lie in the semicircle Tdh, and the 
base of the succeeding tooth coincide ' 
witb T. 

Join 6d, tben comparing thia figure 
witb fig. 94, Art. 135, it will appear that 

in ñg. 97, if b were the center of a pin-wheel, and d the pin 
acting with the tooth ad, T!Jd would be the pitch angle that 
would cause the tooth ad to quit contact with the pin at the 
moment the next began it ; but T Bd is the similar pitcb angle in 
the case of radial teeth, and T Bd = l TIJd. 

TI! e ltuut number of radii, tkerifore, that &Dill &Dor1 tiiÍih a giMM 

• The line trom tl to m ie obliterated in the woodcut, but can 1!88ily be supplitd, 
eiDee it ia the mere proloDption of &l.. 
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JUtm~ ofepicyeloidal teeth is equ.ql to twice tke lea&.t namber of 
pi~. 

}\~psulta obtained upon this principie, from the formula of 
An. W, are as follows. 
A piniQn of-

7 ~ may be driven by a wheel of 56 teeth and upwards. 
8 ,, , 16 , 
9 , , 12 , 

lO is the least number when equal numbers of teeth and radii 
are employed. 

9 teeth will drive a wheel of 10 radü and upwards. 
S. , 11 , 
7 , 12 , 
6 , 12 , 
5 , 16 , 
4 , 24 , 
3 teeth will drive a rack whose teeth are straight, and have 

no sensible thickness. 
143. Although it appears from these tables that a pinion of 

three teeth will but just drive a rack, and that four is the least 
that can be employed to drive a wheel, supposing the radii to be 
very narrow, yet two teeth may be made to answer this purpose 
nry practically by fixing them in two planes, as in fig. 98. 

B representa a disk to which teeth e, e, e, ••• d, d, ••• are fixed 
alternately on one side and on the other, the sides or rather flanks 
of these teeth are straight, and radia te 
in direction from the cente.r of B ; and 
the extreme diameter of B measured 
from the opposite extremities of the 
teeth is eqoal to that ofita pitch circle. 
The driver is formeu of a pair of double 
epieycloids, of which A is in the plan e 
of the upper teeth e, e, e, ••• and a in 
tbe plane of the lower teeth d, d .••• 
The describing circle of these epicy
oloids is of course equal to half the 
pitch circle of the follower. Tbe ac
tion of tbis combination is very smooth. 

A pinion of one tooth communi
cating a constant angular velocity 

Fig. 98. 

ratio between parallel axes appears absolutely ir:ppossible. 
The endless sere\V is equivalent, however, as we shaU see, to a 

single toqth. 
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144. To sl10w the geometrical condititms that limit t/,,. employ
ment of low-nuTilbered pinions, when the teeth are formed in the 
u1ual manner, as injig. 96. 

The usual general construction a.nd letters being made, fig. ·99. 
Let TBd be the angle through which it is desired that the contact 

F¡g. 99. 

. 
A 

" 

of tbe tooth ad should con
tinue after passing the line 
of eenters. Therefore, as 
the contaet is now ended, the 
point of contcct will be at 
the extremity d of the tootb. 
J oin Td, which will be per
pendicular to the radios Bdm. 
Join Ad. Then, since a was 
in contact with m at tbe line 

' of centers, tbe are Ta = Tm, 
and is given, being that pro
portion of the pitch tbrough 
whicb the contact of tbe 
teetb is required to continue. 
.A.Iso af is half the tootb, if 
the tooth be pointed, or else, 
if it be blunted by a certain 
quantity, then afis half the 

tootb diminisbed by tbat quantity and in eitber case is given. 
Now ka is equal to the pitcb, and must contain one tootb, and 
the space between ; and since af cannot be greater than half a 
tooth, and may be lesa, therefore kf must eontain at least half a 
tooth and a space, always supposing tbe tooth and space to be 
equal. Now for every given wheel BTm, and value of TBd, a 
value of T A may be as8igned that will make kf exactly equal 
to a space and a half tooth, and in that case the tooth will be 
pointed. 

If a greater value TA, be taken, the pointjwill fall nearer to 
a, and af will become less than half a tooth; so that the tootb 
may be blunted: but if a less value T A, be taken, then the point 
f will fall nearer to T, and kf will become too small to contain the 
a pace and remaining half tooth. If the teeth of the wheel radios 
T A, were set out, it would be found that the epicycloidal ares on 
the two sides of df would intersect between d and f, and thus 
make the tooth too short to continue its action through the re
quired are Ta. 

Let N and n be the numbers of teetb in a pair of wheels whose 
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teeth are of the kind deseribed, and whose action after passing 
the line of centers is given ; it appears then that for every value 
of N a value of n may be assigned, a less number than whieh will 
make the action of the teeth impossible ; and it is of sorne practieal 
importanee to determine these limiting values of n in every case, 
that we may avoid setting out impossible pairs of numbers in 
wheel-work. 

145. A formula may be investigated thus: produce dT towards 
G, and from A draw A G perpendicular to and meeting it in G; 

th tanGAd _ Gd _AB. 
en tanGAT- GT-AT' 

tan(TBd+TAd) AT+BT 
or ---- =-----. 

tanTBd AT 

Now the angle TBd and the radios BT are given by the eon
ditions, and also the are Ta, which is the supposed are of action ; 
whence Tf is known ; 

also T Ad = {~ 

· But if we attempt to extract the value of A T from the above 
expression, it will be found to be so involved asto make a direct 
solution of the equation impossible, although approximations may 
be obtained. 

However, on account of the practieal iruportance of the question, 
1 ha ve arranged in the following Tables the exact required results, 
which I derived organically from the diagram of fig. 99, by con
structing it on a large seale with movable rulers. 

N. B. The case of annular wheels differs from that of spur
wheels in this respect, that, with a given pinion a small-numbered 
wheel works with a greater angle of action than a large-numbered 
one, and therefore we have to assign the greatest number that 
will work with each given pinion. This will easily appear if a 
similar diagram to fig. 99 be eonstructed for the case of annular 
wheels. 

146. In these Tables 1 have supposed the tooth of the wheel 
to equal the space throughout, and have given the wbole of the 
Iimiting cases, and under three suppositions: first, that the are of 
action Ta sball be equal to the pitch, in which case, if required, 
the teeth of the follower may be cut down to the pitch circle, and 
tbe contact of the teeth thus confined to their recese from the line 
of centers ; for since the action of each pair of teeth continues 
through a space equal to the pitch, it is clear that at the moment 
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'UBLI. I. 

Foa S~WBJ1111,8. 

'Pü~.~~ of·t"M leaat 11ttmher1 of Teetl tllat fl1ill t~~~~rk fllitA gi11tm Pi11iofu. 
( 7botA- BP,ace. ~ 

l.eut Number of Teeth 

Namber in Wheel, 

ofTeeth in 
giveu Piuiou ifWheel if Pi.uiou 

drivee drivee 

5 impouible impoeaible 

6 ········· 176 
7 ......... 52 
8 ......... 85 
~ ......... 27 

Are of actiou, 10 rack 28 
Ta-piteh. 1l 54 21 

12 80 19 
18 24: 18 

' . : 
14 20 17 
lá 17 16 .. 
16 15 ... 

- --4·-

8 impoeaible impoiii!Íble 

4 ········· 8á 
5 ...... ... 19 

Are of actiou, 6 ·· ······· 14 
n ... f pitch. 7 81 12 

8 16 10 
9 12 10 

10 10 10 
1--· - --

2 'impouible impoeeible 

8 ········· 86 

A. re of actiou, 
4 ········· 15 

111=f pitch. 5 ········· 18 
6 20 10 
7 11 9 
8 8 8 
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T.ABLE 11. 

Foa Aloroi.&a 'WllBna. 

r~· of tAe greáteet number• of Teet.\ tlaat' fl1ill 'IDOrk witla gi~~en Piniofu. 
( Tootla- Bpace.) 

Greatest NUJDber of Teeth 

NUJDber in A.nnul&r Wheel. 

ofTeetb in 
given Pinion ifWheel ifPinion 

driTOI drivéa 

'2 impouible 5 
8 ··· ······ 12 
4 ......... 26 

Are of action, 
5 85 fh-pitch. ·· ···· ··· 
7 I4 any number 

8 25 .......... 
9 60 ......... 

--

"'2 impoe~ible 10 
3 ······ ··· 77 

Are of action, 
4 5 aDY number Ta ... f piteh. 
5 12 ......... 
6 77 ......... 

- -

2 impouible 14 
Are of aetion, 

4 8 any number Ta-f pitch. 
5 64 ......... 

109 

one pair quits contact the next will begin. However, as li'Ome 
allowance must be made for errors of workmanship, it is better to 
allow the teeth to act a little before tbey come to the line of 
centers; or else, by selecting numbers removed from the limíting 
cases in the Table, to enable the teeth to continue in action 
through a greater space than one pitch. Tbis principie will be 
examined more at length presently. 

Tbe limiting numbers under two other suppositions are in
serted in tbe Tablee, namely, that the are of action Ta, shall 
equal f and f of the pitch, and when these are employed it is of 
course necessary that an are of action, at least equal to t and i 
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of the pitch respectively, shall take place between the teeth before 
they reach the line of centers. 

It appears that a smaller pinion may be employed to drive 
than to follow. Thos, when the action begins at the line of 
centers the least wheel that can dri ve a pinion of eleven i.s 54, 
bot the same pinion can drive a wheel of 21 and opwards; again, 
nothing less than a rack can drive a pinion of ten, bot this pinion 
can drive a wheel of 23, and opwards. No pinion of less than 
ten leaves can be driven, bot pinions as low as six may be em
ployed to drive any nomber above those in the Table. And, 
lastly, the least pair of eqoal pinions that will work together is 
sixteen. These limits being geometrically exact, it is better in 
practice to allow more teeth than the Table assigns. 

147. Other problems of the same natore as those already 
given might · be soggested ; as, for example, to find the least 
nombers that can be employed when, withoot considering the 
relative action before and after the line of centers, the teeth are 
sopposed to be drawn, as in fig. 96, with entire points both in 
the driver and follower, and the tooth eqoal the space; on which 
soppositions it woold be foond that the least possible number of 
teeth in a pair of eqoal wheels is five, that four will just work 
with siz, and three with aboot twelve, and that two will not even 
work with a rack. 

148. To adapt the .econd solution to racAs.-lf we suppose 
the lower pitch circle of fig. 96 to become a right line, we shall 
obtain a rack, and the epicycloidal faces ah of the rack teeth will 
become cycloids, becaose their describing circle BA T now rolls 
opon a right line, bot the radial 11anks h T of the pinion will 
remain onaltered. On the other hand, when the radios T .Á is 
thus increascd to an infinite magnitode the describing circle Tfa 
coincides with the pitch circle whose center is A, and they unite 
in one straight line, tangent to the opper pitch circle at T; 
which line is, as already stated, the pitch line of the rack.. But 
the corved faces Tg ..• of the opper pitch circle being thus 
described by the rolling of a tangent opon its circumference, are 
involutes of the circle, and the straight flanks Te of the rack
teeth become parallel to each other and perpendicular to its pitch 
line. 

Also, becaose Tfthe locos of contact now coincides with the 
pitch line of the rack, therefore the action of the faces of the 
wheel-teeth is confined to that single point of each rack-tooth 
which lies opon the pitch line. 

Fig. 100 represente a pinion 11.nd rack constructed upon the 
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above principies, from wbich it appean, that, supposing the rack 
to be the driver, and to move in the direction of the arrow, the 
locus of contact will be the 
rigbt line a T during the 
approach to the line of ceo
ten, and tbe semicircle Th 
during the recese from that 
line. 1f the pinion drive, 
then the contact will take 
place in tbe semicircle on 
approaching the line of cen

Fig. 100. 

···c?t··· 
ters, and in the pitch line on receding from it. But as thcre is 
a great disadvantage in confining the action and consequent 
abrasion to a sin~le point of the teeth, I am inclined to think 
that this method of forming rack-teeth, although most universally 
adopted, is bad, and that the forms deri ved from the succeeding 
solutions will be found to wear better. N evertheleas, this injurious 
action may be abridged or destroyed by cutting the teetb of the 
pinion shorter, or reducing it to the diameter of the pitch circle; 
but then if the pinion drive, as it generally does, we fall into the 
other difficulty of confining its action entirely to the approach 
to the line of centers. 

To ji11d the leugth of the teeth of wheels formed according to the 
~cond 1olution. 

149. The length of the tooth will in all cases appear from the 
setting out, according to the rules already laid down ; but it is 
more convenient to have sorne general principies for this purpo.'le. 
It has been already stated, thnt the true diameter or radius of a 
wheel is that which is measured from the extremities of the teeth, 
in opposition to the geometrical diameter, or diameter of tl1e pitch 
eire/e. Let R be the radios of the pitch circle, and E the pro
jection of the tooth beyond it, and U the true radios ; therefore 
U= R +E. N ow this addition E to the radios of the pitch 
circle is called by clockmakers the addendum, which term I shall, 
for convenience, employ. Let r, u, e be the geometrical radius, 
true radius, and addendum of a. wheel, working with one of which 
ihe same quantities are respectively indicated by R, U, E; 

As it is convenient to exprese the addendum in terms of the 

. h ( 2.,.R) p1tc = N , 
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2.,.B 2~r 
Jet E=K. --, ande= A. -, 

N X 

d R N b. an as-=-, we o tam 
r 11 

U N+2.,.K u= -11 + 27Tk-. 

The practice of milhvrights is to employ a constAnt addelldúlll 

of 1
3
0 x pitch, whether the wheel be a driver or follower ; puttiog, 

therefore, K=1=.3, we have 

U N+l·885 N+2 -=--- -=---, nearly; 
K rt + 1 •885 R + 2 

that is to say, to find the ratio of the true diameters of a pair of 
wheels of a given number of teeth, add two to each term of tbe 
ratio of the numbers. When the pitch is expressed according to 
the method described in Art 74, where the pitch diameter of tbe 
wheel is laid down from a scale whose unit is a tooth, the true 
diameter is at once given by adding two teeth to the number. 

W atchmakers 888tgn a ditferent value to the addendum, ao
cording as the wheel in question is a driver or follower. V ariGWJ i 

proportions are assigned by ditferent writers. Our latest aod 
best English work * on the subject gives the rule 

U N+2·25 -= ; u tt+ 1•5 

where l7 is the true radius of the driver, and " of the fol
lower, and K, 1 are equal to ·36 and ·24, or f and :l nearly oí 

Fig. 101. 

------------
the pitch. 1 shall proceed to investigate a principie for tbese 
rules, but will first state the entire general proportions whicb are 

" Reid'• Horo~Ggy, p. 1 a. 
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at present usually given to the teeth of mill-work, and which may 
be considered to have arisen almost entirely from practice. 

150. In fig. 101 is representad a portion of the ('.ircumference 
of a pair of mill-wheels in geer, whose pitch lines are man, and 
eac; the forma of the teeth are those generally a.dopted in 
practice, and the rules for proportioning them are stated in frac
tions of the pitch, thus: 

de= Depth to pitch line = 130 pitch. 

6 
df= W orking Depth -10 ..... . 

dg = Whole Depth - 7 -10 ••.... 

ab= Thickness ofTooth= :l ..... . 
6 

be= Breadth of S pace = iT ...... 

It thus appears that an allowa.nce of 1
1
1 pitch is made to pre

vent the arides of the teeth from getting jammed into the spaces, 

and an allowance of 1~ pitch to prevent the tops of the teeth 

from striking the bottoms of the spaces. These proportions differ 
sligbtly with diffcrent workmen a.nd different localities. 

151. The necessary length of the teeth may be assigned with 
sufticient precision as follows. Vide fig. 99, p. 106. 

Adi=TA1 + Td1-2TA. Td.cos ATd. 

Let AT=R, BT=r, a.nd the addendumfd=E; 

•·. Ad=R+E; 

and let the angle TBd=e. This is the angle through which 
tbe contaet will be continuecl after passing the line of centers, 
and may be tenned the angle of receding action. Substituting 
these values in the above expressions, a.nd arranging the tenns, 
we obtain 

R +E= { 1 + 2Rr + r1 X sinl e} l 
R Ri . 

Expanding this expression by the binomial theorem, a.nd 

potting for sin e the series e-~+ &c .... we may reject tenns 

1 
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including the fourth power of e, and higher powers, for e is a 
small angle in all practica! cases ; we thus obtain 

E_2Rr+r1 62 
-R- 2R1- X • 

It is convenient to express botb the addendum and the are ot 
action in relation to the pitch. 

L e b h . b 2'71' R 2'7rr et e t e p1tc = - - = - -; 
N " 

E E N 
··· e= n x 2'71'. 

Let F be the ratio of the are of action Tm ( = r8) to the pitch ¡ 

.·. 8=!. x27rr =~. 
r n n 

Substituting these values, we bave 

1!_ (=K)='IrFt (~+-~) {1). 
e " N 

Tbis is tbc addendum to the driver. 
The addendum of the follower is obtained in t.be same manner, 

by reversing the diagram, and considering the driver and follower 
to change placea ; in wbich case, the are of action Tm will be 
that which takes place before rea.cbing the line of centers. Let 
e be the addendum to tbe follower, f tbe ratio of the are of 
action before reacbing the line of centers to the pitch, which are 
may be termed that of approaching action ; substitute these 
letters for the corrc!!tponding ones in ( 1 ), and counterchange N 
for 7l, and we bave 

_e ( =k)='lrjl (!+~); e N n 

E P 2N+n 
.·. e= ft x 2ñ+-N' (2). 

152. From these expressions rules may be obtained, by "·hich 
tbe addendum can be assigned in every case, by help of a few 
preliminary principies. 

In tbe ñrst place (fig. 101 ), the addendum deis the projection of 
the tootb beyond the pitcb circle, and there must be an e.xtent 
of tooth or flank ef within the pitcb circle sufficient to receive the 
corresponding projection of the tooth with which the wheel is 
acting, as well as a small additional space fg to prevent the 
t_eeth of one wheel from striking the bottom of the spaces of the 
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other; the entire depth or rather lengtb of a tooth is made up, 
therefore, of the sum of the addenda of the driver and follower, 
added to this allowance for clearing, which in practiee is made 

lo of tbe pitcb and termed freedom ; 

• ·. wbole lengtb of tootb =E+ e+ e_ 
. 10' 

It is essentially neeesl!ary that eacb pair of teeth should con
tinue in action until the next pair have come into contact, 
therefore the sum of the ares of approaching and receding action, 
must be at least equal to the pitch, that is, F + f= l. But it is 
better thnt they should eontinue in action longer than t.bis, in 
order to divide tbe working pressure between more teeth, as well 
as to prevent the chanee of one tooth escaping before the next 
begins. lt is tberefore unnecessary to proportion the addendum 
so accurately as to give the entire are of aetion a constant length. 
It is merely required to :find a value that will be sufficient in all 
cases to prevent the teeth from eseaping too soon. Now the ex
pression ( 1) shows at once that the greatest addendum is re
quired for the smallest numbers of teeth when the are of action 
is given ; and bence a rule assigned for the small numbers will 
serve for all cases. 

lf equal wbeels of 15 work together with an are of receding 
action of f x pitch, the expression ( 1) will give K= •28 for the 
necessary addendum; tberefore the milhvrights' value (K= •3) 
i~ sufficient for all cases of higher numbers than 15. But for 
smaller numberR the addendum will be greater and must be 
caJculated. For example, the limiting cru;es in the Table, 
(page 108) will all be found to require a much greater addendum, 
varying from about ·63 to •5, in the different examples. 

153. The are through whieh the action of the teeth is con
tinued is govemed by the magnitude of the addendum; and as 
the are of approach dependtt on the atldendum of the follower, 
and the are of recesa on the addendum of the driver, we are at 
liberty to give these ares any required proportion by properly 
adjusting tbese addenda. 

:Xow, considering merely that tbe friction whicb takes place 
before the line of centers is of a different and more injurious 
ebaracter than that which happens after passing that line,* it 
would seem that the best method would be to exclude altogether 
any action between the teeth until the line of centers is passed, 
by giving no addendum to the follower whatever; thereby 

* Vide Chapter on Friction below. 
1 2 
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making its true diameter equal to its geometrical diameter. On 
the other hancl, it h88 been shown ( Art. 32 ), that the quantit.v 
of friction in both c88es increMes rapidly with the distance of the 
point of eontaet from the line of centers. If the action be 
entirely eonfined to one side of the line of centers, it must be 
eontinued to a proportionably greater distance from that line, 
and so the teeth at the extremity of their aetion m.ay incur 
greater abrMion and friction than they have lost by avoiding 
contaet before the line of centers. 

The best method, then, is to adjust the addenda so that tbere 
shall be less aetion before ooming to the line of centers than after 
it ; but the exact proportion between these ares of aetion cannot 
be assigned for want of proper data; for alth()ugh the faet is 
certain, no experimenta have been hitherto made to compare 
these two kinds of friction. 

154. To examine the eft'ect of a oonstant addendum upon the 
ratio of the ares of approach and recess, put E=e in (2); 

F 2 2n+N N .·.- = - - - = 2+--/1 2N+n 7t 

1+~~ 
n 

When equal wheels work togeth.er, or N= n, then f= F, or 
the ares of aetion before and after the line of centers are equal. 
When a w heel drives a pioion, N is greater than n, and f greater 
than F; but if a pinion drive a wheel, then n is greater than N, 
and F than f. In the first eMe, there is more aetion before the 
line of centers than after it, and in the seoond, the reverse. lt 
appears, then, that the constant addendum of the millwrights 
produces an effect exactly contrary to the principies just laid 
down, in every eMe except that of a pinion driving a wbeel; and 
this is one reason wby the action in this case is so much smoothe1 
than when a wheel drh·es a pinion. In fact, any rule that fixes the 
proportion of the nddenda will make the ratio of the two ares of 
action vary exceedingly. However, it appears from the expression 

E F2 2N+n - = X ' e f'l 2n+N 

that the ratio of ihe addenda is constant when the ratio of the 
ares of action and also of the number of teeth is constant ; if, 
therefore, the ratio of the ares of action is determined, a small 
table will give the ratio of the addcnda oorresponding to the 
principal ratios of numbers of teeth. 
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The following table of values of !F.. is calculated for three 
e 

different ratios of the two ares of action; namely, supposing them 
to be equal, double, or in the proportion of' about 2 to 3. 

Value of 
Values oí~ 

e 
N -
" 

1 1 
F-2/ F- ,.t'ij F=f 

Raclt íollows. Zero 2 
1 

1 
1 

.5 

~ 2·3 1·1 ·5 

l 2·4 1·2 ·6 
Piníou drivee l 2·5 1·8 -

1 
"3" 2·8 1•4 ·7 

t 3·2 1·6 ·8 
' 

1 4 2 1 

2 5 2·5 1·2 
Wheel drives 4 6 3 1·5 

6 6·5 8·2 1·6 

10 7 8·8 -

Baclt drives Influí te 8 4 2 

Ezample.-In clocks and watches the wheels always drive the 
pinions, and the ratio of their numbers varies from 8 to 10. In 

Mr. Reid's rule (Art. 149) the ratio of the addenda is ~25 = 1·5; 
150 

but from the third column of the Table it appears that this is 
scarcely enough even to give an equal action before and after the 
line of centem, and that it would be better to take a ratio of 
three, which would give the simpler rule, 

U_N+3 
u-n+i" 

This rule givee an addendum of about t the pitch to the 
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driver, and i to the follower ; a.nd may safely be adopted when 
tbe wheels drive, or if the wbeels be equal; but when ihe pinion 
drives, then 

U N+2.5 U N+2 . - ·= --- , or - = --, w11l be better. 
tt n + 1.5 tt 1t + 2 

To appl!J the third solution (Art. 119) to tite formation of tht 
teeth of wheels. 

155. Teeth whose forms are derived from the previous solu
tions, and especially the latter, are the most commonly adopted in 
practice; but they are subject to this inconvenience: a wheel of 
a given pitch and number of teeth, for example 40, if it be made 
to work correctly with a wheel of 50 teeth, will not suit a wheel 
of any other number, as lOO, This is obvious, for tbe diameter 
of the describing circle by wbich the epicycloid is traced must be 
made equal to the radius of the pitch cirde of the wheel with 
which the teeth are to work, and will therefore be, in this ex- ' 
ample, twice as large in the second case as in the :first, producing 
different epicycloids. 

In the modero practice of making cast-iron wheels this oh
jection is a very serious one, as it compels the founder to make a 
new pattern of a wheel of a given pitch with 40 teeth, for every 
combination that it may be required to make of such a wbeel 
with others; and so on for wheels of every otber number. 

Besides, it often happens in machinery that one wheel is 
required to drive at the same time two or more wheels whose 
numbers of teeth are different, and in this case the teeth cannot 
be correctly formed at all on the principies hitherto explained. 

In cast wheels, then, it is especially essential that the teeth 
~hould be shaped so asto nllow a given wheel to work correctly 
with any other wbeel of the same pitch ; and this may be done 
by employing the following corollary from the third solution. • 

156. If for a set of wheels of the same pitch a constaRt 
descrihing circle be taken and employed to trace those portions of 
the teeth which project beyond each pitch line by rolling on the 
exterior circumference, and those which lie within it by rolling 
(lD its interior circumference, then any two wheels of tbis set will 
work correctly together. 

157. Fig. 102 represents a pair of wheels of such a set. 
Here A, B are the centers of motion as usual. TdD or T!JG 

the constant describing circle. This is employed to trace the 

* Tra~UC~Ctions of Ciuil E,1gincer&, vol. ii. p. 91, in which I etated t.bit rrioc.-iple 
for thP tiret time. 
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faces or portions of the teeth tha.t lie beyond the pitch circle FTf 
of the driver, as qr, by rolling upon it, and the flanks or portions 
that lie within the pitch circle ETe of the follower, as pm, by 
rolliog within it; consequently, by the third solution, these 
curves will work together with a constant velocity ratio, and the 
describing cirele TdD will be the locus of contact ; which begin
niog upon the line of centers between the point r of the driving 
tooth, and the point m of the following tooth, will gradually 

Fig. 102. 

B 

D 

recede from the dri\'er's center A, and approach the follower 's 
centre B ; the teeth finally quitting contact at the point q of tbe 
driver, and the root p of the follower, their action being confioed 
to their recess from the line of centers. 

In the same manner, the same constant describing circle at 
TgG is employed to trace the flanks rs whieh lie within the pitch 
cirele FTJ of the driver, ancl the faces mn which lie without the 
pitch circle E Te of the follower; TGg will be the locus of 
contact which begins between the root s of the driver and the 
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point " of the follower, and is confined to tbe approach of the 
teeth to tbe line of centers. 

But as a constant describing circle is used for the wbole set, it 
is clear that this demonstration will apply to any pair of the 
wbeels that may be placed in action together; for whether the 
poin t of contact líe on one side or other of the line of centers, we 
have an epicycloid working with an hypocycloid, and both have 
been drawn by tbe same describing circle ; that is, by the constant 
circle of the set. Also any wheel may be taken either for a 
driver, or a follower. 

158. N evertheless, the diameter of the describing circle must 
not be made greater than the radius of the pitch circle of any of 
the wheels, as the effect of this would be to produce a tooth 
much smaller at the root than at the pitch circle ; a fault which 
is .partly incurred in the common form where the describing circle 
is equal in diameter to the radius of the pitch circle, as in fig. 96; 
for as the flanks of the teeth are radial, they are nearer together 
at the root of the tooth than on the pitch circle. 

On the contrary, when the describing circle is less in diameter 
than the radius of the pitch circle, the root of the tooth spreads, 
as in fig. 102, and it acquires a very strong form. Nevertheless, 
if this be carried to excess by making the describíng circle too 
small, the curvature of the epicycloidal faces will be injuriously 
íncreased, and the teeth become too short. The best rule appears 
to be, that the diameter of the constant describing circle in a 
given set of wheels shall be made equal to the least radius of the 
se t. 

159. With respect to the lengtb of the teeth, that may in 
every case be determined by construction, thus : 

Since TdD is the locus of contact, take Th equal to the are of 
the pitch circle, tbrough which it is required that the teeth shall 
remain in contact after passing the line of centers, that is, to tbe 
are of receding action. Describe the hypocyeloidal are hd, then 
will d be the last point of contact ; consequently, Ad the true 
radius of the driver, and dh the necessary length of the 6ank of 
the follower. A similar construction on tbe other side of the 
line of centers will give the lengtb of the follower's teetb and the 
flanks of the driver. 

160. Otherwise the necessary length may be computed in a 
similar manner to that of Art. 151; for comparing fig. 102 with 
fig. 99, it will appear that tbe diameter TD of the describing 
circle in fig. 102 is equivalent to tbe diameter TB of the follower 
in fig. 99; and since Th, the are of action in fig. 102, is equal 
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to the are Td, that is, to TD x angle TDd, we shall obtain for 
the driver, exactly as in Art. 151, the formula 

~='IT'Fl (.! +.!_); e N¡ N 

where ~ is the number of teeth which belongs to a wheel whose 
radios is the cliameter of the constant describing circle ; and for 
the follower 

_e =wf' (·2 +~ ). e N 1 n 

161. But as the wheels in question constitute a set, any pair 
of which are expected to work together, there can be no different 
proportions for driver and follower, since any wheel may be 
called upon to perform either function. Recollecting, therefore, 
tbat if the addendum of a wheel be too small, the teeth will quit 
hold of each other too soon, but that too large an addendum 
introduces no other inconvenience than an unnecessary length of 
tooth, we tnay find the necessary addendum for the set thus. 

~=wFI (! + -~ )• e N.. N. 

is the general formula for the addendum to every whe~l in the 
set, in whieh as N decreases, E increases ; but the smallest value 
of N, by Art. 151, is N¡; 

3.,.ep .·.E=--, N¡ 
is the greatest necessary value of E. Let the smallest wheel of 
the set have 16 teeth, and let the are of aetion equal f pitch. 
Then it will be found that the usual constant addendum of -h of 
the pitch may be safely used for wheels of 19 and upwards, but 
that a greater addendum must be given to the wheels 16, 17, and 
18; the first requiring about f of the pitch. 

162. But it was also shown in Art. 154, that the practiee of 
employing a constant addendum under the . seeond solution had 
the mischievous effeet of making the are of action before the line 
of centers greater than the reeeding are. To examine the effeet 
of the constant addendum in the present system :-

Let F, f be the ares of action of two wheels, N, n their 
numbers of teeth : · 

. !} _ E'o(2N+N..) _ J1(2n+N,) ··e- .,,1;'- NN. -.,. -,..,- ' 
1 n..:v 1 
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p . . .r 
~nN+N 

.f..~. 

') V . 
~"·- +n 
N. 

which shows that the are of action that belongs to the greater 
number of teeth is the greater of the two ; so that when a oon
stant addendum is employed, if the wheel drives the pinioo, tbe 
are of action after the line of centers is greater than that before 
that lioe, and vice versa; which is the reverse of what hl'ppentl 
in the second solution, and removes the objection to the constant 
addendum in the first case, but introduces it in the second. 

Of course, the most complete system would be to make two 
sets of wheels, one for each case, with the addenda separately 
calculated for each ; but the increase of expense oczasioned by 
the making of two patterns for each wheel is sufficient to prevent 
the practica} use of such a system, unless in very particular 
instan ces. 

163. The smallest numbers of teeth that this system admits 
of may be derived from the same Table that has been given for 
the radial teeth. For fig. 99 applies also to this case, in tbe 
manner explained in Art. 160, if B T be the diameter of the 
describing circle. To apply the Table, page 108, the numbers 
that indicate Followers must be interpreted as denoting the 
number of teeth that would correspond to a wheel whose radius 
equals the diameter of the describing circle. 

Ezample.--'-The are of receding action is equal to the pitcb, 
and the describing circlc corresponds to a wheel of twelve teetb. 

Fig. 103. 

Thirty teeth is the least wheel that will drive, and of course a 
wheel of aoy number greater than this may be employed. But 
if the are of action equal J of the pitch, then the same describing 
circle being employed, aoy number of teeth greater tban twelve "y be used, aod so on. 
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164. To apply the third solution to racks (jig. 103). When rack
teeth are formed, as in the usual manner, according to the second 
solution, by making their flanks straight and the teeth of the 
pinions involutes, we have seen that the action on one side of the 
line of centers is confined to a constant point in each rack-tooth, 
'>ecanse the pitch line of the rack is the locos of contact. This 
may be avoided by taking any describing circle Tkm, and em
ploying it to describe cycloidal flanks, as no for the rack-teeth, 
by rolling on its pitch line n T, and then by describing the faces 
of the teeth of the wheel with the same describing circle, in which 
case the contact will no longer be confined to the pitch line of 
the rack, bot will be found in To; and will consequently be 
distributed over the distance on, which may be made as small as 
we please by increasing the diameter of the describing circle. If 
the circle Tmk be the constant describing circle of a set of 
wheels, then any one of them will work with the rack. 

Fig. 104. 

::.4. 

To opply the juurtlt 11olution (Art. 120) to tite formation of tl1e 
ttdh of wheels. • 

• Tbe inYolute was flrst euggeated íor this purpos<~ by Euler, in hia second paper on 
the • Teeth of Wheels.' N. C. Pet,., xi. 209. 
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16.5. lnvolute teeth diifer from the epicycloidal teeth derived 
from the second and third solutions, in having the entire side of 
the tooth, both face and flank, formed of a continuous cune; 
whereas, as we have seen, the side of an epieycloidal tooth is 
made up of two different curves joined at the pitch circle. 

Fig. 104 represents a pair of wheels with involute teeth. A, B 
the centers of motion, T the point of contingence of the pitch 
circles; BE, AD the radii of the bases of the involutes, ED 
their eommon tangent, and therefore the locos of eontact of the 
teeth. As in the teeth already deseribed, the contact lies within 
the piteh circle of the driver during the approach to the line of 
eenters, and within that of the follower during the recess from 
that line. 

Referring to fig. 84, page 88, it appears, that as the action of 
tbe curves begins at D, and T is the point of contact at the line 
of eenters of the teeth TH and TG; therefore TH must have 
moved through an are Dll in its approach to that line. But 
DT=are DH, sinee TH is an involute of DH; .·. angle of 
aetion before the line of eenters, or 

DH DT 
DA= DA' 

and the are of action opon the piteh eirele 

ATxDT 
=---nA-. 

In like manner, as the tooth TK recedes from the line of 
eenters until it finally quita contaet at E, it can be shown that 
this receding are of aetion opon the pitch circle 

BTxET 
=--¡j]j;-; 

. approaehing are_ATxDTxBE_AT _DA 
· · -reeeding-are-- BTxE-1'x1JA_B_T_1iR' 

The ares of aetion in a pair of involute teeth before and after 
the line of centers are therefore in the direet proportion of the 
radü of the bases of the driver and follower respeetively. This 
of eoorse supposes that the teeth are eaeh made soffieiently long 
to extend to the base of the opposite tooth, as at mE, fig. 104. 

166. However, by redueing the length of the teeth the qoantity 
of action may be altered at pleasure. For example, in the tooth 
FH, fig. 104. Wit.h radios BH and center B, describe an are of 
a eircle eotting DE in h; then, supposing as before, that the 
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lower wheel is the driver, k will be the first contact, and it can 
be shown, as in the last Article, that the actions before and after 
the line of centers are as h T to TE. 

167. Although the contact action of the teeth is confined to 
the outaide of the bases, yet it is necessary, as in epicycloida.l 
teeth, to form clearing curves ( Art. 98) within the bases; for 
example, the nearest point of contact of the tooth mE to the 
center B, is E; but if we describe with radius AE and center A 
an are Ek meeting the line of centers in k, then k will be the 
nearest approach of the point of the tooth E to the center B, and 
a clearing hollow must be formed within the base circle, whose 
depth is at least equal to k, as shown in the figures. 

168. The two pitch circles being given (fig. 104:), and the 
required angle of action TBE, the radii of the bases are easily 
found; for BE=BTxcos TBE. 

Comparing the diagram A TBE of fig. 104 with ATBd in fig. 
99, it will appear that they are identical in their relations to the 
teeth, and that the same formulre (Art. 151) 

~ =., P(~ +~),and -e=., .f' (2 + .!..), e n N e n N 
will apply to the involutes, but only at the points E or D, when 
the contact coincides with the bases. They will therefore give 
tbe addendum required to enable the teetb to continue their 
action to the base of the opposite wheel, but will not apply to all 
other positions of contact as they do for epicycloids. 

169. The plan of this work excludes the examination of the 
relations of prcssure; bu~ in this case, it is necessary to remar k, 
tbat a great objection to involute teeth is founded upon the 
obliquity of their action, by which a much more considerable 
divergent pressure is tbrown upon the axes than in the other 
fonns of teeth. The action of epicycloidal teeth is, in fact, 
perpendicular to the Une of centers at tbe instant of crossing it ; 
hut tbat of involute teeth is constantly in the direction of the 
common tangent of their bases, and is therefore oblique to the 
line of centers. • This injurious property is balanced by the 
advantages that a variation of the distances of tbeir centers does 
not destroy the action of the teetb, and that any two wheels of 
the same pitch will work together; but this last property, I 
ha ve shown ( Art. 156) to be possessed al so by sorne arrangements 
of the epicycloidal teeth. In smaller machinery, constructed 

* lo flg. 104 tht> are of action and obliquity are made, for t.he sake of distinctnees, 
great4'r thRn would be necessary in practice. 
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rather for the modification of motion than for the transmission of 
force, this oblique action ceases to be objectionable, and the other 
advantages of involute teeth will then recommend them in pre
ference to all others. 

Such teeth manifestly possess greater strength of form than 
epicycloidal teeth, at least than those with radial fianks, and 1 
shall proceed to show that they admit of a greater reduction of 
back-lash than any other kind. 

170. Fot· in fig. 104, suppose the teeth to be so described that 
no back-lash exists, that is to say, that botb sides of the acting 
teeth are in contact at once, which . is theoretically possible, in 
all forms of teeth, when they are symmetrical to a radios, but 
which, as already stated (Art. 131 ), is not possible in practice, 
because a slight error in excess, in the forro of any tooth, wonld 
cause it to wedge itself fast into ita corresponding space. 

Now if the distance of the centers of these wheels be increased, 
this double contact will be destroyed, although the action of the 
teeth in effecting a constant velocity ratio will not be impaired. 
A back-lash will therefore be introduced, whicb will be the 
greater the more the wheels are witbdrawn from each otber. 
In any given pair of involute wheels, therefore, we can, by 
properly adjusting by trial the distance of their centers, reduce 
the back-la!'h to the least quantity that will allow the teeth to 
act without jamming. This advantage is possessed by no other 
form, and particularly recommends these teeth for dial-work, or 
any such kinds of mechanism in which the back-lw;h is mis
chievous. 

1 i l. To apply iw:olutes tn racli-teeth. 

Fig. 105. 

.d. 

Describe a pitch circle (fig. 
lO:'i), radiuR B T, and draw .A Ca 
tangent at T for a pitch line to 
the rack ; let the circle whose 
rndius is BE be the base of an 
involute EF, and let the tooth 
of the rack be bounded by a 
straight liTJe EGH, making an 

F angle EGA with the pitch line 
equal to BTE. If the involute 
be moved to ef, it will drive the 
sloped tooth to gh, always touch
ing it in thc line ETh; and the 
velocity of the circumference of 

tbe pitch circle will always equal that of the pitch line: for 
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Eh 
Gg=sin EGT' 

also Eh=arc E~, by the property of the involute 
BE 

=are mnx BT 

=are mn x sin BTE; 

=are mn x sin EGT; .·. Gg=arc mn. 
This máy be shown from fig. 104, page 123. For let the radios 
of the wheel A T become infinite, then will the pitch line be a 
straight line passing through T, and touching the pitch circle of 
the wheel whose center is B, 
and the involutes GH, Em will 
become right lines perpendi
cular to the line E T D. Thus 
is obtained a rack with straight
Bided s)opingteeth,as in fig. 106. 
Hence a wheel with involute 
teeth will work with a rack 
whose teeth are straight-sided 

Fig. 106. 

and inclined to tbe pitch line at an angle O, provided 
radius of base . l] 

di f . h . l BID 17, ra us o p1tc Circ e 

In such a rack, the locus of contact being the tangent line 
ETh, the contact will not be confined to a single point of the 
tooth, as it is in the common involute rack teeth (Art. 148), 
which are derived from that particular case of this figure, in 
which the radios of the base coinciding with that of the pitch 
circle, the line ETh coincides with the pitch line of the rack. 
But a rack with sloping teeth will be pressed downwards by 
a resolved portion of the working pressure, and this appears 
to me to be in many cases advantageous, and destructive of 
vibration. 

To appro:rimate to tl1e true form of a tooth hy ares of eire/es. 
172. The portion of curve employed in a tooth is so short, 

that a circular are may be substituted for it with sufticient ac
euracy for all practica! purposes, if its center and radius be de
termined upon correct principies. 

In fact, practically the edges of teeth are always made ares of 
circles, but nnfortunately, these ares are often struck from the 
merest empirical rules, such as setting the point of the compasses 
in the pitch line on one side of the tooth, in order to strike the 
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other, and vice versa, or similar absurdities. • Teeth have even 
in the old time been set out by forming tbeir edges into semi
circles struck alterna te) y witbout and within the pitch circle; 
these are technically known by the name of hollows and rounds. 

Sorne millwrights with equal neglect of principie gave their 
teeth plane faces passing througb the axis of the wheel, ex
pecting them to wear themselves in a short time into proper 
tonos. But the best workmen endeavoured to give to their 
wheels teeth of the epicycloidal fono, according to the rules l&id 
down in Camus,t or in Buchauan's Treatise on Millwork,t which 
are immediately derived from Camus. In truth, the question Í8 
one of great practica) importance ; 1 do not mean to say, that it 
is necessary, or even practicable, to sbape the teeth of small 
wheels into exact epicycloids or involutes, such as those which 
ha ve been described in the preceding pages; but 1 do assert, 
that unless the rules for shaping them be derived from such oon
sidera.tions, so as to approximate their fono to the true ones, as 
nearly as possible, that the action of the machines will be ir
regular and· noisy, producing those vibrations which must be 
familiar to all wbo have been in the habit of examining 
machinery, and which are above all things conducive to the 
wearing out and disintegration of every part of the mechanism. 
The investigation of the proper curves for the teeth of wheels i.s, 
therefore, by no means one of mere curiosity, although this has 
been sometimes hastily asserted. One proof of the necessity of 
attending to the exact theoretical fonos, is the acknowledged 
impossibility of making one wheel to work with two others 
whose numbers of teeth are different, by means of the usual 
rules. 

173. The method employed by the best workmen for shaping 
the teeth of a proposed wheel, or of a pattem from which to cast 
one, is as follows: 

The shape of a single tooth adapted for this wheel is traced in 
the true epicycloidal form, by means of templets, that is, of a 
pair of boards whose edges are cut to the curvature of the pitch 
circle, and describing circle respective! y, and which may be 
termed the pitch templet and the describing templet. The latter 
carries a describing point in its circumference, and by rolling ita 
e<4re u pon that of tbe pitch templet, the are required for the face 
of the tooth is traced u pon the drawing board.§ 

* Vide Imieon's Sclwol of ~m. or Gray's E.~ MillfDriglt. 
t Cllmua on the Te(!th of Wlaet/8, 1806 and 1837. t 1808, 1823, and ISn . 
.§ lf the method 1 haverecomm~nded under the third eolution (Art.l H) be adopted. 
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This done, the workman finds with bis compasses, by trial, a 
center and small radios, by whicb an are of a circle can be 
described, that will coincide, as nearly as he can manage to make 
it, with the templet-traced epicycloid. 

Tben, having struck u pon the fronts of the rough cogs a circle 
whicb is eoncentric with the pitch circle, and whose distance from 
it is equal to that of tbe center of bis small are, he adjnsts bis 
compasses 'to the small radios, and always keeping one point in 

. the circle just described, he steps witb the other to each cog in 
succession,they having been previouslydivided into equal parts cor
responding to the given pitch and breadth of the teeth; upon each 
cog he describes two ares, one to the right and one to the left, 
which serve him as guides in shaping and finishing the acting faces. 

17 4. The practica! convenience of tbis method was very great, 
and required only a more commodious and certain method of 
determining the center and radios of the approximate are. 

The first method that suggests itself, is to find the center and 
radios of the circle of curvature at sorne intermediate point be
tween the extremities of the curve selected for the teeth, and to 
substitute an are of this circle in lieu of the actual curve. But 
the determination of the required circles may be effected opon 
general principies, without. taking individual curves into the 
considerations. In fact, Euler, in bis elaborate paper on the 
Teetb of Wheels,• undertook to investigate a general expression 
for curves that possess the property of revolving in contact with 
a constant velocity ratio, which he effected by determining 
the relation between thei.r radii of curvature ; and suggested 
that in practice small ares of the circles of curvature thus ob
tained would probably suffice for tbe sides of teeth. He ac
cordingly gave sorne geometrical constructions for this purpose, 
but the hint thus supplied was neglected by every subsequent 
writer, probably because the numbers of teeth given to wheels in 
the eighteenth century were proportionally much smaller than 
in our own time, and consequently the teeth larger, and the 
ltngth of curve required for each too great to admit of a sufficient 
coincidence with a circular are, for practice. 

Tbe general introduction of cast-iron wheels at the beginning 
of the present century enabled a much greater number of teeth 

then one describing templet will BPl'l"e for the entire set ; but since this templet is 
r.quired to trace hypocycloids for the flanks, a.s w~ll &S epicycloids for the faees, PVery 
pitdl t.emplet most h&ve a eonvex anda cone&vP edge, both shaped into 11n are of the 
pitch c.ircle of the wht>el in question. The concave cdge is not required upon the 
<'Ommon systPm (Art. 140), bec11u!re the flanks are rndiu.l lines. 

• Nov. comm. Petr. u. 209. .&.D. 176i. 
K 
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to be assigned to a toothed wheel of a given magnitude, and 
proportionably reduced the length of their aeting sides, so that 
the circular approximation was rendered practically possible. 

Perceiving this fact, 1 endeavoured in 1838 to.follow out the 
"l'iews 11uggested by Euler's paper, and finally succeeded in 
discovering a practica! method of finding a pair of centers witb 
appropriate radii, for any given pair of wheels, by means of an 
instrument which 1 denominated an Odontograph. This instru
ment dispenses with all geometrical calculations and has been 
extensively employed in practice from tbe time of its publication 
in my paper ' On the Teeth of Wheels ' in the Transactions '1 
the Institution of Civil Ertgineers, vol. ii. 1838. The substance 
of that communication occupies the following pages. 

F¡g. 107. 

K 

Fig. 108. 

• 

17 5. A simple construction is sufficient to give the centers 
and radii of the ares in any required case. For it has been 
shown ( Art. 30, CoR. 5) that the action of a pair of curves by oon
tact is equivalent at every moment to that of a pair of radü AP, 
BQ (fig. 108) connected by a link PQ, P and Q being the re
spective centers of curvatura of the curves at the point of contact. 
Now (fig. 107) the angular velocity ratio between the radü AP. 
B Q is that of the segmenta B T: A T, into which the link divide~ 
the line of centers ( Art. 32) ; and if the rods be moved into a 
new position, this ratio becomes Bt : At, which is greater or l~s 
than the former, according as the pcint t moves to one side or 
other of the point T. 

But if the point L, which is the intersection of two successive 
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positions of the link, happen to coincide with T, the ratio of the 
segments will be the same in both positions, and the angular 
velocity ratio constant at that instan t. • 
lf tben the rods and links of fig. 107 be placed in such a relative 

position that L and T may unite, and the curves in contact be 
replaced by ares of circles described from centers P and Q 
througb any puint M of the line PQ, the angular velocity ratio 
of these curved pieces will be perfectly constant at the moment 
of their reacbing the position that makes M the point of contact, 
and the ratio . will not vary essentially during a small angular 
motion on each side of this position. 

176. As this constancy of the velocity ratio depends only upon 
the centers of the ares, they may be struck through any common 
point of the line of action PQ, as at m, beyond both the centers. 
Only tbat if this point lie between the ceriters P, Q, as at M, 
the ares and edges will be convex, but if the point lie beyond the 
centers, as at m, the edge corresponding to the most distant 
center P, will be concave. 

177. It follows, that to find a pair of centers that possess the 
property of communicating motion in a constant velocity ratio, it 
is only necessary to construct the diagram (fig. 107) in such a 
manner, that the point L shall fall on the line of centers. But 
(by Art. 30, Cor. 5), Lis that point of PQ which is met by a 
perpendicular from K, the intersection of the directions of tht 
radius rods AP, B Q. Whence the following collStruction. 

,/ 

Fig. 109. 

' K , 
Q. ···----·-··················· · · . ······· ············ · ··········•······· ·· 

.. 
__., .... :·-i ..... 

~~-········ 
...... ··· 

.. ·· 
.· 

.· 

Let A, B be the centers of motion of the wheels, T the point 
of contingence of the pitch circles; through T draw PTQ 

* Vúlt note, p. 18, above. 
X: 2 
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making any angle with the line of centers, and npon it assume P 
as a center, from which the circular side is to be described for a 
tooth of a wheel whose center of motion is A. To find the 
corresponding center for tbe wheel which tums upon B, draw 
TK perpendicular to PTQ, produce AP to meet it in K, join 
KB and produce it to meet PTQ in Q; then will Q be the 
required center. 

And a small are mn, struck from P as a tooth for the wheel 
whose center of motion is A, will work correctly with an are mp, 
struck from Q through m, and employed as a tooth to the wheel 
whose center of motion is B. 

If B be so placed that the angle KBT is acute, as for example 
at B', then will Q fall at (j on the same side of T as P, but 
beyond it ; the effect of this is to make the tooth mp concave 
iustead of convex. 

But if the angle KBT=PTA, KB will become parallel to 
PT, and the point Q being thus removed toan infinite distance, 
the are mp or tooth of the wheel whose center of motion is B, 
will be a right line perpendicular to PT. 

178. The distance of the centers from T may be calculated as 
follows. 

Draw AR perpendicular to PT. 
Let KT= e, AT=R, PT=lJ, ATP=IJ, then by similar 

triangles, A.RP, PT K, 

KT=PTxAR=PTxART' 
PR TR-P 

DR. sin IJ Re cos IJ 
or C=R e D; .·.D=e R- .--tJ' 

• C08 - + SlD 

and similarly, drawing BS perpendicular to TQ, and putting 

BT=r, QT=d, 

we have for the corresponding are mp, 

d= recos~. 
e+r sin e 

But if a concave tooth be employed, draw B' S perpendicular to 
PTQ, then 

(lTxB'S h d ercosiJ 
KT= Q'T+ TS', w ence = r sin IJ- e· 

179. If the side of the tooth be made to consist of a single ar.·, 
a very simple rule may be obhined; for suppose KT to be 
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infinite, then will AP and B Q become perpendicular to the line 
PTQ, and the points P, Q will come to R, S respectively. Let 
the ares of the teeth be struck through T, let 8 be the aogle 
ATP, which the line PTQ makes with the line of centers, and 
let R be the radius A T of the wheel, and D= TR be the required 
distance of the center of the tooth from the point T; 

.·. D=R cose 

is independent of the wheel with which it is to work, as well as of 
the pitch and number of teeth of its own wheel. 
lf therefore e be made constant in a set of wheels, any two of 

them will work together, and their teeth are easily described as 
follows. Assume 6=75° 30', which is a very convenient valoe; 

. _R • 
. . D-4' 

for coe 75° 30'=·25038=i very nearly. 
180. Let A be the center, A T the radios of the pitch circle of 

a proposed wheel. Draw TP making an angle ATP of 75° 30' 

Fig.llO. 

with the radios, and drop a perpendicular AP opon TP (or 

describe a semicircle opon AT and set ofF TP= ~ T), then will 

P be the center from which an are op, described through T, will 
be the side of the tooth required. 

On more conveniently, let a bevil of 75° 30' be made ofbrass 
or card-paper, as in the figure, of which the si de T P is graduated 
into a scale of qoarter-inches and tenths. lf this bevil be laid 
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upon the radius A T, so that its point T coincides with the piteb 
circle, the center point P will be found at once, by reading off 
the radius of the wheel in inches upon the reduced scale. Thus 
the radius A T in the figure, is two inches long, and the poiot P 
is found at 2 upon the scale. 

To describe the other teeth, draw with center A and radios 
AP, a circle within the pitch circle, dotted in the figure, this will 
be the locus of the centers of·the teeth; then having previously 
divided the pitch circle, take the constant radius PT in the com· 
passes, and keepiog one point in the dotted circle, step from tooth 
to tooth and describe the ares, first to the right and then to the 
left, as for example, mn is described from q and p O from P. 

lf Up were an are of an involute having the circle Ppq for its 
base, PT would be its radius of curvature at T. These teeth, 
therefore, approximate to involute teeth, and they possess in 
common with them the oblique action, the power of acting with 
wheels of any number of teeth, and the adjustment of back-Jash; 
but, as the sides of the teeth consist each of a single are, there is 
but one position of action in which the angular velocity ratio is 
atrictly constant, namely, when the point of contact is on the lioe 
of centers. 

181. By making the side of each tooth consist of hco ares 
joined at the pitch circle, and struck in such wise that the exact 
point of action of the one shall lie a little before the line <lÍ 
centers, say at the distance of ha.If the pitch, and the exact point 
of the other at the same distance beyond that line, a.n abundant 
degree of exactitude will be obtained for all practica! purposes. 

TQ describe the teeth of such a pair of wheels, let A (fig. 1 Ú) 
he the center of motion of a proposed wheel, B the center of mo
tion of the wheel with which it is to work, T the point of contin
gence of the pitch circles. Draw Q Tq making an angle of 7 5° 
with the line of centers. (This angle is in fact arbitrary, but 
by various trials I find 7 5° to give the best forro to the teeth.) 

Draw k TK perpendicular to QTr¡, and set off TK and T1t 
equal to each other, and less than either A T or 7"B. Join AK 
and BK, producing the latter to Q, then P and Q are a pair of 
tooth-centers. Take a point m on the pitch circle a Te, at the 
distance of ha.If the pitch from T, and on the opposite side to the 
tooth-centers. A convex are struck from P through m on the 
outside of this pitch circle will work correctly with a concave are 
struck from Q through the same point, and withio the other 
pitch circle. 

To describe the faces of the teeth of the lower wheel we may 
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proceed as i.u the last example, tbus: draw with center A a circle 
tbrough P, which will be the locus of the ceuters of the small 
ares; an~l having previously divided tbe pitch circle for the 
reception of the teeth, take the constant radios Pm in the com• 
passes, and keeping one point in the circle Pf, describe the faces 

·· ......... . 

i\ 
ji~ .. 

~ 1 ... 
. / l \ .. 

x! ¡ \ 
f l 
i ~ .. 
~ l 
: ~ 

Fig. 111. 

1 
i , 
1 
1 

of the teeth to the right and left outside the pitch circle, as shown 
in the figure at t and s. 

A similar proceeding will give the fianks of the teeth of the 
upper wheel. 

To obtain the fianks of the lower wheel and faces of the upper 
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wheel, join BA and AA, producing the latter to q, then will p and 
q be anotber pair of centers, from which let ares be struck through 
a point n, at the distance of balf the pitch beyond T, but within 
the pitch circle of A and without that of B. The action of these 
ares will be exact at the distance of half the pitch from T. 

To complete the teeth of the lower wheel already begun, 
describe from A with radius Aq, a circle for the locus oí the 
centres of the ftanks of t.hese teeth, and with the constant radius 
equal to qn step from tooth to tooth, describing the flanks in the 
manner· shown in the figure, as at r and q. 

182. From the construction it appears that these teeth oí the 
lower wheel would work correetly with a wheel of any radius, 
provided the points K and A remain constant ; for a change in the 
position of B, on the line of centers, only aft'ects the points Q, p, 
whieh bt>long to its own teeth, but does not disturb the points 
P, q, from whieh the teeth of the lower wheel have been de
scribed. 

In short, Ü any number of wheels be in the above manner 
deseribed, in which the linea Qq, Kk, preserve the same angular 
¡10sition with respect to the line of centers and the same distanees 
KT, lt T, then any two of these wheels will work together. The 
distance KT may be determinad for a set of wheels by considering 
that if A approach T, Aq becomes parallel to Tq, and q is at tbat 
moment at an infinite distance ; the ftank of the tooth becoming 
a right line perpendicular to Tq. If A approach still nearer, q · 
appears on the opposite side of T, and the ftank becomes convex, 
giving a very awkward form to the tooth. 

Tbe greatest value therefore that can be given to KT, must be 1 

one whicb when employed with the smallest radios of tbe set, 
will make Aq parallel to Tq; therefore ü R, be this amallest 
radius, we bave 

KT=R,xsin QTA,or C=R, x sinll; 
which substituted in the formula ( Art. 178 ), gives 

PT = D= RR, 008 -~, and q T=d= RR, 008 .!. 
R,+ R R-R, 

183. By assuming constant values for R, and l1 in a set 
wheels, the values oí D and d which correspond to ditferen 
numbers and pitches, may be calculated and arranged in tabl 
for use, so as to supersede the necessity of making the 0011 

struction in every case. Thus the tables which follow in fig. 11 
were obtained by assuming twelve teeth as the least number t 
Le given toa wbeel, and 8=75°. 
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THE ODONTOGRAPH. 

2~1. TABLES SHOWING THE PLACE OF THE 
C.ENTERS UPON THE SCALES. 190 ~ 

~ 

CBMTBBS POR THB PLUKS OJ' TBBTH. 180_... 

Pltch In IDCbel 1!0-: 
J Nambrrof 

Tae&h 
1 1! 1l 1f 2 2i 2l 

160_..._ 
8 . ..; 

- - - - - - - 150_..., 
18 129 160 198 225 257 289 821 886 

...; 

14 69 ff1 104 121 189 166 178 208 [ 140-j 15 49 62 74 86 99 111 128 148 
16 40 60 69 69 79 89 99 191 .. 
17 84 42 50 59 67 75 84 101 e. 180 ~ 

18 80 87 45 52 59 67 74 89 ~ ~ 
20 25 81 87 48 49 56 62 74 Cl 120..........., 
22 22 27 88 89 48 49 54 66 s ..; 
24 20 25 80 86 40 45 49 59 S' 110~ 26 18 28 'l7 82 87 41 46 55 .. ...; 
80 17 21 25 29 88 87 41 49 f 40 15 18 21 25 28 82 86 42 100 ..¡ 60 18 15 19 22 2lí 28 81 87 r 80 12 ... 17 20 28 26 29 85 oo-j 100 11 14 ... . .. 22 25 28 84 r.r 

150 18 16 19 21 24 'l7 82 o ... ... so-4 Rack 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 80 

~ :1 
OXNTEBS POR THR PAOBS OP TEBTH 70-:] 

12 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 15 oo-J,. 
15 ... 7 8 10 11 12 14 17 

60.,........., 20 6 8 9 11 12 14 15 18 
80 7 9 10 12 14 16 18 21 ..; 

40 8 ... 11 18 15 17 19 28 
40_...-i 60 ... 10 12 14 16 18 20 25 

80 9 11 18 15 17 19 21 26 
100 ... ... ... . .. 18 20 22 . .. 

~~ 
150 ... . .. 14 16 19 21 28 'l7 
R.elt 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 80 

1 

N.B. This figure ia halC the ai.ze of the original. 10 

~j 
.., ..., 

1 i 20 -; 
2,10 ..., 
~;a 80_...., 
!10' ~ 

¡;." 40 i 
e Fig. 112. 
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The unit of length in which the values of D and d are ex
pressed is one-twentieth of an inch, that being sufficiently small 
to avoid errors of a practica} maguitude. 

The reduction of this system to a divided scale is necessarijy 
more complex than when a single are only is employed. But, as 
above stated (p. 130), I contrived in 1838 for that purpose, the 
Odontograph, which l will now describe. This instrument Ül at 
present very generally employed as well in England as on the 
Continent,• as the works quotcd in the note will show, and, as 1 
am informed, with complete success. 

Fig. 112 representa the Odontograph exactly half the size of the 
original; but as it is merely formed out of a sheet of card-paper, 
this figure will enable any one to make it for use. The side 
1\"T.M which corresponda to the line QT q in fig. 111, is straight, 
and the line TC makes an angle of exactly 75° with it, and 
corresponda to the radius A T of the wheel. This side NT .... V is 
graduated into a scale of half inches, each half inch being 
divided into ten parts, and the half inch divisions are numbered 
both ways from T. 

184. One example will show the mode of using this instrument. 
Let it be required to describe the form of a tooth for a wheel of 

Fig. 113. 29 teeth, of 3 inches pitch. De
scribe from a centre A, fig. 113, 
an are of the given pitch circle, 
and upon it set off DE, equal to 
the pitch, and bisected in m. 
Draw radiallines DA, EA. For 
the are within the pitch circle 
apply the slant edge of the in
strument to the radial line AD, 
placing its extremity D on the 
pitcb circle, as in the figure. In 
tbe Table headed, Centers for the 
FlanluJ of Teeth, look down the 
column of 3 inch pitch, and op
posite to 30 teeth, which is the 

A nearest number to that required., 
will be found the number 49. The point g indicated on the 
drawing-board by the position of this number on the seale of 
equal parta, marked Scale of Cente'rs for the Fla1tluJ of Teeth, is 

* Yide Laboulaye, CiMfiUltiqru, 1861, p. 221. Bour, Cotm d~ Mi~, 
p. 206. De la Goupilliere, Traüé du Mécani8niU, 1864, p. 111. Weiabach, 1.N 
M~chanik, 3ter Theil, 1860, p. 126, &c. 
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the center required, from which the are mp must be drawn with 
the radios gm. 

The center for the are mn, or face, whieh lies outside the pitch 
circle, is formed in a manner precisely similar, by applying the 
slant edge of the instrument to the radialline EA. The number 
21 obtained from the lower table, will indicate the position f of 
the required center upon the lower scale. In using the instru
ment, it is only necessary to recollect, that the scale employed 
and the point m always lie on the two opposite sides of the radial 
line to which the instrument is applied. 

The curve nmp is also true for an annular wheel of the same 
radios and number of teeth, n becoming the root and p the point 
of the teeth. For a rack, the pitch line DE becomes a right 
líne, and DA, EA, perpendiculars to it, at a distance equal to 
the pitch. 

185. Numbers for pitches not inserted in the tablea may be 
obtained by direct proportion from the column of some other 
pitch : thus for 4-ineh pitch, by doubling those of 2-inch, and for 
half-inch pitch by halving those of inch pitch. Also, no tabular 
numbers are given for twelve teeth in the upper table, beeause 
within the pitch circle their teeth are radial linea. • 

• In !act, in th11 actual instrument 1 have inBerted oolumns for f, ¡, t• .¡, f, a.nd 3l 
piteh, whieh are omitted in fig. 112 for wa.nt of room, and llre indeed searcely necessary, 
as the numbers are so easily obtained from the oolumns given. 

It is unnecessary to ha ve numbers corresponding to every wheel, for the error pro
duced by taking those which belong to the nearest as directed, is so IIDlall as to be un
apprecia.ble in praetice. I have calculated the amount and nature of these errors by 
way of obtllining a principie for the nnmber and arrangement of the wbeels selected. 
It ia unueccsaary to go at length into these calculations, whicb result from very simple 
coneidemtions, but I will brietly state the resulta. 

The difference of form between the tooth of oue wbeel aud of another is due to hro 
caUIIB8, (1) the difference of curvature, whicb is provided for in the Odontograph by 
placing the compasses at the different points of the scale of equal p&rtl!, (2) the varia
tion of the angle DA.E (tig. 113), which is met by placing the instrument upon the two 
radii in succession. . 

The drst cause is the onlv on"' witb which theee ealculations are ooncerned. Now 
in three-inch pitcb the greatest difference of form produced by mere curvature in the 
portian of tooth which lies beyond the pitcb circle, is only ·04 incb between the ex
treme casee of a pinion of twelve and a rack, and in the acting part of tbe are within 
the pitch circle is ·1 inch, so that BH all tbe otber fonns lie between these, it is clear 
tbat if we select only four or five exa.mples for the outer side of tbe tooth and ten or 
twelTe for the inner side, that we CllD never incur an error of more tban the 11kth of 
liD incb in thrt>e-incb pitch by always tllking thf' nE>arest numb6r in the manner 
direeted, and a proportionably smaller error in smaller pitcbes. But to ensure this, the 
eelected nnmbers should be so taken, that their respective fonns shalllie between the 
extremes at equal distances. Now it sppears that tbe variation of form is mucb 
greater among the teeth of small numbers than among the larger ones, snd tbat in 
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186. But if it be not required that wheels shaU work in a set, 
the construction of fig. 109 may be readily adapted to particular 
cases : thus, if a pin-wheel be required, the pin is evidently 
already a tooth, whose acting edge is an are of a circle. And 
supposing K to remove to an infinite distance, AP and B Q will 
become perpendicular to PTQ, and the points P and Q coincide 
respectively wit.b R and S. If S therefore be the center of tbe 
pin, R will be that of the tooth which is to drive it, and the point m 
should be assumed somewhere between T and S, and Tm may be 
about half the pitch, 8m being manifestly the radius of the pin. 

Again, if the side of the tooth ( of the lef~hand wheel, for 
example) is required to be a radial line, in imitation of the second 
solution (Art. 140), this, as already explained (Art. 177), will 
remove its tooth-center to an infinite distance, and the point l 
will be found by drawing Ak perpendicular to k TK. Join DA, 
and the intersection of this line with PTQ will give the center of 
the tooth which is to work with the radial tooth ; a1so AR, the 
perpendicular from A upon PTQ, is the radial tooth, and R is 
the point through which the are must be struck, and the angle 
R T A must be of such a magnitude as will make TR equal to 
about half the pitch, since R is the point at which the exact action 
takes place. 

187. The Odontograph is also applicable to the obtaining a 
correct form for the clltters used in forming metal wheels out of 
plain discs ; for since the forro of the cutter is that of the space 
between two contiguous teeth, we have only to describe a pair of 
teeth in any given case, in order to obtain the forro of the cutter. 
In making, however, a set of cutters, especially for small pitches, 
it is by no means necessary to make one for every wheel, as the 
forros for numbers of teeth that lie together are so nearly alike, 
that the errors of workmanship would entirely destroy the dif
ference. 

The variation of forro, however, is much leBB among high num
bers than in low ones. For example, the diJFerence of form 

fact the numbers in the two followiDg seriPs are so arraoged that the lllllftll corft

sponding ro them poss11ss this required property. 
For the outer eide of the tooth, 12, U, 17, 21, 26, s•. •7, 73, U8, Rack. 
For the inner side, 12, 13, U, ló, 16, J7, 19, 22, 26, 33, 46, 87, Rack. 
Now tbes11 numbers, altbough etrictly oomocl, would be very inconvenient and un- 1 

couth in prsctice if employed for a table lilte that in quelltion, where convt>nienee 
manifeetly rtquiree that tbe numbers, if not coneecutive, ahould ahrays proceed eitht>r 
by twoa or ftve.e, or by wbole tena, and so on. They are only given u guidee in the 
selection, nnd by comparing tbcm witll the actual table, their use in the formation of 
the lirst oolumn will be evident. 
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between a cutter for 150 teeth, and one for 300, is not greater 
tban that between cutters for 16 and 17 teeth. 

This being the case, it appeared worth while to investigate 
some rule by which the necessary cutters c~uld be determined for 
a set of wheels, so as to incur the least possible chance of error. 
To this eifect 1 calculated, by a method sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose, the following series of what may be termed equi
distant values of cutters; tbat is, a table of cutters so arranged, 
that the same difference of form exists between any two con
secutive numbers. 

TABLE OF EQUIDISTANT V ALUES FOR CUTTERS . 

1 2 3 4 • • 7 8 • 10 ll ~ .. ~" 161718192021 22 2324 

~ No.of Rack ---------- - -------
300160 lOO 76 6060143 38 suo 27 2623 21 20191716 )( 16 H 13 )( Teeth 2 

This will be a guide in the selection of the wbeel to which each 
cutter ahall be accurately adapted after it has been determined how 
many are necessary in a set. For example, if a single cutter 
were thought sufficient for very small wheels, it had better be 
accurately adapted to teeth of 25, for that value is intermediate 
between the two extremes. If three cutters are to suffice for the 
whole set, then 76, 25, and 15 must be selected, of which the 
cntter 76 may be used for all teeth from a rack to 38, the cutter 
25 from 38 to 19, and the cutter 15 from 19 to 12, and so on. I 
find that in the shapes of cutters, the greatest difference of form 
is at the apex of the tooth ( that is, at the base of the cutter ), and 
amoonts to •25 inch in 2-inch pitch, when the teeth have the 
usual addendum ; from this the diiference may be ascertained for 
any smaller pitch, and as many cutters interposed as the work
man's notion of his own powers of accuracy may induce him to 
think necessary. 

Thus if tbe hundredth of an inch be his limit of accuracy in 
forming cutters, and he is making a set for balf-inch pitch, where 
the difference of form is i x ·25 or ·06 nearly, then half a dozen 
cutters will be sufficient, and these must be made as nearly as 
po88ible to suit the wheels of 150, 50, 30, 21, 16, 13. 

188. In the epicycloid abe (fig. 83, p. 86) join Tb, and let 
TOb=~, AT=R, and Tk=2r, then radius ofcurvature at b = 
!_r_(R+ r). sin~ (Peacock's E:ramples, p. 195), and this radios 

R+2r 2 
passes through T, for Tb is a normal to abe at b. ' N ow Tb = 2r 
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. sin ~' and it makes an angle with the line of centers= .,. 2 tJ, = 8, 

suppose ; therefore sin cp = cos 8. Hence the distance of the cen
. 2 

ter of curvature at b from T 

= { 4r · (R+r} -2r} .sin t/>= 2!!!:.._. cos 8, 
R+2r 2 R+2r 

which expreBBion becomes identical with the value of D in Art. 

178, if we put 2r= -P 6 • 
sm u 

lt appears therefore that if, in fig. 109, mn were an are of an 
epicycloid whose base were the pitch circle, and diameter of the 

describing circle = !1"_;, then would Pm be ita radius of curvature 
smu 

at m ; and in like manner ([m can be shown to be the radius of 
curvature of the corresponding hypocycloid mp. 

Consequently teeth described by this method approximate to 
epicycloidal teeth, and wh~n described in sets by the Odontograpb, 
approximate to those of the third solution (Art. 119). Heoce 
the rules that have been given for the least numbers, and the 
length or addenda of all such teeth, may also be applied to these. 

189. In all the figures of teeth hitherto given the teeth are 
symmetrical, so that they will act whether the wheels be tume<l 
one way or the other. If a machine be of such a nature that the 
wheels are only required to tum in one direction, the strength of 
the teeth may be doubled by an alteration of form, exhibited in 
fig. 114, and suggested by me in 1838.• 

This representa a portion of the circumference of a pair of 
wheels, of which the lowest is the driver, and always moves in 

Fig.ll4. 
the direction of the arrow, 
consequently the right side 
of ita teeth and the left side 
of the follower's teeth are tbe 
only portions that are ever 
called into action; and these 
sides are formed exactly as 
usual. But the back of each 
tooth, both in the driver and 
follower, is proposed to be 
bounded by an are of an 
involute, as eg or cb. 

The bases of these involutes being proportional to the pitch 
* lra111. of ln1titvte of OitlillDttgi_,.,, -vol. ü. 
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circles, they will during the motion be sure to clear each other, 
because, geometrically speaking, they would, if the wheels moved 
the reverse way, work together correctly; but the inclination of 
their common normal to the line of centers is too great for the 
transmission of pressure. The effect of this shape is to produce 
a very strong root, by taking away matter from the extremity of 
the tooth, where the ordinary form has more than is required for 
strength, and adding it to the root. 

190. In Hooke's system, under its second form (Art. 71 ), it 
has been shown that the point of contact travels during the 
motion of the wheels from one side to the other ; a fresh contact 
always beginning on the first side just before the last contact has 
qnitted the other side. To ensure this, the teeth of the wheels in 
each section B (fig. 52) must be so formed that when the angu
lar velocity ratio is constant the teeth may begin and end contact 
on the line of centers; otherwise, if the teeth were formed u pon 
the principies of the previous articles of tbis cbapter, it is evident 
that the sliding contact of tbe teetb before and after the line of 
centers would still remain. The simplest mode of effecting tbis 
object is to make tbe flanks of tbe teetb radial, as in tbe Recond 
solution, and their faces any are of a circle that willlie within the 
epicycloidal face required by that solution. If, for example, tbe 
portion of tooth tbat lies beyond tbe pitch line be a complete 
semicircle wbose center is upon that line, tbis condition will be 
oomplied with. 1 have described the teetb of B, fig. 52, in this 
manner. The figures A and C are nearly the same as Hooke's, 
but he has given no front view of bis wbeels, and has said 
nothing respecting the forms of the teetb. 

To describe the teeth of wheels when their azes are not parallel. 
191. To describe the teeth of bevil-wheels, let A CT, ATD, 

fig. 115, be tbe pitch eones of a pair of bevil-wbeels described as 
in Arts. 40, 41; .4. T their line of contact.. Let AE T be any 
otber cone also lying in contact with A T D along .A T, and 
having its apex a.t A ; therefore the axes of tbe tbree eones will 
be in the same plane ABF. Also tbe circnmferences of tbeir 
bMes being at the same distance A T from A, will lie on the 
surface of a spbere whose center a.nd radius are A and A T. 

Let the three eones revolve round their axes witb the same 
relative velocity as would be produced by tbe rolling contact of 
their surfaces, then tbe line of contact will always be A T, and 
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(calling the intermediate cone AET the describing cone) a line11m 
upon the surface of the describing cone directed to the common 
apex will generate one surface ompn on the outnde of the cone 
A 1'D, and another surface smrn on the inside of the cone .A.CT. 

F¡g. 116. 
e 

F 

Also, these surfaces will touch along the descrihing line nm, 
for since pon mis generated by the rolling of the describing oone 
u pon the surface of the cone AD T, the motion of ~tm is at every 
instant perpendicular to the line of contact A T; and therefore, 
the normal plane at nm to the surface generated by nm will pass 
through .A. T. And in like manner, the normal plane to the 
surface rsnm will pass through AT; therefore the surfaces t.ouch 
along nm. 

If these surfaces he employed as teeth, and the rotation of the 
cone ATD be communicated to the cone A CT by their contact 
action, the angular velocity ratio will, frmn the mode of their 
generation, he precisely the same as that produced by the rolling 
contact of the conical surfaces; for at the beginning of the motion 
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op and rs coincide with A T, and in the position of the figure the 
ares To, Ts respectively described by the bases of the two eones 
are each equal to Tm, and therefore themselves equal. 

192. The are om is an are of a spherical epicycloid* whose 
base is the cone ADT, and describing cone the cone AET; and 
in like manner sm is an are of a spherical hypocycloid whose base 
is the cone ATe, and dP.Scribing cone AET. But in practice, 
the portion of spherical surface occupied by these ares, when 
employed for teeth, ill a narrow belt extending to a small distance 
only from ToD and TsC. The surface, therefore, of eones tan
gent to the sphere along TD and Te may be substituted for that 
of the sphere itself, as follows: draw B TF perpendicular to A T, 
and intersecting the axes of the two eones in F and B; then BF 
revolving round A F will genera te a conical surface tangent to the 
sphere along the base TD of the cone ADT, and tbe same line 
BF revolving round AB will generate a conical surface tangent 
to the sphere along the base Ts e of the con e A e T. 

And since the are mo, which really líes in tbe spherical surface, 
is very short in practice, it may be supposed, without sensible 
error, to lie in the surface of the tangent cone FTD, and to be 
described with a circle whose diameter is equal to that of thc base 
of the describing cone. And in like manner, the are sm may be 
snpposed to be described with a similar circle upon the surface of 
the tangent cone BTC. 

193. Now by developing these conioal tangent surfaces into 
planes we obtain a ready practica! mode of describing the teeth, 
which was ñrst suggested by Tredgold. t 

• l>EFnanolf. If a cone .J.BC be made to roll u pon another flxf'd cone .J.DCE in 
such a mannPr that their summita Á always coincide; thPn a tracing point C in th~ 
circumfen-nce ol' the base of the rolling cone will trace a kiud of epicycloid Ckm, 

Fig. 116. 

D 

whieh will plainly lie on the surf~ce of a sphere wbose center is A anu rauius AC, 
1rhenee thi1 l'Urve ÍS termf'd a &pMrlcal epicyc/()id. lf tbe Cona rol! On tbe concave 
lillrfacf'l of th" base, the cur\'e bi'COmes a &pAerical hypocyc{,qjd. 

t Buchanan's.&sayson Mill-WQrk, by Tredgold, 1823, p.I03; ornew ed.l841, p. 69. 
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Let AB, A e, fig. 117 be the axes meeting in A, A T the line 
of contact, l, lt the rolling frusta described by Art. 41. Draw 
B Te perpendicular to A T, and meeting the axes in B and C; 
with center B and radius B T describe a circle Tf, and with 

Fig. 117. centre C and radius CT 
describe a circle T~. Also 
describe the frusta n and m 
which will be frusta of the 
tangent eones to the spbe
rical surface at the bases of 
the rolling frusta l and A, as 
above explained. The cir
cle Tfwill be the develop
ment of the face of n, and 
Te that of the face of m; 
and it follows from the de
monstration in Art. 192, 
that if the circumferences 
of these circles be treated 
as the pitch lines of a pair 
of ordinary spur-wheels, and 

teeth described upon them according to any of the rules Jaid 
down for such wheels, that these teeth when transferred to tbe 
conical surfaces will communicate the desired constant velocity 
ratio. The following practica! mode of completing tbe bevil
wheel is easily deduced from the above. 

194. Prepare a solid of revolution whose axis is A e, and tbe 
section of whose edge is represented at abcd, as bounded by two 
parallel conical surfaces ab, cd, and by a third eh, whose generat
ing line is directed to A. 

This surface is to be cut into teeth, and therefore tbe portion 
cb projects beyond the surface of the pitch cone, by a sufficient 
q uantity to contain the projections of the teeth beyond that sur
fa ce, as shown at Te. For the tmrface ah is plainly the same as 
tbat which has been developed at Ters. The teeth there figured 
must be cut out of thin metal and wrapped round this conical 
surface, so as to allow their outlines to be traced upon it. · They 
may then be cut out, observing that a line passing through A 
must lie in complete contact with every point of the side of the 
tooth contained between ba and cd, or in other words, that the 
acting surfaces of the teeth are generated by the motion of a line 
one of whose ex'tremities always passes through A, and the other 
is made to follow the outline traced out upon the surface ah. 
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The usual method for large wheels is to develope also the 
interior surface cd, making a new construction for it precisely 
similiar to that employed for the exterior surface ab. 

If separate wooden cogs are employed, they are ñrst ñtted and 
ñxed into their mortises, then the conical surfaces ab, be, cd 
formed upon them in the lathe, and the outlines of the two ends 
ab, cd traced by patterns derived from the two constructions. 
They are then taken out separately, and easily shaped by careful 
planing in straight lines from one outline to the other. The 
same method is employed for the large wooden patterns that are 
used in casting wheels, and in which the teeth are made in 
eeparate pieces, to allow of this method of shaping. 

195. Let the radius TD ot' the base of the frustum k.= R, and 
the radius TC of the developed pitch circle=r. Also the semi-

angle T AD of the rolling cone =K; ther¿ore r= R rr Whence 
COBA 

the action of the teeth in any bevil-wheel is equivalent to that 

of a spur-wheel of the same pitch whose radios is 0: K; also if 

Nbe the number of teeth in the bevil-wheel, NKwill be those 
cos 

of the spur-wheel. 
This is a reason for the superior action of bevil-wheels over 

spur-wheels of the same number of teeth, for spur-wheels always 
act the better the more teeth they have, and it appears that a 
bevil-wheel is always equivalent in its action toa spur-wheel of 
a greater number of teeth. 

When a pair of bevils have equal numbers of teeth, and their 
axes are at right angles, they are termed mitre-wheels; in this 
case 

8=45°, and - 1-e= 1•4; 
cos . 

therefore the action of a mitre wheel is nearly equivalent to that 
of a spur-wheel with half as many more teeth. 

196. Face-wheel geering (Art. 65) is almost driven out of prac
tice by the employment of bevil-wheels; but it may be sometimes 
used with advantage, and its principies are worth investigating. 

Let two face-wheels with cylindrical pina exactly alike in every 
respect be placed in geer, as in ñg. 118, with their axes at right 
angles; not meeting in a point, but having their common per
pendicular fe equal to the diameter of the pina. Then will these 
wheels revolve together with a constant angular velocity ratio. 

L 2 
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For let the pin whose center is a in the upper wheel, be in 
contact with the pin whose axis is at d in the lower wheel. Draw 

Fig.ll8. 
fh parallel to the axis of the lower wheel, and 
ab perpendicular opon jb. Also through e the 
center of the lower wheel draw a line parallel to 
the axis of the upper wheel, and thereiore per· 
pendicular to the plane of the paper, and let de 
be a perpendicular opon this line from the axis 
of the pin d, therefore ah is the sine of the an

r-=:H':-:1-'t=-~.._._, guiar distance of a from jh, which is parallel to 
the axis of the lower wheel, and de is the sine 
of the angular distance of d from a line drawn 
through e parallel to the axis of the upper 

wheel. But a is removed to the left of d by a horizontal distance 
equal to tbe diameter of the pins, and b is removed to the left 
of e by a horizontal distance equal to fe, wbich is also by hypo
thesis equal to the diameter of the pins; therefore ah= de, and 
the angular motion is equal. 

The pin a appears in the figure to cut the pin g, but a little 
consideration will sbow that the circular motion of the lower 
wheel removes this pin to a sufficient distance from the plane of 
the upper wheel to clear the ends of the pins of the latter. 

197. lf, bowever, wbich is generally tbe case, the diameter of 
the wbeels be different and their axes meet, then suppoaing one 

.Fig. 119. 

Fig. 120. 

e 

a 
Fig. 121. 

of them, as in this figure, to have cylindrical pins or staves, the 
other must have cogs whose acting surfaces are those of solids oí 
revolution. The axes of these solids may, or may not, coincide 
with the centers of the cogs. lf they do, the cogs are easily 
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formed in the lathe. The generating curve of these solida may 
be found as follows. 

In fig. 120, C is the center of the pin-wheel, the pins of which 
are supposed to have no sensible diameter, the axis of the pin
wheel is perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and that of the 
cog-wheel is parallel to it, and meets the first axis in a point 
whose projection is C. PAP' is the pitch line of the pin-wheel, 
and pAm, the projection of the pitch line of the cog-wheel A 
their point of contact. 

Let P be one of the pins, fm the axis of the so lid of revolution, 
or eog, which is to work with it, pPJ the generating curve of the 
solid. Fig. 121 is a plan of the cog-wheel, t the point of contact, 
m the seat of mf, and the concentric circles the plans of the cog; 
the large one at the level of mp, and tbe small one at the level of 
Pn. 

Let the radius AC=r, at=R, and the angular distance of mf 
from the plane of centcrs, or maA = tf>; 

••• Am=R. sin cf>. 
Let mN=x, NP(=An)=y, ACP=e, mp=p; 

then we ha ve ( 1) !1 = r. versin e. 
x=r. sin e-R sin cf>, for Nm=Pn-Am. 

Also, since the velocities of the pitch circles are equal by sup
position, and p and P coincide at A, therefore the are AP in fig. 
120, must be equal to the are tm in fig. 121,+the radios mp of 
the base of the solid very nearly. 

,., r/1-p d . e . { re-p} ( ) .· . .,= --¡¡-• an x=r sm -R sm - R · 2 • 

From (1) and (2) the curve pPfmay be constructcd by points, 
anda curve for a pin of any required diameter derivM from it, by 
tracing it at a normal distance from pPf equal to the radius of 
the pin, as in the case of common trundles ( Art. 129 ). 

198. The cog pPJ, supposing it to drive, is necessarily moving 
in the direction of the arrow, and receding from the plane of 
ceot~rs ; but Ü we consider the relative positious of the approach
ing pin P, and cog p,P,J, on the other side of the plane of centers, 
at an equal angular distance e, and therefore with the same value 
of y, we get the corresponding value of x, or x,=R sin cf>,-r.sin e 
lif>,=m,at), 

and t/>,= re; 1'; 

••• Rtf>,-re=p=re-Rcf>; 
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whence it follows that 
R. sin c¡,,-r. sin 0< r. sin 0-R. sin e¡,; 

that is, :r, < :r. 
This curve p,P,f,, therefore, is not the same as pPf, but will 

lie within it. But if the cogs are turned in the lathe, the axis of 
the solid of revolution will coincide with the center, and the 
smallest curve of tbe two must necessarily be used ; and therefore 
the action will only be maintained while the cylindrical pin lies 
between the cog and the plane of centers ; and as receding action 
is preferable to approaching action, it follows that the cylindrical 
pin must be given to the driver and the cogs to the follower, if 
the cogs be turned in a lathe. But fig. 121 shows that the point 
of contact of the cogs on one side of the line of centers, as m,, is 
very nearly confined to the half of each cog which lies within the 
pitch circle, and that on the other side as m to the portion which 
lies without. By making the outer portion of each cog of the 
form p,P,J,, and the inner portion of the form pPJ, we may have 
action on both sides the plane of centers at pleasure. 

199. This shows the possibility of forming the cogs of face
wheels so as to communicate motion with a constant velocity ratio. 
In practice, the forro ofthe cogs may be obtained by finding two or 
three points for the curve pPJ, which may be done on the drawing 
board by constructing a diagram similar to figs. 120 and 121, but 
in which the cogs and pins shall be placed in two or three ditferent 
successive distances from the plane of centers. In small wooden 
mill-work, the cogs used to be turned in the lathe and with round 
shanks, and consequently made complete solida of revolution, as 
in fig. 119 ; but in the larger wheels each cog bad its acting face 
shaped into segments of solids of revolution of considerably greater 
diameter than the cog itself. 

In this kind of geering, however, the surfaces of the teeth touch 
only in a single point ;* while in bevil-geer, as we ha ve set-n 
(Art. 68), the contact is along a line directed to the point of 
intersection of tbe axes. The abrasion is therefore less in the 
latter, but the convenience of forming the cogs in the lathe 
sometimes occasions the face-geer to be used even now in light 
machinery or models. 

* To use the 'll'onls of a practical American millwright, in speaking of wooden fa..-e 
geers, 'the disadvantage of face geers is the smallness of the bearing, so that they 
wear out very fast, for if the bearing of cogs be small, and the stress 110 great t.h&t 
they cut one another, th~y will wear exceedingly fast; but if it be •o l~e &Dd the 
stress so light that they only polish one another, they will wear . very loug.'-Oliver 
Erans, Young Mülwrielú'8 GuüU, Art. 80. 
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~n face-geering, a dero.ngement in the relative position of the 
wheel ami trundle, if it take place in a line parallel to the axis of 
the latter, will not interfere with the action of the geering. 

200. Tbe surfaces adapted for teetb in the case of rolling hy
perboloids, Art. 42, might be obtained in a similar manner to 
those of rolling eones, by taking an intermediate describing hy
perboloid; but it does not appear possible to derive from this any 
rules sufficiently simple for application. This kind of wheel is 
only employed to enable the two axes to pass each other, which is 
impossible in conical wheels; and, on account of the imperfection 
of their rolling action, explained in Art. 42, the axes should be 
brought as close together as possible, by which the solida will 
approximate nearly to a pair of rolling eones. The teeth sbould 
be small and numerous, and therefore the frusta should be placed 
as far as convenient from the common perpendicular of tbe axes. 
When the frusta have been described by Art. 49, the forma of the 
teeth may be obtained with sufficient approximation by treating 
these frusta similarly to those in fig. 117, that is, draw a line per
pendicular to tr at r (fig. 30, Art. 50), this will intersect the 
axis at sorne point beyond K; take this point for the apex of a 
eone whose base shall coincide with that of the rolling frustum 
KP, develope its surface and describe the ~eth as in Art. 193. 

An interior surface, corresponding to cd in fig. 117, must also 
be developed and the teeth traced u pon it; the relative position 
of these interior forms to those already traced upon the exterior 
surface, will be determined by drawing an inclined line at the 
pitch surface, according to the method of Art. 70. · 

The principal machine in w hich these skew bevils are employed 
is that which is known by the name of the bobbin and fly frame, 
in the cotton manufacture. 

201. To communicate motion by mean8 of involutes betweeu treo 
az~~ inclined without meeting.* 

Fig. 104 represents, as airead y explained, a pair of wheels whose 
teeth are formed of ares of involutes, the point of contact of which 
is always situated in the common tangent DE of the bases. 

In this figure the wheels are in the same plane, and their axes 
consequently parallel. Suppose now that the plane of one wheel 
be inclined to the other by turning on the line DE, in the manner 
of a hinge, so that this line shall be the intersection of the two 
planes, but that the position of each wheel in its own plane with 
respect to this line shall not be altered. The inclination of the 

• Tbis property of involutes is due to M. Ollivier. Vide Bulktin de la &c. d' En· 
couragemmt, tom. uviii. p. 430. 
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axes will be however changed, but they will not meet, and their 
common perpendicular will be equal to DE. Since DE is the 
locus of contact, it is clear that this motion will not disturb the 
angular pm;ition of either wheel in its own plane ; and hence the 
angular velocity ratio of the wheels will remain constant and un
alterad by· the change of position. lnvolute wheels, therefore, 
may be employed to communicate a constant velocity ratio between 
axes that are inclined at any angle to each other, but which do 
not meet. 

But the demonstration supposes the wheels to be very thin, 
since they coincide with the planes that meet in the line DE, and 
the invariable points of contact are situated in this line. The 
edge of one of the wheels must be in practice rounded so that it 
may touch the other teeth in a point only. 

ON CA:MS AND SCREWS. 

202. Having disposed of the teeth of wheels, we may now 
return to the remaining combinations in which sliding contact is 
employed to communicate a constant velocity ratio between two 
pieces. 

If the motion of these pieces be limited to a not very con
siderable anp;le, or if one of them moves in a short rectilinear 
path in the manner of a rack, any of the pairs of curves in the 
first partofthischapter{in Arts.ll6 to 127)may be employed in 
the single forros there shown, instead of being reduccd to short 
ares, and placed in successive order as teeth. To avoid un
necessary detailR, I shall confine myself to the examination of 
the cases in which one of these curves is reduced to a pin, as in 
the First Solution; for this method is generally preferred, ~nd it 
has this advantage, that whereas greatcr friction is introduccd 
w hen a long curved pi ate is substituted for a series of teeth, • the 
pin can be made into a ro1ler, and thus the abrasion which would 
tend to destroy the forro of the curved edge is transferred to the 
axis of the roller, which can be easily repaired when worn out. 

203. In ñg. 122, A is the center of motion of a revolving plate 
in which a slit a b is pierced, having parallel si des so as to embrace 
and nearly fit a pin m, which is can-ied by a bar CD ñtted 
between guides so as to be capable of sliding in the direction of 
its lcngtb. 

* By ca.rrying the point of rontact farther from tl:e :ine of ~nters (Art. 32). 
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If tbe plate revolve in the direction of the arrow the inner side 
of the slit presses against the pin and moves it further from the 
eenter .A, but when the plate revolves in the opposite direction 
tbe outer edge of the slit acts against the pin and moves it in the 
opposite direction. 

H the curved edges of t.he slit be involutes of the circle whose 
radius is .Ae, where .Ae is a perpendicular upon the path m tt,of the 

Fig. 122. 

J.) 

bar, it appears from Art. 133 that the velocity ratio of plate abd 
bar will be constant, and the linear velocity of the bar equal to 
that of the point e of the plate. But if any other vt'locity ratio 
be required, let Pe ( fig. 123) be the path of the sliding bar, P the 
pin, .A the center of the curve, aP the curve. 

Let c.AP=,¡,, PAa=O, .Ae=a, AP=r, then while a has moved 
from e toa, let Phave moved from e to P; so that ca=m x cP; 
preserving a constant ve)ocity ratio during the motion; 

••• lJ+cl>=mxtan,¡,. 

But tan,¡,= .Vrs=t.l', and ,¡,=cos-•1!.; 
a r 

a m ---. • 
. ·.8 + cos-1· = ·- -/r1 - a1 lB equat10n to curve. 

r a 

If the velocity of the circumference of the circle ( radiue A e) 
equals the linear velocity of the bar, 

ca=eP, and ••• m= 1; 
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which ia the equation to the involute of the circle as it ougbt 
to be.• 

lf, hnwever, the line Pe of thc follower's path pass through the 
center A, then since equal nngles described to tbe curve are w 
produce equal dHFerences of radial distance in the pin, the cu"e 
becomes evidently the spiral of Archimedes ; a curve which, 
although, as we see, capable of communicating velocity in a 
constant ratio between a circular and rectilinear path, cannot be 
employed for the teeth of racks, because the pitch line puses 
through the center of the wheel 

204. Sometimes the pin, instead of being mounted on a slide, 
is carried by an arm revolving round a center E, as mE, and 
therefore describes an are of a circle. The curve is then derived 
from the first solution (Art. 129), the line of centers AE having 
been previously divided, in the ratio of the required angular 
velocities. 

The angular motion of the curved plate which is the driver is 
Fig. 12'. of course limited to the length oí the slit a h, but 

D this may be carried through severa! convolutions, 
as in fig. 124, where it is shown in the form of a 
spiral groove, excavated in the faee of a revolving 
plate, and communicating rectilinear motion w 
the bar Dm by means of the pin at its extremity 
m, which líes always in the groove. 

This may be termed a jlut •crew or pla11t 
8crew. 

205. Combinations of this kind IU!Sume a great 
many different forms, the complete exhibition of 

which belongs rather to descriptive mechanism than to the plan of 
the present. work. Thus, instead of employing the slit or groove, 
shown in these figures, the object of which is to produce aetion in 
both directions, a single curved edge may be employed, and the 
returning action produced by a weight or spring, which may be 
applied to the bar so as to keep the pin constantly in contact 
with it. 

Curved platea of this kind are termed cams, or, when sm&l~ 
tappets, and they are more used to produce varying velocity 
ratios than constant ones. For which reason 1 shall refer to 
Chapters VI. and VII. for sorne other forms in which they appear. 

206. If the path noth of driver and follower be rectilinear, the 
slit will become straight. 

* Peacock'e Ezamplu, p. 17(. 
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Let a plane rectangle CD move in its own plane in a path 
parallel to its longest side, and have 
a straight slit cut in it making an 
angle (J with that side, and let a bar 
A.B m~ving in the direction of its own 
length below this plane be provided 
with a projecting pin G which entera .zi 
the slit, the l'lit making an angle </> .A 
lrith the path of this bar. Therefore 
the paths of the plane and bar make 
mangle 8+</> with each other. 
lf the plane move through a space= Gf, draw gf parallel to 

the fi.rst position of the slit, then g will be the new position of the 
pin, and Gg the space described by the pin or bar; 

• velocity of plan e_ Gf _sin Ggf _sin </> 
• • veíooity of -bar- - Gg -sin -Gfg-sin 8, 

a constant ratio. 

H the bar m ove perpendicular} y to the plan e, 8 + </> = ;, 

and velocit! of pi~~ =tan </> or _1_ • 
veloe1ty of bar tan 8 

207. To retum to the revolving plate and bar ; if the path of 
the bar be not parallel to the plane of · Fig. 126. 

rotation of the plate, the latter must be 
formed into the cone or hyperboloid that 
would be generated by the rotation round 
ita axis of the line which is the path of 
the pin, or other point of contact of the 
bar. Thus, in fig. 126, .AB is the axis, A 
CD the sliding bar, e its pin, the path cd 
of whose acting extremity is in this case 
supposed to meet the axis. If this line cd generate a cone D 
by revolving round AB, the pin will always lie at the same depth 
in any groove excavated in the conical surface. Also, if this 
surfaee be developed, the groove ef will be the spiral of Archi· 
medes. 1 t is unnecessary to follow into detail all the forros, 
curves, and combinations, that arise in this manner. One case 
only requires more particular attention. 

208. If the path of the bar CD be parallel to the axis of 
rotation AE, the conical surface upon which the groove is traced 
will become a cylinder; and to produce a constant velocity ratio 
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the spiral groove must be at every point equally inclincd to a line 
drawn upoo the surface parallel to the axis. 

For it has beeo shown that a plane surface mh, fig. 127, moviog 
perpeodicularly to a sliding bar cd, will commuoicate motioo to 
it in a constaot ratio, by meaos of a 
straight slit pr in which lies a pio fixed 
to the bar, aod that 

!e!ocity_ of l>l!-0~ =tao ~; 
velocity of bar 

where ~ is the aogle rpd made by the 

Fig. 127. 

e 

slit with the path of the bar. J 
lf this plaoe be wrapped rouod the e!!.....l~=----t-___;,; 

... 
cylioder, keepiog its axis parallel to the 
path of the bar, the groove will become 
a spiral, ioclioed at the aogle ~ to a line 
drawn parallel to this axis. But the 
motioo given to the bar by this spiral .A 
when the cylioder revolves will be ex-

D 

actly the same as if the plaoe had passed uoder it through the 
lioe kl aod perpeodicularly to the plan e of the paper. 

The velocity of the plaoe is oow the velocity of rotatioo oí tbe 
e y lindrical surface, aod therefore we ha ve, if r be the radios 
of the cylinder, A its angular velocity, V the velocity of 
the bar, 

rA 
··v=tan ~-

If the length of the plaoe be greater thao the circumference 
of t.be cylinder, the spiral groove will encompass its surfa.ee 
through more than one revolution, and may, in this way, pro
ceed in many convolutions from one extremity of the cylinder 
to the other, its inclination to the axis of the cylinder remaining 
cont;tant and equal to ~; such a recurring spiral is termed a 
screw. 

Draw pq, qr respectively perpendicular and parallel to tbe 
path of the bar ; if pq is equal to the circumference of tlae 
cylinder, qr will be the distance between two successive COD-

volutions of the screw, aod qr= 2'":,;. This is termed the pi~cA 
. tao .,.. 

of the screw, from its aoalogy to the pitch of a rack or toothed 
wheel. Every revolution of the screw carries the bar througb. a 
space equal to the pitch. 

209. The screw is sometimes made in this elementary Coma, 
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consitatiog of a simple spiral groove, with distaot com·olutioos, 
wbich gives motion to a slide, by means of a pin fixed to the 
latter, and lying in the groove; for example, the screw by wh:ch 
the wick of the common Argand lamp is adjusted in height is 
always made in this form. But, generally, screws receive a 
more complex arrangement, in the following manner. 

Firstly, the inclination of the spiral to the axis is made small, 
and the convolutions of the groove brought close together. The 
ridge which separates two contiguous F' 8 ¡g. 12 • 
grooves is a spiral precisely resembling that 
of the groove in inclination, and in the 
number and pitch of its convolutions. This 
ridge is termed the thread of the screw, and 
acoording to the form of its section the 
llCrew is said to have a square thread as at 
.A, an angular thread as at B, or a round 
thread as at C. 

Secondly, instead of a single pin e let other pins f and g be 
also fixed to the bar opposite to the other convolutions ; then, since 
each pin will receive an equal velocity from the revolving 
cylinder, the motion of the bar will be effected as before, with 

F¡g. 129. 

Fig. 130. 

Fig. 131. 

the advantage of an increased number of points of contact. But 
this series of pins is generally thrown into the shape of a short 
comb, the outline of which exactly fits that of the threads of the 
screw, as at C, fig. 129.* Tbis is the most ancient fonn in wbich 
the screw was employed. It appears to be that which is described 
by Pappus.t 

210. Most commonly, however, tbe piece which receives the 
action of the screw is provided with a cavity embracing the 

• The eame Rpedient may be reaort~d to in thP iiRt spil'l\l of ilg. 124, which is, in 
lact, a f!at eerew; and on the eame principie a screw may be formed on a eonical or 
h¡perboloidal 1111rl'ace. 

t Pappi MatA. Col. Oommarrdini, lib. viii. p. 332. 
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. screw, and fitting its thread completely, as shown in sectíon in 
fig. 130, beiog in fact a hollow screw, correspooding in every 
respect to the solid screw. Such a piece is termed a r~ut, and 
the hollow screw, a female 1crew. 

These modificatioos are ooly introduced · to distribute the 
press~e of the screw upoo a greater surface ; for as the actioo. 
of the thread upoo every section of the out through its axis is 
exactly the same as that of fig. 129, the result of all these con
spiring actions is the same : oamely, that the piece to which the 
comb or out is attached advaoces in a direction parallel to the 
axis of the screw, and describes a space equal to as many pitches 
as the screw has performed revolutions. 

211. A screw may be right ltanded or left handed, that is, 
looking at the screw in a vertical position, the thread may incline 
upwards to the right, as in fig. 129, orto the left, as in fig. 131. 

The majority of screws are right handed, the left handed are 
only employed when the conditions of the mechanism require 
them. The respective motions of these two classes may be die
tinguished by the following rule. Supposing the screw to be 
movable and its nut fixed, it will, if right haoded, enter its nut 
when tumed in the direction of the hands of a watch, and vice 
veri!A. 

AJ,;o, if the nut be movable and the screw fixed, the nut Will 
descend the right-handed screw when tumed in that direction. 

Consequently if the screw be left handed, it must be turned 
counter clockwise to eoter a fixed nut, or put a movable out in 
action upon the extremity of its screw. 

212. Wheo the comb or rack form (fig. 129) is used instead of 
a out, this farther modificatioo is sometimes employed, that the 
screw is made short and the rack ·Ieogthened, as in fig. 132. In 

Fig. 132. 

Fig. 133. 

A 

both these cases, the length of the path that may be described 
by the bar, without allowing aoy portioo of the screw or rack to 
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quit contact at the extremities of the motion, will be the differ
ence between the lengths of the screw and rack. 

From this latter modification, we easily pass to the so-called 
tndless screw. • In this contri vanee, the screw C is «:mployed to 
communicate rotation to a revolving follower or wheel B. An 
axis Aa is mounted in a frame, so as to prevent its endlong 
motion, and provided with a short screw C. The wheel B has 
its edge notched into equidistant teeth of the same pitch as the 
thread of the screw with which . they are in conta.ct. If the 
screw axis be turned round, every revolution will cause one 
tooth ofthe wheel to pass the line of centers BC; and as this 
action puts no limit, from the nature of the contrivance, to the 
number of revolutions in the same direction, a screw fitted up 
in this mode is termed an endless screw, in opposition to the 
ordinary screw, which when turned rouod a certaio number of 
times either way, terminates its own action by bringing the nut 
to the end of its thread; the term endless applying in this case 
not to the form but to t.he action of the screw. 

213. To determine the form which should be given to the 
thread and teeth in this contrivance, it may be remarked, that 
from the nature of a screw the section of its thread made by a 
plane passing through its axis is everywhere the same: and that 
if a series of such sections of the en tire screw be made by planes 
at equal angular distances round the circle, a set of similar 
figures resembling a double rack (as in fig. 128), will be obtained 
alike in tbe number and form of their teeth, but in which the 
teeth will gradually approach nearer and nearer to the extremity 
of the screw. The action of the screw u pon the wheel-teeth, in 
revolving without end play, briogs these successive· sections into 
action upon the teeth, and produces exactly the same «:ffect as if 
the screw were pu11hed endlong without rotatioo, in the manner 
of a rack. t But this latter supposition enables us to obtain the 
figure of the thread and teeth, u pon the principies already· given 
for the teeth of racks. 

Fig. 134 is a traosverse section of a wheel and endless screw, 
made through the line of centers; ab the axis of the wheel, K 
that of the screw ; fig. 135 representa the corresponding sections, 
in which AB being the line of centers, the section to the right 
of this line is made by a plane passing through the axis of the 

• Aleo described by Pappus in the article airead y referred to; alao lib. viii. prop. 24. 
t Thus if a IIC!reW be held to the light and turned round, the outline of iu threads 

will appear to travel from one end of the screw to the other continually, in the manner 
of the ~eth of a Mlitling rack. 
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screw, and through the line Ce, fig. 134; and the section to the 
left of the line of centers in fig. 135 is made by a plane passing 
tbrough the line Dd, fig. 134, on one side of the axis of the serew, 
and para.llel to the first. The effect of this is, tbat F is a direct 

Fig. 136. 

section of the screw, while H is an oblique section: aleo, cte is 
the pitch circle of the wheel, and stw the pitch line of the screw, 
supposing it to actas a rack. 

Neverthe)e.qs, according to the supposition already made, it 
appears that in these two sections, and in any other parallel to 
them within the wheel, the screw is required to act as a rack 
upon the teeth of the wheel. But whatever figure be given to 
the screw-thread, it is seen that the forma of tbese racks will 
necessarily be difl'erent in each section; for althougb tbe form of 
the thread is the same in all, it is cut n.t a difl'erent angle in each 
section, by wbich the teetb of H remote from the axis will be 
more prolonged and twisted in thcir form than those of F in the 
central section ; and besides this, the successive racks will retire 
further from the center .A of the wheel, as their section recedes 
from the axis of tbe screw; as sbown in the figure, in which the 
rack-teeth H are lower than in F. 

Now it has been already shown (Art. 127) that any fonn 
of tooth being assumed, the corresponding tooth may be assigned. 

The forms of the teetb in the central plane E may therefore 
be made to suit those of F, and the forma of the teeth in G may 
also suit those of H; and so on for every intermediate section. 
lt is thcrelore po.~sible to make an endless screw whose thread 
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ehall be in contact with tbe entire side of the tooth, provided tbo 
figure of the wheel-teeth be different in every section. Also, 
eince in every section two or three pairs of teeth may be in 
simultaneous contact, the screw may be in contact along the 
entire side of all these teeth. 

214. The practical diffi.culty of making the teeth of a wheel 
of which the forro in every parallel section shall be different, 
is very simply overcome by mak:ing the screw cut the teeth, 
thus: 

An endless screw is forroed of steel, exactly the same as tho 
proposed one, and this is notched regularly across its threads so 
as to convert it into a cutting instrument or tap, and then 
properly hardened. The wheel having had its teeth roughly cut 
in the proposed number, is mounted in its frame, together with 
the cutting screw, and the latter is turned in contact with it, and 
pressed gradually nearer and nearer, cutting out the teeth as it 
proceeds, till it has forroed them to correspond exactly with its 
thread; it is then taken out and replaced by the smooth-threaded 
screw. 

215. The endless screw falls under the case of two revolving 
pieces whose axes are not parallel and never meet. It commu
Dicates motion very smoothly, and is equivalent to a wheel of a 
single tooth, because one revolution passea one tooth of the 
wheel across the plane of centers; but, generally speaking, can 
only be employed as a driver, on account of the great obliquity 
o{ its action. 

216. In a cutting engine by Hindley of York, an endleas 
screw of a different forro was introduced, which is thus described 
by Smeaton :-' The endless screw was applied to a wheel of 
about thirteen inches diameter, very stout and strong, and cut 
into 360 teeth. The threads of this screw were not forroed upon 
a cylindrical surface, but upon a solid whose sides were termi
nated by arches of circles. The whole length contained 6fteen 
threads, and as every thread ( on the side next the wheel) pointed 
towards the center thereof, the whole fifteen were in contact 
together, and had been so ground witb tbe wheel, that, to my 
great astonishment, 1 found the screw would turn round with tba 
utmost freedom, interlocked with the teeth of the wheel, and 
would draw the wheel round without any shake or sticking, or 
the least sensation of inequality.' * 

e The screw was eut by the rotation of the point of a tool, 

* SmeatoD, p. 183, Mi~ Pspw1. 
H 
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carried by the wheel itself, the wheel being driven by an ordi
nary cylindrical endless screw.' 

Fig. 136 shows tbis form of endless screw, and fig. 137 ia u 
arrangement to show the manner of eutting the spiral thread 
upon the solid, in which .A is a wheel driven by an endless IIClml' 

B, of the common form ; C a · toothed wheel fixed to the axis oí 

Fig. 136. 

\ F'J¡. 137. 

o J 

the endless screw and geering with uother equal toothed wheel 
D, upon whoee axis is mounted the smooth surfaced eolid E, 
which it is desired to cut into Hindley's endle88 screw. For thia 
purpose a euttiug tooth F is clamped to the face of the wheel .A. 
When the handle attached to the axis BC is turned round, the 
wheel A and solid E will revolve with the same relative velocity 
as A and B, and the tooth F will trace upou the surface of the 
solid a thread which will oorrespond to the condiciona. Fot 
from the very mode of ita fol'ID&tiou the section of every thread 
tbrough the axis will point to the center of the wheel. Tbe 
axis of E líes considera.bly higher than that of B, to enable the 
-eolid E to olear the wheel A. 

The edges of the section of tbe solid through ita ceuter, exaetly 
fit the segment of the toothed wheel, but if a section be made by 
a plane parallel to this, the teeth will no longer be equally 
divided, as they are in the common screw ; and therefore thia 
kiud of screw can only be in contact with each tooth along a liDe 
corresponding to ita middle section. So that the advantage eJ. 
this form over the common one is not so great as appeara at fust 
sight. 

217. If the inolination of the thread of a sorew to the axis be 
very great, one or more intermediate threads may be added~ aa in 
fig. 138. In which case the screw is said to be double, or triple, 
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acoerding to the aumber of separate spiral tllreadl that are so 
placed on its surface. As every one of these threads will pasa its 
on wheel-tooth across the line of centen, in each revolution of 
ilat '8U8W, it follows, that aa many. teeth of the wheel will pass 
that liae chming one revolution of the screw aa there are threads 
to the acrew. · 

If we suppase tlu! number of tlaeae threads to be considerable, 

Fig. 138. Fig. uo. 

Fig.l39. 
a 

{or eumple, equal to those of the wheel-teeth, then the screw 
and wheel may be made exactly alike, aa in fig. 139; which may 
serve aa an example of the disguised forma w hich some common 
arrangements may aasume. 

The old Piemont silk-mill is an example of disguised endless 
ICl'eWB.• 

218. In fig. 140 is represented a method of commuuicating 
equal rotation by sliding contact between two axes whose direc
tions if produced are paralleL .A.a. Bb are the axes, parallel in 
direction. 

The axis .A.a is furnif!bed with a semicircular piece CAe, 
formiug two equal branches, and termiuated by sockets bored in 
a direction to intersect the axis at right angles. The axis IJB is 
provided with a similar pair of branches d!JD, and the whole is so 
adjusted that their four sockets lie in one plane perpendicular to 
t.he axes. A cross with straight cylindrieal polished arms is fitted 
mto the sockets in the maqer shown in the figure ; and its arms 
are of a diameter tbat allows them to slide freely eaeh in its own 
IOCket. If one of the axes be made to revolve, it will commuuieate 
to the other by means of this cross a rotation precisely the same 
u its own. 

For let fig. 141 be a section through the eross transverse to the 
axis, and let .A.B be the axes, and the circles be those described 
by their sockets respectively. 

• Deec:rilled in IlMyc. MÚÑHlÍifU, 'Manufaeturee ud A.rt.,' tom. ii p. 81; and in 
Bmpia, Maelliftu pow cortfectiottttw lu úoffu, p. 160. 

K2 
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Then if' D be a soeket of' .A, the arm of the croes which paaees 
tbrough it muat meet the center .A ; and in like manrier if C be 

a soeket of B, the arm CB must pus 
Fir 1' 1• through B. Aleo, if D move to d, the new 1 

( or dotted) position of the C1'088 will be ' 
formed by drawing d.A through .A, and Be 
perpendicular to it tbrough B the other 
axis; therefore e will be carried to e ; and 

..., it is easy to see that the angle DAd= CBc. 
Therefore the angular motion of the axe11 ia 
the same. Also, every arm of the Cl'Oi8 

will elide through its socket and back agt.in 
during each revolution, through a spa.ce equal to twiee the 
perpendicular distance of the axes (.AB). • 

• Thill &J'l'aii88MeDt ia -utiall7 the 1&1De u that of a eoapling iuTU~ted b1 lile 
late :Mr. Oldham, and iutroducecl b7 him iuto the maebiuery of the Baub of Eopad 
aud Irelaud. m. form of it is more solid, but not 110 well adapted for geometrital ¡¡. 
lustration u that wbich 1 have gi't'en. m. u:es are each termiii&Ud b7 a dial: in 
which a tr&ll.l't'ene groon ia pl&Ded, and the CIOIJIJ eonsisting of two sqllllft' ban in 
ditferent planea hu each bar eompletel7 buried in the groove ofita neighbouring dil1:. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

ELEMENTABY OOMBIN.ATIONB. 

Drvmox B. COJO[UNICATION OF MOTION BY SLIDING CONTACT. 

CLASS B. { DIRECTIONAL RELATION CONSTANT. 
VELOCITY RATIO VARYING. 

219. THE simplest mode of obtaining a varying angular v~ 
loeity ratio, when the rotations are to be continued indefinitely in 
the same direction, is by the pin and slit, 
fig. 142, where Aa, Bb are axes parallel in 
direction, but placed with their ends opposite 
to each other. Aa is provided with an ann 
carrying a pin d, which entera and slides 

· freely in a long straight slit formed in a 
similar arm, which is fixed to the extremity 
of Bb. If one of these axes revolve, it will 
communicate a rotation to the other with a. 
varying velocity ratio ; for the pin in re
volving is continua.lly changing its dista.nce 
from the axis of Bb. 

Let e be the center of motion of the pin
arm, K the center of motion of the slit-arm, 

Fig. U2. 

1 

P the pin, R the consta.nt radius of the pin from e, r the radial 
distance from K, and let P move to p through a. sma.ll angle ; 
draw pm perpendicular to eP, then angular velocity of pin : 
augular velocity of slit 

.. Pp . pm •. 1 . cos ePK 
··pe· PK .. R. r • 

If eP revolve uniformly, the angular velocity of KP will va.ry 

as 008 ePK, or if ex be sma.ll, as!; therefore when the centers 
r r 

of motion are near, this contriva.nce produces the II&Dle law of 
motion as tha.t of Art. 97. 
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lf' PCD=8, PKD=P, CK=E, we have 

B sin 8=(R COB 8-E) tan p; 
-B.sin 8 

.~.tan p R cos tJ-E' 

w:ill give the position of KP corresponding to any given poeition 
ofCP. 

By altering tbe direction of tbe slit, or by making it curvilinear, 
otber laws of motion may be obtained. 

220. In tbe endleBB screw and wheel (Art. 212), the thread of 
the BCl'eW is inclined to the axis of the cylinaer at a conatant 
angle ~' and the angular velocity ratio of screw and wheel i.s 
constant. lf, however, the inclination ~ of the thread be made 
to vary at dift"erent points of the circumference, as sbown in fig. 
143, the angular velocity ratio will vary accordingly. For ex
ample, if the threads through half the circumference lie in planes 
perpendicular to the axis of the screw, the wheel will revolve 
with an intermittent motion, remaining at rest during the al
temate half rotations of the screw. H A, a be the respective 
angular velocities of the screw and wbeel, B, r their pitch-radii, 
• ti Art. tha A r It appeare, rom 208, t a= B tan ~. 

But as tbe inclination ~ changes, the teeth of the wheel must' 
be made in the forro of solida of revolution, having their axes 
radiating from tbe center of the wheel. 

Fig. 143. 

Fig. lU. 

221. A simple intermittent motion is eft"ected by a pinion of 
one tooth A, fig. 144. Tbis tooth will in each revolution pass a 
single tooth of the wheel B across the line of centers ; but during 
the greatcst portion of its rotation will leave the wheel nndis
turbed. To prevent the wheel B from continuing tbis motion 
by inertia througb a greater space than this one tooth, a thtn&t e 
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may be employed. This turna freely upon its center, and may 
be pressed by a weight or spring against the teeth. It will be 
raised as the inclined side of the tooth passes under it by tbe 
aetion of .A, and will fall over into the next space, but when .A 
quita the wheel, the detent pressing opon the inclined side of the 
tooth will move it through a short space backwards, until the 
point m rests a.t the bottom of the nook, as shown. The detent 
thus retains the wheel in ita position during the absence of the 
tooth A. These detente receive other forms, for which 1 shall 
refer to the section on Ratchet-work, below. 

222. A better intennittent motion is produced by a contri vanee 
(fi.g. 145) which may be termed the Geneva atop, Fig. 1,6. 
as it is introduced into the mechanism of the 9 
Geneva watches • 

..4 is the driver, which revolves coutinually in 
tbe same direction, B the follower, which is to 
receive from it an intennittent motion, with long 
intervals of rest. For this purpose its circum
ference is notched altemately into ares of circles 
as ab, concentric to the center of A when placed 
opposite to it, and into square recesses, as shown 
in the figure. 

The circumfereuce of A is a plain circular disc, 
very nearly of the same radios as the concave tooth which is 
opposed to it ; this disk is provided with a projecting hatchet
sbaped tooth, flanked by two hollows r and a. When it revolves 
(suppose in the direction of the arrow), no motion will be given 
to B so long R8 the plain edge is passing the line of centers, but 
at the aame time the ooncave fono of the tooth of B will prevent 
itfrom being moved (as in fig. 70). 

But when the hatchet~haped tooth has reached the square 
reeeas of B, its point will strike against the side of the recess at 
d, and carry B through the space of one tooth, so as to bring the 
next concave are a h opposite to the pla.in edge ·of the disk, which 
will retain it until another revolution has brought the hatchet 
into contact with the sidc of the next recess bf. 

The hollow recess at r is necessary to make room for the point 
d, which during the motion is necessarily thrown nearer to the 
oenter of A than tbe circumference of the plain edge of the latter. 
Tbe hatcbet-tooth being symmetrical will act in either direction. 

223. The office of this contrivance in a Geneva watch is to 
prevent it from being over-wound, whence it is termed a atop ; 
and for this purpose one of the teeth is made convex, as shown in 
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dotted lines at fg. If A be turned round, the hatchet-tooth will 
pass four notches in order, but after passing the fourth across the 
line of centers, the convex edge gf will prevent further -rotation, 
so that in this state the combination becomes a contrivance to 
prevent an axis from being turned more than a certain number of 
times in the same direction. 

For the wheel A is attached to the axis whicb is turned by the 
key in winding, and the wheel B thus prevents this axis from 
being turned too far, so as to overstrain the spring. As the watch 
goes during the day the axis of .A revolves slowly in the opposite 
direction, carrying the stop-wheel with it ·by a similar intermitting 
motion. 

The late Mr. Oldham applied this kind of mechanism to inter
mittent motions,* and his arrangement is in sorne respecte superior 
to that of fig. 145. lnstead of the hatchet-tooth he employed a pin 
carried by a plate fixed to the back of the driver, by whicb means 
he was enabled to reduce the size of the square notches of the 
follower. 

224. Any required variation in the ratio of angular velocities 
may be produced by a cam-plate ; but if the direccional relation is 
constant the motion will necessarily be limited, as in fig. 122, 
(page 153). In this contri vanee, by altering the form of the cune 
we may obtain different velocity ratios at every point of its action ; 
as, for example, if a portion of the edge of the cam-plate be con
centric to its axis, the pin or bar which it drives will receive no 
motion while that part of the edge is sliding past it. 

225. The curve for a cam of this kind is generally described by 
Fig. 146. points. The methods of doing this will readily 

' occur in each particular case, but one example 
may serve to show the nature of the process. 
In the combination of fig. 122, let the angu
lar velocity ratio vary so that when a series 
of points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fig. 146, in the cir
cumference of the circle e 3, 5 shall have reacbed 
in order the point e, the pin in the sliding 
bar shall be moved into the corresponding 

positions 1, u, 111, IV, v. To each of the position points in 
the circumference of the circle draw tangente, and with center A 
draw circular ares in order, each intersecting one of the position 
points, 1, u, 111, &c., and the corresponding tangent, as at 
a, b, e, d, e; thus is obtained a series of points through which, if 

* In the maehinery of' the Banks of' England and Ireland. 
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a curve be drawn, it will be the cam required ; for it is manifest, 
that if any point (as 3) of tbe circle be brought to C, the COlTe

sponding point e of tbe curve will be moved to 111, and tbus the 
pin will be placed in ita required position; and so for every other 
pair of positions. 

The curve for a pin of sensible diameter must be obtained from 
this by the usual method (Art. 130). 
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CH.A.PTER VII. 

ELEMENTARY OOMBINATIONB. 

Imutow B. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY SLIDING OONTACT. 

CLASS C. { DIRECTIONA~ RELATION CHANGING. 
VELOCITY RATIO VARYING. 

. 226. BY means oí a properly íormed revolving cam-plate & 

reciprocating motion may be given to a íollower which will vary 
periodically according to any required law. 

Thus let .A, fig. 147, be the center oí motion oí a cam-plate 
n m q p, BD the follower, which in this case is an arm turning 
on a center B, and furnished with a friction-roller D which resta 
u pon the edge of the cam. But the follower may also he a sliding 
bar as in fig. 122 (p. 153). Let .A m be the least radius oí the 

Fig. 147. 

..B 

cam, and A p tbe greatest, and let the 
radii gradually increase along the edge 
m n p, and decrease along the edge p q •· 
Then if the cam revolve continuallv in 
the direction of the arrow, the roll~ D 

JI will be by tbe action of the edge pU&hed 
away from the center Á, during the 
passage of m n p under it, and will returu 
to the center during the passage of p q a; 

it being supposed to be kept in contact with the edge by weigbt 
or by a spring. 

In this manner a series of periodic oscillations are communicated 
to the bar BD, and the velocity ratio of this bar to that of the 
cam can be adjusted at pleasure to any required law, by shaping 
the edge of the plate accordingly ( Art. 31 ). 

This may be set out by points in the method of which an 
example has already been given in Art. 225. lf the bar be 
required to remain at rest during a given angular portion of the 
revolution of the cam, the edge will be an are of a circle through 
that angle. H the follower be a straight bar, as in fig. 122, and 
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this bar be required to perform its motion in botb directions with 
a constant angular velocity ratio to that of the caro, tben must a 
cam-plate be formed of two of the curves given in Art. 203, each 
oooopying half the circumference, and set back to back, so as to 
pro(lnce a heart-shaped figure. 
~27. If the cam-plate be required to communicate more than 

one double oscillation in each revolution, its edge must be formed 
into a corresponding number of waves, as A, fig. 148; and if the 
follower is to be raised gently and let fall by its own weight, the 
waves must termínate abruptly, as in B. If the follower is to 

Fig. 148. 

D 

receive a series of lifts with intervals of rest, the cam becomes a 
set of teeth projecting from the circumference of a wheel, as in D. 
When the cam is employed to lift a vertical bar or stamper, these 
separate teeth are often termcd wipers or tappets. 

228. The axis of the follower, if it be a revolving bar, as in 
.6g. 14 7, is not necessarily parallel to that of the cam ; but may 
be set at any angle to it, if the bar revolve only through a small 
angle, whose tangent in the mean position is in the plane of rota
tion of the cam. 

229. The simplest form of a cam is that of an excentric circle, 
as at C, fig. 148. Let a be the excentric center of motion, h the 
center of the cam, ac the direction of motion of the follower, 
which is a roller whose center is c. Then he is plai111y constant, 
and the motion given to the follower the same as if a link he and 
crank oh were employed. 

230. If the weight or spring be inconvenient, the caro may be 
made to press the follower in both directions by means of a 
double curve. This cann:>t be made in the form of a slit, as in 
fig. 122, because the motion is now to take place indefinitely 
in the same direction ; but a groove in the face of a plate may be 
employed, as at A, fig. 149. 

231. If the cam revolve always in the same direction, the 
outside curve is ouly required during that portion of the motion 
in wlúch the follower approaches the cam, and it may be supplicd 
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by a bar attached to the eam by a few bridge pieees at the back, 
as at B, fig. 149. 

232. Or motion may be communicated in the two directions by 
a double eam, as at e, fig. 149, in which the piece that receives 
the reciprocating motion has two arme, the roller of one of which 
;reste on one eam, and that of the other upon another cam which 

Fig. U9. 

lies behind the first on the same axis, and the figure of whieh 
corresponde to that of the first in such a way that the are ,,. 
between the points of contact is constant and equal to the distance 
between the rollers. Thus when the edge of one eam is retiring 
from its roller, that of the other is always advancing, and m« 
"ersd. 

233. In fig. 150, Ee is a revolving axis, Gg a bar capable of 
sliding in the direction of its own length, and having a friction 

roller at !1 ; a fiat circular plate F is fixed 
to the extremity of the axis, but not per
pendicular to it; the bar Gg may be pressed 
into contact with the plate by a spring or 
weight. N ow if the plate F were perpen-

Fig. 160. 

G 

& dicular to the axis, the rotation of the latter 
would communicate no motion to the bar, 
but the effect of the inclination is tó com
municate a reciprocating motion to the bar 
in the direction of its length, the quantity 
of which varíes with the inclination of the 

plate to the axis ; and if the plate be so attached to the axis as 
to admit of an adjustment of this inclination, a ready mode is 
obtained of adjusting the length of the excursion of the bar. 
This plate is termed a swa.•h-plate; the law of its motion may be 
thus found. 

Let Aa be the vertical axis of the swash-plate Bh, B its lowest 
point, and therefore BaA the angle of its inclination to the axis. 

Let cD be the sliding bar, BCk the plane of rotation of tbe 
point B. 

The motion therefore of BM from MC through the angle 
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BMC has moved the extremity e oí the bar through the space 
cC. Draw CN and Nn perpendicular to BM, then will Nn be 
equal and parallel to Ce; 

• BN •. Ce=----, 
tanBaA 

also BN._BM. versin BMC; 

n BJ.lf. versin BMC • 
. ·."'e= ---=aMvers1nBMC· 

tanBaA ' 

1!0 that the motion oí the bar is the same as that produced by a 
erank with an infinite link and a radius = a1W. 

234. If' the path oí the íollower bar oí a cam-plate be not 
parallel to the plane of rotation oí the plate, then, as in Arta. 
207, 208, a cone, a hyperboloid, or a cylinder, may be employed 
exactly in tbe manner there described: but as the velocity ratio 
of cam and bar is no longer constant, we are no longer confined 
to the curves there given. lnstead of a groove a projecting rib 
acting between two rollers may be employed, eit.her in these 
combinations, or in those oí the Articles airead y referred to. 

235. lf the motion oí the bar írom one end to the other of its 
path be required to occupy more than a single revolution of the 
cam-axis, the double screw oí .fig. 151 Fig 161 
may be employed. • This arrange- · · 
ment has a cylinder and sliding bar •. Q 
exactly corresponding to fig. 127, p. - a .a 
156, but that on the circumference oí 
the cylinder is traced two complete F" J .f ¡, 
IICI'ewe, one a right-hand screw beginning at a, and extending 
from a by mbedf to g; the other a lef't-hand screw which begins 
as a continuation of the right-hand screw at g, and extends from 
g by oh k/ toa, where it also joins the other screw; so that the 
two screws form one continuous path, winding round the cylinder 
from one end to the other and back again continuously. When 
the cylinder revolves, the piece e, which lies in this groove and is 
attached to the sliding bar, will be carried back and forwards, and 
each oscillation will correspond to as many revolutions of the 
cylinder as there are convolutions in the screw. 

As the screw-groons neceBBarily croBB each other twice in each 
revolution, the piece e must be made long, so as to ocoupy a 

• lADa aDd Betucourt, .4Mlytical BNay ott M~~e-.,, by whom it il attributed t.o 
... Zaacla. 
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oonaiderable length of the groove, u shown Bideways at E; thua 
it will be impossib1e for it to quit one acrew for the other at the 
crossing placea. AJso, as the inclination of the acrews to the bar 
are in opposite directions, it is necessary to attach the piece t to 
the bar by a pivot, as shown in the figure, so as to allow it to 
tum through a small are as the inclination changes. If the bar 
be required to move more rapidJy in one directM>n than tbe other, 
the one screw may be of peater pitch than the other, and 
simi]arly, by varying the inclination of tbe screw at dift'erent 
points, a varying velocity ratio may be obtained. 

236. In the end]ess screw, fig. 143, p. 166, if the inclination of 
the threads be made to vary from right to left in each revolution, 
the wheel, when the screw revolves uniformly, will revolve with 
continua! change of directio11, advancing by long steps, and 
retreating by short steps altemately. 

237. If a Bingle series of changes in velocity and direction be 
required, and which are too numerous to be included within a 

F. 162 single rotation of a cam-plate; Jg. . 
then the •piral-cam or •oliJ~ 
fig. 152, may "be employed. .da 
is the axis of the cam, on one 
extremity a of which a oommon 
screw is cut, which works in a 
nut in the frame of the maclúDe, 

so that as the axis revolves it also trave1s endlong. B is the 
solid cam. D d the roller of the follower whose path is m d, and 
which is kept in contact with the cam by a weight or spring as 
usual. As the axis revolves the follower D will receive from it 
a motion in its path, the velocity and direction of which will be 
governed by the figure of the cam, as in Art. 226. But by 
means of the screw at a the caro will be gradually carried endJong, 
ao that at the completion of each revolutiou the same point of the 
caro will be no longer presented to the follower, as in fig. 14 7, in 
which the same cycle of changes is repeated in each revolution. 
On the contrary, the path traced by D u pon the surface of B will 
be a spiral or screw of the same pitch as that at a, and by 
properly shaping the cam, we can thus provide a series of changes 
that will extend through as many revolutions of the cam as the 
length of the caro contains the pitch of the screw a. 

C is an end view of the cam. In the figure the transverse 
sections of the caro are represented as being everywhere circles 
of the same excentricity, but of continualJy inoreaaing diameter. 
The eft'ect of this would be to communicate to D da reciprocaUng 
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motion in its path, of which the trip in one direction would be 
shorter than that in the opposite direetion. 

238. In the previous examples the pin or roller has been 
given to the follower, and the curve to the driver, but either the 
contrary ammgement may be made, or curves may be given to 
both pieces, and the pin clispensed with. In fig. 153, A is an 

l!i¡. 16~. 

~t by which rm exoentric revolving pin e, working in 
tbe·slit of an arm whose center of moti.on is h, gives it a reeipro
eatiag motion. This is the same com.bination as that of Art. 219, 
but tbat in thi8 case the pin e, by revolving always on the same 
side of ibe center h, produces reciproeation, while in fig. 142 tbe 
pin having the center b within its path produces a rotati.on in tbe 
follower. 

The ame formula will therefore apply in the two cases, 
making B less than E for reciprooation, and greater than E for 
ro&ation. 

In B, fig. 153, it is shown how by giving a curved outline to 
tbe aides of the slit a dift'erent velocity ratio may be obtained. 
In e the slit is attached transversely to a bar which slides in the 
direetion of its length ; and in this case it is easy to see that the 
law of motion is the same as in a eran k with an infinite link. 

Again, by increasing the diameter of the pin of e, we obtain 
m excentric, as at D, where a is the center of motion, h the 
eenter of tbe excentrie. The slit now appears in the form of 
two parallel bars ef, gh, attached at right angles to the sliding 
bar; bat the combination is exactly equivalent to that of e, ah 
being the radial distance of the pin from the centre of motion. 

239. .AJJ.y curve, however, may be subfltituted for this excentric 
eircle if it possess this property, that every pair of parallel and 
oppoa;ite tangent. are at a constut ,dietance equal to the distance 
of the bars ef, gh. For thus the bars will touch the cam m all 
politione. 
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For example, fig. 154 has such a curve, and ia &dapted for tbe 
production of intermitting motion • 

.A is the center of motion of the cam, the form of which ia a 
kind of equilateral triangle .Anm, whose sides are ares of circles 

Fig. 16f. each described from the opposite angle, 
B the center of motion being one angle. 

The follower is a bar Bb, and the cam 
acts upon two straight edges pq, TI fixed 
at right angles to the bar, and at a 
distance from each other equal to the 

1 radius of the ares of which the eam 
L..:::=~::=l ~==.J consists; consequently the bars will be 

in contact with an angle and a side of 
¡ the cam in every position, and the eft'eet 

of its figure u pon the motion is as follows. 
Let the circle described by its circumference be divided into six 
equal parte, as in the figure. Then following the point m round 
the circle in the direction of the nnmbers, it appea.rs that from 1 
to 2 no motion is given to the bar ; from 2 to 3 the point " ia in 
contact with TI, and the motion of the bar through that angle 
will therefore be the same 88 that by the pin and slit e, fig. 153, 
(n replacing the pin,) so that the bar begins t0 move gently aud 
accelerates ; w hen however m reaches 3 this action of n terminates 
abruptly, and m begins a similar action upon pq, by which the 
motion of the bar is now retarded, and gradually brought to rest 
when m reaches 4 ; from 4 to 5 the bar is entirely at rest, from 
5 to 6 gradually accelerated, and from 6 to 1 gradually retarded. 
Tbe motion of the bar is therefore nearly the same as that of the 
pin and slit of e, fig. 153, but with intervals of complete rest.• 

ON ESCAPEMENTS. 

240. W e ha ve now arrived at a clase of combinations in whicb 
a revolving piece produces the reciprocation of its follower by 

Y~g. ¡ 66• acting alternately on ttoo dijferttd 
pieces attached to it, instead of opon 
a llingle pin, roller, or other pieee, as 
in the combinations we have just been 
considering. In fig. 155, abe is a 
revolving piece or driver which has 

three equal wipers or tappets, and the follower is a sliding bar or 
* Thill cam wu employed by F~mton and Murray t.o give motion t.o the n.lnt of 

their ateam-eugine. 
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fra"'le provided with two teeth or pallets A and B on opposite 
sides of the center of motion of the driver.• 'l'he latter revolves 
in the direction of the arrow, and its wiper a is shown in the act 
of urging the follower to the right by prcssing against the side of 
the tooth A. Revolving a little farther in the same direction, a 
will, by its circular motion, escape from A, and at the same 
instant b will encounter B, and will urge it in the opposite 
direction, until hin like manner escapes from it., when e will act 
upon A. In this way the rotation of abe will produce the re
eiprocation of the frame. 

241. But the frame may also be made tbe driver; for if it be 
moved to the left, A will push a and make the wheel revolve in 
the contrary direction to the arrow, and e will pass B. When 
this has happened, let the frame be moved back again ; then, 
after moving a short space, B will meet e, and move the wheel 
still farther round, until h has passed A, when the return of the 
frame will enable A to push h. Thus the reciprocation of tbe 
frame will cause tbe wheel to revolve in the opposite direction to 
that in whicb itaelf would produce tbe reciprocation of tbe frame. 
But when the frame is the driver, there 'vill always be a short 
motion at tbe beginning of each oscillation, during which no 
motion will be given to the wheel. 

242. Fig. 156 is another method .by whicb a revolving wheel 
A gives a reciprocating motion to a sliding 
bar hk.t 

The wheel has six pins projecting from 
ita face. The pin 1 is shown in the act of 
driving the bar to the right by acting upon 
the tooth a.t A. The pin 3 also moves a 
bell-crank lever, the upper armf of wbich 
tra.vel~ in the contrary direction to the bar. At the moment the 
first pin 1 escapes from the side of A by ita circular motion, the 
pin h will ha ve reached tbe arm f, and this wiJl, by acting upon 
b, push the bar in the reverse direction. Again, when the pin 3 
escapes from the arm of tbe bell-crank, the pin 2 will begin to 
act upon A, exactly as the pin 1 had previously done, wbile the 
pin 4 will in like manner replace tbe pin 3, and raise the bell
crank. This action will go on continually, producing a short, 
alterna te, but very abrupt and jerking, motion in tbe bar. 

243. In these two contrivances the teeth of the wheel are 
lllade to act upon two distinct pieces attacbed to the reciprocating 

• Tbis contrivanee is taken from De la Hire, 7hzit~ tk JJ/écanique, prop. 1 a. 
t From Thiont, 7hliU d' Htwlogerie, t. i. p. 86. 

N 
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piece, and so arranged that as one tooth e&eape• from the recipro
cating piece, the other shall begin ita action, whence this group 
of combinations receives the term of eseapemenú. Escapements 
are most largely employtld in clock and watch-work • to com
municate the action of the moving power to the pendulum or 
balance ; but when so employed they receive many delicate 
arrangements, which have for their object the distribution of the 
power in such a manuer as will the least interfere with the due 
action of the pendulum. Such arrangementa being govemed by 
dynamical principies, are excluded from our present plan. Es
capements are, however, employed in Pure Mechanism to convert 
rotation into reciprocation, as for example, in the bell of ID 

alarum-clock. In the two forme already given the reciprooatioo 
is communicated to a sliding bar ; in those which follow it is 
given to an axis, which may be either perpendicular or parallel 
to the revolving wheel. 

244. Wheu the axes are at right angles tbe erotDn-t.oheel e&eapt
ment, fig. 157, is commonly employed . 

.A is tbe revolving axis, to the extremity of which is fi.xed & 

crown-whflel with large saw-shaped teeth ; Ce the vibrating uis 
or verge. This carries the two pieces or pallets b and a, which 
are set in planes making an angle with each other to allow of 
the escaping action. When the wheel revolves in the direction 

Fig.l67. of the arrow, one of its teeth pressing against 
the pallet a will turn the verge in the same 
direction, until, by the circular motion of a, 
ita extremity is lifted so high that the ~ 
wheel tooth pasees under it, or, in otberwords, 
this tooth escapes from the pallet. By the 
same motion of the verge the pallet 6 is 
brought into a vertical plane, and the tooth e 

now presses it in the contrary direction, and tums the verge 
back again until e escapes from under b, when a new tooth begins 
to act upon a, and so on. Thus the rotation of the crown-wheel 
produces the vibration of the verge, the crown-wheel being the 
driver. 

245. The anchor-eseapement, fig. 158, is adapted to parallel 
axes. 

The revolving wheel hu pina 1, 2, 3, ••• and turna in the 
direction of the arrow. The vibrating axis B has a two-armed 
piece earrying the palleta at ita extremities, and resembling some
what the form of an anchor; ·whence the name of the combination. 

* Vick Chapter on 7taiu below. 
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The pin 1 is shown in the act of pressing against the pallet sur
face ah. N ow as the normal of the point of contact passes on 
the same side of the two axes A and B, the pin, which acts upon 
the pallet by sliding contact, will tend F' ¡g. lá8. 
to tum the pallet in the sa.me direc-
tion as the wheel ( Art. 31 ). aB will 
therefore revolve upwards, and the pin 
will slide towards h and there escape 
from tbe pallet. At this instant the "' 
pin 3 will reach the second pallet-surface 
cd, of which the normal passes between 
the two axes ; the action oí this pin will 
therefore turn the axis B in the reverse 
di.rection ; the second pallet-arm Bd will rise, and the pin 3 
escape from the pallet at d, when a new pin will act upon ah as 
beíore; and thus the vibration be maintained. 

246. This escapement has received a great variety oí íorms. 
The teeth of the wheel are more commonly long and slender
pointed spur-teeth, oí which many exa.mples may be íound in the 
treatises oí Horology. 

A very simple arrangement is shown at the lower part of fig. 
158, in which D is the verge, pn, nm, the pallets; these are 
fi.xed against the face of an arm whicb lies parallel to the plane 
of the wheel, and so far from it as to clear the tops of the pins. 
The pin 6 is shown in the act of pressing the pallet mn, and 
therefore of depressing the arm ; when this pin reaches n it 
escapes from mn, and begins to act upon prz, by which it raises 
the arm and escapes at the lower end of the second pallet, when 
5 begins to touch and depress the first pallet mn, and so on. 

24 7. In all these escapements the verge may be made the 
driver, and thus a reciprocating motion be made to produce a 
rotation. The wheel will always revolve the contrary way to 
that in which it tums when itself drives ( Art. 241 ). 

Thus in fig. 158, let the arm Ba be depressed, tbe pallet ah 
will then drive the pin 1 backwards ( that is, contrary to the 
arrow ), until pin 4 has passed under the point of d. If the arm 
Bd be now depressed de will act u pon pin 4, and continue the back
ward rotation until 2 has passed under the point h. Ba being 
again depressed will repeat the former action u pon 2, and so on. 
But the rotation of the wheel will be neeessarily intermittent, for 
at each change of direct.ion in the pallet-ann the pallet must pass 
through a short space before it begins to touch the pin, above 
which it must have been previously raised to allow the same pin 

x2 
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to pass under it. 
escapement. 

This will also be true of the crown-wheel 

248. In ilg. 159 the a.xes are pa.rallel, but the action is more 

Fig. 169. direct tha.n in the common anchor-escapement. 
As in the former contriva.nce, eithcr the wheel 

or the pa.lleta may drive. I will describe it 
under the latter action. • 

C is the axis of the palleta G and F. If tbe 
pallet-nrm be moved to the left, F will en
counter a, and at the same moment G will 
ha ve passed beyond b, therefore F continuing its 

motion will turn the wheel, in the direction of the arrow, so tbat 
when G returns it will enter the next space cb, a.nd striking the 
tooth b will thus continue the rotation of the wheel, and so on. 

• Tbis contrivance, by Meynier, is to bs found in the MacllifiU .Approtlfléu, 1724. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

ELEJIENTARY COMBINATIONS. 

DrVISION C. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY WRAPPING CONNECTORS. 

{ 
DIRECTIONAL RELATION AND 

CLASS A VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT. 

249. ANY two curves revolving in the same plane whose 
wrapping connector (vide p. 24) cuts the line of centers in a con
stant point, will preserve a constant an- F" Jg. 160. 
guiar velocity ratio. In practice, how-
ever, circles or ratber cylinders only are 
employed, whicb are fixed to revolving 
axes, and manifestly possCI!s the required 
property. To enable the rotation .to 
proceed in the same direction indefinitely, 
the band which serves as a wrapping 
connector has its two ends joined so as to 
form an endless band, wbich embraces a 
portion of the circumference of each circle 
or pul/y, and is stretched sufficiently 
tight to enable it to adhere to and com
municate its motion to the edge. 

The band may be direct, that is, witb 

Fig. 161. 

parallel sides, as in fig. 160, or it may be crossed, as in fig. lGl. 
In the first case tbe axes or pullies will both revolve in tbe same 
direction, in the latter ca:;e in opposite directions. 

250. Motion communicated in this manner is remarkably 
smooth, and free from noise and vibration, and on this account, 
as well as from tbe extreme simpl,icity of the method, it is always 
preferred to every other, unless the motions require to be conveyed 
in an exact ratio. 

For, as the communication of motion between the wheels and 
band is entirely maintained by the frictional adbesion between them, 
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it may happen that this may oocasionally fail, and the band will 
partially sJip along the surface of the pully. This, if not excessive, 
is an advantageous property of the contri vanee, because it enables 
the machinery to give way when unusual obstructions or re
sistances are opposed to it, and so prevents breakage and accident 
For example, if the pully to which the motion is communicated 
were to be suddenly stopped, the driving pully, instead of re
ceiving the shock and transmitting it to the whole of the machi· 
nery in connection with it, would slip round until the friction of 
the band upon the two pullies had gradually destroyed its motion. 

But if motion is to be transmitted in an exact ratio, such, for 
example, as is required in clock-work, where the hour-hand must 
perform one exact revolution while the minute-hand revolve& 
exactly twelve times, banda are inapplicable; for, supposing it 
practicable to make the pullies in so precise a manner that their 
diameters should bear the exact .proportion required, which it is 
not, this lia.bility to slip would be fatal. 

But in all that la.rge class of machinery in which an exact ratio 
is not required to be ma.intained in the communication ofrotation, 
endless banda are always employed, and are capable of trans
mitting very great forces. 

251. Bands may be either round or jlat, and the material. of 
which they are formed are various. The best but most expensive 
is catgut; but its durability and elasticity ought to recommend 
it in every case where it can be obtained of sufficient strength. 
It acquires by use a hard polished surface, and it may be p~ 
cured of any size, from half an inch diameter to the thickness of 
a sewing needle. 

The enda of a catgut band may either be united by splicing* 

* The splice employed for catgut banda dift'ers from that which is used to join the 
ende of ropes, aod is formed as follows :-

Make a hole near ooe end of the gut with a sharp-pointed pricker, and paB11 the 

~::::===~= F~ 
other end through the hole. Make another hole through this other end, and aimilarly 
pass the flrst through it, as in flg. 162. 

To &Peore the ende, make other holes in succession in one part of the gut, and thto 
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or by a peculiar kind of hook and eye which is made for that 
purpose. Both hook and eye have a screwed socket into which 
the ends of the gut are forced by twisting, having been previously 
dipped into a little rosin. The hook and eye may be warmed to 
keep the rosin fluid while the band is being forced in, and the 
ends of the band that come out through the socket may, for 
further security, be seared with a hot wire. 

Rempen ropes are only used in coarse machinery, but in the 
cotton factories a kind of cord is prepared, of the cotton-waste, 
for endless bands, wbich is tolerably elastic and soft, and is 
peculiarly adapted for driving a great quantity of spindles. 
Also the soft plaited rope, termed patent sash-line, answers very 
well for these purposes. All these bands must have tbeir ends 
neatly 11pliced together, so as to avoid as much as possible the 
increased diameter at the place of junction, because the periodic 
passage over the pullies of the lump or knot so formed gives rise 
to a series of jerks, that interfere witb the smootb action of the 
mechanism.• 

Common iron chains are also used, but only in very rougb and 
slow-moving mechanism. 

Flat leather belts appear to unite cbeapness with utility in the 
highest degree, and are at any rate by far the most universally 
employed of all the kinds. This they owe partly to the superior 
convenience of the form of pully which they require, over tbat 
which is employed for round bands and chains. Belts vary in 
width from less than one inch up to fifteen incbes, and tbeir 
extremities may be united by buckles, but are best joined by 
simply overlapping the ends and stitching tbem together with 
strips of leather passed througb a range of boles prepared for the 
purpo:~e, or they may be glued or cemented at the ends; in which 
case, by carefully paring and adjusting the parts tbat overlap, 
they will be perfectly uniform in thickness throughout; but 
they thus lose the power of being adjusted in length, and must 
therefore be provided witb stretching pullies. 

pass the end of the other part backward and forward throngh them, gradually dimin
ishing the thickne&~~ of the end by scraping and splitting after passing through each 
successi'"e hole, fig. 163. 

Perform tbe same operation for the other end, drawing it all tight as you proceed, 
then cut off the loo>se ends el ose and roll the splice between two boarda to polish it and 
Iay the fibres close. 

• Vide Tran&flCtiom of &ciety of .bú, vol. xlix. pRrt i. p. 99, for 110me practical 
directions by Mr. Varley, who eays, 'I ba\·e ust'd twioe as much u gut for the small 
lathe bands. 1 splice the ende togetber and smooth it with a cement of wax, resin, 
aud whiting iu equal parta, and then wax the string and it runa as smooth as gut.' 
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Belts, on account of their silcnt and quiet action, are very 
much employed for machinery in towns, to avoid nuisance to 
neighbour:;. It appears also tha.t the use of belts is greatly 
e:dended in tbe American factories. • In Great Britain the 
motion is conveyed from the first moving power, to the different 
buildings and apartments of a factory, by means of long shafts 
:md toothed wheels; but in America, by large belts mo,·ing 
rapidly, of the breadth of 9, 12, or 15 inches, according to the 
force they ha ve to exert.. 

Both flat belts and round bands have been manufactured of 
c2outchouc interwoven with fibrous substances, in various ways; 
and under peculiar managernent may be made to answer very 
well. But changes of temperatura occasion great variations of 
length and elasticity in this material ; nevertbeless in this latter 
quality it is greatly superior to catgut, and, like that substance, 
it requires no stretching pullies, which must always be employed 
for rope-bands. Gutta percha makes excellent bands, both fiat 
and round, and its ends are united hy heat, so as to avoid knoi$ 
at the junction. Belts are also rnade of woollen felt, and round 
bands are cut out of thick leat!ter. In small machinery an 
endless band may even be cut out, in one piece, of a skin of 
leather, in the manner of the well known parcel bands of vul
canised caoutchouc, by cutting them in the form of flat narroW' 
concentric rings, so as to avoid the necessity of joining the ends, 
and thus the jerks occasioned by the passage of the knot over the 
¡mlly are entirely avoided. 

252. The form of the pul! y u pon which an endless band is to 
act is of importance, as the adhesion of the band is greatly 

Fig. 16i. 

A B e D E · F 

influenced thereby. Fig 164 exhibits the principal forros. 
Round bands of catgut, rope, or other material, or even chains, 
require an angular groove (as A), into which their own tension 
wedges them, and thereby enables them to grasp more firmly the 
edge of the pully. 

* Cotto11 Manvfadt~re of America, by J. Montgomery, 18-10, p. 19. 
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But when ropes or soft bands are used, the bottom of the 
groove is sometimes furnished with short sharp spikes (as B}, or 
else its sides are cut into angular teeth (as C), whieh help t.o 
prevent the band from slipping, but at the same time are apt 
gradually to wear it out. 

A pully for chatins is sometimes formed by fixing Y-formed 
irons at equal distances in the circumference of a cylindrical 
disk, as at G, or straight irons driven into the circumference, 
with a diagonal inclination to the right and left alternately. 

When the pully over which the band passes is used merely as 
a guide-pully ( Art. 262 ), there is no need to provide against 
slipping, and the groove or gorge is made simply of a semicircular 
section as D, to keep the band in its place. 

253. When great smoothness and lightncss of motion is re
qnired in foot-lathes it is better to arrange the bund so as tp 
embrace the whole circumference of the 
wheels. 'fhis arrangement, employed by 
Mr. V arley, is shown in the figure, in which 
the supporting framework is omitted. A is 
the great foot-wheel, duly mounted in a 
frame as usual. B the pully of the man
dril. The grooves of these wheels are not 
a~aular, but of a semicircular section, and 
the round band is arranged so as to em-
brace the entire circumference of each, and 
carried round the guide pullies C and D as 
shown in the figure. These pullies are 
mounted in carriages that admit of being 
clamped to the frame of the machine oppo-
site to any of the pully grooves that are 
convenient, and the upper one can be raised 
or depressed so as to give proper tension 
to the band. By embracing the whole cir
cnmference less tension is required to enable 
the band to grasp the wheels without slip
ping, and the friction of the axles is di
minished, not only for this reason, but be
cause the tension of the band acta vertically 
in opposite directions upon its tangent points 

Fig. 165. 

A 

to the circumference insteau of pressing the mandril downwards, 
as in the ordinary arrangement. • 

• A lever ac:ting upon the upper guide pully may be employed to increase and 
diminisb the tenaion of the band eo ae to admit of 6topping and starting the mllDdril 
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254. An endless band of any kind is easily shifted during the 
motion to a new position on a cylindrical drum or pully, if the 

band be pressed in the required direetion on its 
advancing sitie, that is, on the side which is travel
ling towards the pully; but the same pressure 
on the retiring side of the belt will produce no 
effect on its position. 

For example, if the belt AB has been running 
over the drum in the position B, and this belt be 
drawn a little aside, as atA, tbose portions of the 
belt which now come successively into contact 
with the drum, as ata, will begin to touch it at 

a point to the left of the original position, and in one semi-revo
lution the whole of the belt in contact witb the drum will thus 
have been laid on to it, point by point, in a new position ah, to 
the Ieft of the original one B; but if the direction of tbe motion 
were from B to A, the portions of belt drawn aside are those 
which are quitting the drum, and consequently produce no effect 
on its position thereon. 

Therefore, to maintain a belt in any required position on a 
cylindrical drum, it is only neces.tary that the advancing half of 
the beit should líe in the piane of rotation of that section of the 
drum upon which it is required to remain, but the retiring side of 
the belt may be diverted from the plane, if convenient, without 
affecting its po~ition. 

If the machinery be at rest it is very difficult to shift the 
position of a belt of this kind, on account of the adhesion of its 
surface ; but by attending to the simple principie just explained 
it becomes very easy to shift the belt by merely turning the 
drum round, and pressing the advancing side of the belt at the 
same time. The same principie applies to round bands running 
on grooved pullies; if it be required to slip them out of the groove, 
the advancing side of the band must be pressed to one side, so as 
to make it lay itself over the ridge of tbe pully, when half a revo-
lution will throw it completely off. • 

255. If an elastic flat belt run on a revolving sphere or cone, as 
in figs. 167 and 168, it will advance gradually towards the largest 
diameter of the sphere or to the base of the cone, instead of sliding 
towards the smaiier diameter as might be expected at first sight. 

Tbis property was first indicated by Dr. Young (' Nat. Phil.' 
vol. ii. p. 183). 

without Rtopping the motion of the foot-whN~I. For the details of this device vide Mr. 
V arley'a paper in the Transactiom oj the &ciety oj A.rt1, Yol. 11lix. p. 96. 
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256. Let a 6at elastic endless belt CcD be made to embrace a 
spherical pully S as in the figure, touching its surface at a point 

Y~g. 167. 

D d 

C, and passing from D downwards to embrace a cylindrical pully 
on an axis parallel to that of the sphere. 

H the tension of the belt be small its bearing edge Ce will be 
parallel to the axis of the sphere, and consequently cannot coincide 
with its surface along its breadth Ce, but the belt will simply 
touch the upper half of the sphere along that edge CD which is 
nearest to the center. But if the tension of the belt be increased, 
the edge CD will be stretched in a greater degree than cd, so as 
to bring the whole under surface of the belt into coincidence with 
the spherical surface. But the consequence of this will be that 
the belt will be bent into the fono shown by the dotted lines, by 
which the lower portions are thrown into a plane nearer to the 
larger dismeter of the pully. 

Now we have seen that if the advancing side of a belt be pressed 
in any direction it will shift its position on the pully accordingly. 
Hence ( supposing D C in the figure to be the advancing side) the 
effect of this twisted fono will be to cause the whole belt to take 
up a position nearer to the central diameter Sa of the pully. It 
will thus gradnally travel until it places itself directly over the 
central diameter, where it will remain. For if it were moved 
either to the right or left. of that position, it would immediately be 
brought back to it by the above described procesa. 

Belt pullies are therefore always made in this sphericol fono, 
bnt containing onl y a narrow segment of the sphere as in F fig. 164 
which may be described as a cylindrical pully a little swelled in 
the middle. This slight convexity is more eft'ective in retaining 
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the belt than if the ¡mUy had been furnished with edges as atE; 
and thc forro, besides its greater simplicity, enables the belt to be 
shifted easily off the pully. In fact, when a pully of the latter 
form E is employed, the belt will generally make its way to the 
top of one of the lateral disks, and remain there, or else be huddled 
up against one or other of them, but will never remain flat in the 
ccnter of the rim, if therc be the slightest difference of diameter 
between the two extrcmities of the e y linder. 

It is only necessary to swell the edge of one of the pullies ofa 
pair connected by a belt. The other may be a plain cylinder. 
This facilita tes the removal or shifting of the belt. 

257. In order to bring the belt into contact with as muchas 
possible of the circumference of the pully, it is better to cross it 

Fig. 169. (Art. 249) whenever the nat1;1re of the ma-
chinery will admit of so doing. Because when 
a flat belt i~ crossed, it necessarily follows that 
at the place where the two sides cross, the 
belts lie flat against each other; for since tbe 
belt at each extremity where it joins the pully 
is perpendicular to the plane of rotation, and 
it is twisted half round in its pa.ssage, it must 
be parallel to the plane of rotation half way 
between the pullies, where the two sides of 
the belt cross. Hence they pass with very 
little friction. 

258. The band moves with the same velo
city as the circumference of the pully with 
which it is in contact, and consequently the 

circumferences of the two pullies which it connects move with 
equal velocities; 

. A_r 
· · o.-il' 

where A, a are the angular velocities, R, r the radii. 
But practically when a thick belt is wrapped over a pully its 

inside surface is compressed and its outside surface extended, and 
the center, or nea.rly so, of the belt alone remains in the same 
state of tension as its straight sides, and therefore moves with the 
velocity of the sideK. Hence the radius of the circle to whose 
circumfer~nce the velocity of the belt is imparted, virtually ex
tends to the center of the belt, and half the thickness of the belt 
must be added to the ra.dius of the pully, in computing the angular 
velocities. 

Similarly, to find the acting radius of a pully with an angular 
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groove, as atA, fig. 164, the distan ce of the center of the section 
ofthe band from the axis of the pully must be taken, and this in 
a given pully will be greater the thicker the band employed. 

259. Let aa, /3h, be two shafts, neither parallel nor meeting in 
a point, and let it be required to connect them by a pair of pullies 
andan endless band. Recollecting that the advancing side of the 
band must remain in the plane of rotation of each pully, find the 
line MN, which is the common perpen
dicular to the shafts. Fix the pullies 
upon the respective shafts, so that a line 
mn parallel to MN shall be a common 
tangent to them, which is done by making 
the distance AM of the upper pully 
from the point M equal to the radius Bn 
of the lower pully, and vice versd, BN 
=Am. 

Arrange the belt in the manner shown 
in the figure, the arrows indicating the b 

direction of motion ; then the portion np 
which is advancing to the upper pully is 
plainly in the plane of rotation of that 
pully, and will therefore retain its posi
tion thereon, and similarly, the portion 

}'ig. 170. 

mq which is advancing to the lower pully, is also in the plnne of 
rotation of the latter. 

If, however, the motion be reversed the belt will immediately 
fall off the pullies, for in that case the portion pn will advance 
towards the lower pully in a plane pn, making an angle with that 
of the pully. The belt will iherefore begin to shift itself towards 
N, and, by so doing, will be thrown off the pully, and a similar 
action will take place between the belt qm and the upper pully. 

This property manifestly excludes this arrangement from all 
machinery that is required to revolve in either direction, or even 
to be occasionally turned backward in adjustments. 

The appearance of this arrangement in practice is very curious ; 
for the retiring belts being twisted at a very considerable angle 
from the planes of the pullies, at the moment of quitting them 
appear as if they were slipping off at every instant, which how
ever they never do. The only fault is, that this violent twist at 
m and n is apt to wear out the leatber, especially if the shafts are 
pretty close together. For which reason it may be better to 
cmploy guide pullies to conduct the belt from one wheel to the 
other, as in Art. 263. 
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If it be reqnired to cross the belts, the arrangement for so doing 
will be found by drawing a figure similar to 170, bnt in which qm 
shall be the intersection of the planes of rotation, mn the descend
ing belt, and a common tangent from p towards q the ascending 
belt. 

260. When round bands are employed for shafts which are 
neither parallel nor meeting, the following arrangement may be 
used. In fig. 171 Aa, {:lb, are the two shafts drawn in perspective. 

1} 

' 

u, 

Fi¡r. 171. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

¡ C\ 

2 

Fig. 172. 

Let AB be their common perpendicular. The upper pully 
Amp must be fixed so that its central plane contains the common 
normal AB, and is necessarily perpendicular to its shaft A11; 
similarly, the central plane Bnq of the lower pully must be per
pendicular to its shnft hfJ and contain the common normal. But 
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t.he projections of the shafts on a plane perpendicular to this 
normal as at a1a1, h¡/31 may ma.ke a.ny angle, but must necessa.rily 
intersect at the seat of the normal. 

The band passed over the upper half of the upper pully, must 
have its two sides conducted downwa.rds and pa.ssed under the 
lower pully in the direction ofthe letters mqnp. The two straight 
portions are manifestly not in the same plane, and the portions of 
the circumference embraced by the band, are greater than semi
eircles, being included by two normals Am, Ap on the directions 
of the band. This is more distinctly shown in fig. 172, which is 
an elevation of the combination drawn on a plane parallel to that 
of the upper pully and to the common perpendicular AB of the 
axes. 

Fig. 173. Fig. 174. 

261. The exact mode in which the band embraces the pullies 
is shown in figs. 172, 173, and 174. The first is a.n elevation on 
a plane parallel to the common normal of the shafts and to the 
lower axis h/3, but perpendicular to the upper a.xis A. Fig. 173 
is an elevation of the pully on a plane, parallel to the direction of 
the advancing band rq; fig. 17 4 a section through tbe common 
normal, and therefore through the bottom of the gorge. 

Tbe pully is composed of two similar frusta. of equal eones, as 
~de, set in opposite conta.ct so as to form the groove of the pully. 

Now rq, the advancing band, is by its tension retained in aplane 
rqf which cuts the cone parallel to its axis in the curve gt¡f, which 
is an are of an hyperbola whose vertex is q. 
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Assuming the combination to be at rest, and the end of a 
flexible cord kept in contact at n, and then passed under the pully 
from n too and upwards by 9 and 9 to r, it will plainly embrace 
the groove until it arrives at the normal q, figs. 173 and 174. From 
q the band, which is confined by its tension to the plane rqf of 
which Bq is the normal, may be moved to any position in that 
plane which is tangent to the hyperbola 99· 

N ow it has been shown above that if a cord. running towards a. 
pully is drawn aside from the normal plane of the axis so far u to 
come into contact with the outer edge of the groove as at grm it 
will be dragged onwards and thrown off the pully. But so long 
as it is within the edge so as to be in contingence with thc hyper
bolic section as at 9r1 it will remain in the groove. Draw there
fore 9r11 in the plane of the section and tangent to it at the point 
9 of the base. Evidently any direction within the angle formed 
by the lines r 11q and rq will be retained in the groove. But if 
within the lines r 11!J and rul!/ will be thrown off. 

By the above arrangement the axes may revolve in either 
direction without throwing off the band. Also, the relative rota
ti ve directions of the axes may be changed, for supposing the 
upper wheel Ap to revolve as shown by the arrows, tbe side pa of 
the band may be shifted so as to pass from p to q and similarly 
the side mq transferred to the position mn. This will evidently 
transfer the upward motion of the circumference of the lower 
wheel from n to q and the downward from q to n. 

Fig. 176. 262. Pullies are sometimes employed 
for tbe purpose of altering tbe course or 
path of a band, in which case they are 
termed 9uide pullies. Their position and 
number may be determiued in the follow
ing manner: 

A band moving in tbe line Ah is re
.ll quired to bave its path diverted into the 

direction bB by guide pullies. 
If tbese lines meet in the point b, one 

pully is suflicient; the axis of which must be placed perpendicu
larly to the plane wbich contains the two lines Ab, bB, and ita 
mean diameter adjusted so that it may touch these lines. If tbis 
diameter be too great for convenience, or t.he point of intersection 
b too remote, or if the lines do not meet in a point, tben two 
pullies are required, whose positions are thus determined. 

Draw a third line f9• meeting the two former lines in any con
nnient points f and g respective! y, and let this line be the path 
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of tbe band in its passage from one line of direction to the other. 
Place, as before, one guide pully at the intersection f, and the 
otber at the intersection g, the axes of tbese pullies being re
spectively perpendicular to the plnne tbat contains the two 
directions of the band. * 

263. Let A, B be two pullies whose axes are neither parallel 
nor meeting in direction, as in Art. 259, and Jet the line ed be 
tbe intersection of tbe two planes of these pullies. 

In this line assume any two convenient 
points e and d; and in the plnne of A draw 
ce, df, tangents to tbe opposite sides of this 
pully; also in the plane of B draw cg, dlt. 
similarly tangents to the pully B. 

This process gives the patb of an endless 
bandee g h df, in whicb it may be retained 
by a guide pully at e in the plane e e g, aml 
another at d in the plane f d h. In this 
band both the retiring and advancing sides 
lie in the planes of each putly. The pullies 
will therefore tum in either direction at 
pleasure, and the band is not Hable to 

Fig. li6. 

.. ···~ /lA 
.... ';! 

the twisting wear already deprecated in the arrangcment of 
:fig. 170. 

In otber cases that may present themselves, the position and 
least number of tbe requisite guide pullies may be determined by 
similar methods. t 

264. lf the bands are not made of elastic substances they re
quire stretehing pttllies; that is, pullies resembling guide pullies, 
whose axes can be shifted in position, so asto increRSe the tension 
of the band as required ; or else their axes are mounted in frame!l 
so that a weight or spring may act upon them, to retain the band 
in tbe proper state of tension ; but as the operation of these con
tri vanees involve considerations of force, they do not fall nnder 
the plan of this portion of the present work. N either do certain 
arrangements by which the quantity of circumference embraced 

• Poncelet, Mee. Ind. part iii. art. 24. 
t The rigging of ahips and machinery for h'>isting loada present eumplea of gnidc 

pullies in eombinations termed blocks, }¡,.cause they are commonly eontained in the 
parallel mortises of a block of wood. But such pulley blocks when employed in ma
cbinery are compoacd of parallel iron or brasa platea. Tbe pully or pullies of thiA 
d&SII are always leas in diametAr thAn that of the mortise, the projecting edgea of 
wbieh are required to prevent the rope from being dragged oft' the pul! y. More par· 
tieulan of thie clau of mechaniam will b11 found under the head of lleduplication. 

o 
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by the bands are increased or multiplied, for the purpose of 
improving the adhesion. • 

265. W e ha ve. seen that a common iron-chain with oval links 
may be employed as an endless band ; using the form of groove 
A, fig. 164. If the chain be formed with care, and the wheels 
between which it works be provided with teeth, the spaces 
between which are accurately adapted to receive the successive 
links, then the chain will take a secure hold of the circumference 
of each wheel ; and its action upon these teeth will reRemble that 
of one toothed wheel upon another, or rather of a rack opon a 
toothed wheel, the successive links falling upon and quitting the 
teeth without shocks or vibration, so that the motion of one toothed 
circumference will be conveyed to the other without loss from 
slipping. A chain of this kind is termed a geering cltain, 
and various forme have been given to its links to ensure smooth
ness of action. But these chains are expensive and troublesome, 
and are not much in use, as, generally speaking, the communi
cation of motion to a distance can be as completely effected by 
a long shaft with bevil-wheels at each end ; and the geering 
chain, in all its forme, is liahle to stretch, by which the spacing 
or pitch of its links is incrcased, so that they no longer fit the 
teeth of the wheels. 

Fig. 177 shows the geering chain which was proposed by the 
celebrated V aucanson, about 17 50. The links of the chain are 

Fig. 177. 
made of iron-wire and adapted to la y hold of 
the teeth of a wheel in the manner shown by 
the figure. t 

Geering chains had been, however, employed 
long before this period, as for example, by Ra
melli in 1588; t and the very chain of Vau
canson is represented by Agricola, in 1546, 
as an endless chain, to carry buckets in a 
machine for raising water from a mine. 

Fig. 178 is another form, from Hachette, 
in which the links are made of platea ri vetted 
together, somewhat after the manner of a 
watch-chain ; and 179 is a third modification,§ 
in which a plate-chain is also employed ; bnt 

the teeth of thc wheel are much better disposed for grasping the 
successive links. Nevertheless, in nll these cases, when the rivets 

• Viclt Chapter on Friction below. 
t Vide lt.'ncyc. JtUtlwd. • Manufactures,' tom. ii. p. 132. 
t Vide hia Figa. :r.:u.ii. aod :r.ciü. 1 Uaed in Morton'• pateDt alip. 
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enlarge the boles by wearing, t.he pitch of the chain is increased, 
and each link enters its receptacle on the wheel with a jerk, 
producing vibration and accelerated deterioration. 

Fig. 179. 

Fig. 178. 

266. If the axes be required to make only a limited number 
of rotations in each direction, the slipping of the band may be 
entirely prevented by fixing each end of it to one of the pullies 
or rollers, and allowing it to coil over them as many times as 
may be required; as in fig. 180, where rotation is conveyed from 
one roller A to the other B by the cord a, one end of which is 
fastened to the surface of A, and the other end to that of B. 
To enable the motion to be conveyed in both directions a similar 
cord b may be coiled in the opposite direction round each roller, 
so that while b coila itself round A, a will uncoil itself, and tJice 

t7eTIQ. 

Fi~. 180. Fig. 181. 

Tbe carriage B, fig. 181, runa back and forwards upon the 
rollers f, e, and derives its motion from the roller or barre} A, 
-which is mounted on an axis above it. A cord e is tied to one 
end of B, and another cot-d d to the other end; these cords are 
passed as many times round the roller as is necessary, in opposite 
directions, and their ends fastened to its surface. When the 
roller revolves the carriage will travel along its path, preserving 
a constant velocity ratio, provided the circumference of the roller 

o 2 
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nearly touch the line de. Otherwise the variation of the angle 
.Acd, during the motion of the carriage, will cause the velocity 
ratio to change.• If, however, pullies be fixed to the frame of 
the machine beyond d and e, and the cords be carried. from the 
barre) over these pullies and then brought back again to d and e, 
the axis .A may be fixed at any required height above B. Either 
piece may be the driver. 

Sometimes a single line is employed, which being fastened 
at d is coiled three or four times round the roller, and then 
carried on to e ; the coiling is sutficient to enable the cord to lay 
hold of the roller in most cases, as for example, in the common 
drill and bow. 

267. But the constancy of the ratio is inteñered with in both 
these contrivances, by the varying obliquity of the straight parta 
of the corda which connect the pieces, as well as by tbe tendency 
to heap up the successive coils in layers upon each other, thereby 
increasing the effective diameter of the rollers. The latter defect 
is remedied. by cutting a screw upon the suñace of each roller, 
which guides the cord in equidistant coils as it rolls itself upon 
the cylinder. 

Thus, fig. 182, let .A give motion to B by a cord cd, in the 
manner already shown in :fig. 180, but let screws be cut upon tbe 

Fig. 182• surface of the ~llers; then d~ng the motion 
of .A the extremity e of the stra1ght portion of 
the cord will be gradually carried to the right 
as it is wound up, and vice vn-1á ; and thia 
motion will be constantly proportional to the 
rotation, and at the rate of one pitch of tbe 
screw to each complete tum of the cylinder. 

To cause the straight portion cd to move 
f parallel to itself, the screw cut upon B must 

be of such a pitch that the endlong motion oC 
d may be the same as that of c. Now since tbe velocity ofthe 
surfaces of the two cylinders are equal, and every revolution oi 
either screw carries the cord endlong through tbe spaee of one 
pitch, let m x circumferences of .A= n x circumferences of B, aod 
Jet e, e be the respective pitches of their screws; R, r their 
radü, then we must have me=nc, 

e R 
or -= . 

e r 

1t For t.he liae b eet1 u a link jointed ate, and therefore; 
vel. of b : nl. of B :: - .d e d : l. (Art. 30. Cor. 8.) 
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268. In the combination of fig. 181, the screw roller will pre
Yent the irregular heaping up of the cord on the barrel, but will 
not C{)rrect the varying obliquity of the cord. This may be got 
rid of thus. 

Let B, fig. 183, be the sliding carriage, CD, HK the sides of 
the frame which supports the roller, E the roller formed into a 
serew. This roller has a screw F 
cut on its axis, of the same pitch as 
that of E,_ and passing through a nut 
in the frame CD ; the other extremity 
of the roller is supported by a long 
plain a.,;is G, passing through a hole 

e 

Fig. 183. 

in the frame HK; the cord being tied z ·-·········--··· 
at b to the carriage, and at tbe other B 

end to tbe screw-barrel E; it follows, 
that when the latter is turned round, 

D 

it will travel at the same time endlong H G- . .K 
by means of the screw and nut F, exactly at the same rate, but 
in the opposite direction, as the end of the cord is carried along 
the barrel by its coiling; consequently the one motion exactly 
correcta the otber, and the cord b will always remain parallel to 
the path of the slide B. • 

A similar and contrary cord being employed to connect the 
other end of the slide with the barrel, will enable the roller to 
move the slide in either direction. 

269. A well made chain of the common form, with oval or square 
links, will coil itself with great regularity u pon a revolving barrel, 
if a spiral groove be formed upon the surface, of a width just 
sutlicient to receive the thickness of thc 
links. As shown in fig. 184, the links 
will alternately place themselves edge
wise in the groove and fiat upon the sur
face of the barre!. 

270. When the rotating piece is re
quired to move only through a fraction 
of a revolution, the combination is made 
more simple. 

Thus let A, Fig. 185 represent a piece 

Fig. 184. 

or quadrant, whose axis is B, h, a.nd whose edge is ma.de con
centric to it, and let CD be the sliding piece, represented as an 
open frame for clearness only, but supposed to be guided so as 
to move in either direction along the line CD produced. lf 

* From a machine by Mr. Holtzapfel. 
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cords or chains be attacbed at e, d, to the quadrant and at e, 

Fig. 185. 

j, to the sliding frame; anda third intermediate cord be attached 
contrariwise to the quadrant at h and the frame at g, then either 
the motion of the quadrant or the frame will communicate motion 
to the other in a constant ratio, and in either direction at 
pleasure. Bands of flexible metal, e.g. of watch-spring, mny 
be employed in. cases where the flexure is small and of li.mited 
extent, as in this figure. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

ELEMENTARY OOMBINATIONB. 

Dmsto:~r C. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY WRAPPING CONNECTORS. 

CLASS B. { DIRECTIONAL RELATION CONSTANT. 
VELOCITY RATIO VARYING. 

2i l. IF the varied motion is required to be limited to a small 
are, the combination assumes tbe form of ñg. 5 (page 16), but if 
tbe limits of the varied motion extend to more than a complete 
revolotion a spiral groove is employed, as in the fuaee of a watcb, 
representad in fig. 186 . 

.Aa, Bb are parallel axes, one of which carries a aolid poli y, 
or fusee, as it is termed, opon whose surface is formed a spiral 
groove, extending in many convolutions from one end to tbe 
other. The axis Bb carries a plain cylinder; a band, a cord, or 
chain, is fastened as at m 
to one end of the fusee, 
and coiled round it, follow
ing tbe course of the spiral ; 
the other end of the cord is 
fixed to the barrel at n. If 
the cord be kept tight by 
tbe action of a weight or 
spring upon one of the 
axes, the rotation of the 
other axis will communi

Fig. 186. 

B 

cate by means of the cord a rotation to the first axis, the 
velocity ratio of which will vary inversely as the perpendiculars 
from the axes upon the direction of the cord. And the motion 
may be continued through as many revolutions as there are con
volutions in the spiral. 

In Iike manner a pair of fusees may be employed instead of a 
fusee and cylinder. 
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272. lf the fusee be required to communicate motion in both 
directions without the use of the re-acting weight or spring, a 
double cord will answer the purpose. Thus let it be required to 
employ the fnsee in the manner of the barre! A, fig. 181 (p. 195), 
to give motion to a carriage B. The fusee will enable us to 
obtain a varying velocity ratio between A and B. In fig. 187 
Aa is the axis of the fusee, whicfl in this example is made to 
diminish at both ends. One cord is fastened at m, a.nd being 
coiled round the fusee is carried away at n, and attached to the 
carriage, as ate, fig 181. The other cord is fixed at p to the 
fusee, and being coiled in the opposite direction, leaves the fusee 
at the same point at which the first cord is carried off. But thia 
cord is taken in the opposite direction, as at q, and fixed to the 
end d (fig. 181) of the carriage (or, which is better, both corda 
are carried over pullies and brought back to the carriage ). 

When the axis Aa revolves, one cord will unwrap itself from 
the fusee, while the other wraps upon it, and vice versa. But 
they will always leave its surface in opposite directions at the 
same point. 

Since the fusee (fig. 187) is small at each end and large in the 
middle, it ,vilJ, if turned with a uniform angular velocity, have 

Fig. 187 • 
..... 

f. ~ ,.,. 
: 

the effect of graduo.lly acceleruting the motion of the carriage, 
till it has reached the middle of its path, and then of gradually 
retarding it to the end. J t is employed in this manner in the 
self-acting mule of Mr. Roberts, of Ma.nchester. 
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CHAPTER X. 

ELEMENTARY OOMBINATIONS. 

llm111ox C. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY WRAPPING CONNECTORS. 

CLA.SS C. VARYING VELOCITY RATIO AND <JONSTANT OR 

VARYING DIRECTIONA.L RELA.TION. 

273. THIS is obtained by employing circular or curvilinear puJlies 
revolving about excentric centers. The diagrama which follow 
represent my apparatus by which these transformations of motion 
can be effected, and exhibited in the lecture room. 

C is a plain circular disk fixed to the end of an axis A, which 
is mounted in a socket carried by a vertical board or frame, so as 
to leave the face of the disk 
perfectly free. A handle at 
the hinder end of the axis 
enables it to be rotated at 
pleasure. 

pr• is a smaller disk of cur
viliuear outline, having an an
gular groove sunk round its 
circumference in the mauner 
of a pully. This, from its 
form, may be termed a cam 
pu.lly. A simple thumb-screw 
at the back is arranged so as 
to enable this cam pully to be 
secured against the face of the 
disk in any required position 

Fig. 188. -

-
A 

----~------------------L-

as shown in the figures. In fig. 188 the center of rotation 
of the disk is contained within the circumference of the cam pully. 
In figure 189 the cam pully is ñxed to the disc in a position 
beyond the center. In fig. 190 the center of rotation of the di se 
touches the circumference of the cam pully. Bis a plain circular 
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pully which receives the varied motion from the unifonnly rotating 
cam pully, which is the driver of the combination, as B is the 
.follower. 

This pully receives the varying motion from the constant 
unifonn rotation of the cam pully by means of an endless band, 
pqtsr, and is therefore the follower pully. The disk C being sup
posed to revolve clockwise, the portion of band pq will pull the 
lower circumference of B, and the velocity ratio will be equal to 

~· where Ap and Bq are the respective perpendiculars upon the 

direction of thc band, wbich is always a common tangent to the 
cam pully and the follower pully B. But as the fonner turns, 
the length of Ap varies, while that of Bq is constant. I t is there
fore impossible to employ an ordinary endless band. The bard 
is therefore carried o ver the upper parts of the two pullies, and 
brought down as sbown by the dotted lines, and carried under a 
pully attached to the end of an arm, ht, which swings on a pin at 
h, and cnrries a weight W to stretch the band. 

It is apparent, therefore, that the position of the dotted part of 
the band has no influence on the velocity ratio, and also that the 
perpendiculars Ap, Bq, being always in the same direction, 
although varying in lengtb, the directimaal relation is constant. 
In this figure the dircction of the perpendiculars are both down
wards on the bo.nd. But by carrying the band tangentially o>er 
A and B instead of under, the perpemliculars would be both 
upwards, and the part pq would become the loop over t. 

Fi Otherwise the band pq mi~ht Jg. 189. ~ 

-
@;:====== 

pass under A and over B, or viu 
versá. But whichever course 
has been given to the band, the 
directionol relatio1l remains con
stant. 

274. In fig. 189 the cam pully 
is fixed to the disk in a position 
entirely beyúnd the center of ro
tation A. Hence in each revolu
tion the entire ca.m pully is car
ried over and under the center, as 
shown in the · positions 1 and 2. 
In the first the whole cam pully 

is travelling to tbe left, and the band p 1q1 polling the follower 

pully B clockwise with velocity ratio=-AB_P..I. But as the cam pully 
q¡ 
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is carried upwards, the perpendicular Ap1 diminishes, and when it 
has risen so far that the common tangent of the circle B and •he 
pully passes through A, Ap1 vanishes for an instant, and the 
velocity ratio=O. But the motion of the cam pully to 2 now 
obtains a perpendicular Ap11 in the opposite direction, which gives 
out cord to t.he follower Bq. The cord; however, is kept tight by 
the stretching pully below, and thus the motion produced is, that 
each revolution of the great disk communicates one back and 
forward motion to the follower Bq. In this case, therefore, the 
velocity ratio and directional relation both vary. 

27 5. In ñg. 190, three positions of the cam are shown, num
bered 1, 2, 3. The angleofthe salient point is measured by that 
of its t.angents qr, rv, and the cam is so ñxed to the disk that the 
point r coincides with the center of rotation of the disk. 

Beginning with position 1, the velocity ratio is :1P1• As the 
Bq 

motion of the disk goes on, the cam turns upon its salient point r, 
and the perpendicular rp1 dimi
nishes, and finally vanishes, when 
the common tangent q., of the 
cam and follower is hrought into 
coincidence with qr, and the 
cam into the position 2, in which ~ 
the salient tangents are rvp 1·q1• 

The cam now turns on the center 
of the disk r, and therefore gives 
out no cord to B, until it reaches 
the position 3, where the tangent 
rq of the salient angle qrv coin
cides with the direction of the 
cord. The cam proceeding from 
the position 3 towards 1 will now 
press with its lower edge upon 

Fig. 190. 

-
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

C::C:::•====~~ 

rq, and communicate motion to the follower, gradually increasing 
as the common tangent of the cam and fnllower is removed from 
'the diametral direction Aq, and the angle Aqp1 increased. 

The motion in one revolution of the disk of this arrangement 
has an interval of perfect rest of the follower, succeeded by an 
oscillation, which begins gradually, reaches its maximum, and 
end~ gradually. The angle of rest is measured by the passage of 
tbe tangent Aq1 to the position Aq. Let 8=the angle of salience 
and ~=angle ofrest •·• ~=7r-8. 
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By this adjustment, therefore, we ha ve directional relation con
stant, with intermission of motion. 

~7H. In the above figures it is evident that by the rotation of 
the curvilinear pully A the stretching pully D receives a varied 

F. motion upwards and downwards. If, there-•g. 191. 
fore, this pully be attached to a sliding 
piece or to an oscillating arm, a varied or 
intermittent motion will be communicated 
to this piece or arm by the rotation of the 
curvilinear pully. 

For example, if the pully be an excen
tric circle whose center is m, mb will be 
constant, and the motion the same as that 

produced by a crank with radius Am and link bm. 
If the pully ha ve straight parallel side11 and be terminated by 

semicircles whose centers are e and f, and radii the same as tbat 
of the small pully d; and if C the center of motion of the large 
pully be midway between e andf, then Cd will be the radius oí 
the ellipse whose foci are e and f, and center the center of motion 
of the pully ; so that thc vertical sliding motion of d will be 
detennined by the equation of this ellipse round its center. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

ELEMENT.ABY OOMBINATIONS. 

l>n-moll' D. COJOIUNICATION OF MOTION BY IrlNK-WORK. 

CLASS A· { 
DIRECTIONAL RELATION CONSTANT. 

VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT. 

277. WE have seen that when two anos revolving in the same 
plane about fixed ceriters are connected by a link (Art. 30), their 
angular velocities are inversely as the segmenta into which the 
link divides the line of centers. This relation is constantly 
changing, as the anos revolve, uniese the point of intersection T 
( fig. 6 ), can be thrown to an infinite dietance, by making PQ 
parallel to .AB, in all positions, which can only be effected by 
making the anos equal, and the link equal in length to the 
distance between the centers. In this case the angular velocities 
will become equal, and their ratio consequently constant. 

278. This produces the arrangement of fig. 192. D, B are 
centers of motion, Bd= Df the anos, df ( = BJJ) Fig. 192. 
the link. If Bd be carried round the circle, BdfD 0 

will always be a parallelogram, and consequently 
the angular distances of Bd and Df from the line 
of centers the same, and their angular velocity the 
same. 

But as in any given position of one of the anos 
Bd, there are two possible corresponding positions 
of the ano Df,. found by describing with center d, 
and radiue df, an are which will necessarily cut the 
circular path off round D in two points f and A 
(Fig. 8, p. 19); therefore .AD is also a -position 
of the arm corresponcling to Bd, in whieh the link 
dA intersects the line of centers in a point C; and 
if Bd be moved, the point C will shift its place, and 
consequently the angular velocity of .AD will not 
constant ratio to that of Bd. 

pres~rve a 
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It appears, tben, that tbis system is capable of two arrange
ments, one in wbich the angular velocity ratio is constant, and 
tbe other in which it is variable, according as the link is placed 
parallel to the line of centers, or across it. 

But if the motion of this system in eitber state be followed 
round the circle, it will be found that when the extremity d of 
the arm Bd comes to the line of centers, either above or below, 
at a or s, the extremity of the other nrm will also coincide with 
that line, since the link is equal to BD, and therefore to ap or 
st, aud we ha ve two simultaneous dead points. In these two pbues 
of its motion the two positions .fd, Ad of the link coincide, 
and at starting from eitber of these phases, the link has the 
choice of the two positions If, for example, t~ arms be at Ba 
and Dp, then as a moves towards d, p may either move towards 
f, in which case the link will remain parallel to BD, until the 
semicircle is eompleted, or else p may move towards .A., and 
then the link will líe across BD, until the semicircle is com
pleted by d eoming to s, when a new choice is possible. But 
in any given position of Bd intermediate between Ba and B1, it 
is impossible to shift the link from one position to the other with
out bending it. 

279. When this eontrivance is employed to communicate a 
constant velocity ratio, some provision must be made to prevent 
the link from shifting out of the parallel position into · the cross 
position, when the arms reach the dead points. 

There are three ways of passing the link parallel to itself 
across tbe line of oenters. First, by introducing a third arm, as 
Fig. 198• ate, of the same length as tbe others, witb its center 

placed on the line of centers, and its extremity jointed to 
A 0 the link, so as to divide the latter in the same proportion 

as the line of centers is divided by the center of the new 
arm. This new arm may be placed either between or 
beyond the others, and plainly rendcrs any position of the 
link, except that of parallelism to tbe line of centers, 
impoesible. It is not even necessary that the centers 
of the three equal arms shall lie in one line, ÍQr if the 
tbree joint-boles, a, h, e, of the link, be the points of an 
equal and similarly plaeed triangle to that formed by the 
tbree centers of motion, the arms will all revolve alike. 

280. The second way requires only two axes of motion, 
but has two sets of arma • 

.A.a, Bh, fig. 194, are the two parallel axes. At one end oí 
each are fixed tbe equal arms .A.P, B Q, connected as before by 
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a link PQ=AB; at the other end of each are fixed arms ap, hq, 
also connected by a link, pq = ab. 

N ow sioce the separate effect of each of these systems is to 
produce equal rotation in the axes, it is plaiu that the action of 
the secood will conspire with that of the first to produce this 
effect, whatever be the angle which AP makes with ap. Let 
ap then be set at right aogles, or nearly so, to AP; therefore 
when either system arrives at the dead points, the other will be 
half way between tbem, aod by communicating at that moment 
the equal rotation to the axes, will thus carry the link of tbe 
former system over the dead points, without allowing it the 
choice of the second set of positions ; whicb second set of posi
tions is hesides rendered geometrically impossible by this combi
nation of the two seta of arma. • 

Fig. 194. 

281. Tbe form of the piece to which the joint-pin is fixed is 
iodifferent; thus (fig. 194) the pin Pis carried by an arm AP, 
and the pin p by a disk ; but the motion produced by each is 
precisely the same; the effective length of the arm being in 
every case measured in the plaoe of rotation in a right line from 
the center of the pin to the center of motion of the piece which 
carries it, whatever be tbe form given to the latter. 

• Thi1 eontrimnce i1 univel'lllllly employed to eonnect the UBI of' loeomotive 
engines 10 aa to enable the eranlr.ed axle that ia driven by the engine to eommunieal.e 
ita rotation to the other uea. 

Tb" linb are plaeed outlide the wbeei., on~ ou e~eh 1ide, u may be 1een by 
.refe.rriug to any trt>atiH on the ateam...ugine, 01' eumining the loeomotiv• thauelvee 
oa the railroaclt. 
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Howcver, if either axis be carried across the plane of motion 
of the link, the latter will strike against it, and tbus prevent the 
completion of a single revolution. If the axes be required to 
revolve continually in the same direction, eitber the piece which 
carries the pin must be fixed to the extremity of the axis, as in 
fig. 194, or else the axis must be bent into a loop or crank as it 
is termed, as in ñg. 195, by which the axis is also removed from 
the plane of rotation of the link; but the a.'tis may thus be ex
tended indefinitely on either side. 

282. The third method of passing the links over the dead 
points consiste, like the latter, in employing two or more sets of 

Fig. 196. 

B ¡, 

arme and links, so disposed as that 
only one set shall be passing the 
dead point at the same moment. 
But in tbis method, fig. 196, the 
axes Aa, Bb are parallel but not 
opposite, and a disk of any conve
nient forro, as C, D, being attached 
to the free end of each, pins are 
:fixed in the faces of the disks at 
equal distances from the centers of 
motion, and at equal angular di.s
tances from each other respective] y, 
and links each eq u al to the distance 
of the centers are jointed to them 
in order, as shown in the figure. 

The planes of rotation of these disks are removed from each 
other by a distance sufficient to throw the connecting links into 
a slightly oblique position, which enables them each to clear 
the others, during the rotation, by passing alternately above and 
below them. 

The uumber of the links is indifferent. Two are sufficient, a! 
in the former case, and the radii of their pins must be nearly at 
right angles; but if three or more be employed, the pins may be 
at equal angular di11tances round the circle; and it is hardly 
necessary to add, that in determining the length of the lioks 
allowance must be made for the oblique position into which they 
are thrown by the nature of the contrivance.• · 

283. It appears ( Art. 277 ), that by link-work, rotation in a 
constant velocity ratio can only be communicated between two 
axes when they are parallel, move in the same direction, and 

• By T. Ba!hm, of Bav11ria, communicated to Soc. Arbl, vol l. p. 83. 
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revolve in equal times. If, however, only a motion through a 
small angle is required, it may be communicated with an ap
proximately constant velocity ratio, whatever be the magnitude 
of that ratio, the relative position of the axes, or the directional 
relation. 

For if the axes be parallel, it is shown in Art. 277, that if a 
pair of arms AP, B Q, fig. 197, be connected by a link PQ, aud 
Placed in such a position v · 197 +IS· . 
that the intereection T of 
tbe link and Jine of cantera 
sball coincide with the per
pendicular KT upon tbe 
link from the intereection 
of the &rDl8 produced, then 
will the angular velooity be 
mo.mentarily constant, and 
will be sufficiently near to 
constancy, if the motion of 
the links be confined to a 
small angle on eacb side of 
the mean position. 

N ow the arms AP, B Q 
will re vol ve in opposite di
rections; but if they be 
reqnired to revolve in tbe 

e 

B&m.e direction, the centers of motion must lie on the same side of 
the link. AP, Bq, are a pair of arms connected by a link Pr¡, 
which will fulfil tbis latter condition, and Kt the corresponding 
perpendicular upon the link produced, and intersecting it in t in 
the line of centers produced. 

The angular velocities of the arms have been shown to be 
inversely as the segments A T, B T, or At, Bt. 

The simplest mode of arranging the prop01tions is to make the 
link perpendicular to the arms in the mean position, as shown in 
.AP, CD; PD being the link; and in this case, tbe angular 
velocities are inversely as tbe length of tbe arms themsehes, 
(Art. 176). 

284. If the axes be not parallel, let .A.e, BJ(fig. 198), be the 
axes whose directions do not meet, find tbeir common perpen
dicular ef, and draw eg parallel to JB. In the plane Aeg draw elt 
dividing the angle .A.eg into two, Aeh, heg; whose sines are in
vcrsely as the angular velocities of the axes Ae, BJ respectively 
( .A.rt. 41 ). From any point h drop perpendiculars ItA, hg, 

p 
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u pon Ae and eg; ma.ke fB equal to eg, draw Bl equal and parallel 
to gh, and join /ti; which being parallel to ef, is plainly perpen
dicular both to .Ah and to Bl. 

Fig. 198. 

1 

If .Ah, Bl be anns, and hl 
the link, then by the con
struction the link is perpendi
cular to the arms ; and if the 
angular motion be small and 
the figure represent the mean 
position, tbe angular velocity 
ratio of the axes will not ditl'er 
sensibly from tbat which would 
be communicated ü the axes 
were para.llel, and the arma 

and link in one pla.ne, and will therefore be nearly constant, and 
equal to the inven~e ratio of the length of the arms. 

If the axes be required to revolve with tbe opposite direction&l 
relation to that shown in the figure, one of tbe arms must be 
placed on tbe opposite side of tbe axis. In fact, as eacb arm 
admits of two positions ( thus h m ay be above the axis or helow 
it ), so there are four ways in which these arms may be combined, 
two of which will make the axes revolve one way with respect to 
each other, and the otber two the opposite way. 

285. The mechanism of organs, pedal-harpa, bell-hanging, and 
vnrious other portions of machinery, generally called bell-cran}¡, 
tcork, fall under this cla.ss of small sensibly equable angular 
motions. The same kind of mechanism requires the change of 
the line of direction of these small motions. This may generally 
be effected by a single axis witb two arms ; and by the same 
combination the velocities may be cbanged in any required ratio, 
whether the motions be in the same or in different planes, as 
follows. 

286. If the motions be in one plane, let ah, da (fig. 199) be 

Fig. 199. the linee of direction of the motions meeting 
in a. Draw Ca dividing the angle 6ad 
into two, whose sines are in the ratio of 
the given velocities in ab, da (vide the con
struction in Art. 41). In a C take any con
venient point C for a center of motion, from 
which drop perpendicular& Cb, Cd upon the 
respective directions. If these be taken for 
arme moving round C, and links be jointed 
to them in t.be lines of direction ab, da, then 

a small motion given to ab will turn the two-armed piece bCd 
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round its axis e, but will not remove its extremities sensiblv 
from the directions ab, da, which are the tangents to the circle"s 
described by those extremities in the mean position of the axm•. 
But these extremities will move with velocities which are dircctly 
as the length of the arme. (Art. ll.) 

In practice it is better to make the lines nb and ad bisect the 
versines of the ares of ercursion, in which case each link will be 
carried to the right a'ftd leí\ of its mean position, as in tbe figure, 
instead of neviating wholly towards the center of motion. 

287. Since the ares of excursion of the extremities d, b are 
given, we can, by removing the center e to a sufficient distance 
from a, reduce the angular motion of the piece as much as we 
please, and thereby diminish the deviations of a, b from the mean 
positions.• 

A two--armed piece ·or bent lever of ·this kind is termed a crank, 
or more properly a bell-crank, to distinguish it from the looped 
axis to which the term crank is also applied (Fig. 195), butwhich 
differs frmn it considerably ; tlre object of the former being to 
change the direction of motion of a link when that motion is 
limited in extent; whereas the latter is expressly formed to allow· 
of unlimited l"'tation in the same directiorJ. The bell-crank is. 
analogous to the guide pullies of wrapping banda ( Art. 262 ), and 
accordingly these are sometimes employed in lieu of bell-cranks, 
to change the direction of motion of a link, by inserting at the 
place where tlre motion is di verted -a pieee of chain which passes 
over a guide pully. 

288. If the given directions of motion intersect, as in fig. 199, 
we obtain four angles round the point of intersection, in two of 
which the directions of motion both approach the point, in another 
they both recede from it ; and in the two remaining angles one 
motion approaches and the other recedes. The axis e may be 
placed in either of the two latter angles. If the directions of 
motion are paraJlel and opposite, the axis willlie between them, 
and if parallel and similar, the axis will lie beyond them, on oue 
side or the other, but if also equal, then the axis is removed to 
an infinite distance, and the crank becomes practically impossible ; 
but the change of motion may be effected by the next Article. 

* lf the linke be not perpendicular to the a.rms in the mean position, but if the 
angle ad.C made by one link with its a.rm be equal w the supplement of the angle abC 
made by the other link with its arm, then it can. be shown that during a small angular 
motion of the system the ratio of the velocities of the links will still rema in constant, 
aud be equal to the ratio of the respecti-re perpendiculars from C upon the links. 
This, however, supposes that the links in their deviations are not sensibly removed 
from parallelism to the mean positions, and it would 1'1\rely be of any practica! semee. 

p 2 
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289. If the two directiona of motion be not in one plane, let 
ad, cb, fig. 200, be these linea; find their oommon perpendicular 

de; draw ce parallel to ad, and in the plaoe 
Fig. 200. bee construct the required crank, as in Art. 

286, of which let B be the center, Bb, Be the 
arms reapectively perpendicular to be and ce. 

" Draw BA a common perpendicular to Bb 
and Be, and equal to de. Draw .A.a pa.rallel 
and nece888l'Íly equal to Be, then will.A.B be 
the axis, Aa and Bb the arms required to 
change the small motion in ad into the requi
site motion in cb. 

By a similar conatruction we can effeet the 
change of a small motion in a given direo
tion, into another equal motion in the same 

e direetion parallel to the first;. which hu 
been shown to be imposaible by the bell
crank in one plane, although the motiona 

themselves are in one plane. 
In the mechanism of organa, in which the tranamisaion of such 

small motiona is of frequent oocurrence, the crank is termed a 
backfall when its arme are in one horizontal straight line, and r. 
square when they are at right angles. 

An armed axis like fig. 200 is a roller, and the links are &tieurl 
when they act by compreuion or pushing, and trael~er• when by 
tension or pulling. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS . 

.Drnstolf D. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY LINK-WORK. 

CLASS C. { DIRECTIONAL RELATION AND VELOCITY RATIO 
CONSTANT OR V.ARYING. 

290. THE general definition of link-work, given abo ve in the first 
chapter, Art. 29, has shown that it derives its name from the em
ployment of an intermediate piece termed a ' link,' • which is a 
rigid bar connected to each of the pieces, between which it acts 
as a transmitter and modifier of rootion at a constant point of 
itself and of the piece. In the majority of cases these pieces 
rotate on parallel axes, and thus the varieties of motion may be 
investigated by assuming that the pieces and the connecting link 
are simple radii tuming on fixed points at one end and jointed to 
the respective extremities of the link at the other ; the en tire 
combination being thus reduced to four lines in aplane, forming 
a trapezium ABPQ with variable Fig. 201 . 

angles bnt constant sides, of which AB ............ Q 
fi.xed in the plane is termed the ' line ··· ... 
of centers,' AP, B Q the ' radü ' capa
ble of rotating in the plane about the ! 
fi.xed points A and B, and PQ the ( 
' link,' which is compelled to move A~------: 
in the plane so that its extremities 
P and Q can only travel in the circles described about A B by 
the extremities P and Q of the radial arms to which they are 
jointed. In the formulre by which the laws of motion of these 
movable parta are expreBBed, the length AB of the line of 
centers is designated by d, the link by 1, the greater and smaller 
radii by R and r respectively. 

It has been already shown tbat the angular velocitics of the 

• Bielle, Fr. 
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radü are inversely as the perpendiculars from the fixed centers 
upon the link. 

The most general motion for which link-work is used is to 
enable the rotation of one axis to communicate a reciprocating 
motion to the other. The path of the reciprocating piece is very 
commonly rectilinear, and this case is brought under the general 
principie by supposing thc rectilinear path to be an are of a circle 
of infinite radius. The motion of piston-rods for pumps, steam
engines, &c., or the travelling platforms of printing presses, 
planing machines, the tool bars of slotting machines, and so on, 
may be quoted as examples of rectilinear reciprocation. 

The axes may be required to revolve continuously with con
stant or varying velocity ratios, or finally, they may be connected 
so as to admit only of alternate reciprocations. 

W e may now proceed to examine these four cases in detail, 
taking them in the order of ( 1) Rectiliuear reciprocation. (:t) 
Rotative reciprocation. ( 3) Alternate reciprocation. ( 4) Continu
ous rotation. 

(1) Rectilinear rtciprocation.-In the four following diagrams, 
the bar, table, or other sliding piece is omitted, as its motion is a 

Fig. 202. 

simple translation in which every point moves in a path parallel to 
that of the extremity ofthe link, and with a velocity equal to that 

l 

F. extremity, the direction of whose rg. 21)3. 

r. 

path usually pasees through the axis 
or center of rotatioo of the driving 
radios, as in figs. 202, 203, 204. 

In these figures, that radios is 
shown in two positions, AP, Ap, and 
the portion of the path KL to 

u which the com-se of the extremity 
Q is limited, is determined by setting off from A, in opposite 
directions distances AK, Ak=l-r and AL, Al=l+r. 

In fig. 202 the distance of Q from A= Qd±Ad= .Vzt-~in'O 
± r cosO. ( 1); where the positive sign is used when dis between 
Q and A, and the negative when d is beyond QA. 
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In the small triangle Pr•, P•, r• are respective! y perpendicular 
,4P. h · h velocity of P Ps AP to.a ,Pd,t eretorewe ave 1 . fd -=· . 

ve oc1ty o rs Pcl 
Consequently, if P travel uniformly, the velocity of p vani!!hes 

at the extremities of its eourse gG; is at a maximum at the point 
where Pd=AP; and is the same at any two points taken at equal 
distances from A on opposite sides. 

lf the link be very long with respect to AP, ita inclination may 
be practieally neglected, and the distanee Qd be supposed equal 
to PQ. Therefore the motion of Q will be the same as the 
motion of d, arriving at the middle point M of its course .KL 
when Pis at the middle of its semi-rotation from g to G, and 
having ita velocities symmetrically equal on opposite sides of the 
eenter point of KL. 

But the effect of the inclination of the link is to dra w the point 
Q nearer to A than it would be if l were infinit.ely long, by a 
space=PQ- Qd=l- .¡ZS-rsin18. (2) which when P is at 
the middle of ita semi-rotation as at Ap (figs. 202, 203) becomes 
mq=l- .Vl"-r. (3) The segments of the eourse lq, qk, de
seribed by the motion of the radius through the respective quad
rants gp, pG, near and remote, are lm::t¡m=1·±(l..! /2 - r2 ) ( 4). 
In fig. 204 thc link PQ is equal to the radial arm AP, u~d 
consequently AP and PQ 
constitute in all positions an 
isoseeles triangle, of which the 
base A Q is the line of motion 
or groove of the pin which 
connects the radial arm with , 
the sliding bar or piece. l ;...: ---+---:-;;~F---:'li+-~~ 

Produce AP to R, making 
PR = AP, and with that 
radius describe a circle, LR w l, 
which is plainly twiee the 
diameter of the inner eirele. 
If the rotating radius AP be pinned at P to the link PQ it 
will move the pin Q in the line or groove A Q until it arrives 
at A, the isosceles triangle APQ gradually beeoming more and 
more acute at the apex P until Q is brought into co4lcidence 
with A, after which AP, PQ, being folded into a single radius 
will rotate about A. But if the lin~ PQ be produced to JIT, we 
have PW=PQ and QW._AR. Also the pgure {lQRW is ·a 
rectangle, of which AR and Q W are equal diagonals and P the 
center. 
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Thos the link PQ is extended from P to W, a.nd when P its 
center, is rotating, the respective extremities travel in the crossed 
diameters lL, w:r, like the pencil bar of a trammel. 

Each revolotion will cauee the point or joint pin Q to travel 
from L to l, and the point W from z to w. And thus the radial 
ann AP will move the bar through a coorse of twice the length 
doe to its radios. 

N ow as A Q= 2Ad in all poeitions, it follows that the law of the 
motion of Q in tbe line AL is tbe same as the motion of d, witb 
twice its velocity, and tbos the point Q and the bar to which it 
is attached move with velocities symmetrically equal on opposite 
sides of the center point .d. The left side of the figure shows that 
tbe radios Ap makes an acote abgle Apq with the vertical diameter 
which compels the link pq to push tbe slide point q at an obtuee 
angle pqA, which would generate jamming friction of a magnitude 
tbat would prevent the motion of the bar from taking place ( t:idt 

Chapter on Friction). To overcome this difficulty short grooves 
U" S, :ra, are fixed to the frame of the machine to receive a pin 
fixed to the extremity W, of the prolonged link. Thus, as W 
is carried upwatds by the rotation of P and its lower end Q 
goided horizontally by the sliding piece, so, when the angle PQA. 
has nearly reached a degree of obliquity that generates injurioua 
friction, the opper end W of the link enters the guide groove. 
Its pin acts as a folcrum against the side of the groove as at .,, 
and the joint pin p of tbe radius acts transversely on the link so 
as to press the sliding piece in the direction of the longitudinal 
motion req uired. 

PRo B.-To determine the motion of a alide when tk patk 
of the end (if the link travela in a line that does not med the 
azis. 

:Fig. 206. 

Q L 

Let A be the center of motion of a revolving driving arm .AP 
( r ), PQ a link ( l) jointed to AP at P. Its extremity Q is coro
pelle~ to move in a right line LK, which for eomparison witb tbe 
preVIous formulm may be coosidered as a circle of.infinite radias. 
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A C, perpendicular from A upon lL, will therefore be a portion 
of the line of centers. The link may either be direeted to the 
right as at PQ, or to the Ieft 88 gl. Let an are with center A 
and radius AK = l- r intersect the rectilinear path at k and K. 
This is the shortest possible distance of the extremity of the link 
from A, and gives inward dead points. Similarly an are struck 
from A with radius AL=r+l gives two outward dead points L 
and l. The motion of the outer end of the link is limited to 
either of the right lines KL or kl, in which it travels back and 
forward when r revolves. 

The position of Q corresponding to any given angular position 
o{ AP can be found as follows: let CAP=e, and AC=e, Pp 
being drawn parallel to A C, we ha ve the distance of Q ·from 
c=cp+pQ. 

=r. sin e+ .//1-Pp'. 

=r. sin e+ ../12-(e±r cos iJ),• for Pp=AC±r cose. 

Let 81 e1 be the values of e that belong to the dead points. 

. .AC AC 
At these pomts cos 81=-r and cos 81=--,. 

r+ r-' 
Also Cl=..; Azt-Aca, and CK=..; AJ('J-ACI. 

H .AK=AC, the radios .Af and linkfl will coincide with the 
line of centers, and the extremity k with the point C. As the 
link is now perpendicular to the path of the sliding point, and the 
infinite radius Iies beyond the link, we have an outward dead 
point at e simultaneous with an inward dead point at f, which is 
a point of helplessness. But if this be overcome by any extra
neous contrivance, the sliding point will move to and fro between 
L and l. 
· The preeeding pages have shoWh that when an excentric pin, 
crank, or other equivalent contrivance is employed to produce 
back and forward motion in a sliding bar or plane surface, the 
length of tbe link, or connecting rod 88 it is usually termed, com
par~ with the radius is a very important element, and therefore 
its inftuence on the motion of the reciprocating pieee must be 
de,·eloped by formulae and construction. 

Generally •speaking, the radius being supposed to revolve 
uniformly, the sliding piece, beginning from one of the extremi
ties of its course, will move slowly, but its velocity will increase 
as it approacbes the middle part of the oourse, and then decrease 
to the end, where with a elight pause it will begin to return, and 
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so on continually. The position of the maximum 'Velocity is not 
necessarily in the middle of the course, and there are otber 

t ... .. 

> -r .; 

0 0' 

irregularities which have been developed above by diagrams and 
formulre. 
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To illustrate these varieties of motion practically, I will 
explain the construction of a piece of lecture apparatus devised 
by me in 1857, and employed ever since. 

These figures represent the side and end aspects of the 
apparatus in question. Fig. 206 is tl\e front and fig. 207 the 
end view of the machine. On a base board Dd a standard piece 
Ce is fixed, in the middle of which, at A, a socket is implanted, 
which receives an axis rotateable by a handle aB ( fig. 207) at 
the back and ca-rries in front the radial arm AP, whosc revolu
tions communicate the reciprocations, which the machine is in
tended to exhibit, to a sliding rod Rr. This rod is best supplied 
by a strnight piece of brass tube three-fourths of an inch in 
diameter, which is eusta.ined by two iron standard& S, S (fig. 206), 
that allow it to slide endlong. The form of these appears in 
fig. 207 at SR. An iron bar of sufficient length is bent at right 
angles at f and g, the lower end is thus provided with a foot f, 
by which it can be screwed to the base board, the llpper end g is 
furnished with an angular notch, in which the tube lies and 
slides, and is kept in its place by a rectangular strip or cap of 
metal Hh, attached to the front vertical face of the standard by 
screws in slits, which allow the press\lre on the tube to b~ regu
lated so that it may slide freely without looseness. 

Tbe radial arm AP carries a joint pin P at its extremity, 
which is inserted into a hole at the end of the link, and secured 
by a spring cotter of wire placed in the eye of the joint pin, as 
shown in fig. 207. 

Link rods PL of wood are provided of severallengths, distin
guished in the figures by accents, P.L ... , P".L' .. , P'".P''.P'.L., 
selected to show the variatiQDs of motion. Each link has at one 
end one or more boles P to receive the joint pin of the radial 
armas explained above. At the otber end a piece of brass wire 
is fixed normally into the vertical face of each link at L, and con
nected with the sliding brasa rod by simply inserting it into one 
of the boles drilled tbrough the rod, which bears tbe same accent 
as the link. 

In fig. 207 the link PL is seen witb the joint pin P and sppng 
cotter at its upper end, which connects it with the radial arm, 
and at the lower end of the link L the wire projects from it;s face 
and is passed through the brass tube. 

To withdraw the link the arm AP must be set pointing up
wards, as in fig. 206, the spring cotter must then be removed, 
and the upper end of the link drawn outwards to release it from 
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the pin. The cylindrical fonn of the tube allows of this motion 
by rotating upon íts own axis. 

On the face of the standard CD, a circle or dial is described 
with center .A, and is divided into four quarters, indicated by the 
cross diameters, and each of the quadrants bisected by a sbort 
line distinguished by a circular spot, which for distinctness is in 
the actual machine eoloured red. The end of the radial arm 
being pointed serves as an index by which the radios can be 
placed at eigbt equidistant points of the circle, which are sutlicient 
to show the general nature of the inequalities of motion produced 
in the sliding points by varying the lengths of the link. 

The motion of the sliding rod is exhibited by means of a 
graduated scale on the face of a vertical board EF, fixed to 
the base immediately below the sliding rod. An index l fixed to 
the rod slides along its edge and shows the distances tbrough 
which the rod travels, 

The scale is simply divided into two equal parts by a line, and 
each of these parts is again divided nnequally by a line marked 
with a red spot. Theee spots being placed so that when the 
longest link P Lv 18 employed, the index of the radial ann and 
that of the sliding rod will coincide simultaneously on the 
respective scales with the rectilinear graduating line and with the 
red spot lines. When shorter links are substituted this coinci
dence fails, for in describing fig. 202 it has been shown that wben 
the link is very long the selectec.l point or index l of the sliding 
rod (fig. 206) will arrive at the middle of its course wben the 
radial end of the link is on the vertical diameter of the dial, and 
that the positions of tbe sliding index corresponding to the octant 
points of the dial are much nearer to the extremities of the slide 
scale than to the center of the scale, to which, however, they are 
placed symmetrically. 

If short ·links are nsed, this symmetry is destroyed. The 
whole length of the course remains unaltered, but the inter· 
mediate graduations or the slide scale corresponding to the eight 
points of the radial dial are all drawn towards that dial. 

By putting in tum into their respective places the three links 
fig. 208 (beginning with the longest) r.LV, P".L'"', P 11.L, 
and exhibiting for each the positions of the sliding index when 
the radial index is placed opposite the eight points of the dial 
in succession, the increasing deviations from symmetry will be 
made apparent very strikingly. 

Tbree links are provided, but tbe shortest has three holes. 
P', P", P'", by whicb it is enabled to perform tbe functions ot 
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three links. The shortest LP when the hole P' is placed on the 
radial pin is equal to the radios AP of the excentric driving arm. 

A double link QPL, fig. 208, and sideways in fig. 207, has 
a hole P in the middle fitting the excentric pin P, and two pins 
Q and I turned in opposite directions, of which one is placed 
in the hole P of the sliding rod and the other receivt>d in the short 
vertical grooves fonned above and below the dial, and corre
sponding to ws, zs (fig. 204). By this combination the rod is 
carried by the rotation through a trip equal to the diameter of the 
dial instead of the radios. 

(2) Rotative ReC"iprocation.-ln fig. 209 let r revolve clock
wise from a position AP towards AG. The link PQ will push R 
from B Q and oause it to rotate in the ¡¡ame direction tow!U"d L 

Fi¡, 209. 

until r and l coincide in one right line AGL, fonnir•g a deod point, 
when the farther progrt'Ss of r towards AF will cause R to retro
grade from L towards Q. the link now pulling R. "\Vhen r has 
reached AF, r and l again form a dead point by coinciding in 
one right Iine F AK. When r has passed this position, R will 
retrograde from BK towards B Q and BL. 

Thus the continuous rotation of r produces an oscillation of 
R between the positions BK and BL, the link alternately pushing 
and polling. 

But at the instant of passing a dead point, as AGL, a smoll 
motion of AG on either side of the right line AGL produces 
little or no motion in the arm BL, for it has been shown (Art. 
30) that the angular velocities of the anos are inversely as the 
perpendicular& from the center upon the link, and the perpen
dicular from the center A opon the link being nil, it follows that 
the arm BL receives no motion at the instant of passing, and 
very small motion when nearing or quitting the dead point, 
whence the name dead is given to the positions in question. 

At the dead point G the link cxtends outward from the driving 
arm r, and at the dead point F the link is folded inwards upon 
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the driving ann. To distinguish these positions, 1 term the 
first an ou.tward dead point, aod tbe second ao inward dead poiot. 

Fig. 211. 

Fig. 218. 

~~~-r---;~==.u-~·=~····~-.J,a Gl A B !K 

Fig. 212. 

Fig.1U. 

Fig. 216. 
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As two sides of the varying quadrilateral are thus composed 
into one, it is converted into a triangle at the moment of forming 
a dead point. At the oatward dead point the compound side 
=l+r or l+R. At t~ inward dead point the side=l-r, or 
1-R. The base of the triangle is always the line of center, and 
the remaining "Bide that radios which is not employed in the 
compound side. 

In the series of diagrama which occupy the opposite page, and 
are numbered from 210 to 216, the magnitudes of the radii R, r 
are the same thtougho'át the series, also the length of the link l is 
the same. 

The purpose of the series is to 'Show the nature of the motione 
produced by altering the length of the libe of centers. 

1 t is evident t.hat the greatest length of thi!l line ( AB) is 
attained in fig. 210, where the radii and link are extended into 
one straight line and the system is "immovable, and has two 
outward -dead points. · 

The shortést length of the line of centers is when the two radii 
are folded upon the link (as in fig. 216), and this system is simi
larly immovable, having two inward dead points. There are also 
two intermediate lengths of the line of centers, which allow the 
radii and liftk to form one straight line, namely, fig. 212, which 
has an inward dead point for r, simultaneous with an outward for 
R. Lastly, :fig. 214 has an outward dead point for r, andan in
ward for R. These two systems are not immovable. 

The ckoiJ point triangles ALB, AKB (vide fig. 213) are 
therefore easily :constructed wh-en R 1' and l are given, for an 
are (a) described with center A and radios AL= r + l will intersect 
the larger circle et L and another are (a) with radios AK=l-r 
will intersect it at K, and thus the respective angles L, K of the 
dead point triangles ALB, AKB, are obtained. But those ares 
will also meet the circumference in two points l, k respectively 
equidistant from the line of centers and opposite. The system 
therefore admits of two inward dead points and two outward 
dead points, and the continued rotation of the lesser arm will 
either produce an oscillation of R from K to L or from k to 
l, according as the system is previously arranged, which can 
only be done by detaching the link at one end. 

As Aa=l+r and Aa=l-r, .·. aa=Aa-Aa=2r. 

Consequently as the continuous rotation of ,. can only produce 
oscillations of R when the ares aa both intersect the circumference 
of the large circle, it follows that, for this osciJJatory motion the 
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lengths of the arms must be unequal or r < R, for ü equal, tbe 
distance of a from a being equal to the diameter of tbe circle 
they could not both intersect the circumference. 

(3) Alternate Reciprocation-In fig. 211 let the small arm 
which is at an outward dead point at A G be moved by hand 
towards F, thus drawing the longer arm from BL to BK, 
where the link and arm R come into one straigbt line. Tbis 
limits the motion of r and forros an outward dead point for B at K. 

The downward motioB of B must now be continued by shifting 
the hand from r to R, and moving the latter to Bl. 

This movement will cause r to return on its path from AF to 
Ag. But the motion of R is now arrested by the straight line 
Agl, formed by a second outward dead point of r. The band 
now sbifted to r will continue its motion upwards from Ag to .Af, 
drawing after it R from Bl to Bk where the motion is arrested 
by an outward dead point formed by R at Blc. The motion of 
R must now be continued by hand upwards, drawing r with it 
upwards until itself is stopped at BL by the outward dead point 
of r atA G. Thus the motion of each aJIJD of the system consim 
in an oscillation through an angle limited · by two outward dead 
points formed by the other radius. The extremitiee of each 
oscillation correspond to medium points of the opposite one 
reciprocally. 

In fig. 215 the length of the link is also such as to compel 
the system to perform alterna te oscillations, r moving from A G by 
F,j, to Ag and back, while R oscillates between BK and Bk. 

But tbi11 motion differs from the former, in that the ares of 
oscillation in fig. 211 are turned inwards towards each other and 
the four dead pointa are outward dead points, while in fig. 215 
the ares of oscillation are turned outwards from each other, and 
there are four inward dead points. lt is unnecessary to trace 
this motion in detail as it may be derived from the deecription of 
that of fig. 211 by counterchanging the terma inward for outward, 
drawing for pushing, upwards for downwards and vice versa. 

If the link be shorter than the least distance as sb, fig. 2li, 
an are about B with radios Bb = R -l will intersect the small 
circle in two points F, f, and give an inward dead point to R 
at BK and another opposite to it at Bk. Also, an are about 
A with radius Aa=r+ l, will intersect the great circle at L 
and l, and give an outward dead point for r at AGL, and 
another at AL. This system moves with altemate oscillations 
of the arms through the angles indicated by the black portions of 
the circumferences. 
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If the link be longer than the least distance we obtain alter
nate reciprocations, but with inward dead points for both arms. 

Thee~e three systems IU'é only employed in tracing the curves 

Fig. 217. 

known as W att's cqrves for parallel motions, in which the tracing 
point is attached to the link or link plane. For they can only per
form tbeir motions by having each arm in tum guided by hand or 
oomplex mechanism and are therefore unfitted for the modification 
of motion in trains. 

( 4) Continuous rotation of botk arma with var!Jing velocil!J ratio. 

Fig. 218. 

-Let there be two circles (figs. 218, 219) with radii R, r, equal 
or of any relative magnitude, and Jet their centers A, B be within 
the area common to the two circles, and consequently Ail'l and 

Q 
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BN both greater than .AB, i.el7 d and r 7 d. Continoous 
rotation implies the absence of dead points, for at every dead 
point the rotating radios is brought into coincidence of direction 
with the link and the other radios has its motion reversed. 

For continuoos rotation of both radii, it follows that the ex
tremities P, Q of the link must travel in their respective cir
cumferences of the circles in soch a manner that no straight line 
can be formed by either radios with the link. Therefore itll 
length l most be such that an are with radios 1 and center taken 
at any point of either circumference must intersect the other in 
two points. For if this are tooched the other circomference in 
one point only, that would be a dead point. 

N ow NL being the line of centers, ML is the greatest ontside 
radial distance from the circumference of the lesser circle to the 

Fig. 219. 

other and MN the longest. lf, therefore, the link G L be greater 
than ML the radios .AG and GL can never come into one 
straight lineas an ootward dea.d point. Also if GL be less than 
MN the link folded back u pon .A G will fall short of N, and 
therefore can never form an inward dead point. The condition 
of continooos rotation is consequently that the link l must be let!S 
that MN and greater than ML. But ML=BL-M]J and 

MB h. h . 1 > R-(r-d) 
MN=BL+ ,w 1c g¡ves <R+(r-d)' 

Ir the link=ML, .AM and ML will coincide on the line oí 
centers with BL and give simultaneous dead points, inward for 
BL, and outward for .A.M. 
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If the link=MN we have simultaneous dead points inward for 
both radii. 

In practice the arms must be fixed, as in tbe figure, at the free 
ends of the two axes, and the link in a 
plane intermediate with the anos. 

If .An, Cm be perpendiculars from the 
centers of motion u pon the link, we ha ve 

ang. vel. of .AP _ Cm 
ang. vel. o(C Q- An' 

Fig. 220. 

by Art. 30, Cor. 1 ; which perpendiculars 
continually changed uring the motion of the system. 

PROB.-Given d, 1, R, r of a piece of link-work, to find the posi
ti,ons in which the a.rms are pa.rallel. 

With center B and radiusBq= 
R-r describe an are and another 
with radius Bq=R+r. With 
center .A and radius = 1 intersect 
the first are in q, and the second 
in q1• Dra.w BqQ meeting the 
larger circle in Q. · Make AP pa-
rallel to B Q andjoin PQ. Mani
festly by construction .AqPQ is a 
parallelogram and PQ = Aq = 1 is 

Fig. 221. 

in the position which corresponda to the parallel anns on the same 
side of the line of centers. Similarly, join Bq1 a.nd draw AP1 

parallel to it, and join P 1 Q1, which gives the position of the link 
when the parallel arms are on opposite sides of the line of centers. 
If the length of .Aq be greater than AB + Bq or less than AB
Bq, the intersection at q and the consequent para.llelism of the 

' ' 'bl · t h 1 < d + R-r Al J! arma JS lDlposBl e, l. e. we mus ave > d _ R + r' so 10r 

< d+R+r 
the contraryposition of the arms we must have 1 > d-R-r' 

Fig. 222. 

Q ll 
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PRon.-To find the two positions of the system in which the 
link is parallel to the line of centers. 

In Figs. 222 (p. 227), and 223 given 
Fig. 223. .AB=d, and the radü R, r. Set oft' 

on the line of centers .Aa=l, and with 
center a and radios ap=.AP, describe 
an are meeting the cireumference in 
Q, make QP=.Aa and draw .AP, 
join·BQ. 

Since .Aa = PQ and a Q = ..AP, 
APQa is a parallelogram, and PQ 
parallel to A a and • •. B Q, AP, are 

the required positions when the link is parallel to line of centers. 
PROB.-To produce a alow advance aud quick return.-.AB, 

fig. 224, is a line of centers of which .A is the axis of the driving 
arm .AF, which revolves oontinually and communicates an oecil
lation to the follower &1111 Bk by means of a link FK. 

Supposing the rotating arm AF to revolve clockwise beginning 
with the position AF, which corresponda to ·BK of the follower 

arm, it is evident that tbe 
Fig. 22~. advance of the follower from 

BK to Bk is performed 
during the rotation of the 
driver from the inward dead 
point F.AK to the outward 
dea.d point Afl, which dead 
point positions of the ro
tating arm are distant from 
each other by nearly three
quarters o( a revolution, and 
the retum of the follower 
from Bk to BK occupies 
the remaining quarter. 

To set out this diagram, the cirele Fjfromcenter .A and radius 
the given arm AF must be drawn, and radii .AF, Af, making an 
angle F Af which divides the en tire ciroumference into the two 
angles which correspond to the required proportion between the 
advance and return. On the radii AF, Af, produeed, set off from 
F andfany c.onvenient equal distances FK,fk, andjoin Kk by a 
right line, which is the chord of the angle through which the 
oscillating arm travcls. The center of rotation of the arm will 
necessarily be on the perpendicular which bisecta the chord. 

Figs. 225, 226, show a piece of apparatus which I devised for the 
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purpose' of exhibiting the various motions of link-work with two 
parallel axes, which are demonstrated in the precedir.g pages and 
diagrams. Fig. 226. 

Fig. 225 is a perspective view of 
the complete machine, which consista 
of a base board w hich carries two 
standards for the support of the two 
parallel axes. The short standard Bb 
is of iron and terminates upwards .with 
a fixed cylindrical tube socket B, in 
wbich the horizontal follower axis de
signated by B in the previous diagrama 
of this division is inserted. To the 
wooden arm BL, which requires no 
alteration in length, the axis lJ is 
:fixed, projecting outwards. From the 
otber extremity of BL, a pin Ll 
projeets inwards, to be received in a 
bole 1 at the end of the link. 

The high standard MN is of wood, 
and carries the axis .Aa. As the nor
mal distance of the two parallel axes 

Fig. 226. 

varíes, the tube socket .Aa is formed and supported so as to allow 
of being fixed at any required height abo ve the plane of the axis B. 

Fig. 226 is a horizontal section of this socket through the axis, 
showing the rebated groove on the face of the standard, and the 
narrower slit which is cut through to the back of it, so as to 
allow the tube to receive the handle ah, by which the combina
tions are put in motion. This handle is riveted to a hollow axis, 
tbrough the center of which a slender bolt is passed, with a square 
head at .A, and a fly nut at the back a. 

As the length of the ann .AG requires to be adjustP.d to suit 
the various motions, it is furnisbed with a slit of sufficient length, 
as shown in the figure. The bolt is passed through this slit and 
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through the hollow axis. The fly-nut of this bolt binds the arm 
aguinst the end of the hollow axis in front. The hollow axis is 
carried by a larger tube which slides in the vertical rebated 
groove and projects backwards 80 as to receive a fl.y-nut FJ, 
shown in fig. 226. 

This larger tube has in front a flange with ita vertical sides 
parallel, so as to fit easily in the rebated groove of the standard, 
aml allow the axis Aa to be adjusted at its required height. 
Link rods with a hole at one end L and notches at the required 
distan ce as shown at g G are provided. 

291. To the different forros under which the rotating arm and 
link appears in Art. 279, may be added the ezcmtric, fig. 227. 

Fig. 227. 

;o. 

Let .A be the axia or center of 
motion, to whieh is fixed an ex· 
eentric circular pully ol which B is 
the center; a hoop al>c is made to 
embrace this pully 80 as just to 
a.Mow the pully to tum freely within 
its circle, for which pm-pose, as weU 
as to allow the machine to be put 
together, the hoop is generally made 

n two halves capable of being eeparated at a and lJ ; a frame tulll 
connects this hoop with the extremity d of the arm dD, to which 
it is jointed in the manner of a link. When .A revolves the dia
tance Bd from the.cen~er ofthe excentric to the extremity ofthe 
arm remains constant, and therefore the motion communicated is 
precisely the same as that which would be given by an arm A.B, 
and a link Bd. But this contrivance allows the axis to be cou-
tinued straight through the excentric, whereas when an arm is 
employed the axis must be cut short, or else bent into a crank, 
as explained in Art. 280. On the other hand, the magnitude of 
the hoop and excentric is so great with respeet to the radins Gf 
motion .AB, that this contrivance is neeessarily limited to the 
production of vibrations of small extent. The dotted circle 
radius .Ak includes the space required for the rotation of the ex
centric, the radius of which is equal to the sum of the radins of 
the excentric and of .AB, and the formar must be greater than 
the latter. A common crank or pin would oocupy a circle of 
about half this radius. · 

292. The excentric, arm, or crank, under the ditFerent fonns 
thus described, is by far the most simple mode of converting 
rotation into rcciprocation, and it has the valuable property of 
beginning the motion in each direction gently, and egain gra
dually retarding it, so as to avoid jerks. N evertbeles~ the law of 
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variation in the velocities is not always the best adapted to the 
requirements of the mechanism; but the reciprocation is pro
duced so simply that it is often worth while to retain the crank, 
and correct the law of velocity by combining other pieces with it 
in a train. By trains of link-work very complex laws of motion 
may be derived from a unüormly revolving driver. This will be 
best illustrated by the examples which follow. 

293. Ex. l. H the crank, instead of being fixed to the uni
formly revolving axis, be carried by a second axis, and these two 
axes connected by one of the previous combinations for the pro
duetion of varying velocity ratio with constant directional relation, 
the inequality of velocity in the reciprocathlg piece may be almost 
entirely got rid of. Thus, let these two axes be connected by a 
pair of rolling curve wheels (Art. 89), let .A1 be the constant 
angnlar velocity . of the first axis, .A, th~ angular velocity of the 
seoond axis, upon which is also fixed the crank, let r be the 
radius of the crank, and (J ~e angle it makes with the path of 
the reciprocating piece ; then if V be the linear velocity of this 

piece, we ha~e ~ = ;:=~=r.sin8(fig. 202), .·.V: r.sin8 • .A., 

wbich is to be cona.tant by hypothesis. Let r 1 and r1 be the radii 
of contact of the rolling curves which co~ect the 1\rst AAO •eeond 
uis respectively ; 

• _.4,_r1_c--r1 .. ------, 
.A1 r, r 11 

if e be the distance of the axes. 

V C r, . 8 z. .·.- = rsm ="; 
.A¡ ra 

a constant by hypothesis J therefore V and A are in the prol»>r
tion of the spaces described by the reciprocating piece and the point 
wbose radius is unity u pon the first axis; and as one revolution 
of the latter corresponda to a complete donble oscillation of the 
l' ha V 2r h er. sin (J ,. sin (J 
,ormer, we ve .A= -=A, w ence r1= --.-8 z. =e . IJ .., 

1 7t' r BU\ + " ,..sm + ,. 
whence the follower curve may be laid down. Again~ by Art. 81, 
if 81 be the corresponding value of (J in the driving curve, we ha ve 

(Jl =fr,d(J ="! fsin (Jd8= c-'!!cos (}, 
c-r1 2 2 

and when 8= o, and ~· 81:;:: O, and -¡, respectively, whence C= i• 
also 81 = 'f· versin8,aod r 1 =c-r,, 
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will give the driving curve. In the following Tablea sufficient 
number of values are computed to enable these two cu"es to be 
laid down by points. 

FoLLOWBB DBmm 

6 

1 

!:~ e, ~ 
e e 

o o o o o 1·0000 so •1204 0° 20' ·8796 
10° ·2143 1° 22' ·7857 
15° ·2890 so 4' ·7110 
20° ·3495 5° 25' ·6505 
30° ·4899 120 4' ·6601 
400 •5025 21° 3' ·4975 
50° •5461 82° 9' ·4539 
60° •5763 45° 14287 
70° •5963 59° 18' ·.087 
80° ·6075 74° 28' •s~J25 
90° ·6109 90° ~891 

As eacb eu"e is kuown to have four similar and equal qud
rantal parta about the center in alternate reversion it is only 

F. 228 necessary to lay down oue tg. • 
quadrant for each, as in fig. 
228 at ha e, as follows. W'rth 
radios ha equal to the line 
ot cent.ers describe a quad
rantal are ac divided into 
equal angles, by radii 61, 
hu, hui, and so on. The 
number of these radii mUJt 
coincide with those of the 
Table, but in this di~ 
only a few are laid down to 
avoid confusion. From tbe 
center h of tbe follower set 
ofF on the successive radii 
ha, hi, hu, &c., the propor
tionallengths hO, hl, h2, b3 
. • . indicated by the ee
oond oolumn of the Table. 

Tbrougb these points draw tbe curve, O 1 2 3 • • • h, which com
pletes the form of one quadrant of the follower. 
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To set out the aeoond rolling curve, which is the driver, it must 
be remarked that each of ita radii ia the remainder Oa, 11, 211, 
3III • • • • • which has béen cut from 
the lines already drawn in equal diviaion 
from the center of the quadrant bac. 
AJso that the diatancee of the respective 
contact points measured on the circum
ference of the upper curve O, 1, 2, 8 .•• 
are equal to thoae of the lower curve 
O, 4, 5, 6 ••••• 

This curve is easih· laid doWii as fol
lowa. On the fii'St ~us Oa u a base, 
constmct the triangle 04a of which tbe 
side 04=01 and the aide a4=Il. Simi
larly, on a4 construct the triangle a54 
whose aide a5=n2 and 4, 5=1, 2, and 
so on. 

Thus a series of pointa ia obtained 
through which tbe curves can be drawn 
as in Fig. 228 and theoretically they 
satisfy the condition of equaliiJing tbe 
velooity of the reciprocating piece. If 
tae lower curve, which ia tbe driver, be 
rotated counter-clo~kwise ita increaaing 
radü will enable it to preBB against the 
decreasing radii of thé iollower until the 
coneave salient point wbich terminates 
the long diameter of the driver ia brought 
into contact with b. But as this point 
coincides with the axis of rotation of the 
follower, it ia plain that no preBBure can · 
be excited by the projecting cusp upon 
the hollow cusp at b, because their pointa 
of cuspidation coincide with each other 
and with the center of rotation of the 
crank wheel. These pointa of the action 
correspond to the pauage of the crank 
over the dead pointa, where, as it com
municates for the moment no velocity 

Fig. 229. 

ll 

to the reciprooating piece, the velocity of c---~HT'-----:;:} 
the crank must beoome infinita to main
tain the conditions of the problem, which 
requires a constant velocity in the reci-
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procating piece, and therefore no 1088 of ;time in the change of 
direction. All which being practically impoBBible, it is necessary 
to alter the :figure of the curve at these points, and reduce it ro 
the form Q, shortening the points. of the driver accordingly; 
teeth may then be added to these cui'Ves in the usual manner. 

Fig. 229 represente the model which I derived from my inves
tigation given above. .A is the driving wheel, the form of whieh 
is obtained by shortening the points of the driving curve in Fig. 
228, and providing the circumference with teeth projecting inwards 
and outwards upon the pitch curve so altered.- B is an elliptie 
board, into the face of which pina are driven in the line which is 
produced from the form of' the follower in fig. 228 by adaptiug it 
to the change of the driving curve. 

A projecting stud e is jointed to the lower end of the link CF. 
Its upper end F communicates the recipooeating motion to the 
sliding piece in the direction of the line of canten .AB prodoced. 

Any contrivance, however, that produces two equal periods of 
variation in the angular velocity in' each revolution will serve to 
correct the velocity of the crank-follower sufticiently for praeti.ce. 
The rolling curves, as just described, are used in some silk
machinery; b~t their figure is not so completely formed opon 
principie. · 

lf the axis of the crank be connected to the uniformly revolving 
axis of the driver by means of a Hooke's joint, and these u:es 
meet at a aufficient angle, the rotation of the crank will ha ve two 
maximum and two mínimum velooities in each revolution, which, 
if carefully oppoaed to those produced by the .crank, will nearly 
correct the unequal motion of the reciprocating piece. 

294. Ex. 2. Tp equali1e the velocity '6y linA-worA. The v*'lo
city of the reciprpcating piece may be also nearly equalised by a 

Fig. 230. 

train of link-work only. Thus let .4., fig. 230 be the axis of the 
crank ,4a, which by means of a link a e commuoicates in the usual 
way a reciprocating motion to a point e, which travels in the line 
.Ab between B and b. A second link ed connects e with an 
arm Dd, moving on a center D, and the motion of e between B 
and b thus moves d ~etween q and , ; so that the rotation of the 
crank Aa ~uses the arm Dd to reciprocate between the poeitious 
Dq and Dr. 
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In any given position of this l'ystem draw perpendicular& .Am, 
Dn from the centers of motion llpon the links; then if .A1 .A2 be 
the angular velocities of Aa, Dd respectively, and V the velocity 
of e, we have very nearly 

(Art A .Am 
.A1 • Am= V=A2 • Dn • 30); ••• ~= Dn. 

lf .Ao and Dd both reach the position perpendicular to the Jink 
at the same time, then Am and Dn will reach their maximum 
values. together, and will decrease and increase together, so that 

the ratio ~: may be made nearly oonstant; and thus, if .Aa re

volve uniformly, the reciprocating pieee Dd will move in each 
direction with a velocity much more nearly unifonn than that of 
the piece C. 

This latter piece may either slide or may be fixed to a long 
arm so as to make Bb an are of large tadius ; or the intermedia te 
piece C may be e ven omitted, andad connected by a single link; • 
but this is not so good. 

295. Ex. 3, To produce a rapidly retarded velocity. .A, B, D, 
fig. 231 are centers of motion, .Aa an arm revolving round A, bBC 
an arm revolving round B, and Dd an arm revolving round D; 
tbese arms are connected by links ab and Cd, by which the motion 
of Aa is communicated to Dd. Let Aa move only through an are 
of a circle al, 2, 3, and let the three points 1, 2, 3 he a.t equal 
angular distances from each other, IUld so pla,ced that thE:line b.A, 
which is a tangent to the small Eig. 231. 
are described by b, sball bisect 
the angle 2.43, desoribed by a. 
in its passage from 2 to 3, N ow 
since the motion given to the 
arm Bb will vary as the versed 
sine of the angular distance of 
Ao from the line bA, the motion 
which b receives while a moves 
from 1 to 2 will be very much 
greater than that which it re
ceives while a moves from 2 to 3, 
The correspondi:ng positions of lit 
and b are numbered with the 
same figures. In fact, praeti. 
cally, the second motion is so small that this combination may be 

• Homblower in 1796 applied this lattu Jllethod to the ~~a.¡p-enJine. (Ree11' (zyc. 
&etl'II·Engine, PI. v., ftg. 7.) 
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employed when the arm Bh is required to remain at rest during 
the second motion of .Aa from 2 to 3, 88 well 88 when the arm Bb 
is required to receive a rapidly retarded velocity from the oniform 
velocity of .Aa. • 

Bot the third arm Dd is so placed with respect to Be that the 
taogent to tbe are described by its extremity d shall bisect tbe 
small angle 2B3 described by e in its passage between the second 
and third positions; the motion therefore which Dd receives during 
the second motion of .Aa from 2 to 3 is very tnoch less thao the 
small motion given to Bb. This third arm is therefore added 
when a more perfect repose is required. 

296. Ex. 4. To multiply o1cillations by link-w,rlc. If a 
common cra.nk, .Aa, :fig. 232, be jointed by a. link a6 to an arm 

Fig. 23:1. 

3 

moving round a center B, we have seen that every revolution of 
the crank will produce one complete double oscillation t of the 
arm Bh, and therefore of an arm BC opon the same axis. 

Let an arm D2 moving round a eenter D be joined by a link 
to the arm BC in sucb a relative position to it that the tangent 
to the are described by the extremity of D2 m ay bisect the angle 
described by the arm BC. The :figures 1 2 3 opon the circular 
path of the crank, opon the are of motion of the arm BC, and 
opon that of the arm D2, show the corresponding positions of 
these pieces. Tbe motion of Be from Bl to B3 in either direc
tion will produce one complete double oscillation of D2 from the 
position D! to D2 and back again, 88 shown in the figure ; and 
therefore one double oscillation of BC, or one revolution of the 
crank will produce two complete double oscillations of the arm 

* This principie Wl\8 first l'lmployed by Watt in the mechanism for opening tbe 
val ves of the steam-engine ( llirk his patent,1784,:in :Muirhead's Mtcluntical lt~rmtünf• 
of Ja""• Watt, v. iii. p. 109), and su'bl!equently applied to the printing press by Lord 
StanhopE' in 1800. These mechanists only empl'oyed the two arms, ~a, Bb. The 
third arm Dd was introducPd by Eran!. into bis patent hatp action, 1809. 

t In pendulums and other vibrating bodiPA oue oacillai'Íon includes the motion from 
ont> t>nd of the path to the otht>r, in either directlon. A d<mhle O«'illation, then-fore, 
is tbe motion from oue end to the . otbPr and back agai~~¡ and thue contsins nl.l the 
phases of the pt>riodic motion. 
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D2. lf another arm be connected with D2 in the same manner 
as the latter is connooted with B C, then one revolution of the 
crank will produce fonr double oscillations of the last arm, and 
thus with the train of n axes, one revolution of a cra.nk ma.y pro
duce 2a-» complete double oscilla.tions of a.n arm. 

297. Ex. To produce an altenJate intermitting motion by 
link-worlt.. A, fig. 233, is the center of motion of a common 
cra.nk which by mea.ns of the 
link 2, 2, causes an arm Bh 
to oscilla.te between the posi
tions Bl and B3. The ex- 1 

tremity l> of this a.rm ia also 
jointed to two other links he 
and bd. The link he connects 
it with a.n arm Ce whose 
center of motion is C, and the 
tangent to the path of its 
extremity passes through B, 

Pig. 233. 

\ 

. 
~ ¡ ! 

\ l i 

}~ 
e 1 3 

a.nd bisects the a.ngle 2B3 f therefore by Ex. 3, when h moves from 
1 to 2, Ce will move from Ce.l to e:, but when b moves from 
2 to 3, Ce will remain nearly at rest in the position e:. On the 
other ha.nd, the link hd, whioh is shown by a dotted line, is 
jointed to an a.rm Dd, the tangent of whose path pa.sses through 
B, and bisects the a.ngle hlB2; so that while b passes from 
1 to 2, Dd remains nearly at rest in tbe position Dd~ ; but when 
h pa.sses from 2 to S, Dd reoeives a motion from Dd~ to D3. 
The effect of this arrangement is, that when the cra.nk A revolves, 
the arms Ce and Dd oscilla.te with intervals of rest, the one 
moving when the other rests, and vice ver1a: which may be 
traced by the corresponding figures, if we follow the motion of 
the crank at A round its circle, as thus: 

{ 
1 to 2 Ce rises and Dd resta 
2 to 3 , rests , falla 

crank moves from 3 to 2 ts . , res , nses 
2 to 1 ,. falls , rests. 

298. But for showing the exact nature· of tbe motion 
produced in this manner, graphic representations are the best 
( Art. 14 ). Thus in fig. 234, Bh is the vertical axis of a curve 
whicb representa the motion of the arm Bb ; Ce and Dd the 
axes of curves which represent the cotemporaneous mot.ions of 
the arma Ce, and Vd respectively. The circle described by the 
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crank is divided into twelve equal angles, and the axes of ab
scissz are divided into equal parta corresponding to these twelve 

Fig. 234. positions aad numbered accordingly from 
B e D B O to 12.. The figure represents one revo-

1-----t.---1-~1-..... lutioa ad a half, for the better exhibition 
~ • of the motion ; and Mtpposing the crank 
2 • to revolve uniformly, ·the vertical abscissle 
• t---'r---t't---':f----11---. of the curves will be proportional to 

: the time. The ordinates of these curves 
1 
6 1----+t--lHI---ll----. are proportional to tb.e spaces or ares 
1 • described by the ex:tremities of the arma 
s . • respectively. Thus tlle ordinates of the 

1: t-1--tf--ft---lf--.;..... rurve Bb are proportional to the distance 
11 • of the extremity b of B'h from the ex. treme 
12 t-~1--t---i-f--+-. position B'hl. These curves are easily oh

• tained by drawing the fig¡n-e 233 upon a 
' 3 Hrlt---+1---jl--· large scale, 1111d :setting out upon it tbe 
4 • twelve relative positi.ons of all the arms of 
1 • the system, in the same way as the three 
6 '----Lt-'1l--ll-- principal positions are there shown. To re-

• e " tum to fig. 234. lt appears that the double 
oscillation df llb from oto 12 is convenw in Ce mto two double 
oscillations, one of which e.xtends from .2 to 10, and is large, 
while the other from 10 to 2 is eo amall that it may be considered 
as a state of test. The oscillati.on of Dd is similar, but tbe large 
wave of tbe latter is opposed to the small wave of the former, 
and vice t:eNd.. Now if these small waves be required to be 
reduced, a secoad arm (as Dtlfig. 231) must he ·attacbed to each 
of the arms Ce, Dd M the present system. The curve Ee 
representa the DJOtion 'OÍ tbis second arm, suppoeing it to be 
attacbed to Dd, and from this it appears that wbile the oscillation 
of tbe large wave is rendered more nearly constant in its velocity, 
the small wave is obliterated a.nd red.uced to a line coinciding 
with the axis of the a'bscissae. 

299. These examples may serve to show that very complex 
motions may be produced by combining link-work in trains, and 
the mechanism thus obtained is so simple and certain in ita 
action, that it is always desirable, if possible, to employ it9 
Curves should always be used as a test ror the motions, because 
in these intricate combinations formulm would not, even to the 
best mathematicians, give the same clear notion of the ootem
porary action of the various pieces oC tbe train that is conveyed 
in this manner. 
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300. When a reciprocating and revolving piece are conneeted 
by a single crank and link, the revolving piece must be tbe 
driver, unless it be heavy; for if the reciprocating piece be made 
the driver, it is evident that at the dead pointe (Cbap. XII.) of 
the system it could communicate no motion to ita follower. But 
if the revolving piece be beavy, it will by its inertia be carried 
across the dead points, and thus allow tbe reciprocating piece to 
continua its action in tb:e reverse direc.tion. This mode of opera
tion belongs to Dynamics, and therefOI"e will not be examinad in 
the present W ork. In fact, in Pute Mechanism, the only 
methoda by which a reciprocating driver can be made to give 
continuous rotation to a follower, are by EacapeTRmta, for which 
see Sliding Contact in the present Chapter f and by cliclca and 
ratc/&et-UJ!ueu, which, as they properly belong to Link-work, 1 
shall proceed to explain. 

301. The driver is u arm whose 'Ceoter of motion is A 
fig. 235. The follower F la a wheel termed a. ratcMt·toheel, 
having teeth formed like those of a 
saw. 

The piece Be is freely jointed to 
the driving arm at B, so that it rests 
by its weight upoo the teeth of the 
wheeL H the arm be moved in the 
direction of tbe arrow into the posltion 
Abe, the extremity e will abut against 
the radial sides of the teeth, and push 
the wheel as if BC were a linl& jointed 1 
to its circumference at C. But wben 
tbe ann is moved backwards towards 

Fig. 236. 

A 

AB, the point e will rise over the sloping sides of the teeth, and 
communicate no motion to the wheeL 

H a continuous reciprocation be given to the driver, the 
follower will advance a few teeth during every motion of the 
driver in the direction of the arrow, and will remain at rest during 
its retnrn in the opposite direction. 

To ensnre the wheel against an accidental motion in tbe 
revene direction, an arm DE similar to Beis jointed toa fixed 
center of motion D, and by abutting against the teeth in a 
similar way to Be, only allowa the wheel to be moved in the one 
direetion required. A detaining arm of this kind Í1l termed a 
tktmt or latch, and the arm Be which communicates motion a 
click, or ratchet, or paul; but these latter names are frequently 
used in common for both the moving and detainiog pieces Be 
and DE. 
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302. This is a very useful and practica! eombination,• and 
admita of great variety of arrangement. Thus tbe arm .AB may 
be made to move eoncentrieally to the ratchet-wheel. This 
method, when practicable, is to be preferred, for the arm, ratchet, 
and wheel then move togetber as one piece during the advance 
of the lattel'. 

Or the orown-wheel form may be given to the ratebet-wheel, 
as in ñg, 236, in whicb oase, the cli~ B may be either jointed 
toan a~ .4a, which moves eoncentrieally to the wbeel, orto an 
arm cd, which is atta.cbed toan axis Ce at rlgbt anglea to that 
of the wbeel. 

Fig. 231. 

A , p 
G:-

303. The reciprocating arm may also be made to drive the 
wheel both during its approaoh and reeess. Thus, let ~. 
ñg. 237, be the center of motion of the arm, D that of the 
ratehet-wheel, and let the arm have two cliclcs ab, ac, jointed to 
its extremity a, and engaged with the opposite sides of the 
wheel. 

When a is depressed the click h will pusb the teeth, but the 
click e will slide over them. On the other hand, when a is 
raised, the click e will act upon the teeth, but h will now slip 

over them, so that whether a rise or fall 
the wheel is made to move in the direction 
of the arrow. 

304. A similar eontrivance is shown in 
fig. 238, where A is the center of motion of 
the arm, and clicks ah, de are jointed at 
equal distances on each side of A. 1Vhen 
a rises, the click ab slips over the teeth, 
and de pushes them; but when a falls, thc 

click ab pushes the teeth and de slips over them. These two 

* It flnt appear11 in Ramelli, fig. 136. 
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latter arrangements are called the levers of Lagarousse, from 
the name of their inventor.* 

305. Levers either of this latter kind with two clicks, or with 
a single click accompanied by a detent, are also employed to 
move racks. 

306. Instead of jointing the clicks and detenta to their levers 
or centers of motion, tbey are sometim.es made in the form of a 
slender spring. Tbus if ab instead of hanging loose from a, or 
being pressed by a spring into contact with the ·teeth, be itself a 
slender spring fixed to the lever at a, it will act precisely in the 
same manner as it does in the figure, merely giving way from its 
elasticity wben it is required to slip over the teetb, instead of 
turning opon the joint for tbat purpose. 

307. The shape of the extremity either of the detent or click, 
as well as of the teeth against wbich they act, may be determined 
as follows: 

If we examine tbe action of the de
tent and wbeel, it appears that the two 
conditions whicb determine the form are 
these. If the wheel be urged in one di
rection, the action of its teeth shall have 
no eft'ect in raising the detent, but shall 
rather tend to keep it in its place. If 
the wheel be urged in the opposite direction, the contrary shall 
happen. 

N ow the tooth and detent act u pon each other by sliding 
contact. Let A, fig. 239, be the center of motion of the wheel, 
B of its detent, and let pq be the normal of contact between the 
tooth and the end of the detent, and let Ap, Bq be perpendiculars 
upon this normal from the centers of motion. Then if the wheel 
be urged in the direction from p to q, this normal is the line of 
action u pon the detent ( Art. 31 ), which therefore tends to turn 
the detent round B in the dircction pq, that is, to presa it more 
closely into contact with the teeth. 

If, on the contrary, the oenter of the detent were at B', on the 
other side of the normal, the action of the teeth would be to turn 
it in the direction pq round B', that is, to raise it out of the 
teeth. To mak:e the detent hold, therefore, its !'Cting extremity 
and the teeth must be of such figures that the normal of eontact 
shall pass between its center and that of the wheel. H the wheel 
be urged in the opposite direction, then it can be shown in like 

tt Mtwlli- App. 1702. 

•R 
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manner, that'to enable the wheel to lift the detent, the normal of 
contact in this new direction rs must also pass between the two 
centers of motion. 

lf, however, the hook form be given to the detent, as at Ae, 
fig. 235, then the normals of contact in both directions must pass 
on the aame aide of the two centera of motion as ~L 

308. By attending to this principie, which applies equally to 
the detents and the clicka, we may make them and the teeth of 

F . 2•0 different forma, as in fig. 240, where B lg .... 
is a detent adapted to act with a pin-
wheel, and A with a common apur-

o wheel: tbe dotted linea show the nor
mala of contact. 

A pin projecting from tbe face of a 
bar wbich lies behind the wheel makes 
an excellent detent. 

Wben the detent requires to be re
leased by band from the teeth, it may 

be provided with a tail, as at m, fig. 235; the usual form of a 
detent when it is urged by a spring ~aainst tbe wheel, as in clock 
and watch-work. 

309. But a detent is sometimes required to act in a dift'erent 
manner, that is, to hold the teeth of a wheel in a sort of atable 
equilibrium, so that they admit of being disturbed either to the 
right or left of the position of rest, but will still retum to it if 
left to the action of the detent. This is effected by forming the 
detent as at C fig. 240, so tbat its normals of contact shall pass 
on the oppoaite sides of its center of motion, and at tbe same 
time providing the detent witb a spriug or a weight by wbich it 
is pressed against the teetb. Tbia preasut·e will 1\lways hold the 
teeth in such a position that both aides of the detent sball be in 
contact, but at the aame time the teeth of the wheel, whether 
urged to the right or left, will raise the detent, and pass under 
it, which ia shown by the direction of tbe norruals. 

If the end of the detent carry a roller, and act u pon a pin
wheel as at D, the same effect will be produced. It is evident 
that the detention of the · wheel in these latter arrangements is 
entirely eft'ected: by· the pressure of tbe apring or weight by 
which tbe detent is kept in contact with tbe t.eeth, and not by 
the form of the detent, as in the first examples at A and B 
fig. 240, or in fig. 235. 

310. In fig. 235 the oscillating arm moves the wheel through 
an are equal to its own motion. lf the arm be required to move 
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·tbrough an indefinite are, and yet to !nove the wheel a con· 
stant quantity in eaeh of its oseillations, the cliek must be 
arraoged as in fig. 241. AD is the arm, 
the extremity of whieh moves in the are 
be ; the elick is mounted on a eenter D 
at the end of the arm, and urged by a 
spring f agaioet a pi o or stop e. The 
ratchet-wheel G has i. detent F, which 
must also ha ve a spring or weight to keep 
it in contact. Wbeo the arm moves from h towards e, the elick 
encounters a tooth of the wheel, and having thus carried the 
wheel through the spaee of one or more teeth; leaves it and 
passes onwards towards c. The pressure against the end of the 
click tends to turn it round its center D, but the stop e prevents 
this action ; on the contrary, when the arm returns from e 
towards h, the eliek D again strikes against a tooth of the wheel, 
but the pressure now being in the opposite direetion, the eliek 
gives way by turning round its center D, and the wheel is held 
fast by its detent F; when the elick has passed the wheel the 
spring f restores it to its first position. 

Thus whatever be the extent of the motion of the arm 
from h to e and back, the wheel will receive only a constant 
motion. 

311. In all eliek-work the slipping of the clicks and detents 
over the teeth occasions a disagreeable noise or clicking, whence 
the former probably derive their name. Tbis moreover tends to 
wear out the teeth. 

To avoid this inconvenience silent clicks or ratchets are em
ployed, which are arraoged in various ways, ooe of the simplest 
of which is shown in fig. 242. D is the ratchet-wheel whose 
teeth in this method may be made with sides oea.rly radial, B is 
the ratchet-arm eoneentric with 
the wheel, and carrying the ratchet 
gh jointed to it at g, A e an arm 
a1so concentric with the wheel, 
and moviog very freely upon the 
center A. This arm is joiued by 
a link ef to the ratchet, and líes 
betwcen two pins which project 
from the face of the ratchet-arm. 

The action of the cootrivance is 
as follows. If the arm A e be 

Fig. 2~2. 

moved upwards towards Ac, it will at the beginning of its motion 
R2 
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.raise the ratchet gl& out of the teeth of tbe wheel by mea111 oí 
the link ; proceeding still farther it will tben eneounter the upper 
pin of the ratchet-arm, and will therefore carry this latter arm 
with it, the two arms and ratchet now moving as one piece ia the 
direction from f towards g, but witbout diaturbing the wheel, 
because the ratchet ia diaengaged from its teeth, as shoW1l by tl1e 
dotted linea. 

On the other hand, when the arm .A e is moved in the oppOiite 
direction, that is from e towarda e, it first pasaes throagb the 
small space cC without moving the ratchet-ann B, and thus by 
the link if depre88es the ratchet and engages it with the wlh, 
the arm .A e then strikes the lower pin of the ratchet-ama, and 
the two arms, ratchet, and wheel now move u ü in oue pieee, 
so long as the motion of .A C continues in thia direetion. • 

The action of this combil'ation is perfectly silent; the 8l'Rl JC 
is moved ~k and forwards just as the ratchet-arm of fig. 235, 
but at every change of direetion it begina by either engagiag 
or diaengaging the ratchet from the teeth, and thus preveota 
the diaagreeable and mischievous noise of tbe eommoo ar· 
rangement. 

312. An intennittent motion may be produced from link-wori, 
by making a slit in either end of the link. Let B, fig. 243, be 
the center of motion of a crank, which by means of a link gil'el 

·• 

A 

oscillation to a swinging arm Á.ffl; 

at the end of the link is a slit 111, 

which nearly :fita a pin Jfl projeding 
.\ from the end of the arm .A m. Tbis 

arm may either move with friction 
k· . upon tbe center .A so that it will 

, remain where it is left, or it mar 
\ . 

-t:::::;~~~¡, p be urged by a spring or weigbt iJ 
)1J ~ a constant directiou, aa for examplt, 

towards the crank-axis, so as hl 

""' - press it against a stop .1 if left ro ¡ 

itself. In the first case, ifit remains where it is left, then whee 1 

the link moves from left to right, the left end m of the slit will 
push the pin and arm from m towards p ; but when the link . 
changes its direction, the arm will receive no motion until tbt 
other end u of the slit has reached the pin; the arm will then be 

* Clicb of tbis kind are employed nnder dift'erent forms by Mr. Roberta ÍJI hit 
eelf-acting mule, and by Mr. Donkin. Vük also Wbite'e Ctmtv.ry of Iarv:ttti~M pl. 6. 
flg. 18. Otber forms of detent work will be found below und"" tl¡e head of Dift'ereatial 
and A¡gregate Motiou. 
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earried from right to left together with the link, and at the next 
change of dit'eetion will again rest until the end m oí the slit hu 
reaehed the pin. 

The motiou oí the arm will thus be intermitted at each end of 
its coune for a time whieh wiU be greater or leM aecording to 
the length oí the slit. Thus as 1 and 3 are the points where the 
ehanges oí direction oí the link oecur, Jet 2 and 4 be the points 
at which the ends oí the slit come into action, then the arm 
.Am will remain at rest while the erank moves from 1 to 2, 
and from 3 to 4, and will move during the intermediate motion, 
thus: 

{ 
1 to 2 ••• arm resta at p 

k fr 2 to 3 ... , moves from p to m 
eran moves om 3 to 4 .ft t ... , res ... a m 

4 to 1... , moves from m to p. 

But in the second case, if the arm be pressed by a force towards 
tbe center oí the crank, the slit will not come into operation 
unless a stop A be provided, then the pin m will be always in 
contact with the extremity m oí the slit in both direetions oí its 
motion ; but when the arm .Am reaches the stop the link will 
proeeed without it by means of the slit to the end of ita course, 
and will take it up on ita retoro. Take 3 5 equal to 3 4 opon 
the circular path of the crank, then the motion will be as 
follows, 

{ 
1 to 5 ... arm moves from p to m 

crank moves .from 5 to 4 ... , reste 
4 to 1... , movea from m to p. 

PRISMA TIC LINK-WORK. 

313. In investigating the phases oí motion in link-work, we 
have considered it as a plane trapezium of which the angles are 
jointed, so that one side being fixed in the plane, as a base or 
line of cextera, the two which meet ita extremities are eapable of 
revolving radiJ¡.lly about those extremities, and their opposite ende 
are similarly .JK>inted to the side which is opposite to the base, 
and is terméd the link. 

But in the actual construetion oí link-work the points oí the 
component parta move in parallel planes, about parallel axes per
pendicular to those planes, so as to enable the link and arma to 
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pass clear of each otber during the motions of the system. · In 
the following pages 1 have cndeavoured to e:xhibit link-work 
under this aspect, whether employed to connect parallel axes, 
convergent a:xes, or a:xes neither parallel nor meeting. 

The parallel linea Aa, Bh, Pp, Qq are the edges of a right 
prism whose ends AB QP, abqp, are the quadrilaterals already 

P'íg. 244. 

··· ....... 
· ......... 

·. ·. ··. 

· .. · .. ·. 

examined. The system o{ Íoor Iínes in a plan e is in this view re
presented as a system of four rectangular planes, united at their 
neighbouring edges, which may be termed the axial, radial, and 
link planes. The axial plane ABab, fixed in po!'ition is bounded 
by the axes Aa, Bh. The radial planes AaPp, Bh Qq, rotate 
about the axes Aa, Bh, respectively. The link plane, Pp, Qq, is 
hinged by ita sides Pq, Qq to the corresponding sides of the 
radial planes. These hinge-like lines may be termed 'lines of 
flexure.' This prism, considered geometrically, is capable of 
taking up all the phases of the plan e quadrilaterals by whicb it is 
terminated. But in the motions of the system it has been shown 
that the sides of the qoadrilateral in certain poeitions overlap or 
intersect each other, and similar interpenetrations will necessarily 
ta.ke place between the planes that form the sides of the prisma tic 
:figure we are now considering. 

At a dead point of either radial plane the link plane is neces
sarily brought into coincidence of direction with tbat plane by 
overlapping it if the dead point be inward or by extension if out
ward. 

At a double dead point the link plane must coincide with both 
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radial planes simultaneously, which can only happen whe~ these 
planes also coincide with the axial plane. The angle aQ't will 
consequently be equal to thc sums or differences of tbe angles of 
tbe link plane and radial plane, according as the dead points are 
respectively outward· or inward. 

To make this possible, when the parts of the machine have 
material thickness, the positions assigned to the anns and link in 
their respective planes are seleoted so as to place these elements 
side by side ( fig. ~~u). In this figure the actual constructíon of 
the link-work is delineated between the two ends of the prism. 
hK is a shaft whose axis coincides with the geometrical axis A a. 
This is mounted in bearings attached to the fixed frame of tbe 
machine, which are omitted in the figure. 

mN is a second shaft coinciding similar! y with the geometrical 
axis Bb, and also supposed to be mounted in bearings. Thus t.he 
linear ues of thesEl sbafts are fixed in position. Hh ¡s a handle 
fixed to tbe end of tbe first sQ&ft which also carries an a,nn Kk, 
the outer end of whicb is bored to receive a fixe,d stud whose axis 
coincides with tbe line of ftexure Pp and enter1;1 a hole bQred 
truly in the samt~· Iine at one end of the link Ll .. 

The other elld l Qf thi.s link is jointed by a siJ:QUar hole to a 
pin fixed to the arll\ Mm, which is attached to the shaft mN. 

In this coustruction the arm,s Kk, Mm coincide with and are 
portions of the radial planes to which they belong, but they have 
necessarily a material thickness instead of the infinitesimal thick
ness of a geoQtetri~l plane. 

Similarly ~he link Ll is a strip of the link plane prQvided with 
material thickness. 

Thus the right side of the ai1D K}¡. coincides with the left side 
of the link L.l, and the right ~ide of the link wi~b tbe left side of 
the arm Mm,. It thus becomes possible to bring tbe link into the 
same plane w~th either or botb the arma, without which ~he i,n
ward dead points of the system would be practically imposs\bJe, 

The Clld of tbe link is for greater steadiness so~etimes em
braced between two anns .Kk, K¡l,,, fig. 245, whose shafts both 
coincide with the ~xi.s line 4a. 

These anns are united by th~ joint pin at k1k, wh~c~ is made in 
one piece with them. . 

It i.s manifest tbat the discontin11ity of the shaft hetween the 
anns allows them to revolve, llS it permits the link to pass freely 
over tbe geometrical jle:rure line Aa between K and K 1, at the 
inward dead point. · 

This combination of two arms with a joint piu and two seg-
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111ents of ehaft is termed a cranl, and being mpported by a 
bearing on each lride of the link admita of great eteadines.J in the 
tranamiBSion of motion and preBBUre. 

l'i¡. 246. 

The form of the di11continoing shaft and anns shown in tbe 
dia.gram is that which is adopted in machinery when auch a 
steady motion is reqoired, 

The cylindrica.l hole at each end ol the link fits the aolid jomt 
pin and most be construc~d of two piecee eaeh containing balf M 
thie hole, one piece being a part of the link, the other capable of 
being detached a.nd refixed at pleMore 10 u to enable the link to 
be attached to the joint pin. By this conetraction the liDk u 
ca.pable of poshing or polling altemately. 

Bot when tbe link acta by polling only vertically a.t the cnmk, 
which is the case when the cranked shaft hu a fly wheel and the 
link connecte tbe crank with a treadle, the crank ie simply formed 
by bending the ehaft into the form of fig. 246. The link Íl 
jointed below by a simple pin, p~Wing throogh a hole at its lower 
extremity, aod aleo tbroogh holee in the sides of a mortiae 
formed throogh the treadle for the reception of that extremity. 

The opper end of the link is shaped into a long hook, which is 
kept by the weight of the treadle in contact witb the crank. 

When the link only oommunica.tes an oecillation to an arm 
without an inward dead point, there is no need for the discon
tinuity of the shaft N. The outer end of the arm has a slit cut 
into it 88 at MmM1, fig. 245, for tbe reception of tbe end 1 of the 
link. Tbe joint pin. is simply sopported at each end in boles, and 
kept in its place by a head at one end and a eotter or spring pin 
at the other. The shaft BN of the arm admite of a bearing at 
each end. 

It is not necessary that the arm11 and link ehould be straight 
and ftat. The essential condition for these elements is that the 
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directions of the two axes or flexure linea wbicb tbey each carry 
aball be parallel and rigidly connected. Tbe pins or boles which 
represent tbese axes must therefore be parallel. But tbe inter
mediate solid portion which furnishes their rigid connection may 
be of any shape that may suit tbe framing of the machine or the 
fancy of tbe maker. 

Fig. 247 representa forme tbat arefreqnently given totbearms, 

handles, and links of thi8 class of machinery, especiall y in the last 
century, and even still in clockwork or ornamental mecbanism. 

This macbine is identical in ita motions with that of fig. 244, as 
the linea whicb indicate tbe fono of its prismatic diagram sbow. 

SOl..ID-ANGutAR LINK-WORK. 

314. Link-work for two aze1 meeting in a point.-Let oo1, bb1 

ñg. 248, be two axes whose directions meet in a point O; ap, bq 
two ai1Jl.8 respectively perpendicular to the axes; pq a link jointed 
to the extremities of tbe arms. The anos rotating about tbe axes 
will describe circular planes respectively perpendicular to them 
and tberefore not parallel to each other. But, as in the previous 
diagram of link-work with parallel axes ( 6g. 244 ), the short arm 
ap (if it be a crank) revolving will cause tbe longer arm to oscil
late, and will have ontward and inward dead pointa, or (if the 
magnitnde of tbe given distance ab be suitable) eitber continuous 
rotation of both axes or alterna te oscillations will be obtained. 
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From O draw right linea to a, p, q and l. As these line8 are 
oonstant in all positions of the system, and alsa the lines ab, ap, hq, 

Fig. 248. pq whioh subtend the angles 
made by the former linet~ at O, 
we h.ave a salid angle at O 
formed of four constant plane 
angles. But u the angle 
made by each triangular plane 
with its adjacent one at the 
edges of the salid angle varies 
by the motion of the system, 
sa the form of the salid angle 
varies. 

VVe have thus obtained a 
system of four triangular planes ana\ogous to the prismatic 
system of 1\g. 244. Employing the same nomenclature, we ha ve 
a fixed axial plane aOb, radial planes aOp, bOq rotating about 
axes a O, bO, and connected by means of jleiure lines Op, Of, 
with a link pla'(l.e p Oq. 

Every prism is, in fact, the limiting form of a salid angle, 
whose apex is removed toan inlinite d.istancEl, from its base. 

It i.s manifest that the dead points of the radial plane Oap 
happens when the radial plane Oop and the l~nk plane Opq coin
Cide in one plane. These de~ points are therefore unaffected by 
the distances of the points p, q, a, b from O, and depend solely 
upon the relative magnitudes of the four plane angles at O. 

For convenience, therefore, let the linea of flexure, Op, Oq, 
that radiate from O be each produced to any convenient equal 
distance from that point, as atA, B, Q, P. Join their extremi
ties, in each plane of the plane angles, by ares of circles described 
from O with that oonstant distance. These ares will be seg
mente of the great circles of a sphere whose radios is the constant 
distance O Q. 

Let this radios be u.nity, then the bounding ares of the plane 
angles will represent those angles respectively and may be desig
nated by the same letters as those employed for the sides of the 
trapezia which bound the prism employed in prismatic link-work 
and which here represent the spherical quadrilateral ABQP. 

·we thus have, Al:l;:::d, FQ=l, AP:r:;:.r, BQ=R. 
When a dead point happens by the coalescence into a common 

plane of a radial plane with the link plane, as of AOPwith POL, 
by the motion of APto .AG, where AGL is one continuous seg
ment of a great circle, we obtain a spherical triangle ALB. 
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This is an o•t&oard dHJ,d p()int, and the side AL=r+l. Ifthis 
radial plane revolve BO as to come into the position .A OF, the 
link plane will b& superposed upon the radial plane. W e ha ve 
now an i1tward dead point, and tbe side FL=l-r. 

Continuous motion i1.1 so/id-angular link-work. - To pro
duce continuous m.otion in botb radial planes, the conditions 

Fig. au, 

are obtained by analogous reasoning to that giTen for plane or 
prismatic link-work, namely: The u.es (fig. 249) AO, BO, of 
the respective radial planes must be contained within the space 
which is common to the two eones that IU'e reRpectively described 
by tbe revolutions of the two 
lines of flexura O P, O Q. Con- F' 2 Jg. 60. 
sequently we must have AB 
( =d) less than either AP 
(=Ap) or BQ (=Bq). Also 
PQ (=l) >R- (r-d) and 
<R+(r-tl). 

If both B and r==.,., fig. 250, 
2 

both ~nea become clisks, and if 

t]te link-plane angle l alBO = i 
the combination coincides with that of the simple Hooke's joint. 

When a revolving arm produees reciprocation in another, as 
in fig. 251, the former must be lesa than the latter, therefore 
the revolving radial-plane angle 7' (.AOP) must be less than tbe 
reciprocating. angle R ( B O Q ). AlBO ., must be le~~s thau1 fl. 
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Fig. 252 ehows the forme of the cranks and arma in solid-angular 
link-work. 

l..~ 1 

Fig. Kl.. 

Fig. 262. 

This figure representa the model which 1 employ for showing 
sorne of the varieties of motion in solid·angular link-work. It is 
simply constructed of wood and wire. 

Fig. 243. 

The lettering corresponde to that of the diagram fig. 250, and 
the machine is adjusted to produce reciprocation from rotation 
accordingly. • 

A horizontal base e has a vertical Btandard E, which is pro
vided with a horizontal socket, in which the driving axis oA is 
grasped. A similar frame carrieB the follower axis Bh, by means 
of a stando.rd F. The two frames are connected by a bolt d, 
fixed to tbe lower or base board e and passed throu.gb a hole in 
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the upper frame board D. ne ues mut 'be so acljusted that 
they are in one and 1'h. same horizontal plane • 06, and that 
their meeting point O ia contained in the vertical axis of adjust
ment represented by the dotted line dO. The :fly nut d l!lel'Ve& 

to fasten them to any angle required by the axes. The driving 
ui.s a.A ia terminated inwards by a clamp .A whieh grasps an are 
of stifF wire Pp, whieh has an eye formed at its extremity P. 

The follower axis Bb terminates inwards with a quadrantal 
woodeu pieee B O Q right angled at O. Thia pieee ia split so as 
to embrace tbe side OQ of a rigbkngled triangle of wire POQ, 
so as to allow of a hinge-like rotation between that side of the 
triaugle and tbe radial side O Q of the wooden quadrant. 

The side O P oí the wire triangle is produeed beyond the acote 
angle next to P and is reeeived in the eye of the wire are at P. 

Comparing this machine with fig. 251 it will be seen that .A O B 
is the axial plan e, .A O P, B O Q the two radial planes, PO Q the 
link plan e, O Q, O P the lines of fiexure. 

The driving axis a O is provided with a handle ah, and the 
follower axis with an index be, whieh in the adjostment given to 
the apparatus in tbe figure will oseillate when the driving axis is 
rotated by the handle, provided that the wire are Pp is set so as 
to subtend an angle leas than B O Q. Bot if it be adjusted to a 
right angle and tbe horizontal axes of rotation set at an angle 

greater than 'i• the rotation oí the driviug uis will 00111munieat.e 

a continnous rot&tion to the íollower axis with oorarying velocity 
ratio as in Hooke's joint .. 

315. To comteet tuJo a.ze1 tDhich are neithn- parallel nor meeting 
by solid-angular linlc-tDorle so that the rotation or oscillation of one 
tDill communicnte an oscillation to the otht!r (fig. 254 ). 

Let .AB, CD, be the given axial linea. In these aasume two 
convenient points B, C, andjoin them. Assuming this line B C to 
be the direction of an intermediate axis, we have only to conneet 
eaeh extremity with the axial line that it meets, assuming each 
meeting point to be the apex oí the pyramid oí a system of solid
angular link-work. 

Thus at B, two axiallínes B.A, BC meet. From B draw two 
:flexure lines Ba, Bb which completes the construction of the 
solid quadra.ngular apex oí the first pyramid to connect the 
enremity C of the intermediate axis with the given axis CD. 
Draw two flexure linea Ce and C'b radiating from C, and for 
eonvenience let the latter intersect the fiexure line Bb of the 
firat pyramid. The system is now completed, the chain of 
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triangles of whicb it is eomposed is set in motion by the first 
radial plane ABa whose angle at B is aeute because the axis AB 

F¡g. ~64. 

H 

is compelled to rotate, anc:l. ·is therefore provided with a handle at 
H, and its opposite end bent into a crank, the excentric 
extremity of whicb is inserted freely into a hole bored through 
the lower end of the link L 1 in the direction coincident with the 
flexure line Ba of the planes .R1, L,. The upper end lJ of the 
link plane bBa is connected to the second radial plane BIJC (r1) 

by the flexure line Bb, and tbus the rotation of ABa is converted 
into an oscillation of the flexure line and of the entire triangle 
BbC about the intermediate axis BC. The triangle bCc (L2) is 
a link plane and is joined to the triangle e CD ( R2) by the flexure 
line Ce which eonveys the oscillation of Bb C to that triangle. 
In this combination the drawing represents the complete triangles 
in dotted linea. In each triangle the side which subtends the 
apex is indefinite in form. Also the entire triangle is not neces
sarily retained. The figure shows for example the primary link 
plane L 1, reduced to a strip. Also the connection of the plane 
R 2 with the post CD enables it to support the link L 1 and tbe 
plane CbB which rotates upon the geometrical line BC, but is 
sufficiently braced by the two hinges which represent the flexure 
lines !JC, !JB, to allow it to be cut into the form r1 shown in the 
figure. 
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In the same manner the osdllations of the intermediate axis 
may be transmittecl to any humber uf axial Ilnes, in any direction 
in space, provided that direction me~ts the lntermediate axis. 

Fig. 255 shows that axis in comiection wl.th. two others, and is 
sufficient to explain the principie. 

Fig. 2óó. 

On a base board PQtJTX five vettical standards K, E, F, O, 
H, are fixed for the support of the moving parts. 

Bb is the direction line of the intermediate axis, which is 
supported in bearing boles e and b in the standards F, H. AH 
is the primary transverse axis sustained by tl1e standards K, E; 
De, Kk the direct.ion of two others which meet the primary axis 
in points e and K; they are purposely placed so as to meet that 
axis in oblique directions and not in planes perpendicular to it. 
W e ha ve, therefore, three points B, e, K, in the intermediate axis, 
each of which is the apex of a solid angle. In this model the 
constituent triangular planes are supposed to be simply united at 
the flexure lines by leather. The first and second solid-angular 
systems are precisely similar to ñg. 254 and their triangular 
planes denoted by the same l~tters. The handle H communi
cating by the triangular crank and oblique link L 1 an oscillation 
t.o the radial plane r1 and the long primary axis BCb to which 
it is fixed. The plane r 1 aleo transmita its oscillation through L 1 

to R 2, which is hinged upon the line DC. K is the apex of 
another solid-angular system, in which Kb, Kk are the axiallines, 
and K1, Kn the flexure lines. The triangle Knp is rigidly fixed 
t.o the primary axis and tbus transmits its oscillations to the 
radial plane mKs by means of the link plane 1Kn. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

TR.AINS OF ELEMENT.ARY COMBIN.ATIONS. 

316. Tus elementary eombinationa which have been the aub
ject of the preceding chaptere eonaist, for the most part, of two 
principal pieces only, a driver and a follower; and we have shown 
how to connect these so u to prodnce any required conatant or 
wrying velocity ratio, qr conetant direetional relation, whatever 
may be the relative position of the ues of rotation. There are 
many cases, however, in which, although theoretically poesible, it 
may be practically inconvenient, or even impouible, to eft'ect tlle 
required eommunication of motion by a aingle oombination; in 
which case a series or train of auch combinationa muat be em
ployed, in which the follower of the ñrst combinatioo of the tn.iu 
is carried by the same axis or slidin~ piece to which the driver of 
the second is attached ; the follower of the second is similarly 
connected to the driver of the tbird, and so on. 

317. In all the combinations hitherto considered the principal 
pieces either revolve or tnavel in right lines.. In a train of revol
ving pieces, the fint follower and second driver being fixed to 
the same axis, revolve with the same angular velocity; and this 
is true for the second follower and third driver, and generally for 
the mth follower and m + 11th driver, which will also, if the piece 
which carries them travel in a right line, move with the same 
linear velocity. But, for simplicity, let us consider all the pieces 
in the train to revolve (Art. 36), and let the synohronal rotatioDB 
of the uea of the train in order be 

L 1, L 1, L 1, L., &c ••••••• L., 

m being the number of ues; 

. L 1 Ll.. L 1 L,._1_L1 • 
. . l, X L, X ~ •• • • •• .. • L. -L. J 

that is; the ratio of the 8!Jncl&ronal rotationa of the e~treme aze1 tif 
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the train is found h.'! multiplying together the separate synchronal 
rah·o., of the successive pairs of a3Jes. Also if .41A1 ••• A,. be the 
angular velocities of the axes, we ha ve 

A¡ X A' ...... A,.._¡=~l-=L¡_ (..t\rt. 20). 
A2 A 3 A,. A. L,. 

318. And since the values of any one of' these separate ratios 
will be unaffected by the substitution of any pair of numbers that 
are in the same proportlon, we may substituta indifferently in any 
one the numbers of teeth (N), the diameters (D), or radii (R), of 
rolling wheels, pitch..circles, or pullles, the pel'iods (P) in uniform 
motion; or express the value of the mtio in any other equivalents 
that may be most easily obtained from the given machina or train 
whose motions we wish to calculate, recollecting that 

~=~=.!!_=!__=.!!., ( Art. 72), 
1 a N R P · 

319. Ex. l. In a train of wheel-wol'k let the ftrst axis carry 
a wheel of N¡ teeth driving a wheel of n, teeth on tbe second 
axis ; let the second axis carry also a wheel of N, teeth driving a 
wheel of n8 teeth on tbe third axis, and so on. 

~~ or L.= N¡ x N, x ......... N,._,, 
A1 L 1 n1 n1 n,. 

that is, to find the ratio of the •ynch7'onal rotation1, or angular 
fJelocity of the last a:J.fis in a given lrain nf wheel-worlc to those of 
the first, mJ~ltiply the numbers of all th.a driver1 for a numerator, 
and of all the follower_s for a denominator. 

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the number of drivers 
and o! followers in a train of this kind is less by one than the 
number of axes. 

320. Ex. 2. The ratios ¡nay each be expressed in a different 
manner: thus in a train of five axes, let the first revolve once 
while the second revolves three times; 

. L1 _1 
· 'L -3· 

3 

Let the second carry a w heel of 60 teeth driving a pinion of 20 
on the third ; 

. N,_ 60 
•• 11, -2<>-

Let the third axis drive the fourth by a belt and pair of pullies 
of 18 and 6 inches diameter respectively; 

8 
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. D 3 _18 
•. d. -6· 

And let the fourth perform a revolution in ten seconds, and the 
last in two, when the machinery revolves uniformly; 

therefore we have, 

. P._IO, 
•• Pr. -2' 

L 1 1206 21 
--:c:-X-X-- X-=-; 
L,. 3 60 18 10 135 

that is to say, that the 6rst axis will perform one revolution while 
the last revolves 135 times. 

321. 1 n this manner the synchronal rotations of the extreme 
axes in any given machine may be calculated; their directional 
relation may also be found, by examining in order the connection 
of the axes, and by help of the few remarks which follow. 

In a train of wbeel-work consisting solely of topur-wheels or 
pinions with "parallel axes, the direction of rotation will be alter· 
nately to rigbt amlleft. If, tberefore, the train consist of an even 
number of axes, the extreme axes will revolve in opposite direc· 
tions, but if of an odd num ber of axes, then in the same direction. 
If an annular wheel be employed, its axis revolves the same way 
as that of the pi nion ( Art. 61 ). 

322. lf a wheel A (fig. 34, pnge 45) be placed between 
two other wheels e and B, it will not affect the velocity ratio of 
these wheels, which is the same as if the teeth of B were imme· 
diately engaged with those of e, but it does affect the directional 
relation ; for if B and e were in contact, they would revolve in 
opposite directions, but in consequf:nce of the introduction of the 
intermediate axis of A, B and C will revolvc in the same direc
tion. Such an intermediate wheel ia termed an idle wheel. 

323. When tbe shafts of two wheels A and B, fig. 256 lie so 

:Fig. 2.56. 
close together that the wheels cannot be 
placed in the same plane without making 
them inconveniently small, they may be 
fixed as here sbown, so as to lie one behind 
tbe other, and be connected bv an idle 
wheel e, of rather more than double the 
tbickness of the whcels it connects. Such 
a thick idle wheel is termed a .Marlhorough 
wht:el, in sorne districts. It is employed in 

the roller frames of spinning machinery. 
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324. 'Vhen the axes in a train are not parallel, the directional 
relation of the extreme axes can only be ascertained by tracing 
the separate directional relations of each contiguous pair of axes in 
order. 

By intermediate bevil-wheels parallel axes may be made to re
volve either in the same or opposite directions, according to the 
relative positions of the wheels; for Fig. 267. 

example, in fig. 257 tbe wheel A 
drives B, upon whose sbaft is fixed 
the wheel E. Now if the wheel C 
be fixed on the same side of the in
termediate axis as A, the parallel 
axes of A and C will revolve in op
po~ite directions; but if the wheel 
be fixed as at JJ, on the opposite 

<<JI. 
Á 

D 

BQ} E 

.i'll 

e 
side of the intermediate axis, then the axes of A and D will re
volve in the same direction, the same number of wheels being 
employed in both cases. 

Endless screws may be represented in calculation by a pinion 
of one or more leaves, according to the number of their threads 
( Art. 217), but tbeir efl'ect upon the directional relation of rota
tion will be difl'erent, accordiog as they are right-handed or lcft
handed screws. ( Art. 211.) 

325. Two separate wheels or pieces in a train may revolve 
concentrically about the same axes, as for 
example, the hands of' a clock. Also, in 
ñg. 258, the wheel B is fixed to an axis Ce, 

Fig. 258. 

and tbe wbeel A to a tube d or eannon, A~=~~~~ 
which turns freely upon Ce. If these 
wheels may revolve in opposite directions, a 
single bevil-wheel E will serve to conucct 
them, if the three eones have a common 
apex as in the figure; and since E is an 
idJe wheel (Art. 322), the velocity ratio of B to A will depend 
solely u pon the radii of their own frusta. 

But if the wheels B, A are to revoh-e in the same dircction, 
they must be made in the form of spur-wheels, and connected by 
means of two other spur-wheels fixed to an axis parallel to Ce. 

326. Millwrights imagine that .in a given pair of toothed 
wheels it is desirable that the individual teeth of one wheel 
should come into contact with the same teeth of the other wheel 
as seldom as possible, on the ground that the irregularities of 

S 2 
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their figure are more likely to be ground down aod removed by 
continually bringing different pairs of teeth into action. 

This is a very old idea, and is stated nearly in the above 
words by De la Hire. It has also been acted upon up to the 
present time. Thns Oliver Evans tells os, that 'great eare 
shonld be taken in matching or coupling the wheels of a mill. 
tbat their number of cogs be not snch that tbe same oogs will 
often meet; becanse if two son ones meet often, they will both 
wear away faster than the rest, and destroy the regularity of the 
pitch ; whereas if tbey are continually chaoging they will wear 
regular, even if they be at first a little irregular.'• 

The clockmakers, on the other hand, think that tbe wearing 
down of irregularities will be the beat effeeted by bringing tbe 
8ame pair of teeth into contact as often as poesible. t 

Let a wheel of .M teeth drive a wheel of N teeth, and let 

-;. = ;¡ when m and n are the least numbers in that ratio ; 

.·. nM=mN, 

and n is the least whole number of circumferences of the wbeel 
M that are equal to a whole nnmber of cirenmferences of the 
wheel N. 

lf, therefore, we begin to reckou the cireumferences of each 
wheel that pass the line of centers, after a given pair of teeth 
are in contact., it is clear tbat after n revolutions of M, and m of 
N, the same two teeth will be agaiu in contact. N either can 
they ha ve met before; for as the entire cireumference of one 
wheel applies itaelf to the entire circumference of the other tooth 
by tooth, and as the numbers m and n are the least multiples of 
the respective círcumferences that are equal, it follows that it is 
only after these respective lengths of circumferences have rolled 
past each other that the beginnings of each can again meet. 

lf we act on the watchmaker's principie, by which the contacts 
of the same pair are to take place very often, the numbers of the 
wheels M and N must be so adjusted that m and n may be tbe 

smallest possible, without materially altering the ratio ;. ; and 

this will be eft'ected by making the least of the two numbers m, 11 

equal to unity, and therefore M a mol tiple of N. 
But if the millwright's principie be adopted, m and n must be 

* O. Evan., Yovng Mlnwrigllf• Gsitk, Philadelphia, 1834, p. 193. ~uk abo 
Duebanao'e &M.'I/~. by Reonie, p. 117. 

t Fraocmur, Mécaniqne ltiémerftaire, p. 143. 
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as large as possible, that is, equal to M and N, or in other worde, 
M and N must be prime to each other. The millwrights employ 
a hunting cog for t.his purpose. Suppose, for example, that a 
shaft is required to revolve about three times as fast as its driviug 
shaft, 72 and 24 are a pair of numbers for teeth that would pro
duce this efl'ect and would suit a watchmaker, one being a 
multiple of the other ; but the millwright would add one tooth to 
the wbeel (tbe bunting cog), and tbus obtain 73 and 24, which 
are prime to eacb otber, and very nearly iu the desired ratio.* 

327. Sometimes also tbe nature of tbe mecbanism requires 
that the wheels shall come as seldom as possible into the same 
relative positions, and in that case the principie may be applied 
to a train of several axes. For example, in a train of tbree axes, 
in which the drivers bave eacb 22 teetb, and the followers 25 and 
30 teetb, we bave 

L¡_25 X 35_ 484. 
L,-22 X 22-875' 

which numbers are prime to eacb other, and therefore tbe extreme 
wheels of the train will not retum to the same relative positiou, 
until one Ju.s made 484. and the other 875 revolutions. Tbese 
are the numbers oftbe old Piemont silk-reel (1724), which is an 
excellent example of tbis principie. t 

328. W e are now able to calculate the relativa motions of the 
parts in a given machine in wbich tbe velocity ratios are constant. 
The inverse problem is one of considerable importance in the 
contri vanee of mecbanism; namely, Given the velocity ratio of 
the eztreme aze1 or pieces of a train, to determine the mcmher of 
intermediate azes, and the proportions of the wheels, or numhers of 
their tef!th. For simplicity we may suppose the train to consist 
of toothed wheels only; for a mixed train, consisting of wheels, 
pullies, link-work, and sliding pieces, can be calculated upon the 
same principies. Let tbe synchronal rotations llf the first and 
last axes of tbe train be L 1 and L.,. respectively, and let N¡ N, ..• 
&c. be tbe numbers of teetb in tbe drivers, and n1 n1 ••• in the 
followers: then by Art. 319, 

L,._N¡. N,. Na ••• 
.L1 - n1• n,. 11a • •• 

• h a pair ot wheell whoae nlllllbers are so obtained, any two teeth whieh meet in 
\he ilnt zeYOlution are distant by one in the aeoood, by two in the third, aod so 011 ; 

10 tbat ooe tooth may be aaid to .\unt the othel', wheoee the phrue, a hunting eog. 
t E .. JJlétMdifw, ' Maoufaetures et Arta,' tome ü. p. 20. 
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and by hypothesis the value off,. is given, and we have to find 
1 

an equal fraction whose numerator and denominator shall admit 
of being divided into the same number of factors of a convenient 
magnitude for the number of teeth of a wheel. .Aiso to find the 
value of m. 

Synchronal rotations are preferred to angular velocities in 
stating the question, because it is generally in this form that the 
data are supplied. 

329. In any given train of wheel-work the drivers may be 
placed in any order u pon the axes as well as the followers ¡ for 

the value of the fraction N~~~~a__:_:_· will be unaffected by any 
n1• JZ1• n3 ••• 

change of order in the factors, and therefore N; may be placed 
eithcr u pon the first, tsecond, or third axes; and similar! y for the 
others. 

330. Let to be the greatest number of teeth that can be conve
niently assjgned to a wheel, and p the least that can be given to 
a pinion. The train may be either required for the purpose of 
reducing or increasing velocity. In the ñrst case, L,_ will be 
less than L 1, and the pinions the drivers; but in the second ca.~, 
L,n will be greater than L 1, and the wheels the drivers. 

Let.·. L 1 or Ll,.= (~) where !t. may be a whole nnmber, ora 
Lm ~l P 

fraction. Take m equal to k+ 1 ( Art. 319) if a whole number, 
or to the next greatest whole number to k+ 1 if a fraction. This 
will plainly be ~the least value that can be given to m. 

For m must be a whole number, and if it be taken less than 

k+ 1 then the valucs of ~ will be greater; that is, either w mll 
p 

become a greater number than can be assigned to a wheel, or p a 
lesa than can be given to a pinion, which is absurd. 

N o general rule can be given for determining the values of w 
and p, which are governed by considerations that vary according 
to the nature of the proposed machine ; also, it will rarely happen 
that the fraction will admit of being divided into factors so nearly 
equal as to limit the number of axes to the smallest value so 
assigned. 

The Giscnssion of a fcw examples will best explain the mode of 
proceeding in particular cases. 

331. Fig. 259 is a diagram to represent the arrangement of 
the wheel-work of a clock of the simplest kind, for t.he pm-
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pose of illustrating what follows opon trains of wheel-work in 
general. 

The weight W is attached to the 
end of a eord, which is eoiled round 
the barrel A. U pon the same axis or 
arbor * as the barrel is fixed a toothed 
wheel B, and this wheel drives a 
pinion b, which is fixed to the second 
arbor Cb of the train, which also 
earries a wheel C. This wheel drives 
a pinion e upon the third arbor, and 
upon this arbor is also fixed a toothed 
wheel D of a peculiar construetion, 
tenned an escRpement wheel or swing
wbeel. Ahove this wbeel is nn arbor 
ed termed the verge, which is con
nected with the pendulum ef of the 
clook, and vibrates together with it 
through a small are. The verge also J 
earries a pair of teeth which are 
tenned pallets, and are engaged with 
the teeth of the swing-wheel D in 
such a manner, that every vibration 

e 

Eig. 269, 

~ 
m ¡ 

: 
1 

t-=C::c~==*=+ . ~~ 
e 1 

B 

l 

1. 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1'1 

of the pendulum and verge allows one tooth of the wheel to 
escape and pass through a space equal to half the piteh. With 
tbe nature of tbis conneetion we have nt present nothing to do; 
for, as the motion of the clock,vork is our only object, it is 
eufficient to know that one tooth of the swing-wheel passes the 
line of centers for every two vibrations of the pendulum. 

Let the time of a vibration of the pendulum be t seconds, 
where t is a whole number or a fraction, and let the swing-wheel 
have e teeth, then the period or time of a complete rotation of 
this wheel is 2te". To take a simple case, ltt the pendulum be a 
seconds' pendulum; . ·. t= 1, and if e=30, the swing-wheel will 
revolve in a minute; and if B have 48 teeth, and O 45, and the 
pinions 6 leaves each, we have for the train 

L 8 _ 48 X 4 5 _ 60 • L, ..... lfX6- , 

therefore A will rcvolvc in nn hour; and supposing the cord to 
be coiled nbout sixteen times round the barre!, the weight in its 
descent will uncoil it nnd turn the barrel round, eommunicating 

• bbor ia the watchmaker"a term for au axi1; vide Mte p. 47. 
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motion to the enclre train until the cord is completely unooiled, 
which it will be after sixteen bours. 

This train of wheel•work is solely destined to the purpoeea of 
communicating the action of the weight to the pendulum in snch 
a manner as to supply the loss of motion from fiiction and tbe 
resistance of the air. But besides this,. the clock is required to 
indicate tbe hours and minutes by the rotation of two separata 
hands, and accordingly two. other trains of wheel-work are em
ployed for this purpose. 

The train just described is generally contained in a frame oon
sisting of two plates, show edgewise at lcl, mn, wbich are kept 
parallel and at the proper distance by means of three or four 
pillara, not shown in the diagra.m. Opposite boles are drilled in 
these platas, wbich receive the pivote of the axes or arbors already 
described. But the axis which carries A and B projecte througb 
the plate, and other wheels E and F are fixed to it. 

Below this axis and parallel to it a stout pin or .tud is fixed to 
the plate, anda tube revolves upon this stud, to one end of wbieh 
is fixed the minute-hand M, and to the other a wheel e engaged 
witb E. In our present clock E revolves in an hout, consequently 
the wheels E ande must be equal. 

A second and shorter tube is fitted upon the tube of tbe 
minute-hand so as to revolve freely, and this carries at one end 
the bour-hand H, and at the other a wheel f, which is driven by 
the pinion F; and because f must revolve in twelve hours, it 
must have twelve times as many teeth as F. 

332. To exhibit the ramifications of motion in a machine, and 
the order and natura of the severa! parte of which the trains are 
composed, it is convenient to employ a notution. This notation 
should be of sucb a formas not only to exhibit tbese particulars, 
but also to admit of the addition, if ne~ssaty, of dimensions and 
nomenclatura, as well as to allow of the neeessary calculations by 
which the velocity ratios may be deduced. To exhibit in this 
way the actual arrangement or the parte is out of tbe question; 
this can only be done by drawings, and tbe very object of a nota
tion is to unravel the apparent confusion into which the trains of 
motion are thrown by thc packing of the parts into the frame of 
the machine, and to place them in the onler of their successive 
action. 

Clock and watchmakers ha ve long employed a system which con
siste simply in representing the wheels by the numbers of their 
teeth, and writing these numbers in successive lines, placing tbe 
wheels which are fixed on the same arbor on the same horizontal 
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line, with the sign - interposed, and writing the numbers of the 
wheels that are in geer vertically over each other. The first 
driver in the train is always plau:ed at the top of the series. 

Thus in the principal train of the clook, fig. 259, if the letters 
represent the wheels we should write down the train thus : 

B 
~e 

c--D; 
or, employing the numbers alreadf selected, 

48 
6-=--45 

6--30, 

and adding the names, which is sometimes done, 
Great whtel -i8, 

Piuion 6--i6 eeeond-wheel, 
Pinion 6--30 awing•wheel* 

333. This method i'equires very little addition to make it a 
very convenient system for mechanism in ~neral. Thus the 
entire movement of the clook, fig. 259, 

:&rrel-i8 J6 ' 
6-i6 ¡ : 

6-30 awing-wheel ' : 
2~minute-band ' 

-i8-hour-hand 

may be thus represented; 1md by which is shown very clearly the 

• Farey in Rees' Cyc~ia, art. • Clockwork,' ealla thia the ordinary mechanical 
method of writing down tho numb~rs, Oughtred in bis Optuc1da, 1677, proposea 
anotht>r ml'thod in which the wheel1 which are on the !lllme axis are written vl'rtically 
over one another, and those which are in geer are placed in the &&me line with 
the character ) betwt>en; thus, (the first driver being at the bottom, and all the 
drivers to the right of the followers): 

30 
6)46 

6)48 

He employa, however, lett.ers in lieu of figuree, and iotrodnCI88 other artiflcea whicb 
are scareely wortb dwelling upon. Derha.m (.J.rtijicial Clockmakw, 1696) followe thia 
method, and al110 UIHI8 another wbich conaists in writing all the numbers in one line, 
thus, 48}1S-46)6-30, whenl tbe character) implies that the wheele between which it 
líes geer togetber, and- that they are flxed on the aame u:ia. Allexandre, Traité 
généralde1 Hor~•· 1736, writes the numbers thus, 48.6-46.6-30; and Derlwn 
alao gives the 'Wlual way of watchmakers in writing down their numben,' thWI, 

'8 
46-6 
S0-6 

which, to Dile bis owu words, ' though very in~oovenieut in calculation, representotb a 
piece of wark handeomely enough, and 10mewhat naturally.' 
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three trains of mecbanism from tbe barre! to tbe swing-wbeel, the 
minute-hand, and the hour-hand ; as well as the distinction of the 
pieces into drivers and followers, and the nature of their con
nection; namely, whether they be permanently united by being 
fixed upon the same axis, or connected by geering. If, however, 
other connections are introduced, as by wrapping-bands, or links, 
this must be written in the diagram, or expressed by a proper 
sign. 1 shall have occat!ion to return to this subject in a future 
page.• 

334. In the explanation of the clock, fig. 259, I have assumed 
the numbers of the wheel-work and of tbe axes; Jet us now exa
mine whether these are the best for the purpose, or generally 
how such numbers would be determined. 

lf the arbor of the swing-wheel revolve in a minute, and that 

of the barrel in an hour, we ha ve Ll .. = 6 O ; or if D be the pro-¿• 
duct of all the drivers, and F of the followers, 1J=60. F, an 
indeterminate equation, for the solution of which any numbers 
may be employed that are proper for the teeth of wheels. Now 
in common clocks six is the least number of lea ves that is ever 
employed in a pinion, and 60 teeth tbe greatest number tbat can 
be givcn to a wheel; 

w 60 
••. -=--=10. 

p 6 

Nowi,~= 101•8, therefore by Art. 330, 3 is the least number of 
1 

axes; and there will be two pinions of six each, . ·. D= 60 x 62= 
2160, which is the product of two whecls. 

'\\re are at liberty to divide this into any two suitable factors. 
The best mode of doing it is to begin by dividing the number 
into its prime factors, writing it in this form: 

2160::;2' X 33 X 5. 

For this enables us to see clearly the composition of tbe 
number; and it is easy to distribute tbese factors into two groups; 
as for examplc, 

2'. 3 X 32 • 5:;::48 X 45, or 23 .5 X 2. 33=40 X 54, 
or 2' . 31 X 2* . 3 . 5 := 36 X 60. 

• Mr. Babbage is tbe only one who has endeavoured to elrtend Notstion to 
Mechanism in general. Hia elaborate and complete system is fully explained in hi! 
paper on • A method of exprPssing by signa tbe action of Mat-hinerj',' in the P~ 
pAicol Tramaction8, 1826; vide below, Cbap. XIV., on Mechanical Notatioo. 
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The nearest to equnlity is the first, 48 and 45; and these will 
probably be selected for the train, which will stand thus : 

D 48 X 45 
p= 6 X 6' 

Tbis is the best fonn in which to exhibit the numbers for a 
train when they have been merely divided into proper factors for 
teeth. If the uistribution of the wheels and pinions upon the 
severa! axes is also settled, the trnin mnv then be written in the 
fono 48 • 

6--45 
6. 

335. Six is, however, too small a number of leaves to ensure 
perfect action in a pinion, for it appears in the Table (p. 108) 
tbat a pinion of 6 will only work with a wheel of ao when the 

receding are of action is equal to ~ x pitch, and that if this are 

be greater the pinion hecomes impossible. A pinion of 8 will be 
better, but 10 or 12 should be employed if a very perfect action 
is required. 1f 8 be selected, we have F=82 =64, and D=64 
x 60, which will fortn a good train. 

But in well-made clocks we may allow more than 60 teeth to 
the wheel: 100 or even 120 is very admissible. If we begin, 
then, with the whecls, and assume that three arbors are to be 
employed, 

1 D (100)2 
et F=--;;2 =60; .·.p=13, nearly. 

Assume, therefore, F= 12 x 14; •·. D=60 x 12 x 14 
::::96 X 105; 

which gives the train 105 
14-96 

12. 

336. In a train of k+ 1 • axe11 of whieh every wheel has w 
teeth, and every pinion p leaves, we bave 

~:= (;/ =%~ if~=r. 
N ow rp ( = w) is the number of teeth in each wheel, and k 

(p + zp) is the en tire number of teetb in the train. 
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Let (;Y'or rt=constant= C; 

. _IC 
· · k-lz-' 

IC and number of teeth = l.r • p. (1 +z) 

e: a mínimum. 

Differentiating we obtain in the usual manner, 

l _l+.r h r- -- ; w ence .t=3. 59. 
X 

lf therefore a given angular velocil!f t'atio is to be obtained with 

the least number of tetth, ttle mflst make !' =3 . 59. This th~ 
p 

rem is due to Dr. Y oung. • 
As a practica! rule this is not of much value, fur it proceeds 

on the assumption that simplicity is best consulted by reducing 
tbe number of teeth onl!J as much as possible ; but, in fact, it is 
necessary in doing this to avoid also increasing the number of 

axes in a train. For example, in our cloek ~-=60, which being 
1 

greater than the cube of 3 • 59 would require for the least number 
of teeth at Jeast three wheels ; and, in fact, if we compute the 
number of teeth required in the case of one, two, three, and fonr 
wheels, assuming the number of Jeaves in the pinions to be six, 
we find, pntting lJ for the denominator, and dividing it into con
venient factors: 

Wheell 
one wheel D=6 x 110=3M 
two wh('tlls D=62 x 60=45" 48 
three wheels D = 61 x 60 = 20 x 27 x 24 
four wheels D-6' x 60=16 x 16 x 18"' l8 
fivewhecls D=6•x60=121 x15x18 

Total Nlllltber of Teeth 
360+6=366 

454-48+ 2 .. 6=106 
20 + 2f' + 24 + 3 X 6- 89 

15+16+18+18+4x6= 91 
3 X 12 + }Ó + 18 + Ó X 6= 99 

So that, as the tbeorem has airead y taught us, the ]ea8t number 
of teetb, 89, is rt:quired when three wheels are employed. Bnt 
the universal practice is to employ two wheels abd pinions only 
in the train between the hour-arbor and swing-wbeel arbor, for, 
in fact, the increase in the number of teetb does not occaeion so 
great a loss of simplicity as the additional arbor with its wheel 
and pinion would do. Sorne mechanicians have fallen into the 
opposite error of supposing that the simplicity of the clock would 

• Young's Nat. Philo•"P"!I• l"Ol. ii. p. 116. 
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be still more improved by reducing tbe train to a single wheel 
and pinion, and hence increasing inordinately the number of teeth 
in the wheel Of this nature are Fergueon's and Franklin's 
elocb.• 

337. lf a clock bae no seeondR' hand there is no neeeseity fo~ 
the arbor of the swing-wheel to perform its revolntion in a minute, 
which wben the pendulum is short, would beeome impracticable, 
from the great number of teeth required. Now from ArL 331, 
if t be the time of vibration of the pendulum in seeonds, and e the 
number of teeth of the swing-wheel, ~te is the time of rotation of 
the swing-wheel. 

But tbe vibrat.ions of small pendulums are commonly expressed 
by stating the number of them in a minute. Let p bo this 

number, ••• ~ is the time of one rotation of tbe swing-wheel in 
p 

minutes, and the hour-arbor revolvea in 60 minutes; the train 

between them is represented by ~=3~P. 
Ex. The pendulum of a clook makes 170 vibrations in a 

minute, and there are 26 teeth in tbe swing-wheel, and eight 
leaves are to be given to tbe pinions; to find the wheels: 

D 30x 170 
64 =- 25 ; 

whence D= 13056=-128 x 102, 

338. In a wateh the vibrations of the balance are much more 
rapid than in any pendulum-elock, varying in different coMtruc
tions from 270 to 360 in a minute. Also, from the small size of 
the machinery it becomes impossible to put so many teeth into 
the wheels. The eseapemeut-wheel, termed in a wateh the 
balance-wheel, has from 13 to 16 teeth, instead of having, ae in a 
clock, from 20 to 40, and the numbera of teeth in the wheels vary 
from 40 to 80, or in ehronometers ud larger work are sometimes 
carried as bigh as 96, whereas in large clocka, 130 may even be 
employed. N ow as the number of lea ves in the pinions do not 
admit of reduction, the consequence is, that an additional arbor 
must be employed in watehes, and the train of wheel-work 
between the hour-arbor and the arbor of the balance-wheel con
siste of 3 wheels and 3 pinions, instead of the two pair employed 
in a clock. 

Ex. The balance of a watch makes 360 vibrations in a minute, 

• V"ltU Fer¡u.on'• M~ltanical Ezrrcúu, or &D.J ~ 
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and there are 15 teeth in the balance-\vheel, and eight leaves in 
the pinions ; to find the wheels : 

Here F=8x8x8, 

30x 360 and D=81 15 =368640::::80 x 72 x 64. 

339. The examples of clock-trains already giveo, refer merely 
to the connection between the hour-arbor and the swing-wheel, 
and it has been a.ssumed throughout that the barre} for the 
weight is carried by the hour•atbor; but in this case the clock 
will not go for more than sixteen houl'IJ, and must therefore be 
wound up every night and moming. lf it be required t.o go 
longer the barre} must be fixed to a separate axis, a.nd tbis con
nected by wheel-work with the hour-arbor, so that the barrel 
may revolve much more slowly, and consequently allow the 
weight to occupy a longer time in its descent. 

N ow the cord, as we ha ve seen, is wound spirally round the 
barrel, and by making the barrel of the requisite length, we could 
of course make it holcl as many coits as we please. 

But in practice it is found that ü more than abont sixteen coils 
are placed on it, it becomes inconveniently long. So that ü the 
clock be required to go for eight days without fresh winding up, 
each turn of the barrel will occupy twelve hcurs. As the arbor 
of the hour-hand revolves in one hour, any pair of wheels whose 
ratio is 12 will answer the purpose of connectiug them ; 96 and 8 
are the numbers usually employed, which will produce this 
train:-

Train for Eight-day Clock Perioda 

96 .. ... ····· · •.• .. . .. . .. . ... ... 12h 
8-105. ... .. .. ... . .. . ... .. . Ih 

8-96 .. ... . ....... . 
8- 30...... 1"' 

340. lf the clock be required to go a month, or 32 days, with
out winding, thcn supposing the barrel, as before, to have sixteen 
tums, each turn of the barrel will occupy 48 hours, and the train 

from the barrel to the hour-arbor= ~-=48, which is too great a 

number for a single po.ir, but will do very well for two. If 
pinions of nine are employed, 

D=9x 9x48=72 x 54; 
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which numbers being small we are at liberty to employ larger 
pinions; for example, if we take twelve and sixteeo, 

D=l2 x 16 x48=96 x 96; 

w hence tbe following traia :~ 

Train for :Month·Cloclt Perioda 

~&....... .. . .. ............... . .... 48h 
16-96 .. . .................. . . . 

12 -105............... 1h 
8-96 ....... . 

8-80 1' 

341. Now in the clock (fig. 259), the arbor of A is made to 
revolve in an hour, because the wheels E and e are equal. By 
rnaking these wheels of dift'erent numbers, we get rid of the 
necessity of providing an arbor in the principal train that shall 
revolve in an hour, and may by that means, in an eight-day 
clock, or month-clock, distribute the wheels more equally. For 
example, in an e1ght>-day clock let the sw1ng-wheel revolve in a 
minute, aod let the train from the barrel-arbor to this mioute-

bo b 108 X 108 X 100 810 • h' h h b 1 will 1 ar r e - -- -- - - = , m w te t e arre revo ve 
12x12xl0 

in 810 minutes or thirteen hours aod a half, and consequently 
fourteen or fifteen coila of the cord will be sufficient. 

The second wheel in this train, which in fig. 259 corresponda 

to B, will revolve in ~fs x 810 minutes, or an hour anda half, 

and on its arbor must be fixed, as in the figure, the two wheels E 
and F for the minute and hour•hands; consequently the ratio of 

F 1 E 3 
- =-, and--=-. f 8 e 2 

It is convenient that the size or pitch of the teeth in these two 
pairs should be about the same. To effect this, let x be tbe mul
tiplier of the first ratio, and y of the 11econd ; so that x and 8x 
are the numbers of teeth in the first pair, aod 3y, 2y in the 
second. Then, if the teeth of the two pairs be of the same pitch, 
we have 

x+8x=3y+2y, or 9x=5y; ••• x=i· 
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Let y=9z; .•. z=5z; 

and if z=l, y=9, z=5, numben are :o and ~ 
10 54 

z=2, y= 18, z= 10, ••••••••••••••• 80 and 36 ; 

either of which may be adopted. 

Traiu of Eight-day Clock Perioda 

108....... .... ................... .. ......................... . ... 810' 
12- 108 54 10 .. ... .. ... 90' 

12-110 ............ : ................. j .......... . 
10-SO . .. . ... .. ....... ...... L....... ... 1' 

86 - m:!uT ... L........ .. 60' 
u 80 - bour,. 720' 

haud 

1 have confined the above examples to clockwork, because its 
action is more general! y intelJigible than tha.t of other machines ; 
but the principies and methods are univenally applicable, or at 
least require very slight modifications to adapt them to particular 
cases. 

TO OBTAIN APPROXIMATE NlThlBERS FOR TRA.INS. 

342. 1f :i;="' when t.1 is a prime number, or one whose prime 
1 

facton are too large to be conveniently employed in wheel-work, 
an approximation may be resorted to, For example, assume 

~~=t.~::it:.E. This will introduce an error of :E revolutions of 
Lt 
the last axis, during one of the fint, and the nature of the ma
chinery in question can alone determine whether this is too great 
a liberty. 

But we may obtain a better approximation than this, without 
unnecessarily increasing the number of axes in the train ; for 
determine in the manner alrea.Uy explained the least number m 
of axes that would be necessary if t.1 were decomposable, and the 
number of leaves that the nature of the machine makes it expe
dient to bestow on the pinions, and let F be the product of the 
pinions so determined ; 

L,. D Ft.~ • th h 1s dri .·. L- orp= F' suppoemg e w ee to ve. 
1 
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D Fa::J:E 
A.ssume F= -F-; 

where E must be taken as small as possible, but so as to obtain 
for Fa :1:: E a numerical value decomposable into factors. There 
will be in this case an error of :!:: E revolutions in the last axis 

during F of the first, or of'*=FE revolutions duriog one of the first. 

lf the pinions be the drivers, then in the same manner assume 
L 1 Da~E d th will b f :!:E 1 . . h L.= D ; an ere e an error o D revo utions m t e 

first axis duriog one of the last. 

34a Ex. Let it be required to make ~ =269 nearly. Now 
1 

if the nearest whole number 270 be taken, a train may be 
formed, but with an error of ooe revolution in 270. But suppose 

tbat from the nature of the machine, a ratio of ! is the greatest 
8 

tbat can be allowed between wheel and pinion, then since 269 líes 
between 82 and 83, it appears that three pairs of wheels and 
pinions are necessary. 

If . . f 10 l d D 269000 p1ruons o are emp oye , F 1000 , 

269001 as X 41 • . 
and 1000 =--¡oa• will make a very good tram, 

with an error of 1~ of a revolution only in 269. 

344. Ex. 2. Let it be required to find a train that shall 
connect the twelve-hour wheel of a clock with a wheel revolviog 
in a lunation, =29d. 12h. 44' nearly, for the purpose of showing 
the moon's age upon a dial. Reducing the periods to minutes, 
we have 

L 1_42524 
L,.- 720' 

of which the denominator ( = 21 x 106al) contains a large prime, 
but 

42524 + 1 945 a•. 5. 7 -----=- =--, 
720 16 2' 

is well adapted to form a train of wheel-work, with an error of 
one minute in a lunation. 

345. This method is sufficient for ordinary purposes, but ü 
T 
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grenter accuracy be required, or if the terms of the fraction, 
although divisible into proper factors, should require so many 
wheels and pinions as to make it necessary to find a fraction 
which shall approximate to the value in smaller terms, then con
tinued fractions must be resorted to. 

L 1 being given in the forro of a fraction with large terms, 
L,. 

rnust be treated in the usual manner * to ohtain the series of 
prin~ipal and intermediate fractions, which rnust be separately 
examined until one is found that will admit of a convenient 
di,;sion into factors, and at the same time approximate with suffi
cient accnracy. 

346. Ex. To find an annual trai1l. 
Let it be required to ñnd a train of wheel-work for a clock, by 

rne:ms of which a wheel rnay be made to revolve in an exact year, 
that is, in 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 48 seconds.t 

If the hours, minutes, and seconds, be reduced to decimals of a 
day. the period becomes 365•242 days; and supposing the pinion 
frorn which the motion is to be derived to revoh·e in one day, the 

. a· . b 365·242 h' h b h l J.' reqmre raho ecomes 1.000 , w 1c y t e common ru e 10r 

circulating decimals is eq ual to 

365242--36524 328718 164359 
--~goo--= -9oo-= 45o-· 

when in its lowest terrns. 
Xow as the nearest whole number to this is 365, it appcars 

that three axes, at least, would be required to produce thi~ 
variation of motion, and therefore the fraction itself would not he 
in terms too great, provided it were manageable. N ow 

164359 269x47x13 
45o- 10x9x5 

which has an inconveniently large number, 269, but has been 
nctually employed to form a train, in Mr. Pearson's Orrery for 
Equated Motions t, in this forro, 

269 X 26 X 94 
IoxioxTs· 

* Vide Euler's .Algebra, Barlow on :Num"krs, or Bonnyeastle's ..Algebra, &c. 
t The l~ugth of tho year determined by dilferent astronomers 'l'&ri!'S in the nnmber 

of secouds from 47"·95 to 61"·6; the mean of fixe results is 49"·¡¡. 
~ Rces' Cydop<Pdia, art. Orrery. 
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lf the ratio be treated by tbe method of continued fractions, 
we obtain in the usual manner, 

Quotients 365 4 7 1 3 1 2 
-----

Prin<'ipal o 1 365 1461 10;)92 12053 -16751 ( ) ~8804 (.a.) 16ol359 
Fractions I o -¡ -;¡- 29 -33- 128 B 161 450 

34698 (e) 10.S5i.i_5 
Intermediate : 9"5- . 2!!9 

Fractions 22645 
6:.! 

The whole of these fractions will be found unmanageable, fmm 
containing large primes, with the exception of those marked A, 
B and C, of which A is the original fraction. 

(B)=~41~ 61 X 4=241 ~ 61~5~ 
7 X 23 23 X 13 X 7 

corresponds toa period of 365d. 5h. 48'· 49"·19218; this has been 
employed by Janvier.* 

(C)=~5555=227 x31 ~ 
289 17xl7 

is equivalent to a period of 365d. 5h. 48'. 47"· 3, and is rather 
more accurate than the last; but as they each include a large 
wheel, it appears that the original fraction is quite as convenient. 

34 7. If, as in the example just cited, the series of fractions ob
tained will not give a sufficiently convenient result., tbe more 
general method which follows may be employed, which, however, 
requires the calculation of the continued fractions, at least of the 
principal fractions as they are caBed, and which, therefore, will 
not supersede the method just explained, but may be used after 
it, should it be found to fail. 

To find a fraction ~ very near to ~. we have their difference 
!1 b . 

a r a!J-br k = 6--y=- ¡;y- =by' suppose: 

A will be by the supposition a very small integer, compared with 
by, and either positive or negative; to find k, we ha ve the inde-

t:erminatc equation a!J-bx=k. Let the fraction i be convcrted 

" Rees' Cyclop<1'dia, art. Planetary Machines. 
T 2 
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into a series of principa.l converging fractions, and let e be the 
lJ 

last but one, then it can be shown * that the following expressions 
will include all the solutions of this equation that are possible in 
integer numbers : z = pk + ma, y= qk + mb, 

and :: =pk + ma 
y qlr+mb 

will be the approximate fraction required, in which m may be 
any whole number, positive or negative, as well as A, but k must 
be small with respect to by or az. Thus a multitude of values of 

~ may be obtained, from whence the one may be chosen that 
!1 
best admita of decomposition into factors. The only part of this 
procesa which is left to choice is the selection of values for k and 
m. The numbers obtained from them for z and y must neees
sarily be small, for we are seeking numbers less than a and b, 
and therefore k and m must have different signa, but even with 
this limit there is an infinita latitude given to the choice. 

Assume k=0,-1,+1,-2, and so on; and in each case take 
such values of m as will make the values of z and y not too great 
for the purpose, trying always whether the pair of resulta are 
decomposable into factors, and if they be, then proceeding to cal
enlate the consequent error. In this way a pair of numbers will 
at last be found, that will give sufficient exactness without em
ploying too much wheel-work. t Tablea of factors will greatly 
assist in these operations.¡ 

348. For example, to find a fraction ~ very near to 45, 
!1 14 

( Art. 350.) the last fraction but one of the series of principal 
. fi . . 16 d . th b . h convergmg racbons IS 5 , an putting ese num ers 1n t e ex-

pression for ~. we have 
!1 

16lr+m 45 
-5A+m14' 

* Euler's Álgelwa, p. 630. Barlow 011 Numher8, p. 317. FrauCCBur, Cbvn rk M•· 
tllématü¡uu, Art. 666. Par. 1819. 

t Francmnr, Di~t. Teclmologique, tom. xiv. p. '2~, and TraitA rk Mkanü¡ue, p. H6. 
! Such as Barlow's Neto Matltematical 7bhlu, 18U. Chernac. Oribrva .bitHu

tictlm, Davent. 1811. Burekhardt, Tablt dr1 Diui8tllr&, Par. 1817. 
Barlow's Table extenda only to 10,000, Chernac's to 1,019,999, and Burekhardt's w 

3,036,999. 
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Letm=1 A=-1, .·.~= 29• 
!/ 9 

m=1 lt=-2 

m=2 k=-3 

z_13 :v-¡-· 
z_42 
9-1a· 

Two of these have already been obtained from the series of 

• frac . b h h" d 42 • 1 fi convergiDg tions, ut t e t tr , 13, 18 a new one. n act, 

since the expression m~+ P~ includes the whole of the principal 
mu +q" 

and secondary converging fractions, as well as many other ap
proximate values of the original fraction, it must be expected 
that some assumed values of m and k will reproduce these already 
calculated approximations. 

But the coexisting values of m and p that belong to the con
verging fractions, may be obtained at once, to save this useless 
trouble. For this purpose, write the quotients obtained from the 
original fraction in a reverae order, and proceed to deduce con
verging fractions from them in the usual manner, both principal 
and intermediate. Then will the numerator and denominator of 
each fraction of this new set be the coexisting values of m and lt, 
that belong toa corresponding fraction in the first set, supposing 

it to be :representad by the formula m~-p!• the principal frac-
m -q 

tions in one set correspond.ing reversely to those of the otber set, 
and likewise the intermediates to the intermediates. lt is useless, 
therefore, to try a pair of values of m and A so obtained, but any 
other pair will give new fractions. 

349. For in the series of converging fractions, 

.A B C D E 

.A1' B 1' C¡' D1' E¡' 

in which a, {J, ry, 8, 1 are the quotients, it is known tbat 

A=a, 
B=fJA+ 1 =a/J+ 1, 
C=ryB+A=(afJ+ 1) ry+a, 
D=8C+B= { (afJ+ l)ry+a} 8+a/J+ l. 
E=•D+ C=&c. ••• 
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A1=1, 
B,=/3, 
C1=/3-y+ 1, 
D 1 = (frt + 1) 8 + {3, &c. 

(Euler's Algebra, p. 476.) 

C=E-ED, 
-B=BE-(&+ 1). D, 

A= ('Y~+ 1) E- { ( & + 1 J 'Y +,)}D. 

In which the coexisting values of the coefficients of E and D, 
the last and Jast but one of the series of numeraton, are 1 and 1, 

8 and 81 + 1, ry8 + 1 and ( & + 1) 'Y+ '• and so on, w hich manifestly 
follow the same law as the corresponding values of A 1 and .A, B 1 

and B, &c., if we substitute Ellry/3a for af3ry81 respectively. Also 
the same may be similarly shown for the denominaton A 1, B 1, 

e,,... &c., as well as for the intermediate fractions. The ~ 
efficients of E and D will therefore be obtained from these 
quotients, if we treat them in this revene order in the same 
manner as when we obtain from them the values of the successive 
converging fra.ctious. And since E and D correspond to a and 
p, their coefficients are the values of m and A in the formula 

mba-P:-, which belong to the continued fractions. 
m -q" 

350. To show this more clearly take this example, ~~, which 

treated in the usual manner gives the following set of quotients 
and converging fractions. 

Quotieute ; 3 4 1 2 

(b) !._ 3 (d)~ (e)~ (f) ~5 
o (e) 1 • ¡¡ H 

Principal ( ) O 
Fractions a f 

·-
(b') 2 

1 
(e') 10 

3 
(1) ~ 

9 

(b'') ! (e")_? 
1 2 

(e'")! 
1 

Intennediute 1 

F~ú®o 1 

'Vriting the quotients in the revene order and proceeding as 
before, we obtain the following set. 
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Quotients 2 1 4 8 

Priucipal (/) ~ (e)~ 2 3 (b) !! (a)~ 
Fnsctions 1 o (d) i (e) I 6 16 

(e') ! 
1 

(e'").!..! • (U') ~1 
11 

Intennediate ' (e'')~ (U)~ 
Fraetions 3 6 

(e')~ 
2 

N ow every one of the fractions in tbe last set consist of the 

value of -1 that belongs to one of the fractions of the first set, as 

shown by the corresponding letters of reference; the fractions of 
the first set being supposed to be represented by the formula 

m x45-k x 16 
m x 14-kx 5 

This is shown in the following table : 

f 

¡ ~ 1 
Prlnolpal Fractlou 

~-------------------
0 1 X 46-0 X 16 45 
f 
1 

Cxú~Oxó .. f4 

Ox45-1x16 16 
ó x 14...:1 x-5--- T 
lx46-2x16 13 
~-X 14::.2~ l) - ·4:-

1x46-3x16 3 
-1-;-14--3x-6- .. 1 

6 X 46-14 X 16 1 
~14-=i4x-6--o 

... 
1 

1 
1 
11 
4 

8 
3 
¡¡ 

i 
31 

-1 j 

17 
-¡¡-

1x46-lx16 29 
1 X 14-f-;T = 9-

4x46-llx16_!_ 
4xl4-llx6 1 

3x46-8x16 7 ------- ,.._ 
3x 14-Sxó 2 

2x46-6x16 10 
2x14-6x6 -3 

llx46-31x16 1 
ll X 14- 31---;s-- l 
6 X 45-17 X 16 2 
6x14-17xli .. f 

e"' 

e'' 

e' 

b' 

b 

Any other integrals substituted for m and. le will give uew 
approximate fractions; as for example, 

2 x45-3 x 16 
2xl4-3x5 

42 
13=3·230, 
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the decimals serve to show the closeness of the approximation for 

the original fraction, ~~ =3·214. 

351. If we apply this method to the example (Art. 346) of an 
annual movement, the approximate fraction becomea 

164359 x A-m x 58804 
450 X A-m X 161 

in which A and m may have any values ; for example, 
7x164359-22x58804 143175 25x69x83 

7 X 45-0-22 X 1G-1- =-3-92= 8 X 7 X 7 ' 

corresponding to a period of 3654• 5h, 48'. 58"·6944 (error 
10''·59). This is the annual train which has been calculated by 
a different method by P. Allexandre, in 1734, and afterwards by 
Camus and Ferguson. 

However, the expression, 

3 X 164359-10 X 58804 
3x450-10x 161 

94963 11 X 89 X 97 
260 21 X 5 X 13 ' 

which corresponda to a period of 365 • 5h, 48'. 55"·38, is quite as 
convenient, and rather more accurate. 

In a train of this kind one or more endless screws may be in
troduced, by way of saving teeth ; for example, in the fraction 
last cited the numerator does not admit of being divided into lees 
than three wheels ; but the denominator may be distributed 
between two pinions andan endless screw (remembering that the 
latter is equivalent to a pinion of one leaf) thus, 1 x 20 x 13, or 
1 x 10 x 26. If the endless screw be not convenient, then the 
terms of the fraction must be multiplied by 4, to make the 
numbers of the denominator large enough for three pinions, and 
the train will stand thus, 

44 X 89 X 97 
8 X 10 X 13 • 

352. Ex. To find a lunar train that ahall derive ita muti01t 
from the hoelve-hour arbor of a clocA. 

The mean synodic period of the Moon is 294• 12h, 44'. 2"•8032, 
which is exactly equal to 29b·530588, or nearly 294•5306, and 
. l h . l ~ 5 h . will b 295306 smce twe ve ours lS equa to v-• , t e ratio e 5 ó0(), or, 

di 'd' h t b 2 147653 fro h' h th fill . v1 mg eac erm y , -2500; m w 1c e o owmg 

quotients and fractions may be obtained. 
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Quotients 59 16 2 1 16 8 

Principal 69 (A} 946 1949 2894 48263 1478.')3 
Fraetiona 1 18 33 --¡e 817 2600 

( ) 4843 (D} 99-1~ 
8eeoDdary e 82 1683 
Fractiona (B} !931~ 

327 

Now as the whole number nearest to the original fraction is 
59, which is less than 81, it is clear that two pnir of wheels should 
suffi.ce. The whole of the secondary fractions which would not 
admit of reduction, are omitted. The principal fractions are 
__ J!....... ....... _ • h th . f (A) 945 3• 5. 7 h' h h Ru'a\;wry, Wtt e exception o , 16-=-4,-, w 1c as 

been employed by Ferguson and by Mr. Pearson; it corresponda 
toa period of 294• 12h, 45' exactly, and has an error in excess of 
57"·2; as it is a multiple of seven it may be introduced into a 
clock which has a weekly arbor. 

This fraction has been already obtained by a coarser method in 
(Art. 344). 

(B) 19313 7 X 31 X 89 h • d .1.' t f 0' 6 ' = 327 = 3 x 109 asan error m e1ec o · 1n 

each lunation. 

( rr\ = 4843 29 x 167 has an error of - 8"·6 
..., J 82 2 X 41 • 

99406 21 X 51 X 7 X 71 h f 11 

(D) = 1683 = -gt x 11 x 17 asan error o + 1 ·03. 

Other resulta may be obtained from the expression, 

147653xk-mx48253 • th f4ll • T bl 
2500xl-mx817 'as m e 0 owmg a e. 
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Val-of 
D p ID P'ac:*cn Em>r ID a .....-------... F LDDatiOil 

1 
r 

.t .. 
----

69 
41620 /j X 48)1}73 

-0-"4 12 - 703- -19-xa7 a 

97 
103298 2x13x29xl37 

+0"·08 31 - 1749- - -3 x 11 xb3-

89 
12!i80 21 >< /j >< 17 X 37 

-6"·18 29 - 213- --3-><71--b 

e 76 233 
21321 
361 

103 K 23 X 9 
19 X 19 -9"·84 

29 92 
11>7339 7"x 131 x 19 

+O''·ü -266-1- 21 X 
- 3·-x-37 d 

11 36 
64672 21 )( 43 X 47 

+0"·48 l09b- -3 "ó x 73-

1633 6000 
147651 3 X 7 >< 79 >< 69 

-33"·5 -2.~óo ~-.-
1 1 ' 

Of these a ia a train given by Franca!ur, b and e by AlleiADdre, d by Camna. e by 
Mr. PeiU'IOn; each of theee writers having arrived at bis :result by a mt'thod of bis 
own.* 

353. The early mechanists were content with much more 
humble approximations, and employed a great number of un
necessary wheels. In the annual movement of the planetary 
dock, by Orontius Finreus (about 1700), the following annual 
train is employed, from a wheel which revolves in three days. t 

12---448 
36--180 

48---448 
365 24:--146= - . 

1 
A train of half the number of wheels would do as well, thus 

60x73 146x180 
6 x 6 ' or 12 x 18 ' 

Again Oughtred,t in 1677, is satisfied to represent the synodic 

period of the Moon by 29l days, and employs the train 4
1° ~-9• 
Ox4 

* Vide Franeceur, Mko•iqtu 1lémmtairt, p. 146. Allexandre, TraitA Qtwol da 
Hork>gu, p. 188. Cam111 O. tM Tedh of WlluU. Reea' Oy®pedi4, art. • Planttuy 
Numbel'll.' 

t Allexandre, p. 167. ~ Oaghtled, OpWICIIla. 
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Huyghens employed for the fi.rst time continued fractions in the 
calculation of this kind of wheelwork. • 

354. Let it be required to connect an arbor with the hour 
arbor of an ordinary clock, in such a ma.nner that it may revolve 
in a sidereal da y ; so as to indica te eidereal time u pon a dial, 
while the ordinary hands of the clock show mean time upon their 
own dial. 

Twenty-four hours of sidereal time are equivalent to 23b, 56'. 
4"·0906 of mean solar. Neglecting the decima.ls and reducing to 
seconds, we obtain 86400" of sidereal time, equivalent to 86164" 
of mean time, and therefore one wheel must make 86400 tums 
while the other ma.kes 86164, or dividing by the common factor 
4, we get 

S1 21600 bl fi . sm = 2 f541' an unmanagea e ractíon. 

Approximating as before, we obtain the expression 

3651 1+21.541. m 
3661 k-+21600:-m' 

in which k= -4, m=7, gives 

1096_8x137 
109~-7x157' 

with a daily sidereal error of 0''·0586, or 21" ! in the year. t 
355. Another mode of indicating sidereal and solar time in the 

same clock, consiste in placing behind the ordinary hour hand a 
movable dial concentric with and smaller than the fixed dial. t 
Both dials must in this case be divided into twenty-four hours. 
The hand of the clock performs a revolution in twenty-four solar 
hours, and therefore indicates mean solar time upon the fi.xed 
dial as usual, but a s]o,v retrograde motion is given to the mov
able dial, so that the same hand shall point upon the latter to 
the sidereal time which corresponda to the solar time shown 
upon the fi.xed dial. For this purpose it is evident that during 
each revolution of the hour hand, the moving dial must retrograde 
through an angle corresponding to the qua.ntity which sidereal 
time has gained u pon solar time in twenty-four hours; which is 
3'.56"·555=236"·555, and as the entire circumference of the 
dial contains 86400", we have 

• Hugenii Op. po~th. 1703. t This is Franeceur's result. 
t Thia method is due to Mr. Margett, t.he details of bis moohaniam may be found 

in Rees' Cyclo¡xMJia, art, • Dialwork. 
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Ang. veL of ho'!._r ~nd = 86400000 = 60 x 288000. 
Ang. vel. of dial 236555 47311 

From this fractiou approximate numbers may be obtained, by 
which the proper wheel-work for the motion of the dial can be 
set out. 

Th fi • 288000 d d . ed fi . • e raction 473IT re uce to continu ractlons gtves 

Quotit>nte 6 11 2 3 1 152 

6 67 140 487 627 &e. Fractiona f - 33 So l03 11 

(.a.) (u) 

(A) containe a large prime, 487, but is employed by Mr. 

Margett. (B) = 3 x ~~3x 19 contains a smaller number, and is a 

better approximation. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

ON MECHAN/CAL NOTATION. 

356. IN complex machines, of which the parta move accordin~ 
to different laws, and with continually varying relations of 
velocity and direction, it becomes exceedingly difficult to retain 
in the mind all the cotemporaneous movements ; and a notation 
is in such cases of almost indispensable service. 1 have already 
shown how in this manner the trains of machines that move with 
a constant velocity ratio and directional relation may be con
veniently represented; and shall now proceed to explain how the 
more complicated connections and motions of the last two chapters 
may be reduced to notation. The only writer who has en
deavoured to form a system for this purpose is Mr. Babbage. 
His method is not a mere hypothetical device framed to meet an 
imaginary difficulty; but actually arose from the necessity of the 
case, during the construction and arrangement of one of the most 
involved and complicated engines that was ever devised; and 
having been thus applied to practice, has been found to answer 
its purpose perfectly. Sorne parta of this notation belong to 
mechanical combinations of which we have not yet spoken ; 1 
shall therefore, in this place, give an account of the system only 
so far as it applies to the contri vanees bitherto explained. * 

Dr. Hooke mentions in several places of bis printed discourses, 
' a Method 1 had made for myself for Mechanick lnventions,' or 
as in another place he calls it ' a Mechanick Algebra for solving 
any Probleme in Mechanicks, as easily and certainly as any geo
metrick by Algebra ; ' and saya that by this, bis method, he 
could readily determine whether any such problem was possible, 
and if so, which was the nearest and easieat way of solving it. t 

357. Every one who has been engaged in the construction and 
invention of complex machinery, or who attempts to examine the 

* Vide • A Metbod of Expressing by Signs the Action of Machinery,' by C. Babbage, 
Ellq ., Pllil. n-. 1826, from which paper the following accouut of the method i& derived. 

t Waller's Life, p. iv. 
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various rnotions of an existing machine which is presented to him 
for the first time, rnust have experienced great inconvenience 
from the difficulty of ascertaining from drawings the state of 
motion or rest of any individual part at any given instant of 
time; and if it becomes necessary to enquire into the state of 
severa! parta at the same moment, the labour is much increased. 

In the description of rnachinery by means of drawings, it i.s 
generally only possible to represent an engine in one particular 
state of its action. If, indeed, it is very simple in its operation, a 
succession of drawings rnay be rnade of it in each state of its 
progress, which will represent its whole com-se ; but this rnrely 
happens, and is attended with the inconvenience and expense of 
numerous drawings. 

The difficulty of retaining in the mind all the cotemporaneous 
and successive movements of a complicated machine, and the still 
greater difficulty of properly timing moverneuts which had already 
been provided for, led at length to the investigation of a rnethod 
by which at a glance the eye might select any particular part, 
and find at any given time its state of motion or rest, its relation 
to the motion of any other part of the machine, and, if necessary, 
trace back the sources of its movernent through all its successive 
stages, to the original moving power. The forros of ordinary 
language being far too difl'use to be ernployed in this case, and 
experience having shown the vast power which analysis derives 
from the ~reat condensation of rneaning in its notation, the 
language of sigm was resorted to for the present purpose. 

358. To make the system more easily intelligible, it will be 
better to apply it as we go on to sorne machine. The example 
taken for thi8 purpose in the original paper is a complete eight
day clock with going and striking parts; but this rnachine is so 
cornplex as to require a large folio plate for its notation, as well 
as other plates to explain its construction. 1 shall therefore take 
a simpler machine, a common saw-mill. Although this rnachine 
is so easily understood as not to require the assistance of a nota
tion, it will answer the purpose of exemplifying the method 
as well, and perhaps better, than a more complicated arrange
ment. 

Fig. 260 is a diagram to explain the connection of parts in the 
saw-mill, but is not drawn with any attention to the exact pro
portion or arrangement, which may be found in nny encyclopa'dia 
or elementary book of machinery. A is a toothed wheel which 
rnay be supposed to be driven either by a water-wheel, or steam
engine, and its teeth are engaged with thosc of a second and 
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smaller wheel B, on whose axis is fixed a eran k C and an excentric 
E. The crank is connected by a link e with the saw-frame D, 
this is fitted between vertical guides, and therefore when the 
crank revolves receives a vertical oscillating motion. 

The timber W which is submitted Fig. 260. 
to the action of the saw is clamped to 
a carriage which moves upon rollers 
m, u, in a horizontal direction. \Vhile 
the saw is in motion as above des- D 
cribed, the carriage and timber are 
made to advance in the following 
manner. The eccentric E communi
cates an oscillating motion to a lever 
ef, wbose ceuter of motion is f; this 
lever carries a click F, which acts 
upon tbe teeth of a ratchet-wheel G, 
to which an intermittent rotation is 
thus gi ven. U pon the axis of G is a 
piniou H, which geering with a rack fixed to the wood-carriage, 
causes the latter to advance towards the saw with the same inter
mittent motion. This intermission is adjusted to the motion of 
the saw-frame, so that when the saw rises the wood shall advance, 
and when the saw descends, and therefore cuts, the wood shall 
remain at rest. The cut is made by the inclined position of the 
saw, the toothed edge of 'vhich is not vertical but slightly inclined 
forwards, so as to bring the teeth into successive action during 
the descent of the ft-ame. The detent L ser,·es to hold the 
ratchet-wheel, and therefore the wood-carriage, firm in its posi
tion during the cut. Now all these conditions of motion are 
Yery ensíly represented by the notation which we shall proceed 
to explain, and which is exhibited on the next page. 

359. The first thing to be done in reducing any machine to the 
notation, is to make an accurate enumeration of all the moving 
parts, and ~o appropriate, if possible, a name to each ; for the 
multitude ot d.ifferent contrivances in various machinery precludes 
all idea of substituting signa for these parts. They must there
fore be written down in succession, only obserring to preserve 
such an order that those which jointly concur for accomplishing 
the effect of any separate part of the machine may be found 
situated near to each other, or in other words, that the succession 
of parts in each train may be obsened as much as possible. Thus 
in the saw-mill, ap:ainst the word ' N ames' in the first column 
will be found written in order, first the parts constituting the 
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N u mes 

Signs 

Num ber of 
Teeth 

Linear Yelority 
per minute 

Annula r 

per minute 

1 SAW-MILL 

Train to Sa w 

~ 

A B e D 

!)6 22 

11 50 50 

' 
Train to W ood-carriage 

E F G ~ I 

60 20 

50 

K 

Velority 1 

, _ '---;------:-----;-----;----,------¡.---;----;---~ 

Comparuti'l"e 
1 

Velocity 

+-----~ --············-
Origin of 

Motion 

Comparison 
of 

Motion 

~ 

+~ 

~ 

.. . !'-.~ 
+~ -

( ( ( ( 
1 ) ) ! i 

1---J __ ( __ (jJJ~-
1 1 ~11 1 1 
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train from the primary axis to the saw, next those which form 
the train to the wood-carriage. 

Each of these names is attached to a faint line which runs 
longitudinally down the page, and which may for the sake of 
reference be called its indicating line. 

To connect the notation with the drawings of the machine, the 
letters which in thtl several drawings refer to the same parts are 
placed upon the indicating linee immediately under the names of 
the things. If there be more drawings than one of the machine, 
the same letters should always refer to the same parts. 

A line immediately succeeding that which contains the refer
ences to tlie drawings, is devoted to the number of teeth on each 
wheel or sector, or the number of pins or studs on each revolving 
barre l. 

Three lines immediately succeeding this are appropriated to 
the indication of the velocities of the severa! parts of the machine. 
The first must ha ve on the indicating line of all those parts which 
have a rectilinear motion, numbers expressing the velocity with 
which those parts move ; and if this velocity is variable, two 
numbers may be written, one expressing the greatest, the other 
the least velocity of the part. The second line must have 
numbers expressing the angular velocity of all those parts which 
revolve ; the time of revolution of sorne one of them may be 
taken as the unit of the measure of angular velocity ; or the 
same may be expressed in the usual method by the numbcr of 
tnms per minute. 

If a wheel communicate an intermitting motion to another, the 
ratios of their angular velocities and comparativa velocities will 
differ ; for example, if the two wheels have the same angular 
velocity when they both move, but one of them remain at rest 
during half a revolution of the other. In this case their angular 
velocities are equal, but their comparative velocities as 1 to 2, for 
the latter wheel makes two revolutions while the other makes 
only one. A line is devoted to the numbers which thus arise, 
and is entitled 'Comparative Angular Velocity.' No example, 
however, of this occurs in our Saw-mill. 

360. The next compartment of the notation is appropriated to 
showing the origin of motion of each part, that is, the course 
through which the moving power is transmitted, and the parti
cular modes by which each part derives its movement from that 
immediately preceding it in the order of action. The sigo chosen 
to indica te this transmission of motion ( an arrow) is one very 
generally employed to denote the direction of motion in mechani-

u 
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cal drawings ; it will therefore readily suggest the direction in 
which the movement is transmitted. As there are various ways 
by which the motion is communicated, the arrow is modified so 
as to exhibit them as fa.r as is necessary. Our author reduces 
them to the following : 

One piece may . receive ita motion} This mav be indicated by an arrow 
from anot~er by be~g permanently at- with a bar at the end. 
tached to 1t, 88 a pm on a wheel, or a > 
wheel and pinion on the same axis. 

Onepiece may be driven byanotherin} 
such amanner that when thedriver m oves 
the other also always moves; 88 happens 
when a wheel is driven by a pinion. 

An arrow without any bar. 
---~> 

One thing maybe attached to another} An arrow formed of a line inter 
by stilf friction. rupted by dots. 

-·---> 

One piece may be driven by another,} Bv an arrow, the firat half of 
and yet not al~ays move wben the whi~h is a full line and the aeCODd 
]atter mo;es; 8818 the case wben a stud b-,.. d tted ' 

. l'fts bol . th f WI a o one. or pm 1 a t once m e courae o 
its revolution. -- ········ > 

One wbeel or lever may be connected} By a dotted arrow Wl. 'tb a ratchet 
with anotber by a ratcbet, as the great tooth at its end. 
wbeel of a clock is attacbed to the fusee. . ... "·············· > 

Each of the vertical indicating lines must now be connected 
with that representing the part from which it receives its mm·e
ment, by an arrow of such a kiod as the precediog table indicates. 
Thus in the Saw-mill N otation, the cog-wheel A is connected 
with the cog-wheel B by a plain arrow: the wheel B, upon 
whose axis is fixed the crank C and the excentric E, is accord
ingly connected with them both by barred arrows ; F with G by 
a ratchet-arrow ; and G with K by an interrupted arrow. 

361. The last and most essential circumstance to be repre
sented is the succession oí the movements which take place in 
the working of the machine. These movements are generally 
periodic, for almost all machinery after a certain number of suc
cessive operations recommences the same course which it had 
just completed, and the work ~hich it performs usually consista 
of a multitude of repetitions of the same course of particular 
motions. 

One of the great objects of the notation in question, is to 
furnish a method by which at any iosta.nt of time in this course 
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or cycle ( Art. 17) of operations of any machine we may know the 
state of motion or rest of every particular part ; to present a 
picture by which we may on inspection see not only the motion 
at that moment of time, but the whole history of ita movements, 
&8 well as that of all the contemporaneous changes from the 
beginning of the cycle. In order to accomplish this, the com
partment termed Comparison of .Jfotion contains adjacent to each 
of the vertical indicating linea, wbich represent any part of the 
machine, other linea drawn in the same direction ; these acoom
panying lines denote the state of motion or rest of the part to 
which they refer, according to the following rules, and may be 
called the motion li1les. 

l. Unbroken liDes iudicate motion. 

2. Linee on the right aide iudicate that the motion is from right to 
left. 

3. Linee on the left aide indicate that the direction of the motion is 
from leCt to right. 

4. If the movementa are such as not to admit of this distinction, 
then when liDes are drawn adjacent to an iudicating liue and on 
opposite aides of it, they aignify motions iD oppoaite directions. 
( Thul in tM &w-mill A and B revoloe oppo1iú tcag11 and eMir 
motWn lina art1 accordinglg drawm 01t oppoliú lidu oflkir indi-
coting line&) 

6. Parallel atraight liDes denote unüorm motion. 

6. Curved linee denote a variable velocity. lt is convenient aa far as 
posaible to make the ordinates of the curve proportional to the 
different velocities (Art. 13). (!'he motior1 of tM ~aw-framt~ D, 
tmd oftlae krJer and click F, are e.ramplu ofthü t'Uk.) 

7. If the motion may be greater or less witbin certain limita; tben if 
the motion begiD at a fixed moment of time, and it is uncertain 
when it will termínate, the liue denoting motion must extend 
from one limit to the other, aod must be connected by a 81Dall 
cr088 liue at its commencement with the iudicating liue. If the 
beginning of its motion is uncertain, but its end determined, 
then the cro88 line mnst be at ita termination. If the commence
ment and the termination of any motion are both uncertain, the 
line representing motion must be connected with the indicating 
liue in the middle by a CI'088 line. 

8. Dotted linea imply rest. It iR aleo conveniant aometimes to 
denote a state of rest by the abeence of any liue whatever. 
( Thú mle, comlJined wiJA No. 6, ú employed m e.rhibiling the 
intermittent motion oftk ratcMt-tcheel G, pinion 11, and rack 1.) 

11 2 
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9. Tbe thing indicated may be oC such a nature that instead of 
motion it may be required to exhibit rather the periods oC ite 
being in action or out of action, opened or eloeed, bolted or un
bolted, and so on ¡ as in the case of clicks, bolts, or vah·ea ¡ in 
wbich caseslines may be ~in the above manner, but worda 
must be added in explanation of this new employment of the 
signs. The line should be on the rigbt aide when the piece is 
out of action, unbolted, or open, and on the left side when in the 
reverae state. Dotted linee will be employed if the piece reets 
in both states ¡ and if it be necestl&lY to exhibit tbe time occu
pied by the motion of transition from one stftte to the other, this 
ean be done by " short continuous line at the beginning of eaeh ; 
thus if a VRlve fiy open euddenly and close gently, it will be re
presentad as in the margin. (TAe deUne K i& a11 ezampk of tAU 
ruk.) 

If any other modi6cations of movement should present them
selves, it will not be ditñcult for any one who has rendered him
self familiar with the symbols and method just explained, to con
tri ve others adapted to the new combinations which may present 
themselveA. 

362. As an example of the way in which very minute circnm
stances of motion are shown in this manner, it may be remarked, 
that the motion of the saw-frame, excentric, and click-lever, is 
necessarily continuous; but tbat the motion given to the ratchet
wheel by the click does not begin at the instant the change of 
motion in t.he click takes place. The click must first move 
through a small space until it abuts against the tooth of the 
ratchet-wheel which is ready to receive it. On the other hand, 
it is evident that the ratchet-wheel and the click will both cealt 
their motion in tbat direction together. When the click moves 
backwards the ratchet-wheel wit.h the pinion and wood-carriage 
will remain at rest until the saw begins its cut, when they will be 
driven slightly backwards until the ratchet-tooth abuts against 
the end of the detent. All these accidenta of motion in the 
ratchet-wheel and its connected pieces are exhibited by tbe nota
tion, as will appear by comparing the motion lines of G with 
those of F. It is true, that in the actual machine these small 
motions are reduced exceedingly by ghing a great number of 
teeth to the ratchet-wheel; but 1 ha. ve exaggerated them to show 
the susceptibility of the notation, which when applied to complex 
machinery is of the very greatest service; more especitilly in 
assisting in the invention ot· improvement of machines. 

363. The system of motion liues is not intended to exbibit 
accurately the Iaw of motion of the pieces, as in the graphic 
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representation of Art. 13, although it is founded upon the same 
principie; but merely its general phases. . 

When the simultaneous motions are required to be precisely 
exhibited, their motion curves may be, however, exactly laid 
down and compared, by placing them side by side; their parallel 
axes of abscissm then become the indicating lines of Babbage's 
system. In this case, however, 1 am inclined to think the second 
method (Art.l4) is preferable, in which the ordinates are propor
cional not to the velocities but to the spaces ; of the use of which 
I have already given an example in Art. 298. 

364. I have found sorne advantages in the amalgamation of the 
system of Babbage with that of which an explanation has been 
given in Art. 332. 

For in defining trains of mechanism in the present work, 1 
have shown that they con.sist of principal pieces moving each 
according to a given path, and connected one with the other in 
succession by means of drivers and followers, which are attached 
to these moving pieces. Now the drivers and followers carried 
by any one of these pieces must all move according to the same 
law, since they move as one piece; anda single indicating line 
with its ve,ocity'numbers and motion curves is quite sufficient for 
every such piece: whereas, as we ha ve seen, in the notation just 
exhibited, every part of the machine has such an indicating line 
and figure attached to it, and consequently all the parts that are 
united together merely repeat the same indication as B, C and 
E; or G and H, in page 288. In the next page 1 ha ve shown 
the Saw-mill under the form of Notation which 1 have been in 
the habit of employing, and which it will be seen at once differs 
ooly from that of page 288 by being united with the old clock
makers' form already explained; by which means the !lenealti!J!f• 
so to speak, of the motion is perhaps more clearly perceived, and 
the number of indicating linea reduced. 

365. To represent a machine in this form, rule as many 
parallellines as there are principal moving pieces in the train, 
writing the name or nature of each in the first column. U pon 
each line write all the followers and the driver which are carried 
by the piece to which it belongs ; taking care to place every 
follower vertically under its own driver, if possible. Every fol
lower may be connected with its driver by an arrow formed 
according to the rules in Art. 360, or by a simple line. The 
arrow is only necessary if the · nature of the machine renders it 
necessary to place sorne of the followers above their drivers. The 
connecting lines might also receive addition.s, by which the nature 
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ON MECHA.NICAL NOTATION. 

of the connection, as by sliding, wrapping, link-work, &c. might 
be shown; but the names of the parts are generally sufficient for 
this purpose ; and there is a great mischief in unnecessarily mul
tiplying symbols. N umbers attached to toothed wheels are their 
numbers of teeth, to pullies their diameters in inches, to cranks 
and excentrics their throw in inches, unless otherwise stated. In 
the column of V elocity the numbers attached to revolving pieCEs 
show their angular velocity in turne per minute, and to sliding 
pieces their linear velocity in inches per minute, unless otbenrise 
stated in words. In the column of Comparison oí Motion, the 
rules in Art. 361 are followed, but that when two or more pieces 
move together in a system, one indicating line is made to serve 
for them all by connecting those to which it applies by a bracket. 
Thus the variation of motion in the ratche~wheelspindle and the 
wood-carriage being the same, one line is used for them both. 
Columna may be added for the pitch of the wheels, or any other 
particulars that may be required. 

lt rarely, however, happens that the whole notation is necessary. 
For some machines the table of the origin of motion is required, 
for others that of the comparison of the motion ; and of the sys
tem of tbe latter, and of its utility when properly applied, it is 
impos.sible to speak too highly. 



BEDUPLICATION. 

CHAPTER XV. 

BED UPLIOATION. 

366. THIS term 1 ventuted, in my first edition, to apply to a 
mode of modifying motion which depends upon a totally dift'erent 
principie from tbe sliding, rolling, and wrapping connections to 
which our previous page~J have been devoted. It is principally 
employed in the construction of tackle of all sorts, used on shore 
for raising weights, and in the rigging of shipe. 

367. If an inextensible string .AfgB be pa88ed over ay 
number of fixed pina or pullies, as f and g, and if the extremities 

.A,B of the string be compelled to moTe 
Fig. 261• each in the direction of its own portion, 

.Af, gB of the string, then the motion 
of one of these extremities will evi
dently be communicated unaltered t.o 
the other, and every intermediate por
tion of the string will move with tbe 
same velocity. This is unaffected by 
the form of the pina over which tbe 
string passes, and tbey may therefore 
be fixed cylinders or else pullies, tha& 

is to ea y, wheels mounted on revolving axes, wbich are generally 
substituted for fixed pins, for the mere purpose of reducing the 
friction of the string in passing over them. 

If however some of the pins ( or axes of the pullies) be attached 
to a piece capable of motion, and the string be passed back and 
forward.s o ver the fixed and movable pina alternately, this ,. 

F¡g. 262. 
M p p 

-----------.•:-------=:.__~· 
Q 

duplication will cause the several intermediate portions of the 
string to move with different velocities, and the movable piece 
will receive a velocity compounded of these in a manner which 
we will ~roceed to investigate. Thus let the string, fig. 262, be 
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attacbed to a fixed point M, and P be a pin attached to a piece 
capable of sliding in the direction PM. If the string be passed 
over P and brought to Q, and Q be moved to q, it will draw P 
after it to a point p. 

Now as the length of the string is unaltered by this motion, we 
have MP+PQ=Mp+ pq, or (Mp + .!)>) + (.!)> + pQ)=Mp+ 
(pQ+ Qq). 

• •• Qq = 2Pp, and the velocity of the point Q is double that of 
the point P. If the string be passed over M, and again over P 
to Q, the velocity of the extremity will be quadrupled, and so 
on. This may be ex
plained and demon
strated by the follow
ing machine and the 
subsequent investiga
tion. 

368. Alongupright 
board attached to a 
foot has a rectangular 
opening at ita lower 
extremity, in which a 
panel B is capable of 
sliding freely in the 
vertical direction 

Fig. 263. 

l 
!re. . ~ 

. 
through a given height l.+-Mr+++-

pq, w hich is limited Y. "~~t-t:-
by the contact of the 
upperandloweredges 
of the panel with the 
top and bottom of the 
opening. The surface 
of the panel coincides 
with that of the long 
board, and it carries '1 

• 

three smooth brass l 
knobs, b, d, f, of tbe ' 
kind that are em- B 

ployed for the handles -~~~~~'L 
of drawers. Three f L 

similar brass knobs ~ B :1 
are fixed ata, e, e to <3 ts 8 
th 1 ~Olr J..T , .. 

e ong board. 

Fig. 2M. 

' 
: 

i:r~ -~ 
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-
. 
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---o ¡-Z 
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. 
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·- -~ 

-- .. ~ 
il & 

e 

( ' 
Between tbese knoba the board is graduated by tranavel'Be 
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linea into a series of equidistant vertical spa.ces equal tn the 
distance pq, through which the panel rises and falls. 

A string is attached by a loop to the fixed knob a, and passed 
over the lower and upper knobs altemately, as shown in the 
figure. Its upper extremity at r is tied to a pin which is in
serted in a hole of the board when the machine is at rest. The 
panel B is loaded with sufficient lead to keep the string mode
rately tight. 

A set of wooden beade, 9 k i k l m, are attached to the string, 
ea.ch one by means of a small peg, which, being mad.e slightly 
conical, is passed through the hole in the bead, and thus wedges 
it on the string with sufficient firmness to keep it in ita place, and 
yet admit of an adjustment when the tension of the string is 
accidentally altered. 

The beade must be so adjusted, that when tbe panel is in ita 
lower position they shall rest in the horizontalline Y Z, marked 
as the zero of the scales. 

Let the end of the string at r (fig. 263) be now drawn up
wards, the panel B will rise, and the beade will travel from the 
zero line upwards and downwards altemately and with difl'erent 
velocities, until, when the panel has arrived at the top of its 
course, each bead will be in tbe position indicated by the cb.arae
ter x, placed vertically a.bove or below its zero position in the 
figure. 

Thus the bead 9 being immediately suspended from the fixed 
knob a, remains ou the zero Iine, k, k and m rise respectively 
and simultaneously to 2, 4, and 6, while the alternate beads i ancl 
l fall to 2 and 4; and these numbers represent the respective 
ratios of the velocities of the beads to the motion of the paneL 

lf the loop at a be deta.ched from that knob, and the end of 
the string be secured to tbe lower knob h (as in fig. 264), then 
the motion of the beads will be as follows : as indicated by the 
character +, k being atta.ched to the panel B directly by the 
string hk, will rise through the same space with it to the line 1, 
k and m to 3 and 5, while i and l wil1 descend to 1 and 3. 

The string may be passed over one, two, or three of these 
knobs, and the velocity of ita upper extremity will vary a.ccord
ingly, being always equal to the number of strings atta.ched to 
the sliding panel, which can be shown as follows. 

369. To find the 'Oelocity ratit1 of the strin9s and slide.-lt mnst 
be remarked that the velocity of any string, as dke, which proceeds 
from the slide to a fixed knob (as e) is the same in magnitude 
after it has passed over the knob, but is reversed in direction; 
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thus the velocity of lt:e upwards is equal to the velocity of el 
downwards. But the velocity of a string as id which passes over 
a moving knob d is not the same after it has passed over the 
knob, because it is compounded with the velocity of the rising 
panel. 

Let the space pq through which the slide moves = u, and the 
corresponding distance through which the upper end r of the 
string travels =ID. The initial position of r being for con
venience assumed at the eame level as the upper row of knobs 
e, e, a. 

Let n be the number of etrings by which the elide is suspended. 
Then the length of the string when B is at the lowest position= 
n x if. And when B is at the highest position=ID+n (if-pq), 

and these are equal • •• ~ = n, or the distance (ID) through which 
u 

the end r of the string risee = the distance (u) through which the 
block rises, multiplied by the number of strings ( n ). When the 
end of the string is fixed to the knob a, n is an even number. 
But if fixed to the movable knob h, n is an odd number. 

These velocities of the strings and slide are with respect to the 
fixed frame. To find the velocitiee of the respective convolutions 
of the etring to the moving elide B, we must suppose that fixed 
and the board to be moved, inverting the machine, and making 
the number of etrings at the knobs a, e, e=n1, and ID1 the space 
through which the free end of the string moves. Thue we have 

ID¡=n1, which is an odd number when the end of the string is 
u 

fixed to the frame ata, andan even when fixed to the slide at b. 
Thus n is even when n1 is odd, and vice vera8, and when the 

machine is in the position of the figure, and the etring r is raised, 
drawing with it the slide B, the velocities of the string with 
respect to the knobs a, e, e of the fixed frame are O, 2, 4, and 
with respect to the knobs b, d,f of the moving elide as 1, 3, 5. 
When h is the point of attachment, the velocities at e, e, n are 
1, 3, 5, and at d,f are 2, 4. 

370. In practice the friction of the fixed knobs is diminished by 
substituting pullies, excepting in the case of the dead-eyea, which 
are employ~ in adjusting the tension of the ehrouds of ships. 
As the velocity ratio of the free extremity of the string to the 
moveable piece is due solely to the reduplication, it is wholly un
affected by the diameter of the pully or pin, and by the relativa 
position of these in their respective frames or blocks. 

The disposition of the pullies on parallel axes in a horizontal 
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line, as in figs. 263 and 264, is very rarely used except for de
monstration, and from the form in which the string is disposed 
it is termed lacing. The commonest arrangement is to place 
the pullies or sheaves, • a.o; they are termed, side by side on 1 

common axis in a series of parallel mortices formed in a wooden 
block. One of these, called the fized block, is suspended from a 
fixed point, and corresponcls to the fixed knobs a, e, e. The 
other, called the movable block, which corresponda to the panel 
B, swings freely, suspended by the ropes, and is attached to the 
weight or other piece which is to receive the slow motion. As 
it is generally inconvenient to apply the power which gives 
motion to the free extremity r of the rope in the direction from 
below upwards, that extremity is usually passed over a pully, 
which is added to the fixed series ace for the mere purpose of 
bringing the free end downwards. This pully does not affect the 
velocity ratio, for that depends solely on the number of strings at 
the movable block. The free portion of rope is called the falL 

When the pullies are arranged in the above manner side by 
side on a common axis, the cord assumE:s a spiral form, winding 
upwards and downwards continuously, and the entire assemblage 
is termed a tcinding tacA/e, for tackle t is the general term for 1 

fixed movable block or blocks with their cord or cords. 
The strings can be brought into one plane by arranging tbe 

sheaves on parallel axes, one below the other, as in tbe 
Fig. 265" figure. But the sheaves, in order to separate the strings 

and keep them para.llel, req uire to be made of diminishing 
diameters. This arrangement is termed long tacA/e, and 
the wooden blocks that contain these sheaves assume 
a form wbich gives them the name of fiddle block$. 
The sheaves may be arranged upon a common axis, 
and made of gradually increasing diameters, as in fig. 
266. This in a diagram is convenient for the purpose 
of showing the number of sheaves and the course of the 
string as it winds upwards and downwards upon them. 

w , But the diameters admit of being so arranged as to 
allow of the whole series of sheaves in each block 
being made in one piece. 

For by Art. 369, as the lower block in the figure is suspended 
by five strings, the velocity of the strings marked 1, 2, ... 3, 4, ••• 
5, 6 with respect to the upper block are as 1, 3, 5. 

* From ScWe. Germ. 
t Thie term appeare t.o have been derind thus : .,pox<Wt~, Gr. ; Tl"ocAIM, Lat. ; 

TaglUI, Ital. ; Taakel, DuúJh. In French, Mouflk is used either for the block alouto, 
or for the block and its eheaves; and Pullg (Eng.), as well as Poulie (Fr.), ill ued 
either for the eheave or for the complete block and itll aheavea. 
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But the veloeity of the string 1 with respect to the lower block 
to which it is fixed is O, and those of the pairs 2, 3 ••. 4, 5, with 
respect to the lower block, are as 2 and 4. N ow, since the 
velocity of the eircumferenee of a wheel varíes Fig. 266. 

directly as the radius, it follows that if the 
radü of the sheaves in the upper block be 
as 1, 3, 5, and the three be in one piece, 
their circumferences will move with velocities 
exactly proportional to those of the strings, 
and similarly if the radü of the lower sheaves 
be as 2 and 4. Blocke so fitted up form what 
is termed White'• Tackle, from the name oí 
the inventor.* 

The practical difficulty in this elegaot de
vice is that, unleBB the grooves in the com
pound pullies are turned with mathematical 
accuracy in respect of their diameters, the 
rope willslide on the defective circumferences, 
and an injurious friction be introduced. But 
as the acting radius of a pully is measured by 
the real radius plus the radius of the rope, it is 
hardly possible to fulfil the condition of ~aking the acting 
diameter in true arithmetical progression. t 

371. It must be observed that in any given tackle the velocity 
ratio is different according as one or the other is made the fixed 
block, which is possible with tackle not permanently attached as 
a part of the rigging, but composed of two blocks, each furnisbed 
with a hook, so as to admit of bting temporarily attached to 
anything that requires to be moved. Thus in fig. 265 the block 
from which the fall proceed.s is made the fixed block, and n=5; 
but if this block were employed as the movable block, we should 
ha ve n = 6 ; for the fall has now become one of the strings 
which suspend the movable block. The number of sheaves is 
always less by ooe than the number of strings at the fall-block. 

Blocks are termed single, double, treble, and so on, according 
to the number of sheaves they carry. The sheaves in a block 
in ships' tackle never exceed two, except in the case of the cat
head and cat-block, which contain three each, and constitute the 
tackle which serves to hoist the anchor. 

A lu.ff-tackle consists of a single block and a double block, and 
ite velocity ratio is therefore 3 or 4, according as the single or 

• White'e Cmtvty of Inm~tiOIJ1, p. 33. 
t The real forms, construetions, and uses of tackle, may be learnt from the varioua 

boob on -mansbip, of whicb the lateet and best ia Nare's &llfll4uA!I. 
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double block is the movable one, or, in other words, as the fall
block is fixed or movable. 

A gun-taekle consista of two double blocks, and its velocity 
ratio is 4 or 5, according as the fall-block is fixed or movable. 

A whip is a single fixed block. 
372. Several tackles may be combined, as shown in fig. 267. 

Thus let .A be the fixed block, a the movable block of a tackle 
in which there are n1 strings at a, and of which .AB is the fall ; 

Fig. 267. let the extremity of this fall be tied to 
the movo.ble block B of a second tackle 

.& of which h is the fixed block, and n, the 
number of strings at B. Also, let the 
fa.ll he of tbe second tackle be tied to the 
movable block e of a third tackle of 
which e is the fixed block, and eD tbe 

IZ fall, and Ra the &trings &t e j let a Velo
CÍty V, be given to D, and let Va, V, 

W V1 be tbe velocities of W, B and e 
respective) y; 

then V,=n3 V3=n3n2 V2=n3n2n1 v;. 
If there be m tackles in this series or train, and they ha ve all 
the same number .of strings, we should find in a similar way 
v.+¡=n.•v.. 

Now the total number of strings in this combina.tion=n x 111; 
whence the following problem. 

3 73. Given the velocity ratio V V,+ 1 = n• of the train of tackles, 
1 

to find the number and nature of the separate tackles that will 
require the fewest strings. 

Here n =constant= C suppose; 

• •• m=! q and the number of strings 
ln 

n.le =mn=--, 
ln 

which is at a mínimum wben hyp. log. n= 1, and n=2·72; tbe 
nearest whole number to which being 3, it a.ppears that a series 
of luff-tackles will produce a given velocity ratio with fewer 
strings than a.ny single tackle or combination of equal tackles. 
In fact, sailors combine two luff-tackles in this manner; which 
they term lujf upon lu.ff. 

lf, however, instead of attacbing each tackle toa fall from the 
fixed block of the previous on~, it be tied to a fall from the 
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movable block, one sheave will be saved out of each tackle 
without altering the velocity ratio, and the total numbezo of 
sheaves will be ( n -1). m; which will be at a minimum when 
n-1. =2·72, and ••• n=3·72. Fig.268. 

A combination of this kind in which 
n=2, and therefore each pully hangs 
by a separate string, is commonly 
represented in mechanical treatises. ____ ___..;~-

374. Asan example of the applica
tion of the principie of reduplication 
to increase the range of motion of a 
piece, we may take the hydraulic 
crane of Sir W. Armstrong.* 

...4. is a closed cylinder, into the 
upper extremity of which water at a 
high pt'essure obtained from an ele
vated source can be admitted throngh 
a pipe k, so as to drive the piston B 
dowuwards. The upper end of the 
piston-rod carries a pully a. A chain, 
also fixed to the top of the piston-rod, 
passes over a pully h, mounted on a 
bracket attached to the wall inside of 
the warehouse. It then descends, 
pasees nnder the pully a and npwards, 
to be fixed to the block of a pully c. 
From the top of this block, a second 
chain passes over a second pully d, .......:~='?~ 
carried by a bracket attached to the 
wall, and then descending passes under 
the pully e and upward to e, whence it is carried horizontally 
outwards to the pully f of the crane-jib J, and thus downwards 
to be affixed to the load W. When the rod of the piston B 
descends, the block and pully e travel downwards with a velocity 
three times greater tban the piston-rod and pully a, and tbe rope 
cef travels with a velocity threefold that of the pully c. Conse
quently the stroke of the piston-rod is multiplied ninefold, and a 
piston with a stroke of twelve feet raises the load W to a height 
of 108 feet. 

* This · emne is fully deecribed in Glynn'a 'Rudtmmilzf"!J n-.tiM 011 OraNI, ~e; 
and ita ronstraetion minntely illuatrated by detailed dra'W'ings. Fig. 268 is derived 
from his fig. 20, by omitting al! details oí ronstruction, for which I beg to refer my 
readers to the excellent monograph abon quoted, which forma vol. uxiii of the 114'riea 
of B~ 7rtatilu originally publiahed by W eale, and now by Virtue and Co. 
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37 5. The following diagram • exhibits the principie u pon wbich 
cranes termed traveraing-1:ranea are constructed, by 'vhich heavy 

Fig. 269. 

a 

A 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 
1 1 

w .. 

D 

goods or materials in warehousea or buildings in course of eroo
tion can be lifted and conveyed to their proper positions. All 
detailed constructions of framework are omitted in this figure. 

The crane is sustained hy two triangular frames of timber, seen 
edgewise at .AB, CD. These frames support two parallel beams 
of timber, as EF, trussed underneath. On these beams is laid a 
railway, upon which travels a cariiage GH containing the pullies 
l,K for the chain, which passea between the two beams to the 
lower block N. The ends of the chain pass from the carriage 
in opposite directions along and above the beam to the fixed 
pullies at each end M and O, and thence down to the barreis of 
winches L and P. By winding one of these winches and un
winding the other at the same time at the same rate, the carriage 
and the load suspended from it travels from one end of the beam 
to the other, the load remaining at the same level. 

But by winding or unwinding one of the winches only, the load 
is simply raised or lowered, so that the pully N can be placed at 
any point of the vertical plane AEFC. But in the complete tra
versing-crane, each triangular frame AB,CJJ is mounted upon 
two waggon-w heels resting on rails, which enable the entire frame 
.ABDC to be moved to any part of the length of the building or 
warehouse, and therefore its load to be transferred to any position 
in the space bounded by the length of the rails and the area 
.ACEF. 

" Vide Glynn, 0.. Cranu, p. ,3, u in the laat note, for ample detaila and llgun.e. 
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The so-called 'parbockle' is an example of direct redoplication 
employed by sailors to lower casks from a qoay into a barge, and 
tJie~ versá, and also by draymen. 

In the diagram A is the sur
face of the qoay, B its vertical 
face. 

Two parallel planks e and f 
rest below opon the barge, and 
above opon the edge of the qoay. 

The middle of a rope of soffi
cient length is made fast to the 
timber-head g by a roond tom, 
the ends of the rope are passed· 
onder anú over the cask, em
bracing it as shown, and the two 
hands of the operator grasping 
the two free ends of the ro pe, the 
cask is kept steady doring its 
motion. This apparatus is a 

Fig. 270. 

combination of the inclined plane and single hanging polly e. If 
the diagram, Art. 367, Fig. 262, were im·erted .and inclined down
wards to the right, it woold represent the half of the parbockle, 
M being attached to the timber-head and Prepresenting the cask. 

376. In the examples of reduplication already considered, the 
strings and the motion of the follower are all parallel, and the 
velocity ratio constan t. If the strinszs and the F" ~· 1g. 271. 
paths make angles with each other, a varying 
,-elocity ratio will ensue ; as in the following 
example. Let the string be fixed at A, fig. 
271, and passing over a pin B, let it be at· 
tached to a point C; let Bb be the path of 
the pin, Ce that of the extremity of the string, 
and when C is moved to e, very near to its 

A 

first position, let B be carried to b; draw perpendicolars bm, bn, 
Cp, upon thv -..wo directions of the string in it.R new position. 

Then since the length of thc string is the same in botb po
~itions, we have AB+BC=Ab+be, tbat is, 

Am+mB+Bn+nC=Ab+bp+pe, 
But ultimately, 

Ab=Am, and bp=nC; ••• mB+Bn=pe, 
or Eb ( cos hBA + cos bBC)= Ce. cos eCB; 

Bh cos eCB 
- -=-- - - --- ; 

. ' Ce cos hBA + cos bBC 
X 
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where the angles are those made by the direetion of the string 
with the respective paths of the pin B and of the extremity C. 
But by the motion of the system these angles alter, and tbus tbe 
velocity ratio varies. 

If the ~ttrings and the path of B become parallel, the cosines 

become unity, and ~~,= !• as before (Art. 367). 



PART THE SECOND. 

ON AGGREG.A.TE COMBINATIONS. 

CHAPTER l. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF AGGREGATE MOTION. 

37i. THE motion of a point with respect either to its path or 
velocity may be considered as the resultant of two or more com
ponent motions. . If it happen that the latter taken separately 
are more simple and more easily communicatecl than the resultant 
motion, it is evident that this may be advantageously obtained by 
communicating simultaneously to the given point the component 
motions. For an example of an aggregate path, let it be re
quired to make a point describe an epicycloid. Every epicycloidal 
path may be resolved into t~ circular paths, one of which 
represents the base of the epicycloid, and the other the describing 
circle. And if the point be attached to a disc or arm which 
revolves unifonnly round its own center, while at the same time 
that center revolves uniformly round the center of the base in a 
plane parallel to that of the first revolution, the point will describe 
an epicycloid, tbe na.ture and proportions of which will depend 
upon the proportion of the radii of the two circular component 
paths, and upon the relativa time and directions of their re
volutions. In this example a very complex path is referred to 
two paths of the simplest nature, and the qnestion is one case of 
a general problem that may be thus enunciated :-To cause a 
point to move in a requirPd path by communicating to it simul
taneousl!J two or more motions in space. 

378 . .As an example of motion complex in velocity, but simple 
with respect to its path, let a body be required to travel in a 
right line by a reciprocating motion, but always makiug its 

X 2 
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forward trip through a space greater than its hackwarcl trip, and 
thereby gradually advancing from one end of the path to the 
other. This motion may be resolved into a reciprocating motion 
of eq u al advance and retreat, combined with a simple slow forward 
motion. 

If therefore the body be mounted on a carriage or frame 
which advances slowly in the required direction, and if at the 
same time an ordinary reciprocating motion of constant extent be 
given to the body with respect to the carriage; the question will 
be answered by referring the given compound motion to two of a 
simple and practicable nature. 

379. Again, let a body be required to move so very slowly in 
a right line, that in the ordinary methods a long train of wheel
work or of other combinations would be required to reduce suffi
ciently the velocity of the original driver. But if this small 
velocity' be considered as the difference of two velocities in 
opposite directions, then it may be obtained by mounting as 
before the body on a carriage which proceeds with any con\·enient 
velocity in one direction, while the body moves with respect 
to the carriage with a nearly equal velocity in the opposite 
direction. 

These examples belong to a second problem which may be thus 
stated :-To produce the motion of a piece in a given path by com
municatin,r¡ tu it simultaneously two or more motions in that patll, 
l'ither in tlle same or Íll opposite directions. 

aso. In these examples, however, it appears that the frame or 
part of the machine which determines the path of one of the 
component motions is itself in motion. In the first example, the 
center of motion of the revolving piece which carries the de
scribing point itselftravels in a circle; and in the second example, 
the slide u pon which the point that receives the aggregate motion 
is made to move, is itself also in motion. And this, from the 
nature of Aggregate Combinations, will always be the case; and 
as these bodies which travel in moving paths ha ve to derive their 
motion from a driver whose path is in the usual manner stationary, 
it appears that to carry this aggregate principie into etFect, 
requires that we should have the means of communicating motion 
fl'Om a driver to a follower, when the respective position of their 
paths is variable. 

1 shall therefore begin by giving cxamples of the methods by 
which this may be effected. 
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To connect a Driver and Follower, the relative position of whuse 
path., is variable. 

381. If the center of motion of a toothed wheel itself travel in 
a circle parallel to the plane of rotation, then a second wheel 
concentric with the circular path and in geer with the travelling 
wheel will remain in geer with it in all positions of its center; 
or if the center of the wheel travel in a right line parallel to the 
plane of rotation, a rack parallel to its path will always remain in 
geer with the wheel, and communicate a motion to it; as will 
also an endless screw, as in fig. 272, where Aa is a long endless 
screw, B the travelling wheel whose Fig. 2i2. 

center of motion moves in the path ...,V''t- /~ 
B h, parallel to the axis of the screw. ( g ___ ~L---~ \ 
The screw will therefore act upon .. ~ _/ '-"- ) "· 
the wheel whatever be the position -
of its center upon this line, and will 
also allow the center to be moved into any pos1t10n upon the 
surface of the cylinder that would be generated by the motion of' 
B b round A a, the plane of the wheel of course always passing 
through the axis A a • 

.Again, if the wheel be required to travel in tbe direction of its 
own axis, as from A to a, fig. 273, a long pinion B b will retain 
its action u pon it in all its positions. 

Fig. 273. Fig. 274. 

But if the center of the wheel is to travel in any other curve 
in a plan e perpendicular to its axis, let A, fig. 27 4, be a fixed 
center of motion, B the travelling center of motion, and let 
A C, eB be a frame jointed at (!; then if B be moved into any 
position within the circle whose radius is A e+ CB, the frame 
will follow it, the angle A CB becoming greater or less a.ccording 
to the radial distance of B from A. Let a center of motion be 
placed at e, then will three wheels whose centers are A, C, aml 
B, remain in geer in all these positions of the frame, and thus 
allow B to travel in any curve without losing its connection with 
the central wheel a.t A. 

382. The same principies also apply to centers of motion con-
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nected hy sliding contact or wrapping connectors; for generally, 
it is evident, that if two parallel axes be connected by any of the 
contrivances for communicating unlimited rotation, one axis may 
travel round the other in the circle whose radius is the per
pendicular distance of the axes, without disturbing their con
nection. Other expedienta are also employed, which belong 
rather to constructive mechanism. Thus, instead of the long 
pinion B h, fig. 273, a short pinion may be used which can slide 
along its axis, but not turn with respect to it, and this pinion may 
be made to follow the wheel A in its motions. But, in fact, as 
we advance in our subject, the combinations necessarily increase 
in number and complexity under each head to such a degree, that 
it becomes impossible to include them all in the limited space of 
such a treatise as this. I shall, therefore, merely give examplesof 
one or two of the least obvious arrangements; others will occur 
during the calculations of Aggregate Motion in the succeeding 
chapters. 

383. A travelling pully which derives its rotation from another 
pully with a fixed axis of motion, may have its own axis carried 
about to any relative position with the first, provided tbe 
wrapping band ha ve a suspended stretching pully to keep it tight 
in all these changes of distance, and that the pully travel only in 

Fig. 275. its own plane, and consequently its axis always re

i !! ¡ 
7 L___.iJ--Jc 

mains parallel to that of the other pully. For if it 
moYe out of that plane the wrapping band will be 
thrown off the pully (Art. 254). Fig. 275 is one 
arrangement by which the pully may be a1so allowed 
to move in the direction of its axis. • 

Bis the pully whoie axis is mounted in a frame 
A e, to whose sides are fixed the axes of guide
pullies n, p ; the wrapping band is passed o ver these 
pullies as at m n p r¡, making one turn round the 
pully B in its passage: the ends m n, p q of thP. 
band are carried parallel to the axis of B, and passed 
over proper guide-pullies to the driving wheel. The 

ft·ame A e may evidently be moved into any other position ac, in 
the plane m q, w1thout disturbing either the tension of the band or 
its connection with B. 

384. Two arms AP, en (fig. 197, p. 209), being connected 
by a link PD, the center of motion e of one of them may be 
shifted into various positions with respect to A, without breaking 
thc connection of the system; but the velocity ratio of the arms 

* Lanz aod Betaocoort (Anal. EMay, D. 20) haTP a somewhat similar arraogement. 
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will necessarily be different in every new position. lf the arms 
have only a small angular motion, as in the Article referred to, 
the center C may receive a small travelling motion in a direction 
perpendicular to PD, without materially altering the velocity 
ratio. 

Fig. 276 is an expedient by which this communication can be 
maintained between shifting centers without affecting the velocity 
ratio. 

AB is tbe arm whose center of motion A is fixed, CD tbe arm 
whose center of motion travels in the line Ce; guide-pullies C, D 
are mounted, one concentric to C, and the other at the extremity 
D of the arm. A line is fixed at m, 
passed over the pullies C and D, and ~·ig. 276. 

attached to B. If B be moved to b it m -=ro<,----,..... 

will, by means of this line, communicate 
the same motion to CD round C as if it 
were a link jointed in the usual way at 
D and B. But tbe peculiar arrangement 
of the line allows the center of the arm to be removed to any 
other point in Ce, as to e, witbout interrupting the connection 
of B with its extremity. The arm is supposed to be returned by 
a spring or weight. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

ON OOMBINATIONS FOR PRODUOING AGGREGATE 
VELOOITY. 

385. I SHALL in this chapter proceed to show the principal 
methods of ohtnining the complex motion of a. hody in a. given 
path by the simultaneous communication to it of two or more 
simple motions in that path; arranging the solutions under the 
sa.me divishns a.s in the first part of this work, but taking them 
in a somewhat different order, for the sake of convenience. 

BY LINK-WORK. 

386. Let a. bar ABC, fig. 277, be hisected in B, and let a 
small motion A a perpendicular to the ba.r be communicated to the 

.Fig. 277. 

extremity A, C remaining at rest; then will the central point B 

move through a space Bn = ;~. On the other hand, had A. re

mained at rest, and a. small transversa motion Ce been given to 
the other extremity C, the central point B would have moved 

through a space Bm = ~~- If these two motions are communi

cated either simultancously or successivcly to the two extremities. 

the center B will he carried through a space Bh=Aa; Ce. Or, 

if starting from the position Ae, the two motions had heen com
municated in the opposite directions, so a.s to carry the bar into 
the position aC, then the center of the bar would receive a motion 
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Aa-Ce mn = 2 The length of the bar being always supposed so 

great, compared with the motions, that its inclination in the differ
ent positions may be neglected, and therefore the lines Ce, Bh, 
.Aa, be all considered perpendicular to .A C. Hence two small 
independent motions being eommunieated to the e:rtremities of a 
bar; its eenter reeeives half their sum or differenee, aeeording as 
the motilms are in the same or in opposite direetions. 

lf the motions be communicated to .A and B, then C will re
ceive the whole motion of .A in the opposite direction, and twice 
the motion of B in the same direction. The bar .A C has been 
divided in half at B for simplicity only, for it is evident that by 
dividing it in any other ratio we can communicate the component 
motions in any desired proportions. But in general it is the ]aw 
of motion which is to be communicated, and the quantity is of 
less consequence, especial1y if reduced for both motions in the 
same proportion. 

387. Let FG, fig. 2i8, be a bar whose center is E, and to 
whose extremities are fixed pins F and G, u pon which the centers 
of other bars, .AB, CD turn. Fig. 278. 

Then if four independent motions 
be communicated to the points e ·= S o E~ 

A, .F .-R e G. D 
.A, B, C, D, the motions of .A 
and B will be concentrated upon F, and those of C and D upon 
G, and the motions of F and G being concentrated in like 
manner upon E, this point will receive the four motions. By 
jointing other levers to the extremities of these, and so on, any 
number of independent motions may be concentrated upon the 
point E.* 

BY WRAPPING CONNECTORS. 

388. If a bar Bb, fig. 279, be eapable of sliding in the direc
tion of its length and carry a puHy .A round which is passed a 
cord DE, then it can be shown in the same manner, that the bar 
will receive half the sum of independent motions communicated 
to the extremities D, E, tbe bar being supposed to be urged in 
the direction bB, by a weight or spring. This is a more compen
dious contrivance than the former, as the motions may be of 
considerable extent. lf the component motions be communicated 

* Another example of aggregate velocity by Link-work is the well-k.nown retieulated 
frame termed Lazy t011gs, which resembles a row of X's, thus xxxxx. It is too weak 
from ita numerous joints to be of much pre.cticlll service. It flrst OCCIIl'll in V a.lturiua 
tk n militarí, l. x. 1483. 
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to one extremity of the string D and to the bar, then 'vill tbe 
other extremity E receive the entire motion of D in the reverse 

Fig. 279. 

r 

direction, and also twice the motion of Bb in the same 
direction.• 

389. If a second similar combination be pla.ced at 
the side of this, with its bar parallel to that of the first, 
and if a cord wbose ends are tied to the upper e.xtre
mities of each bar be passed over a third intermediate 
pully, the center of this latter pully will receive the 
aggregate motion of the cords of the two systems, as 
shown for the le ver in Art. 387. 

D 
390. As an examplc of the employment of these 

E combinations, let e, fig. 280, be an axis of motion 
upon which is fixed a small barrel rouod which 
the cord e is rolled, aod also a disk with an excentric 

pin e, which by means of a link cb communicates a recipro
cating motion to an arm Aa, whose center of motion is A. 
The extremity of this arm carries a revolving pully D, and the 
cord which is coiled round the band is laid over this pully and 
fixed to a heavy piece E, which moves in the vertical path Ef 
Now when e revolves, tbe center a of the pully D mo\·es up and 
down through a small are which is nearly a right line parallel to 
fE, and by virtue of this motion the string f and the body E will 
receive a reciprocating motion of double its extent. But the 
string e will be also slowly coiled upon tbc barrel by which it, as 
well as E, will receive a slow travelling motion in a constant di-

Fig. 280. Fig. 281. 

t·ection upwards. By what has preceded, therefore, the body E 
receiving these motions simultaneously, will, as in the example of 

• The first application of this principie appe&nl to be the Boaet de Ly011, for winding 
llilk. Vük Ene. Méth. Manufru:t•ru, t. ü. p. U. 
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Art. 378, move vertically with a reciprocating motion, of which 
the downward trip is shorter than the upward one. 

391. Let Aa, fig. 281, be an axis to which are fixed two cy
linders B and e, nearly of the same diameter, and let a cord be 
coiled round B, passed over a pully D, and then brought back 
and coiled in the opposite direction round C. When Aa revolves, 
one end of the cord will be coiled and the other uncoiled, and if 
R be the radius of B, and r of e, A the angular velocity of the 
axis, the velocities of the two extremities of the cord will be AR 
and Ar; and by Art. 388, the center of the pully D will travel 
with a velocity equal to half the difference of these velocities, 

since they are in opposite directions, or to A(~-r). Thisvelo-

city is the same as would be obtained if the center of the pully D 
were suspended from the axis Aa by a cord wrapped round a 

h . R-r 
single barrel w ose rad1u.s =-2-. 

392. This combination belongs to a class which has received 
the name of dijferential motions, their object being to communicate 
a very slow motion toa body, or rather to produce by a single 
combination such a velocity ratio between two bodies that under 
the usual arrangement a considerable train of combinations would 
be required practically to reduce the velocity, for, tkeoretically, a 
simple combination will always answer the same purpose.. Thus 
in the above machine, although theoretically a barrel with a radius 

R 2 r would do as well as the double barrel, yet its diameter in 

practice would be so small as to make it useless from weakness. 
Whereas each barrel of the differential combination may be made 
as large and as strong as we please. 

lf a considerable extent of motion, however, be required, this 
contrivance becomes very troublesome, on account of the great 
quantity of rope which must be wound upon the barreis. For by 
one turn of the differential barrel the space through which the 
pully is raist>d ='~~" (R-r), but the quantity of rope employed is 
the sum of that which is coiled u pon one barrel, and of that which 
is uncoiled from the other =2'11" (R+r). Now in the equivalent 
simple barrel the quantity of rope coiled is exactly eqoal to the 
space through which the body is moved, and therefore in this case 
='11" (R-r), so that for a given extent ofmotion 

ro pe for dift'erential barre} _ 2 R + r 
- ro¡,i-for common bárrel - - if-;: 
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when R-r is by hypothesis very emall. Tbis inconvenience has 
been sufficient to banish thc contri vanee from practice, for although 
it is representad in all mechanical books under the name of the 
Chinese windla.ss, it is never actually employed. 

BY SLIDING CONTACT. 

393. Aa, fig. 282, is an axis upon which are formed two screws 
Fig. 282. B and D, whose pitches are C and e re-

{, ct spectively. B passes tbrough a nut b fixed 
B~. , , D 1$. to the frame, and D through a nut d, which 
_ ~ is capable of sliding parallel to the axis of 

---"--'-----,! the screw.• 
Now when a screw is turned round it travels with respect to 

its nut through a space equal to one pitch for each revolution, 
consequently one turn of Aa will cause it to move with respect 
to b through the space C. But the same motion will cause the 
nut d to move with respect to its screw through a space c. The 
nut d, therefore, receives two simultaneous motions, for by the 
advance of the screw Aa through tbe fixed nut b, tbe nut d is 
carried forwards througb the space C, but by the revolving action 
of the screw Aa it will be at the same time carried backwards 
through the space e : its motion during one rotation of the screw 
Aa is therefore equal to the difference of tbe two pitches =C-e. 
If C be greater than e tbis will be positive, and the nut will 
advance slowly when the screw Aa advances; but if e be greater 
than C, tbe nut will move slowly in the opposite direction to the 
endlong motion of the screw. If C=c then C-c=O, and the 
nut d receins no motion, which is indeed obvious. All this sup
poses that the threads of the two screws are both right-handed or 
both left- handed. 1f one be right-handed and the other left
handed, each revolution of the screw Aa will cause the nut d to 
advance through a space = e+ c. 

394. In fig. 283,t Ffis a screw which passes through a nut g, 
this nut is mounted in a frame so as to be capable of revolnng 
but not of travelling endlong in the direction of the axis of the 
screw. So that if the nut were turned round, and the screw itself 
prevented from revolving, this screw would receive an endlong 
ruotion in the usual manner, at the rate of one pitch for each 
revolution of tbe nut. A toothed wheel E is fixed to the nut, 

* This contri1'ance is claimed by White (Century of Inm.tio1111, p. S!), and al!o for 
l\1. Prony, by Lanz and Betancourt (Essay, D. 3). 

t This combinl\tion occnrs in Whitt>'s Century of lntrtntio!N. 
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and engaged with a pinion e, which is fixed to th~ p~bl?m 
parallel to the screw. To the screw is also fixed a toothed wl}ty 
D, which engages with a long pinion B Fig. 283. 
upon the same axis Aa which carries the .A c-

pinion C. When Aa revolves, therefore, it JJ 

communicates rotation both to the screw D 

and to the nut. If B and e, D and E F -~:1--....0 
were respectively equal, it is plain that the 
nut and screw would revolve as one piece, 
and consequently no relative motion take 
place between them ; but as these wheels are purposely made to 
differ, the nut and screw revolve with different velocities, and 
thus a motion arises between the out and its screw, which causes 
the latter to travel in the direction of its length, with a velocity 
ratio that may be thus calculated. 

Let the letters B C D E appli~d to the wheels, represent their 
respecti\'e numbers of teeth, and let P be the pitch of the screw. 
Also, let the synchronal rotations of the axis Aa, the out and the 
screw, be LL,., and L, respectively, 

LC LB 
•·. L,. = J[andL,= D. 

But the endlong motion of the screw depends upon the relative 
rotations of the screw and nut, and not upon their absolute rota
tions. N ow it is obvious, that if the screw make, L rotations, 
and the nut L,. rotations in the same direction, that the screw 
and nut will have made L -L,. rotations with respect to each 
other, and therefore tbat the screw will have advanced endlong 
through a space 

=(L,-L,.). P=L.P(~-j), 

which may be made very small with respect to L. 
This combinarion is applied to machinery for boring, for the 

motion of a boring instrument consista of a quick rotation com
bined with a slow advance in the direction of its axis, which is 
precisely the motion given to the screw F f. N othing more is 
thereforc required than to fix the boring tool to one end of this 
screw. 

The long pinion B ( Art. 381) is employed for the obvious 
pnrpose of maintaining tbe action of B upon D during the end
long motion of the screw, and this endlong motion is in fact the 
difference of two motions that are simultaneously given to tb~ 
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when • ()l" A a revolving, if B and D were removed tbe rota
ba m the nut would cause the screw to travel endlong with one 
·-illocity, and if e and E were removed instead of B and D, then 
the rotation of tbe screw in its fixed nut woul~ cause it to travel 
endlong with another velocity ; but these two causes operating 
simultaneously, the screw travels with the dift'erence of these 
velocities. 

395. A slow relative motion of two concentric pieces may be 
produced, as in fig. 284, in which D d is a fixed stud, B an end
less screw-wheel revolving upon the stud, and e a second endless 
screw-wheel revolving upon the tube which carries the preceding 
wheel B. A is an endless screw so placed as to act at once upon 

Fig. 284. both wheels. • Now if these wheels had the same 
number of teeth they would move as one piece, 
but if one of them has one or two teeth more or 
less than the otlrer, this will not disturb the pitch 
of the teeth sufficiently to interfere with the action 

D· el of the endless screw. Andas the revolutions oí 
this screw will pass the same number of teeth in 
each wheel across the plane of centers, it follows 
that when one wheel has tbus made a complete 

revolution, the other will have made more or less than a com
plete revolution by exactly the number of deficient or excessive 
teeth. 

Let B ha ve N teeth, and e, N+ m teeth, then sin ce the same 
number of teeth in each wheel will simultaneously pass the plane 
of centers, N x N+ m teeth oí each will pass during N rotations 
of e, and N+ ,ñ of B, which are therefore their syncbronal 
rotations, and their relative rotations in the same time are 
N+m-N=m. 

This contrivance is used in counting the revolutions of 
machinery, for by attaching an index to the tube which carries 
B, and graduating the face of e into a proper dial-plate, !J 
revolves 80 slowly with respect to e, that it may be made to 
record a great number of rotations of A before it returns ~uain to 
the beginning of the course. Thus if B have 100 teeth, and C 
1 O 1, the hand will make one rotation round the dial during the 
pa.ssage of 100 x 101 teeth of either wheel across the plane of 
centers, that is, during 10,100 rotations of the screw. Also the 
same hand h may read off sub-divisions u pon a small dial attached 
to the extremity of the fixed axis d. 

* From Wol\W!too's Odometer, for registeriog tbe oumber of turDJ msde by a 
carriage·wheel; 
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396. This contrivance does not strictly belong to the problem 
we are at present considering, but it has a kind of natural aflinity 
with it that induced me to give it a place here. Similarly, a 
thick pinion upon an axis parallel to D d may be employed to 
drive the two wheels in lieu of an endless screw, but the relative 
motion will not be so slow. • But by employing two pinions of 
dift'erent numbers of teeth to drive the two wheels a very slow 

~ative motion may be obtained; thus, ü in fig. 283 the screw 
d nut be suppressed, and the wheel E be the dial-plate, and 

wheel D carry the index, as in fig. 284, then we have found 
L,-L. e B h' h b ad ll --L-= E-Jj' w te may e m e very sma . 

BY EPICYCLIC TRAINS. 

397 A train of mechanism the axes of which are carried by an 
ann or frame which revolves round a center, as in figs. 285, 286, 
287, is termed in t.his work an Epicyclic train. 

Fig. 285. Fig. 286. Fig. 287. 

G 

The two wheels which are at each end of such a train, or 
at least one of them, will be always concentric to the revolving 
frame. 

Thus in fig. 285, e B is the frame or train-bearing arm, a 
wheel A concentric to this frame geers with a pinion b, upon 
whose axis is fixed a wheel E that geers with a wheel B. And 
tbus we have an epicyclic train A (Art. 332), 

h-E 
B, 

of which if the first wheel A be fixed, and a motion be given to 
the arm, tbe train will then revolve round the fixed wheel, and 
the relntivc motion of tbe ann to the fixed wheel will communi
cate rotation through the train to the last wheel B; or the first 

• This combintion OCClllll in a clepsydra, by Mal'COiioi, deacribed in the notes to 
t.be ninth book oí VitruviN, by Dan. Barbara, 1566. Vick aleo Art. 355. 
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wheel as well as the arm may be made to reTolve with difTereut 
velocities, in which case the last wheel B will revolve with a 
motion that will be presently calculated. 

lf the wheel E, instead of geering with B, be engaged with a 
wheel D, which, like the wheel .A, i.s concentric to the arm, then 
we have an epicyclic train .A 

h--E 
D, 

of which both the extremities are concentric to the arm. In such 
a train we may either communicate motion to the arm and one 
extreme wheel in order to produce an aggregate rotation in the 
other extreme wheel, or motion may be given to the two extreme 
wheels .A and B of the train, with the view of communicating the 
aggregate motion to the arm. 

Fig. 286 is a simple form of the epicyclic train, in which the 
arm A D carries a pinion B, which geers at once with a spur· 
wheel .á and an annular wheel e, both concentric with the train
bearing arm. 

}'ig. 287 is another simple forro in which F G i.s the arm, A a 
the common axis; D, e, two bevil-wheels moving freely upon it, 
and E a piniou carried by the arm, and geering at once with the 
two bevil-wheels. These two arrangements contain the least 
number of wheels to which an epicyclic train can he. reduced, if 
its two extreme wheels are to be concentric to the arm ; and, as 
in fig. 285, motion may either be given to the two wheels in 
order to produce aggregate motion in the arm, or else to the arm 
nnd one wheel, iu order to produce aggregate motion in the other. 
Or nry commonly, one of the concentric wheels i.s fixed, and 
motion being then given to the arm, will be communicated to the 
other wheel, or vice versa, according to a law which we shall 
proceed to investigate. In these examples toothed wheels only 

Fig. 288. are employed, but the subsequent formulre will 
apply as well to epicyclic trains in which any 
of the combinations of Class A are used. 

398. To jind the velocity ratio., of Epic!Jclic 
trains. Let AB, fig. 288, be the train-be&ring 
arm revohing round A, and carrying a train of 
which the first wheel A i.s concentric to the 
arm, and the last wheel B may either be con
centric with A or not. These two wheels are 
connected by a train of any number of axes 
carried by the ann or frame AB. N ow the 

revolutions of the wheels of the train may be estimated in two 
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ways: First, with respect to the.fi.red frame of the machine, that 
is, by measuring the angular distance of a given point on the 
wheel from the fixed line Af; or, if the wheel be excentric as B, 
from a line Bk parallel to Af. Secondly, they may be measured 
with respect to the ann which carries them. The first may be 
tenned the absolute revolutions, and the second the relative re
volutions, or motions relative to the train-bearing ann. 

Let the arm with ita train move from the position Af to AB, 
and during the same time let a point m in tbe wheel A move to n 
from any externa! cau~e, and the point r in tbe wheel B move to 
s by virtue of its connection with the wbeel A, all being supposed 
for simplicity to revolve in the same direction as the arm. Then 
mA1t, r B.ot are the ahsolute motions of the wheels A and B, and 
pAn, tBs their relative motions to the arm, 

but mAn=mAp+pAn, and rBs=rBt+tBS=mAp+tBS; 

where mAp is the motion of the arm. 
If, on the other hand, the wheels had moved in the opposite 

direction to the ann, then 

mAn=pAn-mAp, and rBs=tBs-mAp, 

and these. are true whatever be the magnitude of the anglefl 
described, and are therefore true for entire revolutions, for the 
angular velocity ratios in these trains are constant. Hence it 
appears that the absolute revolutions of the wheels of epicyclic 
trains are equal to the sum of their relative revolu11ions to the 
arm, and of the revolutions of the arm itself, when they take 
place in the same direction, and equal to the difference of these 
revolutions when in the opposite direction. 

399. Let a, m, n, be the synchronal absolute revolutions of the 
train-bearing arm, of the first wheel of the train, and of the last 
wheel respective\ y; and let e be the epicyclic train, that is, let 
it represent the quotient of the rela.tive revolutions of the last 
wheel divided by those of the first; e is therefore the quantity 

w hich is represented by f.!!', or by!!Fin Chapter XIII, the motions 
.~ .... , 

of the wheel-work being estimated with respect to the train
bearing ann alone. Also, the first and last wheel of the epicyclic 
train are included in the expression e, although one or both of 
them may be concentric to the arm. 

Then the relative revolutions of the first wheel with respect to 
y 
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the arm=m-a, and ofthe last wheel=n-a, andas the motions 
of the train, con11idered with respect to the arm, will be the same 
as those of an ordinary train, we ha ve n-a= •. m -a. 

n-a •= --- ; 
m-a 

me-n . --
whence a =--1-, n =a -r m-a.a, ·-

and m=a+ n-a • 
• 

If the ·first wheel of the train be fixed, which is a common case, 
its absolute revolutions=O; .:. m=O, and we have 

n --a=--, and n=1-e.a. 
1-1 

lf the last wheel of the train be fixed, then n=O, and we ha\"e 

a = ~. and m= (1 - !) a. 
a--1 • 

But when these wheels are not fixed, 

me-n me n 
a= --=--+--, 

•-1 e-1 1-• 

that is, the revolutions of the arm are equal to the sum of the 
separate revohitions which it would have received from the traiu, 
supposing its extreme wheels to have been fixed in turn. 

In the formulre of this Article the rotations of the first and lL.~ 
wheel and of the armare all supposed to be in the same direction; 
if either of them revolve in the opposite, the sign of m, n, or a 
must be changed accordingly. )Vith respect to the sign of a, see 
Art. 403. 

400. But in trains of this kind it often happens that if neitber 
the fi.rst nor last wheel of the epicyclic train be fixed, then either 
motion is communicated from some original driver to the two 
extreme wheels of the epicyclic train with a view to produce an 
aggregate motion of the arm, or else the original driver com
municates motion to one of these extreme wheels and to the arm, 
for the purpose of producing the aggregate motion of the other 
extreme wheel. 
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Fig. 289 is an example of the first case. mn is an axis to 
which is ñxed the train-bearing arm kl, which carries the two 
wheels d and e united together and 
revolving upon the arm itself. The 
wheels h ande are united and revolve 
together upon the axis mn, but are 
not attached to it. Likewise the 
wheels f and g are fixed together, and 
revolve freely round the axis mn. 
The wheels e, d, e, and f constitute 
an epicyclic train, of which e is the 
:first, and f the last wheel. An axis A 

Fig. 289. 

is employed as a driver, and carries two wheels a and h, the first 
of which geers with the wheel h, and thus communicates motion 
to the first wheel e of the epicyclic train, and the wheel h drives 
the wheel g, which thus gives motion to the last wheelf of the 
epicyclic train. When the axis A is turned round it thus com
municates motion to the two ends of the epicyclic train, through 
which the train-bearing arm kl receives an aggregate rotation, 
which we shall presently calculate. 

As an example of the second case, we must suppose the wheels 
g and f to be disunited, g being now .ftxed to the axis mn, and f 
only running loose upon it. The driving axis A will thus com
municate, as before, rotation to the first wheel of the epicyclic 
train e by means of the wheels a and b, and will also by h cause 
the wheel g, the axis mn, and the train-bearing arm kl to revolve, 
by which the compound rotation will be given to the loose wheel 
f. In this second combination, however, the last wheel f of the 
train is not necessarily conceBtric to the train-bearing arm, which 
it must be in the first case. 

401. To obtain a formula adapted to this first case. Let the 
driving axis be connected with the first wheel of the train by a 
train p., and with the last wheel by a train JI; and let the syn
chronal rotations of this driver with these wheels be p ; 

••• m=p..p, and n=v . p; 

• a_¡u-JI_ p. JI 

· · p-s-1 --r+r..:..:a:-
1---

e 
The first part of which is due to the action of the train p., and 

the second to that of the train JI. 

For suppose the train p. removed then would the first wheel of 
the epicyclic train remain fixed, and m= p.p =O ; 

Y2 
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• a_ ., 
.. p-1-i 

and in like manner, Ü the train ., were removed, 

The ann moves, therefore, with the sum or difference of the 
separate actions of the two trains from the original driving axis. 

402. In the second case, let the driving axis be connected with 
the first wheel of the epicyclic train by a train p,, and with the 
ann by a train a, 

then m=pp, and a=ap; 

••• n=apl-•+p,pe, 

n 
-=a.l-e+p,e. 
p 

The revolutions, therefore, of the last wheel of the epicyclic 
train are the aggregate of those due to the train a, which pro
duces the motion of the arm, and of those due to the train ~. 
which produces tbe motion of the fi.rst wheel of the epicyclic 
train. 

403. The only difficulty in the application of these formulz 
líes in the signs which must be given to the symbols of the trains. 
But these it must be remembered, are each of them the repre
sentatives of a fraction, whose numerator and denominator are 
respective! y equal to the synchroual rotations of the last follower 
and first driver of the train. 

One direction of rotation being assumed positive, the opposite 
one will be negative, and therefore if the extreme wheels revolve 
in the same direction, whether that be back or forwards, the 
symbol of the train will be positive; and if ·tbey revolve in the 
opposite direction it will be negative. The rotations of tbe train 
p,, 11 are absolute ; and those of e relative to the arm. To find the 
sign of e, we must suppose the arm to be for the moment fi.xed, 
and then analyse the train in the usual manner to find whether 
the motions of its extreme wheels are in the same or in opposite 
directions, and the directions of rotation must be estimated 
accordingly. In a similar way, the signs of p, and 11 are easily 
determined by considering them separately, and observing whe
ther tbeir extreme wheels move in tbe same or in opposite direc-
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tions. If in the same, then p. and v ha ve the same signs; and if 
in opposite, then different signs. In the formul~e the symbols 
are all supposed positive, and therefore in every particular case 
positive trains retain the signs which are already given to them 
in these formu]~e, but negativa trains take the opposite signs. 
And although the term epicyclic train strictly implies that all the 
axes of the train are carried excentrically round the centre of the 
arm, yet 1 must repea.t that the first and last wheel must be 
included in it, although one or both may happen to be concentric 
with the arm. 

404. Let, for example, these principies and formule be applied 
to the simple epicyclic trains in figs. 285, 286, 287, and suppose 
the letters to represent the numbers of teeth. The epicyclic 
train formed by .the wheels A, B, e, in fig. 286, is of such a 
nature that the extreme wheels A a.nd e revolve in opposite 
directions, therefore • is negative, and so also in the train e, E, 
D, in fig. 287, but in the train A or A of fig. 285, 

b E b E 
D D 

the extreme wheels revolve the same way, and therefore 1 is 
positive. Aleo in fig. 285, 

AE . fi 6 A •= + bB' m g. 28 •=-1:' 

and in fig. 287 •=-~= -1. 

Let the first whee]s of these trains be fixed, then when the arm 
revolves we have 

for 285. n= (1-~;)a, 

286. n= ( 1 +~)a, 

287. n=2a, 

where n and a are the synchronal rotations of the last wheel of 
the train and of the arm respective! y. 

In fig. 287, therefore, it appears that when one wheel e is 
fixed, the other revolves twice as fast as the arm in the same 
direction. 

In fig. 289, in its first case •= ~} and ü the arm were fixed, e 
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and f would revolve opposite ways, therefore 1 is negative· 1 · 

p.=~ and 11=;, also g and b revolve opposite ways, and therefi1re 

p. and v must ha ve different signs, and thns the formula becomes 

a_¡u-ll_ace h 
p- 1 +11-bd.f_g_ace.q-hbdf 

1 +ce- bg(df+ce)" 
df 

But nnder the second case, 11 is negative, as before ; 

o h 
p.=-a=-, 

b g 

and these have different signs ; 

n ) h ( ce) ace •·• _p=a(1+1l -p.E=g 1+ df +hdf 

405. Epicyclic trains are employed for severa! dift'erent pur
poses, each of which will be exemplified in turn. 

(l.) For the representation of planetary motion, and for all 
machinery in which epicyclic motion is a part of the effect to be 
produced, as in the geometric pen and epicycloidal chuck, where 
real epicycloids are to be traced, or in the machinery for laying 
ropes. Some of tbese effects more properly belong to the next 
chapter. 

In all these cases a frame containing mechanism is carried, by 
the action of machinery, round other fixed frames, and the motion 
can only be communicated to the machinery in this travelling 
frame upon the principie of epicyclic trains. 

(2.) 'Vhen a velocity ratio is required to be accurately esta
blished between two axes whose centers are fixed in position, 
and this ratio is composed of unmanageable terms when applied 
to the formation of a simple train, the epicyclic principie will 
generally effect the decomposition required, as we shall presently 
se e. 

(3.) For producing a small motion by what is termed the 
Differential principie, of which examples by other aggrEl¡,uate 
combinations have been a.lready given. 

( 4.) To concentrate the effect of two or more different and 
independent trains upon one wheel or revolving piece, when one 
or both of 1hem are variable in their action. 

This was first applied to wha.t are termed Equation clock.s, 
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in which the minute-ha.nd points to true time, a.nd its motion 
therefore consista of the equa.ble motion of a.n ordinary minute
hand, plus or minus the equation, or difference between true and 
mean time. 

The same principie has been applied with the greatest success 
to the bobbin a.nd fly-frame. 

406. The train which is carried on the arm, and the. arm itself, 
receive nrious forma ; the train should be as light as possible, 
and consist of few wheels, especially when it revolves in a 
vertical plane; because being excentric its weight interferes with 
the equable rotation of the arm or wheel which carries it, unless 
it be balanced very carefully. When the excentric train is 
nece!!Sarily heavy, this difficulty is in sorne degree got over by 
making the train-bearing axis ver'tical, as in planetary machinery 
and in rope-laying machinery. 

EXAMPLES OF THE FIRST USE OF EPICYCLIC TRAINS. 

407. Ex. l. Ferguson's Mechanical Paradoz.-Tbia was 
contrived to show t.he properties of a simple epicyclic train, of 
which the first wheel is fixed to the frame of the machine. 

Fig. 290. 

" .a 71 
7' 
G 

.D 

It consists of a wheel A, fig. 290, of 20 teeth, fixed to the top 
of a stud which is planted in a stand that serves to support the 
apparatus. An arm CD can be made to revolve round this 
stud, and has two pins m and n fixed into it, upon one of which 
is a thick idle wheel B of a.ny number of teeth, which wheel 
geers with ..tl and also with three Ioose wheels E, F, and G, 
which líe one on the other about the pin n. 

When the arm CD ia tumed round, motion is given to these 
three wheels which form respectively with the intermediate 
wheel B and the wheel A three epicyclic trains. 

N ow in this machine the extreme wheels of each epieyelic train 
revolve in the same direetion, and therefore 1 is positive, a.nd the 

formula applicable to this case is ~ = 1 -1, where n and a are 
4 
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the absolute synch.ronal rotations of the last wheel aod of the 
enn. But the object of this machine is only to show the direc
tions of rotation. 

If e= 1 ~=O, and the last wheel of the train will hue no 
a 

absolute rotation. lf 1 be less than unity ~ will be positil"e, 
a 

and the last wheel will revolve absolutely in the same direction 

as the ann. But if e be greater than unity ~ will be negatil"e, 
a 

and the absolute rotations of the arm and wheel will be in op
posite directions. 

Let E, F, G have respectively 21, 20, and 19 teeth, then in 

h . A 20 
t e upper tnu.n e= E= 21 

is less than unity, andE will revolve the same way as the arm: 

. h 'ddl . A 20 m t e mi e train E=-=-
F 20 

equals unity, !.'=O and F will have no absolute revolution: 
a 

d 'thl . A20 an m e ower train e=-=-
G 19 

is greater than unity, and G will revolve backwards. 

The principie of the middle train, ~ is employed m the me

chanism of an elaborate rotary book-desk by Ramelli, fig. 188, 
published in 1588. 

It follows from this that when the arm is turned round, E will 
revolve one way, G the other, and F will stand still, or rather 
continually point in the same direction. 'Vhich being an ap
parent paradox, gave rise to the name of the apparatus, which is 
well adapted to show the more obvious properties of trains of this 
kind. But Ferguson was not the first who studied the motions 
of epicyclic trains ; Graham" s orrery in 1715, appears to be the 
original of this curious class of machinery, but for which no 
general formula appears to have been hitherto given.* 

408. Ex. 2. The contrivance termed sun and planet-wheels 
was invented by Watt as a substitute for the common crank in 

• In Reea' Cyclqptzdia, Art. 'Planetary Nnmbers,' are a fpw arithmetical rules fur 
the calculation of planetary traiWI, given without demonatration. 
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converting the reciprocating motion of the beam of the steam 
eogine into the circular motion of the 1ly-wheel. The rod DB, 
fig. 29l,has a toothed wheel B fixed 
to it, and the fly-wheel has a toothed 
wheel .A also attaehed to it, a link 
BA serves to keep these wheels in 
geer. Now when the beam is in 
action the link or arm B.A will be 
made to revolve round the eenter 
A, just as a common crauk would, 
but as the wheel B is attáched to 
the rod DB so as to prevent it from 
revolving absolutely on its own 
eenter B, every part of its circum
ference is in turn presented to the 

Fig. 291. 

wheel .A, which thus receives a rotatory motion, tbe propor
ti.onate value oí which is eagily aseertained by the formula airead y 
g¡ven. 

The wheels .AB with the arm constitute an epicyclie train 

~=e, in which 1 is negative, sinee the wheels revolve in opposite 

directions considered with respeet to the arm, and in whieh the 
last wheel B has no absolute rotation, being pinned to the rod 
DB; the formula 

becomes 

n-a m= a+--
' 

{
making n=O}m B 

d A -=1+-. 
an •=-B a .A 

In Watt's engine the wheels were equal and therefore m=2a, 
and the 1ly-wheel revolved twice as fast as the cranl-arm. 

Fig. 292. 

409. Ex. 3. Planetary Mechanism. mn is a fixed central 
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axis, upon which a train-bearing arm fg tums, carrying two 
separate epicyclic trains 11 and 12• 

One of these, 11, has a first wheel D, and a last wheel F, con
nected by any train of wheel-work, and the axis of this last 
wheel passes through the end of the arm fg, and carries a second 
arm pq. 

The other train 12 has a first wheel A connected to its last wheel 
B, by any train of wheel-work, but this last wheel is united to 
the first wheel of an epicyclic train 13 borne by tbe ann p q, of 
which train the last wheel is C. The question is, to find tbe 
absolute rotations of this last axis. The arrangement is one that 
occurs in sorne shape or other in most orreries, for the pnrpose of 
representing the diumal rotation of the Earth's axis, in which 
case f 9 is the annual bar, and E a ball representing the Earth. 

Let the absolute synchronal rotations of the bar f g=a, those 
of D=m1 ; ofF (and therefore of the arm p q)=n1 ; of A=m1 ; 

of B (and therefore ofthe first wheel ofthe train E1)=n2 ; and of 
C ( and therefore of the Earth) = n3• 

Then n1=a. 1-•1 +m1• 1 

n2 =a. 1-e2 +m2e1 

na=n,. 1-•a+n2'a· 

In an orrery by Mr. Pearson for equated motions, deseribed 
in Rees' ' Cyclopredia,' the ann or annual bar f g, is carried round 
by hand, and the wheels A and D are fixed to the central axis. 
In this case m1 and m2 vanish, ancl we obtain the formula 

n 
J= 1-s, +e,•a-•s'a· a 

But the arm p q which carries the Enrth's axis must preserve 
its parallelism, and therefore having no absolute rotation n1 =0. 
The train s1 will therefore = + 1 ; 

(1.) 

which must be positive, since the Earth performs its daily and 
annual revolutions in the same direction. The train 'a in 
Mr. Pearson's orrery consista of three wheels of 40 each en auitt; 
.·.e3 =+1, 

1 bis tr • 269 X 26 X 94 a so aDl 11= --- , 
10 X 10 X 18 
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in which the extreme wheels revolve in opposit.e directiom~, there
fore e, is negative; 

. ~a= 1 + ~6_9 X 26 X 94= 164809 
• • a 10 X 10 X 18 450 • 

In making these calculations it must be remembered that the 
absolute period of E is a sidereal day and its period relative to 
the arm f g is a solar da y, also the period off g is a year. N ow 
from Art. 398 it appears that the absolute revolutions of any 
wheel or piece of an epicyclic train are equal to the sum of its 
relative revolutions and the revolutions of the arm when they 
revolve in the same direction, and the same reasoning shows that 
the number of sidereal days in a year is equal to the number of 
solar days +l. 

Also n3 and a are the synchronal absolute rotations of the arm 

or annual bar f g, and Earth's axis CE; therefore ~= number 
a 

of sidereal days in a year; but the fractions in Art. 346 repre
sent the number of solar days in a year, and we may therefore 

employ them for na by adding unity as above. W e may thus 
a 

obtain other and simpler trains than that already given. The 
train •a being carried by a small arm sbould be as simple and 
light as possible. But it may be reduced to only two wheels by 

making Ea negative, and at the same time e1 positive, since ~ 
a 

mu.1t be positive. 

For examp1e, employingthefraction 9::~3 (vide p. 280)andre

membering that the rotations n3 are sidereal days, we have 

n~ = 1 + ~496~=~522~=3 X (7 X 29 X 157 _ 1 ), 
a 260 260 2 2 X 5 X 13 

which compared with (l.), gives 

_ 3 d _7x29x157_203x157 
Ea--2,an ' 2 - 2x5xf3-- 10xl3 • 

Otherwise, 
10 X 164809-27 X 58965 

10 X 450 ...... 27 X 16-1-

56035 5 X 7 X 1601 
= = 153- -atX17-
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with an error of 33" ·9 in defect. 

Again 7~~-48~9- 18~~89~ = 92225 __ 92_3 = 2127 XX 6321 XX 87~ 7 x450-18 x 161 

=61x(!3x67_1 ) 
9 4x7 

with an error of 13"·7 in defect. 
41 O. Ex. 4. In the ordinary construction of a planetarium, 

difficulty arises on account of the number of concentric tubes 
which are required to communicate the motion of the wheels to 
the arillA which carry the planeta. This is a voided in a planet
arium by Mr. Pearson. By interposing an epicyclic train between 
each pair of planetary arma he makes them each derive their 
motion from the next one in the series, so that the tubes are 
entirely dispensed with. Referring to Rees' 'Cyclopedia,' .Art. 
Planetary Machines, for an elaborate description and drawings of 
this machine, 1 shall quote one portion as an example of the use 
of our formulre. 

A fixed stud m n, fig. 293, carries the whole of the anns in 
order, of which the arma of Mercury and of Venus are only shown 

Fig. 293. 

in this diagram, the others being disposed in the same manner. 
Between thcse arma a wheel A is fixed to the stud, and the arm 
of Venus carries an epicyclic train, of which A is the first wheel. 
and the last wheel D is fixed to the arm of Mereury. If, tben, 
the period of Venus= 9 and of Mercury= ~, we ha ve 

n 
-=1 +•, 
a 

since e by virtue of the intermediate idle wheel h is negative, 
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n e) 1553 
where-= -=- -, nearly; 

a ~ 608 

AC 945 63 X 30 
.·. e=Bn=6os=i6X16' 

whieh are Mr. Pearson's numbers. 

333 

If on the other hand e f were the Earth's arm, and g h that of 
Venus, we should ha ve 

E9 3277 AC AC E9 -9 1261 13 x 97 -·-- --=1+ -· ; .. - -=-- =- -9- 016 BD .. BD 2016 2°.32• 7' 

To examine whether the idle wheel h eannot be dispensed with, 
it must be observed that it is introduced to make e negative, and 

that if it were removed 1 would be positive, and !! = 1 -1. N ow, 
a 

beeause the two arms must revolve in the same direetion, ~ is 
a 

positive, therefore 1 if positive must be }e¡;.s than unity, whieh 
makes n less than a, and the train-bearing arm revolve quicker 
than the other. If, then, the arm of Mercury were to carry the 
train instead of the arm of V eous, the idle wheel would be got 
rid of. 

Supposing, therefore, in the figu¡oe, that Mercury is ehanged 
for Venus, the whole being in verted, we ha ve 

AC ~ AC 608 e=+-. ,and -= 1- -=- , 
BD 9 DB 1553 

whence ~C.,= I-1.=!_45 =2 x 5 x 5.! nearly, 
BD 9 1553 13 X 67 

th d . . Q 2016 1 AC 
or on e seeon suppos1tion E9 = 3277 = - BD; 

EXAMPLES OF THE SECOND USE OF EPICYCLIC TRAINS. 

411. The second use which 1 have mentioned of epieyclie 
trains is for the establishment of an exaet ratio of angular velocity 
between two axes when the terms of the ratio are unmanageable 
if applied to the arrangement of the ordinary trains of wheel
work, and when an approximation ( Art. 342) is not admissible. 
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In Art. 401 we have shown that if 1 be an epicyclic train, 
and if a driving axis be connected with the first wheel of tbe 
train ' by a train p.1 and with the last w heel of the train • by a 
train ,., we have 

a P. JI -=-+--· 
p 1-!. 1~· 

' 
when a and p are the synchronal rotations of the train-bearing 
arm and of the driving axis respective! y. 

As the epicyclic train is in this case employed merely to con
centrate the effect of the two trains p. and JI upon the axis of tbe 
train-bearing arm, the epicyclic train itself may be employed in 

Fig. 294. 
. .A. .B 

f n 
JI ri e . " 1 F 

' p D 

Tnrti .1T 
., 

:r; 

' .K. 
ll.¡. 

11 "S! 
é V. 

the simplest form, as in fig. 294, which shows one form of the 
mechanism which results. 

Bb is the axis of the train-bearing arm Gg, this arm carries a 
wheel G which geers with two equal crown-wheels F and H 
which are concentric to the axis Bb, but are each fixed to tubes 
or cannons which ron freely opon it. 

The epicyclic train consiste therefore of these three w heels, 
F, G, and H, of which F may be considered to be the first 
wheel, and H the last wheel. 

Aa is the driviug axis, a.nd this carries two wheels D and L; 
D serves to connect the axis with the first wheel F of the 
epicyclic tra.in by means of the train of wheel-work d, E and ~; 
and L, together with 1, K and k, constitute a train of wheel
work which connects the axis Aa with the last wheel H of the 
epicyclic train. W e ha ve therefore 

DE LK 
p.= - -, and ,.= -·-· 

de lk 

lf the motion of the epicyclic train be conaidered with respect 
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to the arm, it is clear that its extreme wheels F, H move in op

posite directions, therefore 1 isnegative and equal to-![1}¡=- 1, 

. ·. ~ =!r .. + 11)=! (D'!_ + !-_If). 
p 2V" ;¿ de lk 

lf tberefore a ratio of angUlar velocity ~ be given, of which the 
p 

numerator or denominator, or both, are not decomposable, we 
must endeavour to find two manageable fractions whose sum 
shall be equal to the proposed fraction, and employ them to form 
a train of wheel-work similar to that shown in fig. 294. 

This employment of epicyclic trains is given by Francccur,• 
from whom 1 have derived the calculations in the following 
articles. He attributes the mechanism to Messrs. Péqueur and 
Perrelet, about 1823, but the first idea of tbis method appears 
due to Mudge, who obtained an exact lunar train by epicyclic 
wheels before 1761.t 

412. First case. Let ~be a fraction of which the denominator 
p 

is decomposable into factors, but not the nuruerator. 
Let the denominator p=fgh, therefore the fraction which 

representa the ratio of the velocities will be f;h. The denomina

tor may often be susceptible of a division into three factors in 
various manners, each of which will fumish a distinct solution of 
the problem, subject to a condition which will presently appear. 

To decompose f;h into two reducible fractions, a.ssume 

a _Jx _qy 
fgh-fgh + fgh' 

that is to say, a=fx+gy. lt is easy to resolve this equa.tion in 
prime numbers for x a.nd y, a.nd obtain an infinity of values for 
x and !1 that will satisfy the problem, and give 

~=~+~; 
fgh gh fh 

f and g must however be prime to each other, since a is prime, 
which is the condition already alluded to. 

For example, let ~~!be the fraction proposed. Since 216 = 

* Dit:t. TecAnologigw. t. :riv. p. 431. 
t Vide l!rludge On tM Timek«per, or Reid'e Horol0f1!1, p. 70. 
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4 x 9 x 6 we may assume 271=9z+4y,f-9,g=4. Tbeotdinary 
methods employed in equations of this kind 1rill give z=31-4t, 
y=9t-2, where t is any whole positive or negative number, 
gh=24,fo=54. Hence we have 

z=27,23, 19 ••• 

y= 7, 16, 25 ••• 

31, 35, 39, 

2, -11, -20, 

corresponding to t= 1, 2, 3... O, - 1, - 2, 

The fraction !~~ is therefore equal to 

27 7 23 16 19 25 
24 +54' 24 +54' 24 +54' 

31 2 35 11 39 20 
orto---, ---, ---, and so on. 

24 54 24 54 24 54 

The first set referring to the case in which the erown-wheels 
turn in the same direction, the second to that in which they turn 
different ways. 

But since 8 and 3 have no common factor, the denominator 
216 might have been decomposed into 8 x 3 x 9, whence assuming 
271=8z+3y, we should have had 

z=3t-J,y=93-8t, and 

r= 2, 5, 8 ... •.. -1, -4, -7 .•• 

y=85, 77, 69, •••••• 93, 101, 109 ••• 

whence the new decompositions 

2 85 5 77 8 69 93 1 
27+72' 27+72' 2t +72' 72-27' 

and so on, all of which' are solutions of the question. 
Geoerally the proposed denominator must be resolved into 

prime factors under the form m•. nll.pY •••••• and any two oC the 
divisors of this quaotity may be assumed for f aod g, provided 
they be prime to ea.ch other. Thiis if the equation a=fz+gy 
be resolved in whole numbers, the component fractioos will be 

~ + ·11 , where h is the product of all the remaioing factors of the 
glt flt 
deoominator, after f and g ha ve been removed. 

413. Ex. l.-A mean lunation=29d. 12h. 44'. 3"=2551443", 
850481 

therefore the ratio of a lunation to twelve hours= 14400 , of 
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which the numerator is a prime. But this fraction may be by 
the above method resolved into two : 

th 850481 40 X 50+ 71 X 79 
US 14400 6 X 6 50 X 32" 

And if these fractions be employed for the trains p. aud ,, the 
axes A.a, Bh will revolve with the required ratio, 

for ~=i (p.+ll)=i(80 x50 + 71 x 79)=i(DE +LK\,. 
p 6 x 6 25 x 32 de lk) 

Aud the periods are inversely as the synchronal rotations. If, 
therefore, a period of twelve hours be given by a clock to the axis 
Bh, Aa will receive a period aceurately equal toa lunation. 

The mechanism may be thus represented in the notation 
already explained. 

Ana Traína Perioda. 

Fim.Axia .•..•••••.•• 79-80 ........................... Lunation • 

UpperStud ••••••••• • ! ••.....• 6-50 
1 

6--Crown Wheel F. Upper Cannou •••••• . .............. 
LowerStud •••.••••• 82-71 

Crown Wheel ni Lower Cannon •••••• .•.... 25 
Tmin-be&riug Axis • Epieyelic Wheel G .• 12 houn. . 

If the fraction be resolved into a difference instead of a sum, 
. th 1 271 35 11 this b 1 d . to as m e examp e-=---, may e trans ate m 216 24 54 . ' 

mechauism, by making the trains p. and JI of dift'erent signe, that 
is, by making their extreme wheels revolve different ways. 

414. Ex. 2.-Mean time is to sidereal time nearly 88 8424: 
8401. 

8401 31x271 31 {19 25} 
Now 8424 =39 x 216 39 x 24 +54 ; 

a (19 25) 19 25 
.·.p=t(P.+II)= 24+54 ; .·.¡...=12 11=27' 

and we obtain the following train, which differs from fig. 294 only 
in fixing the wheels E and K upon a single axis, which also 
carries a wheel of 39, geering with a wheel of 31 upon Aa, 88 

appears in the following notation. 
z 
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Axea Traína Period. 

FintAxie •••••.•••••• 81. ......•. ... .•. .....•........... .. .. Sidereel Day. 

Second Axis ••••••••• 89-19-25 

Upper C&Dnon •••.•• . ........ ¡ ...... 27--crown Wbeel F. 

Lower C&DDon ..... . . •..•••• 12 Crown Wheel H : ,, 
Train-bearing Axis. ........... .. ..... Epicyclie Wheel G .. Sol.R Day. 

415. Seeond e~e.-The fraction in the fil'St case has been 
supposed to have a decomposable denominator. Let now both 
denominator and numerator be prime. Forro two fractions 

~ andj, in which A is an arbitrary quantity and commodiously 

decomposable into factors, and proceed to obtain from eaeb of 
these fractions the sums or differences of two decomposable 
fractions as before, which may be employed in wheel-work as 
follows. 

Let an axis Aa, fig. 294, be connected to one axis Bb, by two 
trains and an epicyclic train, as in the figure, and also to anotber 
axis Ce by a precisely similar arrangement. Then if the syn
chronal rotations of the axes Aa, Bb, Ce be A, a and o,, p., P the 
trains which connect Aa with Bb, and p., 111 the trains that con
nect Aa with Ce, we shall have 

~=p.+v and ~,=p.,+ll,; .·.!! = p.+v, 
A 2 A 2 a, p.,+11, 

will be the ratio of the synchronal rotations of Bb and Ce. 
Suppose for example that it be required to make one axis per

forro 17321 turne, while another makes 11743; both being prime 

numbers, the fraction ! ~~!! is irreducible, and indecomposable 

into factors. 
Assume a divisor 5040= 7 x 8 x 9 x 10, and forro eeparatelJ 

two trains whose velocities are represented by 

17321 d 11743 
5040 an 5040 • 

For tbe first we have 

17321_1480+783_148 87 
5040 - 630 720- 63 + 80' 
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whence the trains 6
74 and 87, as in the fi.rst method. (Art. 412.) 
3 40 

For the second train, 

11743 830 729 83 81 
5040 = 633 + 720 = 63 + 80' 

. 166 81 whence the trams 63 and 40• 

If we represent the wheels which in the left-hand train corre
spond to F, G and H, by f, g and h, we have the following nota
tion of the resulting machine. 

Axes Trains Synch. 
Rotations 

Axis ..da 8 -74-9-6 ............ ................................. 5040 l ~83 
21-C.... """'' r -36 

Axis Bh 
20-Crown Wht'el lf 

11743 ,___ Epicyclic Wheel G. 
68 Crown Wheel f. 

40 Crown Whf'el "1 
Axis Ce Epicyclic Wheel ~. 17821 

1 

EXAMPLES OF THE THIRD USE OF EPICYCLIC TRAINS. 

416. The third employment of epicyclic trains, is to produce a 

very slow motion. In the formula ~=11.1 1" Art. 401, all the 
p ·-

trains are at present taken positive. Let 1 be made negative, 
and let p. and "have different signs, 

• a_p,r-J! 
''p-e+l' 

in which, by properly assumiog the numbers of the trains, a may 
be made very small with respect to p, and therefore the arm to 
revolve very slowly. Thisleads to such an arrangement as that 
of fig. 289 (Art. 400), 

fi a_aceg-hbdf (A or -- rt. 398), 
p bg(ce+df) 

1 2 
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and in this expression the two terms of the numerator having no 
common divisor, may be so assumed as to differ by unity, by 
which an enormous ratio may be produced. 

For example, put a, e, e, g each equal 83, 

h=l06, d=84,f=65, h=82, 
and we get 

a 83•-82xl06x84x65 1 
p=106 X 83 (831+ 84 X 65) -108646502" 

lf in this machín e we suppress the wheels h and e by making a 
tum both h and g. and d tum bothf anu e, we have• 

a a eg-hf 20 101 x 99-1001 1 
-=· - X---= X---- -=--· 
p bg e+ f 100 X 99 101 +lOO 99495 

417. If on the contrary we wish to make the shaft, whose re
volutions are p, revolve slowly with respect to the arm; then the 

numerator of the fraction ~ must be a sum, and the denominator 

dil!l.' h .t." p • th · a ,u-" b · a uerence ; t ere1ore e must m e express10n - =--1 e po81-p ,_ 

tive, and nearly equal to unity, and p. and 11 must have ditrerent 
signa. 

Fig. 295 is a combination that will answer the present purpose: 
mp is a fixed axis upon which tums a long tube, to the lower end 

Fig. 296. of which is fixed a wheel D, and to the 
upper a wheel E; a shorter tu be turns 
upon this, which carries at ita extremities 

=dfi==~rr==='F the wheels A and H. A wheel C is en
.--<=-~~-.___, e gaged bot.h with D and A, and a train

bearing arm mn, which revolves freely 
upon mp, carries upon a stud at n the 
united wheels F and G. The epicyclic 
uain therefore is formed of the wheels 
EFG and H, and is plainly positive, the 
extreme wheels EH revolving in the 
same direction. 

RF 
Let H be the first wheel; • ·. e= GÉ' 

also p.=~ and v= ~ with different signs, since A and D revolve 

different ways; 

* Putting a=20, b-100, c=l01, g=99, and /=100. ThiB latter combiuatiou i8 
giveu with these uumbers by White (Cmtary qf lflrnti<wu). 
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e HF e 
. a_A.·~·+n 
'.-- HF ' 

p --1 
GE 
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putA= h>, C= 100, D= 10, E=61, F=49, G=41, H=51, and 

we shalJ obtain ~ = 25000, that is, 25000 rotations of the train
p 

bearing arm mn will produce one of the wheel C. 
418. Generally, however, the first wheel of the epicyclic train 

is fixed, in which case the formula becomes !!= 1-1. If • be 
a 

positive and very near unity, this will be very smalJ, or n small 
with respect to a, that is, the motion of the last wheel of the train 
slow with respect to that of the arm. In the simple forros of 
epicyclic trains, figs. 285, 286, and 28i, the two latter are ex
cluded, because a is negative, but the former with the train 
..d is nsually selected, A being a fixed wheel, and 

IJ E 
D 

~ = 1 -1: is made as small as possible ; whieh is effected by 

making AE-IJD= :t: l. 

. 101 )( 99 
Tbns if •= 100 Xioo he the numbers of the wheels, 

h a 1 we ave;= 10000, 

but as these large numbers are inconvenient for the wheels that 
are carried upon the arm, 

lt 1llx9 n 1 
e a= 100 X lÓ; •· • a=l000' 

31 x 129 n 1 
or let •=32 x 125' .•. ;= 4000 

419. This combination is used for registering machinery for the 
eame purpose as the contri vanees in Arta. 395 and 396; and since 
the concentric wheels A and D (fig. 285) are very nearly of the 
same size, the pinions b andE carried by the arm may be made 
of the same number of teeth, or in other words, a tbick pinion 
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11ubstituted for them which geers at once with the fixed wheel A 
and the slow-moving wheel D. • 

Let M, M -1, and K be the numbers of teeth of D, A, and 
the thick pinion respective! y, then 

~= 1 _Kx(M-1)=~ 
a KxM m. 

where Mis the number of teeth of the slow-moving wheel. 

EXAMPLES OF THE FOURTH USE OF EPICYCLIC TRAINS. 

420. The fourth employment of epicyclic trains consista in oon
centrating the effects of two or more different trains u pon one re
volving body when these trains move with respect to each other 
with a variable velocity ratio. 1 have already shown how this 
may be effected when the extent of motion is small, as in Arts. 
386, 389, but by epicyclic trains an indefinite number of rotations 
may be produced. 

As an example of this application 1 shall take the equation 
clock, as it is the earliest problem of this class which present! 
itself for 11olution in the history of mechanism, and actually ooou
pied the attention of mechanists for a long period. t The object 
of this machine is to cause the hands of a clock to point on the 
usual dial, not to mean solar time, but to true •olar time. For 
this purpose we may resolve its motion as astronomers resolve the 
motion of the sun; namely, into two, one of which is the uniferm 
motion which belongs to the mean time, and the other the differ
ence between mean and true time, or the equation. lf, then, two 
trains of mechanism be provided, one of them an ordinary clock, 
and the other contrived so asto communicate a slow motion oor
responding to the equation of time, and if we then concentrate 
the effects of these separa te trains u pon the hands of our equation 
clock by means of an epicyclic train, we shall obtain the desired 
result. There are three possible arrangements, as in Art. 39i, 
(1) the equation may be communicated to one end of the train, 
and the mean motion to the other, the arm receiving the solar 
motion ;t (2) the equation may be given to one end of the train, 
and the mean motion to the arm, the other end of the train will 
then receive the solar motion; (3) the equation may be commu-

• In Roberts' self-acting mule. 
t Vide the MacMnu .ilpproutoéu of tM ~cad. r1u Scillf-. 
t Employed in the equation dock of Le Bon, 1722. 
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nicated to the arm, and the mean time to one end of the train, 
wben the otber end of the train will receive the solar motion. • 1 
shall describe the mechanism of the latter arrangement. 

421. Fig. 296 is a diagram which will serve to show the 
wheel-work of that part of an equation clock by which the motion 
is given to the hands. This Fig. 296. 

wheel-work is commonly 
called the dial-work. G is 
the centre of motion of the 
epicyclictrain, G Dethetrain
bearing arm. The wheels f 
and e turn freely upon tbe 
axis G, and the axis D 
carried by the arm has two 
wheels D and e fixed to it, 
whicb geer with f and e 
respectively. 

The epicyclic train con
sista, therefore, of the four wheels e, e, D and f, of which let e 
be the first wheel. In this arrangement the equaiion is to be 
communicated to the train-bearing arm, and the mean motion to 
the first wheel e of the epicyclic train. N ow for this purpose e 
is driven by tbe wheel B, dotted in the figure, which derives its 
motion from a wheel A connected with an ordinary clock, and as 
the minute-hand ~1 of the clock is fastened to the axis of B, this 
minute-hand will sbow mean time upon the dial in the usual 
manner. 

The equation is communicated to the train-bearing arm GDe, 
as follows. E is a cam-plate, which by its connection with tbe 
clock is made to revolve in ayear (Art. 346). A friction roller 
e upon the train-bearing arm rests u pon the edge of the cam-plate, 
and is kept in contact with it by means of a spring or weight. 
The cam-plate is shaped so asto communicate the proper quantity 
of angular motion to the arm. We have seen how one end of 
the epicyclic train receives the mean motion, and f, which is the 
other extremity of the train, geers with a wheel g concentric to 
the minute-wheel B, and turning freely upon it; the solar hand 
S is fixed to the tube or cannon of g, and thus receiving the 
aggregate of the mean motion and the equation, will point u pon 
the dial to the true time which corresponda to the mean time 

· indieated by M. 

* In the cloc.b of Dn Tertre, 17 42, aud Enderlin. 
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The formula which belongs to this case is, (Art. 402), 

n=a. 1-a+m a, 

in which 1 is positive and= 1)-· Now ifthesynchronal rotations 

of tbe minute-hand M and of C be M and m respectively, we 

ha ve m= M. ~, and if those off and g be n and 1, we ha ve 

,=•· 7; substituting these values in the formula, we obtain 

Df-Ce Be •=a. +M.--- , 
Dg Dg 

of which the first part belongs to the equation, and tlle second to 
the mean motion. 

N ow the mean motion of S must be the same as that of 

M; , ·.~=l. And for that part of tbe motion of S which is 

due to the equation, the expression a. D~ Ce sbows the pro

portion between the angular motion of the train-bearing arm and 
of the hand s, synchronal rotations being directly proportional to 
angular velocity (Art. 20). lf the arm is to move with the 88JDe 

angular velocity as the hand, 

th Df-Cc_ 1 en Dg - , 

and this is readily effected by makingf=c=g and C=2D; also, 
since Be=Dg where e=g, we must have B=D, and these are 
the actual proportions employed by Enderlin. But if it be 
required that the arm move through a less angle than the hand, 
through half the angle, for example, then C=3D, and so on. 

422. In the treatises on Horology, and in the machines of the 
French Academy, may be found a great number of contrivances 
for equation clocks, which was a favourite subject with the 
mechanists of the last century. The machine itself is merely 
curious, and the desired purpose may be effected in a much more 
simple manner, if indeed it be worth doing at all, by placing 
concentrically to the common fixed dial a smaller movable dial, 
and communicating to th e latter the equation, by whicb the 
ordinary minute-hand of the clock will simultaneously show mean 
time on the fixed, and true time on the movable dial, withou~ 
the intervention of the epicyclic train. • 

* Thia is done in the early equation clocka oí Le Bou, l71f, Le Roy, &e. 
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N evertheless, I bave eeleeted this maebine as the best for the 
purpose of explanation, as being easily intelligible. The most 
successful macbine of thie class is undoubtedly the Bobbin and 
Fly-frame, in which, by means of an epicyclic train, the motions 
of the spindles are beautifully adjueted to the increasing diameter 
of tbe bobbins and consequent varying velocity of the bobbins 
and flyers. But this machine involves so many other considera
tions, that the complete explanation of it cannot be given in the 
present stage of our subject. 
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CHAPTER Ill. 

ON OOMBINATIONS FOR PRODUOING A.GGREGATE P ATHS. 

423. 1 HAVE already stated in the beginning of this work 
that pieces in a train may be required to describe elliptical, 
epicycloidal, or sinuous lines, aod that such motions are pro
duced by combioing circular and rectilinear motions by aggre
gation. The process being, in fact, derived from the well-koown 
geometrical principie by which motion in any curve is resolved 
into two simultaneous motioos in co-ordinate lioes or cireles. 

If the curve in which the piece or point is required to move he 
referred to rectangular co-ordinates, let the piece be mounted 
upon a slide attached to a second piece, and let this eeeond piece 
be again mounted upon a slide attached to the frame of .the ma
chine at right angles to the first slide. Then if we a.ssume the 
direction of one slide for the axis of abscissle, tbe direction of the 
other will be parallel to the ordinates of the required curve. And 
if we communicate simultaneously such motions to the two sliding 
pieces as will cause them to describe spaces respectively equal to 
the corresponding abscissre and ordioates, the point or piece which 
is mounted upon the first slide will always be found in the re
quired curve. 

This first slide, being itself carried by a transverse slide, falls 
under the cases described in the first Chapter of this Part, and 
the motion may be given to it by any contrivance for maintaining 
the communication of motion between pieces the position of whose 
paths is variable, as, for example, by a rack attached to the slide 
and driven by a long pinion. For the purpoee of communicating 
the velocities to the two slides, any appropriate contrivance from 
the first part of the work may be chosen. 

424. If the curve in which the point is to move be referred to 
polar co-ordinates, these may be as easily translated into mechan
ism, by mounting the point upon a slide and causing this slide to 
revolve round a center, which will be the pole. Then connecting 
these pieces by mechanism, so that while the slide revolves round 
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its polc the point shall travel along the slide with the proper ve
locity, this point will always be found in the given curve. 

425. Fig. 297 is a very simple arrangement, Fig. 297. 
by which a short curve may be described upon ,z 
the above principies. n-----:.'1 

E is the center of motion of a.n arm Ee which 
is eonnected by a link with the describing point 
• ; D is the center oí motion of a second a.rm Dd (;·~~~~if 
which is connected by a link ds with the same 
deseribing point s. lf now Ee be ma.de to move 
through a small are, it will communicate to s a 
motion round d which will be nea.rly vertical, and 
if Dd be made to move through a sma.ll are, it will communicate 
to s a motion round e, which will be nearly horizontal; and as the 
motion of the describing point s is solely governed by its con
nection with these two links, these motions may be separately or 
simultaneoosly communicated to it. A is an axis, upon which 
are fixed two cam-plates, the lower of which, e, is in contact 
with a roller e at the end of the arm Ee, and the upper, B, in 
contact with a roller m at the end of an arm Dm, fixed at right 
angles to the arm Dd. 

'Vhen the axis A revolves the cams commonicate simoltaneously 
motions to the two arms, which motions are given to the deseribing 
point, one in a direction nearly perpendicular to the other; the 
point will thus describe a curve of which the horizontal co-ordin
ates are determinad by the cam B, and the vertical by the cam C. 

In practice the shape of the cams may be obtained by trial : 
the machine most be previoosly constrocted, and plain disks of a 
suffi.cient diameter substituted for the cams, then if the reqoired 
path of s be traced upon paper, and it be placed in succession 
upon a soffi.cient number of positions opon this path, the 'caro
axis being also shifted, the corresponding positions of the rollers e 
and m may be marked opon the disks, and the shape of the cams 
thus ascertained. 

426. If the object of the machine be merely to trace a few 
curves opon paper or other material, the principie of relative 
motion * will enable os to dispense with the difficulties that are 
introduced by the necessity of maintaining motion with a pieoe 
whose path itself travels. For since every complex path is re
solvable into two simple paths, let the describing point move in 
one component path, and the surface upon which it traces the 
curve move in the other component path with the proper relativa 

* Al:eady employed in Arts. 366, 396, 396. 
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veJocity, then will the curve be described by the relative motion 
of the point and surface. 

Thus to describe polar curves, the surface upon which the 
curve is to be described may be made to revolve while the ~ 
scribing point travels with the proper velocity aiong a fixed slide, 
in a path the direction of which passes through the axis of motion 
of the surface. And as in this arrangement the axis of motion of 
the surface and the path of the describing point are both &.xed in 
position, the simuitaneous motions may be communicated to them 
by any of the cont.rivances in our first Part, without having ~ 
course to the principie of Aggregate Motion. And thus, in 
general, a firmer and simpier machine will be obtained. 

Also the tracing of curves upon a surface is sometimes accom
plished under the Aggregate principie by causing the ~Uifan 
to move with the double motion, while the describing point is ai 
rest.• 

427. Screw-cutting a.nd boring machines are reducible to this 
head. For the cutting of a. screw is in fact the tracing of a 
spira.I upon the surface of a cylinder, a.nd the motion of boring is 
aiso the tracing of a spiral opon the surface of a hollow cylinder; 
the tool being in both cases the describing poiDt, and the pJain 
cylinder the surface. Now as the tracing of this spiral is re
soivabie into two simultaneous motions, one of revolution with 
respect to tbe axis of the cylinder, and the other of transition 
parallei to. that axis, we have in the construction of machines fur 
boring and screw-cutting the choice of four arrangements. 

(1) The eylinder may be fixed and the tool revolve and travt!l. Thie ie tlle 
case in all simple instrumenta for boring and tapping acrewa, m 
machines for boring the cylindere of e1eam enginea, and in engmeen' 
boring machinee. 

(2) The tool may be flxed and the eylinder revolve and tra.vel. Screws are 
cut upon thia principie in emall lathes, with a traveraing mandrel, u u 
ie called. 

(8) The tool may revolve and the cyli.nder travel The boring of the eyti. 
dere of pumpe is often effected u pon thie principie. 

{4) The eylinder may revolve and the tool tra'llel. Gune are thua bored, mi 
engineere' ecrewa cut in the lathe. 

428. But motion in curves may be often more simply obtained 
by means of some geometrical property that may admit4" being 
empioyed in mechanism, as the ellipse is described by the tra.m~ 

* The motion whieh mUBt be eommnnicated to a plane to t-nable it to recei" 
a given eurve from a bed deeeribing point, ie not the ~~&me 88 tbat which woul 
cause a point, carried by the moving plane, to tl'aee the lUDe eun-e upon a be 
plane. VúU Cl&iraut, Mém. de f Ácad. du 8cíMtcu, 1740. 
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fig. 298. This consists of a fixed cross alJCd, in which are formed 
two straigh t grooves meeting in C, and perpendicular to each 
other ; a bar PG H has pins Fig. 298. 
attached to it at G and H, whicb r 
fit and slide in tbese grooves, and 
a describing point is fixed at P. 
When the bar moves it receives 
simultaneously tbe rectilinear 
motion ofthe pin Hin tbe groove 
ah, and tbat of tbe pin G in tbe 
groove cd, by which the describ
ing point Ptraces a curve MPB, 
whicb can be shown as follows to be the ellipse. 

'Vben HP coincides witb ab, G comes to C, and therefore 
GP=BC, and wben HP coincides with Cd, H comes to C and 
tberefore HP= CM. 

With center C and radius CQ equal to HP, describe a semi
circle AFM, and through P draw QPN perpendicular to cd 
produced, join CQ, tben QP is parallel to CH, also HP= CM= 
CQ, •·. CHPQ is a parallelogram • 

. CQ_QN 
'. GP-PN' 

But CQ=CFand GP=BC, 
. QN_CF 
'' PN- BC' 

and the curve is an ellipse. 
429. Tbus also epicycloids or hypocycloids are described me

cbanically in Suardi's pen,•, by fixing tbe describing point at the 
end of a proper arm upon the extreme axis B, fig. 285, of an 
epicyclic train in the manner already explained in the first 
Cbapter ( Art. 377). And in this instance we may aleo avail 
ourselves of the principies of Art. 426, and describe these curves 
by causing the plane and the arm which carries the describing 
point to revolve simultaneously with the proper angular velocity 
ratio, round parallel axes fixed in position. 

430. But the most extensively useful contrivance of this class 
is tbat which is termed a parallel motion, by whicb a point is 
1Dade to describe a right line by the joint action of two circular 
,tnotions, and as this is a contrivance af great practica} importance, 
i\t is necessary to examine it in detail. 

* Adami Geomdricaland GrapAictll Euay1. 
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ON P ARALLEL MOTIONS 

431. A parallel motion is a term somewhat awkwardly applied 
to a combination of jointed rods, the purpose of which is to cause 
a point to describe a straight line by communicating to it simul
taneously two or more motions in circular ares, the deviations of 
these motions from rectilinearity being made as nearly as possible 
to counteract each other. 

The rectilinear motion so produced is not strictly accurate, but 
by properly proportioning the parts of the contrivance, the errors 
are rendered so slight that they may be neglected. 

432. Let Aa, Bh, fig. 299, be rods capable of moving round 
fixed centers A and B, and let them be connected by a third rod 
or link al jointed to the extremities of the first rods respective! y. 

J'íg. 299. 

B 

The rods Aa, Bh are termed radius rods, and the combination 
'is simply a piece of link-work, so proportioned as to be capable 
only of performing a.ltemate reciprocations. * This system may 
be moved in succession through a series of positions, the princi
pal ones of which are indicated by the figures 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 
4, 4, a, h, 6, 6, 1, 1, and so on repeatedly. If a tracing point e be 
attached to sorne part of the link near its center, it will describe 
a curve mcesn4hm, somewhat resembling the figure 8. lf the 
position of the tracing point be properly assumed, a very con
siderable length of the intersecting portion of this curve will be 
found to approximate so nearly to a right line, that it may, for 
all practica! purposes, be considered and employed as such. 

* V'ule above, p. 224, and f!gs. 211, 216, 217 at p. 222. 
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433. For example, let Ee, flg. 300, be a crank or excentric, 
wbicb, by its revolution is intended to communicate a reciprocating 
motion to the pis ton P througb a. link e e, 
jointed to tbe top of the piston-rod Pe. 
In the common mode the upper end e of 
tbe piston-rod would be guided in a verti
calline, eitber by sliding through a collar 
or in a groove. If, bowever, tbe end e 
be jointed to the center of a link ab con
necting two equal radius rods A a, Bh, A 
wbose centers oí motion B, A are at
tached to the frame of machine ; then 
tbe path of e will be a. certain segment ed 
of tbe curve described in Art. 432 ; and 
if the motion of e be not too great witb 
ret~pect to tbe lengtb of the radius rods, 
this curve will vary so slightly from a 
right line that it may be safely employed 
instead of a sliding guide. An algebrai
ca! equation may be found for the entire 

Fig. 300. 

B 

curve, • but it is exceedingly in volved and complex, and oí no use 
in obtaining the required practical results, which are readily de
duced by simple approximate methods, as follows. 

434. Let A, C, flg. 301, be the centers of motion, AB, CD 
the radius rods, BD the link, and let tbe link be perpendicular to 
the two radius rods in the mean position of the system ABDC. 

Let AB be moved into the position Ab, and Ce, be the corre
sponding positions of tbe other rod and the link. Draw bf 
parallel to BD. N ow in tbe F¡g. 301. 
flrst position tbe link BD is 111.11 n 
perpendicular, and in the se- ,.A oo:::::::----~~ 
cond position this link is 
thrown into the oblique posi
tion be, by whicb the upper 
end is earried to the left, and 
the lower to tbe right of the 
vertical line BMd, througb 
spaces be, de, which are re
spectively equal to the versed 
sines of the angles described 

r.: 

by the radius rods AB, DC in moving to their second positions 
Ab, Ce. But as the ends of the link move different ways, there 

• 'Í'hia is completely worked out by Prony, ~rcAiúct~~r~ Hydrauliqut, Art. lf78. 
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will be one point M between them that will he found in the 
vertical line BMd, and ite place is determined by tbe proportion 

bM: Me:: b~: de. 

Let AB=R, CD=r, BD=l, 

BAb=8, DCe=t/>. and bM-z; 

B • .,8 ZM • .o 
R • 8 • sm - .n-. Bln 2 • z _ vere1n _ 2 _ r x 

• • l z- r. verein t/>- . . .,.p-R 
r.sm 2 r". sin'~ 

2 

N ow as the angle BAb never exceeds about 20° in practice the 
inclination ehf of the link is small, and Bh (=RO) very nearly 
equal to De ( =rt/>); and as these angles are small we may 

assume without sensible error R sin : = r sin t ; 
• •• ¡___!_=!:, and z= __!!-_, 

-z R R+r 
which is the usual practical rule. 

This rule may be simply sta.ted in words, by saying that tbe 
segmente of the link are inversely proportional to tbeir nearesi 
radios rods. 

Ex. Let R=7 feet, r=4 feet, 1=2 feet. 

2x4 8 fi . h . ·. z= --=- = ·727 eet= 8·72 me es. 
7+4 11 

43:S. The deviation of the point M from the line BD may be 
meaeured with sufficient accuracy as follows, and it is necessary 
to know it in order to ascertain how great a value of the angle 8 
may be safely employed. For simplicity 1 shall confine myself 
to the case in which the radios rods AB, CD are equal in lengtb, 
and taking their length equal to unity, let the link BD=l, draw 
bf, re parallel to BD, and let the inclination foe of the link to 
the vertical= 'Y ; 

fe . n. • all • ·• 7= 1, smce J"e 18 sm , 

versin (J + verein 4> 2 versin 8 1 = 1 .= 1 , very near y. 

Now mf=re, that is, ein 8+1 cos 7=l+sin ,¡,; 

.·.sin t/>=sin 8-1 verein 7=sin 8-~i =sin 8-~ x (verein 8)1. 
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From this expression the value of ,¡, corresponding to any given 
value of IJ may be calculated. 

"\Yhen the radius rods are inclined upwards, we have (fig. 302), 
retaining the same notation, 

Fig. 302. 

J 

A 

bm+mf=rc+cn, that is, sin 6+1=1. cos 7+sin ,¡,; 

. •. sin ,¡,=sin 6 + ~ x ( versin 6),, 

Let the link be half of the radius rods ; therefore 

sin ,¡,=sin 6::!:4 (versin 6),, 

where the upper sign is taken when the radius rods are above the 
horizontal line, and the lower sign when below. 

Also the deviation of the central point M of the link from a 
vertical right line is equal to 

versin 6 versin ,¡, _ cos ,¡,-cos 6 (Art. 386.) 
2 - :l - --2--. 

The actual values of ,¡,, and of the deviation which correspond 
to the principal values of 6, are given in the following table. · 

1 ABOVE HOIUZONTAL LJNE ~ BELOW HORIZONTAL LINE 

V alnea of 11 : V alnea of f> Deviation V alnea of 4> DeTiation 

27° 15' 

20° 54' 

15° 17' 

lOO 3' 

·00864 

·00274 

·00064 

•00007 

22° 48' 

19° 7' 

14° 44' 

9° 57' 

·00777 

·00258 

·00060 

:00007 

Thus if the radius rod or beam AB have 3 ft. radius, the 
AA 
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deviation at 25° amounts to ·0086 x 36 inches= ·31 inches, and at 
20° to '()97 inch ; generally the entire beam is made equal to 
three times the length of the stroke, and therefore describes an 
angle of about 19 degrees on each side of the horizontal line. 

436. Even this error may be greatly reduced by a difFerent 
mode of arranging the rods. Supposing the rods to be of equal 
length and equal to unity, let Ab, fig. 303, be the extreme 

Fig. 303. 

angular position of the rod AB, let BAb=8, and let the hori
zontal distance AK of the centers of motion A, C, be made eqnal 
to AB+ CJJ-versin 8, instead of being equal to the sum ofthe 
radii AB, CD, as in the former case. In this arrangement the 
radü being supposed parallel in the first position AB, CD, it i.5 
clear from the mere inspection of the figure, that the link is 
inclined to the left in one position as far as it is inclined to 
the right in the other very nearly; and therefore the central 
point of the link in the lowest position bd will be in the vertical 
line which passes through the place of its central point in the 
position BD. 

But as the link is continually changing its inclination in tbe 
intermediate positions between these two, there will be in these 
intermediate positions a deviation of the central point from this 
vertical line, which it is easy to see will be at a maximum when 
the link is vertical. Let this happen when the radius rod is at 
an angle BAe=8,, 

and let DCj=,¡,,, and mDB=dbs="f; 
then we have mD+Ds=pe+ef, 

that is, l. cos 7+sin ,¡,,=sin 8,+1; 

• "" • il l . . il l."f2 
.·• sm .,,=sm u,+ . versm "f=Bm u,+-2~ 
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But "t=Bm= versin e; 
l l 

.·.sin"' =sin e+ (versin_fl, 
.,, ' 2l 

1 th d . t' f h 'ddl . eos cf> - eos e a so e ev1a ton o t e m1 e pomt= ' 2 '. 

The following table exhibits the eorresponding values of the 

angles and deviation, supposing as before that 1=~; and also 

that versin 0=2 versin e, which is very nearly true. 

8 
1 

8, 
1 

~. Deviation 

20° 14° 7' 14° 20' ·00046 

25° 17° 3G' 18° 81 ·00143 

30° 21° 11 22° 6' ·00347 

35° 24° 33' 26° 38' ·00785 
1 

In praetiee the angle e never exeeeds 20°. Let the radius 
rods be 3 feet in length, then the deviation in inehes is 36 x ·0005 
= ·018 instead of ·097, as in Art. 435. 

437. lf the radius rods AB, DC are arranged on the same side 
of the link CB, and the link be produecd downwards, as in fig. 
304, then the upper rod being made 
shorter than the lower will move through 

Fig. 304. 
(' 

a greater angle, and carry the upper end 
e of the link through a deviation cf 
greater than he, which is that produced 
by the longer rod. There will there
fore be a point M in the link below the 
lower rod, which will remain in the line B 
C B produced ; and this point will be 
found by the proportion é 

'~D 
~w 

. r2 sin' cf> 
cM _fe_ r versm e/> _ R 2 
-- -- - - X ' 

h1ll he R versin tJ r R 2 • 2 O M. 
810 -2 

when AB=R, CD=r, BAh=O, CDc=cf>. 

B · el> R · e l h cM R ut r 810 2 = SlD 2 very near y, w ence hM= r 
position of the point M. 

AA2 

A. 

gtves the 
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438. Tbe complete parallel motion which is most universally 
a.dopted in large steam-engines is shown in fig. 305. 

F ig. 306. When so employed the 
B E A beam of the engine becomes 

one of the radios rods of the 
system. .Ab is half this beam 
whose center of motion is A. 
It has two equal links ed, bj 
jointed to it, of which bf is 
termed the main linlc, and ed 
the back link, and these are 
connected below by a third 

._..I::.L----;-~:M e 
x·-. ~~--..;;? 

link df, termed the paralltl 
rod, and equal to be. The radios rod or bridle-rod Cd is joinwl 
to the extremity d of the back link ed, and its center C is ñxed &t 

a vertical distance below A equal to ed or bf. The length of the 
rods are so proportioned that f shall be the point to which the 
rectilinear motion is communicated, or parallel point as it is 
termed. To find the proportions let 

Ae=R, be ( -fd)=R1, Cd=r, 
draw Kd parallel to AB; 

•·• Kdf=BAb (=e), and let MCd=rp, 
then, as before, the point d is carried towards K through a spsce 
equal to Cd versin rp=r versin r¡,, and the pointfreceives simol
taneously this motion towards K, and a motion in the oppositt 
direction arising from the inclination of the parallel rod df, which 
motion is equal to df versin fdK=R1 versin e. lf theae two 
motions be equal the pointfwill remain in the vertical line Bj, 
as required; .. , e 

sm -
.,.,.R ·e r 2 •• • r. versm ...,= 1 versm , orR = -· 

1 sin'~ 
2 

But the rods Ae, Cd, connected by the link ed, form a syltem 
similar to that of Art. 434, and, as before, we may B88ume 

A .e ca·cfJ R.e .,¡, 1 e. sm 2 = sm ~' or sm 2 = r. sm 2 very near y; 

. 'e 
sm2 r 1 r R' 

···-=-=-; .·.r=-, 
sin'! R' R1 R, 

2 
that is, Ae is a mean proportional between cd and 4J. 
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439. Sinee the joint~ .Ae, ed, Cd, considered separately, form a 
system similar to the first simple arrangement, it follows that if 
the proper point be taken between d and e an additional parallel 
motion is obtained; so that this form combines two parallel 
motions in one, and is commonly so employed in steam-engines, 
by suspending the great piston-rod from f and the lesser air-pump 
rod from the link ed. The three parallel motions described ( figs. 
303, 304, and 305) are all due to Mr. W att, and are to be found 
in his patent of 1784. 

440. Let .AbfedC, fig. 306, 
be an arrangement similar to 
the last; produce bf, and make 
b d .Ab. 
p=e .Ae" 

J oin .A e and produce it 

to G, making .AG=.AC. ~!• 
join Gp. 

Fig. 306. 

~ J. 
J &; . ., 

Suppose Gp to be a new radios rod, moving round a fixed 
center G, it is clear in all positiona of this arrangement that the 
lines Gp and Cd, bp and ed will remain parallel, on account of the 
fixed proportion oí these lines respective} y, therefore the point f 
would describe its straight line if fd were removed. But in that 
case the arrangement .Ah, hp, pG considered separately forms a 
simple parallel motion of the first kind, and it appears that the 
more eomplex arrangement is equivalent to a simple one, occu
pyiog a greater space in the proportion of AN: .A~J :.: Ab : .Ae. 
Hence the convenience of the complex aystem. 

441. There are various modifications of the latter arrange
ments, but the proportioos of the rods may alwaya be found in a 
similar manner to those already given. For example, in steam
boats the beam is placed below the machinery, and the en tire 
arrangemeot of the parallel motion inverted and otherwi&e altered 
to accommodate it to the necessity of compressing the entire 
machine into the smallest possible space. 

Fig. 307 representa an arrangement of the parallel motion for 
steam-boats, in which .Ah is the beam, .A its center of motion ; a 
short bridle-rod, Cd, is employed, and the parallel rod dm is 
jointed to the main link hf below the parallel point f. 

Let .Ae=B, eh=dm = B,, Cd=r, DCd=,P, B.Ah=8. Draw 

• From Prony, .bcA. B!Jd. Art. Htl. 
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AB, Kd horizont&;and fB vertical; then the point d is earried 
towards JB through a horizontal space 

= Cd versin DCd=2r. sin1 P. 
2 

Fig. 307. 

And the point m is carried horizontally to the left by this mol'e
ment of d, and at the same time to the right through a space= 

dm x versin Kdm=2R,sin1 ~, since dm=eiJ and Kdm=BA.h. 

The horizontal deviation of m from the verticalfB is therefon 

equal to mx=2R, sin1 ~ -2r sin1 4>. 
2 2 

Also the deviation of h from the vertical JB, is equal to hg= 

Ah x versin BAIJ=2. R + R~. sin2~, 
.and ~ince f is the parallel point, we ha ve 

11 R, sin2 ~- r sin''/' 
Jm_nm_ 2 2 
l!J-¡;¡- __ _ e 

R+R1 • sin1 2 
But in the system Cd, de, eA, we · may assume 

. .~., R . e . 2 .~., R' . oO 
r sm ':f' = sm-,. · sm '!. = - sm• - ; 

2 2 2 r' 2 

.~. putting fm=.r, and mh=l, and arranging the terma, 

b z R 1r-R1 l R,r-R1 
we ave --=- - - , and z= - , - --. 

l+x (R+R,)r R R+r 
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lf R,r= R'J, x=O and the parallel point coincides with m, as 
in Art. 438. lf R,r < R 2, x becomes negative and the parallel 
point will fall between m and h. 

442. Let an isosceles triangle GFE, fig. 308, be suspended by 
two equal radius rods CE, AF, moving on fixed centers A and C, 
and jointed to the two extremities of the base FE respectivcly. 

lf now this triangle be swung from its central position ( that is, 
when the apex is equidistant from the points of suspension A and 
C)' so as to carry its apex G to a little F" ¡g. 308. 
distance on either side, as for exa.mple 
to the position g, and to a similar one -~--_,_ __ :;' 
on the opposite side g', then a describing 
point at G will draw a curve which will 
be found to vary very little from a right 
line whose direction is parallel to the 
base of the triangle when in its central 
position GFE, provided the proportions 
of the system be so arranged, that the three points gGg' are 
situated in a right line. This arrangement, which is the inven
tion of Mr. Roberts of Manchester, fumishes a parallel motion 
wbich is in many cases more convenient than the former ones, 
especially if the path required be horizontal. 

To investigate the proportions, draw the ares FB, DE, make 
AB, CD perpendicular to FE and join BD. Let the extreme 
position be that in which the raclius rod AF becomes perpen
dicular and coincident with AB, and the middle position that in 
which the base FE of the triangle is horizontal, and therefore 
parallel with BD. Then it remains to find such an altitude for 
the point G, that its vertical distance above BD may be the 
same in the middle and in the extreme position, in which case as 
the two extreme positions are symmetrical to the middle one, a 
right line parallel to BD will pass through the three positions 
of the apex G, as required. 

Let AB= CD=r, FE=b, BD=d, GK=h, 

DCE=BAF=fJ, DCe=t/>, eBD=,Y, 

Then in the middle position, we have 

2r • sin e+ b = d, ( 1) 

in the extreme position, 

b cos ,Y+r. sin t/>=d, (2) 

and also b. sin t= r. versin r¡,, (3). 
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Again, in the middle position, the altitude of G above BD is 

h+ r. versin e, 
and in the extreme position the altitude of g above BD is 

h • COEI ..¡r + ~ sin ..¡r, 

and these are equal by the conditions of the problem; 

.·. h+r.versine=h.cosy +~sin,¡r. (4J. 

In these four equations we are at liberty to asenme three oí 
the quantities q,, ,¡,, e, r, d, b, h, and the others may be deter-
mined; the most convenient is to assume values for r, d, and b. 
If r=d=l. then the following table shows a few correspondiDg 
values of b and h. 

b l 

t 3·95 

·577 1-100 

t ·948 

•414 ·654 

But a convenient expression may be found by approximation, 
as follows : supposing that the angles of the system q,, (J and t 
are much smaller than those shown in the figure ; 

for by ( 3) and ( 4) ~ = i versin 4>.- versin e, 
r versm 't 

in which if we assume 

. em• . (em)' em1 
versm 4>=~-,.,· vers1n e= 2 =t. 2r•' 

""'2ri"" 
• mD1 em• 

versm+= 2h2 , wheremD= 2r, 

and em=d-h, 

• h '61 

we finally obtain r=(d-b)•· 
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443. Let the lever .AB, fig. 309, be jointed at the extremity .A 
to a rod or frame EA moving round a fixed center E, and so long 
that the small are .Aa, through which 
the extremity of the lever .A moves, may 
be taken for a right line in the direction 

F"~g. 309. 

of the line .AF. CD is a bridle rod A 
whose fixed center of motion e is in the ~o..:;:.~-.....:---';; 
line .AF. Let CD=r, .AD=R, DB 
=R,, DC.A=tfJ, D.AC=e,then,suppos
ing as before for convenience that the 
machine is in a vertical plane and the z 
line AF horizontal, the point D is car-

8 

ried horizontally to the right through a space= r versin tfJ, and 
the point B receives this motion, and is also carried to the left 
horizontally by means of its inclination through a space=R, 
versin e, and if these be equal, the horizontal distance of B from 
A will be the same as when the rods coincided with the horizontal 
line .AF; therefore we must ha ve 

R, versin e=,. versin tfJ, (1) 

also Dm=R sin e=r. sin tfJ (2). 

From these two equations the value of R, may be obtained for 
any given values of R, r and e; also, 

. R . 1 e . 2 tfJ b (1) smce ,.em 2=rsm 2, y ; 

and R sin :=r. sin t very nearly, we obtain 

R, r=R'. 

lf the distances .AD, DC, DB be equal, and the point A be 
made to tl·avel in an exact straight line by sliding in a groove 
instead of the radial guide, then the parallel point will describe a 
true straight line perpendicular to .AF, instead of the sinuous 
line which in all the other arrangements is substituted for it. 
For in this case the angle DAF is equal to DCA in all positions, 
and since DB=DC, a perpendicular from B upon .AC will 
always pass through the same point C. In this respect this 
parallel motion has the advantage over all others. 
. If the friction of a sliding guide at A be considered objection

able, a small parallel motion of the first kind (Art. 434) may be 
substituted for it. 
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444. Toothed wheels are sometimes employed in parallel mo
tions; their action is necessarily not so smooth as that of the 

. link-work we have been considering, but F•g. 310. 
:1' on the other hand the rectilinear motion is 

strictly true, instead of being an approxi
mation, as will appear by the two examples 
which follow. 

'C 

445. Ex. l. In fig. 310 a fixed annular 
wheel D has an axis of motion A at the 
center of its pitch-line. An arm or crank 
AB revolves round this center of motion, 
and carries the center of a wheel B, whose 
pitch line is exactly of half the diameter of 
the annular wheel with whose teeth it geers. 
By the well-known property of the hypocy

cloid any point C in the circumference of the pitch-line of B will 
describe a right line coinciding with a diameter of the annular 
pitzh-circle. If then the extremity C of a rod Ce, be jointed to 
this wheel B by a pin exactly coinciding with the circumference 
of its pitch-circle, the rotation of the arm AB will cause C to de
Rcribe an exact right line Cf, passing through the center A. 
This is termed White's parallel motion, from the name of its 
inventor ; * and the law of its motion is exactly the same as that 
described above (p. 215, fig. 204), which is known as Booth's 
motion (patented in 1843). 

446. Ex. 2. Two equal toothed wheels, A and B, fig. 311, 
carry pins e and d at equal radial distances; and symmetrically 

E 

placed with respect to the common 
tangent of the pitch-circles fe. If two 
equallinks ce, de, be jointed to these 
pins and to the extremity of a rod tE, 
the point e will plainly always remain 
in the common tangent, by virtue of 
the similar triangles formed by the 
rods, the tangent fe, and the line ed. 

The velocity ratio of e to the 
wheels is not however the same as 
that produced by the common crank 
and link of fig. 202, p. 214, for the 
path of e does not pass through the 

center of motion of the eran k. 

• Vide White's Centu"!! of Invmtion1. 
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If however r be the radius of the crank a e or bd, R the radius 
of the pitch-circles of the wheels, l the length of the link ce or ed, 

and the angle cab=i+6, then it can be easily shown that the 

distance of e from the line of centers ab is equal to 

vl'-(R:r sin 6)':J:r. cos 6. 



PART THE THIRD. 

ON ADJUSTMENT S. 

CHAPTER l. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

447. IN the elementary combinations which have occupied tbe 
two previous Parts of this subject, the angular velocity ratio and 
directional relation in any given combination are determined by 
the proportion and arrangement of the parts, and will eitber 
always remain the same, or their changes wnl recur in similar 
periods. But it is necessary in many machines that we sbould 
have the power of altering or adjusting these relations. These 
adjustments may be distributed undew three heads. 

(l.) To break off or resume at pleasure the communication 
of motion in any combination. · 

(2) To reverse the direction of motion of tbe follower with 
respect io that of the driver; that is, to change their directional 
relation. 

(3.) To alter the velocity ratio either by determínate or by 
gradual steps. 

These changes may be either made by band at any moment, 
or they may be effected by the machine itself, by means of a 
class of organs especially destined for that purpose; and which 
are in fact a kind of secondary moving powers to the machipe. 

448. The communication of motion may be broken off by 
detaching pieces that remain united during the action of the 
combination, and therefore move as one. Thus wbeels and 
pullies are connected with their shafts for this purpose, by means 
of catches or bolts ; and shafts are connected endlong with each 
other by couplings, or other contrivances which admit of being 
released or put in action at pleasure. Otherwise the communi
cation may be broken off by disengaging the driver from the 
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foJJower, which in the two kinds of contact action is effected by 
withdrawing the pieces from each other; in wrapping connections, 
by either slackening the belt or by slipping it off the pully ; and 
in link-work, by disengaging the joints of the links. 

449. But the whole of these contrivanees as well as those by 
which the directional relation is changed, belong to coiUitructive 
mechanism, and as they involve no calculations relating to the 
velocity ratio, which is the principal object of the present work, 1 
shall not enter into any details respecting them, referring in the 
mean time to the Encyclopredias and other treatises on machinery, 
in which they are fully explained.* The case is different with 
respect to the third kind of adjustments, in which the velocity 
ratio is the subject of alteration, and 1 shall therefore give 
examplcs of the principal methods of effecting this purpose. 

The adjustments of the velocity ratio may coniÚst either of ( 1) 
Determinate changes, which for the most part require the 
machine to be stopped, or of (2) Gradual changes, which do not 
require the machine to be stopped. 

• Y"t<U espeeially Bueh&nan's Euay• 011 Na/l__.k by Rennie, ia wbieh theae eom
bi.natioas are very fully treated of. 
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CHAPTER II. 

TO ALTER THE VELOCITY RATIO BY DETERJIINATE 
CHANGES. 

450. LET there be two axes .A, B, whose position in the 
machine is fixed; and let it be required to connect these by 
toothed wheels in such a. manner that the velocity ratio may 
assume any one of a given set of values. The simplest method 
is to provide as wany pairs of wheels as there are to be values, 
and let the sum of tbe pitch-radü of each pair equal the distance 
.A B of the centers. Then to obtain any one of the required 
ratios, we bave only to screw the proper pair of wheels to the 
ends of the axes. Sets of wheels for tbis purpose are commonly 
termed Change-wheels. It is generally convenient that all tbe 
change-wheels should be of the same pitch, and the numbers may 
be calculated as in the following example. Let the given set of 

1 fi th l .. h ha . bel23435 va ues or e ve oCity rabo or t e e nge-ratios -, - , -, - , -, -. 
111124 

Then, since the pitcb and distance of the centers are the same in 
every pair, the sum of their numbers of teeth must be the same; 
and thi11 sum must also be divisible by the sum of the numerator 
and denominator of each of the above fractions, or by 2, 3, 4, 5, 9. 
The number required is therefore a multiple of 22 • 31 .5 = 180, and 
if 180 be taken as the least possible number, we ha ve the following 
pairs of wheels, which manifestly fulfil the conditions: 

Ratios 
1 

Whef'ls 

1 90 ... 90 
2 60 ... 120 
3 45 ... 135 
4 36 ... 144: 
:l 
V 72 ... 108 

t 80 . . . 100 
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451. To save the trouble of screwing and unscrewing the wheels, 
the entire set may remain fixed upon their respective axes, if 
arranged upon the principie of fi.g. 312. 

C' 
B 

.Arl 
Jt 

1~1 .. 
.H r-~ 

e 
6 .. 

Fig. 312 • 
. D 

E ,. 
G 

11!1 " 
11 ............ . 

-·········· 
......... 

..... 

(/ 

e 
.F 

,k 
... 

" 

Mm, Nn are the two axes; A, a. B, b. e, e. &c. the respec
tive pairs of change-wheels, and the sum of the radü of every 
such pair being equal to the distance of thc axes, the teeth of any 
pa.ir that are set opposite to each other will work. For this pur
pose the upper axis is capable of sliding endlong, and is retained 
in any required position by a bolt k, which enters into a groove 
m turned upon the axis. In the figure A and a are shown in 
action, but · any other pair, as D, d, are required to work 
together, the bolt k must be removed, and the axis shifted endlong 
until D and d come into geer. The same motion will bring the 
groove n opposite to the bolt by which the shaft may be secured 
in this new position, and similarly for any other pair of wheels. 

The wheels must be, however, so placed upon the shafts, that 
only one pair will come opposite to each other at the same time. 
To effect this, the wheels are arranged in the order of their 
magnitudes, placing the smallest at each end of the upper group, 
and the others in alternate order with the largest in the middle, 
and the wheels of the lower shaft in the reverse order, for a 
reason which will presently appear. 

Let m be a quantity rather greater than the thickness of each 
wheel. Then, A and a being in contact, let the lateral distance 
of B from b=m, that from e to c=2m, from D to d=3m ...... 
and that from the nth wheel to its fellow =(n-l).m. 

But as every successive wheel B or e is too great to be pushed 
past the previous wheel a or b of the lower group, these upper 
wheels, to make the axis as short as possible, must each Jie close 
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to the previous wheel when the upper group is in ita extreme 
position to the left; and therefore the smallest distance between the 
wheels ofthe upper setwill be from Ato B=O,from B to C=m, 
from e to D= 2m, and so on; between the lowest set from a ro 
h =m, from h to e= 2m ... and so on; and if the wheels were each 
arranged in one conical group, as from A to D, and from ato d, 
the length of shaft required for n wheels would be the sum of the 
tbickness of all the wheels + their distances, which, for the upper 
shaft, is eq u al to 

[n+{0+1+2+ ... (R-2)}]m= { (n-1).(71~ 2) +n }m 

and for the lower shaft equal to, 

[n+{l +2+3+ ••• (t~-l)}]m= "~ 1. nm. 

By arranging the wheels in two conical groups, as in the figure, 
they occupy a mucb shorter length u pon the slmfts; for tbe 
central wheel D can be pushed past its own wheel d, and the 
same reasoning will then be true for the conical group D F:FG 
and defg. 

Thus the length of shaft required for n wheels in two groo}fl 

of !! each, will be for the lower ahaft, 
2 . 

n 1 
"2+ n 
2 ~ .m+2 m, 

( where ~ m is the a pace between the two groups ), 

n+6 =n .-8-m, 

which is much less than the fonner, a.nG similarly for the upper 
shaft. 

In our example, the wheels on the upper and lower sh.afts 
occupy spaces of 13m and 19m respectively, and if they had been 
arranged each in one conical group would have occupied spaeee 
equal to 22m and 28m. 

Similar arrangements to this are adopted in cranea for raising 
weights, in which the choice of three or four velocity ratioe ia 
required between the handle and chain-barreL 

452. But it is often inconvenient to make the sum of the radii 
of change-wheels equal to the distance of the centera, and requires 
moreover, as many dift'erent paira of change-wheela as there are 
to be changes in the velocity ratio, uniese indeed 110me of the&e 
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ratios be merely the inverse of otbers. Tbe more usual method 
tberefore is, to screw a pair of wheels of the proper numbers to 
the end of the axes, without regard to tbeir radii, and afterwards 
to connect them by an idle wheel. Art. 322. 

Thus let a and b, fig. 313, be the axes upon which a pair of 
change-wheels A and B have been fitted. 

C is the idle-wheel, whicb may revolve upon a pin or stud 
fitted to the end of a piece Ce, wbich has a long slit at its ex-
tremit.y. A slit Dd in tbe transverse Fig. 313. 

direction is formed in the frame of 
the machine, and the piece Ce which 
carries the idle wheel is fixed in its 
place by a bolt passing through the 
two slits at their intersection. 

By this method of fixing the idle 
wheel it admits of being shifted about 
so as to be put in geer with tbe two 
change-wheels whatever be their dia
meters. 

There are various other methods of e 
sbifting and fixing the variable center of the idle wheel, but the 
effect is the same in all. If it be required also to have the 
power of changing the directional relation, another piece like Ce 
must be provided, upon which two idle wheels iu geer are 
mounted, and this piece must be brought into sucb a position 
that one of these wheels shall geer witb B and the other with 
A ; A and B will therefore turn in opposite directions, whereas 
in fig. 313 they turn in the same direction. 

The number of change-wheels is greatly reduced in this 
manner, because they admit of being combined in any pairs; 
thus, in the example (Art. 430), six change-wheels will be 
sufficient instead of twelve, thus: 

Ratios Wheels 

1 24 ... 24: 

2 24 ... 48 

3 24 ... 72 

4 24 ... 96 
:\ 48 ... 72 y 

11 48 ... 60 ~ 

BB 
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453. On Specd Pullies.-Let there be two parallel axes, Aa, 
Bb, fig. 314, upon each of which is fixed a group of pulJieg 

Fig. 314. 
adapted for belt:B or bands, and of dif
ferent diameters. A ready mode is thus 
provided of changing the angular ve
locity ratio of the shafts by merely 
shifting the belt from one pair of pullies 
to another. Such groups of pullies are 
termed Speed Pullies. The diameters of 
every pair of opposite pullies ought to be 
so adjusted that the belt shall be equally 
tight upon any pair. If the belt be 
crossed, it is easy to show that this ob
ject will be attained by malring the sum 
of the diameters of every pair of op¡»
site pullies the same tbroughout the set. 

For let DK, FG be the radü of any pair, make GK a common 
tangent to the pullies, draw FE parallel to GK and describe a 
circle with radios DE=DK+FG. 

Then t length of belt =m K+ KG + Gp, 

and mK+ Gp=Dm. mDK+FG . GFp 

=DExmDKfor mDK=GFp 

.·. t length=nE+EF, 

which is constant for any pair of pullies of wbich tbe sum of the 
radii equals DE. 

454. In any group of speed-pullies if D be the diameter of 
any follower, and K the constant sum of the diameters, K-D 
will be tbe diameter of it:B driver. And if L, 1 be the synchronal 
rotations of the driver and follower respectively, 

l K-D K 
L= - D --=D-I, 

KL and D= - - -, 
L+l 

in which equation putting for L and l the required series of 
values, the corresponding diameters of tbe speed-pullies may be 
obtained. 

455. To save founders' patterns it is usual in practice to makr 
the two groups of speed-pullies exactly alike, placing the small 
end of one opposite to the large end of the other. 
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A regular geometrical series of values of -f may be obtained 

for such a pair of similar pullies, as follows : Let r be the 
common ratio of this series, n the number of terms, then the 
extreme terms of the series must evidently be the reciprocals of 

each otber, therefore the series will be (putting m = -~ for 
n-1 

convenience) of the form, 
1 1 1 m-2 ,._¡ m 

;.m- r"'-1 iJ<m-2"'"'r ' r ' r • 

But if K be the constant sum of the diameters, and D 1 D~ 
... the diameters of the pullies in order, the same series will be 

D 1 D 2 K-D2 K-D1 

](.::..J5¡' K-D2' ...... -iJ-;-' ~· 

and comparing the corresponding terms we have 

_ D, =..!_; •·. D 1=-K_, similarly D 2=-K 1, 
K-D1 rm 1+r 1+r"'-

and so on. 
456. Ex.l. To find the diameters of a set of speed-pullies 

that shall give four values for i• with a common ratio of 1·38 ; 

the sum of the diameters of the corresponding pullies being 
25 inches. 

Here K=25, r=1·38, n=4, m=~; 
2 

250 250 
.·. D,= 26=9·6, D 1= 2:& =11·4, 

D 3 =K-D2 =13·6; and D 4=K-D1=15·4, 

are the diameters in inches. 
Ex. 2. Let there be a set of six speed-pullies in each group, 

of which the diameters of the extremes are 13 in. and 4 in.: to 
find the intermediate diameters. 

The first and last terms of the geometrical series of six velocity 

ratios is ~ and ~, hence the common ratio being found by 

logarithms as usunl, gi'•es r= 1·61. 
5 Also K=17, m= 
;¿ ' 

11 R 2 
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whence the successive diameters are 4, 5·6, 7·5, 9·5, 11·4, 13, in 
inches. 

457. If a great number of changes of velocity be required 
either in the case of speed-pullies or toothed wheels, a train 
of axes must be employed, with the power of introducing a 
given number of changcs between each, in which case the total 
number of changes in the system will be the continual product 
of the numbers of changes that can take place between each 
pair. Considering only a set of four shafts for the sake of 
simplicity, let Ap A2, A3, A 4 , be the angular velocities of the 

axes in order, and let the series of changes in the value of ~! 
¡ 

form a geometrical series whose common ratio is r, and first tenn 

a; • ·• :1_• = ar',_. is the n•h term of this series. Similarly, let 
At 

the m•h term of the series of val u es of ~2- = bs"'- 1, and the ktb 
As 

term of the series of values of ~3 =cr- 1 • ••• Angular velocity 
4 

ratio of the extreme axes of the train when the n'h, mth, and ktb 
values of the respective ratios are employed 

=.._-4 1 =abe. r"-1 • s"'- 1 • r-•= Cr"- 1 • s"'- 1 • r- 1 suppose. 
~4. ' 

Let the number of changes or terms of which each of these 
series consists be m, n, and k respectively, then may the en tire 

o 
Ot 
Ot• 

OÍk-1 
Os 
c..t 
Ost• 

set of changes in the system be arranged in a con
tinuous geometrical series with a common ratio t, as 
in the margin; provided we have 

c~~¡=t, .·. s=r 
Cr And also --- - - - - = t · 

Cs'"- 1 r-• ' 
c,.ik-l . ·. r = s'"- 1 t!' = s'" = t""'. 

o;'tk-l If however we had counterchanged the values by 

cr-1 tk-l making~' =ct!'- 1 AA2=ar"- 1, and so on, the same '\"alue 
~ At a 
Crt 

&•-1r-1tk-l would have been obtained for A 1• It appears there
A. 

fore that to form a regular geometrical series of 
changes whose velocity ratio shall be t, the separate series of 

change-values of the velocity ratios A,, A11 &c., must be so ar
At 3 
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rangecl that the common ratio of sorne one of these series must 
be t, and if there be k changes or terma in this series, then the 
common ratio of a second must be f'; also if this ha ve m 
changes, the common ratio of a third set must be i!"", and so on.. 

458. Ex. l. Change-wheels are employed in lathes for cutting 
screws of any required pitch, and also in self-acting lathes. The 
diagram, fig. 315, representa the general arrangement of this 
mechanism. 

Ah is the spindle or mandrel of the lathe, to which is united 
in the usual way a cylindrical rod ba upon which the screw is to 
be cut. Ce is a long screw revolving Fig. 3l;i. 

in bearings fixed to the frame of the ·P 

lathe, and giving motion by means of .A.qt:lj~~~====~ 
the nut n to a sliding table or saddle a: 
upon which is clamped the pointed tool 8 

f, which is intended to cut the screw.• 2ep.-rjl¡¡s¡-ll)..c 
Every revolution of the screw Ce S 

1V· 

will therefore advance the tool through the space of one pitch, 
and ifthe spindle Aa revolve with the same velocity as the scre,v, 
the tool will trace upon the surface of ha a screw exactly of the 
same pitch as Ce. But if Aa revolve with a less velocity than 
the screw, ba will have a greater pitch. 

lf Aa and Ce be connected by a set of change-wheels P, S, as 
in fig. 313, we can, by properly choosing the numbers of these 
wheels, obtain any desired pitch for the screw ba. 

B is an intermediate axis supported by a slit piece as in fig. 
313, and either carrying an idle wheel or two additional change
wheels Q and R. The pitch of screws is commonly defined by 
stating the number of threads in an inch. Let the screw Ce have 
n threads in the inch. Then one turn of Ce advances the tool 

through the space of inch, and one turn of Aa advances the tool 

tbrough the space whic~ corresponda to ~~ turns of Ce, that is, 

through ~ :n inches. The pitch of the screw A a is therefore 

QSn threads in the inch. Thus by providing the proper change
PR 

wheels, a screw of any required pitcb can be cut. The pitches 
usually cut upon these lathes extend from about four to fifty 
threads in the inch, and a set of twenty change-wheels will be 

* This construction of a I!Crew-cntting engine was flrst employed, 1 belie'"e, l>y 
Ramsden, and is at present uni'"ersally followed. Vide JJesc. oj thc Enginr jor 
Diuiding Math. lnat. by Ramsden. 
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geuerally sufficient to supply all the values required for ~: 
These should be arranged in a table, and the wheels correspond
ing to each written opposite to them, to save the trouble of com
putation during the work. 

459. If the apparatus, ñg. 315, is used for tnrning cylinders 
instead of for cutting ¡;crews, the ammgement will not essentially 
differ, for the motion by which a tool traces a cylinder is pre
ciscly the same as when it cuts a screw, only that the spiral 
thread is much closer. In a lathe for turning, the number of 
cuts will be from 50 to 1,000 in an inch. 

In computing the change-wheels for this purpose, we may 
employ the principie of Art. 457, as in the following Example. 

460. Ex. 2. Let it be required to compute a set of change
wheels for a self-acting turning lathe, that shall have a choice of 
twelve different pitches for the cuts, varying from about 50 to 
1,000 in the inch. 

The motion to be produced in the tool f is very slow, and an 
endless screw may be therefore substituted for the wheel P, and 
as this will place the axis B at right angles to Ce, the wheels 
R and S must be bevil whee]s. 

Let the screw Ce have 9 threads to the inch, t.herefore n=9, 
and P= 1, being an endless screw, therefore the number of cuts 

in the inch=9. Q. !· 
This quantity by the conditions of the problem is to bat"e 

twelve values, forming a geometrical series of which the first and 
last terms are 50 and 1,000, and therefore the common ratio 

( 1000) 1 1 • =t= - 50 TT =20"IT= 1·313 by loganthms. 

By .A.rt. 457, it appears that if we give to Q four values, and 

to ; thrce values, these sets must each form a geometrical series, 

of which if the common ratio of the first =t= 1·313, that of the 
second must=t4=2·972,=3 very nearly. 

Let the intermediate change of Z be made by employing two 

equal wheels, then the three values of; will stand thus, ~, 1, 3, 

and the same pair of wheels will sen-e for the two extreme values 
by met·ely reversing thcir positions as driver and follower; thos 
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20 40 60 S 
60, 40, 20, may be the three values of R' which are obtained by 

f~ur wheels only. 

Geometrical Q 8 Cuts in 
Series R the Inch 

1000 
37l 

999 
761·6 28 fiO 756 
5SO· 21):20 567 
441·7 16 43:2 

336·4 

87} 
833 

256·2 28 ~~ 252 
195·1 21 40 189 
148·6 16 144 

113·2 87} 111 
86·2 28 20 84 
65·6 21 60 63 
50 16 48 

The geometrical series of values of 9 • Q • ; being obtained, as 

in the first column of the table, we have for the four middle 

terms ; = 1, and therefore the values of Q, that is, the numbers 

of teeth of the endless screw-wheels will be obtained by dividing 
these terma by nine and taking the nearest whole numbers, by 
which we get 37, 28, 21, 16. • The difference between the last 
column of the table and the first is occasioned by the necessary 
substitution of whole numbers for decimals in the teeth of tbe 
wheels. 

This system requires eight wheels for the twelve changes, but 
by a slightly different arrangement seven wheels may be made to 
answer the same purpose. 

Let three values be given to Q and four to ;, tben the 

common ratio of tbe values of Q being as.before t=l·313, tbat 

* Tbese numbers of teeth are the same as those of a lathc by llr. Clements, 1'ra11s. 
&c . .Arl•, vol. :dvi. 
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of the values of ~ will now be t3=2·26, and these values may be 

obtained by four wheels thus, 

20 32 48 68 
68' 48' 32' 20· 

Let the screw Ce have ten threads in the inch, then we easily 
find the numbers for the endless screw-wheel Q to be 29, 22, 1 i, 
and the table for this second system will stand as follows, em
ploying only seven wheels, namely, two pair of bevil-wheels, and 
three screw-wheels. 

Geometrical Q S Cnts in 
Series R the Inch 

1000 
29}·· 

986 
761·6 22 20 748 
580 17 578 

441·7 .. } .. 435 
336·4 22 82 330 
256·2 17 255 

195·1 29}32 198 
148·6 22 48 147 
113·2 17 113 

86·2 .. } 85 
65·6 22 20 65 
50 17 68 50 

461. Ex. 3. In large engineers' lathes for tnrning metal the 
motion is derived from a shaft which revolves uniformly under 
the action of a steam-engine; but it is necessary to ha ve the 
power of changing the velocity of the rnandrel of the lathe, to ac
cornmodate the different diameters of the work, or the material of 
which it is cornposed. The usual arrangement for this purpose is 
shown in the diagrarn fig. 316. Aa is the shaft which is driven 
uniformly by the steam-engine, Bb a second shaft termed the 
counter-shaft. Two pullies are fixed at F and two others oppo
site to them at G, and an endless band upon either pair will thus 
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enable Aa to drive Bh. Ce is the mandrel of the lathe, upon 
which is fixed a toothed wheel P: a group of four or more speed-
pullies K runs loose upon the mandrel, Fig. 316. 
but may be locked fast to the wheel P, at F, 

pleasure, by a boltf. r 
ulli~p~sitefi todK aHsimilarhgroup of speed- A . .... 

p es 1s xe at to t e couuter-sbaft .... 
Bh, so tbat if K be locked fast to tbe 
mandrel motion is given to the latter from 
the counter-shaft, by means of an endless 
band placed upon any pair of tbe speed
pullies. But if the pullies K be loosed :B 1 •• 

from the wbeel P by withdrawing the Cj[ :~ 
bolt f, their motion is conveyed to the ~ 
mandrel by means .of a pinion L wbich G 
is attached to tbe end of tbe speed-pullies. 
In tbis case tbe spindle Dd is pushed 
endlong tbrough a small space, so as to 
bring its toothed-wheel M into geer with 

K. L, and at tbe san1e time its pinion N 
into geer with P, so that the mandrel and 
its wheel P now derive their motion from 
the shaft Dd which is turned by tbe 

e~ 
speed-pullies. In this latter arrange- .1> 
ment the motion of the mandrel Ce is c:::::=fll-==f3=~ 
very much slower than that of tbe speed-
pullies. 

In this system then we have two changes between Ao and Bh, 

or two values of ~ • ; four between Bb a~d the speed-pullies K, 

or four val u es of ~; and two changes between the speed-pullies K 

and the mandrel; that is unity and J.;¡;; making the total number 

of changes of the velocity ratio between Aa and Ce equal to 
2 x 4 x 2= 16; and we may arrange them (by Art. 457) in a 
geometrical series whose common ratio is t. Thus let the com-

mon ratio of the series of four values of ~= t, and that of the two 

F . 11/P 
values of G= t\ then Wlll that of LN= f.l. 

• The letters of :referenct' opposite to each group of ehange wheels are he:re used to 
reprellt'nt the pair which is in action. 
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For example, let the shaft Aa revolve at the rate of sixty 
turns in a minute, and let it be required that the mandrel Ce 
shall revolve from 2 to 270 in a minute. A geometrical series of 
sixteen terms of which 2 and 270 are the extremes, would ha ve 
a common ratio of 

1·38=t; ••• t'=3·7, and f'=l3·68. 

The diameters of the speed-pullies with the ratio of 1•38 ha~·e 
been already obtained in Ex. 1, Art.. 456, and are 9·6, 11·4, 
13·6, 15·4, and as the quick ratio between the speed-pullies and 
mandrel is unity, we ha ve, when the mandrel revolves at its 
extreme ratio of 270 in a minute, 

270 15·4 F 
-=- - X-; 
60 9·6 G 

whence ~=2·8 is the qnick value of ~; 

. 2•8 2·8 
and 1ts second value= -=- =·75. 

t' 3·7 

lf the diameters of the pullies at l!' be 15 in. and 28 in., those 
at G must be 20 in. and 1 O in. 

Again, to find the numbers of the train of toothed wheels, we 
ha ve 

Now the pinions L and N ought not to have less than twelve 
leaves, and it appears from this fraction that they must be 
multiples of five, we may therefore give them fifteen leaves each; 
whence the convenient train 

MP _54 x57 
LN-f5·x-I5" 

The following table shows the result of these arrangements. , 
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Geometric 
Valul's of Values of Series of 

Turns per H. K. F. G. min. of Ce. 

2 9·6 15•4} 
2·8 11'4 13·6 

15 20 

1 
3·8 13·6 11'4 
5·3 15·4 9·6 train 

54 x57 
---
15 X 15 

7·4 9·6 15·4} 1 
employed. 

1 10·3 11'4 18·6 
28 

14·2 13·6 11'4 
10 ) 

19·7 15·4 9·6 

27·4 9·6 15·4} 37·9 11·4 13·6 
15 20 ") 

52·6 13·6 11'4 
73· 15·4 9·6 pullies K 

bolted U> 

101·2 9·6 15-4} 
ml\lldrel. 

140·4 11'4 13·6 
28 10 

194·7 13·6 11·4 
270· 15·4 9·6 

462. In adjusting tra.ins upon these principies it must be 
remarked, that for a given series of velocity ratios between the 
extreme axes, the total number of separate changes will be the 
least when the number of changes allotted to the component 
series are equal, or m=n=k (Art. 457). But the nature of the 
mechanism will not always allow of this with convenience. For 
example, since the ratios of the component geometrical series are 
necessarily each greater than the previous one in order, as t, f. 
t""', &c ..•. ; it appears that the differences of val u e in the radü of 
the pullies or wheels of the first set is much leas than in those of 
the succeeding ones, and therefore it may be better to assign a 
greater number of change values to that series whose common 
ratio is the smallest, or t; although by so doing the last ratio F'" 
is increased, becausc a group of speed-pullies will a.lways readily 
supply a. series of values provided their common ratio is not too 
·vea.t. Indeed, the values of the separate common ratios would 
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be diminished by assigning a greater number of changes to that 
series whose common ratio is f'..,.; that is, by giviog a higber 
value to n which does not enter into the common ratios, than to 
k and m which do; thus in the last example, the respective 
values of k, m, n, are 4, 2, 2; if we take for these, 2, 2, 4, we 
obtain t= 1•38, t2 = 1•904, f4=3·7, which avoids the great common 
ratio 13·68, but here the ratio 3·7 is too great for a set of four 
speed-pullies. 

Again, if the respective values of k, m, n were made 3, 3, 2, 
the number of component changes would be the same as before, 
that is, 3+3+2=8, but the total number of changes would be 
increased to 3 x 3 x 2 = 18, and the common ratios would be 
t=1·33, t3=2·37, fl= 13·42, so that by putting three pair of 
speed-pullies at F, G, and three at H, K, with the common ratios 
of 2•37 and 1·33 two more changes are added to the system 
without increasing the number of speed-pullies, and the great 
ratio 13·42 rather lessened. However, it is plain that the nature 
of the mechanism that admits of being convenicntly cmployed 
and the amount of changes required must always be taken into 
account in every particular case, and a number of dift'erent trains 
calculated to choose from. When change-wheels are employed, 
as in Art. 450, their number may sometimes be reduced by com
putiug their teeth upon the principies of Art. 455, which plainly 
apply as well to tooth-numbers as to the diameters of speed
pullies. Thus every pair of the series is used twice, since every 
two terms equidistant from the ends are the inverse of each 
other. 

463. In link-work adjustments are very simply made by drill
ing boles in the arms and shifting the joint-pins from one to 
another, or by more elaborate constructive devices for altering 
the efficient lengths of the arms of the links ; the details of which 
do not fall within the plan of our present work. 
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CHAPTER III. 

TO ALTER THE VELOCITY RATIO BY GRADUAL 
CHANGES. 

464. IN the methods of the last Chapter it is obviously neces
sary that the machines should be stopped in order to effect the 
necessary changes of the wheels, or in the position of the bolts, 
and so on; and besides, the series of changes themselves are not 
continuous, and we have only the choice of a few given inter
mediate ratios between the extremes. We have now to consider 
how the velocity ratio may be altered by gradual changes, so as 
to enable us to take any value for it between the extremes. The 
same constructions will generally enable the changes to be made 
without interrupting the motions of the machine. 

465. Let .A a, Bb, 6g. 317, be parallel axes, C, D solids of 
revolution or long pullies connected by an endless strap. lf this 
strap be crossed and the sum of every 
opposite pair of diameters of these 
so1ids be constant, the strap will be A 
tight in any position upon them. A e::: 

bar rs elides in the direction of its 
own length, and is provided at t with 

Fig. 317. 

a loop or with friction rollers, be- -:;r;;----r--------:,~,-. 

tween which the belt pasRes, and 
which serve to retain it in its place. n· 
In Art. 254 it is shown that a belt F l 

may be guided by its advancing side 
to any point of the surface of a re
volving cylinder; and this guide-loop 
embracing the sides of the belt which are advancing to the two 
pullies is sufficient to retain them in any position upon their 
surfaces, provided the tangents to the generating curves of the 
solids do not make too great an angle with the axis. If the bar 
were removed, the two ends of the belt would be drawn each 
towards the large end of its pully, by Art. 256 ; but the loop is 
sufficient to prevent this action. By sliding the bar and belt to 
different points the velocity ratio will be gradually changed as 
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the acting diameters of the driver and follower are thus both 
gradually altered. · 

466. The solida are easily formed to suit the condition of the 
constancy of their added diameters; for draw A~J, ab, fig. 318, 

Fig. 318. parallel and at a dist.ance equal to the 
given sum of the radü, and let CPq 
be the generating curve of one pully 
round AM, then will the same curve 
generate the other pully by revolving 
round o.b. 

--;;Q.:---A7"f----:..N:..,-_JM 467. Let AN=:r, NP=y, nP=y,, 
A and a be angular velocities of the 

axes AM, ab, respectively. 
A_y, -- -. 
a y 

Now if the strap is to remain equally tight in every position, 
we must have y+y,=e; 

If the solida be eones, of which AM = l, and Mq = r, 

r 
:rr A e-¡· :r 

we ha ve !1 = { ; .: . a = r 
-:r 
l 

le -- -:r 
r -· :r 

If equal shifts of the belt between A and M are to produce 
equal differences in the velocity ratios, we have 

A · e-y 
-ex :r oc --· 
a y 

If equal shifts of the belt are to produce a geometrical series 
of velocity ratios, then 

NP y ., 
--..,., or - -=g, 
n.r e-y 

and when :r=O, NP=nP; therefore the origin of :r is at the 
point A, if AC=aC, 

and ~ =g-"'+ 1 ·, · y- e !J . • - g-"' + 1 

is equation to curve. 
~ 1 e e 
~~ so, e-y= e- . . - = ---- ,· 

!J-.e + 1 g"' + 1 
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which shows that if we set off from the point .A equal abscissre 
.A N, A Q, in opposite directions the ordinates NP, sR will be 
equal. 

468. But in practice it is more usual to make the solid puliies 
into eones, because the strap is apt to slip when the inclination 
is great. In this case the desired succession of velocity ratios is 
obtained by making the shifts of the belt unequal. 

When eones are employed, 

A le le 1 --=--z,and z=-x-, 
a r r 1 .A +-z a 

from which the shifts or values of z can be computed for any 

required suceession of values in~. 
a 

Sometimes a cone and cylinder are employed for the two 
solide, but in that case a stretching pully is required for the belt, 
because the sum of the eorrespondiug diameters is no longer con-

stant. If tbe cone be the driver the velocity ratio~ will vary 

directly as the distance of the belt from the apex of the eone. 
469. Variable velocity ratios are also obtained from wrapping 

conuectors by means of pullies so contrived as to expand aud 
contract tbeir acting diameters, the structure of which belonging 
to eonstructive mechanism, may be found in Rees' ' Cyclopredia; ' 
they are termed Expanding Riggers. 

4 70. The disll and roller is often u sed for the purpose of 
obtaining an adjustable velocity ratio by rolling contact • 

.Aa the driving axis, to which is fixed a plain disk C. Bb tbe 
following axis wbose direction meets that of .Aa. A plain roller 
.V, whose edge is covered with a narrow Fig. 319. 

belt of soft leather, is mounted u pon the /J 
axis Bb, so that it can be made to elide ~ 
at pleasure to dift'erent distances from / ~ 
the point of intersection of the ues, but \_ a..;_, 'r(v~ 
yet is prevented from tuming with re- ''~~t 
spect to Bb. This roller and its axis 
will tberefore receive from the disk a IJ " 

rotation by rolling contact; and if r be U"""' 
the radins of the roller, R the adjustable radius of ita point 
of contact with tbe disk, .A and a tbe respective angular velocities 
of Aa and Bb, we have 
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aR "ditl R A=r vanes rec y as • 

But the rolling contact of the surfaces is imperfect, for perfect 
contact in the case of intersecting axes can only take place l;le
tween eones whose apex coincides with the point of intersection. 
The following combination is more perfect in its action, but not 
so simple in construction. 

471. Let AB, fig. 320, be the axis of the driver, which is a 
solid of revolution whose generating curve is Nn. The follower 
is a conical frustum KM, whose axis A e must be mounted in a 

Fig. 320. 

frame in such a manner that the apex A of the cone may travel 
in a Iine Aa coinciding with the axis of the driver, and that the 
axis A e shall ha ve the power of turning in position about the 
point A, so as to enable the frustum to rest upon the surface of 
the solid pully in every position of A e, and thus to receive 
motion from it by rolling contact. Thus km is a position of the 
frustum in which it touches the solid at m, and its apex has moved 

· from A to a, still remaining in the line AaB. If now the line 
AJ.ll touch the generating curve Nn in all these positions of A C, 
the portiou of the solid in contact with the frustum is so small 
that it will nearly coincide with the corresponding frustum of a 
cone whose apex would be atA, and therefore coincide with that 
of the follower. The contact action therefore will in this case be 
complete. 

But AM the tangent of Nn is thus shown to be of a constant 
length, Nn is therefore the equitangential curve or tractory 
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(Peacock's Ex. p. 174), to find the equation to which, we have, 
if AB be the axis of z, 

!1 ..1 dx2 + dy2 
tan=----= t a constant. 

dy 
dy - --

. ·. dz= -- - \lt1-y2 is equation to curve; 
!1 

which integrnted gives 

-- t t- ..ltt-yt z= v't»-y2 +- log _ ; 
2 . t+ v' t 1-y2 

whence from assumed values of !1 the curve may be construct.ed 
by points. 

..lt2 -y2 is the subtangent=s suppose; 

t l t+s . ·. z=s-2- og --. 
t-s 

!1 , :: 

·9 4·72 6·75 
1· 4·70 6·29 
1-1 4·68 5·80 
1·2 4·65 5•29 
1·8 4·62 4•88 
1·4 4·59 4•53 
1·5 4·56 4·23 
1-6 4·53 3·97 
1·8 4·46 8·47 
2·0 4•87 2·97 
2·2 4·27 2·54 
2·4 4·16 2·17 
2·6 4·04 1·85 
:2·8 8·90 1-54 
8 8·76 1·30 

In the above table values of .11 are taken from 3 inches to 9, 
and the constant tangent t=4·8 inches. From this the curve 
n1ay be easily constructed by pointa. 

4 72. The solid cam ( Art. 237 ), m ay be used to obtain ad
justable motion, in which case the screw a and its nut must be 

co 
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removtd, and the cam may then be shifted at pleasure so asto 
bring any section of into action u pon the follower Dd; and also 
this section may be allowed to continue its action as long as we 
please; thus we may, by properly forming the successive sections 
of the solid, retain at pleasure the law of motion that belongs to 
any one of them, or gradually ch:mge it into that which is ap
propriated to any other sectiou, by shifting the cam so as to 
bring that section under the follower. 

473. In link-work gradual changes of the velocity ratio are 
effeeted by fixing the pins u pon the arms in slits or sliding pieces, 
that thus allow of gradual changes in the effective lengths of 
these arms upon which the velocity ratio dependa. This may be 
managed in various ways. 1 shall conclude this Part with a 
piece of link-work by which sueh changes may be effected with
out the use of these adjustable pins. 

This 1 contrived and constructed in 1840, and inserted a 
description of its action with a diagram in the first edition of the 
present work, but afterwards 1 gave it the more complete fonn 
which is represented in the subsequent figure. 

Fig. 321. 

The parts of the link-work are sustained by a flat vertical board 
standing upon a horizontal base of wood indicated by the parallel 
lines GH. 

The parta of the mechanism are disposed in four vertical la yers 
reckoning from the back-board outwru:d, as will appear below. 

A, fig. 321, is the fixed center of a crank or excentric Am, 
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which by means of a link mn communicates in the usual way a 
reciprocation of constant extent to the arm Dn, whose center of 
motion D is sustained by a metallic piece in the forro of a square, 
the horizontal branch of which is carried under the base-board, 
into whose lower surface it is housed and fixed with screws. The 
vertical branch D is in front of the four layers, and sustains 
the arm Dn by an axial pin or stud. This arm is in tbe fourtlt 
/ayer. 

Behind Dn a lever ECe is jointed to the vertical back-board 
by a stud or screw C. This levcr is in the first /ayer. At its 
lower part it is jointed to a triangular board hef in the second 
layer by a stud or screw e. At the opposite angle f, a joint pin 
or stud receives the end of the link fq in the third layer, which 
at its upper end 9 is jointed to the back of the oscillating 
piece Dn. 

'Vhen the crank is. rotated, Dn oscillates, and by communi
cating that oscillation to the angle f of the triangle causes it to 
oscillate about the angle e. But the oscillation thus communicated 
by Dn to llef is not constant in extent, for the motion given to 
tbe pointfis that which it would receive if D.fwere an arm fixed 
at right angles to Dn. But by turning the bandle EC, the 
center pin e by whic·h the triangle elifis jointed to the piece E Ce, 
is moved so as to alter the distance Df. The handle E C has a 
feather edge on. the left side which is in oontact with the graduated 
scale behind it, indicating five positions. When the handle is 
placed at zero the joint pin f is brought behind and coincident 
with D, the link 9! therefore moves as one piece with nD and no 
oscillation is given to the triangle about e. On the other hand 
when the edge of CE is moved to 4 the center e comes behind 
D and the whole oscillation of Dn is oommunicated tothe triangle 
he.f. The oscillation of hef about its shifting oenter e is conveyed 
by the link hk to an arm BF moving on a fixed oenter screw at 
B and provided with a graduated scale to show the extent of it.s 
motion, which is always limited by zero on the left hand, and by 
1, 2, 3, or 4 on the right hand, aocording as the fiduoial edge of 
E is fixed at the number which corresponda to the extent of 
angular motion required . 

.As the travelling of the center e does not stop the motion of 
the system, this combination afl'ords a ready method of adjusting 
the relative velocity in link-work, or of entirely cutting off the 
motion of the follower BF without stopping the motion of the 
driver Am. 

e e 2 
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I will conclude this part with a few examples of combinations 
for which I neglected to find a place in the previous pages. 

DIFFERENTIAL DETENTS. 

4 i 4. Ratchet wheels * are sorne times employed in machinery 
which requires tbem to be moved through very small angles, or 

Fig. 322. 

D 

angles with very small differences. 
Thus the teeth become weak. But 
this defect can be remedied by the 
arrangement shown in fig. 322. ·A 
is an ordinary ratchet wheel witb 
strong teeth, Bh, Ce, Dd are three 
detenta, of which Bh is holding the 
wheel by butting against the radial 
side of the tooth at h. The weight 
W suspended by a cord coiled round 
a pully E is merely introduced to 
represent the direction of the force 
acting to resist the rotation of the 
wheel. The graduations by which 
the upper teeth are each divided 

iuto three equal angles are also given to facilitnte the explana
tion of the principie of this peculiar mechanism. 

It will be seen that Bh abuts as already said against the radial 
Hide of the tooth at b 1 ; t.he second detent Ce is resting on the 
upper part of the tooth 2e ata distance of one-third of its pitch, 
from the radial side of the tooth 2e; the third detent Dd rests 
ata distance of two-thirds of the pitch from the radial side of the 
tooth 3d. N either Ce nor Dd are employed for holding the 
wheel. 

If the wheel be now turned by grnsping the lever EF or pull
iug the smnll weight te in the direction for raising the weight JI" 
thl'Ough a space of one-third of the pitcb of the teeth, the butring 
end e of the detent Ce will drop into the space 1, 2, behind it and 
abut againRt its radial side 2e. If the wheel be again moved, the 
butting side d of Dd, which was brought by the last motion within 
one-third of the pitch towards the radial side 3d, will now drop 
into the space 2, 3, and hold the wheel. A third motion will 
bring the end h of the detent Bb to drop over the radial side of 
the tooth marked o. The result is that this wheel, with ~O teeth, 

* Vide p. 239. 
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can be beld fnst in positions that are measured by three times 
that number of small angles. The size of the teetb gives strength 
to resist heavy strains. 

By employing more detents, e.g. five, which is readily effected 
by arranging their butting sides at distances equal to one-fifth of 
the pitch, instead of one-third as in the figure, smaller angular 
motions are obtaincd. These arrangementK are employed in 
power looms. 

SAXTON'S DIFFERENTIAL PULLY.• 

47 5. This contri vanee was in tended to enable a team of 
horses travelling on an ordinary highway to drive a coach a.t a 
rate of 30 miles an hour. It was proposed in 1833 by an 

Fig. 323. Fig. 324. 

V 

American engineer named Saxton, in the infancy of railroad,;; 
but the only journeys it performed were in the Adelaide Gallery, 
where a working model was exhibited for a considerable time. 
Like many really valuable kinematic combinations, this contri
vanee, wholly inapplicable to the purpose that its inventor in
tended it to fulfil, may be applied with good effect to other 
machinery. The diagrams, figs. 323 and 324, represent clevations 
of the face and end of a model of the parts on which t.he action 
depends. 

A long narrow horizontal board VQ fig. 323, PQ fig. 324, to 
which a vertical board ST is jointed, sustains the moving parts. 
These are 1st, the cylindrical wheel W, whose circumference rolls · 
in a groove sunk in the base-board at a, fig. 324, and indicáted 
by the dotted line above VQ in fig. 323. A double-groovcd 

* Vith Art. 386. 
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pully is attached to the face of the wheel IV. In this model the 
acting radii AB, A C, of the grooves are as 2 to 3. 

At the ends of the vertical board pullies E and F are fixed, of 
such a diameter as will enable their upper tangent line EF to 
touch the acting diameter of the small carriage-pully YB, and 
t.he lower tangent line G H to touch the diameter XC of the large 
carriage-pully. 

The four pullies, EG, BYB, FH, CXC, are connected by the 
endless band which is supposed to be extended along the road, 
upon which the carriage is to be drawn. Suppose now that a 
force is applied at K to pull the rope band in the direction .Kl, 
the pully at FH causes the lower portion HG to travel in the 
opposite direction. 

At every instant, therefore, the vertical radius A(' of the great 
double pully being solicited by two equal and opposite forces 
applied to B and C, the radios A C turns about an instantaneous 
center D bisecting the line B C. Thus the point A is carried in the 

direction of the radial motion with a velocity = ~~ x veloeity of 

B. E,idently the point A moves with thc velocity ( V) of the 
carriage, and the point B with the velocity ( v) of the horse. Let 
the larger radius A C of the double pully = R, and the lesser 

radius AB=r. Tben vel. of carriag~= V =AD :r:R-T!:; 
vel. of horse v BD R- r 

R-r R-r R+r for BD=--andAD=AB+BD=r+ -··-=--· 
2 2 2 

In the diagram !! = 23 . ·.V= 5 and the carriage travels five times 
r v 

as fast as the horse. 
This principie may be conveniently applied to the communiea

tion of motion to various parts of machinery which are mounted 
on travelling frames, as for example in the manner of tbe mule 
carriages of spinning and weaving mecbanism. In the footnote* 

* • An Inveetigation of tbe Principie of Mr. Suton's Locomotive Dift'erential Pullev 
and Deecription of a lllode of Produciog Rapid and Uninterrupted Travelling bj 
Means of a Succession of such Pulleys set in lllotion by Horses or by Stationary Sta.m 
Engines,' by John Isaac Hawkins (Third Report oj Briti&A Auociatioot, p. 424, 1833). 
He concludes by stating tbat 'in tbis way 388 horses, each acting, at their most eft"ectin 
or walking pace of two miles and a balf per honr, on a. mile of rope, might e811ily drin 
a coach containing eight persone from London to Edinburgb in 13 honre at the rate oj 

30 miles an bonr, the coach passing from truck to truck without stopping, and the trucl: 
retnrning to take another coach everyflve minutes: tiOO passengel'lladayfor the whole 
distance would be very moderate labour for that number of horaes.' 
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1 quote from the third Report of the British Aesociation (1833) a 
paper written by Mr. J. H. Hawkins, then a leading engineer, 
which will show the wild ideas concerning travelling by steam 
which were entertained by the inventors of that day. 

TROUGHTON'S DIFFERENTIAL FOOT-SCREW. 

476. The portable astronomical instrumenta which rest upon a 
flat tripod require, for the purpose of levelling them, that each arm 
(or rather foot) should be provided with a foot-screw. These 
screws are vertical and are tapped with fine-threaded screws, 
each received in a hole near the extremity of one of the feet. 
The lower end of the screw is flat and rests in a small eup sunk 
on the top of the ta.ble or support, which is placed on the ground 
or floor on which the apparatus rest11. 

The foot-screws are employed to level the instrument, for 
which purpose the thread must be fine and accurately true in 
every part. 

Troughton's differential screw enables the fineness of the thread 
to be dispensed with, in the manner shown by fig. 325, which re
presenta a vertical section through the axis of 
one of the serews made transversely to one of 
the feet CD. 

Each screw is double, consisting of an outer 
and inner one, each having a milled head. 
The o u ter screw, whose head is A, is ta.pped e 
into the hole of the tripod foot. The inner 
screw is finer than the outer one, and is 
tapped into a hole bored in the axis of the 

Fig. 326. 

latter. In the instrument described in the """""",......,""' 
'Memoirs of the Astronomical Society,' vol. i., 
p. 37, the exterior screw A has 30 turns, and 
the inner screw B 40 turns in the inch. The action of the con
tri vanee is as follows. 

(l.) lf we turn A and B together, the effect in raising or de
pressing the end of the tripod is that which is dueto the natural 
range of the screw A. 

(2.) If we turn B alone, it is that which is due to the range of 
the screw B. 

( 3.) lf we turn A alone, the friction of the foot of B in the cup 
of the support will prevent B from moving, and the effect upon 
the foot of the tripoa 1S equal to the difference of the raoges of 
the two screws. 
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One complete revolution of A clockwise will cause it to descend 
into ita nut, which is the end of the tripod, through io of an in eh, 
which, if A rested on the support, would raise the tripod by that 
quantity. But A, in descending one revolution, is carried down
wards by the thread of B through -(o of an inch, and this motion 
is also communicated to the tripod, consequently the combined 
result raises the tripod-end through (io- 410 )=-do ofan inch. 

AMERICAN WINDING STOP. 

477. The principie of the hunting cog• is employed in Ameri
can clocks to prevent the over-winding of the spring. 

Fig. 326• For this purpose the winding arbor 
C has a pinion A of 19 teeth fixed 
to it close to the front plate. A 
pinion B of 18 teeth is mounted on 
a stud so ns to be in geer with the 
former. A radial plate CD is fixed to 
the face of the upper wheel A., and a 
similar plate FE to the lower wheel B. 
These plates termínate outward in 
semicircular noses D, E, so propor· 
tioned as to cause their extremities to 
abut against each other as shown in 
the figure when the motion ginn 
to the upper arbor by the winding has 
brought them into the position of con
tact. The clock being now wound up, 
tbe winding arbor and wheel A will 
begin to turn in the opposite direction. 
"\Yhen its first complete rotation is 

effectcd t.he wheel B will have gnined one tooth distance from 
thc line of centers, so as to place the stop D in advance of E 
and thus avoid a cont:lct with E, which would stop the motion. 
As each turn of the upper wheel increases the distance of thc 
stops, it follows from the principie of the hunting cog, that after 
18 revolutions of A and 19 of B the stops will come together 
again and the clock be prevented from ruBning down too far. 
The winding key being applied, the upper wheel A will be rotated 
in the opposite direction, and the winding repeated as above. 

4 78. The following property of numbers is susceptible of appli-

* Vide p. 261. 1\bo\"e. 
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cation to various purposes and should be known to mechanistt<. 
It may be enunciated as follows. To arrange the thicknesses of 
a set of blocks which will allow them to be combined so asto form 
a pile of any height included in a given arithmetical progression, 
whose first term and common difference is the thickness of the 
least block, and its sum necessarily that of the entire set. 

Let the least thickness = 1, and the next = 2. 3 is obtaine<l 
by setting 2 upon l. 4 requires a new block ( =22) and by 
combining it with the previous ones we obtain 

5=4+1 

6=4+2 

7 = 4 + 2 + 1 = 28 - 1 

Thus the combinations of three blocks whose thicknesses are 
1, 2, 2', give an arithmetical series of thicknesses from 1 to 7 
( =21-1). 

Generally, the number of combinations of m düferent things 
taken by ones, twos, and threes up to m,=2--1. 

But every number less thau 2• is compounded of sorne number 
of terma in the series 1, 2, 22, 28 ...... 2•, for if any given number 
be transformed into the binary scale it will assume tbe form 
N a2•+b2•-1+ ...... p22 +9·2+w where a, b, e, are each lesa 
than 2 and consequently eitber O or 1.• 

Hence if we have m blocks whose respective thicknesses are 
the terma of the series 1, 2 ...... 2-1 their combioations will 
supply 2"' -1 thicknesses, including every arithmetical number 
from 1 to 2"'-1, e.g. let m=4, the thicknesses of the blocks will 
be 1, 2, 4, 8, and their combination will supply all the numbers 
from 1 to 24-1 ( = 15).t 

Having occasion, sorne years ago, to arrange a spindle to carry 
a pair of circular saws to cut mortises or the sides of grooves, this 
principie appeared to me to be applicable to my purpose. 

The sa.ws were necessarily kept apart by one or more washers, 
determined by the width of the groove or mortise, and by the 
above rule four washers whose respective thicknesses are f¡;, 1, 
i• and i of an inch gave me 15 distances with a common difference 
of -h inch. The width of the mortise is manifestly equal to the 
sum of the thicknesses of the two saws and that of the selected 
group of washers. 

• Vitk Barlow OtJ Numbtr8, p. 238. 
t This proposition is usually illustrated by a series of weights correspooding to the 

eeriee 1 t.;> 2•, by which any number oí pounds can be made up by selection. 



PART THE FOURTH. 

ON MECHANISTIC COMBINATIONS FOR THE ACTION OF 
WHICH PROPERTIES OF FRICTION ARE EMPLOYED. 

CHAPTER I. 

ON FRICTION IN GENERAL, AND THE MODES OF 
DE!tlONSTRATING ITS PROPERTIES. 

479. I HAVE in the preface to the preeent work stated that I 
have omitted altogether the consideration of the resolution and 
composition of forces and pressures, confining myself to combina
tions for the modification of motion only. Y et there is a numerous 
class of kinematic devices, the action of which depending opon 
properties of frictional pressures ought not to be excluded from 
a treatise on the modification of motion. 

In the following chapter I have described and classified these 
frictional combinations, but have avoided the introduction of 
complex analytical formule, which are in severa} of the modes 
of employing friction necessary for the precise calculations of 
the magnitude of the prei!Sures which are due to the nature of 
the mechanism, but not required for the explanation of its mode 
of action. In such cases 1 ha ve referred to authors who ha ve 
o.lready published such calculations.• 

480. Let the upper surface of a fixed solid body be wrought into 
a horizontal plane, and let a second solid have its loroer surface 
wrought into a horizontal plane, which is to be placed in contact 
with the former fixed plane. 

N ow let a pressure be applied to move the upper sol id, usually 

* The liRt begins with Amontona, 1699, and continuea with Puent, 1700, 1704, 
~a.uveur, Varignon, Leupold, Desaguliers, Euler, &c. &c., and extending to our time 
iucludes the names of most of the writers on mechanics and P.Xperimentalists on 
mPchanical properties of materials, e.g. Morin, Moseley, Whewell, &t'. &c. &c. 
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by weights placed in a scale suspended to a cord which proceeds 
horizontally from the upper solid to a pulley which turns it 
vertically downwards, so that weighta may be suspended from it. 
Thus we have a force variable at pleasure by which we can 
measure the resistance opposed to ita motion, which is partly due 
to the pressures which keep them in contact, and partly to the 
constitution of the bodies and the state of the surfaces in respect 
to smoothness or roughness, dryness or lubrication. Tbe resis
tance is termed friction. 

The constitution of the bodies cannot be defined by laws, but 
must be expressed by coefficient numbers obtained by experi
menta, in the same manner as specifi.c gravities, elasticities, &c. 
Experimenta made with great care, and repeated by different 
persons, have shown the proportional magnitude of the friction in 
different substances. These results are recordad in two manners. 
The first, by writing down the fraction which, for each pair of 
substances, expresses the ratio of their friction to the pressure by 
which tbe bodies are kept in contact. This ratio is usually noted 
byf 

friction 
· · · f = pressure" 

481. The second method ís by the employment of oblique 
abutting pressures, as follows. • 

Let EF be a fi.xcd plane unpolished surface, supposed for 
convenience horizontal, on which the similar lower plane surface 
of a block DB resta, and let a force Fig. 327. 

applied to the upper extremity of 
a rod CB be exerted to presa this 
upper block upon the fixed surface 
below it by abzctting obliquely upon 
it. It should termínate below with 
a blunted point. From any point 
in the rod let fall a normal CD to 
the surface of the loose block. 
Thus we have a triangle right
angled at D. lf CB represent 

F 

the butting force in the direction of the rod, we may resol ve that 
force into CD which presses the surfaces normally together, and 
D B parallel to the surfaces, which is exerted in the production of 

• This elegant and aceurate method was discovt>red by .M. Parent. and is the sub
ject of bis Essay in the Memoir8 of the .J.cadcmy of Pari8. ( Vilk Mém . .Acad. Par. 
1704, p. 173.) 
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a direct push of the movable block upon the fixed surfaee EF in 
opposition to that resistance. 

Thus the obliq u e or butting force produces by its normal or 
pressing component, a force which governs the magnitm.le of the 
frictional resistance, and by its horizontal or pushing component 
a force which is in direct opposition to that passive resistance. 

Let the angle BCD made by the butting force with the 
normal pressing force CD be such that the pushing component 
DB be exactly equal to the frictional resistance. No moti011 uf 
the movable block roill take place however tite magnitude of the 
b11tting force be varied, because the ratio of tl'e pressing compnne1tt 
to tite pushing component remains the same. This particular 
value of the butting angle was termed the angle of equilibrinm 
by Parent, but is now named the limiting angle of re!listance. 

If this angle be diminished by inclining the rod forward as at 
B C: the pressing component CD is increased as at (! D' and the 
pushing component diminished to D' B and thus the frictional 
resistance is increased by the greater pressure and the pushing 
force diminished. Hence the block camwt be made to slide what· 
e ver effort be exerted at (!. On tbe other band if tbe limiting 
angle be increased by inclining the rod backward, the pressing 
component is diminished to C:' D'' and the pushing component 
increased to BD1• So that the block cannot be prevented from 
sliding 1ohatever he the amount of force applied to C:'. 

The passages in italics are the translated words of Parent + 
from his paper in the ' Memoirs of the Academy of París,' 170-l. 
p. 173. 

The butting rod or piece CB (fig. 328) may be terminated 
below by a convex surface resting either on a fixed plane B D or 
a curved surface GBF. 

In the first case the point of contingence B of the two surfac,. 
must be joined by a ri,ght line BC with the point of application 

* The Rev. H. Moseley was tht' first to perceh·e that this limitation oC tht' fóJ'I'·:f 
within which the force rod e B preBSing on a given point of a snb&unce in frictioca.: 
contRCt with a fixed auñace acts without producing motion, is not oonfiued to o~ 
normal plane but may l'lldiate in all direetions Crom this point B. aud is eurted in &11 

inflnity of d.ilf~n>nt directions included within a ct'rtain angle, e B D, to the norm.L 
a B, or rather within the 1urjace oj a «rtain right cont, having tht' normal for its a.Ds 
and the point of resistance B, for its vertex.-Moulq¡ on tiM Equilibrium o.f tlu .A.rdl: 
Camb. Phü. Tr., 183.S, vol. v. p. 302. In his Mechanical Pri.~pl& oj Engifl«'ri~g; 
1843, p. 149, he claims th ha ve fir•t given in the abovt' paper, not only the proJl'"'rtif"S 
nf t be con e of rrmtance but altio thotM> of the limiti"!J a"ffle oj J'tiÍ&taJtct, wh ich latt~r 
1 have shown above to hue been d.iecovered and demonstrllted a eentur¡ &Dd a hall 
bef;.ore, by Parent. 
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C of the pressure at the other extremity of the rod, and the nngle 
which this right line makes with the normal Ba will be that 
which is equivalent to </>. 

lf the lower extremity of the rod be a e 
curved surface resting on another curved 
surface, the angle of the rod with the 
colflmon tangent plane of these surfaces 
passing through the point of contingence 
must be taken. 

"~hen experiment has shown us the 
limiting angle ~ which belongs to a 
given pair of materials we can express 
the nlue of the three side.s of the triangle 
CDB thus 

Let butting force or total reaction ( CB)= R 

Fi¡r. 328. 
a 

.·. n01wal pressure N=( CD)=R cos ~ 
friction F=(DB)=R sin cp 

friction (D B) 
f= pre!8ure= -en =tan~ 

The triangle formed for any given pair of surfaces by the 
friction F ( = DB), the normal pressure N ( = CD), and the total 
reaction R ( = CB), which is their resultant, remains similar to 
itse)f bowever the magnitude of the reaction R may vary, for by 
the fundamental ]aw it hns a right angle- included between sides 
of given proportion. The angles are therefore constant. and it 
ma.y be said that the total reaction makes with the normal a 
constant angle, which is termed the frictiolt angle and ·will be 
designated by ~. and we obtnin 

F 
(1) N=tan 1/>=f; 

(2) F =sin!/>= f . 
R ,tf+p• 

N 1 
(3) R =cos !/>= /f +ji · 

482. The following table is a summary in numbers of the average 
results of the numerous experimenta made by the investigators 
named abo ve for determining the constants or values off obtained 
by putting the different classes of materials in frictional contact. 
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J 
Materiala in contact BD friction • 

(f ]J 
or-- --

preasure 

With unguents ·08 -l'I 50 

Metals on metals . •17 l 10" 
Wood on wood . ·38 ! ISO 
Bricks and &tones . ·65 J 83° 

483. Fig. 329 embodies and exhibits to the eye the results 
of the experimente made by Morin to determine the magnitudes 

Fig. 329. 

e --·------ .. 

' ' ' ' ' ' 
' •. 

\ 
' 
' ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' ' ' . 
' ' 

' 
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. 

. 

B A: 

o 10 ao 30 41) ~ú 6U ro 80 • .aw 

of the limiting angle DCB. This is reduced from a large draw
ing in which 1 laid down all th_e nrious combinations of materials 
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with each other given hy that excellent experimentalist. In the 
above figure I ha ve confined the liues to the expression of the ex
treme and mean values that appertain to the combination of ma
terials of any one clnss with each other, as metals on metals, 
woods on woods, bricks and stones together. For each class the 
least and greatest anglcs are drawn and the two linea connected 
by a bracket, from the central cusp of which a light double line 
dra,vn to join the scale points to the mean value of JJB which 
belongs to the class in question. 

484. The magnitude of the friction between a pair of plane 
surfaces the one fixed and the other movable, is governed by three 
principal laws which follow, and have been confirmed by in
numerable experimenta. 

The 1st law is that tite ma.gnitude of tite frictional resistance 
between a given pair of surfaces of any materials is proportional 
to tite pressure that lt.eeps them in contact. 

This is easily exhibited by placing weights in the scale until 
the upper surface begins to move. Then doubling the pressure 
by added weights it will be found that the weights in the scales 
must also be doubled to produce motion, and so on, remembering 
that part. of the frictional pressure is due to the weight of the 
movable block. • 

The 2nd law is that the frictioual resistance is unajfected by the 
area of contact, which is shown by first exhibiting the movable 
piece witb its largest surface in contact and then placing it on 
edge u pon the fixed plane. t 

The 3rd law is that the frictional resistance is wholly una.ffected 
by the relative velocity of the ruhbing surfnces. 

The first law being admitted, the second law can easily be 
proved by reasoning alone, when the pressure which produces 
friction is equally distributed over the area of contact. For 

* The metal blocks should be made of a. deflnite number of ounces in weight, and 
the multiplica.tion of the weight which produces the friction.U pressure can be ea.sily 
effected by a.dding one, two, &e., of weight equal to tbe unit; wooden blocks are so 
light tha.t their w~igbt may be neglected in estimating the amount of the frictional 
pressure. 

t The two flnt simple la.ws ma.y be illustrated roughly by the following homely 
experimenta. Firstly, a. brick laid u pon the horizontal surface of a.nother brick will 
require the same forcA exerted pa.rallel to tha.t surface to move it whether it be laid 
flat or set on edge. Secondly, if a third brick be laid on the moving brick the force 
required to move the two will be doubled because the weigbt of the moving masa is 
doubled. Tho first experiment exemplifles the seeond law, the second experiment the 
drst law. These two laws were discovered a.nd sta.ted by Amontone, the first experi
menter on the subjeet. .Vem. of tM .A.cad~my of Sciencu at ParÍII, Deeember 29, 1699, 
p. 206. 
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if this area be doubled, every element of the area will have to 
bear half the pressure that it sustained before the change; and 
as the friction on each element is propurtional to the weight, 
we have twice the number of elements each sustaining half the 
friction, and the total resistance of the friction is therefore un
affected. 

485. In addition to these laws it must be mentioned tbat the 
friction of two surfaces which bave been for some time in contact 
is not only increased, but is subject to causes of variation and 
uncertainty from which the friction of motion is exempt. Also 
it is well known that if the surfaces in contact are subjected to 
vibrations impressed on the bodies in question by blows or other 
causes the friction is diminished. Thus, when carpenters wish to 
loosen the wedge which fixes the cutting iron of their planes they 
strike the end of the plane smartly, and the vibrations thus im
pressed upon the wood immediately unlock the wedge by dimin
ishing the friction so as to allow it to be properJy adjusted. 

Also the vibrations generated in wheel carriages by tra.velling 
over rough roads or pavements are apt to loosen the uuts by 
which the parta of such carriages are united, hy diminishing the 
frictional adhesion of the out to the surface upon which it is 
screwed down, which surface by its elasticity reacts upon the nut 
and repels it, thereby necessarily compelling it to rotate slightly 
on the screw thread. This loosening of a out can be prevented 
by adding another nut, which must be screwed hard down upon 
the first, to increase the pressure upon the screw thread. 

The construction of the coupling links of railway carriages 
offers another device by which the unscrewing of tbe connecting 
screws from their nuts from the above cause is wholly prevented. 
The instrument in question is so familiar to railway travellere 
that a short de~cription will suffice to explain its action. 

Its object is to connect railway carriages with each other and 
with the engine so asto form a train. From a central cylindrical 
block two screws extend in opposite directions, one being right
hnnded the other left-handed. 

The nuts of these scrcws are each attached to a long stapll'. 
As the opposite screws have opposite inclinations the effect of 
turning the central connecting block is either to cause both screws 
to enter their nuts and thus to draw the nuts and their attached 
staples closer together, or if turned in the opposite direction to 
cause the nuts n.nd staples to diverge. 'Vhen the apparatus is to 
be employed, the staples, set at their greatest distan ce, are applied 
at each end to the respective hooks of the two caniages which 
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rcquire to be coupled, the compound screw is then turned in the 
tlirection which causes the staples to approach and draw the car
riages together so that the buffers may come into proper conta.ct. 
The central block has an arm fixed to it, termioated by a hall. 
which hangs downwards and is employed as a handle to enable 
the block aPd its two scrcws to be rotated. 

1f the doublc screw were simply turned by a spanner wheo 
thus regulating the distance of the staples, the vibration of the 
carriages when in motion would gradually looseo the nuts, and 
cause the double screw piece to revolve on ita axis in the direc
tion of the strain which teods to increase the distance of the 

Fig. 330. 

staples. But this effect i_s completely stopped by the heavy hall, 
f"or the jolting and vibrr.tion of the moving carriages is never able 
to throw the hall over the coupling link. 

486. Figs. 330 and 331 represent the apparatus 1 employ for 
DD 
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the exemplification of the two first laws of friction. It is also pro
vided with an additional portion to show the phenomena of butting 

Fig. 331. 

B D 

friction. This portion, which is marked with the Greek charac
ters afJryo1JOp, is removed when the apparatus is in use for the 
first-named purpose. 

AB CD is a back-board, to which a piece E is framed which 
serves as a leg to connect it with a cast-iron foot F when in u~. 
GH is a horizontal shelf projecting from the face of the back-board 
and employed to support the ¡;urfaces which are operated upon. 
It is terminated at each end by fixed blocks LM, each of which 
has a vertical slit for the passage of the cords which procced from 
the scnle-pans WV. A set of pri8ms of wood and metal must bE.' 
prepared, of which the lower ones as Tt may he nearly as long as 
the distance between the blocks L and M and a little narrower 
than the shelf GH. They may be fixed by smnll wedges. 

The upper or moving blocks, as K, must be much shorter and 
nearly as broad as the lower block. 

The brass and iron upper blocks may be 3 inches long, 2 
inches broad, and i of an inch thick. Those of wood 8 inche5 
long for the lower and 5 for the upper, the same breadth of 3 
inches, and ¡ of an inch thick. 

The experimenta are performed by placing weights upon the 
movable block, and then others in the scale until the block 
begins to slide. The former weights, including that of the block, 
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represent the pressing force, and the latter the pushing or pulling 
force that is equal to tbe frictional resistance. 

To ascertain the value of the limiting angle for any pair of sur
faces, blocks as above described must be prepared, and the weights 
which just produce motion in the moving body be measured. 
This being compared with the weight of the moving block will 

give the ratio P 8 = pushi.ng- fo¡ye = f =:w tt~.n t/J ; w here f is the co-
CD pressmg force 

efficient of friction for the bodies employed, and t/J tbe limiting 
angle of resistance. 

The results of butting f!Rction given above may be shown by 
the apparatus in figs. 33(}, 331. This consists of a radial arm 
/38, which is attached to the baok of the board A C by a center 
bolt at 8, and clamped fast ~t any desireu angle by a second bolt 
p which grasps the circumference of the lower edge of the arm. 
The latter is expanded into an are of a circle, whose center is fJ 
and radius /3p. A second ariQ Or¡ is horizontal in its mean po!!i
tion, and tnrns on a pivot stud ate, and tenninates outward in a 
circular segment, grooved to receive a line and weights. At a 

another pivot projects from the face of tbe second arm, and sup
ports the upper end of a butting bar a/3, whioh turns freely upon 
it and is finished below with a blunted hemispherical termination 
which is received into a bollow sunk in the face of one of the 
upper friction blocks airead y described, This bar representa CB 
in fig. 327 a hove, and admits of being set at any angle to the face 
of the moving block. As shown at a/3, fig. 331, it presscs the 
block vertically (as at aB, fig. 327). But if the arm /38 be 
removed to the position /38' ( drawn in dotted lines) the butting 
bar is brought into the direotion a'/3, corresponding to CB in 
fig. 327. It will be seen that this bar can in fact be set at any 
required angle from the perpendicular outwards by fixing thc 
arm /38 accordingly. 

Also that the butting pressure connyed by the butting bar and 

generated by the weight ~ is constant and equal to ~;;18• For 

as the adjusting motion of the bar {38 takes place about an axis 
&y, fig. 330, thc direction of which contains the hollow in which 
the blunt end of the butting bar is received, the triangle 8a{3 re
mains constant, and therefore the bar a/3 receives a perpendicular 
thrust in all positions as at (}'a' {3, until the butting bar is carried 
beyond the limiting angle, when the movable block will be 
pushed out of the first position. The projecting blocks at P. 
and G are placed to prevent the block from slipping too far. 

D D 2 
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487. Fig. 332 is a piece of appat·atus which 1 construct.ed in 1840, 
principally to exemplify the third law of friction, which declares 
it to be unaffected by the velocity with which the rubbing sur
faces move in contact. • The figure shows the machina in its 
simplest form. 

Fig. 332. 

On a base-board AR an upright board CD is fixed, for the snp
port of the apparatus. The measure of the Írictional resi!ltance 
i:~ obtained by a Marriott's spring dynamomcter. This convenient 
instrument is constructed to show the weight of goods or parcels, 
and consists of a spiral cylindrical spring contained in a case 
which has a ring at the top to sust>end it from a fixed hook. A 
slender rod affixed to the low~r end of the spring hangs dowo
ward and is terminated by another hook. 'Vhen a body is to be 
weighed it is hung on the lattel' hook, and its wcight extends the 
~;piral spring downwards, until the increasing resistance of its 
elasticity equals the weight. The rod is pro,·ided with an index 
pi'Otruding through a ·rertical slit in the Cal'oe which indicates the 
weight on an engraved scale. In a larg.er form of the instrument. 
which is the most applicable to our purpoee, the rod in ita motion 
eommunicates rotation toan axis which protrudee from the center 
of a cylindrical dial and carries a hand like a clock face. The 
:.;cale of weights is engraved on its circumference. 

+ X o apparatua had been pl'('rioullly rontri.-ed to exhibit this la 'K toan audiPD~; for 
it haJ. been pMTed by obsel'l·ing the motitln of a sledge along a long horizontal bar, 
for the pnrpose of ascertaining 'Khether or no its motion be uniformly ~lenlled, thus 
rrquiring care and tim~, 'Kith a solid and exact apparatu~ wholly incompatible Yith 
the arrangemcuts of lectuN rooms. 
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In the fij:!:ure one of these dynamometers is affixed to the up
right standard CD in such a manner that the rod GF, to which 
the pressure is applied, is horizontal instead of vertical. 

A cylinder H of hard wood is mounted on a horizontal axis 
carried by two standards 1 and K, and furnished with a handle L. 

An iron lever J.l!N, isjointed at M to the standard DC, by mean!' 
of a strong stud, and is terminated at N by a hook. Vertical! y 
above the axis of the great oylinder H a strong stud is riYetted 
to the lever, and a small cylimler P revolves upon it. 

A slip, QR, of wood or other material is compressed between 
the rollers H and P, and conneoted by a wire link RF with 
the end of the rod FG ot' the dynamometer. 

The action of the machine is as follows. If the handle he 
turned, the bar QR is drawn between the cylinders H and P 
by the frictional adhesion produced by the weight of the iron 
lever and Ít.<; appendP.d weight W. But this motion of the bar 
draws out the rod GF of the dynamometer, and extends the 
spring until it reaches the position in which the force exerted by 
its tension exactly balances the friction of the lower surface of 
the wooden bar upon the top of the cylinder H. The dyna
mometer index thet·efore shows the magnitude of the friction. 

If the cylinder H be turned further in the same direction thc 
bar will remain in the same position, with small variations due to 
the inequalitics of the rubbing surfaces of the cylinder and bar. 
But the index will, with this exception, point to the same number 
of pounds whether the cylinder be turned slowly or rapidly; 
thus showing that the amount of friction is unaffected by the 
magnitude of the velocity with which the moving surface travels 
in coutact with the fixed surface. 

The pressure which maintains the frictional contact of the bar 
QR with the cylinder H, is produced by the weight of the iron 
lever, the cylinder P, and the weight of the bar QR, but the 
latter is 110 small that it may be neglected. 

Let the hook of a small Marriott's dynamometer in ita cylin
drical form be applied to the book N, and that end of the lever 
raised. 

Let R be the number of pounds indicated. This will be the 
pressure which maintains the frictional contact estimated at the 
point N. Let R=7. An additional weight of 7 lbs. appplied 
to the hook will double the pressure, and accordingly upon turn
ing the lower cylinder, the index of the great dynamometer will 
show a result double that of the tirst experiment. 

In my apparatus, when no additional weight is put on, the 
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index stands at about li lb.; 7 lbs., 14 lbs., &e., raise the ñietion 
to 3 lbs., 4i lbs. and so on, exemplifying the first law, which 
declares it to be proportional to tbe pressure. 

The wooden bar is provided with a narrow fillet projecting 
upwards on whieh the roller rests, and the lower surfaee is in 
contaet with the great eylinder along the whole breadth of the 
bar. 

lf the bar be reversed, so as to place the fillet in contact with 
the frietion eylinder H, the quantity of friction under each 
pressure will be found to remain the same as before. 

Thus the second law is exemplified. 
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CHAPTER JI. 

EMPLOYMENT OF BUTTING FRICTION. 

488. THE instrument sbown in fig. 333, invented by M. Per
rault hefore 1699, is tenned by bim a /,and. 

1 t is employed to govem Fig. 333. 

the course of a vertical rope 
GH, which passes upward 
and is carried over a pully 
above, then brought down and 
attached to any heavy load 
that requires to be hauled up. 
The construction of the me
chanism allow the rope's end 
to he hauled downwards but 
holds it fast wben it is 1et go. 
The effect is similar to that of 
a ratchet bar and detent, which 
allows the bar to slide in one direction, but prevents it from 
moving in the opposite. 

The rope G H is passed through two holes, the one at the upper 
part of the frame, and the other at the lower, which are some
what larger in diameter than the rope. Two arms, or rather 
jaws, A, B, move on center pins C, C, and are inclined down
ward, their inward ends are cut obliquely, and bite the rope by 
abutting opon it with their pointed extremit.ies. A metal plate 
R, is rivetted to the left jaw B, and pr~iects beyond it, and, as 
shown in the figure, is pierced with a slit. A pin projecting from 
the jaw A is passed through this slit, so that if either jaw be 
moved about its center the other will also be moved by this con
nection. 

The drawing shows that the arm B is urged upwards by a 
spring Q, and that on the contrary the jaw A has a cord 1 at
attached to it to pull it downwards at pleasure. The action of 
the machine will now be understood. 
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The jaw B being urged upwards carries with it the jaw A, by 
means of the slit and pin, and the rope is therefore pressed 
between the two, because the points which toucb the rope lie 
below the line of centers ce of the jaws, and tberefore if a force 
be applied to the upper part of the rope G to draw it up, the 
biting points will approach each other as they move upward, and 
press more and more powerfully u pon it; and if the angle CRG 
be less than the limiting angle of the materials the sliding of the 
rope upwards is impossible, but when the rope is pulled down
wards, its f'riction upon the biting points carries them downwards 
and outwards. 

When it becomes necessary to draw the rope upward, the 
cord Al must be pulled downwards, which will cause the biting 
points to retire from the rope and leave it free. 

The spring Q, when the machine is left, always preserves the 
biting position of the jaws. 

This principie was laid aside and forgotten for more than a 
century, until 1816, when M. Dobo, a French mechanist, ap
plied it toa ratchet-wheel.* 

489. This wheel is a plain circular disk with a hoop rising up 
round the circumference as shown in the section at n. A cylin

•Fig. 33-l. drical shaft which is fixed to the disk 
passes through a tuhular socket, anda 
transverse piece E e is attached to the 
front end of the shaft. The tubular 
socket being fixed to the frame of tbe 
machine behind, the wbeel and the 
shaft with its attached arms are so 
far free to revolve in either direction 
independently of each other. 

But a connection is established be
tween them by means of the pieces 
or pauls BC, EF, which are jointed 
to the arm, and termínate outwarda 
with convex surfaces that bear against 
the concave inside rim of the hoop, 

and are pressed into contact with it by springs; for it will be seen 
that the radius A C and the line Be, which connect the hinge 
pin C with the contact point B, make a considerable angle, and 
therefore the arm A C and the piece Be are together greater than 
the radius of the disk. Joining AB it is plain that the tangent 

* Vide Bullttin diJ la Socütd d' Encouragement, tom. xív. p. 12. 
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of the g•·eat circle at B is perpendicular to AB, and that the 
pressure of the curved piece CB meets that tangent at an angle == 
CBJJ. If this angle be greater than the frictional angle of the 
substances in contact, the clicks B C, E F will not be able to slide 
along the inner surface of the boop, and will therefore carry it 
along as the click or paul of a ratcbet pushes the circumference 
of a wheel by pushing against the radial sides of tbe angular 
notches. As the transversa arm E C carries a friction paul at 
each end the action is doubled. 

If the rotation of this arm is made in the opposite direction, the 
pauls BC, EF would simply turn the hoop backwards by virtue of 
the pressure produced by the springs upon the pauls. But a piece 
or detent ehd turning on a center e fixed to the frame is pressed 
by the spring at a into contact with the outer rim of the hoop 
wheel by ita convex edge bd. Thus the pressure at h reacting 
u pon the axis or center e of the detent, causes a pushing force to 
be exerted in the direction e b which make11 an angle ebd with 
the tangent of the outer circumference of the hoop wheel ; and, as 
already shown, if this angle be greater than the limiting angle 
e of the surfaces of the detent and hoop, it will be impossible to 
move the circumference in the direction that would diminish that 
angle ( namely clockwise ), but if it be pressed in the opposite 
direction from d towards h the angle cbd will be diminished and 
the pressure at b relieved so as to allow the wheel to be turned. 
This preSI!ure has the advantage of preventing the wheel from 
being carried by the momentum of its own weight beyond the 
position in which the force which has moved it has left it. 

In fact the action of this apparatus is equivalent to an ordinary 
ratchet wheel with a detent. The difference being that in the 
latter case the angles through which the wheel can be moved are 
limited to whole numbers of teeth, and in the friction detenta and 
pauls the beginning and end of the angles depend solely on the 
will of the operator. 

lnstead of applying the motion or 'live ' pauls to the inside 
of the wheel, a paul similar to tbe detaining paul ebd which 
presses on the outer circumference may be mounted on a lcver 
AH whose axis A coincides with that of the wheel. Tbe oscilla
tion of this lever will push the wheel in the same manner as the 
inside pauls of l\1. Dobo, and thus a wheel with spokes anda 
plain cylindrical circumferenoe can be used. 

Messrs. W orsaam ha ve constructed a ratchet wheel in this 
manner, which they terma 'silent feed.' The circumference of 
the wheel has an angular groove turned in it and the curved 
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circumferencc of the paul is made with the same angle outward, 
and therefore grasps the circumference with greater firmness. 

4!10. The principie of abutting friction has been applied to the 
construction oflifts and hoists for mines, buildings in progress, &c., 
by providing them with contrivances t.o stop the descent · of the 
lowl. when the suspending rope breaks. The earliest device for 
this purpoee is due t.o Dr. Hooke, and is described below (p. 416 ~ 

A modern patented machine represented in the diagram fig. 355 
may serve as a specimen of this class of frictional apparatus. 

AB, AB, are posts between which the case or vessel C, whieh 
contains the load or persons, is guided. A cross .. head d f u 

F. attached t.o the case by bars d~, fg, and a rod ¡g. 333. 
• terminated upwarde by an eye at h, and capable 

A of sliding through the socket in the middle of the 
cross-head is fixed to a block at its lower end, 
which block sustains the whole weight of the case 
C. Two levers h k jointed t.o the block at their 
upper ends and diverging downward, pass through 
mortises in the suspending bars, as shown in 
section, and a strong spring m connects the block 
with the t.op of the case. 

e The rope ah supports the weight of the case, 
which rests upon the block t.o which the butting 
levers are jointed. If the rope break, the spring 

B n will immediately draw the block downwards, and 
the butting levcrs will be compelled to spread outward, and thus 
to jam their lower extremities against their lateral posts AB, .AB, 
and thus prevent the farther descent of the case C. • 

* Thia example ie the alTIIngement patented as Bunnett's safety apparotus for liri! 
lllld hoists, &c. 
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CHAPTER III. 

EMPLOYMENT OF JAMMING OR TWISTING FRIOTION. 

491. ÜNE of the earliest examples of tbis class i8 the car
penter's 'holdfast,' wbicb is an old contri vanee, being figured 
and described in Moxon's 'Mechanick Exercises,' 1677. 

This instrument consista of a cy lindrical shank AB and a beak 
A D of a peculiarly curved fonn as shown in the figure, which 
exhibits it with its sbank inserted into the cylindrical hole LM, 

Fig. 336. 

bored vertically through the bencb. The end D of the beak 
terminates with a flat kind of paw of a circular form, which presses 
on the upper surface of tbe work H which is to be' held fast.' 
1 have introduced the dotted lines and the clamping screw at F, 
to show a modero improvemcnt to this instrument which will be 
described below. 

The mode in which this holdfast is enabled to press down the 
work fast upon the bench is well described in the quaint words 
of Moxon as follows. 

'lt performs this office with tbe knock of an Hammer or 
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Mallet upon the ltead (A)* of it; for the Beak (D) of it being 
made crooked downwaros, the end of the Beak falling upon tbe 
flat of the Beuch t keeps the Holdfast above the flat of the 
Bench, and the hole in the Bcuch tbe Shank is let into being 
bored straight down and wide enough to let tbe Holdfast play 
a little, the Head of the Holdfast _ being knockt, the point of 
the Beak throws the Shank aslope in the hale in the Benclt and 
presses its back..side ( L) hard against the edge of the Role on the 
upper superficies of the Bench, and ita Foreside (M) hard against 
the opposite side of the under superficies of the Bench, and so by 
the point (D) of the B«ak the Shank of the Holdfast is wedged 
between the upper edge (L) and its opposite edge of the round 
hole in the Bench.' 

Our author has omitted to mention that the wedging or jamming 
pressure of the ehank in the bol e produced by the vertical blow 
upon the head A of the holdfast is immediately unlocked by & 

horizontal blow upon the back of the head A, which drives it in a 
direction that relieves the pressure at L ; a blow upwards on the 
lower end of the shank at B will produce the same effect. 

lnstead of constructing the beak AD in one piece with the 
shank, it is in the best holdfasts now made separate, in the form 
shown by the dotted lines at el.'F. The stem is finished at the 
top by a short branch A e, which is bored traversely nt C, and 
spiit so as to embrace the beak ED, which is attached to it by & 

joint pin C. 
The endE of tl,e beak iH cylindrical in form, and furnished 

with a strong screw F having a lever passing through its head. 
When the screw is turned so as to make it descend, its lowet 

end pressing upon A causes E to rise and carry up the joint pin 
e, at the same time pressing AB downwards. For as the beak 
ED rests upon D, the effect of the motion described is to cao;;e 
the angle DEB to become more acute, and thus to place the stem 
in the oblique position with respoot to the cylindrical hole LJ/ 
which produces the jamming or twisting friction on which the 
action of the instrument depends, and which in the simple fono of 
the hook was obta.ined by blows, which are liable · to jar or displace 
the work by their vibrations. 

In the improved form the effect results from the quiet steady 
application of screw pressure ; and if the screw F be turned in 
the opposite direction, the jamming friction is unlocked. The 
forces acting on the shank are the two reactions of the opposite 

* The capitalletter& in parentheais refer to my figur~. 
t Query ' the flat of tM work.' 
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sides of tbe cylindrical bole at L and M; La., Mb, being the 
nonnals to tbe surfaces in contact at the opposite sides of the 
shank, and Ll, ;.lfm, the reactions when the shank is at the point 
of moving upwards, cf> being the limiting angle. These reactions 
meet at the point K, and their resultant is a force acting 
downward. 

The reaction at D acts upwards, and forros with the resultant 
at K, a c11uple of forces in opposite directions, which teud to turn 
the hook clockwise, and thus to increase the pressure at L and ft/. 

The linear dircction of a force applied for the purpose of un
locking the jamming friction at L and M must pass upwards on 
the opposite side of K from D, or in any direction that will tend 
to turn the holdfast contrary to that impressed ou it by the 
reaction at n.• 

492. The same principie has been applied to screw hammers 
and to clamps, of which the figure of W eston's patent clamp is an 
example. It consist~ of a stem AB (fig. 337) Fig. 337• 

with an ann AD, through the outer extremity 
of which the clamping screw E is tapped. 

The lower or movahle arm slides freely on .,. 
the stem, the section of which is given at ! 

: fig. 338. . 
'Vhen two pieces C, F have to be clamped ~ 

together, the clamp is so placed that its ~ 
pressing washer d rests on the selected part + 
of the piece C. The piece F being tht-n ad~ l 
justed in position, the lower arm GH is now ¡ 
slid upwards into contact with F, and the q 

clamping screw put in action. Its pressure at ~ 
H u pon the arm G H being opposed by the . 
jamming friction of its socket on the stem at FJg. 338. 

G, which is similar to the friction of the stem of the carpenter's 
holdfast in the cylindrical bole of the bench, it generates two 
diagonally opposite points of contact, the one at the lower part of 
the socket at h, and the upper one at g. 

* The Holdíast ( Valet, Fr.) has been selected as 11n f-xample in the excellent :J'raité 
tlu MécaninM& of M. J. N. Haton Delagoupilliere, París, 1864, p. 381, and pi. xvi. 
fig. 256, from wbich 1 han extneted the d_.ription of the aetion oC the preasures in 
the above article. 
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ROD-RATCHET WORK. 

493. Fig. 339 is a lecture model by which the principie and 
action of a ratehet motion invented by M. Salad in of Mulhouse in 
1839• can be shown. 

The model, fig. 339, is wholly constructed with wood and 
hinges. 

The purpose of it is, to give to a vertical cylindrical rod G F &n 

intermittent rising motion, through indefinite steps, the extent of 
which are only limited by the will of the operator 

Fig. 339· and the dimensions of the machina. 
The standard AB supports the mechani.sm. 

The rod is sustained by passing through boles 
k, n, and D. Tbe latter hole is bored ver
tica.lly through the bracket en, a.nd is of a 
magnitud e that a.llows the rod to move through 
it with ease. 

The lower hole k is bored transverselv 
E through a bar HK, which is hinged to the 

frame at H, and has a lump of lead fi.xed on 
its extremity K. The hole is larger than the 
diameter of the rod, which therefore passes 
through it easily. A second bar PN, like the 
last, has a loose hole at n, and a lead weight 
at. N. But this bar is hinged to a piece L 
which is itself hinged to a vertical bar J.VM, 
surmounted by a knob at M, which is sup-

x ported by passing through a square opening 
at e in the upper bracket s¡t e, and by a 
band of metal at E. The loaded bars PN, 
HK hang in a position which enables them 
to gra.sp the round rod as the hole in the car
penter's hench grasps the stem of the holdfast 
in the la.st example. If the hand be applied 
at G, and drawn upwards, the rod will ri..qe 
through the two boles nk, as the grasp of the 

carpenter's holdfa.st is unlocked by striking it at its lower ex-
tremity. But a pressure downwards on G will only jam the rod 
more firmly in n and k. 

On the contrary, when the knob Mis raised by hand, the bar 

• BuUetin de ;Vullwrue, tom. :s:li, p. 296, 1839, or DelagoupilliUe, p. 302. 
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PN will retain its grasp and raise the rod, and the latter will rise 
easily through the hole at k, because the rod itself is drawn 
tbrough the lower hole k in the direction which unlocks the jam. 

Thus by raising and depressing the knob M through distances 
varying at pleasure, these motions are communicated to the bar, 
which thus rises by uner¡ual steps. 

To lower it it is only necesijary to raise by hand the outer ends 
N, K, of the bars PN, HK, which will thus loosen their grasp 
and the bar will descend. 

The upper bar PN manifestly corresponde to the click, and 
the lower HK to the detent of ordinary ratchet-work. 

The intermediate piece L is necessary to allow the bar PN 
freedom of motion, to enable the hole at n to ensure its grasp on 
the rod. 
. 494. Another example of the employment of diagonal jamming 
is supplied by the so-oalled ' hitch-stick,' universally employed 
for adjusting the tension of tent-ropes. 

Fig. 340 shows my lecture model for exhibiting its properties, 
the arrangement of which was suggested to me by a figure in the 
excellent 'Traité de Charpenterie' of Emy Fig. 340. 
(1841).• He terms it 'Amarrage variable.' 

lt is shown in the act of sustaining a weight 
W, which by the property of the contrivance 
can be eMily fixed at any height from the base 
of the machine. 

The hitch-stick is a piece of wood e' f, with 
two boles bored through it near its extremities. 
The cord whiCh is to sustain the weight hM a 
knot at its end f, and is passed through the hole 
f in the stick, thence under the lower pully e 
and through the other bole e and over the upper 
pully d to the weight W. The tension thus 
gh'en to the string acts upwards through the 
hole a and by means of the pully downwards 
upon the knot f. Thus the outer end of the 
stick is pulled downwards and exerts a twisting 
or jamming grip upon the diagonally opposite 
ends of the hole e, as in the carpenter's holdfast, 
which fixes the weight at the .desired height. 

But if the hitch-stick is brought into the ...1.___r_==~ 
horizontal position by depressing its end a, the vertical cord deb 
will pass through the axis of the hole, and the hitch-stick may 

* Tom. ii. p. 693, and flg. 42, pl. 162. 
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be shifted up or down the rope, thus raising or depressing the 
weight W to the required position. When the hand is removed 
from the stick, the upward tension of the rope will enable it to . 
pull down its outer end f, and thus renew the grip on the rope 
ata. 

'Vhen this contrivance is employed for tent ropes, a stake i.s 
driven ohliquely into the ground, and the loop hcf passed over it. 
The pully C is introduced into the model to enable the action of 
the contrivance to be shown more conveniently. 

495. Dr. Hooke communicated to the Royal Society (July 11, 
1683) a. 'Contri vanee to stop great W eights falling,' of which he 
exhihited a model which acts upon the principie of the diagonal 
friction of the shank of the holdfast, or rather that of the grip of 
the hitch-stick. 

His description is printed in Derham's work ' Philosophical 
Experimenta and Obser;vations of the late eminent Dr. Robert 
Hooke, &c.' (li26), p. 111, accompanied by a coarse wood
cut, apparently copied from a rough sketch, as it contains some 
palpable errors. For the purpose of studying the action of t.he 
machine, 1 constructed a rough model, which enabled me to 
discover the connections necessary to ensure the succeg of the 
contrivance, and subsequently to put it into a fonn which has 
r.rovided me with a most amusing and interesting experiment for 
the lecture room. 

" T.he Experiment" (in Hooke's own quaint words) "was a 
,·ery plain and easy way, how to stay a weight from falling, 
when the Rope, or Chain by which it is drawn up or let down, 
shall chance to break. This was effected by a small Arm ex
tended out from the top of the W eight to the Side, with a Hand 
or Pipe, at the End thereof, which grasped or inclosed, anotller 
Rope or Chain, extended from the Top to the Bottom ; which 
Hand or Pipe was so wide, as to slip freely upon the said Rope 
~>o long as the 'V eight was suspended by its own Rope; but so 
soon as that in any way fail'd, the Hand grasped the Side Rope 
fast, and hindered the W eight from descending to the Bottom." 

"The explicating it by a Scheme* makes it the more intel
ligible, 1 representa the W eight, ah the Arm, moving with a joint 
at e u pon the other Part of it lt., fast into the Weight, ef represen u 
the Rope, by which the W eight is either drawn up or let down, 

* Fig. U 1 is tract.d from Hooke"s cut, with the com>etione neceesary to allow t.be 
action to take place, M will nppear below. Fig. 342 is an additional sketcll added by 
myself to illustrate the result of the fracture o( the rope. 
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fasten'd to the Elbow f; by which Means the Wrist, and Hand 
of the Arm, is lt.ept at Right Angles wit/& the Part fast in the 
Weight, and so the Hand slips freely upon the greater Rope gh, 
extended from the Top to the Bottom, to which the 'V eight can 

Fig. 341. Fig. 342. 

g 

1 

/t. 

dcscend ; d represente a spring, by which, so soon as the Rope 
of the W eight, which holds by the Elbow f, fails, the Arm is 
extended straight; by which the Hand h, presently holds fast 
the Rope, or Chain gh, by being made oblique to the Perpen
dicular, and, so creeking the Rope, and so hinders it from falling; 
as by the Experiment shewn, plainly appear'd." 

Our Author then proceeds to enumerate the applications of 
this contrivance to clock or chime weights in towers, to the 
buckets employed in mines for drawing up and letting down 
men, or ores, stones, and other things, or for men and materials 
w ben constructing high buildings. 

In Hooke's woodcut the direction of the ''erticalline ef of the 
EE 
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suspending rope, whieh ought manifestly to pass through the 
eenter of gravity of the weight when produced, is made to pass 
considerably to the left of it, which is absurd, and evidently the 
result of the draughtsman's or wood-engraver's carelessness. 

In my construction of the machine, 1 introduced a change in 
the articulation of the arm joint with the part K which is 'fa•t 
into the Weigltt,' by constructing it with a stop in the hinge, 
which ensures the horizontal position of the arm, which is 
essential to the free sliding of the ring h upon the safety-rope 
as it may be termed. 

The part K fast in the weight, in my diagram is inelined up
wards to the rigbt, so as to bring the line of the suspending 
rope ef perpendicular) y abo ve the center of gravity of the weight. 

The arm fo is a lever whose fulcrum is e, from which the 
weight I is suspended, and the elbow f is sustained in opposition 
to that weight by the tension of the rope fe, and also by the 
action of the spring d, which tends to turn the arm ah upwards, 
in opposition to the upward tension of fe upon the short lever 
arm ej. When ef hreaks, the spring d immediately throws up 
the arm as seen in fig. 342. 

496. lt often happens that when the knobs of a drawer are 
grasped to open it, it will after coming out a little way stick fast 
all of a sudden, and after much pulling and pushing in different 
directions, will unexpectedly give way suddenly under a. desperate 
effort, and perhaps tumble out, strewing its contente at the feet of 
the operator. 

A drawer resta and elides upon a wooden bar at each end, 
fixed against the si des of the ehest, and is in the same condition 

,as the shank of the holdfast, namely, that its sliding sides are 
in loose contact with the sides of the chest. If, therefore, the 
drawer is pulled in a direction parallel to these sides, it will come 
freely out; but if a twist is given to it, it will immediately be 
placed in the condition of diagonal jamming, which will be 00-
covered by the front or face of the drawer hecoming out of 
parallelism with the front of the chest, and may he unlocked by 
judicious pressure at the more prominent end of the face. 

It must be remembered that the contenta of a drawer are ¡ 
rarely distributed so as to cause the center of gravity of the 
moving maas to be in the central transversa vertical plane. 
Hence the pressures which produce the frictions upon the two 
bars which support the drawer are unequal, and the knobs being 
at equal dist.q.nces from the ends, it follows that, supposing the 
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two pulls to be made with equal force, their resultant will be in 
the central transverse plane, and will thus forro with the re
sultant of the unequal frictions and excentric center of gravity a 
couple of forces, which will cause the sroa.ll rotation of the 
drawer which jaros it fa.st. 

EE2 
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CHAPTER IV. 

EMPLOY~lfENT OF FRICTION WHEELS. 

49i. THE substitution of rolling contact for sliding by the 
wheels of carriages is a simple and direct application of the three 
laws of friction airead y investigated (vide Art. 484 abo ve). 

Let AB be the frame of a carriage supported on three wheels. 
Let R be the radius of the wheel and r of the axles. 

Fig. 343. 

The machine resta therefore upon three points, and the weight 
( = W) may be assumed to be equally distributed upon them. 

Suppose the wheels to be prevented from revolving on their 
axles, and let the machine be drawn along the ground through a 
distan ce equal to the circumference of the wheel :::hr R. The 
amount offriction =3 xjW1rR. 

If, however, the wheels are left free to revolve, the rubbing 
f1iction is transferred to the contact of the cylindrical axes with 
their boxes, and the amount of rubbing in each reYolution is the 
lcngth of the circumference of the axle, and . ·. = 3fW7rr. Thus 
thc ratio of friction of a sledge and a wheel carriage of equal 

wei(Jht drawn through any given distance = !!., and this is 
o r 

increased by the fact tbat the friction of the sledge on the ground 
is greater than that of the axles, which admit of lubrication. 

That the application oi wheels to carriages is of great ant.iquity 
is shown by the mention of them in the first books of the 
Scriptures. 
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498. Another de,·ice to facilitate the conveyance of irregularly~ 
shaped heavy bodies, 1\luch as cubical masses of stone intended for 
buildings, was to enclose the mass in a wooden case of a cylindrical 
form, so that it could be rolled along the ground by men, or if 
fumished with pivota at each end, could be drawn by horses. 
This method is described in the tenth book of Vitruvius, who 
attributes it to Ctesiphon, but it must in all probability have 
occurred much earlier. 

A more direct and complete substitution of rolling for sliding 
is commonly employed when heavy packages have to be moved 

Fig. 344. 

le 
~~ 

ni 
~ ~ il ~ 
a. b e el e 

from one place to another on flat or inclined ground, by placing 
long cylindrical rollers beneath the heavy case. As the load is 
pushed forward the cylinders travel in the same direction, but. 
(as is e as y to see) wi th a velocity of half that of the load, from 
under and behind which they therefore escape in turn, and are 
taken up by the assistanta and transferred to the front in order. 

499. The friction of the shafts or axes of machinery in their 
bearings may be diminished by the employmimt of friction wheels, 
or rather anti-Jriction wheels. These are arranged in the manner 
shown in the diagram ( fig. 345 ), which representa the whecls 
of Atwoods' machine, invented abont 
1780 for the purpose of making ex~ 
periments on the rectilinear motion of 
bodies, which are performed by sus~ 
pending unequal weights to the two 
ends of a string which is carried over 
a pully, and observing the times of 
their descent. As the friction of the 
axis of the pully might interfere with 
the resulta, each extremity of the axis 
is supported by a pair of wheels or 
rollers, mounted in a suitable frame, so 

Fig. 3!5, 

that their neighbouring surfaces overlap and nearly touch each 
other. Their axes are short and parallel to that of the principal 
wheel. Thus by the overlapping of the rollers an angular trough 
or notch is formed at each end of the machine, by which the long 
axis of the pully is supported as shown in the figure. 'When 
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the pully revolves, its axis, prened into eontaet with the rollen 
by the weight of the great wheel and that of its suspended load. 
causes them to rota te, and thus the sliding friction of the principal 
nxis is transferred to the axes of the friction rollers. 

lf the principal axis rested in bearings a.t each end the quantity 
of friction in each revolution would be measured by the length 
of the circumference of the axis. But each revolution of the 

principal axis produces a. fraction of a revolution = {¡. where R 

and r are the radii of the friction rollers and their axes. 
The ends of the principal axis termínate in points which rest 

against a part of the frame of the friction rollers at each en d. 
Friction wheels were about the beginning of this century 

applied to heavy Dl~tehinery. But it was found that the axes of 
these wheels were Hable to stick fast in their bearings from the 
accumulation of dust and thick oil. When this happens, the am 
of the principal wheel rotating upon the fixed circumference of 
the friction wheel thus prevented from moving, begins to wear a 
notch at the point of the circumference upon which it rests, and 
thus prevents it from revolving. This, and the additional oom
plication caused by the employment of these wheels drove them 
out of practice, and finally the introductiob of cast-iron and 
machine tools into the construction of mechanism rendered the 
~:~urfaces of the cylindrieal axes so much more perfect in form as 
to reduce the friction to an amount that was no longer injurious. 

500. Mr. Whitworth's ehain-link for the treadle of lathes i.s a 
remarkable and thoroughly practical application of the principie 
nf substituting rollibg contact for sliding, to prevent the wearing 
out of the surfaces. In the ordinary lathe the axis of the fly
wheel is bent into the crabk form, and the link wbich connects it 
with the treadle terminates upward in a hook, which is simply 
kept in its place by the weight of tbe treadle; but the crank has 
nn angular groove sunk in its circumference to receive and steady 
the hook laterally. Without great care in oiling and cleaning, 
thc friction of the hook is apt to grind itself and the cnmk grool"e, 
and eventually to break the hook or the axle, which necessitat~ 
an expensivc repair. 

But in Mr. Whitworth's treadle-link the crank AB is provided 
with a strong cylinder A to receive a broad endless chain of metal 
constructed on the ptinciple of watch chains. The lower loop o{ 

the chain passes over a cylindrical pully roller D which turns 
ou an axis carried by the treadle. Thus the crank-pin and the 
treadle-pully are connected like two pullies with an endle~ 
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band. The crank cylinder being in one piece with the axis of 
the fiy-wheel, revolves with it, and the chain rolls upon its surface, 

Fig. 346 . 

. ~J( 
1 1 . 1 

1 i 
/ i 

// 

ri.sing and falling with it and with the treadle, of which e Í.c; tbe 
axis and E the tread. The grinding friction w bich destroys the 
ordinary crank is therefore removed. 
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CHAPTER V. 

EJIPLOYMENT OF OOIL FRIOTION. 

501. WHEN a cord is coiled about a cylinder, for example, in the 
manner of ñg. 34 7, with weights attached to ita extremity, the 

Fig. 347. friction of the cord u pon the surface 
inoreases with great rapidity, and 
can be shown to be independent of 
the magnitude of the diameter of 
the cylinder, and to depend solely on 
that of the angle embraced. This 
is best shown by .fizing the cylinder 

i so as to prevent its rotation, and 
suspending unequal weights to the 
two pendent ends of the cord re
spectively. 1f the cord be simply 
pa.ssed over the upper surface of 
the ñxed cylinder it will be in 
contact with the upper half of its 
oireumference, and the tension pro
duced in the cord by the weights 
will generate friction throughout 

that portion of its length. If the difference of the weights is 
greater than this frictional resistance the heavier weight will 
descend and draw up the smaller one. But if the difference be 
less than the frictional resistance, the weights will remain at rest. 

Taking the mean value of friction a.t one-third of the pressure 
which genera.tes it, it can be shown tha.t any weight tied to one 
end will support a weight about three times as great at the other 
en d. 

If a.n additional coil of the cord is taken over the cylinder the 
small weight will support one twenty-seven times as great, and 
every additional coil multiplies the friction about nine times (in 
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round numbers ), and the half coil three times. For it is manifest 
that if a cord be coiled round a horizontal cylinder with its ends 
hanging down, a half coil is necessarily included in the sum of 
the coils. But if the ends are from the nature of the mechanism 
supported in a horizontal direction the half coil is not formed. 
Thus we obtain the following series of multiples of the smaller 
weight that give the values of the larger weight that oorrespond 
to the number of coila. 

Coila 
Weigbt 

Supported 

0·5 8 
1 9 
1·5 27 
2 81 
2·5 243 
3 729 
3·5 2187 
4 6561 

lf the small weight be raised slightly by hand the rigidity of 
the cord will lift the half coil so as to detach it from contact and 
also diminish the pressure of the remaining coils. Thus the great 
weight will begin to descend, but the skilful grasp of the hand 
u pon the opposite end of the cord will either instantly renew'the 
contact, or diminish it so as to govern the descent of the great 
weight, or stop it altogether at the pleasure of the operator. For 
this purpose cylindrical posta are planted in the ground along 
the margina of navigable rivers, at quays and other appointed 
landing placea. The free end of a rope, of which the other end 
is attached to any vessel or boat approaching its landing place, is 
taken on shore, and by passing two or three turns round one of 
these posts, this free end can he held fast by a single man until 
the vessel is securely moored in its proper berth. 

In this operation the single man representa the small weight at 
one end of the coils in fig. 34 7, and the great weight the vessel. 

In the above example we have considered the case of coiling 
round fixed cylinders. But we must now pass toa cylinder or 
barrel as it is called which is mounted on a horizontal axis, as in 
fig. 347. 
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The ancients were perfectly acquainted with the grasping 
power of a series of coila, which seems to have beeu one of the 
:first properties of frictiou that was introduced iuto practice. In 
the early turning lathe of the thirteeuth century the material 
was made to revolve by a cord attached to a spring pole above 
and a treadle below ; the cord being coiled severaJ times round 
the work. In the sketch book of Wilars de Honecort a 
coiled cord is employed in several machines to communicate 
rotation. 

Another early application was to the raising of water from 
deep wells, which was effected by taking three or four coila round 
a long cylindrical barrel, like our figure, and attaching a bucket to 
each end. By turning the barrel one bucket descends, reaches 
the water, and is finally immersed, while the other, already :filled, 
ascends to the top, where. it is emptied by the person who is 
employed to draw water. The barrel is now turned in the 
reverse direction, the full bucket drawn up to be emptied, and 
the empty one let down to be :filled. 

By the property of coil friction the empty bucket will, like the 
small weight in our :figure, enable the coila to grasp the cylindri
cal surface so :firmly as to sustain the full bucket. But the 
rotation of the barrel causes the cord to wind itself in a spiral 
direction, so that the group of coils are compelled to travel from 
one end of the cylinder to the other. The diameter of the well 
must be of suftiicient dimension to allow of this motion being 
performed without bringing the buckets in contact with the sides 
of tbe well alternately. 

This arrangement may be seen in use for the purpose of 
drawing up or lowering materials or rubbish when the repairs of 
sewers or underground works are carried on. 

If the small weight be removed and the end of the oord be 
attached to the frame, the weight W will, by the frictional adh~ 
rence of the coils to the cylinder, produce a tension in aw= H", 
neglecting the friction of the axis of the cylinder, and the machine 
will be in the same condition as if both ends of the cord were 
hanging down with a weight W at each end. But if one end of 
the cord is attached to the frame and force be applied to the 
handle of the cylinder which tends to rotate it witbin the coils, 
in opposition to the :fixed side of the cord, this foree, estimated by 
its moment on tbe surface of the cylinder, must be greater than 
tbe frictional resistance of the coils on that surface. On tbe 
other hand, if the force applied to the handle acts in the same di
rection as the tension of the :fixed side, the rigirlity of the cord 
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will diminish the pressure of the coila and reduce it to a flmooth 
resistance which prevents acceleration, or running loose, as airead y 
explained. 

Thus the cylinder is in the condition of a ratchet wheel with an 
infinite number of very small teeth which admit of rotation in one 
direction but forbid it in the opposite. This is applied in pra.ctice 
to reels opon which corda or threads are wound. A pully being 
turned opon one end of the reel, a cord tied to the &ame is passed 
round the pully two or three times and a small weight hung to 
the end, or a spring applied to keep it tight. This a.cts as a drag 
to prevent the wheel from a.cquiring a too rapid rotation when 
portions of thread are drawn off from it. 

502. This principie is employed in the hand-loom for weaving 
cloth. The diagram shows the two rollers, or beam1 as they are 

called, between which the longitudinal threads which are to be 
knit together int<1 cloth are stretched. 

Aa is the warp beam, Bh the cloth beam. The weaver is 
seated in front of the cloth beam. The sheet of warp threads ex
tends about two-thirds of the distance between the beams to the 
line Hit, where the a.ction of the treadles and other machinery 
receives it to convert it into cloth. "\Vhen a few inches of cloth 
have been completed by the weaver it is necessary for him to roll 
it up on the cloth beam Bh, which is provided with " handle Dd, 
and a ratchet wheel C and click to retain its tl'nsion. 
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''nen he tums the handle at D the cloth and warp AE tra~el 
in the direction of the arrow, and thus rotation is communicat~ 
to the warp beam Aa. This raises the great weight W, and 
lowers the small weight w, until it touches the tloor Ff, when tbe 
rigidity of the rope wa acts upwards to slacken the spiral friction 
coils and thus allow the cylindrical roller to turn within them. 
'Vhen the winding up of the cloth is stopped the great weight W 
descends through a small space, which is aufficient to renew the 
grasp of the spiral and also to raise the weight w from the 
tloor. 

The tension of the warp is equal to W-w. r, where r is the 
radius of the warp beam. 

This periodical winding up of the woven portion of the warp is 
tcrmed pacing the web, and the above mode of efFecting it is 
called the friction pace. 

503. In the combination shown in fig. 349 the cylinder is bored 
with a smooth hole in the direction of its axis, which enables it to 

Fi~t. a4o. rotate freely on a fixed horizontal axis, which is 
supported by the vertical post AB attached toa 
base E. The post sustains a projecting bracket 
BD, and the cylinder is provided with an 
index by which its motions are shown when the 

r apparatus is in action. 
A small cord is fixed to a button G, passeJ 

through a hole in the bracket, taken one or 
more tums round the cylinder, and carried 
downwards to be attached to a weight V. 

A second cord is passed through the hole at 
D near the front of the bracket, secured by a 
knot, and carried downwards in the same 
manner as the former to be taken the same 
number of tums round the cylinder and at
tached to an equal weight W. 

If we now draw upwards the knob G the 
coila of its cord embracing the cylinder will cause it to turn on 
its axis. 

W e ha ve airead y seen that the arrangement of the cord D lf 
prevents the cylinderfrom revolving counter-clockwise, and leaves 
it free to be turned the reverse way, while on the other hand tbe 
motion given by raising and lowering the knob G grasps the ey
linder and communicates rotation to it. As this rotation is in 
the direction of the clock, when the knob is raised the cord DW 
serves merely to steady the motion. When the knob is lowered 
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the weight V maintains the tension of the cord G V. But the ri
gidity of the portion which is pnshed downward enables the coila 
at C to rela.x and turn about the surface of the cylinder (fixed by 
the portion DH). Thus we obtain another combination equiva
lent to ratchet-wheel work in which the angles through which the 
revolving cylinder or axis are moved are indefinite. 

In the capstan of a ship the axis is vertical, and the rope or 
messenger by which tbe cable is bauled in is coiled two or three 
times round it. Tbe capstan is turned in tbe direction whlch will 
cause the group of coils to travel downwards, and when it is tbus 
brought to the bottom of the machine the rotation is stopped and 
levers or handspikes employed to force or pri,ze up tbe group of 
coils. To facilitate this operation tbe capstan is made of a conical 
forro narrowing upwards. The operation is termed 'surging the 
messenger.'• 

:>04. But tbe necessity of interrupting the procesa when these 
travelling coila are employed in macbinery is complete] y got rid of 
by an arrangement which was first suggested by Sir Christopher 
'Vren, and exhibited to the Royal Society on May 5, 1670. The 
Register of the Society (vol. iv. p. 99) contains a figure of bis 
model and bis own account of it, of which I subjoin a copy which 
I have transcribed verbatim et literatim, and a reduced fac-símile 
of the drawing or ' scheme ' as W ren terma it. 

" A Description and Scheme. Of Dr 'V rens Instrument for 
Drawing up Great Weights from Deep places." Read May 5, 
1670. 

" Having considered, that the ways hitherto nsed in all Engins 
for winding up W eights by Roaps ha ve been but two, Viz. the 
fixing one end of a roap u pon a cylinder or Barril, and so winding 
up the whole coyle of roap; the other by· having a Chain or a 
loose roap catching on teeth, as is usual in clocks; but finding 
withall that both these wayes were inconvenient the first, because 
of the riding of much roap in winding one turn upon another; 
the other, becanse of the wearing out of the Chain or roap upon 
the teeth, I have, to prevent both these inconveniences, devised 
another, to make the weight and its counterpoyse bind on 
the cylinder, which it will doe if it be wonnd three times 
abo u t. 

"But because it will then in turning, scrue on like a worm, and 
will need a Cylinder of a very great length, therefore if there be 

• This is well described, with an excellent figure, in Le\"er's SellmaNIIip, p. 109. 
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two cylinders, each turned with three notches and the notches be 
placed alternately, the convex edges to the concave as in tbe 
figure here adjoyned, the roap being wound three times about hotb 
cylinders, will bind firmly witbout slyding and work up tbe weigbt 
with a proportionable counterpoyse at the other end of the Roap. '' 

This being tbought applicable to clocks Mr. Hooke was 
ordered to make a trial of it. 

This description was copied by Birch (Hist. Roy. Soe., vol. ii. 
435), but, as usual with him, translated into modero spelling aod 
in sorne cases the phraseology interfered witb. In one part es
pecially where the original contains the expression 'I have, to 
prevent inconvenience, devised, &c.,' which identifies the writer 
of the description with W ren himself, Birch substitutes the words 
' He, to prevent • . . . devised, &c.' He also omita the figure. 
Elmes, in bis ' Life of Sir Christopber W ren, '* copies Bircb. 

Fig. 350 is an exa.ct fac--símile of' The Scheme,' which I ha ve 
reduced to one half the size ( carefully preserving the peculiarities 
of dra.wing) of the original, which plainly represents the model 

Fig. 3.50. 

that was exhibited to the Society, but is now lost. A square 
frame,t in a horizontal position, carries two parallel axes, of which 
one projecta outward and is bent into the forro of a handle. Eacb 

*P. 274. 
t Wren's draughtsman hns drawn the junction oí the line& of this frnme at the two 

lower angles of the figure carelessly. 1 ha ve, however, carefully copied the COUl'lle cf 
his lines in fac-aimile. 
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axis carries a long cylinder with four notches, or rather grooves, 
turned in it, instead of the three mentioned in the description. 

As the arrangement of the cord is not very clearly shown 
in the original diagram (fig. 350), which omits the parts that are 
passed under the rollers, I have drawn a restored plan of this 
model ( fig. 351 ), and a perspective view of the rollers and cord 
(fig. 3.52), with slight changes of proportion, and letters of re-

Fig. 361. Fig. 362. 

H r D B 

A 

ference to facilitate the explanation. In this figure the parts of 
the cord that pass above the rollers are designated by full black 
lines, and those that pass below and are omitted in W ren's figure 
are drawn with intermitted lines. The notches of one roller are 
placed each opposite to the spaces of the other, and the disposition 
of the cord is indicated by the order of the letters. A is the cord 
which has the weight which is to be drawn up, tied to it. The 
course of the cord is over the back roller from A to B, under the 
rollers at BC and over tbem at CD and so on toE, F, G, over at 
GH, hut after passing under H, the end of the cord is taken, not 
under, but over at 1, whence the end is allowed to hang down 
vertically, and has a small weight tied to it of sutficient magni
tude to keep the cord in contact with the surface of the notch. 

By the happy device of two grooved rollers, the two ends of the 
cord which respectively carry the counterpoise and the load to 
be raised remain in the same vertical Jines during the action of 
the machine, and the property of frictional adhesion produced by 
successive coiling is perfectly effectual, for although each coil is 
received on one side by a semicircular groove and on the other 
by an opposite and similar groove, the accumulation of frictional 
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resistance ie produced precisely as if entire circular grooves were 
employed. 

Thus the increase of diameter in the cylinder produced by the 
accumulation of successive la y era of coiled rope and the travelling 
motion of the hanging corda are entirely got rid of. 

The contrivance has been reproduced several times, as by M. 
Boulogne in a machine for towing boats, in 1702 ; • by J. Ber
nouilli the younger ; and by Ludot, both in 17 41 ; and by Mr. 
Boswell, rewarded by the Society of Arta in 1805, principally 
with reference to the capstan; and by other inventora. But Sir 
Christopher Wren's claim has never been mentioned. 

W ren applies his contrivance to the raising of weights, but if it 
is required for producing the back and forward niotion of a hori
zontal sliding carriage, as, for example, a mangle, the horizontal 
axes of the grooved rollers must be sustained by a frame, which 
supports their axee in one horizontal plane, a.bove and transveree 
to the direction of the moving carria.ge. 

The ends of the rope must be brought down a.nd their direc
tions respectively turned to right and left from the vertical plane 
to that of a horizontal central line in the mid-plane of the car
riage, by passing them over guide pullies, eo that they can be 
attached to its two ends. 

By turning the handle attached to the axis of one of the 
grooved rollers, motion is given to the sliding carria.ge. But this 
handle requires to be turned a.lternately to the right and left. 
But by the intervention of certain contrivances described a.bove 
( Chap. IV., p. 7 8 ), this reversa! of direction is dispensed with, and 
the reciprocation communicated by turning the handle constantly 
in the same direction. 

* MaclliRU ~pprouflé&, t. iv. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

SUBSTITUTION OF WINDING COILS FOR RUBBIN(J 
FRICTION. 

505. IN 1699 M. Perrault introduced a crane for raising heavy 
weights, in which the rubbing friction Fig. 354. 

of the axles of pullies was dispensed 
with. 

Figs. 353, 354 represent the model 
which 1 have constructed for lectures, 
and are sufficient to show the principie 
of the machiue. 

Fig. 354 is a perspectiva sketch, 
and fig. 353 an elevation. 

A pully P, grooved in its circum
ference, is fixed toa plain cylinder Qq. 

Fig. 363. 

A pair of corda E e, Dd attached to the 
right side of the cylinder serve to sus
pend it from a frame above, which in 
my model consista of a bar of wood 
DE which is bolted when used to one 
of the brackets F that 1 habitually 
employ in my lectures, and the latter 
attached to a post. 

Another pair of cords hH, g G are 
fixed to the left side of the cylinder 
and hooked below to the load which i s 

FF 
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to be raised, wbich in tbe model is representad by a single weight 
W. The peculiar form of the hook GHis required for tbe purpOBe 
of obtaining two separate suspending eyes at G and H; for if the 
cords were brought down to a single hook above tbe weigbt, the 
latter would, by increasing the tension of the cords, compel them 
to twist round each other. 

Fig. 353 shows that if t.he pully be made to rotate clockwise 
the corda E e, hH will be simultaneously wound about the cylinder, 
and also as they are suspended from points D, E, h, g which are 
wider apart above than below, the winding will be in spirals 
upon the cylinder, and no superposition will occur. 

The weight w is placed in equilibrium by a cord k.K coiled 
about the large pully P as shown in the figures. 

Neglecting the weight of the pully and cylinder, it is evident 
that the parallel cords, of whicb tbe middle one e E is fixed at its 
upper extremity and the outer ones pendent, will hold the cylinder 
in equilibrium at all altitudes if Wx he=w. eA. In the figure 

ek = 3, and a weight of three pounds balances one, and a small 
he 
power acting upon ro will cause the pully and cylinder with the 
attacbed load to mount upwards or descend at the pleasure of the 
operator. Let the weight of the pully and cylinder= S, their 
center of gravity is in tbe axis of the cylinder, and if L=the 
weight that will counterbalance them we have 

L eh 1 
s = 2ek = s· 

This elegant contrivance Í8 manifestly unsuited to the pnrpose of 
a crane for lifting heavy weights. But its quiet and steady acrion 
in a model sbows that it may be applicable to instrumenta for the 
frictionless communication of motion in mechanism which is not 
exposed to great strains. 

DIFFE~NTIAL PULLY FOR RAISING WEIGHTS. 

506. Tbis pully is formed in one piece, with two pully grooves 
turned in its circumlerence whose radii are Aa=R and .Ab=r. 
The pivot or axis ·of this pully is fixed to it, and the whole 
sustained by a staple Ak which embraces the pully and receives 
the a."'tis in its eyes as atA. Let the radius of the pivot=p. 

The load W is suspended from a single pully B. 
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An endless cord or chain connects the upper pully with the 
lower pully, and is applied to the pullies in tbe following order. 
Beginning ata it passes over the large pully to h, then downward to 
e under the small pully B, then up to d and over 
the 81Dall 11pper pully to e and thence hangs 
down in a loop PQ. 

The load W is t'herefore sustained by the two 
parts eh, ed of the endless cord, and is only pre
vented from running down by the friction of the 
pivot .A. 

The grasp of a workman's hands at Pis suffi
cient to tum the pully~ But when the pully is thus 
turned it will draw the weight upwards on the 
side he, and let it down on the side de. But as it 
is drawn up from the side of the larger pully 
dt b and let down by the smaller pully at d, it is 
really raised by the difference of these motions. 

Let R, -r, p be the respective radii of the large 
pully the small pully and the pivot, and f= 
friction of the pivots in the eyes, we have the 
moment of friction = Ujp, 

and the action of the weight W= "'; (R-r). 

If R-r be equal to or leas than f, the weigbt 
p 

W will be supported whatever be its magnitude, 
but if greater the weight will descend. 

P, . 

Fig. 35/í. 

. 
' . 

. .. .. 
1' , 

B 1 

1 
1 , , . 

' . ............ 

But the peculiar convenience of this machine is that any heavy 
load within tbe strength of its construction may be hauled up and 
sustained at any height when the raising force is withdrawn, by 
applying hands to the rope at P, and similarly be let down by 
pulling at the other side at Q. Tbis pully appears to have been 
invented in 1830 by Mr. Moore of Bristol, an amateor mechanic; 
the principie is identical with that of the Chinese windlass * (vide 
fig. 281, p. 314 a'bove), but is freed from the inconvenience of 
requiring a·great quantity of rope, which is inseparable from that 
machín e. 

The differential pully was afterwards described in Dr. Carpenter's 

* ' The Chinese windlass has remained in an incomplete form for ag~s. like most 
other Chinese inventions. It is not perhape generally known, that a windlass of this 
kind was seen by the Allies to be in use for raising one of the drawbridges of the city 
of Pekin.' Extract from TM Enginur, December 2, 1866. 

F li' 2 
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'Mechanical Philosophy &c.,' 1844, and patenta taken by Mr. 
Weston in 1859, and by others, as appears from a law-suit tried 
in December 1865, and fully reported in' The Engineer,' p. 409, 
of that year. 

The cord must not be allowed to slide in the pully grooves, 
and therefore in W eston's construction, chains acting on pins or 
hollows in the grooves are employed. 



PART THE FIFTH. 

ON UNIVERSAL JOINTS. 

CHAPTER l. 

HISTORY AND APPLICATIONS. 

507. DR. J OHNSON gives seven different definitions of the word 
'joint,' of which the second is that which is applicable to me
chanism ; namely, 'Hinge; junctures which admit motion of the 
parts;' or rather, of parts that are connected. 

But in scientific language I prefer to employ the term ' lines 
of flexure ' for hinge-joints. Such joints were termed in Old Eng
lish, gimmals or gimbals. ' The derivation of these words is 
doubtless from the French gémeau:r (gemella, La t.), twins ; 
which is applied properly not only to a kinge composed of two 
portions of exactly similar forro and size jointccl together, but to 
anything else which is formed of twin pieces of like dimcnsions 
united in any manner.' • 

The contrivances which bear the name of ' universal joints' 
have been employed for two different purposes. 

First, to connect any object, such as a lamp, mariner's compasa, 
chronometer, or wheel-carringe, with its base or support, in such 
a manner that when the support is moved into different angular 
positions the object ehall remain pnrallel to its normal position. 
The connection must have the ·property of compelling the two 
parts, object and base, to preserve one consta.nt point in common, 
about which their relative motions are performed. 

Secondly. As a point of flexure to connect in such a manner, 
two rods or shafts whose directions meet in a constant point, as to 
enable one to bend or incline in all aspeds with respect to the 

* Vide Promptorium. p. 19f, by A. Way; published by the Camden Society. 
London, 1 8-13. 
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other about this intersection point, but so that a. rotation of tbe 
one rod about its length, will compel the other also to rotate 
about its own length. 

For the first purpose this contrivance has been used from 
remote antiquity. In the manuscript sketch-book of Wilars de 
Honecort, an architect of the thirteenth century: there is a draw
ing, and coeval explanatory inscription. Fig. 356 is a reduced 
fac-simile of the drawing, accompanied by a literal translation 
of the inscription. t 
'lf yuu desire to maAe a ehauferette ( ealefactorium) or hand

lMrmer, you must construct a Aind of apple uf hrass in two ha/ves 
zchich.ftt together, inside tite apple place six brazen eircles, let each 
circle hat•e tzco pivots. a11d in the middle place a little bra:ier with 
two pú·uts. The pivots mu.ft be plaeed in ermtrary direetioru, to 

Fig. 356. 

that iu all positiu11s the brasier m ay remain upright, for eurg 
eire/e supports the pivCJts of the next. lf you make this eontrivanre 
exaetly as the deseription and drawing shetrs it, you may turn it 
abuut in any tcay, and the cinders will n.ever fall out. lt is excellent 
fur a hishop,for he may boldly assist at high mass, andas long o.~ 
he holds it in his hands they will be Aept warm so long as the jire 
remains alight. This machine requires no farther explanation.' 

" Publiehed at Paria _in fac·eimile in 1868, with notes, by Laasus, and aft.erw-ud. by 
myiiE'lf in 1869 in London, with many additional~eommente. 

t Plate xvi. p. M. 
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It muet be remarked that one intermediate ring between the 
object which is to be kept in a horizontal position, and the outer 
case which may be inclined in any direction, is sufficient, as will 
be seen in the next chapter. 

The last purpose of this class to which the gimhals were em
ployed was in the fifteenth century, for the construction of wheel
carriages that when overturned would nevertheless preserve the 
body of the vehicle and ite occupants in their level position 
without injury. 

lt is remarkable that when Hooke was appointed Curator of 
the Royal Society in 1662, and engaged to supply at every 
meeting three or four of bis own experimente, one of the first 
things was á Chinese cart with one wheel; and in the next year 
he showed a scheme of an engine or carriage which goes on one 
wheel and with one horse, and will not fall but be kept perpen
dicular, even on the declivity of a hill. In one of these carriages 
a man was once overturned, and as he a.fterwards related, ' 1 knew 
it not till 1 lookt up and saw the wheelfiat over my head.' 

Hooke continued bis projects for carriages of this kind in suc
ceeding years, and took a patent for severa! new-fashioned 
chariots August 31, 1664. 

W e may now consider the history of the universal joint in its 
application to the connection of roda whose directions meet in a 
point.* 

The earliest representation of this connection is to be found in 
the ' Technica Curiosa' of the J esuit Schottus, published in 1664, 
where we find in plate vii. the drawing which 1 have given in 
fac-símile (fig. 357). 1t occurs in the ninth book, entitled 'Mira
billa Chronometrica,' which, as Schottus informt> us in the preface, 
is composed of extracte from an unpublished manuscript entitled 
' Chronometria Mechanica N ova,' the work of a writer whom he 
'terms Amicus,f and in a manner which intimates that he was no 
longer alive. 

The universal joint, therefore, as represented in the engraved 
figure, might have been invented many years before the publi-

• The universal joillt is attributed by Freneh writel'll to Cardan, who lived in the 
sixteentb eentury (1601-167/i). But the only trace of aueh a maehine that I ha'l"e 
been able to diseover iD bis 'l"olumillous works (10 '!"ola. folio), is a diagnLm of thffil 
hoope joined to eaeh other in aucceesion by diametral u:ee, as above deseribed. Cardan 
tell us, that he aaw it in the house of a friend, and iB unable to assign a ·use for it. 
It appeara to me to be a portion of a rollillg lamp or brasier, like that of W. de 
Honeeort. ( Op. Cardani, t. x. p. 488. De .Armillarum Instrumento.) 

t Pp. 618, 727. 
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cation of tbe ' Tecbnica Curiosa,' and not necessarily by this 
' Amicus,' wbose account of it I subjoin. 

' In clock towers it frequently happens that from want of room 
it is impossible to place tbe dial in the same part of the building 
as the wheel-work of the clock. Therefore the motion must be 
communicated from the mechanism in various directions obliquely, 
upwards, downwards, or sideways, to the hands of tbe dial plate. 

'This can be effected by means of axes provided witb oonical 
(bevel) wheels, but much more simply by the following wonderful 
device "paradozum." It must be premised that there is a well
known oombination of concentric rings, each one connected to the 
next by pivots, which is employed for the construction of lamps 
which can be rolled opon a plane surface without spilling the oil. 
Our paradoz is not unlike this, but is ratber its twin brother, as 
the subsequent description and figure will show.' 

'ABCD is a cross consisting of four arms united by a 
small hall or any convenieot connection. The opposite arms 

Fig. 357. AB, are inserted in boles at the ends of the 
prongs of a fork {fuscinula) ABF. The other 
pair of arms CD are similarly received by the 
fork CDH, and the forks are supported by 
fixed riogs, GE.' 

'lfthe extremity H of one fork receive rota-
A tion from the clock, the other fork, by virtue of 

the connection described will necessarily revolllr 
witlt ezactly tke same velocity. Tlurefore if otu 
fork receives a uniform circular motion, the otker 
fork will also be compelled to rotate uniforml!J. * 

1 must here observe that this unfortunate 
remark, which the next chapter will show to be 
quite contrary to the truth, pro ves that the writer 

had not accurately examined the laws of the combination. 
But he states truly that the ' prongs of one fork will not strike 

against those of the other, if the aogle made by the axes is greater 
than a right angle.' 

Our author also adds that ' a series of axes may be arraoged, 
each CQnnected to the next by a joint of this kind. These axe~ 
may be disposed in a zigzag course, or along the sides of a poly
gon, or gradually rising in a spiral form agamst the sides of a 

• * ... necesee est sequatur et altera fuaeinula parique eum priore illa feratur W!loci-
tate ; unde si fuerit unius fuaeinula! motus regularía circularía, «'rit similis et alteriu 
ac omnium quotquot artificio simili connexarum. 
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polygonal prism so as to convey motion from the bottom to the 
top of a tower. They may also be disposed in an endless chain.' 

Three years after this publication of the joint of Amicus, 
namely, March 14, 1667, at the meeting of the Royal Society, 
Mr. Hooke produced a contrivance to make a motion of a clock 

Fig-. 31)8. 

to go along with the shadow on a wall, for which he otfered a 
demonAtration ; affirming that the same instrument would be ap
plicable to all planes, to make all sorts of dials, &c. He had pre
viously announced (in November 1663) that he was occupied with 
the contrivance of a machine to describe all kind of dials, and he 
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now brought in at the next meeting, March 21,1667, bis descrip
tion of this machine, with a drawing, ofwhich fig. 358 is a reduced 
fac-símile. The original is in the Register of the Society, from 
which I traced my copy, preserving all its characteristics with its 
letters of reference. 

The original pnper is printed at length in Biroh's' History of 
the Royal Society,' but with modero spelling. 

This instrument is essentially the same in principie as that of 
Amicus, but the forma of the arms and connecting medium are 
altogether different, and Hooke's demonstration is derived from 
the purpose of the machine.* But in his 'Animadversions' in 
1674, and in bis' Description of Helioscopes,' 1676, he employs 
universal joints in which the semicircular form of the branches 
are the same as those of Amicus, and the medium similarly a 
disk with four pivota, or a cross as in fig. 359, helow. W e may 
suppO!'~e that in the interval of six or seven years the work of 
Schottus must ha ve reached England, and suggested the improved 
form of bis joint. It is difficult to discover from his writings 
whether Hooke imagined himself to be the inventor of the uni
versal joint, or whether he took it up as a well-known device, ami 
improved the construction to adapt it to his purposes. Amicus 
affiliates the joint with the gimbals of the rolling lamps, and 
Hooke, as I have already mentioned, was engaged, from the be
ginning of bis curatorship in 1662, for several years in the con
trivance of uninvertible carriages, all of which invoh'ed the 
principie of gimbals, which led him to the first form of his uni
versal joint, as given in the dial machine in 1667. 

This is certa.in, however, that whereas Amicus, in 1664, has 
fl>ld. us that the velocity communicated through this joint was 
uniform, Hooke, on the contrary, shows by his applications and 
peculiar construction of it that he was thoroughly acquainted, not 
only with the existence of variations in the velocity ratio, but 
with their geometricallaws. He, whose life extended from 1635 
to 1703, was a complete master of the mathema.tics of his period; 
cducated at the U niversity of Oxford, and a.lso skilled in practica! 
mechanism, constructing habitually his own contrivances and 
apparatus. 

The favourite subjects of his period were the construction of 
sun-dials and of quadrants, armillary spheres, and other devices 
containing graduated ares and linea for the grapbic solution of the 
problema of spherical trigonometry and dialling. 

In the next chapter it will be shown that the relative motion 
* Vitk Art. 611. 
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of the axes of the universal joint is identical with the relative 
rotation of the earth to that of the shadow of a style parallel to 
the earth's axis opon a dial plate in any given position, at any 
place of the earth's surface. 

In July, 1683, sixteen years after the publication of his first 
form of the universal joint, he communicated to the Royal Society 
a mode of connecting two axes by a double universal joint, so that 
the uniform motion of the one should produce an equally uniform 
motion in the other, the axes being in any relative positions. 

This was effected by an intermediate piece or axis connecting 
the horizontal axis with the perpendicular or otherwise inclined 
axis. 

He tell11 us that this intermediate piece must be a double cross 
( or medium ), so formed that the semicircular arms of the inter
mediate piece between the two axes shall be in the same plane, 
and that its ~ shall lie equally inclined to both the otber axes. 
This property of the combination is simply stated without de
monstration, but is easily derived from tbe velocity ratio of the 
single Hooke's joint. 

After Hooke, no more was publisbed concerning the joint until 
Gray gave drawings of the single and doublejoint in bis' Experi
enced Millwright' in 1804, the former of which was copied by 
lmison about the same time. J ervas 'y right employed a uni
versal joint (with a ring medium) in a machine for sowing wheat 
and other grain, patented J uly 30, 1784. 'Repertory of Arts,' 
vol. xv. 1801. 

MM. Bétancourt and Breguet employed it in a telegraphic 
macbine in 1808,- and gave the old formula in the modern fashion 
of their time, stating also the geometrical property tbat ' tbe 
angles about the axes are those which would be described, start
ing from the vertical, by two radü, of which one is the orthogonal 
projection of the other on its own plane of motion.' This, as I 
have explained below, was shown by the ancient elliptical dialling 
diagrama. 

~l. Poncelet demonstrated the same formula by spherical tri
gonometry, and supplied the differential expressions for tbe 
velocity ratio, which had not previously been considered. 

Ml\f. Lanz and Bétancourt also introduced the joint brisé 
into their 'Essai sur le Composition des Machines' (0. 8, pi. 
No. 6), 1808, referring to Schottus, and adding that M. Droz had 
applied it to a laminoir of bis invention. 

* Bulktin tk 14 Boc. PAilomatigue, No. 16; aleo :Borguis, 7'ltéorú tk 14 Méca,.ique 
noufl(l/e, p. 288 Uoi.U briN o. vlti-111), 1821. 
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In the first edition of the present work 1 gave many details of 
this contrivance and its theoretical properties, which had escaped 
previous notice, and have endeavoured in tbis second edition to 
fill up the sketch given in the first. 

Tbe joint hrisé is said by Lanz and Bétancourt to be greatly 
employed on a la.rge scale in Holland, for changing the inclina
tion of the Archimedea.n screws turned by windmills for drainage, 
p. 60. 
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CHAPTER II. 

CONSTRUCTIONAL FORMS AND THEORY. 

508. IN the preceding chapter 1 have endeavoured to give the 
history of the 'Univtlrsal joint.' In the present 1 propose to 
describe its various forms, and to develope the formulre by which 
the laws of the motion communica.ted from one axis to the other 
are defined. 

509. Fig. 359 represents one of the simplest forms of the uni
versal joint for the communication of rotation. But every form of it 
ma. y be described, in the nomenclatura 
of Hooke, as consisting of ñve several 
parte, namely, two ares Aa, Bb, to 
the respective ends of which are fas
tened two arms CAe, DBd, which 
embrace and take hold of the four 11 

points or pivota at C, e, D, d, of the 
medium CDcd. Each of the semi-

Fig. 369. 

circular arms has two center boles, e 
into which the sharp ends of the medium are put, which center 
boles Hooke calls the hands of the arms. The two points C, e 
taken hold of by the ba.nds of the driving axis Aa, Hooke terma 
tbe points. The other two points Dd taken hold of by the second 
pair of hands he terma the pivota. 

He proceeds to insist that ' great care must be had that the 
pivots a.nd points líe exactly in the same plane, and tha.t each two 
opposite ones be equally distant from the center, that the middle 
linea of them cut each other at right angles, and that the axes of 
the two rods may always cut each other in the center of the 
medium cross or plate, whatever change ma.y be made in their 
incliua.tion. 

' The shape of this medium may be either a croas (as i~ ñg. 
359), whose four ends ha.th each of them a cylinder, which is the 
weakest way; or secondly, it may be made of a thick plate of 
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brass, upon the edge of which are fixed four pivots, which serve 
for the hands of the arms to take hold of (as in fig. 357). This 
is much better than the former, but hath not that strength and 

Fig. 360. Fig. 361. 

steadiness that a large Ball hath, wnich is the way 1 most ap
prove of, as being strong, steady, and handsome.' The four figs. 
360, 361, 362, and 363, are forms employed by myself. 

Fig. 3«l2-. Fig. 363. 

In the last I ha ve substituted thin boards for the arms and medium, 
hingeing them in the manner shown in the figure, where O is the 
intersection of the linear axes, Bh, Aa the axes, B O Q, A O Q 
triangular boards fixed to the axes and connected by a quadrantal 
board and hinges. The triangular boarda correspond to the arms, 
and the quadrantal board to the medium of Hooke's nomenclature. 
But 1 prefer to term them radial planes and lin!t plane, of which 
more above.• 

510. Fig. 364 is reduced from Hooke's tab. ü. fig. 10 of bis 
'Description of Helioscopes,' p. 14, to show bis complete form of 
the joint, when applied to astronomical mechanism. This consists 
in constructing the arms so as to enable their lines of 6exure as 

* V'tde p. 260. 
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e e to be inclined and fixed at any required angle to the axis of the 
shaft, the line ce always remaining in the pla.ne which contains 

Fig. 364. 

e 

the axis and arms. This adjustment is required to set the axis 
1 1 of the medium cross to tbe inclination of the sun's declina.tion, 
' so that the arms ce at the end of the first axis, may by their 
revolution make the line 1 1 of the cross describe such a cone 
about the first axis, as the motion of the Sun doth about the axis 
of the Earth, making the center of tbe Earth the Apex of that 
cone, which will be done if the said semicircular arms be moved, 
and set to the declination of the S un for tbat da y.' This adjust
ment is employed, for example, in describing an elliptical dial 
by the orthographical projectiO'n to obtain ' the lines that divide 
the Ellipsis of either Tropick,'• also when the joint is employed 
in carrying round the hand of a clock in the shadow of a style 
perpendicular to its face, when the inclination of the arms is made 
to vary daily, by the clockwork alone, in correspondence with the 
sun's declina.tion. t 

But modern science has entirely banished 'Dialling,' in which 
the philosophers of Hooke's period revelled, and the only employ
ment oftbe 'universaljoynt' in a modern observatory, is for the at-

* Heliolc&pu, pp. 17, 21 aDd 16. t P. 20. 
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tachment of long pendent handles to the adjusting screws of large 
instrumente which would otherwise be inaccessible without ladders; 
thus employing itas ajoint of fiexure. It is aleo used in connect
ing a series of shafts in machinery, so as to transmit their rotatioDll 
uniformly from one part of the frame or machine to another, as 
will be shown below. 

511. Hooke's first application of bis form ( fig. 358 above) of the 
universal joint was to the construction of a machine to graduate 

Fig. 366. 

sun-dials, as we have seen, and was founded upon the theorem, 
that ü' two axes A O, OB, that meet at a point O are connected 
by ·that joint, and mounted in a frame, that is so adjusted in posi
tion that one of the axes, A O, shall be parallel to the direction 
of the style of tbe proposed dial, and that the other, OB, shall 
be perpendicular to the plane D of that dial, then if the first be 
moved by a clock once round in twenty-four hours, the other 
shall move its index on the plane of the dial to which it is 
adapted, in the same velocity with tbe shadow of the sun in 
that plane. Consequently, to graduate a dial-plate the first a.xi~ 
must have an index travelling over the surface of the twenty
four hour plate H, and by setting the index in turn to each of 
the hours, and at each hour marking th" place of the lower 
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index h on the blank dial-plate D, it will be accurately and easily 
completed. 

In the diagram 1 have employed my own solid-angnlar form of 
the universal joint (Fig. 365 above, and page 249). It is com
posed of a driving radial plane A OP fixed to the horal axis A O, 
a follower radial plane OQB fixed to the dial axis BO, and a 
link plane POQ connected to the respective radial planes by lines 
of flexure OP, OQ. The angles AOP, AOQ, POQ are right 
angled at O. OQ is perpendicular to the axis OB, and travels 
in a plan e parallel to the dial D .. 

Let t.he axis A O be the edge of the style, therefore the plane 
A O Q produced contains the sun, and O Q is the shadow of that 
edge, and indicates the hour line on the dial. The index lt which 
is fixed to the axis OB, and travels over the blank dial D, is 
parallel to OQ. 1 have extracted this method of proving the 
identity of the laws which express the velocity ratio of the two 
rods connected by the universal joint with the velocity of the 
shadow of the style over the dial plate, from Hooke's paper ' On 
an lnstrument for Describing all Kind of Plane Dials ; ' but ha ve 
translated it into modern English, and illustrated it with a new 
diagram. 

512. Having shown that the velocity ratios of tbe universal 
joint are the same as tbose of tbe sun-dial, we may employ for the 

Fig. 366. 

B 

former a simple construetion for the delineation of the relativa 
successive angular positions of the horary lines of a su n-dial wbich 
was first employed by Clavius in 1581,• for dials whose style was 

• Gtw11W71ict&, 1681. pp. :12, 149. Ferguson reproduced as his own the ronstruction 
GG 
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parallel to the Earth's axis, and next by F()l;ter, 1654, in bis 
' Elliptical or Azimuthal Horologiography.' 

About the center e describe two circles with radü Cb, eB. 
Dinde their circumferences into the same number of equal parts 
by points B I, n, III, and b l, 2, 3, &c. 

Through the former points draw lines parallel to Be, and 
through the latter points linee parallel to eN, and Jet them in
tersect in the points n, n, p, &c. ThesP. poiuts are plainly in the 
circumference of an ellipse whose major and minor semi-axes are 

h . rad'' f h ·--~ J.' QN QC BC t e respective u o t e two Clnaes, 10r PN= .,¡{f=Tc· 

Hence for a sun-dial, if be= Be. 111rad'n !'!'~ ·and the outer cirele 
lUS 

be dinded in twenty-four equal parte, the lines O, en, eo, will 
be the hour lines. Also for Hooke's joint by fig. 365. If radii 
cB, en, eo, be drawn to the points on the circumference of the 
ellipse, they represent the angular positions of the driver's radios 
which respectively correspond to the positions eB, er, en, Cut, 
of the follower's radios. It is evident that the ellipse and the 
radii that are directed to its circumference form the orthographical 
projection of the semicircle and its radü on a plane which inter
sects the circle on the dia.meter AN, and makes an a.ngle with it 
of which be is the cosine. 

Therefore, when Hooke applies this joint to the construction 
of the dialling machín e (p. 441 above) he manifestly shows that 
he knew the formula, and also that his contemporari~ were fami
liar with it, for when he moves by means of this joint, a quadrant 
a.bout a vertical axis by clockwork, so as to keep its vertical face 
in the a.zimuth of a celestial object, he declares that this motion • is 
geometrically a.nd strictly such a.s it ought to be to keep the Plain 
of the quadra.nt exactly in the Azimuth of the celestial object, a11 

any one ever so little ver sed in geometry toill ea.•ilyjind; a.nd I sball 
hereafter more at large demonstrate, wben I come to shew what 
use I have ma.de of this Joynt, for a universal Instrument for 
Dialling, for equalling of Time, for making the Hand of a Clock 
move in the shadow of a Style, and for performing a multitude of 
other Mechanical operations.' 

for dialling in tbe Appendix to bis Treatiae IA!ctures; &l«t M~icol ~B. 
1790, p. 96, M • A flftl geometrical method of eonatructing aun-dials; ' u he ali!Odid 
with the Ditllli11g cyli11tkr wbieh. bad been previously given by Schóner, in 1562. 
Ferguaon also ela.ima the Univel'll&l. Dialling Cylinder in theee words Mlowing: 'Tiuo 
bept machine 1 eTer eontrived is the Eelipsa.reon, &e. :My nest best eontriT&Dce ia the 
U ni versal Dialling Cylinder, of whieh there ia & figure on the eighth pl&te of the Sup
plement to my Mecltanical Lectflt'U.' 
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He also employs the joint ' for dividing and describing aD 
manner of Ellipsee in any Analemmatical projection, nnd for 
malring all manner of Elli¡,tical Dials in Mr. Foater'lf tcay,' 
plainly alluding to the method given in this article, which 1 have 
traeed to Clavius. Samuel Foster, who died in 1652, was Pro 
.fessor of Astronomie in Gresham College, when Hooke was made 
Curator of tbe Royal Society in 1662. Of this treatise the con
struction whicb 1 have given Fig. 366, is the hasis, and is evidently 
the origin of the expression employed by Hooke, when he says 
tbat the motion of one axis is communicated to the other' accord
ing to a proportion which for distinction sake 1 call Elliptical or 
Obligue,' p. 14, 'DeP.cription of Helioscopes,' 16i6. 

In p. 22 he mentions other Ul!e& of tbis 'Joynt, for drawin.q 
Ellip8e8, drilling and boring of lmuling Hele1, for turnittg Elliptical 
and lftca.•h,corlt. : but has given no details of the actual mechanism 
which he employed or proposed to employ. 

~13. The ana.lytical formulre for the velocity ratios of the 
llooke's joint may be directly obtaiued from the following con
struction, which is a simplified forro of the las t. 

Tojind tM ang?Clsr velt~city ratio of are1 connected by a Hoolte'11 
joint. Let C be the intersection of 
the axes, the circle ABDL that de
scribed by the extremities of the 
driver's arms, tbe plane of the paper 
being supposed perpendicular to the 
dri ,·ing axis. Let the plane wbicb 
contains the two axes intersect the A 1---.;;>~.o---=----l D 
paper in BCL, and let the ellipae 
AbD he the projection of the circle 
described by the extremities of the 
follower's arms. If 8 be the inclina
tion of one axis to the direction of the other produced, we have 

hC=BC.cos 8. 

Let FCG be that branch of the medium cross wbich is jointed 
to tbe driver; then as this branch is always in the plane of the 
circle ABD, the projection of the otber arm which is jointe? to 
the follower will be perpendicular to it. Draw RC~ at. r1ght 
angles to FCG, passing tbrough .tbe cente~ c. and tenmna!mg. at 
H in the circ"umference of tbe elhpse. Thts wtll be tbe pr~Ject.ton 
of that branch of the cross which is jointed to the follower, anll 
H the position of its extremity. 

If, therefore, the motion of the driver's bra.nch CG of the crot:s 
oo2 
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be reckoned from the position CL, L CG is the angle which it 
has described in passing to CG, and as the follower's branch of 
the cross was at the beginning of this motion at CD, CHis the 
projection of its position when CL has moved to CG, and we 
have to find the ma.,O'llitude of the projected angle DCH. Now 
in the projected circle AhD, all linea parallel to the major axis 
ACD are unaltered in length by the projection •·• Hm drawn 
parallel to CD represente the real magnitude of the sine of 
the projected angle HCB to the radios CD. Draw through H 
the line hk perpendicular to CD. Then will BCit be the true 
value of the projected angle BCH. 

Consequently, DCh is the angle through which the follower's 
branch of the cross, therefore the follower axis, has been moved 
by the motion of the driver from CL to CG. 

As CHis perpendicular to CG the angles LCG, DCH are 

h tal ul . f CL the driver 
equal, and • ·• we ave to ang ar motíon o CD- h --.t.' ll- - --= 

, t e 10 ower 

pe!!_ (=~ suppose ) • 
.DCh fJ 

But Hk, kk are the tangente of these angles to radios O. 
tan DCH tan a m hC 

•.• tan DCh = tan fJ = hk = IiC = cos fJ. 

The above expressions give the entire angles described simul
taneously from the common starting point D by the respecti\"e 
axes, and thus also the simultaneous positions of indexes a«ached 
to those axes. 

To find the velocity ratio of the axes we must differentiate thr 
expression, tan a= cos e. tan fJ 1 

h. h . da cos'a 8 2 w 1c g¡ves dfJ= cos"'fJ. cos 

1 +tan'fl =cos fJ. ---
1 +tan'a 

3 

Eliminating in turn a and fJ from (3) by means of (1) we 
obtain, 

da cos fJ 
dfJ-1-sin2/J. sin'B 

1 - cos1a . sin'fJ 
=-cosO--

4 

5 

These give a maximum value ( =cos 8) for the ratio, whtil 
sin /3=0, which happens when /3=0, w, 2w, &c., 
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and .·. sin fl=O and (4) becomes ~;=cos 8. 

Th . . 1 l b h 7r 3-rr 5-rr e mintmum va ue= 008 t} appens w en a=2, 2 , 2' 
and therefore cos a=O. 

From ( 3) and ( 1) we al so obtain tja = _ co_~2 8 + tan2a = 1, 
d{J cos 8 ( 1 + tan2a) 

when the angular velocities are equal. • 
.·. cos2 8+tan1a=cos B+cos 8. tan2a. 

cos1 8-cos 8=cos 8 ( cos e-1 )= (cos e-1) . tan2a and tan'a= 
cos 8. 

4 • ( 1. . . )da ll 1 + tan2{J 1 h 
.~gam eimmatingad,8=cosu. 1 +tan~{Jcos2e=, at te 

points when velocities are equal. 
l 

• . tan2tB= cos e' consequently the equality of velocities 

happens when the driving arm has described an are whose 
tangent= ..leos-O, and the follower arm one whose tangent is 

1 l ll' where e is the inclination of one axis to the direction of 
"'cos u 
the other produced. 

The construction of the former demonstration, however, has 
the advantage of exhibiting graphically the relative positions of 
the driver and follower by means of the ellipse and circle 
(fig. 367), where if HCB be the angular distance of any given 
radius HC of the driver from its position at tbe beginning of the 
motion at B, reckoned as above at (1), then will hCB be the 
corresponding angular distance of the radius ltC of the follower, 
which coincided with it at starting from B. 

If we follow these radii round the circle, it appears that they 
coincide at four points B, D, L, and A; that at starting from 
B, where the follower's branch of the medium eros~ is in the 
plane of the axes, the follower moves slower than the driver at 
first, and falls behind it, and then accelerates, until it overtakes 
it at D, where the driver's branch is in that plane, beyond which 
it takes the lead through the next quadrant DL, first moving 
quicker than the driver, and then retarding; so that the drh·er 
overtakes it at L, and passes it. The motion through LA is 
similar to that through BD; and that from A to B the saine as 
that from D to L. The amount of retardation and acceleration 
depends upon the value of e; and therefore if a single joint be 

* Poncelet, Traiti de Mkaniqve appli!Jtdte auz .Vacl&inu. Bnu:ellee, 18-lli. Art. 7-1, 
p. 122. 
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emp· oyed, the axes must be inclined to each other tmfficiently to 
produce the desired variatien of velocity. 

514. By means of two joints, however, the axes may be placed 
parallel or inclined to each other at any angle, and a greater 

variety of motion be proeured. 
Thus let AB, fig. 368, be the driving 

axis, and let it be connected to the first 
following axis B C by a Hooke's joint at 

IJ' B, and let this be similarly jointed to a 
"10:---=- second axis CD at C. The plane of AB C 

¡ may be different from that of BCD, &• 

that the axes AB, CD will be neither 
parallel nor meeting. 

First, let the angular motion of the second joint at C be 
reckoned like that of the first, from the position in which the fork 
of the follower lies in the plane of the two axes. Then for the 
motion of the joint B we ha ve, as before, 

D tan a 
tan ¡..¡=--e; 

e os 

and if 'Y be the corresponding angles of the axis CD, and e, iu 
iuclination to BCb, 

tan {3 tan a 
tan "f=--~=-----..--..

cos e, cos e . cos e, 
If there be a series of similar axes, whose successive mutual 

inclinations are 6, 6,, e, . . . 8,., 8 the angular distance of a radius 
of the last corresponding to a, 

then, tan 8 tan a • 
cos 8. cos 8, cos e, ... cos 6,. 

In a system of this kind any desired amount of variation may 
be obtained, and the last follower may be set at any given angle 
to the first driver, or even in its own direction produced, by 
three Hooke joints only. 

In the system just. described the shafts may líe in different 
planes, but it is supposed that the joints are all so adjustcd that 
when the following arms of the first joint B lie in the plane ABC 
of its two axes, that the following arms of every other joint also 
lie in 'the plane of their two axes. 

Let there be a system of three axes with two joints, as 
ñg. 368, but let the driving arms of the second lie in the plane 
BCD, when thefollowing arms of the first lie in the plane A.BC, 
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or, which is the same thing, let the first articulating axis B of 
BC, be in the plane AJJC, when the second articulating axis C 
of B C is in the plan e BCD. The angles of the second are 
thet·efore now reckoned from a fixed radius distant one quadrant 
from those of the first. 

lftan ,8=tan_~ be the equation to the first, 
cos"' 

(:!!: +,8) 
20 is the equation to the second. 

cos 1 

tan 
tan ry= 

But tan (~2 + f:J) = - 1- ; 
· tan# 

cose 
•·. tan ry= e . · tan a. cos 1 

1 Let8=81 ; .·,tanry::::--; 
tan a 

which shows that if the forks be setas above, anu if tite angles 
of inclination of the a.res be equal, then the variations of motion 
will counteract each other, and the angular velocity ratio of the 
extreme axes AB, CD, remain constant. 

'Vhen the double Hooke'íl joint is thus employed, it is com
monly for this purpose of correcting the varying ratio of angular 
velocity, and the intermediate piece may F 
therefore be made short, as in fig. 369. 

lf the axes all líe in one plane, the 
directions of the outer ones meet in a 
point of that plane, and the setting of 
the forks is reduced to the simple rule of 
making those of the intermediate axis in 
one plane as in the figure. 

Care must be taken, however, that tht' 
angles which the extreme axes make 
with the intermediate piece are the same. 

ig. 

It is thus shown that by this double Hoc.ke's joint a constant 
velocity ratio is maintained between two shafts, whose directions 
are neither parallel nor meeting. 

515. For the exhibition of these properties, 1 employ a model on 
the plan of the diagraru (fig. 368), in which the driving and 
following axes are mounted independently on bases, which rest 
upon a board beneath, in whicb two boles are pierced at a 
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distance equal to BC, for the reception of two screw-bolts w:ith 
fly nuts, by which the separate bases are fixed to the board. 
These boles are bored vertically below the points B and C. 
Thus the axes AB, DC, can be set at any required horizontal 
angles to the direction of the connecting shaft B C. 

One of the two forks or pairs of arms, as (B), which tenninates 
that sbaft is fixed to it. The otber ( C) is fitted to it by a collar 
and binding screw, so tbat the forks may be set at pleasure in the 
same plane or in different planes. Each outward extremity, as 
A and D, is furnished witb a circular dial plate, which is fixed to 
it, and is simply graduated into quadrants by black radial lines, 
and each quadrant bisected by a round red spot, like the dial in 
fig. 206, p. 218. These degrees are read off by an index, fixed 
to eacb of the pedestals which sustain the axes in such a maoner 
that they project upwards above the circumference of their 
respective dials. As the apparattis is presented to the spectator 
in the end-long position, the two dials aod indexes are seen 
simultaneously, and tbus it can be shown that when the driving 
axis and following axis are set at equal angles with the ínter
mediste axis and the forks or arms of the latter in the same 
plane, the revolving dials will briog their black lines and red 

e 

Ftg. 370. 

•D 

:: 
! ! 
l.:" 

~ 1: 
" , ....... -¡:·-........ 

[ ~ .. ,, 
............. ____ .,.. .. 

spots simultaneously under the re
spective indexes ; but if. the forks 
of the intermediate axis are set so 
as not to lie in the same plane, the 
black lines will be brought under the 
axes simultaneously ; but the red 
spots will exhibit the variations 
shown in fig. 367 above. 

516. To connect hco parallel a.re1 
10 that the rotah'on of one shall be 
communicated to the other Út the r~ 
verse direction. 

Let two parallel axes Bn, Em, 
Fig. 370, be mounted in a frame 
(omitted in the diagram), and their 
respective extremities BE be con
nected by joint pieces BA, ED 
with a shaft AD. The joint pieces 
must be in the form shown in fig. 
369. The upper axis is provided 

at. its outward extremity with an index, as at n, and the lower 
also with a handle H. By the property of the double Hooke's 
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joint (Art. 514 above), it is shown that when the handle H is 
tumed about, the rotation of mE will be conveyed by the double 
joint ED to lJA, and by the double joint AB to Bn. 

But the direction of the rotations of the parallel axes will be 
opposite, as shown by the arrows, and may be explained as 
follows. Let the chain of axes be supposed to be laid out in a 
straight line, as shown by the dotted lines at fe, he. If now ef 
be rotated in the direction of the arrow, the whole chain, and 
therefore he will rotate in the same direction. 

Let us now bend Ahe into its proper position, h moves to B, 
e to e, and the arrow which marks the direction of the rotation 
will point upwards towards e as it pointed towards e in the first 
position. 

Similarly when Dejis bent int!> the position DEF,jis carried 
to the lowest point of the disk at F, and the arrow point, which 
in the straight position pointed horizontally to the right to f, is 
made to point downwards to F, which proves the reversion. 

Thus we obtain a method of communicating rotation from one 
axis to a parallel one, so that the direction of rotation is reversed, 
but the velocity of rotation of the driving arm or handle Hm 
exactly communicated to the follower index nC. 
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CHAPTER III. 

UNIVERSAL FLEXURE-JOINTS AND SWIVEL-JOINTS. 

517. WE may now proceed to investigate the universal joint 
considered with respect to its property of connecting the ends of 
two rods in such a manner that, supposing one to be 6xed in 
position and the other placed so as to coincide with the produced 
direction of the first, the connection of the ende sball allow the 
movable rod to be flexed at any angle with the :fixed rod and 
in any given plane which contains that rod. 

Manifestly tbe flexure of the mm•able rod is performed about 
an axis of flexure, wbich passes through the point of intersection 
of the two rods, and is normal to tbat given plane. Conse
quently, we must examine tbe theory of the composition and 
resolution of small angular motions about axes which meet in a 
point, whicb may be dircctly demonstrated as follows : 

Let CA 1, CA2 be two axes meeting at C at any given :mgle, 

Fig. 3il. 

(~ 
:...··-r~---:;r-<-
· .... · 

Ca= their common normal at the 
point of intel"l!ection. 

Let the body rotate about CA 1 

tbrough a small á.ngle, by which 
the normal Ca is carried to Ca1, and 
subsequently about CA2 throu5h a 
small angle by which Ca1 is carried 
to Ca2• As tbe angles are small, 
these motions take place in a plane 
parallel to the plane which contains 

.. .--... the axes CA1, CA1• 

(:·~) The eftect of these successive 
motions is to place Ca in the same 
position as if a had been carried 

direct to a2 along the third side of the triangle, of which the other 
sides represent the separate motions. Also the two sides having a· 
comwon radius Ca are respectively proportional to the angular 
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velocities about CA1, CA, by which they were described, and the 
third side to the resultant angular velocity. In the plane CA1A 1 

draw CA perpendicular to the plane Caa1 and A 1A parallel to CA1• 

Now because the lines CA, CA1, CA 1 are respectively perpen
dicular in direction to the planes Caa1, Caa1, Ca1a1, the triangle 
CA~ is similar to the small triangle a2a1a, and in a parallel 
plane, therefore, its sides are respectively proportional to the 
angular velocities described about the axes representad in direc
tion by these lines. 

Hence, if two lines radiating from a point represent in direc
tion and magnitude the axes and angular velocities of two small 
rotations, the diagonal of the parallelogram constructed within 
the two lines, whose rotations are in the same direction, will re
present in direction and magnitude the resultant rotatiun. 

In the above form of the junction of two rods by two axes of 
flex~, the joint is termed a universal jie:rurt-joint. But when 
a third axis of flexure is introduced which is not contained in the 
plane of the other two, we obtain a connection of the rods, by 
which not only transverse bendings in all directions are possible, 
but also rotations of one rod about the point of connection, after 
the manner of a hall and socket, as will appear from the follow
ing proposition. Such a joint is termed a • universal 8Wivel
joint,' and its theory is the subject of the following article. 

Fig. 372. 

518. A small rotation about an axis CP in any given position 
can now be resolved into three component rotations upon three 
axes meeting in one of ita points C, and respectively parallel to 
three giHn lines Ca1, Ca2, Coa, not in the same plane. 

Let the line CP represent the gi,·en rotation in direction and 
magnitude, and let a plane parallel to that of two of the lines, as 
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Cal' Ca2 pass through C. From P draw PQ paral1el to a 3 C, 
and meeting this plane in Q. Join CQ and construct upon it 
as a diagonal the parallelogram CA1 QA2, whose sides are res
pectively parallel to Cal' Ca2• 

The rotation CP can now be re8olved into CQ. QP, of which 
the former can be resolved jnto CA2, A 2 Q, 

W e thus obtain a parallelopipedon, the diagonal of which 
representing the rotation iu position and magnitude, the com
ponent rotations are respective! y represented by the edges of the 
so lid. 

519. Fig 3i3 representa my apparatus, by 'vhich the nature of 
the resolutions and composition of axes of fl.exure in general can 
be readily illustrated. 

A circular base has a piece of upright brass tube inserted 
firmly into its centre. This tube is cmployed for the support of 
a combination exactly similar to fig. 363 (p. 446 above), consist
ing of a rod Ce affixed to a quadrantal radial plane r, which, by 
a similar link plane L, is connected to a second quadrantal radial 
plane R, the rod of which is inserted into the brass tube, which 
it fits freely, so as to allow it to revolve steadily when required. 
~ut this rotation can be prevented by a wire pin p passed 
··'ll"ough a transverse hole drilled through the tube and rod. 
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In this condition the upper rod Ce can be flexed opon the 
plane L by the hinge CA2, so as to bring the point m, which 
is in the axis of the rod produced, to the position n, so that 
mn is a small are of a circle contained in a plane perpen
dicular to the axis CAr If now the rod and quadrant r be 
flexed about the axis CA1, without disturbing the angle mCA1, 

the point n may be moved through a smnll are no of a circle, 
whose radius is a perpendicular dropped upon CA1• In these 
motions the extremity m travels in the surface of a sphere with 
radius Cm, and the are mo is the are of a great circle of that 
sphere, which if described by moving the rod Cm directly from 
Cm to Co, would cause it to rotate opon a.n axis passing through 
C and normal to the triangle Cmo. 
If it be required to rotate the rod Ce upon its own axis, that 

axis not being in the plnne of the other two A 1a1, A 2a2, we must, 
by the last article, introduce a third axis CA8 into the system, by 
removing the pin p, whieh willleave the cylindrical rod which is 
fixed to R, free to revolve in the tube. Grasp the rod Ce in 
the hand and twist it round without disturbing its inclination, 
and it will cause the entire system to rotate abóut the vertical 
axis. During the motion, the combination will of itself by virtue 
of its connections resolve the rotation of Ce into the three axes, 
flexing by A,a, and A 1a1, and rotating CA3• 

520. The joints by which the members of crustaceous animals 
and insects are united, furnish many beautiful examples of these 
principies. These formed the subject of a communication made 
by meto the Philosopbical Society of Cambridge in Marcb 1841, 
of which the following paragraphs give the substance. 

Every separate joint in these animals is a hinge-joint very 
curiously constructed, but of course possessing but a single axis 
of flexure; these axes, however, are grouped so as to produce 
compound joints having two or three axes of flexure, snd there
fore either forming universal flexure-joints, or swivel-joints, in 
the manner explained in the previous article. • 

As an example of this we may take the front claw of the 
common crab, represented in fig. 374. This consiste, in fact, of 
five separate pieces, A, B, C, D, E, not including the movable 
jaw F of the actual claw ; each piece is jointed to the next by a 
hinge-joint. But opon our principies the entire limb may be 

* In this clase of oombinations if the axes of the joints pass each other withont 
meeting, it can easily be sbown that the m<n"ing piece has still the unlimited choice of 
direction for the resultant uía, and that it willlie somewhere between the component 
ues. 
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considered to eonsist of two principal members C and E; of 
which the first is jointed to the body of the animal by a universal 
swivel joint of three axes of tlexure, and the seoond to the 1irst 
by a tlexure joint of two axes, or Hooke's joint. 

For the piece C is united to tbe claw E by means of an ínter
mediste piece D, and the axes of the joints which connect them 

Fig. 3H . 

• 

are shown by the line ti, 5 betwcen E and D, and 4, 4 between 
D and C. These axes meet in a point lt., and therefore by what 
has preceded, it appears that E moves with respect to e about 
the point l, and that it is at liberty to turn round any axis of 
flexure passing through that point and in the plane 5, lt, 4. So 
tbat tbill is in fact a natural Hooke's joint. Tbe swivel joint 
which eonnects the piece C with the body of the animal i.s more 
complex; and to exhibit its arrangement, two projections are 
given, one upon a plane perpendicular to the other, and inter
~ecting it in the line m11. 'V e may suppose the claw to be laid down on tbe table in the 
upper figure, in which case this beeomes the plan and the lower 
the elevation, although the figures are drawn without any rela
tion to the position cf the claw with respect to the body of the 
animal, but only so as best to exhibit the joints, as will appear 
presently. 

A ring A or a is attached to the body of the animal by a joint 
who!e axis is 1, 1, in the plan, and 1, 1, in the elevation. This 
is jointed to a second ring B, or b, by an nxis 2, 2, or 11, 11 ; and 
B is jointed to e by a third axis vertical in the plan, whose pro
jection is therefore a point 3. lt is shown at III, 111, in the 
elevation. e is therefore eonnected to the body of the animal 
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by a compound joint of three axes, whose directions nearly meet, 
but of which no two at·e parallel, neither are they in three parallel 
planes, and therefore, by foot note p. 461, C is at liberty to move 
about an axis situated at any angle with respect to the body. The 
compound joint, in fact, corresponda to the·ball and socket joint 
employed for the shoulder of vertebrate animals. Its motions in 
different directions are of course limited by the extent of angular 
mo'tion of which each separate hinge is capa~e. 

The diagram is reduced from a very careful drawing. I found 
that the. axis 2, 2 was as nearly as possible in aplane perpen
dicular to 3, and that when the ring A. was placed in its mean 
position, the axis 1 , 1 was also in a plane perpendicular to 3. 
This determined the choice of the position of the planes of pro
jection. 

That of the plan is parallel to the joints 1,1, 2,2, and therefore 
perpendicular to the joint 3, which thus becomes a point. The 
plane of the elevation is parallel to the point 3. 

As to the joints 4,4, 5,5, the joint 4,4 is in the drawing a little 
overstrained to allow 5,5 to come into parallelism with the plane 
of the paper; and 4,4 is also not in reality exactly perpendicular 
to 3. However, it must be understood that my object here is 
not to show the relation of the limb to the body of the animal, 
but merely the principie of arrangement of the joints. 

The claw E is shown in its extreme outward position with 
respect to C; in its mean position it would be at right angles 
to the paper; and in the extreme inward position E and C 
would come into contact, to allow of which the shape of the 
intermediate piece and position of the hinges are beautifully 
adapted. 

Thus my series of mechanistic combinations has conducted me 
to an example from the numerous and marvellous constructions 
which characterise the machinery of the animated forros, with 
which the world has been peopled by its Beneficent, All-wise, and 
1\Ierciful Creator, from the careful and reverent study of whose 
wondrous works, we derive all our practical science, under His 
Almighty guidance and protection, which is never withh~ld from 
those who humbly ask it, in the spirit of faith and trutb. 
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